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EDITORS' PREFACE
We would like to express our deepest thanks to the thirty-three
contributors to this volume. Though scattered among all the continents
of Earth, except for Africa and Antarctica, they responded promptly to
our call for papers to honor our colleague, Henry Schwarz, and sub
sequently to all our queries on points of scholarship and, in many cases
with a degree of computer literacy exceeding our own, to our far more
arcane requests for computer disks and descriptions of formats.
Thanks to the depth of our contributors' scholarship and their
inherent lucidity, even when writing in a foreign language, the editing
of these papers has been remarkably easy. Our main difficulties have
been technical ones, involving the multiplicity of transliteration systems
used even for the same language in different places, and the variety of
scholarly citation formats employed around the world and in different
languages and academic disciplines. We decided to trust our readers'
cosmopolitan sophistication in such matters and to "let a hundred
flowers bloom," only making sure of consistency within each paper.
We are much indebted to Sue Scally of Western Washington
University's Bureau of Faculty Research, who ably retyped those
manuscripts for which neither camera-ready copy nor computer disks
could be provided by their authors, and accurately entered on disk revi
sions made by us and our contributors. Ms. Scally's talents as a style
editor and spotter of internal inconsistencies of format, as well as her
yeoman service as proof-reader saved us much time and embar
rassment. Any remaining errors must be and are our responsibility.
We are also indebted to Western Washington University's Bur
eau of Faculty Research for a well-timed monetary grant for purchase
of the TwinBridge Chinese computer software which enabled us to in
sert well-formed Chinese characters into the text as needed.
Finally, we must express our gratitude to our old fnend and
distinguished colleague, Henry Schwarz, whose career has provided the
happy occasion for this coming together of so many distinguished
scholars, and from whom we anticipate many more years of both
friendship and scholarship.
Edward Kaplan
Donald Whisenhunt
Bellingham, Washington
January, 1994

FOREWORD
We are pleased to present herewith a largely Mongol miscellany
in honor of a most remarkable man, Henry Schwarz. I first met Henry
Schwarz in the winter of 1967 at a meeting of the Inner Asia
Colloquium of the then Far Eastern and Russian Institute at the
University of Washington. Attending were the bright lights of Inner
Asian Studies including, in addition to Henry himself, the late Nicholas
Poppe, the late T.V. Wylie, Herbert Franke, Lao Yan-shuan, and a host
of graduate students, most of whom have now gone on to distinguished
careers as scholars and teachers. That period was in many ways a high
water mark for Inner Asian Studies, one we have not seen the likes of
since, though Henry Schwarz has done his best to recreate it.
At that time Henry Schwarz was still a young professor
although he already had considerable teaching experience behind him,
in various University of Wisconsin programs (1961-1963), at Mar
quette University (1964-1964), as a Fulbright professor at the Uni
versity of the Philippines (1964-1965), and at the University of Wash
ington where Henry began teaching in 1965. In his writings, he had
started with space, in a paper published in 1963 entitled "Governing the
moon." But he soon moved to contemporary Chinese politics and ulti
mately to a life-time interest in the Mongolian and Turkic peoples of
Northern China. 1 most remember him in those days for the great en
thusiasm he brought to his topic, and his willingness to take time with
beginners such as myself
In 1969, after a year as visiting professor at the University of
Kansas, Henry moved to Western Washington University where he has
been an institution ever since. During almost a quarter of a century of
research and teaching at Western, Henry has made several notable con
tributions. He established the Center for East Asian Studies and served
as its first director from 1971 to 1977. He built the finest library for
Mongolian and Chinese minority studies in North America. He served
as chief editor of two book series, products of what is probably the best
small university press in the country. While doing all of this, he still
found time to take students to Inner Mongolia almost every year, and
to publish many books and monographs of his own. They include his

classic The Minorities of Northern China: A Survey (1984), several
bibliographical surveys of major importance, most recently the
eminently useful Mongolia and the Mongols: Holdings at Western
Washington University (1993), and what will no doubt be considered
his masterpiece, An Uyghur-English Dictionary (1993). There has
never been such an extensive English-language dictionary for any
Turkic language other than Anatolian Turkish and Henry's dictionary is,
in fact, one of the most important bilingual Uyghur dictionaries in any
language. It is likely to remain the standard for many decades to come.

When I met Henry Schwarz again in 1978, at the first North
American Conference on Mongolian Studies, held in the old Leopold
Inn in downtown Bellingham, he was already well into his Western
career. In 1991, Henry brought another major Asian Studies con
ference to Western, when he organized and chaired the ASP AC (Asian
Studies on the Pacific Coast) conference. At the time of the 1978
conference. Western Washington University was already a hotbed of
Asian Studies. An excellent East Asian Studies faculty including the
late Ulrich Mammitzsch, Edward Kaplan, Torn Takemoto, Erhard
Salzer, and Linda Kimball had by then assembled and also seemed to be
infected with Henry's enthusiasm. Western Washington University was
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by then doing things largely unheard of at other small universities and
doing them well. When I joined the faculty as a part-time instructor in
1979, I found the intellectual environment stimulating and the support
of Western's East Asian faculty for me most gratifying. My first pub
lication, in fact, was a paper I gave at the 1978 conference in
Bellingham and that was included in a collection of papers edited and
published by Henry the following year. Almost everything I have
published since then has been read by Henry Schwarz as almost a
precondition for publication. Most of my major work, including re
search for the paper presented in this volume, in fact has begun as
papers presented before Western's East Asian Colloquium, also started
by Henry. My success in a number of grant projects funded by the
Washington Commission for the Humanities was also due largely to
support from Henry Schwarz and other faculty of the Center for East
Asian Studies. It was probably because of the warm sense of camara
derie that I found at Western that, once hooked, I remained there inter
mittently for twelve years, until 1991. I have no regrets and thank
Henry Schwarz and others for their support and friendship over the
years.
The essays which follow are a fitting tribute by his colleagues to
a remarkable man and to a remarkable scholar. They run the gamut of
Henry's own interests and beyond and are also reflective of the inter
national connections which came to Western Washington University
through Henry. Thanks to Henry, Western now has scholarly rela
tionships not only with both Mongolias, but also with a number of
universities in other East Asian countries. Moreover, it was largely due
to Henry's efforts that Western has been able to attract an amazing
range of foreign scholars, to be in residence, to give lectures and other
presentations, and to use Wilson Library. Henry himself was a visiting
professor in Japan twice, during 1980-1981 and 1984-1985, and was in
residence in Beijing, Urumqi, and Inner Mongolia at some length.
Perhaps the most distinguished outsider, although he came from an
American, not a foreign university, to visit Western regularly, was
Nicholas Poppe. He, too, was infected by the Schwarz enthusiasm and
honored Western Washington University through major bequests of
books. This was the second major collection of this sort coming to
Western, since Paul Serruys also gave a valuable collection to Wilson
Library. Henry Schwarz was also chosen by Professor Poppe to edit
and publish his memoirs (Nicholas Poppe, Reminiscences. Bellingham:
Western Washington University, 1983).
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Although Henry Schwarz has now retired, effective the end of
autumn quarter of 1993, none of his friends expects that we have seen
the last of him. We suspect, in fact, that like Henry's three culture
heroes, Nicholas Poppe, Gunnar Jarring, and George Kennan, he will
continue to produce scholarship of the first rank, publish books and,
most important, encourage and inspire other scholars for decades to
come. Soon he will travel to Ulaanbaatar where he will render advice
to various scholars, and soon after that he will, in his capacity of
president of ASP AC, travel to Guam, the westernmost place in his farflung organization. He will, I am sure, spend as much time as possible
in his two favorite places, the steppes of Mongolia (see photograph)
and Wilson Library (see frontispiece). In so doing, he should con
solidate his reputation as a national as well as a regional institution, as
an assembler, through the library he has built, the books he has edited,
his own scholarship, and the legacy he has left with us all, of cultural
treasures for our nation and for the world.

Paul D. Buell
Seattle
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Mongol Adjustment to the Natural Environment
Angelo Anastasio
Some Eurasians, including the ancestors of the Mongols, have
been pastoral nomads for millennia. During most (if not all) of this
time, they have interacted with agricultural and urban groups.
Pastoralists were nearly always dominant militarily, made conquests of
and created empires in the sedentary world, but they stood to lose their
advantage and much else if they became too entangled with the
sedentary world or became sedentary themselves. The Mongols have
always seen sedentary life as debilitating and destructive of their
cherished way of life. To prevent this, they would return to the old
ways and discard whatever adopted elements of foreign cultures that
were not compatible with pastoral nomadism. This is a classic pattern
of steppe-sedentary interaction: interacting/changing alternating with
retreating/renewing.
Draw an imaginary line running from the Pacific Ocean across
Manchuria and westward across the pastoral belt into the Russian
steppe, through southwest Asia (the Near East) and then dividing, one
line reaching across North Africa and another running through the East
African Rift almost to the southernmost part of the continent. This line
separates people whose way of life is based on agriculture and
urbanism from people who are mounted pastoral nomads. This division
has given rise to a number of pairs of contrasting terms: sedentary and
nomadic, steppe and sown, plow and sword, farmer and pastoralist,
Cain (farmer) and Abel (pastoralist). Such polar terms, however, tempt
their users to ignore the interaction between the two, which may vary
for each pair, and ignore as well differences even among pastoralists in
their adjustment to the natural environment.
In order to study the fluid, flexible, pastoral nomadic culture, it
is better to separate it from any interaction with a relatively stable and
sedentary unit. For this purpose, Myres views pastoral nomadism as if

This article is a summary of the first two chapters (and part of the third) of a
work in process, Mongols and the Outside World, by Paid Buell and Angelo
Anastasio, which is extensively documented and describes patterns of the
traditional culture, some of which are no longer practiced.
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it were independent of any other use of the natural environment than on
animals. According to Myres pastoral nomadism is:
. . . that mode of life in which a human community is enabled, through
its control of domestic animals, and also through its own dependence
on them, to dispense with the cultivation or even the necessary
collecting of plants or plant food, or any deliberate interference with
the natural vegetation of a region.
It also dispenses with any
permanent abode; for such a nomad community can (and must)
wander wherever its animals find pasture; and it maintains itself with
the . . . products of its cattle. . . }
In this definition are found the basic elements of Mongol
pastoral nomadism:
1.

Dependence on domesticated animals which follow a natural
seasonal cycle in their search for food, water and shelter.

2.

Since the herders do little to assist the animals, they are obliged
to follow them in their cycle—i.e., to be nomadic.

3.

The necessary mobility makes any sort of permanent settlement
difficult or impossible. Hence, the material components of the
culture must be stripped for mobility—limited to what can be
transported by pack and cart animals.

4.

Pastoral nomadism must be self-sufficient since its technical and
subsistence resources are obtained only from the animals.

This definition is an ideal which may state a goal, but a goal
which cannot be attained in actuality because self-sufficiency cannot be
based on domestic animal products alone—there is no known pastoral
group which has ever done so. If we think of self-sufficiency as a
circle, it is an open circle which may be more nearly closed for one
group than another, but is never completely closed for any group. The
term pastoral nomadism sets the focus, the values and orientation of the
Mongols, but pure pastoralism was and is impossible, even for them.
Historical interest has centered on the long-standing interaction
of pastoral nomadism with the sedentary world, hence the frequent
^ John L. Myres, "Nomadism," Journal of the Royal Anthropological

Institute 71, pts. 1 and 2 (1941), 19-41.
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failure to present a full description of the nomadic world on its own
terms. In describing the interaction and fusion of cultures, Kroeber^
classified pastoral nomadism as a half-culture, implying (if not saying)
that such a group might not exist without interaction with sedentary
culture. In our view, a pastoral nomadic group, once it is fully
operative, can exist without interacting with the sedentary world. The
Mongols depended on hunting, gathering, sporadic fishing and
cultivation, and even did a bit of mining, all of which, taken together,
enabled them to be independent of the outside world.
These
supplementary subsistence activities, which could make them selfsufficient, are described below. The Mongols nevertheless also chose to
be involved with the outside world.
It is likely that pastoral nomadism first developed in central
Eurasia. The area of Eurasia within which it is practiced extends for
about 5,000 miles—from the Carpathian Mountains in southern Poland,
southern Ukraine and northeast Romania and eastward into Manchuria.
The western (European) area ranges from below sea level to about
1,200 feet above. About 80 degrees latitude (east of Lake Balkash),
the terrain rises fairly rapidly into the eastern (Asian) sector. The
climate is cold (since it is cut off from the monsoon climate of southern
Asia by ranges of mountains), with the highest temperatures being
those of Tibet, south of Mongolia. The three northernmost climate
ranges are the Arctic, Tundra and forested Taiga. The extreme cold of
these areas is felt in the pastoral belt below the Taiga. Prevailing winds
are from the west, but the moderating influence of the Atlantic Ocean
diminishes as one moves eastward until it has little (if any) effect in
Asia. The result is that the climate of the Mongol territory is the most
extreme of the sub-Taiga regions of Eurasia—"Continentality at its
fiercest," as someone once put it.
The Mongol heartland includes:
a) the Mongolian People's Republic, often abbreviated MPR;
b) the Dzungarian Basin in Sinkiang, Ninghsia Basin, Inner
Mongolia and part of Manchuria, all within Chinese political
boundaries; and
c) the Sayan and Baikal areas within the boundaries of the USSR.

2 Alfred L. Kroeber, Anthropology (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1948), 277-8.
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In general, Mongol landforms consist of connected basins,
valleys and plains surrounded and intersected by mountains and hills.
The largest of the plains is that with the Gobi Desert in its center. It
averages about 4,800 feet in elevation, sloping from 6,000 feet in the
north to 5,300 in the south, with a few places below 3,000. While most
of the plain is flat, it is broken up by intersecting mountains, hills,
valleys and badlands, such as the ravines and gullies created by the
frequent violent storms.
The pastoral belt has rainfall of less than twenty inches per year,
which is minimal for trees, and hence the pastoral belt consists mostly
of grassland and scrubland. The northern part is grassland, called step'
in Russian. Steppe is characterized as a level area, with fertile black
soil, well drained and covered with more or less dense vegetation,
mainly grasses which furnish fodder from spring to fall. Vegetation
also includes wild onions and mushrooms, wormwood and sage. In
June a profusion of various flowers turns entire square miles into
carpets of reds, yellows, blues, purples and whites.
While outsiders refer to the central part of the plain as the Gobi
Desert, the Mongols do not. Their term is gov', meaning scrubland,
which is a more suitable description. Of the four types of desert
mentioned above, true sand desert resembling that of the Sahara in
North Africa, occupies only five per cent of the area. Most of the rest
is gravel (stone) desert. Erosion by winds from the north and
northwest removes the soil, transporting it up to hundreds of miles into
China (where it is redeposited as fertile loess soil which has leveled the
original topography). In Mongolia the result is level plains with the
gravel surface worn smooth and protecting whatever earth lies
underneath. Other types of desert are clay, loess and sand. Gravel
desert has little vegetation, clay desert even less. With the spring rains.
Loess and sand deserts bloom with bulbous plants, especially that bulb
which produces meadow grass.
Other desert plants include
wormwood, saksaoul which grows as tall as ten to twelve feet and
offers food for camels, and the tsulhir (genus Agriophyllus) and xarmag
(genus Nitraria), which are food for both camels and humans.
There are important variations in yearly precipitation. The
Mongolian Plateau receives fifteen to twenty inches where it merges
with the Taiga on its north, but rainfall diminishes to about six inches in
the central Gobi Desert, The Alashan and Ordos deserts get less than
ten inches, while the Tarim Basin gets three to four inches at its eastern
end and about 0.5 inches in its central Taklamakan Desert. Because of
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their heights, the mountains receive between sixteen and twenty inches
of precipitation yearly on their windward slopes. This produces forests
and lush grasslands. The leeward slopes receive much less precipitation
and are quite barren of vegetation The watered mountain pastures are
among the favorite grazing lands of the Mongols.
Aspects of the open, treeless terrain to which the wild animals
must adapt are the lack of cover against enemies and weather, and the
types, locations and relative abundance of food. Almost half of the
fauna are rodents. Some, mole-like, live entirely underground. Others
live underground but feed on the surface. These include marmots,
hamsters, jerboas, field mice, and a type of prairie dog. Their very
numerous burrow openings and mounds make travel dangerous for
animals and humans.
The other dominant animals are the ungulates. Like the
rodents, they are gregarious and live in flocks and herds. The antelope
was once most common and numerous, being reported in herds of
thousands. Other ungulates included gazelle, wild ass, wild horse, deer,
elk and mountain goat. The camel, not an ungulate, also roamed wild
in the more desert areas. These animals, especially the ungulates, were
so numerous and so suitable to mounted hunting that they formed a
very important subsistence supplement for the Mongols.
Feeding on the large numbers of rodents and ungulates are the
many predators native to the area and others which visit from
surrounding areas. These include the wolf, fox, jackal, wildcat, tiger,
leopard and cheetah. Many types of birds are adjusted to particular
micro-environments: perching birds such as owl, grouse and partridge
are best-suited to treed areas, ground-oriented birds (such as pigeon
and quail) remain near vegetal growth, which provides shelter and
concealment. Seed eaters like the grouse prefer clay or gravel deserts
because seeds lie exposed. Aquatic ducks, crane, tern and cormorant
live in watered areas. There are a number of lizards and snakes,
including the viper. The rivers and lakes of the eastern part of the
country have over fifty types of fish, including sturgeon, salmon and
trout.
Because of altitude, distance from tempering influence of
oceans and exposure to the cold north, conditions for Mongol
pastoralism are the most extreme in the pastoral belt.
Winter is long, the cold lasting from October to April. There is
little snow, three to four inches being average and this is usually blown
away by the wind. Rare snowfalls of four to six inches make it difficult
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for grazing animals to reach the grass, and the very rare eight to teninch depths may severely reduce the number of animals. Winter
temperatures average minus fifteen degrees Fahrenheit with lows up to
minus fifty-eight degrees Farenheit recorded. Winter tends to be a
drought season, since moisture is frozen and not accessible for the
animals when there is no snow. Prevailing winds, mostly from the
northwest and north, are frequent (if not constant). When it is snowing
the winds may assume blizzard proportions, making conditions difficult
for animals and humans. In some areas winds also pick up fine dust,
further worsening conditions.
Spring comes in late March in the west and about a month later
in the east. Where there is little snow cover, the earth warms quickly
and the grass begins to grow. In some places—particularly in the east—
there is little transition between winter and summer. The spring
remains cold, with the almost constant wind and frequent severe
storms. The late spring and early summer of May and June are the best
times for pastoralism.
The summer months are June, July and August. The average
temperature is about fifty degrees Fahrenheit, although in the more
desert areas (Gobi, Ala Shan, Tarim) temperatures of up to 150
degrees Farenheit have been recorded on stony surfaces.
Daily
temperatures vary greatly throughout the year, but particularly in the
summer, with night temperatures near or below freezing even in July.
Summer is the rainy season. While most of the rain is in fact drizzle,
heavy hail and rainstorms can create torrents and lakes which can cause
much damage. In September the weather improves slightly. Solar
radiation is intense throughout the year, but especially in summer
because of the rarity of cloud cover. Solar radiation also increases with
altitude. The seasonal weather cycle to a large extent determines
pastoral activities.
The domestic animals of the Mongols are horses, cattle, sheep,
camels, goats and dogs. All animals are nondescript in type, for
breeding in the Western sense is not practiced. The dogs are used to
protect the camp and warn when wolves threaten the herds and flocks.
Sheep are most important for subsistence, providing meat, milk,
skins, bone, sinew, and wool (used to make the felt which covers the
dwelling tent or dismantleable house—called ger by the Mongols and
yurt by outsiders). Since a sheep is often killed to honor a guest,
reports by outsiders give the impression that Mongols eat nothing but
boiled mutton. Meat is actually used sparingly, milk products being the
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main protein food. A rough estimate is that meat provides one-tenth of
the Mongols' protein food. The goat furnishes the same products as
the sheep, but is not as highly prized.
Cattle furnish milk (to supplement that of the sheep), and meat,
especially when a large quantity is desired, or in winter when large
quantities can be frozen. They also supply hides, horn, bone and sinew.
Cattle are most important in transportation. Males are castrated in
their second year and the oxen are trained to pull carts. The bulk of
material possessions are transported by cart.
The camel of Central Asia is the two-hump Bactrian. It is
adapted to cold-weather desert and scrubland, unlike the one-hump
dromedary of the hot deserts of Africa. It is important as a riding and
pack animal. Since it can go for several days without food and water, it
does not have to make as many stops as do horse or oxen. The camel
also supplies milk, meat, hair and other items.
The horse, however, is the animal most prized by the Mongols.
It is the riding animal which most exemplifies mobility. The gelding is
the standard mount; stallions are ridden for night watch when wolves
threaten the newborn foals, since they are most alert and capable for
this task. Mares are not seen as riding animals. The Mongol horse is
small but intelligent, swift, and has great endurance. Mare's milk is by
far the food most desired by the Mongols, who ferment and distill it
into several types of alcoholic products.
Steppe and scrubland differ in the type of animals suited to
them. Steppe favors horse, sheep and cattle, while scrubland is suited to
camel and goat. The horse is a steppe animal and thrives best in the
grasslands and on flat terrain. It does not do well at high altitudes or
on hilly, stony ground. It also prefers an alkaline (lime) soil. Cattle,
like the horse, thrive best in locations with ample grass and water.
Sheep are the most important animal for survival because of their
versatility—they are best suited to alkaline soil, but preferably not in wet
conditions. They also do well in semi-desert and hilly conditions. A
study of 600 plant varieties shows that of this number, cows eat 56
varieties, horses eat 72, and sheep eat 570. The goat can live in the
same environment as the sheep. In addition to grazing, the goat can
browse on branches and thick shrubbery, and can live in the broadest
range of environmental conditions.
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Environmental Adjustment of Domestic Animals
Since the domestic animals of the Mongols in general receive
almost no assistance from the herders via provision of winter food and
shelter, they remain to a large extent in the same natural state as the
wild ungulates. They also follow a seasonal cycle, the exact nature of
which depends on local conditions and on the type of animal. During
the summer—from May to September—they graze well and gain weight
and strength. In winter, they seek areas which afford some degree of
shelter against the cold, but still have food available (for which they
must fend for themselves). A snowfall of even four or five inches is
enough to cause trouble, and a snow depth of eight inches can bring
about heavy loss of animals. Lack of snow, however, can create
drought conditions. Floods and winter storms can wipe out entire
herds and attacks by wolves also take their toll. In addition, there are
losses from disease and accident. The animals that survive the winter
lose over twenty per cent of their weight.
Spring is an even more trying time, for the animals are weak,
and the spring storms prove the "last straw" for many. In addition, the
females begin to give birth and are further weakened, while many of the
newborn animals may die of cold or be killed by wolves. Losses are
most heavy among the newborn, sixty-seven per cent mortality of the
new calves and fifty-nine per cent of the lambs being recorded, while
wolves sometimes get up to ninety per cent of the new foals.
The key adjustment of the animals is to survive through the cold
season. Because of winter die-offs, the horses and cattle of TransBaikalia (east of Lake Baikal) do not increase their numbers although
the grass is sufficient to maintain five to six times the number of
animals found. Thus the crucial factors in determining the number of
animals are not the best conditions, but rather the worst.

Seasonal Cycle
Dependence upon animals obliges the Mongols to follow the
animals' cycle of movement in search of food and shelter. Hence rises
another criterion of pastoral nomadic life—a need for mobility in order
to follow the migratory cycle.
The seasonal round of the Mongols varies widely. It is
normally under 150 kilometers and may be as few as two kilometers.
In areas more favored with pasturage and water, it may not be
necessary to move at all, although moving a short distance may occur
to comply with the custom of being nomadic. In the scrubland, the
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number of moves may be only two—from summer camp to winter camp
and back again—but this depends less on the pasturage than the water
supply, which may be entirely from wells.
A favorite highland pastoral site is a mountainside which
receives moisture. Here wooded areas, running water, and meadows
and prairies with rich grass provide an ideal environment. Here also
there is freedom from such bothersome insects as mosquitoes, gadflies
and midges. Animals harassed by insects do not put on weight.
Sometimes such a summer site is in visual range of the lowland winter
site.
The migratory cycles vary in area, and the number of moves per
year is dependent on other factors than the availability of grass and
water. The herder must have a detailed and accurate knowledge of the
area's suitability for his animals; the range of his movement would thus
be limited by his knowledge. The loss of weight and laming of the
animals (lame animals do not graze well) because of the length of a trek
must be balanced against the advantages of the more distant pasturage,
for winter is always around the corner. Then, too, the herder normally
does not have a homogeneous grazing herd, but different species
(which require different pasturage, topography and climatic conditions)
with different grazing patterns. Hence the different herds may have to
be kept in different pastures, sometimes far removed from each other.
The herder must also allow some pastures to lie fallow for a time, or
put different animals to graze on them, in order to avoid overgrazing
and overaccumulation of urine and dung. The unpredictability of the
weather, particularly on a local scale, often leaves even the experienced
Mongol at a loss as to his next move.
The following is a general description of the Mongol seasonal
cycle:
In the winter (which begins in November), the Mongols seek a
spot that is sheltered from the wind but accessible to windswept areas
where the snow is blown away and the grass exposed. The preferred
site is a sheltered lateral valley opening on an exposed main valley. The
problem of water supply in winter is not too serious, for the animals
will utilize the snow. Where there are no mountain passes and valleys,
the winter area normally selected is on the sheltered side of a hill, while
forest fringes and glades are used to shelter both the tents and the
animals. The winter is long and severe, and the animals survive as well
as they can.
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The spring (in late March) is an even more critical period. At
this time the Mongol herder is most anxious regarding the condition of
the animals, which are weak and thin from the rigors of the winter. In
addition, spring is also the time of birth of the young, and these must be
picked up by the herders and sheltered in tents, for even in April they
might freeze outside at night. Grass that is dry and scarce, severe
winds, rain (which may freeze on the animals), late snow (which makes
it difficult for the weakened animals to graze)—these are some of the
hazards of the spring season. Under these trying conditions, the
Mongols must begin moving their animals (which are hardly in
condition for a trek) to search for early spring grass. This is not
necessarily found in the best summer areas, but instead in the most
sheltered spots where the snow first melts and the grass sprouts early in
the sun.
The life of the Mongol calls for endurance and hardiness,
especially in winter and spring. The pace of work calls for long hours
on horseback under all sorts of conditions and often without food or
sleep. Hardiness and endurance are qualities demanded of men, women,
and children. The work of herding calls for short periods of intense and
strenuous activity broken by long periods of little or no activity. The
Mongol finds this rhythm easier than the prolonged hours of
monotonous agricultural work.
Once it becomes warm enough for grass to grow everywhere,
the Mongols move to summer pastures. Movement, once the summer
pastures are reached, is leisurely (if it occurs at all). The herders "try to
find a raised area where there is a breeze for better air circulation
among the animals and where they possibly may graze for a longer
period. This movement also seems to be intended to protect the
animals from disease."^ In summer, water supply must be considered,
and the availability of water in sufficient quantity for the animals is one
factor in determining summer movement. The chief task of the summer
is to get the animals sufficiently fattened and in good enough health to
pass through another winter. Summer season runs from May to
September and is, for obvious reasons, the best season for the
Mongols.
In the autumn begins the move to the winter camp, with hunting
along the way.
^ Sechin Jagchid and Paul Hyer, Mongolia's Culture and Society
(Boulder, Colorado: Westwood Press 1979).
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In summary, the pastoral seasonal cycle is an interplay of many
factors, including humans, animals, time, distance, weather, vegetation,
water, soil and topography. The needs and characteristics of the
animals are the prime concern. "A wise nomad knows as second nature
which kind of pasture will be good for which type of animal according
to the season.
Add to the above the unpredictability of the weather
and the needs and abilities of the human group and it is obvious that the
seasonal round is a highly complex operation requiring much
knowledge and planning. The pastoralist normally remains in the area
he customarily uses because he knows it best and in order not to
interfere with the movements of his neighbors.

Stripped For Mobility
The techniques and material items of the Mongols have been
developed over millennia to suit their pastoral way of life. A major
criterion of these is that they be adapted to a mobile life—that they be
stripped for mobility. The ger can be set up or dismantled in one hour
or less and loaded on one pack animal or cart.
The Mongolian cart is made entirely of wood hewn from logs;
the only metal comprises two iron bearing plates above the axle to
prevent friction of wood on wood. Wheels are fixed to the axle, which
turns with the wheels. The cart must be kept damp, for certain parts
may fall apart when dry. It is drawn by one ox.
Karamyshev, who was interested in trade possibilities with the
Mongols, made detailed lists of various tools and gear they used.^
These included saddles, bridles, halters, fetters, tethers, packs, pack
saddles, and other gear needed for riding and transportation. He listed
forty-eight items in twenty-three categories for household and
kitchenware, including kettles, ladles, teapots, tongs, pails, tubs, cups,
knives, leather pouches for liquids, axes, baskets and shovels. He also
listed various items of a religious (Buddhist) nature. A household
would also have several small tables, chests and an altar. Each person
carries in his or her garment an eating bowl, made of birchwood
(sometimes ornamented with silver or gold)—this is the only utensil
used besides a knife. This is by no means, however, an exhaustive list.

^ Jagchid and Hyer, op. cit., 21.
^W. Karamyshev, Mongolia and Western China:

A Social and
Economic Study (Tientsin; La Librairie Fran^aise, 1925), 270 ff.
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With little notice and in a short time, the Mongol household can
pack up everything it has and move. In a short while there will be little
trace of the campsite.

Supplementary Subsistence Activities
The criterion for pure pastoral nomadism is that human
subsistence should be based entirely on the products of domestic
animals. The Mongols use every part of their animals: meat, milk,
hides, skins, horn, bone, sinew, hair and argal (and even the dried dung
of animals, used for fuel in the treeless environment). From these
sources they produce food, clothing, shelter, fire, tools, containers,
furniture and other items. The circle of self-sufficiency is never
completely closed, however, and the Mongols engage in a number of
other subsistence activities exclusive of interacting with sedentary
people: hunting, gathering, cultivating, fishing and mining. Though
pastoral nomadism is the activity around which the way of life is
centered, and pastoral nomadism is a fitting label for the culture, the
supplementary subsistence activities presented below make possible the
maintenance of a pastoral nomadic way of life.

Gathering
Gathering plant food is a very important part of the Mongol diet
but it is not noted by outsiders and is derided by the Mongols: "Grass
is for the animals and meat is the food for man, and if you eat grass,
you will not have a strong body."^ Mongol sources show that they use
over 100' plant food items in the categories of cereals, fruits and berries,
mushrooms, onions (including garlic), nuts, spices, tea substitutes,
starches (roots, tubers, rhizomes), various greens, and sweeteners.^
Items gathered by the Mongols other than food include wood
for tent frames, various tools, containers, etc., soda and bark for
tanning hides, and salt. Some metals—gold, silver and iron—are crudely
mined and worked in small quantities.
Fish are available in large numbers and many varieties in some
of the lakes and rivers. Fish make up an important part of the diet,
depending on time and place. The Mongol custom of eating all food
items necessary for survival applies to fish. In Buddhist times it was
^ Jagchid and Hyer, op. cit., 45.
^ Paul Buell, "Pleasing the Palate of the Qan: Changing Foodways of
the Imperial yiongoh," Mongolian Studies 13 (1990): 57-81.
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believed that one who ate fish would turn into a fish in an afterlife. The
main aversion may have been not to fish, however, but to fishing, a
sedentary activity.
Mongol hunting is closely related to pastoralism. Both depend
primarily on animals for food and other raw materials. Both are
basically mobile, both require very similar knowledge of animals, their
habits and habitat, food and shelter requirements; and both employ
similar techniques in the tracking, surrounding, and capturing of
animals, and in the products derived from them.
Subsistence hunting is important in procuring wild slaughtered
animal products (meat, sinew, bone, skins, furs and hides), thus sparing
pastoral animals for their live products (wool, hair, milk and argal). In
the steppe areas (up until relatively recently), ungulates such as deer
and antelope (and to a lesser extent wild horse and elk) ran in large
herds. Other large game of more limited distribution include wild
camel and wild pig. Small game, perhaps mostly the widespread
rodents (rabbit, bobac, marmot, suslik) are also important. Fox, bobac,
marmot, sable and ermine are hunted for furs. Predators, including
wolf, tiger and bear, are also hunted, as are various birds.
Hunting techniques vary according to the game, whether
hunting is mounted or on foot, and whether by an individual (angi) or
group (ov). In the empire of Chinggis Khan, mounted group hunting
assumed great political and military as well as subsistence importance.
The hunting is carefully organized with outlooks marked and advance
guards posted, and the line of hunters trying to move toward the game
without alarming the animals. When the encirclement is completed,
shooting begins and all game animals surrounded, even down to hares,
are killed. In addition to the skill, training and courage of each hunter
(as in facing tigers and bears), the coordination of the enterprise calls
for leadership of a high caliber—neither leader nor hunter dares err and
strict discipline is maintained. Leading the hunt also calls for diplomacy
and political knowledge. Selection of which hunting areas to use,
division of the spoils, assignment and coordination of groups, and other
problems of group endeavor are all the responsibility of the leader.
Alliances can be reinforced or ruptured, friends and enemies made, and
reputations enhanced or ruined.
Mounted hunting essentially used the strategies, tactics and
techniques of warfare. Mongols saw them as the same, but with
humans instead of animals as the quarry in warfare. Under Chinggis
Khan, military organization affected political and even kinship
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organization because warfare was continually in progress or being
planned, and because he had developed a highly disciplined society
under his personal control. Hunting served several purposes. Group
hunting was training for warfare, and served to keep the troops from
getting restless when not occupied in fighting. It was also important
for subsistence, providing material for the feeding, clothing and
otherwise equipping of thousands of troops and dependents.
Historical records show that despite their disdain for it,
Mongols have practiced agriculture at various times and places.
Sometimes they have even abandoned pastoral nomadism completely,
but normally had subordinate populations do the agricultural labor. In
the absence of such captive farmers, the Mongols themselves engaged
in small-scale cultivation as part of a supplementary subsistence
complex. The question of the Mongols' relationship to agriculture
involves profound distinctions made between their highest values and
traditions and routine daily tasks. Total embrace of an agricultural way
of life spells extinction to pastoral nomadism, as shown in Figure One.

Summary of Subsistence Complexes
A study of the supplementary subsistence activities of the
Mongols indicates that they did not have to interact with the sedentary
agricultural urban people for sheer survival. They did so for other
reasons. Not only did the Mongols have a strong base in pastoralism,
but they had the added advantage of the base of a hunting and
gathering people, particularly mounted hunting such as that of the
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century North American Plains Indians.
Hunting products added to those supplied by domestic animals and
required that fewer of the latter be slaughtered. Gathering provided
vegetal food in quantities not fully recorded by non-Mongol sources, as
well as other materials such as wood and minerals. Haphazard
cultivation of cereal crops, such as by sowing in the spring and
returning in the fall to harvest what might remain of the crop, was an
added (if infrequent) source of food. Where possible, fishing produced
food as desired. Without contact with the outside world, Mongol
pastoral nomadism might well have continued indefinitely and
basically unchanged as was true of the previous hunting/gathering
adaptation, which in various forms, served humans through millions of
years of existence.
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Conclusions
Survival is a key factor for the Mongols, who live in the
harshest natural environment of the pastoral belt. Mongol survival is
largely determined by geography and geographically determined
relationships to, and dependence on animals, seasonal cycles, diet,
clothing and shelter and supplementary subsistence complexes. Social
organization also adjusts to environmental conditions. The local
community is a mobile camp by necessity—ideally it consists of
members of a patrilineally extended family, in which case it is called an
ail. Very often, however, it will include non-related people as
determined by herding tasks—such a group is called xot (translated as
herding camp). The importance of the patrilineal kinship system to the
Mongols is manifest in their frequent reference to the herding camp as
ail even when non-kinsmen are members.
However, there are adjustments to the basic patrilineal kinship
system and the employment of other social systems (mostly for
political reasons), which go beyond environmental/ecological
requirements. These cannot be included in this article. But for these
reasons the Mongols practiced a minimal form of pastoral nomadism.
They offered no winter shelter or feed for their animals and accepted
the resulting minimal yearly increase over the winter losses. And yet on
this sometimes precarious base, they could offer to a leader such as
Chinggis-qan an army of mounted pastoral!st/hunters to build an
empire.
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FIGURE ONE:
Comparison of Elements of Pastoral Nomadism and Agriculture
Element

Pastoral Nomadism

Use of land

Extensive: does not
destroy natural cover
Subsistence
Animals
Importance of Paramount: attitude to
animals
ward animals reflects
close relationship with
them
Relationship
of humans to
land
Type of labor

Temporary; migratory;
right to use land, not
private ownership
Mounted
herding;
hunting; short, intense
periods of heavy labor,
long periods of relax
ation and ease
Techniques
Herding, riding, stalk
ing, preparation of
meat, hides, skins, etc.
Foods
Dairy products basic;
pig and sometimes pork
disliked; wild vegetal
foods utilized; trade
grains consumed as available
Material
Little, centered around
culture
mobility and life in a
tent;
stripped
for
mobility
Storage
of Not possible on a large
produce
scale
Transportation

Horse and camel for
riding; carts; clothes,
boots not adapted to
walking or working on
foot; dislike walking;
carts and camel packs
Trend to spe Not possible to any
cialization
great extent; not de
sired; threatens pastoral
nomadism as a way of
life

Agriculture
Local and fixed: re
moves natural cover
Plants
Secondary:
includes
different animals (pig),
animals used for plow
ing; treated as com
modities
Permanent; sedentary,
eventually private own
ership of land
Pedestrian, long per
iods of hard labor

Preparation of land,
plowing, sowing, har
vesting, etc.
Cereals and vegetables
basic; milk considered
disgusting by Chinese;
pork eaten by nonMuslims
More in total amount
and complexity, cen
tered around sedentary
life in a house
Necessary, helps to
maintain
sedentary
nature of agriculture
Foot, carts

Possible;
desirable;
need not basically de
stroy agriculture as a
way of life, but in
corporates it

Food and Health at the Mongol Court
E.N. Anderson

Introduction
In Xanadu did Kublai Khan
A stately pleasure dome decree...
Coleridge, in his opium dream of earthly paradise, ate well;

For he on honeydew hath fed
And drunk the milk ofparadise.
In fact, Kublai Khan—more correctly Qubilai Qan—did eat
honey and milk, but mostly he ate sheep.
In 1234 the Mongols took north China. By 1280 the Mongols
had conquered all China, establishing the Yuan Dynasty. Qubilai did
indeed have his summer palace at Shang-tu (Coleridge drew on Iberian
sources, which used X for the "sh" sound). In 1368 the dynasty fell,
and the Mongols rode back to the steppes. Contrary to stereotype,
China did not assimilate them or "conquer her conquerors," and the
food the Mongols still ate (among other things) proves this point.
In 1330, a book was presented to the Emperor that summed up
elite ideas on food and health. This work, the Yin-shan Cheng-yao
("Drinking and Dining According to Principles and Needs" or, more
idiomatically, "Proper and Essential Knowledge About Drinking and
Feasting," henceforth YSCY), was written by the court dietitian and
nutritionist, Hu Ssu-hui.
Ultimately, it was published to the world, with prefaces by the
Emperor and distinguished courtiers, and it is still in print. ^ Hu may
^ The most recent edition is an excellent one, with the classical
Chinese text with translation into modem Chinese and scientific identification
of biota, by Li Ch'un-fang, Yin-shan Cheng-yao (Peking: 1988). Never
theless, Li is sometimes wrong in his translations and identification (but is a
good guide).
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have started cooking under Qubilai Qan (1215-1294), but first appears
as serving under various of Quibilai's short-lived successors in the early
1300s. He was Turkic in background. The international quality of the
Mongol Empire is shown in the fact that we have here a Turk writing in
Chinese for a Mongol sovereign. He probably came from one of the
groups that can be called, anachronistically, "Uighur" (a T'ang term that
lapsed out of use by Yuan times, to be revived in the 20th century).
The book deals with recipes and with the medical properties of foods.
Franfoise Sabban provides a brilliant and pathbreaking analysis
of this work.2 Related traditions have been analyzed by Lao (1969) and
Franke (1966, 1975). The broader Yuan context is well covered by
Mote (1977). Paul Unschuld (1986b) placed the YSCY in the context
of medical and herbal lore. More recently, Paul Buell and the present
writer have investigated it and prepared a translation with extensive
introductory material (Buell and Anderson ms.; see Buell 1988, 1989,
1990, 1991, for an account, and a review of previous scholarship). The
present paper seeks to place the YSCY in the context of modern nutri
tional anthropology.
The YSCY documents the construction of a unique and
distinctive court cuisine, based on a fusion of Mongol, West Asian and
Chinese elements. Food is culturally constructed (see e.g. Meigs
1988); but often more or less unconsciously, as in Bourdieu's "habitus"
(Bourdieu 1977, 1992). In the case of the YSCY, however, we can see
haute cuisine being deliberately created by selection from several
regional styles. The book also provides many insights into the cuisine,
or cuisines, already extant in north China and Mongolia. Millennia of
interaction between Chinese and Inner Asian peoples had long since led
to mutual influences of each over the others.
Henry Schwarz devoted his career to elucidating the complex
relationships between central Asia and north China. He naturally
turned to food, among other things, as clear evidence of cultural con
nections and cultural history (Schwarz 1984; 11, 54, 73 and elsewhere).
Foodways are markedly sensitive to historical forces, and they are
usually visible, measurable and reasonably well documented. Thus, it is
appropriate, in this volume, to follow Henry Schwarz's trail into the
kitchens as well as the courts of Inner Asia. Food is an important part
^ Sabban, "Cuisine a la couer de I'empereur de Chine au XlVe siecle,"

MedievaJes 5 (1983): 32-56. An English translation later appeared in Food
and Foodways.
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of the cultural picture, and studying food is a valuable way to continue
Dr. Schwarz's project.

Chinese and Central and West Asian Cooking
China's interaction with Central Asia is as old as human
ity—indeed, as old as life itself From the early days of agriculture,
specific foodstuffs were being borrowed (Anderson 1988; Chang
1977). Panic millet (Panicum miliaceum) appears as a cultivated crop
at about the same time in China and the Ukraine, around 4000 B.C.;
this may indicate independent domestication, but borrowing in one or
the other direction seems more likely to the present writer. Wheat and
barley, unquestionably West Asian natives, appear in China around
2000 B.C. With the rise of empires east and west, borrowings became
more frequent. The Han Dynasty borrowed not only grapes and wine,
but also flour-milling techniques and flour technology (see Sabban
1990a), and perhaps stir-frying (Anderson 1988). Han began the crea
tion of a complex Chinese cuisine (Huang 1990).
Westward influences seem to have increased after Han. Chia
Ssu-hsieh's famous Ch'i Min Yao Shu reflects several Central Asian
foodways (Donald Harper, personal communication; Sabban 1990b).
During T'ang, as is now well known from the classic works of Berthold
Laufer (1919) and Edward Schafer (1963), Central Asian influences
became very strong. Iranian influences were particularly pronounced.
Eventually, North China's food seemed almost west Asian—based on
filled dumplings, pasta, sesame breads ultimately derived from Persian
nan, and an increasingly western-influenced set of spices and vegetables
(Anderson 1988; Laufer 1919).
We shall probably never know who invented pasta, or filled
dumplings, or distilled liquor; anything invented at one end of the Silk
Road spread rapidly to the other. Trade relations between China and
Inner Asia were complex and intimate (Buell and Anderson ms.;
Jagchid and Simons 1989). Nor were the great civilizations at the ends
of the Silk Road—the Chinese and Iranians—the only players. The ear
liest outsiders' accounts show that the Turkic and Mongol peoples had
a deep and highly sophisticated knowledge of the food and medicinal
values of their fauna and flora (Buell and Anderson ms.; see also Roux
1966, Svanberg 1990).
By 1330, China, or at least northwest China, had been
westernizing its food for a long time. In addition to the many sources
cited by Sabban, we have, for instance, Yang Hsuan-chih's "Memories
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of Loyang" (Yang, tr./ed. Jenner, 1981), including the delightful if less
than subtle jibes that northwesterners and southeasterners threw at each
other's foodways in the early sixth century A.D. The northwesterners
laughed at the southern taste for frogs and other water creatures, while
the southeasterners laughed at the northern addiction to sheep and to
yogurt and other dairy foods. It was all very much like the slurs that
the English and French exchanged in the nineteenth century. In China
(as in England and France) such gibes were evidently a standard and
stereotyped exchange (cf Freedman 1977, Gernet 1962, Mote 1977,
Schafer 1963).
T'ang literature confirms that northwestern food habits were of
this kind more than half a millennium before the YSCY (Anderson 1988;
Schafer 1963, 1977). The accounts speak of dairy products, noodles,
dumplings, sheep, and occasionally game. Some West Asian fruits and
spices are mentioned (cf Laufer 1919). The YSCY no doubt reflects a
reality already in existence; whole sections of it could have come
straight out of medieval Near Eastern recipe books (compare e g. 'Abd
al-Latif 1962, Perry 1989, Roden 1970). Donald Harper (personal
communication) has traced some YSCY recipes to earlier works going
back as far as T'ang. Not only are many more Near Eastern foods
used, but they are processed in various ways and included as integral
components of the foods.
Meanwhile, the sophisticated cooking of China itself developed
considerably during the Sung Dynasty. T'ang cuisine was relatively
simple and plain, but by the end of Sung a brilliant, complex, diverse
cuisine with many regional variants existed (Anderson 1988; Freedman
1977; Gernet 1962; Gwinner 1988). Sung influence waned early in the
north, but the early "conquest dynasties" had their own sophisticated
foods. Elaborate cuisine and huge ritual feasts are well attested for
Yuan times, even by so uncouth an alien as Marco Polo, to say nothing
of aesthetes-turned-cookbook-writers like Ni Tsan (Wang and
Anderson 1991).
Foodways track a steady increase in the social, economic and
political integration of the world-system bound together by the Silk
Road. Increasingly ambitious empires conquered farther and farther
along it. T'ang and Arab forces clashed in the 700s, but both had over
extended their supply lines. It was inevitable that an indigenous Central
Asian power would arise to "conquer the world" defined by this PersiaChina axis. The Turkic peoples were well-placed for this endeavor, but
were torn by endemic strife. The Mongols, remote and no doubt
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regarded as backward by the sophisticated Turks, were also
strategically placed to act.
The Mongol empire, in many ways the greatest the world has
ever known, rose to glory in the late twelfth century under Chinggis
Khan ("Genghis Khan," ca. 1162-1227) in the late 12th century.
Central Asia, from eastern Europe to the borders of China, was under
its sway. It grew and consolidated through the early 1200s (see Langlois 1981; Rossabi 1988) under Chinggis and his sons. The empire
divided, with Qubilai eventually inheriting the eastern portion while his
younger brother Hiile'u (Hulagu) took over the Near East. Other
relatives held the Central Asian and Russian territories.
Chinggis himself began the conquest of China, but the task
proved difficult, and could not be completed until 1279, with the Yuan
finally being proclaimed as the sole and ruling dynasty of all the Middle
Kingdom in 1280. By this time the world-empire of Chinggis had long
since fallen into disunion, but was still ruled by a single family, its
members more or less at peace and cooperative with each other in spite
of inevitable sibling rivalries. Their world was one in which Marco
Polo could travel overland from Venice to Hangchou, serve in the
government of a small Chinese city, and return by sea, while two
Chinese Uighurs of the Nestorian Christian faith could travel to the
Holy Land and become heads of the faith there, eventually traveling as
far as France. Never in history—not excepting the present—has the
Asian heartland been so united and so easy to traverse.
This was the first true world-system, and the first time that all
the "oikumene" had been linked in one economic unit dominated by a
single vast political complex. While the united empire did not long
survive Chinggis, Mongol solidarity disintegrated only slowly, disin
tegrative forces being countered by a sense of loss, a desire to restore
the unity, and a sense of protectiveness toward such solidarity as could
be maintained. Qubilai jockeyed for power with an eye to becoming
hegemonic in at least the eastern end of the realm, and dreamed of
adding Mongolia as an integral part of his domain—in which enterprise
he eventually succeeded.
Under such rule, the internationalized Central Asian cuisine
reached its apotheosis.
When the Mongols conquered China, they obviously felt the
need to construct a court cuisine that would show their power and
authority. This was inevitable, given the long and hallowed tradition in
Chinese society (and indeed in all court societies) of using food to
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indicate respect, domination, hierarchy and power relations in general
(Anderson 1988; Bourdieu 1977, 1979; Chang 1977; Goody 1982;
Murcott 1984). The various exegeses on the Li Chi had long ago
stressed the importance of food and feast manners in marking status
and role (Legge 1967).
Though we have no direct evidence for the Mongols prior to
the time of Chinggis Qan, there is every reason to believe that they
shared in this Asia-wide and, indeed, world-wide pattern. After all, the
heart of the difference between "cooking" and "cuisine" is "class"; Jack
Goody's classic work Cooking, Cuisine and Class (1982) remains the
best discussion of this. More directly, the early Chinese dynastic his
tories speak of feasts among the Central Asian "barbarians" and of food
as central to their state ceremonies and displays of hospitality. Western
sources can also be adduced (see e g. Marco Polo's classic account in
Yule and Cordier 1903, and that of William of Rubruck, etc., in Buell
and Anderson ms.). One possibility for the Mongols would have been
to pick up the classic cuisine of China. They did not, however, do this:
they instead built on their own traditions, incorporated a wide range of
international influences (predominantly Chinese, to be sure) and created
a new cuisine of great subtlety, variety and originality.
Frederick Mote cites the Yuan Shih in support of this thesis:
... in their Great Banquets (Ta-hsiang) for imperial clansmen and in
feasts tendered their chief officials, they continued to follow mostly the
usages of their own people (1977:205).

He adds a somewhat cynical assessment:
Thus the Mongols, whose cuisine has never evoked much admiration
from any observers, appear to have been particularly conservative in
retaining their steppe eating formalities and, presumably, the steppe
food itself, even in the presence of the Chinese alternative. That must
be counted a display of grim, outlandish determination, unmatched
again in history until, in the nineteenth century, the Westerners ... set
up their . . . enclaves {ibid).

This quote is too delightful to omit, and contains much truth. How
ever, the YSCY shows that the whole truth was somewhat more
complex and even more interesting.
Conservatism was anything but characteristic of Mongol Court
cuisine. In the first place. North China, where the Mongols naturally
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set up their capital, had already been under non-Chinese rule for more
than a century, and a quite distinctive and interesting cuisine already
existed (cf the Jurchen recipes cited by Franke 1975). In the second
place, even the more narrowly Chinese food in the north had been
influenced since the Han Dynasty, and particularly since the Wei
Dynasty, by Central and West Asia. In the third place, when the Mon
gols took China, they had been imperial for some time. The old capital
at Karakoram was predominantly a tent city, but even it must have had
some sort of fancy cooking, and the Mongols had every opportunity to
absorb whatever high traditions existed at Khotan and Kashgar, or
among the Tanguts and Tadzhiks, before they came directly into China.
In short, we are not to assume a rabble of uncouth barbarians
knocking at the gates of the Great Wall, but rather a frontier society
long resident in a region where Chinese and Altaic peoples had influ
enced each other through thousands of years of interaction (see Lattimore 1951; cf also Langlois 1981, Rossabi 1988). They had no special
need to adopt the highest Chinese cuisine of the time. Moreover, they
had no opportunity to do so. That cuisine was far away, in Sung's
southern refuge, where it had become a cuisine based on fish and
shellfish and southern plants. Its raw materials were barely available in
the north.
The Mongols had already been heavily influenced by their
Turkic officials and masses. Moreover, the court cuisine the Mongols
found in Peking was already Altaicized by Liao and Chin—to say
nothing of the previous thousand years. It was in this setting that the
very real cultural conservatism of the Mongols, and their evident desire
to maintain a core of truly Mongol foodways, operated. Around that
conservative core they constructed a new international cuisine,
deliberately invented to display and validate their role as ruling elite of a
genuine world empire.
Drink and food were important aspects of Mongol life—too
important, it would seem, for Qubilai eventually became "grotesquely
fat" (Rossabi 1988, pp. 67, 227) and a large percentage of the court
followed him into overconsumption of alcohol and fine delicacies.
Many Mongols drank themselves to death on wine, beer, and fermented
mares' milk (Buell, personal communication; Rossabi 1988, pp. 12,
227). Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that the prestige
of physicians was high (Rossabi 1988, p, 125) and that diet and
nutrition were preeminent among their concerns. As is well known, the
place of food in Chinese medicine has always been high (Anderson
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1988), and the Mongols had every reason to absorb this tradition. Hu's
book thus emphasizes the health aspects of diet.
However, the YSCY is much more than a health food manual. It
merely reflects an elaborate, refined, international cuisine. Dishes from
Baghdad, India and China override in importance the simple, hearty
fare of the Mongols. A proper cuisine for a world empire had arisen.
The glory, power and above all the international scope of the Mongol
rulers was clearly expressed in this cuisine. It seems probable that this
was quite deliberate. The court had constructed a cuisine to express
and validate its claim to world rulership.
To demonstrate their thorough control, traditional east Asian
rulers ate foods from all over their realms and had gardens with plants
and animals from all over their realms. There was a magical belief, at
least in the early Chinese empire, that by controlling such a microcosm
the emperor controlled and ordered the macrocosm (cf Stein 1990 for
a comprehensive account of macrocosm and microcosm in East Asian
thought). The Mongols may or may not have believed in this ancient
idea, but they surely realized the symbolic value of the actions it
involved. They were heirs to the long Chinese tradition of deliberate
construction of ritual and ideology to validate and demonstrate power.
(The best account of this for medieval times is Wechsler's 1985 work
on T'ang. T'ang history was well known to the Mongols.)
The Yuan dynasts were also aware of the more practical values
of internationalism. They made use of craftsmen from all their lands
and from as far afield as France and Korea. They patronized philoso
phers, and heard disputations about the various religions from traveling
divines. They were eclectic in their statecraft and military techniques,
borrowing from one area the skills they could use in (or against)
another. Few people in history have been as self-consciously anxious
to establish themselves as true world-rulers.
Aware of the limitations and rather provincial nature of their
Mongol heritage, the Mongol rulers drew on court rituals, ideological
systems, and technological methods from all the known world for the
culture of their capitals. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that the
YSCY, and specifically its first section, represents some of the results of
an attempt to create a cuisine appropriate for world-rulers. It showed
their sophistication, magically or symbolically represented the extent of
their power, and provided them with a varied and excellent bill of fare.
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The Yin-shan Cheng-yao
The YSCY is divided into three chuan, each of which can be
further subdivided. The first contains prefaces; general introductory
medical lore; and a section titled "Exotic Delicacies of Refined
Flavors," including ninety-five recipes. The second consists of two
sections: one of drinks, conserves and the like, and a second of stan
dard Chinese medicinal foods. Interspersed among these are many
medicinal essays, lists, and recommendations. The third is a systematic
account of over two hundred foodstuffs, arranged as in the old herbals
and agricultural manuals, but including many Mongolian game animals
and wild-gathered foods as well as standard grains, vegetables and
domestic meats.
All in all, the YSCY discusses no fewer than 564 foods and
medicines. This is a comprehensive list, including all the medicines, all
the animal parts (sheep's feet, donkey's head, etc.) and all the spices.
What is perhaps most interesting for our purposes here is the break
down of the origins of these foods. Based on somewhat tentative
analysis, the breakdown is as follows.
The largest category, 216 items, is the set of foods that are
clearly Chinese; Chinese medicines, native Chinese fruits and vegeta
bles, etc. One hundred and eleven items are fairly strictly Mongol or
Turko-Mongol—game, game products, and wild foods native to Mon
golia and high Central Asia but rare or rarely used in China. Sixty
items are from west Asia, including the Near East and India. One
hundred and seventy-seven items (the second largest block) are inde
terminate-items that were found throughout Asia, or at least East Asia,
since ancient times. Fifty-nine of these 177 are basically East Asian but
would have been shared by China and Mongolia indifferently
(wide-ranging game animals like tigers and gorals, for instance).
Items borrowed by the east from the west pose a categorization
problem. Many, like wheat and barley, had been in East Asia for thou
sands of years. These I categorize as indeterminate. However, any
thing borrowed during or since the Han Dynasty was classified as West
Asian, including things like sesame that had been in China so long that
they were probably considered thoroughly Chinese. Only a few foods
in the YSCY would have seemed definitely exotic Near Eastern items:
such things as rosewater, chickpeas ("Iranian beans"), asafoetida,
safflower and saffron, pomegranates, sharbats, and mastic.
The recipe sections reflect very different culinary mixtures. The
first section, the "exotic dishes," has attracted the most interest (e.g..
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Sabban 1983). Of these ninety-five recipes, by my reckoning, twentyeight are Mongol or Central Asian (Turkic, Afghan, or whatever they
may be). Thirty-three are basically Near Eastern, usually with Mongol
and Chinese influences. Three are purely Chinese—chicken and fish
recipes still prepared in China. Two are explicitly called Indian in the
text, and one of these is recognizable as a typical Kashmiri dish (it is
close to the "qalia" in Dar 1977). Twenty-eight are genuinely new
dishes, not quite like anything known in the world outside of the YSCY.
(A few similar recipes do exist in contemporary, related texts, e.g.
Franke's Jurchen materials.) They are basically blends of Central Asian,
Near Eastern and Chinese traditions and foodways. Some are nothing
more than that—blends—but some are truly creative and original dishes
that obviously represent a quite new, albeit hybrid, tradition.
Most of these are closest to the Turkic Central Asian recipes.
Several are of a distinctive pattern: stews of lamb and various vegeta
bles, subtly flavored with a variety of spices, and thickened with ground
legumes or nuts. This is a basically Near Eastern framework.
Specifically, it is close to Persian cooking and to the Persian-influenced
traditions of Mesopotamia and the Caucasus. However, these dishes
contain so many Central and East Asian ingredients that they cannot
reasonably be categorized as West Asian. They are probably original
dishes created by the Mongol court chefs, or elaborated by them from
Central Asian prototypes. Some survive today in West Asia or
Northwest China.
The recipes in the second chuan have a more Chinese flavor.
The drinks and other minor foods fall into two categories; drinks, teas
and medicinal teas, mostly Chinese, a few Central Asian; and sharbats,
conserves and jams, an unmistakably Near Eastern group identical to
those one finds in Turkish and Iranian bazaars today. Some are made
with Chinese ingredients, but the whole group forms one integral block
in the text, with the word sharbat actually transliterated here and there,
and is clearly related to Near Eastern medicinals of the time (cf Levey
1966.) The medicinal recipes, "dishes to treat various diseases," are all
either purely Chinese or are Chinese except that Mongolian game
animals are used. Even in this third group of recipes, however, the
predominance of the sheep stands out.
This brings us to the foods specific to the YSCY. As Sabban
(1983) pointed out, the predominance of the sheep is the most obvious
and outstanding fact in this area. The sheep is the basis of some
seventy-two of the ninety-five "exotics" recipes, plus eight of the
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medical recipes. All parts of the animal are used, from the head to the
feet. The whole animal was pit-barbecued, wrapped in willow leaves
(cf accounts of whole sheep in Mongol and Khotanese cooking in
Schafer 1963, Mote 1977, etc.). The skin was boiled and cut into
noodle-shaped pieces for use in soup. The blood was mixed with
wheat flour for noodles. The tail fat was the preferred cooking oil,
featured in many recipes. Many breeds of Central Asian sheep are
specially bred to deposit large amounts of fat in the connective tissue of
the rump and tail. This fat-rich tissue can itself be roasted and eaten, or
the fat can be rendered out, as in the YSCY, for cooking. Vegetable oil
is referred to as "lesser oil" in the YSCY. Apparently it was less favored
than sheep fat. No other meat is significant. There are one or two
recipes for wild boar, but the pig-the very basis of everyday Chinese
meat cookery-is essentially absent. This is not an Islamic influence.
The YSCY is full of foods that no proper Muslim would eat; blood,
blood-rich organs, donkeys and horses, and game such as wolves and
bears. It was probably omitted because it was Chinese. Other Chinese
staples such as fish are also relatively rare in the recipes.
Turning to starches, the most important distinction made is not
between species but between modes of preparation. Most starches are
eaten as pasta. Wheat is by far the most important, but several recipes
call for bean noodles or for noodles made of the flour of the chi
Com—seeds of Euryale ferox, a Chinese water-lily much used in medical
cuisine (now as then).
The combination of sheep and pasta is, of course, fundamentally
Near Eastern, but had also been established in Central Asia and the
China borderlands for a long time by 1330. We do not know how long.
In general, ingredients have been well covered elsewhere
(Sabban 1983 is especially valuable, but see also Anderson 1989, Buell
and Anderson ms ). There are, however, a few notes to be made.
Several of the recipes, including a whole cluster of the ones at the very
beginning, depend on lamb cooked with chickpeas. The peas are taken
out, mashed, and returned to the broth as thickening. This is a thor
oughly Near Eastern and specifically Irano-Mesopotamian dish. It has
spread westward too, and is common in Mediterranean lands influenced
by Islam. It even survives in New Mexico, as an ancient introduction
by the Spanish settlers there (Jaramillo 1981 gives a recipe quite similar
to the YSCY cluster).
Several other more refined dishes in the YSCY used sesame
paste and/or nut pastes as thickeners, again a Near Eastern influence
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(found in some very un-Near Eastern dishes). The nuts include hsing
kuo, literally "apricot kernels," and apricot kernel paste is still used
medicinally in China; here the substance is obviously a local substitute
for almond paste. (There is a slight chance that it is actually intended
to be almond paste, and the pa tan ofpa tan hsing kuo has simply been
left out; but usually the book is meticulous about names, including
these two specifically.)
Many of the dishes consist of, or are based on, filled dumplings
of the chiao-tzu type. Many of them are not called chiao-tzu in the
YSCY, but bear various other names, often Turkic or otherwise
non-Chinese and non-Mongol. At some point there should be a serious
study of filled dumplings.
They were, of course, long known
throughout Asia by the time of the YSCY. For China, we have, in
addition to indigenous testimony, the interesting observations of the
Korean Buddhist monk Ennin, who traveled through China in the late
T'ang and found that he was given chiao-tzu (vegetarian, of course) as
the standard "special treat" food wherever he went (Reischauer 1955).
Filled dumplings may go back as far as the Han Dynasty. In the Near
East they are probably far older, indeed as old as the idea of making
good wheat flour. Samusa and related Arabic foods of this type may
represent lineal descendents of the original filled dumpling. Variants
occur throughout west and south Asia, often under names traceable
back to samusa (e.g., in India).
In Turkic languages they are called mantu, manty or the
like—Schwarz's Uighur manta—dind this word has been borrowed into
Korean and several other languages. This word is, of course, the Chi
nese man-t'ou, "barbarian heads" or "filled heads," and it may be a
loanword into Chinese from Turkic, or a parallel development in both
languages (see Buell 1991). We need not take seriously such stories as
the one stating that the dumplings were inspired by seeing decapitated
barbarians' heads floating down the river. Modern man-t'ou are solid
wheat flour (leavened), but we know from T'ang accounts like Ennin's
that they were stuffed in those days. The Turkic/Central Asian forms
begat Russian/Ukrainian pelmeny, Jewish kreplachs, and many other
Eastern European forms.
The modern center of dominance of filled dumplings is Central
Asia, from Afghanistan to southern USSR and northwest China. Here
they occur in a kaleidoscopic variety of forms and fillings. The YSCY
reflects this, and goes beyond it. Dumplings can be wrapped not only
in the usual wheat flour, but in bean or euryale flour skins. They may
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be Stuffed with simple spiced minced lamb or with exotic mixtures

of

of various sorts, spices, and vegetables.
The YSCY also attests the Chinese technique of putting a filling
inside a cup and steaming it on a steamer tray (a specialty of modem
Hunan). Nowhere in the modern world save perhaps in Ukraine does
one find such a wide variety of stuffed dumplings. Significantly, all are
in the initial section of "exotic" recipes. None are in the over
whelmingly Chinese second chuan.
The dumpling filled with ground meat or equivalent is probably
a West Asian creation which spread eastward. However, there is no
reason why it could not have been independently invented in China and
elsewhere. (Cf the quite independent invention of the tamale in
pre-Columbian Mexico, where it is part of a trinity-Nahuatl tlaxcal
"tortilla," tabal "food to eat with tortillas" and tamal "tamale"-that
almost exactly, and quite independently, reproduces the Chinese trinity
of fan, ts'ai and chiao-tzu. Cf also the various stuffed leaves and
bamboo products typical of Southeast Asia but extending up into China
in e.g. tsung-tzu. Obviously, eating a snack in a wrapping is not only
"good to eat" but also "good to think," and certainly easy to think.)
One very significant omission in the YSCY is dairy products. All
Central Asian groups, of course, use milk products very heavily, and
this was certainly true of the Mongol court (Buell and Anderson ms.).
Now, with Sabban's superb review of the importance of milk in medie
val China (Sabban 1986) to add to the classic survey by Wheatley
(1965) for Southeast Asia, we know that not only did China (at least
western China) take to dairy foods, but that they were a very important
component of diet in medieval times. Introduced probably by (or at
least in) the Wei Dynasty, these foods remained important through the
Mongol period and were apparently not rejected until some time during
Ming. (Yogurt persists as an important food in Yunnan, where many
milking groups, primarily of Tibeto-Burman stock, live among Chinese
who have picked up the food habit—in part because of the strong
Mongol presence there in Yuan times, Buell suggests.)
This being the case, it is astonishing that dairy products hardly
figure at all in the YSCY. Cheese is mentioned in several recipes. A
few mention yogurt. (The character employed could also mean cream
or kumiss, but is clearly yogurt here, since two of the recipes that call
for it are still very common in Asia and always employ that ingredient.
One is the aforementioned tutmaj; the other is a stuffed vegetable dish
that is not so clearly identical to anything today but is very similar to
lamb with nuts
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several modem stuffed vegetable dishes that use yogurt.) Even the
medical sections do not discuss dairy foods in any detail. This is partly
because traditional Chinese medicine did not give dairy products any
significant place, but even in China the late-medieval herbals do not
seem to be as anti-dairy as the YSCY.
Probably Hu felt that these foods were too common and
ordinary to need discussion. Also, he drew heavily on Chinese medical
texts, which have little to say about dairy foods. In addition, not only
kumiss but all alcoholic drinks are conspicuously downplayed in the
YSCY, with the very significant exception of a long section on drinking
that can be summarized in the one word: MODERATION. Hu knew
his clients and understood their chief medical complaints.
The other somewhat surprising fact is that the YSCY is
absolutely lacking in the two cooking techniques that we most
associate, today, with Central Asia and with China respectively: there
are no kababs (except for one possible reference; there are also some
grilled dishes of unmistakably Arab origin) and there is no stir-frying.
This is simply explained: the YSCY is a medical cookbook, and boiling
is believed by both Mongols and Chinese to be the proper way to
extract the virtues of foodstuffs and maximize their digestibility and
safety. Steaming and grilling may be all right and are occasionally
employed in the YSCY recipes. A few simple, light foods are even
baked. But heavy, fat-rich cooking or cooking over long intense heat is
regarded as unhealthful and is thus absent. It is clear, however, that
stir-frying and various other specialized techniques were not as
commonly used then as they are now.
Vegetables are of limited variety and are rather few: cucumbers,
carrots, cabbage and other cold-weather forms, as well as several
Mongolian wild greens.
Spices were many and diverse. Such characteristic West Asian
flavorings as saffron and asafoetida met with Chinese flower-pepper
{Zanthoxylum) and gardenia seeds. By far the most important are
tsaoko cardamoms (Amomum spp.)-large, brown, fibrous-shelled
cardamoms with a camphoraceous taste, quite different from the small
cardamoms familiar in the western world. These large cardamoms
abound in South and East Asia, where they were and are used as a
heating medicine. The artist Ni Tsan, in his cookbook written shortly
before the YSCY, notes the heating qualities of cardamoms (Wang and
Anderson 1991). A high percentage of the soups and stews of the
YSCY are flavored with them, presumably to strengthen the Mongols
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and protect them against the rigors of nomadic life, especially the chills
of winter.
Commonly, tsaokos were combined with dried
mandarin-orange peel (a standard ingredient of Chinese medicinal
soups), onions, and often vinegar. The vinegar was usually added later,
often—obviously—by the diner at the table as in modern Inner Asian
Chinese cuisines. Both black and flower pepper are common. These
spices, especially the tsaoko-citrus peel axis, make up a true "signature
spice" or "flavor principle" (Rozin 1983) which is otherwise
undocumented.
On the other hand, some spice combinations betray a specific
foreign origin. Dried and fresh ginger used together occur in one or
two recipes, one specifically labeled as coming from "Balpo" in
"Western India." This is an unmistakable mark of Kashmiri cooking
(Dar 1977). Similarly, marinating lamb parts in saffron and rosewater
(two recipes, actually variants of the same recipe) appears to be
specifically Arabian. More general West Asian touches include light
spicing with cinnamon and cardamom; considerable use of onions,
including roasted onions, and vinegar; and many of the sweets and
drinks described in the second chapter, some being specifically called
sharbat. The first dish in the YSCY calls for mastic, under that name.
By contrast with the Baghdadi foods of the time, the YSCY reci
pes are rather simple. Also, they often add Chinese flavorings. For
example, a recipe from Harun al-Rashid's court (in Baghdad, several
centuries before the YSCY) calls for ground lamb with oil, onion, leek,
coriander greens and ground coriander seeds, caraway, black pepper,
greater galingale, vinegar, honey and salt (Perry 1989; cf on medieval
Mesopotamian cuisine 'Abd al-Latif 1964; Roden 1970.). Closely
equivalent YSCY recipes include, typically, lamb, tsaoko cardamom,
black pepper, ginger, lesser galingale (Chinese—as opposed to the
greater galingale, which is South Asian), and onions. The YSCY does
not add sweets to meat nor use many greens or apiaceous seeds; in all
these recipes it differs from the West Asian court tradition and matches
that of Central and East Asia.
Chinese ingredients found in many recipes include (besides the
Euryale and tsaokos) lesser galingale, soy products, pork (long dis
placed from West and Central Asian cuisine by Islamic law), local fish
dishes, and several vegetables. Usually these Chinese touches occur as
additions to eclectic dishes. Only three dishes in the first section are
unmistakably Chinese. However, the sixty-one "recipes to cure the
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various diseases" are almost entirely Chinese. They are very simple and
rather plain—medicinal rather than gourmet fare.
Recipes are sometimes specified by their place of origin, as in
the Indian case cited above, and can often be identified with particular
places even without specification. The Balpo recipe is virtually identi
cal with modern Kashmiri cooking not just in its use of two forms of
ginger, but in all other ways, and is in fact a variant of the modern
Kashmiri dish qalia (see Dar 1977; the modern dish calls for red pep
pers, unknown in Asia in 1330, and there are other trivial differences).
Another dish specified as Indian is similar to dishes found today in
western Central Asia and in Ladakh. The modern Ladakhi version, said
to be popular, consists of root vegetables, garlic, "chicken or mutton
soup, some starchy material, and some spices (e.g., cardamom,
cinnamon, pepper, fennel, coriander, ginger, etc.)," steamed together
(Navchoo and Buth 1990:321).

Medical Aspects
The medical tradition is almost entirely Chinese. Indeed, the
book contains long quotations from Chinese medical classics. How
ever, there are also some Near Eastern influences. The rosewa
ter-saffron combination is one that is considered, in Arabic medicine, to
be cheering (Levey 1966), and is so described in the YSCY—a. clear
Arabic influence. Sugar and honey are used in the drinks and elsewhere
to mollify and harmonize ingredients—clearly a West Asian touch. That
these are West Asian recipes is further attested by use of the word
"sharbat." These are, however, isolated exceptions in a book otherwise
based on Chinese theories of correspondence, utilizing ch'i, yang and
yin, longevity potions (Chinese asparagus was highly favored), and
other familiar items (Porkert 1974; Unschuld 1986a, 1986b).
The vast majority of the foods are boiled, reflecting both
Mongol and Chinese health concepts. For the Chinese, it makes the
food more "cooling" and digestible, and renders its nutrients more
available. Most of the foods are "heating" in terms of the medical
system that was already shared, by 1330, through civilized Asia—an
accommodation between various local traditions assigning heating or
cooling values to medicines and foods (Anderson 1988). Boiling made
these dishes safe—warming aqd strengthening rather than overheating.
Teas are cooling and so are several of the other drinks.
The principle of mutual influence led to the use of sheep lungs
to strengthen (human) lungs, etc. The medicinal lore employed does
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not seem to be highly sophisticated. Extracts from herbals, local
nostrums and magical lore, and solid common sense are combined in
long lists of rules. Many combinations of foods are forbidden, as was
typical of the period (cf Chia Ming's slightly later compendium with a
very similar title, the Yin-shih Hsu-chih "Necessary Knowledge for
Drinking and Eating"). Clearly, these were often deduced by some
correspondence logic rather than being based on experience; one
doubts, for example, whether the Mongol rulers had much occasion to
test the instruction to avoid ape meat after taking false hellebore.
Mongol taboos such as that warning against urinating toward important
cosmological points are also found. Chinese folk beliefs intrude when,
for example, fox meat is recommended for the kinds of mental
problems that the Chinese explained as due to fox spirits. Other rules
seem simple common sense: spoiled meat is to be avoided, liquor is to
be drunk in moderation. Much praise is given to the world's favorite
medicine, chicken soup—but a Chinese touch intervenes in that yellow
and black chickens are used for different complaints.
The major concern in the recipes is with ch'i ("breath; vital es
sence") and its circulation. Most of the foods are labeled as warming
and/or strengthening to the ch'i. They would be so labeled today as
well. Slowly stewed meats, especially game, are still the preferred
foods for exactly this purpose (see Anderson 1988). Many of them are
further described as strengthening {pu "supplementing"), nourishing or
being generally beneficial to various organ systems. There is need for
further study of the medical conditions discussed, with comparison to
other books of the time.
The descriptions of the foodstuffs and ingredients provide stan
dard brief accounts as in the pen-ts'ao "basic herbals" of the day. They
usually indicate the taste of the food (in terms of the "five tastes" sys
tem) and whether the nature of the food is warming, cooling or neutral
(this refers to the Chinese equivalent of the "humoral medicine" of the
west). They indicate whether the food "has poison" (i.e., potentiates
poisons in the eater) or not. They may indicate whether it is cleansing
or strengthening. They indicate what parts of the body it affects.
In general, the medical indications in the book are largely for
strengthening, supplementing, counteracting deficiencies, and aug
menting or repairing ch'i (or will or energy or other subtle forces).
Clearly, one perceived major problem of the Mongol court was weak
ness and loss of energy, and the medical system was dedicated in great
measure to repairing this by providing the most nutritious and restora-
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tive foods possible. Indeed, the dishes are mostly high in protein and
minerals and extremely digestible. Blood and internal organ meats are
extremely rich in most nutrients that humans need. Vegetables and
fruits would provide crucial vitamins, but are not featured. The spices
have a carminative and digestive effect. Dairy foods are not much used
in Chinese medicine today. Perhaps this partly explains their relative
unimportance in the YSCY, but dairy products were more medicinal
then, so this does not tell us all.
Several foods are recommended to cure pain, poisoning,
diarrhea, alcohol damage, and other problems. Pending further study
of medieval Chinese disease terminology, it is difficult to discuss their
value. However, it appears that digestive upsets may be second only to
depletion or weakness in importance, and that they are mostly blamed
on overeating and overindulgence in alcohol. Most of the indicated
foods are soothing and easy to digest by modern standards (both Chi
nese and biomedical).
The lists of taboo foods and combinations appear to be based
primarily on ideas of what is unnatural. Uncanny and abnormal items,
especially animals, are banned. Combinations are banned if they seem
unnatural or violate the systems of correspondence.
Homesickness and cultural conservatism also influenced the
book. In Peking, in spite of whatever Chinese contacts were to be
seen, the Central Asian diet persisted. Sheep were basic and game was
apparently brought in large quantities. It is unclear how much in the
way of Chinese vegetables and fish would have been available, but
certainly more than the YSCY treats. We do not have the words of the
Mongols on the subject, but we do have the words of a later counter
part, the Manchu Tungus who became the first emperor of the Ch'ing
Dynasty. He wrote frequently of his desire to be back in the wild, and
of the superiority of broiled game by an open campfire as opposed to
the overcooked foods of the capital (Spence 1974). Rossabi repro
duces an illustration of Qubilai and his queen "on a cookout" (Rossabi
1988, p. 17), suggesting that the K'ang-Hsi Emperor was not alone in
his tastes.
A variable that often gives structure to food, but does not in the
YSCY, is the calendar. The YSCY makes no reference to yearly rituals,
seasons, special occasions or the like, except to make common-sense
recommendations to the effect that the court should eat cooler, lighter
foods in summer and more warming and filling ones in winter. Pre
sumably many of the foods were consumed at the ritual feasts as
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attested by Marco Polo and others, but we have no evidence of this in
the YSCY.

Regional Variations
The distinction between northwest and southeast prevails today
(Dru Gladney, personal communication; William Jankowiak, personal
communication; Nancy Peterson Walter, personal communication;
Anderson, personal observation). Lamb and noodle dishes indistin
guishable from those in the YSCY were known before its time and per
sist now in Ninghsia and in the city of Sian. The YSCY draws on a
preexisting tradition. However, the more sophisticated cooking of the
YSCY appears to have no successors in modern East Asian cooking.
(The "Mongolian barbecue" familiar to diners at North Chinese-style
restaurants is conspicuously absent, as is stir-frying, from the YSCY. It
is probably a recent creation [Mote 1977] and very possibly is more
Korean than Mongol.)
Henry Schwarz's notes on contemporary Uighur food (1984:11)
show some significant differences from and similarities to the cuisine of
the YSCY. He describes polo (pilaf), yet another item that is con
spicuously absent from YSCY cuisine, like "kewap" (kabab). But
"manta meat-filled dumplings, shorpa, a meat soup (Schwarz
1984:11)," long noodles, biscuits, halva-like confections and other
foods are all recognizable, often by name. The pilaf and kabab are
borrowings from Iran and Afghanistan; evidently their popularity is
mainly post-TiS'CF. Otherwise, the modern Uighurs seem to preserve
much of the YSCY flavor.
The Central Asian tradition continues in Northwest China.
Street food and Muslim cafe food in Sian, for instance, follow the basic
framework of the food in the YSCY: lamb, dumplings, noodles, onions,
vinegar added at the table, black pepper, simple straightforward tastes
(Anderson, personal observation). Regional cookbooks and other
available lore confirm that this is typical of the region. Anthropologists
report it to be general in the northwest (Dru Gladney, William
Jankowiak, personal communication; Jankowiak notes from Inner
Mongolia that Chinese there eat dogs but Mongols do not, but foods
are otherwise rather similar, with much mutton and wheat).
Ninghsia Hui food is very much like that of the YSCY. The sta
ple starches are noodles and huge Persian-style breads (Persian nan,
from Indo-European pan, which latter form has been widely borrowed
into Turkic languages). Dumplings abound and rice is a minor item.
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The made dishes include many stews of lamb and vegetables in a rich,
subtly spiced broth—i.e., very much like YSCY food. However, there
are also many stir-fried dishes and other modern specialized produc
tions.
Modem Mongolian food still has much meat, and far more dairy
products than the YSCY mentions. In Afghanistan, and apparently in
neighboring parts of China, we enter a somewhat different region.
Dumplings and mutton continue, but baked Persian-style bread
becomes the staple and, for many, almost the only calorie source, while
meat is eaten mostly in the form of kababs, and dairy foods (notably
yogurt and a cheddar-like cheese) are much more important than in
modem northwest China or in the YSCY (Anderson, personal
observation; Saberi 1986). Vegetable tastes are very different, though
related. Fmits and sweets are more important than in old or new North
China. In some ways, e.g. use of nuts and spices, the YSCY is closer to
modern Afghanistan than to modern North China, reflecting the heavy
western influence on the Mongols.
TS'CT-like dishes survive today, in West Asia, primarily in the
Iraq hinterland (see e.g. Najor 1981) and in the more remote Turkic
areas. Iran, though the obvious source or intermediate station for many
YSCY foods, now has a quite different cuisine. The heavy use of herbs
and fmit in meat dishes, alone, is enough to separate Iran from the
YSCY world. However, in Azerbaijan, a somewhat Persianized Turkic
population preserves some dishes that are almost pure YSCY
(Akhmedov 1986; see esp. pp. 34-51). Such dishes are no longer
common in metropolitan Turkey, with its eclectic cuisine so heavily
influenced by Iran, Greece and even the New World.^
It would appear, from the rather sketchy evidence here, that the
modern cooking of Inner Asian China is directly continuous with that
of Wei and T'ang times. It is similar in basic framework to the YSCY,
but there are some very striking differences. Specifically, the enormous
western influence on North China during the "conquest dynasties"
^ See Algar 1991.

It is impossible to imagine modem Turkish

eooking without tomatoes, squash, green and red peppers, and other New
World introductions. Turkey was one of the first countries, if not the first, to
adopt New World foods; they were popular almost from the beginning of
contact, while Europe did not adopt them for hundreds of years. Hence we
speak of the "turkey" for the American native fowl, and Europeans call maize
"Turkey" com.
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(attested by other cookbooks as well as the YSCY\, Buell and Anderson
ms.) seems to have been transient. The Near Eastern use of nuts,
spices, baked rolls, complex stews thickened with nut or seed or
chickpea pastes, etc. has dropped out of the modern repertoire. The
simpler and more archaic western borrowings persist, but the more elite
and expensive ones do not.
Thus, the YSCY seems in many ways a more westernized docu
ment than anything one could produce from studying the cuisine of
North China today. The foodways of the Uighurs and neighboring
groups in Sinkiang form the only comparably westward-looking
cuisine, and it is quite different (more bread and kababs, fewer sophis
ticated stews—in short, more like modern Afghanistan than like medie
val Mongolia).
The reason for the Baghdadi influence on the YSCY may well be
that Qubilai Qan's younger brother Hiile'ii (Hulagu, Hiilegu) conquered
the Near East shortly after Qubilai conquered North China, and Hiile'ii
set up his capital at Baghdad just as Qubilai was establishing his in
Peking. Imperial solidarity, fraternal solidarity, status, pride, and above
all a conscious attempt to create a properly international cuisine for an
international empire led to massive borrowing. With the fall of Yuan,
there seems to have been a nativistic reassertion of traditional and
focally southeast Chinese foodways in China, while the Mongols rode
back to the steppes to return to a simpler diet of mutton and noodles.
The new international cuisine of the Mongol world empire did not go
on to develop into a new style. Further research is needed to disclose
what exactly did happen to it, and how much may survive in Ninghsia
or Sinkiang today.

Conclusions
The eclectic dietary of the book suggests a quite different
source for its structure and system. The wish to enjoy exotic and
high-status delicacies overrode nostalgia. The importance of status in
the construction of elite cuisine has been well documented (Goody
1982; Murcott 1984). There is more to this than mere show. Thus,
Elster (1981) has argued against Bourdieu (1979) that genuine
considerations of quality and taste may enter into the construction of an
elite lifestyle; money has its privileges, and the Mongol courtiers did
not eat expensive garbage. The YSCY cuisine is not just elite; it is
sophisticated and (in our opinion after much kitchen-testing) excellent.
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A genuine fondness for the food itself must be recognized, as well as a
desire to appear sophisticated.
However, it is significant that the recipes are from all the areas
of the world that were under Mongol rule and influence—and from no
other areas. Significant also are the many combinations: Chinese fla
vorings in an Iranian dish, Mongol game cooked in Chinese style, and
the like. The spices had to be imported from all over Asia. The skills
and training of many chefs, very likely from many parts of the Mongol
world system, were required. The only adequate explanation of this
pattern is that the Mongol court created a cuisine for that entire world
system.
The rulers were stating their position as rulers of the
oikumene, not merely as sovereigns of one ethnic group that had taken
over an empire. They were arguing that they had power or authority
over all the lands held by the heirs and allies of Chinggis Khan. They
were also showing their power to get foods and medicines, courtiers
and chefs, ideas and knowledge from most of the known world.
The Mongol rulers were noted for taking skilled craftsmen from
cities and states they conquered and bringing them to the capital. They
were also noted for using courtiers from all over the world; they were
noted for the international administration of their empire, where a Per
sian could rule southwest China and a Venetian could serve in the
administration of a Yangtze Valley town.
This exercise in social construction, in "the invention of tradi
tion" (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983), is not without theoretical signifi
cance for anthropology. It accords well with Bourdieu's theories of
practice and of distinction (Bourdieu 1977, 1979). We have here an
archaic substrate of diet, whose structure and flavors were literally
absorbed with mother's milk—a "habitus." On this basis the Mongols
erected a discourse of politics and control—a way of using food to
comment on their networks of alliance, their rise in status, their power
over skilled persons. The use of food as a channel of communication,
and of feast management as discourse, was an ancient and quite
self-conscious tradition in China (Anderson 1988) and must have been
long known to the Mongols.
As Antonius Robben has pointed out (1989), people are often
much more conscious of their systems—habitus and practice—than
Bourdieu seems to suggest. The Mongols and their courtiers and chefs
took control of their foodways and shaped them quite consciously.
They could not have been unaware of the contrast with the conserva
tism of Chinese diners, and with China's historic regional focus with
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one ethnic group overwhelmingly dominant. The Mongol empire was a
world empire, based on the cooperation of talented people from all
regions and speaking many languages. There is a lesson here for
today's nation-states.
Foodways cannot be understood without attention to both
physical facts (nutritional needs, geographical imperatives, etc.) and
social construction. The Mongols could not survive without an assured
food supply providing calories, proteins, vitamins, etc. They could not
stay healthy without some attention to nutrition—at least the good Dr.
Hu's instructions to moderate the consumption of fatty meat and strong
alcohol. They could not, however, rest content with this; they felt a
social need to display their wealth and generosity in lavish feasts, and to
create a properly splendid, impressive and tasty cuisine for their
visitors. They also appear to have wanted to display their truly inter
national and intercultural power and authority.
One wonders what Coleridge would have written had he known
that "Kublai Khan" in "Xanadu" devoured sheep's lungs, donkey's
heads, wolves, and bears.
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A. I. Oshirov (c. 1901-1931):
A Buriat Agent in Inner Mongolia
Christopher Atwood
In the history of the Asian revolutionary movement, the term
"Comintern representative" has come to have an unpleasant ring.^ In
the language of the opponents of this revolution, these representatives,
or "agents," were seen as the diabolic instigators of strife and anarchy
who incited humble and peaceful workers and peasants to make
destructive and nihilistic rebellion.^ Even in the historiography of the
Asian revolutionaries themselves, the term Comintern representative
has come to have a bad odor; whether in China, or Vietnam, or Korea,
they are seen as ignorant dogmatists, doing incalculable harm to the
revolution with their mechanical application of Soviet theories. Even
more damaging, they are subject to the implicit accusation of not acting
in good faith, putting Russia's imperial interests ahead of those of the
colonialized peoples of Asia.^ Even in Mongolia, where the Soviet

^ I would like to thank Ochiryn Namsraijaw (Ina I. Oshirova) for her
invaluable aid in supplying information about her brother Aleksandr. Inter
views were conducted with her in Mongolian on April 3 and May 13, 1992, in
Ulaanbaatar, where she lives in retirement. Without her help, this article
could not have been written. Gyorgy Kara and Elizabeth Constantine read
drafts of this paper and contributed important and helpful suggestions and
corrections. Research for this article was supported in part by a grant from
the International Research & Exchanges Board (IREX), with funds provided
by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the United States Information
Agency, and the United States Department of State, which administers the
Russian, Eurasian, and East European Research Program (Title VIII).
2 See, for example, Sulian yinmou wenzheng hiiibian ["Compilation
of documentation on Soviet plots"] (Beijing, 1928; reprint Taipei, 1987), vols.
1-7 (vs. 402-408). One chapter of this compilation of translated documents
seized from the Soviet embassy in April, 1927, is titled Mi tan lei, or "About
agents."
^ See, for example. Sun Wuxia, Gongchan guoji he Zhongguo
geming guanxi shigang (Zhengzhou, 1988). The classic example of this trend
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influence was pervasive up until the fall of the Communist system and
where the Comintern was hence still held to be infallible, the new
post-Communist historiography has in rapid order recapitulated the
nationalist critiques voiced long before in China, North Korea and
Vietnam.'^ All that was popular, good, and effective in the Mongolian
revolution and the ensuing socialist regime is ascribed to the genius of
native Mongolian revolutionaries, while all the cruelties and repressions
are heaped upon the head of the Soviet Union and its Comintern
agents. This approach gives a comforting resolution to the fundamental
problem of Mongolian national identity—the lack of any past that is
modem and yet not Communist. If all the good was done by the Mon
golians and all the evil by the foreigners, then the ruling Mongolian
People's Revolutionary Party was in essence a good party and its past a
proud one.
The Communist International was a fundamental factor in the
formation and development of virtually all the Asian revolutionary
parties. Thus, despite the accusations directed against the organization,
it is a futile enterprise to dream of what these parties might have been
like had not Soviet influence "distorted" their development. Nor can
the stereotype of dogmatic foreign-based bumblers and native
revolutionary geniuses, so comforting both to American journalists like
Harrison Salisbury hoping to "play the China card," as well as to Asian
Communist parties in a post-Soviet era, be accepted without question.^

in Western historiography is Benjamin Schwartz, Chinese Communism and
the Rise ofMao (New York, 1967).
^ For the old view, seeMAKhN Msch khogjikhdd olon ulsyn kommunist kh6d6lg06nii tuslamjiin roli, ach kholbogdol (Ulaanbaatar, 1978), and

Mongol Ardyn Khuwisgalt Nam ba olon ulsyn kommunist khOdOlgOdn:
barimt, material (Ulaanbaatar, 1979). The new view is found, with a wealth
of original documentation from the security archives of Mongolia, in S. Battogtokh, Nuuts khuiwaldaanaas nugalaa zawkhrald (Ulaanbaatar, 1991).
^ Richard C. Thornton, in The Comintern and the Chinese Commu
nists, 1928-1931 (Seattle, 1969), long ago delivered a powerful critique of
Benjamin Schwartz’s thesis that Maoism represented a struggle of the correct
native line against obviously wrong-headed ideas imposed by ignorant Soviet
communists and their Chinese acolytes. Shum Kui-kwong, in The Chinese

Communists ’ Road to Power: The Anti-Japanese National United Front,
1935-1945 (Hong Kong, 1988), has done the same for the Maoist
historiography of the second United Front period.
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One reason this simplification has gone unchallenged for so long
is that even the leading personalities of the Comintern lived their lives
in secrecy and died in obscurity, often in the camps of the Soviet Gulag,
while those who have later criticized them had all the apparatus of the
state in their hands to spread their views.
To this date, few
monographic studies of the notorious "Comintern agents" have
appeared.^
A study of the life of one such representative, A.I. Oshirov (c.
1901-1931), a Buriat Mongol who was assigned to the People's
Revolutionary Party of Inner Mongolia (1924-1946), demonstrates the
inadequacy of the view that such representatives either always repre
sented the interests of the Soviet Union over those of the local parties
to which they were assigned, or that they were always bumblers
demanding that everything be done exactly the way Lenin had done it in
October. It also shows that these representatives were far from being
pure instruments of the international Communist apparatus, with no
thoughts other than those their programmers had instilled in them.
Oshirov's background among the Buriats of Russian Siberia was a
uniquely appropriate one for his work among the Mongols of China's
Inner Mongolia. Yet if his work there had any fault it was in giving too
much support to the local Inner Mongol party leadership and in not
exercising enough his function of guidance and leadership. For this
fault he was replaced, in 1927.
Yet contrary to the received view of the Comintern, the changes
made by his replacement. M l. Amagaev, were not destructive, nor
were they imposed on the party by force. What did almost destroy the
party in 1928 was a series of ill-considered uprisings which were spon
sored as much, if not more, by young hotheads in the party as by the
advice of the Comintern. When Oshirov returned to Inner Mongolia
after an absence of several years it was to implement another change of
line, this time one that pushed the Inner Mongolian revolutionaries into
close union with the Chinese Communist Party. Again, contrary to
received opinion, this change was not unwelcome to substantial parts of

^ See the comments in Branko Lazitch, with Milorad M.
Drachkovitch, Biographical Dictionary of the Comintern (Stanford, 1973),
v-xiii.
Mikhail Markovich Borodin seems to be the only Comintern
representative in Asia to have received a full scale biography in English—see
Dan N. Jacobs, Borodin: Stalin's Man in China (Cambridge, 1981).
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the Inner Mongolian party movement, although it was rejected by
others.
Oshirov played no part in its implementation, however. He was
captured just after crossing the border in 1931 and executed by local
Inner Mongolian border guards. He thus participated in virtually the
whole first stage in the history of the People's Revolutionary Party of
Inner Mongolia. His death coincided with its eclipse, as one part
merged with the Chinese Communists, one part gradually lost touch
with the party center, while others to the east were reduced to being
impotent conspirators working underground in the new Japan
ese-sponsored Inner Mongolian autonomous governments. His in
volvement offers a glimpse into how the implementation of the
Communist International’s policies towards local parties was mediated
by individuals who unavoidably brought their own personal histories
into play.

Oshirov’s Background Among the Buriat Mongols (1901-1924)
Aleksandr Ivanovich Oshirov was born among the Buriats of
Russia. The Buriats were Mongols who had been incorporated into the
Russian Empire in the seventeenth century and had undergone a more
or less profound process of cultural change and adaptation. Up
through World War II, however, most continued to preserve their
language and traditional religion, be it shamanism or Buddhism."^ The
Buriats of the Ekhirit, Bulagat, and Alair clans, who lived west of Lake
Baikal, were subject to a greater pressure from Russian immigration,
which by the early twentieth century led to profound changes in their
originally pastoral nomadic way of life.^ In addition, these western
Buriats, unlike the southern (Selenge, Tsongol, and Sartuul) and east
ern (Khori, Barguzhin, Aga) Buriats did not adopt Buddhism, and had
relatively low literacy in the Mongol script. Thus Russian high culture,
in the form of Russian as a written language and the Christian religion.
^ On the Buriats, see James Forsyth, A History of the Peoples of

Siberia: Russia’s North Asian Colony, 1581-1990 (Cambridge, 1992); Caro
line Humphrey, Karl Marx Collective: Economy Society and Religion in a
Siberian Collective Farm (Cambridge, 1983), “Buriats” in Graham Smith,
The Nationalities Question in the Soviet Union (London, 1990), 290-303.

^ Caroline Humphrey, "The uses of genealogy: A historical study of

the nomadic and sedentarized Buryat," in Pastoral Production and Society
(Cambridge, 1979), 235-260.
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also spread more widely among them than it did to the south or east of
Lake Baikal. Yet all through the Buriat lands, the nineteenth century
saw the emergence of a Buriat intelligentsia that placed the dual
question of identity and progress, especially as this identity related to
Buriat religion, at center stage.^
The childhood of A. I. Oshirov well illustrates the cultural trends
among the Buriats in the first quarter of the twentieth century.
He
was bom among the Alair Buriats living west of the Baikal, in a village
called Togot (Mongolian Tost, Buriat Tohoto), near the present day
town of Kunulik, on the Trans-Siberian railway. Although the village
was purely Buriat, Aleksandr’s father, Ivan Anatol’evich Oshirov, was
actually not a pure Buriat, but the son of Anatol Szczeglowski, a Pole
exiled to Siberia for his participation in the Polish uprising of 1863.
Szczeglowski married a Buriat woman, but both he and his wife died
soon after the birth of Ivan, their only son. Left an orphan and desti
tute, Ivan was taken in by the family of one of his wife's relatives, a
wealthy but childless shamaness {udgan). She died soon afterwards,
and Ivan was able to claim her property as his own. Rumor had it that
he had in fact killed her by using her own shamanic magic. Sheep’s
milk sliced with a knife in a special way and fed to an old person will
supposedly kill him or her.
However that may be, Ivan turned the property he inherited
from the old shamaness into a flourishing estate. He married a Buriat
woman, Agafiia Vladimirovna, from the village Moilt about twelve
kilometers from Togot. Agafiia was of the Tarkhai clan who had the
title of shiilenge or gentry. Up to the revolution, this title was pre
served on a leather diploma dating from the mid-seventeenth century.
^ On the revival in general, see Robert Rupen, “The Buryat Intelli
gentsia” Far Postern Quarterly XV (1956), 383-398. On specific figures, see
Dorji Banzarov, trans. Jan Nattier and John R. Krueger, “The Black Faith or
Shamanism among the Mongols,'' Mongolian Studies VII (1981-2), 53-91,
Robert Rupen, “Cyben Zamcaranovic Zamcarano,” Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies, 19 (1956), 126-145; Thubten J. Norbu and Dan Martin,
Dorjiev: Memoirs of a Tibetan Diplomat. (Hoka Bunka Kenkyu no. 17,
1992). On the dynamic of identity and progress (or “essentialism” and
“epochalism”) among developing and colonialized peoples, see Clifford
Geertz’s essay “After the Revolution; The Fate of Nationalism in the New
States” in his The Interpretation of Cultures (New York, 1973), 234-254.
The information on the childhood of A.I. Oshirov is derived from
interviews with his younger sister Ochiryn Namsraijaw.
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before Mongolia’s division between the Manchu and Russian empires.
Ivan's specialty was raising horses of the Orlov breed, for which he
received a medal from the local government.
The family also raised
many other types of livestock. They also kept bees, and Ivan would
supplement their diet with game shot in the forests. His youngest
daughter (Ina, later Namsraijaw) remembered a childhood of abun
dance and plenty, with fresh milk and cream available regularly. Ivan
was a respected member of the community as well, being accepted into
the Fourteenth Branch of the Khonggodor clan of his mother and his
shamaness guardian. (His Russo-Buriat surname, Oshirov, also came
from his mother's relatives.) Thus Ivan's social position combined an
honored role within the local Buriat society with a prosperity that
brought recognition from Russian society as well. His pale skin and
large nose, inherited from his father, may have also helped him win
recognition in a Siberian society in which anti-Asian racism was
becoming stronger. ^2
The Oshirov family were typical examples of the characteristi
cally Buriat (but rapidly evolving) culture in the valley of the Angara
River. Previously, the inhabitants of the Togot village had practiced
trans-humance, moving between a summer and a winter camp, but the
local Buriats felt that their traditional summer pastures had been ruined
by the Trans-Siberian railway which was laid in this region around
1893-5.1^ In the same period, coal mines were also opened at
Cheremkhovo (about 25 km down the line to the south-east). As a
result, the Khonggodor clan settled down permanently in the Togot
village, the old winter camp.
The Oshirov family lived in a sort of permanent yurt; it had a
traditional lattice-work 3oirt frame, but it was covered by wood, not
felt. The mother of the family, Agafiia Vladimirovna, was a Christian
—her whole village of Moilt had been baptized in the nearby river by the
See Great Soviet Encyclopedia: A Translation of the Third
Edition, vol. 18 (New York, 1974), under “Orlov Trotter,” 561.
Forsyth, History of the Peoples of Siberia, 220-223. Serge Wolff,
who met Ivan’s eldest daughter and her husband in Germany, received from
them the impression that Ivan was a Russian man: "Mongol Delegations in
Western Europe, 1925-1929," Journal of the Royal Central Asian Society 32
(1945), 292
Stephen G. Marks, Road to Power: The Trans-Siberian Railroad
and the Colonization of Asian Russia, 1850-1917 (Ithaca, 1991), 171-2,
179-180.
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local Orthodox priests. Thus all the children had Christian names and
an icon of St. Nicholas was hung on the wall. Ivan, however, stuck to
the shamanism of his maternal ancestors and St. Nicholas had to share
the wall with his ongods, or dolls that were home for the spirits of the
clan ancestors, especially shamans. Only shortly before his death, in
1926 did he abandon shamanism. By that time, however, the dominant
role that Orthodox Christianity had played in his youth was a thing of
the past. Ivan converted to Buddhism; he held a great feast and then
"saw off' his ongods (pngodyg khariulakh), by taking them off into the
forest and burning them. In the few months before his death, a table
with the White Tara (Tsagaan Dari Ekh), a Buddhist goddess favored
as a protectress by the Mongols, occupied the place of honor in the
yurt.
For Ivan and Agafiia's children, at least nine of whom survived
to adulthood, education was largely in the Russian style. The whole
family did know the Mongol script, but the children also knew Rus
sian. * 4 Grigorii, the eldest, was an avid reader—his favorite reading
was the Brockhaus-Efron Encyclopedic Dictionary (Enisiklopedicheskii slovar' Brokgauz i Efron), which his father had at home.^^
Through this encyclopedia, Grigorii began to acquire a different
cultural perspective; he made a hobby of growing tomatoes and carrots
in a garden, but the Oshirov family retained the traditional Mongol
disdain for vegetables and refused them. Once when a villager went
insane, Grigorii was able to diagnose his illness using the concepts he
had learned from the encyclopedia.
When the Russian revolution broke out, it was natural that Ivan
Anatol'evich, as a wealthy farmer-rancher and the son-in-law of a minor
Buriat gentry family, would support the privileged against the rebellious
Bolsheviks. He supplied the troops of General Kappel', commander of
Kolchak’s Second Army with food and mounts, and Agafiia
Vladimirovna was proud to recall that Kappel', whom she considered a
gracious and well-educated man, had once dined at their house. This

The only personal letter I have seen that was written in Mongolian
by A.I. Oshirov was dictated to an Inner Mongolian associate. From Oshirov’s Mongolian signature on it, he does not seem to have used Mongolian as
an everyday written language.
The Entsiklopedicheskii slovar’was published in St. Petersburg in
82 volumes, from 1890 to 1904. The publication was a joint effort between
F.A. Brockhaus in Leipzig and I.A. Efron in St.Petersburg.
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must have happened during Kappel's epic retreat in January, 1920, and
demanded considerable courage on the part of the Oshirovs, as the end
of the White regime was by then clearly in sight. Ivan Oshirov even
allowed White detachments to store grenades in their house. With the
collapse of the Kolchak regime in November, 1919-January, 1920,
many friends and relatives who had fought for the Whites fled to China
and Kholon Buir.
We know that Aleksandr Ivanovich did not follow in his par
ents’ path and in the end joined the Bolsheviks. Unfortunately, there is
no evidence on exactly how this happened. When the revolution broke
out, Aleksandr, then about sixteen years old, was attending a
non-classical high school {reaVnye uchilishchd) in Irkutsk. The Bol
sheviks took power in Irkutsk on January 8, 1918. From the beginning,
though, Siberia was hostile to Bolshevik sectarianism. Through his
schoolmates, Oshirov had became involved in student political activity
but he, too, was not a Bolshevik.
Thus, when a coalition of
non-Bolshevik parties, spearheaded by iunkers (cadets in military high
school), staged a rebellion against the ruling party in July, Oshirov
supported them.^^ There is no sign that he was active during the
ensuing civil war (1918-1920 in Buriatia)-it must not be forgotten that
he was still under twenty at the time.^^ Yet his youthful support for
the iunker rebellion placed him in great danger of being taken auto
matically for an anti-Bolshevik, should the Bolsheviks return.
The first Soviet government in Siberia was overthrown by for
eign intervention in June-August, 1918. From that point forward, a
partisan movement had operated at a low level among Siberia's peas
ants. By September, 1919, the arbitrary exactions of the White regime
and its Allied supporters had caused this movement to mushroom.
Beginning in November 1919, partisans were active in the Alair and
other Buriat regions west of the Baikal, but there is no evidence that

See Great Soviet Encyclopedia: A Translation of the Third
Edition, vol. 21 (New York, 1975), under "realschule," 528, and vol. 30
(1982), under "iunker," 448. Irkutsk had both a Iunker school and a
preparatory school for the Siberian cadets corps--see Entsiklopedicheskii
slovar’vol. 25 (St. Petersburg, 1894), under "Irkutsk."
On the Russian revolution in Buryatia, see Russel E. Snow, "The
Russian Revolution of 1917-18 in Transbaikalia," Soviet Studies 23 (1971-2),
201-215, and The Bolsheviks in Siberia, 1917-1918 (London, 1977).
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A.I. Oshirov was involved with them.l* As the Kolchak regime disin
tegrated and the Red Army advanced from the west, Mensheviks,
Social Revolutionaries, and some Bolsheviks created a leading organ,
called the Political Center, to demand an end to the White regime.
From December 19, 1919, onwards, regiments under the Center’s con
trol began to openly seize power in town after town in Central Siberia.
The Political Center finally came to power in Irkutsk on January 5,
1920 and executed Admiral Kolchak on Febrary 7, 1920. The Political
Center hoped to establish a buffer region between the Soviet gov
ernment to the west and the Japanese occupied area to the east, but
within a few weeks Bolshevik elements in Irkutsk had, supported by the
advancing Red Army, dispersed the Political Center and brought the
Soviet republic's borders to the shores of Lake Baikal. The buffer plan
was, however, put into effect east of the Baikal, where the Far Eastern
Republic was formed. Its leadership was, behind the scenes, securely in
Communist hands.
At first, the local Bolsheviks and their Buriat supporters
declared that under the Soviet regime, the Buriats "have no need of any
autonomy whatsoever." From Moscow, however, Lenin intervened in
January, 1921, to create a Central Committee of the Buriat-Mongols of
East Siberia. For almost a year, he was unable to secure the formation
of a definite Buriat autonomous area. The creation of a Buriat-Mongol
Autonomous Region in the Far Eastern Republic, however, pushed the
Irkutsk government to create its own Mongol-Buriat [sic] Autonomous
Region on January 9, 1922. Although the territory, a non-contiguous
patchwork of five districts (aimag), was 70% Buriat, only about 100 of
the grand total of 353 Communist Party members were Buriat.^9 It
was in this context that many figures who might otherwise have been
treated with disdain were allowed into the party and government, and
among them was Oshirov.
G.D. Basaev and S.I. Erbanova, MAi Erbanov (Ulan-Ude, 1989),
39-40. On the partisans in Siberia, see David Footman, "Siberian partisans in
the Civil War," Soviet Affairs 1 (1956), 24-53.
^ ^ On the Civil War in Buriatia and the restoration of the Communist
regime there, see Edward Hallett Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1923
(New York, 1951), 350-363 and Paul Dotsenko, The Struggle for Democracy
in Siberia, J97 7-7920 (Stanford, 1983), 110-120.
29 Boris Chichlo, “Histoire de la formation des territoires autonomes
chez les peuples turco-mongols de la Siberie,” Cahiers du monde russe et
sovietique 28 (1987), 362-401, and especially, 367-371.
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In December, 1922, at the First Congress of Soviets of the
Buri^t-Mongol Autonomous Regional, A.I. Oshirov was elected to the
fourteen-man Regional Executive Committee (oblispolkom) of the
Russian Republic’s Mongol-Buriat region.21 With the final withdrawal
of the Japanese from the Siberian mainland, and the merger of the Far
Eastern Republic with the Russian Republic in October 1922, the two
republics' autonomous regions were merged and elevated to form the
Buriat-Mongol Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (BMASSR) as
proclaimed on May 22, 1923. As an Autonomous Republic, this new
state had a Soviet (or Council) of People's Commissars, just as did the
Soviet Union as a whole. Here A.I. Oshirov, barely in his twenties,
served as People's Commissar of Agriculture.22

The Soviet Union & Inner Mongolia: Forming a Policy
(1924-1927)
The Soviet Union and China established diplomatic relations in
May, 1924.
The new ambassador. Lev Mikhailovich Karakhan
(1889-1937), quickly began to set up the apparatus to implement the
Soviet Union's two-fold policy: regular diplomatic relations through
formal embassy personnel, and clandestine contacts with various dissi
dent forces in China, carried on both by the Communist International
and the Soviet military advisers.2^ Oshirov was chosen to play a role in
this second, highly sensitive, aspect of Soviet policy. From the
beginning, both the Buriat Mongols and Russian Siberian Communist
organization played an important role in the formation of the USSR's
Asian policy. The Communist International's Secretariat for the Far
East, formed in 1921, was chaired by Boris Zakharovich Shumiatskii
(1886-1943), the Communist Party boss of Siberia.24 It also included
the red-haired Grigorii Naumovich Voitinskii (1893-1953) and his wife
Mariia Kuznetsova. In spring, 1920, Voitinskii had undertaken one of
the first Soviet Communist missions to China and from November,

Basaev and Erbanova, M.N. Erbanov, 66-67.
22 Interview with Ochiryn Namsraijaw, April 3 and May 13, 1992.
22 See his biography, V.V. Sokolov, Na boevykh postakh diplomaticheskogo fronta: zhizn' i deiatel ’nost ’ L.M. Karakhana (Moscow,
1983).
24 See Lazitch and Drachkovitch, Biographical Dictionary of the
Comintern, under "Shumiatsky, Boris Zakharovich" and S. Demberel, Nert
Khuwisgalch B.Z. Shumyatskii {\]\azinh<xaia.v, 1975).
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1923, to July, 1927, he was the senior representative of the Comintern
in China.^^ Another member of the Far Eastern Secretariat was Mikhei
Nikolaevich Erbanov (1889-1938), who was Oshirov's superior, both
as the chairman of the Regional Executive Committee of the RSFSR's
Mongol-Buriat Autonomous Region, and as the Chairman of the
Council of People's Commissars in the BMASSR.^^ Erbanov quite
possibly brought Oshirov to the attention of the Secretariat as a
potential representative.
From its very inception, the Buriat-Mongol Republic was
closely linked to the Soviet Union's hopes for influence in the east.^7
The Russian People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs had strongly
advocated raising Buriat autonomy from the provincial to the
autonomous republic level precisely in order to demonstrate to the
Asian peoples the uniqueness of Soviet Russia's minority policy.^* At
the same time, the Siberian organization was likewise closely involved.
In July, 1920, an Oriental Political Bureau was created under B.Z.
Shumiatskii's Siberian Bureau of the Russian Communist Party’s
Central Committee. The Bureau was organized into four departments:
Mongolian-Tibetan, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. It primarily dealt
with the peoples of those nationalities who lived in Siberia, although its
propaganda was meant to have wider influence.
The Mongol
ian-Tibetan Department was particularly active in promoting the
development of the Mongolian People's Party of Outer Mongolia into a
significant force in winter 1920-1921, organizing Buriats like
El’bekdorzhi R. Rinchino and Tsyben Zh. Zhamtsarano to join the
party. The Department also published the newspaper Monggol-un
linen ("Mongolia's Truth"), in Mongolian.
See Lazitch and Drachkovitch, Biographical Dictionary of the
Comintern, under "Voitinski, Grigori" and Janies Pinckney Harrison, The
Long March to Power: A History of the Chinese Communist Party,
7927-7972 (New York, 1972), 27-30, 55, 67-8, 100-101, 120.
See the photograph in Basaev and Erbanova, M.N. Erbanov, plate
3.
The following discussion of the Comintern’s relations with East
Asia and Mongolia derives, apart from the sources mentioned, from an
interview conducted in April, 1992, with Dr. Sanjiin Damdinsiiren
(Ulaanbaatar) who has worked extensively in Comintern and MPRP archives.
1 would like to record here my thanks to him.
2^ Chichlo, "Histoire de la formatiog des territoires autonomes . . ."
Cahiers du monde russes et sovietiques 28 (1987), 370.
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In June 1921, the Communist International set up its own
Secretariat for the Far East. At that time, the Mongolian-Tibetan
Committee was transferred to the Comintern, which was the regular
channel for international revolutionaiy activity. In fact, though, since
the Secretariat was headed by B.Z. Shumiatskii, the difference between
the old set-up (under the Siberian Bureau) and the new one (under the
Comintern's Secretariat for the Far East) was nominal. After April,
when the People's Army led by the Mongolian People's Party built a
base in Mongolia, the Mongolian Tibetan Department and its
Monggol-un Unen lapsed, being replaced by direct ties between Mon
golia and the Comintern. Many Buriats, of whom E.R. Rinchino and
Ts. Zh. Zhamtsarano were only the most prominent, moved south to
Mongolia in the wake of the Mongolian People's Party's victory. Most
of these initial Buriat advisers were suspect characters in their own
homeland, former Social Revolutionaries under a cloud for previous
nationalist and anti-Bolshevik activity. Rather than simply liquidating
them, however, the Russian Communists encouraged them to go south
and work to develop Mongolia along revolutionary lines.
The Comintern's Secretariat for the Far East was abolished
early in 1922, and replaced by the Eastern Department, which was
under the Comintern's general Secretariat. Shumiatskii, who was being
ap-pointed as ambassador to Persia, was replaced as head of the new
organ by a hotblooded revolutionary romantic, Fedor Fedorovich
Raskolnikov (alias Petrov, 1892-1939).In 1924, in the wake of the
controversy surrounding the execution of S. Danzan, the Comintern's
links to the Mongolian People's Party were strengthened. The People's
Party was officially admitted as a candidate member of the Comintern,
with deliberative rights in its Congresses. In August 1924, the Kazak
Bolshevik Turar Ryskulovich Ryskulov (alias Khasagbai/Kazakbay,

Robert Rupen, Mongols of the Twentieth Century, vol. 1
(Bloomington, 1964), 201-203, 239. Of course Zhamtsarano and other
Buriats had been active in Mongolia during its first period of independ
ence/autonomy (1911-1919) as well.
See biographical notes in Lazitch and Drachkovitch, Biographical
Dictionary of the Comintern, under "Raskolnikov, Feodor F." and the sketch
in Georges Haupt and Jean-Jacques Marie, trans. C.I.P. Ferdinand and D.M.
Bellos, Makers of the Russian Revolution: Biographies of Bolshevik Leaders
(London, 1974), 202-208.
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1894-193 8),was assigned as the first representative; in summer,
1925, he was replaced by Matvei Innokent’evich Amagaev
(1897-1937), a Buriat Bolshevik who had earlier been a member of the
Central Committee of Buriat-Mongols of Eastern Siberia and chairman
of the Far Eastern Republic's Buriat Region, then a member of the
Presidium of the BMASSR's Communist Party Committee.32 These
appointments mark the eclipse of Social-Revolutionaries, nationalists,
and other politically unreliable persons in the Comintern's Mongolian
operations and their replacement by Bolsheviks, albeit ones often of
non-ethnic Russian origin. At the same time, a Mongolian Com
mission was organized in the Far Eastern Department to serve as a kind
of think-tank for the Comintern's Mongolian policy. Ryskulov and
Amagaev were made members, as was Moscow's first consul in
Mongolia, A.N. Vasil'ev, and Nikolai Bukharin in Moscow.33
Raskolnikov's Eastern Department also served as the
Comintern's main supervisor for policy towards East Asia (China,
Korea, and Japan) as well as Indochina and the Dutch Indies. From
1923 on, the East Asian operation seems to have been under the
supervision of Grigorii Voitinskii, then living in Shanghai. As a result,
perhaps, of the wide range of tasks for which Voitinskii was responsi
ble and the difficulty of maintaining underground communications, he
was able to exercise only a loose coordinating role between the various
party organizations in each area. In the Guomindang’s southern base,
he tended to be eclipsed by the Comintern/Russian Communist Party
representative, Mikhail M. Borodin, and in Beijing by the Soviet
ambassador Lev M. Karakhan.34 In Inner Mongolia, the earliest links
to native revolutionaries were undertaken by El’bekdorzhi Rinchino.
As the Communist International became aware of the revolutionary
possibilities in Inner Mongolia in the spring and summer of 1925, it
came to view the Inner Mongolian revolution primarily as part of the
See the biographical notes in Aleksandre A. Bennigsen and S.
Enders Wimbush, Muslim National Communism in the Soviet Union: A
Revolutionary Strategy for the Colonial World (Chicago, 1979), 205-6.
See his biography, N.P. Egunov, M.l. Amagaev (Ulan-Ude, 1974).
Biographical notes on A.N. Vasil’ev in Mongol Ardyn Namyn
Gurawdugaar Ikh Khural: 1924 ony naim-yesdiigeer sar: delgerengiii
temdeglel (Ulaanbaatar, 1966), 258. On the Commission and Bukharin’s
views therein, see O. Batsaikhan, "Mongol owogtny negdekhiig eserguiitsekh,"
II Towchoo (Ulaanbaatar), no. 7 (40), March 1-10, 1992.
Harrison, Long March to Power, 67.
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Chinese revolution. Thus it was also put under Voitinskii's general
supervision. In line with this policy, Ryskulov and Amagaev repeatedly
asked the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party (as the People's
Party was renamed in spring, 1925) to refrain from making direct
contact with the Inner Mongols and instead to channel all such contact
through the Communist International.
In 1924, young, politically active Inner Mongols were all
responding to the Mongolian revolution of 1921.^^ In 1922, one
group, based in the rich steppes of Kholdn Buir, in the northeast corner
of Inner Mongolia, had organized an Eastern Border People's Party
(Doronadu Khijagar-un Arad-im Nam, also known by its unofficial
name as the Kholdn Buir Youth Party). Led by a Daur Mongol, Merse,
this weakly organized group enjoyed the exclusive patronage of the
Mongolian People's Party for two years (1922-1924). El'bekdorzhi R.
Rinchino, the powerful Buriat in the Mongolian People's Party, was
their main supporter.
Another group of Mongols, mostly in their thirties and forties
and from more Chinese influenced areas of Chakhar and Eastern Inner
Mongolia, were members of the Chinese Guomindang. In 1923, they
allied with Merse and began creating their own Inner Mongolian
revolutionary organization. In April 1924, a Kharachin Mongol, Serengdonrub, went to independent Mongolia with a proposal to create an
ethnically-based Inner Mongol party, to be called the People's Revo
lutionary Party of Inner Mongolia.
On the Inner Mongolian revolutionary movement and the People’s
Revolutionary Party from 1924 to 1931, see Hao Weimin, "Diyi, er ci guonei
zhanzheng shiqi de Nei Menggu Renmin Geming Dang," in Zhongguo
Menggu Shi Xuehui chengli dahui jinian Jikan (Khokliekhota, 1979),
580-604, L. Jamsran, "MAKhN, Owdr Mongolyn Ardyn kliuwisgalt nam
liiisch bekhjikhed tusalsan ni," Dornodakhiny sudlal, 1991, no. 1 (24), 11-17,
and Christopher A^vood, "National Party and Local Politics in Ordos, Inner
Mongolia (1926-1935)," Journal ofAsian History 26 (1992), 1-30.
Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party, Central Party Archives
(Ulaanbaatar), 7-1-29: 13, 26-27; 7-1-20: 42-43, A. Lumburai, "Ard)m
Tsergiin ankhny tagnuulch," Ardyn Erkh, Oct. 4, 1991, no. 17 (243), 4;
Christopher Atwood, "Nationalism and Localism: the Origins of the People’s
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Probably the earliest Inner Mongols to get in contact with the
Soviet embassy were some agrarian radicals from Ordos, on the bend
of the Yellow River in southwest Inner Mongolia.
From the
mid-nineteenth century, these radicals had been organized into
duguilangs, or "circles." In recent years, however, the native Mongol
princes, helped by the Chinese military authorities, had almost entirely
suppressed the duguilangs. The rebel leaders were forced to either
stop their activity or go into exile. Among the exiles were two in Bei
jing: Wangdanima, the Bandida Gegen, or incarnate lama of Jasag
Banner, and Oljeijirgal, a clerk and duguilang leader from Uiishin
banner. Wangdanima was close to Serengdonrub's group, but the
Uiishin leader, Oljeijirgal, aimed to link the Ordos duguilangs directly
to the new Mongolian government. He left for Mongolia in August,
1924, taking fifteen duguilang comrades from Uiishin banner with him
to plead for aid and acquire a political and military education.
In the fall of 1924, another of the Chinese republic’s intermin
able warlord conflicts had broken out. This time. Marshal Feng
Yuxiang (1882-1948), a relatively progressive-minded commander, was
able to occupy Beijing. He declared a truce, however, with the
reactionary Zhang Zuolin (18757-1928), warlord of Northeast China, a
truce which allowed Zhang's forces to share in the occupation of Bei
jing. Feng expelled the former Qing Emperor, Puyi, from the Forbid
den City, declared that the Chinese republic would tolerate no more
monarchist revivals and renamed his troops the Citizen Army {Guominjun). By December 1925, Feng’s Citizen Army had taken control
of the western half of Inner Mongolia.^*
Overnight, this development changed the political possibilities in
Inner Mongolia. Merse, from the Eastern Border People's Party, went
south to Beijing to examine the new situation. There he met Guomindang Mongols in Beijing, such as Serengdonrub. Together, in early
December 1924, they formed the People's Revolutionary Party of Inner
Mongolia that had first been proposed to Mongolia the previous

(Beijing), Jan. 31, 1927; Zhonghua Minguo shishi jiyao (chugao) 1924, vol.
1 (Yonghe County, 1979), 416-7; MPRP, Central Party Archives, 7-1-20;
8-11,7-1-19: 1.
James C. Sheridan, Chinese Warlord: The Career of Feng
Yti-hsiang (Stanford, 1966); Gavan McCormack, Chang Tso-lin in Northeast
China: 1911-1928 (Stanford, 1977).
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April.39 Sun Yat-sen, leading the pro-Soviet Guomindang party in
southern China, also saw great opportunities for a peaceful reunifica
tion of China. That month, Sun Yat-sen came north to Beijing and
appointed Guomindang party representatives to go to each province
and agitate for a National Assembly. Serengdonrub and a young
Communist Mongol were appointed to do this work among the Mon
gols of Inner Mongolia.'^®
Marshal Feng's new territory, however large, lacked either a
seaport or an arsenal. If he wished to keep his Citizen Army armed he
would have to turn to the Soviet Union which could supply him over
land via the Mongolian People's Republic. From March on, the
Chinese Citizen Armies and the Soviet Union began courting each
other. In this new atmosphere, Soviet citizens acquired a new freedom
to leave the embassy and visit the countryside. Until then they had only
been able to work in Beijing. There, in summer, 1924, Oshirov, going
under the more standard Mongol form of his name (either as Ochir,
Ochirov, or Ochirun), had begun working out of the Soviet Union's
Beijing embassy, along with a Russian military man named Ledogorov.
In that year, Oshirov got to know some popular leaders from the Ordos
region in western Inner Mongolia. Oshirov impressed them as a good
man, but his Russian customs, such as embracing and kissing old
acquaintances mystified the more traditional Ordos Mongols.In
March, 1925, however, A.I. Oshirov, in the company of He Zishen, a
representative of the Chinese Communist Party's Beijing-based
Northern Committee, made what was probably his first trip into the
Inner Mongolian countryside.
Through the summer of 1925, Oshirov's main task, along with
Comintern representatives in Mongolia itself, like Turar R. Ryskulov,
39 Mongol Ardyn Khuwisgalt Namyn Dorowdugeer Ikh Khural:
1925 yesdugeer saryn 23—arawdugaar saryn 1: delgerengui tailan
(Ulaanbaatar, 1978), 50; MPRP, Central Party Archives: 7-1-18; 22-23;
7-1-29: 16-17.
Luo Jialun and Huang Jilu, Qd&.,'Guofu nianpu (Taipei, 1969),
1169-1170.
Uiisin qosigun-u Sinelam-a-yin durasqal-un suburg-a bosqagsan
yosulal-un yeke quralun uduriduqu duguyilang, Gilaljagsan nigen nasu
(Uiishin Banner, 1985), 100-101.
Du Fan and Wurijitu, "Nei Menggu dashiji changbian
(1919.5.4-1949.10.1)," 'm Nei Menggu shizhi ziliao xuanbian, vol. 7, Dashiji
zhuanze (Khokhekhota; n.d.), 187.
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was getting the disparate political groups in Inner Mongolia to cease
relying solely on salvation from Mongolia, and begin relying more on
each other. The new People's Revolutionary Party of Inner Mongolia
(PRPIM, Mongolian Dotoodu Monggol-un Arad-un Khubiskhaltu
Nam) encompassed Serengdonrub’s Guomindang group, as well as
some of the Khdlon Buir group and Wangdanima from the Ordos
group. Yet the Khdlon Buir-based Eastern Border People's Party
(EBPP) was still officially separate with much of its leadership in
Ulaanbaatar. In February 1925, another party appeared, the Inner
Mongolian Youth Party (Dotoodu Monggol-un Jaluuchud-un Nam)A^
It was composed of young Mongol students from Beijing's Mongolian
and Tibetan school, in their twenties or late teens, almost all from ban
ners with heavy Chinese settlement where the Mongols themselves
were beginning to take up farming. The party was inspired by Sosordawa, a Mongol from independent Mongolia's youth league, who in
fall, 1924, came to Beijing to proclaim the gospel of radical
pan-Mongolist ideas. Pan-Mongolian in its thinking, the Youth Party
was strongly hostile to the PRPIM, calling it the party of the rich and
the nobility.
All of these parties were in a competition for the favor of the
Soviet Union, the Mongolian People's Republic (MPR) or both.
Originally the EBPP had the inside track in Ulaanbaatar, but its patron
Rinchino was recalled to Buriatia that summer in semi-disgrace. The
PRPIM had two advantages which proved telling; it carried with it the
blessing of support from Sun Yat-sen and the Guomindang center and
it counted members from all over Inner Mongolia. Given that the
Soviet Union was committed to the Guomindang as the central force in
China's revolution (and that it hoped to build up a powerful all-inner
Mongolian organization), these two properties were crucial. In con
trast, the EBPP was amorphous and existed only in a small area, and
the Youth Party was too young, too socially radical, and too
pan-Mongolist.
This party should not be confused either with the "Khdlon Buir
Youth Party," the commonly found, unofficial name of the Eastern Border
People’s Party (EBPP), or the Young Men’s Party of South Mongolia (Obdr
Monggol-un Jaluus-un Nam) of the 1940s.
44 Wulanfu geming shiliao bianyanshi, Wulanfu huiyilu (Beijing,
1989), 56-57; MPRP, Central Party Archives; 7-1-23; 12; 7-1-73; 6; 7-1-26:
31-37, 49-53.
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The People's Revolutionary Party of Inner Mongolia got in
touch with visiting Mongolian dignitaries in late April, 1925. Party
members approached the Soviet embassy in Beijing in the second half
of May, 1925, if not before, and the ambassador Karakhan was
amenable to arming Inner Mongol troops as long as approval for such a
force by Marshal Feng, the local authority, could be arranged. As one
embassy report, possibly by Oshirov, put it:
We must admit that . . . even supposing that these organizations
[the PRPIM and an alliance of Chinese militias] as a whole will
be able to get together only one half of the number of men they
promised, i.e. 5,000, still such a mass of cavalry in the rear of
Chang Tso-lin [Zhang Zuolin] may decide the issue of the war."^^
From May to July 1925, Serengdonrub and comrades were in Ulaanbaatar negotiating with the leadership of the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party (MPRP). Their proposals envisioned a merger of
the PRPIM with the EBPP, the subordination of both to the MPRP,
and financial and military aid from the Soviet Union and Mongolia."^^
The MPRP supported these proposals, as long as the role of the
MPRP was kept secret, and was preparing to send a representative to
Moscow to ratify this policy. In July, however, Grigorii Voitinskii, the
Comintern representative in Shanghai and Oshirov's boss, passed
through Ulaanbaatar on unrelated business. When he heard what was
going on, he asked the MPRP to delay sending any representative to
Moscow. Voitinskii asked that the MPRP not interfere directly in the
affairs of the Inner Mongolian party, leaving that up to the Communist
International's organization in China. The crucial point was that policy
towards Inner Mongolia had to be coordinated with policy towards
China, especially towards the Guomindang and Marshal Feng's Citizen
Army. Serengdonrub and the others had no choice but to go along—
after all, what they needed above all was money and weapons, and
ultimately the Soviet Union was the only source for that—but the Inner
Mongols were not happy about it."^^
The task of unifying the Inner Mongolian parties was compli
cated by the role of Li Dazhao (1888-1927), the main Chinese ComSulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 7 (v. 408), 112.
MPRP Central Party Archives, 7-1-18: 24-26, 29-31.
Mongol Ardyn Khuwisgalt Namyn Ddrowdiigeer Ikh Khural,
50-51; MPRP Central Party Archives: 4-1-364: 19-20; 7-1-26: 3; 7-1-19: 2.
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munist in Beijing
Although he himself insisted that the Inner Mon
golian revolution was an inter-ethnic task, involving both Chinese and
Mongols, Li was influential among the young Mongol students in Bei
jing, even among those who formed the Youth Party. Li assigned a
Chinese disciple of his, Han Linfu, to bring together an Inner Mongo
lian front organization that would embody the Communist program of
an inter-ethnic Inner Mongolian struggle. Han was unable to recruit
successfully among Mongols, however, and hence turned to ethnic
Chinese farmers and bandit groups in the southern part of Inner Mon
golia, with only a few Mongol students participating. The resulting
front, called the Grand Alliance of Inner Mongolian Peasants, Workers,
and Soldiers, approached Oshirov at the Soviet embassy in May, 1925,
asking for it to intercede with Marshal Feng on their behalf, and also to
supply them with ammunition.
The Soviet embassy was thus presented with a murky,
three-cornered relationship between the Grand Alliance, the Youth
Party, and the PRPIM. The Grand Alliance had some kind of relations
with the PRPIM, but they were not close. The Youth Party and Serengdonrub’s PRPIM were both exclusively Mongol parties, but the
former was younger, more radical, and more alienated from the Mongol
elite. The Grand Alliance's idea of a multi-ethnic revolutionary struggle
would seem to exclude the Youth Party's pan-Mongolism, but in
recruiting Mongols the Chinese Communist Party and the Youth Party
successfully drew on essentially the same pool of students in Beijing's
Mongolian and Tibetan School. Many young Mongols joined the
Youth Party and the Chinese Communist Party simultaneously.
The ramifications of these conflicts extended beyond Inner
Mongolian politics alone. Li Dazhao and Han Linfu were not only
Communists, they were also members of the Guomindang, and among
the most active members of the Beijing Political Council (BPC), the
major GMD organization in northern China.The BPC handled
See Maurice Meisner, Li Ta-chao and the Origins of Chinese
Marxism (New York, 1973).
Chang Kuo-t’ao, The Rise of the Communist Party, vol. 1,
1921-1927 (Lawrence, 1971), 129, 338; MPRP Central Party Archives:
7-1-23: 12.
The Beijing Political Council contained nine members, of whom
four, Li Dazhao, Han Linfii (Communist faction), Xu Qian (Left Guomin
dang), and Yu Youren (centrist), showed evidence of interest in the Inner
Mongolian question.
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negotiations both with the Mongolian People's Republic and with the
Soviet Union. Serengdonnab, despite having been appointed by Sun
Yat-sen as the chief GMD figure in Inner Mongolia, was not a member
and a rivalry between Li Dazhao and Serengdonrub over who would
control Inner Mongolian policy can be traced back as far as the First
Congress of the GMD in January 1924. Since Serengdonrub was close
to Dambadorji and other members of the Mongolian government, ten
sion between him and the PRPIM on the one hand and Li, Han, the
BPC, and the Inner Mongolian Youth Party on the other, could derail
the already not-very-stable relations between Mongolia and the GMD.
At the same time, it could lead to an exacerbation of relations between
the right and left in the United Front the Comintern was trying to hold
together.
It fell to Oshirov to try to reconcile the two Inner Mongol
parties. Both were too promising to be ignored: in July-August, the
PRPIM had 300 full members and 3,000 candidates, while the Youth
Party had only 30 full members but somewhere between 800 to 1,500
candidate members.^ 1 When Serengdonrub returned to Beijing in July,
he met with Karakhan, Oshirov, and Li Dazhao. The latter, in his
capacity as a member of the BPC, gave the formal approval of the
Guomindang to organize the PRPIM, but seems to have extracted an
understanding from Serengdonrub that his hitherto all-Mongol
organization would admit ethnic Chinese.^^ Serengdonrub refused to
accept this denouement, however, and relations between the PRPIM
and the Soviet Union and the BPC seem to have cooled. At the party's
Provisional Meeting of July 26, 1925, the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party (MPRP)'s representative in Beijing attended, but
neither Oshirov nor any representative of the Soviet Union or the BPC
was invited. Serengdonrub’s report (delivered at the assembly) on the
latest party activities mentioned only the mission to Ulaanbaatar and
ignored all of the important talks with the Soviet embassy.
Afterwards, however, Oshirov proved to Serengdonrub the
worth of the Comintern ties by mediating a dispute between the Youth
Party and the PRPIM. By the middle of August, notes one observer,
"He has given [the two parties] the appearance of friendship," and.
Mongol Ardyn Khuwisgalt Namyn Dordwdugeer Ikh Khiiral, 51;
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-26: 52; 7-1-23: 12.
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-23: 11.
MPRP Central Party Archives; 7-1-26; 1-2; foto-fond B3.01.1.
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perhaps as a reward, Oshirov was invited to join in drawing up the
documents to be ratified at the October Congress. By the opening of
the first Congress of the PRPIM, which would seal the unification of
the various groups, Oshirov had managed to get the Inner Mongolia
Youth Party to dissolve and join the PRPIM in a subordinate role. The
new party, however, would be a purely ethnic Mongol party. No ethnic
Chinese would be given membership. The Grand Alliance was kept
separate, although the two ethnic Mongols in its leadership were
elected as alternate members of the PRPIM's Central Committee.
The Inner Mongolian Party was to have deliberative rights in the
Comintern's Congresses, just as did the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party and the Chinese Guomindang.^^
Meanwhile in Ulaanbaatar, Oljeijirgal was informed that the
MPRP would provide no direct aid to him or the Uiishin duguilangs.
Assistance would come only through the PRPIM.
Reluctantly,
Oljeijirgal agreeed to attend the first Congress, planned for October in
Zhangjiakou. The remaining members of the Eastern Border People's
Party also tried to preserve their organizational independence, pointing
out how the special geographical position of Kholon Buir made
revolutionary prospects there especially bright, but the EBPP too was
pushed into union with the PRPIM.

The Rehe and Ordos Campaigns: 1925-1927
By the time of the first, constituent. Congress of the PRPIM,
A.I. Oshirov had begun to establish his position as an adviser on
northern Chinese politics. When the question came up of who to send
as the MPRP’s representative to the Guomindang, Amagaev, the
Comintern's representative in Ulaanbaatar, asked that the Central
Committee first consult with Oshirov. At the Congress, Oshirov was
Central Party Archives, 7-1-23: 11-12; 7-1-26: 49-51; Zhang
Jingru, and others, Li Dazhao shengping shiliao biannian (Shanghai, 1984),
262-3.
"Report of the Credentials Commission," International Press Correspondance, vol. 8 (no. 81), Nov. 21, 1928, 1532. In fact, the first and only
Comintern Congress ever held during the PRPIM CC’s period of existence
was the Sixth, in 1928, in which two PRPIM representatives did participate
with deliberative rights. The assignment of a regular Comintern representative
to the party would seem to indicate, however, that the PRPIM was treated as a
candidate member of the Comintern before then as well.
Central Party Archives, 4-1-364: 81; 7-1-29: 14-15; 7-1-20:14.
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one of only three outsiders included in the official photographs-the
others were Dambadorji, the chairman of the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party, and Buyannemekhu, a talented Mongolian writer
and poet sent to help the Inner Mongols with propaganda and
pamphleteering.
Even so, in negotiations over supplying Soviet
weapons for a planned Inner Mongol military force, it was not Oshirov
but Grigorii Voitinskii and the assistant military attache Voronin who
had the authority to commit the Soviet side.^^
For the next year and a half, Oshirov would follow the Central
Committee as it campaigned first in Rehe and then as it retreated west
into Ordos. Yet far from acting as the all-powerful Comintern agent,
dictating strategy, he appears in the record primarily as a messenger for
the Central Committee. His main task seems to have been to assure a
steady supply of guns and money to the party. He did not receive much
thanks for taking on this task. Nowhere are his endeavors noted with
the kind of generous thanks which Serengdonrub and Merse expressed
about Nasunbatu (1891-1937), a Mongolian Central Committee
member sent to Inner Mongolia to advise the PRPIM from August to
November, 1926. Again, Oshirov's age may well have been a factorhe was ten to fifteen years younger than the leaders of the PRPIM.
Indeed, in biographical notices on the PRPIM leaders he consistently
overestimated their ages by five years or more.^^
Yet another factor may have been his lack of any significant
Buriat revolutionary experience. Nowhere in the two lengthy reports
on the party that he wrote for the Soviet embassy or in the letter he
wrote to the party CC does he ever refer to the historical experiences
of Buriatia in the Russian Civil War, or indeed to any aspect of Buriat
politics at all. This deprived him of the chance to deliver instruction as
one more experienced in the art of Revolution, a pose which Borodin,
Voitinskii, and other Russians in China frequently adopted.Indeed
MPRP Central Party Archives: 4-1-364: 81; Rupen, Mongols of
the Twentieth Century, figure 28 (Oshirov in the back row, with a tie); Sulian
yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 7 (408), 103. Voronin, the assistant Soviet
military attache also participated in these negotiations on weapons supply.
Compare the ages in Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 7 (v.
408), 107-109 to Hao Weimin, "Diyi, er ci guonei zhanzheng shiqi de Nei
Menggu Renmin Geming Dang," in Zhongguo Menggu Shi Xuehui chengli
dahui jinian jikan, 600-601.
For example, Allen S. Whiting, Soviet Policies in China,
1917-1924 (Stanford, 1953), 245-246; C. Martin Wilbur, Sun Yat-sen:
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he at least once overestimated the experience of his Inner Mongol col
laborators, claiming that one Murungga had been elected to the Chinese
parliament and worked with Sun Yat-sen, when in fact it was
Murungga’s father who had done so.^®
Yet in his reports, especially his final report on the party, deliv
ered to the embassy on December 6, 1926, before he left for Southern
China, Oshirov shows an understanding of the local politics of Inner
Mongolia, both as it related to the personalities in the party and the
local political realities. Unlike other Soviet advisers, he was well aware
of Marshal Feng's unpopularity among the Mongol grass- roots.^^ He
was also able to overcome common prejudices among foreigners about
Mongolian lamas and accurately relate their unexpectedly "progressive"
attitude to the local economic background. Finally, he seems to have
been the only outsider to discern the profound internal cleavages
among the Inner Mongols, and relate them to differing levels of
influence by Chinese culture. His main deficiency was a tendency to be
carried away with enthusiasm. He always managed to find a silver
lining in every cloud. For example, in discussing the sharp personal
feuds which wracked the party, he concluded that these very feuds
made each leader anxious to recruit more followers, which led to a
rapid expansion of the party ranks.^^
At the same time, he also
showed little awareness of the aims and counsels of Serengdonrub, who
became increasingly autocratic as the party's fortunes waned. Thus
although his reports do contain sharp insights, they tend to be
impressionistic, lacking a sense of what the inner council was planning
at any given moment. Serengdonrub seems to have aimed at keeping
the Soviet representative at arm's length while drawing the Mongolian
government in closer.
After its October Congress, the PRPIM became closely
involved in the campaigns of Feng's Citizen Army. Growing tensions
with Zhang Zuolin's Fengtian Army led, on November 22, 1925, to

Frustrated Patriot (New York, 1976), 178, 193; Xenia Joukoff Eudin and
Robert C. North, Soviet Russia and the East, 1920-1927: A Documentary
i'Mrve,); (Stanford, 1957), 218-219.
Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 7 (v. 408), 107.
See, for example, Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 2 (v.
403), San . . . , lOa-b, compared to 17a-b from a military report on Shanxi
and Inner Mongolia.
Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 2 (v. 403), San . . ., 12a.
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war. On December 3, 1925, Marshal Feng ordered his First Army to
invade Rehe.^^
According to the agreements reached after the
Congress, the PRPIM was to lead a Mongol force to take over the
northern part of this region—Jingpeng, Linxi, and Wudan counties—
while another army formed from bandits led by Li Dazhao's Grand
Alliance of Inner Mongolian Workers, Peasants, and Soldiers was to
capture Chifeng. By the time that Feng had ordered the attack,
however, the weapons promised from the Soviet Union to arm the
Inner Mongols still had not come.
In early November, Voitinskii and the embassy's assistant mili
tary attache, Voronin, asked the Mongols to send some of their
Soviet-supplied weapons to Inner Mongolia with the understanding
that the Soviet Union would replace them. The replies from Ulaanbaatar, however, avoided mentioning weapons. On November 13, the
party's Central Committee then wrote an imploring letter to the MPRP
Central Committee asking them to act quickly. Likewise, Oshirov "on
instructions from the Inner Mongolian People’s Party [i.e., the
PRPIM]" wired Dambadorji and Amagaev from Beijing to send weap
ons and if necessary borrow them from Soviet stores on hand.^'^ The
existing PRPIM troops, formed from a local Mongol banner militia,
numbered 500-600, of whom little more than half were armed. The
commander Murungga, a presidium member and local official, had been
chosen to lead because the basic militia had earlier been his own force.
Although the weapons had not arrived, Murungga attacked anyway.
Miraculously the troops succeeded in taking all the cities assigned to
them. The low morale of the enemy soldiers, ravaged by opium, and
the conspicuous cowardice of their commanders who fled at the first
report of enemy action were responsible for this easy victory. The
Inner Mongol army swelled to 3,000—of whom perhaps 1,100 were
armed.
Oshirov had been near the front, but went back to Beijing
before the capture of Wudan. Based on a letter from Murungga dated
December 12, he delivered an optimistic report to his superiors, detail
ing the party's plans to expand the army to five thousand and develop
the offensive towards the northwest, eventually into Kholon Buir.
On the Rehe campaign see Oshirov’s report of December 17,
1925, with comments by Egorov, the Beijing military attache in Sulian
yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 7 (v.408), 101-109.
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-19: 4-7; 7-1-23: 52.
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Buried in his report, though, appeared ominous problems.
In the
report, he assessed the commander, Murungga, as earnest and energetic
but "scarcely a real military leader." The weapons requested from
Mongolia had not arrived and the Mongol force, whose ranks were
swelled by defectors, was still more than half unarmed. Relations
between the people and the army were good, but there was no political
activity and no political workers to carry it out.
Murungga reported incredibly low casualty figures for the Mon
gol unit—one dead and four wounded, with 1,000 of the enemy cap
tured at Wudan alone. These figures made it clear either that the front
line was not being entirely candid in its reports or that the Mongol
force had won against no genuine resistance. Clearly the victories of
the first ten days of combat were windfalls, something which the party
could not rely on repeating in the face of genuine opposition. Oshirov,
however, gave no indication of having tried to restrain Murungga from
his plans for further expansion, even though consolidation was obvi
ously necessary.
Within a few days, the tide turned against the Citizen Arjny. In
three days of fighting against Zhang Zuolin's armies on the banks of the
Liao River, the vanguard of the Citizen Armies was thrown into a
chaotic retreat. By New Year's Day, Marshal Feng was in the mood to
make peace; he resigned and went to the Soviet Union in the hopes that
his removal might make prevent his enemies from allying against him.
In January, however, Wu Peifli, leader of the Central Chinese warlord
clique, and Zhang Zuolin came to terms and formed an alliance against
Feng. Zhang’s armies moved back into the Rehe region in February,
1926.
The pamphlets, instructors and some of the weapons demanded
in mid-December did finally arrive from Ulaanbaatar late in that month
and in the following January.^^ The Central Committee, however,
seems to have lacked any firm plan, moving first from Zhangjiakou to
Dolonnuur (to be closer to the front), then to Beijing (to try to control
the Central Government's Court of Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs),
and then off to Ulaanbaatar (to consult with the MPRP).^^ As Oshirov
Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 2 (v. 403), Guo . . ., 46a;
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-19: 9, 23-24.
66 MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-18: 20-21; 7-1-19: 10; S.
Rentsensonom, "Owor Mongolyn tuiikhen amidral," typescript in the archives
of the Oriental and International Institute (folder 2-4-4), 51
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ruefully acknowledged later, many of the youth and officials who joined
the party were wavering elements who dropped out when the tide
turned against it.^"^ By the beginning of March, the whole of Rehe was
in the hands of Zhang Zuolin's lieutenants, while less than fifty of the
party's quondam 3,000-strong cavalry, escaped west to regroup in
Suiyuan.68 Murungga's reputation, as well as those of others involved
in the fiasco, seems to have suffered a major blow; he spent the next
year in Mongolia, with no active role to speak of
Along with the fall of Rehe, Beijing also fell into the hands of
the advancing armies. Even before the forces of Zhang Zuolin arrived,
the care-taker government of Duan Qirui had cracked down on
Guomindang activity. All the members of the Beijing Political Council
fled: some like Xu Qian and Yu Youren fled to Mongolia to join
Marshal Feng; others like the Communists Li Dazhao took refuge in the
Soviet embassy. The embassy itself entered into a virtual state of siege.
Embassy officials themselves were allowed limited movement, but
anyone in contact with them was liable to be arrested. Unfortunately,
Oshirov's movements, like much else about the Inner Mongolian party
movement in this period, are obscure.
By the end of August, 1926, however, we know that Oshirov
was with Serengdonrub, Merse, and some other members of the Cen
tral Committee, were preparing a desperate attempt to establish a base
in the Ordos region.^9 jhe Citizen Army's attempt to halt the advance
of Zhang Zuolin northwest of Beijing had failed, and the force was
disintegrating in the wake of defeat, turning into a predatory bandit
horde that picked clean the roads west. The PRPIM originally thought
that the remnants of the Citizen Army would retreat all the way to
Gansu, leaving virtually all of the Chinese-settled areas of Inner
Mongolia under the control of Zhang Zuolin. They hoped to build a
rural base in the surrounding ethnically Mongolian steppes in which the
party could subsist until a favorable turn in events occurred. In spring
and summer, Wangdanima and Oljeijirgal had very encouraging success

Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 2 (v. 403), San . . ., 1 lb.
68 Nozu Akira ("Yejin Peng"), trans. Jin Hai, "Nei Menggu chihua
yundong de bianqian," in Nei Menggu Daxue Zhong-Gong Nei Menggu Diqu
Dangshi Yanjiu Suo, ed., Nei Menggu jindai shi yi cong (Khokhekhota,
1986), 128-9.
69 On this campaign in Ordos, see Oshirov’s report of December 7,
1926, in Sulian yinmou wenzheng huibian, vol. 2 (v. 403), San . . ., 2b-12a.
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in getting duguilang members of several Ordos banners to join the
party. In several places though, the local rulers reacted with brutal
crackdowns, arresting, executing, or fining any who had connection
with the "Red Party."
In late August, the Central Committee, accompanied both by
Oshirov and the MPRP adviser, Nasunbatu, began a sweep through
Ordos. Bringing a motley force of Ordos troops and the remnant of the
Rehe campaign along with stores of about 300 rifles, they armed the
duguilang!T()?LViy supporters, and forced the banner authorities to sign
agreements that granted freedom of political activity to the duguilangs
and the PRPIM. All the new military forces were placed under the
ultimate control of the Central Committee. Despite the sudden death of
Wangdanima on the eve of departure, the expedition was a tremendous
success, with the party members achieving power in all but the two
northeastern banners of Ordos.
In his only first-hand prolonged contact with the Inner Mongo
lian countryside, Oshirov was struck above all by the insularity of the
society and economy. Economically there was no unity even within the
Ordos, let alone on an all-inner Mongolian scale. Each banner
depended upon the neighboring Chinese areas for trade, and the result
ing Chinese disunity had political repercussions as each Chinese
province cultivated ties with neighboring banner princes and strove to
keep each banner hostile to the others. Internally, Oshirov was struck
by the odd phenomenon that the high lamas and incarnations tended to
be vigorous supporters of the party and its reforms, while the secular
nobility clung tenaciously to their old privileges. He attributed this
unexpected support to the prestige of Wangdanima, who was one of
the highest ranking incarnate lamas in the Ordos. Probing still deeper,
though, he pinpointed the divisive role of Chinese colonization. The
secular nobility used its administrative power to profit from the sale of
Mongol lands and to secure bottom-soil rents from the immigrant
Chinese tenants.
The lamas, however, who depended upon steady contributions
from the faithful for their living, suffered as the Mongols were moved
off the land and replaced by Chinese (who did not patronize the old
monasteries). At Bagshi-yin Siime, Wangdanima's old residence, where
Chinese colonization had been especially heavy, the several hundred
resident lamas were patronized by only thirty households of Mongols.
Thus the "religious feudalists" strongly supported the party's calls for
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responsible rule that would put the interests of the Mongol people as a
whole above the selfish interests of the princes.
At the same time, Oshirov also remarked on the tension
between the Mongols from eastern Inner Mongolia and those from
Ordos. The East Mongols (as they called themselves), along with some
Chinese, were concentrated in the force of forty to fifty soldiers that
had been recruited in the Rehe campaign to the east. They also
included, of course, Serengdonrub and many other prominent leaders in
the Central Committee. The East Mongols considered themselves the
most learned and advanced Mongols, due to their contact with secular,
Chinese-oriented education, and looked down upon the Ordos Mongols
as benighted and backwards herdsmen. Yet the problem was more
severe than mere bad feeling. Oshirov did not inform his superiors that
early in this campaign the two groups in the party's armed escort had
come to blows and the Central Committee had been forced to execute
two East Mongol youths for attempted mutiny. Here he was clearly
covering for the party leadership, assuming (correctly) that no amount
of explanation would overcome the impression of instability such news
would cause.
Oshirov and Nasunbatu returned to Baotou when the expedition
into Ordos was about half over.^^ Since the expedition had left for
Ordos, many important things had happened. Marshal Feng had
returned to Inner Mongolia, and openly joined the Guomindang party,
officially putting his army under the Guomindang Canton government.
Simultaneously, the Guomindang armies were scoring enormous suc
cess in their northern expedition, rapidly reaching the Yangtze valley.
The news threw much of the Inner Mongolian party leadership into a
temporary euphoria. The planned Second Congress, to be held in the
Ordos countryside, was abandoned and the leadership hurried back to
See Serengdonrub’s defense of the executions in MPRP Central
Party Archives: 7-1-19: 36-42, and the criticism of them at the 1927 Party
Congress in Ulaanbaatar in Rentsensonom, "Owor Mongolyn tiiukhen amidral” (Oriental and International Institute Archive: 2-4-4), 53.
Compare the lists of signatories on agreements in Uiishin Banner
(October 1, 1926), where Oshirov and Nasunbatu are present and Otog
Banner (October 10, 1926), where they are absent—MPRP Central Party
Archives: 7-1-20: 54-55, 56-58.
On China’s national revolution, see C. Martin Wilbur,
Missionaries of Revolution: Soviet Advisers and Nationalist China,
7920-7927 (Cambridge, 1989).
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Baotou to ask for Feng's approval to set up an Inner Mongolian Citizen
Army. Feng seemed to approve, but showed far more enthusiasm for
abolishing the Mongolian nobility and their traditional jurisdictions than
for establishing any ethnic-democratic institutions in their place.
The great successes of the Guomindang in their southern bases
suggested an alternative source of support. Perhaps the new National
Government, now moving its headquarters from Canton to Wuhan on
the Yangtze River, might be able to supply the PRPIM with money and
weapons. Due to the occupation of Beijing by Zhang Zuolin’s
counter-revolutionary armies, however, the party was unable to receive
any reply from Wuhan. Thus A.I. Oshirov, along with Sainbayar, was
dispatched to go to Wuhan and try to get aid from the Guomindang.
The party’s aim was to get 100,000 silver dollars and 5,000
rifles from the Guomindang. Oshirov may have chosen to go in order
to get back in touch with Voitinskii, in Shanghai, but the mission was
not suited to him. It required above all the ability to impress Chinese
leaders who knew little or nothing about Inner Mongolia. The mini
mum requirement would be a fluent command of Chinese and some
kind of name-recognition among the Chinese. Oshirov himself did not
know Chinese, although his Inner Mongol companion, Sainbayar, did.
Unfortunately, Sainbayar was the most junior member of the Presidium
of the PRPIM's Central Committee and had no reputation at all.
Apparently Oshirov and Sainbayar were dispatched largely because
they were considered expendable in the eyes of the party's leadership,
especially Serengdonrub. At the same time as Oshirov was being sent
away, Nasunbatu, the Mongolian representative, was appointed com
missar for the party’s new Military and Political School. After Nasun
batu had returned to Mongolia in December, Serengdonrub and Merse
repeatedly told the MPRP what an excellent person Nasunbatu was and
how delighted the PRPIM would be if it could have another direct
representative from the MPRP.^^ Clearly the PRPIM valued its link to
Mongolia far above that to the Soviet Union.

Mission to the South, December, 1926-March, 1927
Oshirov left in early December as the party center was
preparing to move west.^'^ Marshal Feng's open adherence to the
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-19: 19, 35; 7-1-18: 17-18.
Material for this section, unless otherwise noted, is drawn from the
letter of March 8, 1927, sent by A.I. Oshirov from Verkhneudinsk to the
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Guomindang had not strengthened his armies in Inner Mongolia; quite
the contrary, it diverted his attention towards linking up with the GMD
forces in Henan. Lacking the mounts to move them, his troops
exploded millions of rounds of Italian ammunition as they evacuated
Baotou, leaving the roadside littered with guns and ammunition
dropped by the exhausted and demoralized troops.
Oshirov and Sainbayar arrived in Beijing and handed in a fairly
optimistic report to the Soviet embassy on December 7. The situation
in Beijing was depressing. The Fengtian Army’s white terror was in
evidence everywhere. Engkhebatu, one of the founders of the party,
was in jail and Oshirov, as a foreigner, was not allowed to see him. He
was able to see the wife of Alta (Wu Zixing) another promising party
leader who had disappeared while bringing money from Mongolia for
the party's use. Alta had, in fact, been captured and executed by Zhang
Zuolin's troops. Party members would come to Beijing from Inner
Mongolia surreptitiously looking for someone with whom they could
connect. Finding no one, they would depart fearful and disappointed.
The only good news was that the Soviet embassy had received
Oshirov’s earlier report on the Ordos situation as well as the Central
Committee’s request to the Guomindang for aid. The embassy had
wired the former to "the appropriate places" (probably meaning
Voitinskii in Shanghai) and the latter to the Guomindang Party center.
No reply was received. Li Dazhao, then trapped in the Soviet embassy
and representing the remnants of the GMD in Beijing, subsequently
suggested that going on to Wuhan would be better. The embassy pro
vided travelling expenses for the trip.
Oshirov and Sainbayar spent little more than a week in Beijing.
Then they sailed to Shanghai, where they spent most of their time with
Voitinskii detailing the whole course of events. Voitinskii wired a
status report to Moscow, together with the request for 100,000 silver
dollars and 5,000 guns. In the preceding six months, Moscow had sent
several telegrams questioning Grigorii on the progress of events in
Inner Mongolia. It was only with Oshirov’s report that he was able to
answer the questions.
Oshirov had arrived at Shanghai at a crucial moment in the
Northern expedition. The Nationalist armies had liberated Hunan,
Central Committee of the PRPIM (MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-19:
57-63).
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-19: 14-15.
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Hubei, and Jiangxi provinces. In the course of December, 1926, the
personnel of the National Government, which had been proclaimed lit
tle more than a year ago in Canton, began an uncoordinated migration
north to Wuhan. As the columns passed through Nanchang, the capital
of Jiangxi, however, the commander-in-chief of the National Revolu
tionary Army, Chiang Kai-shek tried to persuade as many as possible to
stay there.Already political disagreements were surfacing while two
alternative centers coalesced, one in Wuhan, where Borodin and Xu
Qian, a former member of the BPC and past participant in negotiations
with Mongolia, held power, and the other in Nanchang where Chiang
Kai-shek and his military adviser Vasilii Bliicher held sway. Although
Shanghai was still under warlord rule, the Nationalist party comrades
there were already beginning to take sides in the budding conflict.
Most supported Chiang and suggested that Oshirov go to Nanchang.
Oshirov took a boat to Nanchang, arriving there on January 7
or 8, 1927. Although he come ostensibly to see the Commander-inChief Chiang, Oshirov felt cautious about involving the Inner
Mongolian cause in the party split. Just before they arrived the army
officers and party leaders in the city had convened and called for the
National Government to move to Nanchang. So having arrived in
Nanchang, Oshirov and Sainbayar waited until Chiang Kai-shek had left
for Wuhan himself and then followed him the next day, January 12.
When they arrived at the harborside, they saw for the first time the
mass character of the Chinese revolution. The people of Wuhan had
begun to drive the British out of their concessions and the foreigners'
women and children had gone aboard warships floating off shore, while
the men planned to defend the concessions with guns. Oshirov
concluded that the right wing of the Guomindang had become
frightened that the masses might "become completely red," and hence
demanded that the government be moved to Nanchang and put under
Commander Chiang. The left wanted to keep the party's Central
Committee in charge, while the right wished to put it under the army,
and break with the Communists. Oshirov’s own sympathies were
clearly with the left.
When Oshirov met Xu Qian and Borodin together, the Wuhan
leaders tried to be encouraging. Xu Qian, whom Oshirov probably
knew from the summer of 1925 negotiations in Beijing, said: "The
See Vera Vladimirovna-Akimova, trans. Steven I. Levine, Two
Years in Revolutionary China, 1925-1927 (Cambridge, 1971), 254-277.
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Guomindang will certainly help Inner Mongolia.
One hundred
thousand joian is nothing, but still this should be decided in a meeting
of the standing committee of the Guomindang." Borodin added that "It
would be hard to confirm it now, when [the party] is split into two
groups. We should wait until these people themselves understand what
is happening and come back to re-unite. So there’s no reason for you
to hurry." Only after talking with them did Oshirov and Sainbayar meet
Chiang Kai-shek. As they outlined the need for money and rifles for
Inner Mongolia, Oshirov knew enough Chinese to understand Chiang's
occasional comments of shi, shi ("yes, yes") and duile, duile ("right,
right"). When they concluded, Chiang, too, said this couldn’t be
decided all at once and asked them to submit a written request. Sain
bayar wrote one up in Chinese and submitted it, but on January 25,
Chiang suddenly left for Nanchang after a public quarrel with Borodin,
so they never had a chance to address the issue again.
Clearly, affairs in Inner Mongolia were not on anyone’s priority
list in Wuhan. Xu Qian, feeling perhaps a twinge of conscience that
these negotiations, like the ones with Mongolia he’d participated in a
year and a half ago would again die for lack of interest on the Chinese
side, arranged a last meeting of the Wuhan government leaders. As
Oshirov later reported:
After we two stupid Mongols {buduulig Monggolchud) reported
the entire situation. Comrade Xu read to them the secret telegram
we had previously sent from Baotou. They all just stared at us
blankly or ruffled through their things and didn’t ask a single
question.
The request for money and rifles was referred to a special commission
chaired by Xu. Afterwards, Borodin and Xu were hardly encouraging;
if the right wing won, they said, even Marshal Feng’s forces would be
cut off from supplies, let alone the Inner Mongols. Xu Qian told them
that even in Guangdong, the authorities were frightened of the feng or
"wind" of the Wuhan government.
Sainbayar tried to send a telegram to the PRPIM’s Central
Committee, but (as usual) it was impossible to tell if it arrived at its
destination. Wuhan and Nanchang continued to negotiate, and until the
future of the Guomindang was decided, neither side had much time for
two "stupid Mongols." Thus they decided Sainbayar would stay behind
to pursue the question of aid, while Oshirov would return north via
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Shanghai. Before he left, Xu Qian managed to dig up 5,000 yuan, of
which 1,000 could be used for Oshirov's travel expenses and 4,000
could be wired by Xu Qian to Erkhimbatu, the PRPIM representative in
Ulaanbaatar.
When he got to Shanghai, Oshirov had far worse news awaiting
him. The embassy in Beijing had received news that off in the north
west, the entire Central Committee of the PRPIM, from Serengdonrub
and Merse on down, had been arrested by Zhang Zuolin’s troops. The
only ray of hope was that one part of the rumors, at least, was obvi
ously false; Oshirov too was said to be among those arrested. Oshirov
thought in his pidgin Chinese: "I too had become meiyou fazi ('no
way')." Clearly, travelling back to Inner Mongolia through Beijing was
out of the question. At the same time he heard that the two factions
had agreed to locate the central government in Wuhan, not Nanchang.
"Chiang Kai-shek had become completely meiyou fazi," and Grigorii
encouraged Oshirov to return to Wuhan to confirm the promise of aid.
Oshirov however was too worried about the Central Committee and
decided to return to Mongolia via the Soviet Union. Thus he sailed
from Shanghai to the Japanese-leased port of Dalian (Dairen) and from
there took the railway to Manzhouli and on to his old home of
Verkhneudinsk, capital of the Buriat-Mongol Republic. Although he
seems to have planned this trip as a temporary interlude, he would not
return to Inner Mongolia again until 1931.
The first news he received in Verkhneudinsk was good. The
Central Committee had only been plundered by bandits nominally
belonging to Marshal Feng's armies. The Inner Mongols were quickly
released and all were safe and sound. The incident luridly illustrated
the disintegration of discipline in the Citizen Armies as they retreated
west, but had done little material harm to the party.
He called
Erkhimbatu, the party's representative in Ulaanbaatar, and found out
that the money had been received from Xu Qian. Happily Oshirov
dictated a letter, dated March 8, 1927, to his friends in the Central
Committee. He told them of the disappointments in the south, the split
in the party, and the confidence among the Soviet advisers that the split
was healed and Chiang Kai-shek had been brought back under party
control. He told them that
Chen Duxiu, Li Dazhao, Xu Qian and many Guomindang com
rades . . .all asked after the health of the comrades in the Central
Committee and especially asked a lot about Serengdonrub and
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Merse. But as I was bu zhidao ("don’t know") in Chinese it was
meiyou fazi ("no way") to remember all these names and I could
just say hao, hao ("good, good") to them.
The leaders of the Chinese Communists had hoped Serengdonrub and
Merse could come to their forthcoming Congress, but as Oshirov noted
"It is another meiyou fazi. A-ya! When will we escape from all these
meiyou fazis, comrades?!" Still, he was still optimistic-he thought the
party ought to make plans for a final campaign against Zhang Zuolin
(just as Chiang's adviser Blucher was doing). Oshirov himself planned
possibly to go to Moscow to make again the plea for money and
weapons.

The Party Split and Oshirov’s Return to Russia
Aleksandr Ivanovich Oshirov’s return from China came only a
few months after his father's death on October 1, 1926.^^ Aleksandr
had completely broken off any ties with his anti-Bolshevik parents, but
most of the children had stayed on their kulak farm. Only one of
Aleksandr’s older sisters, Antonina, actively associated with the new
regime. She had joined the Youth League and after graduating from
school went to a poor village to work with the people. While Alek
sandr was gone, however, she contracted tuberculosis and died in 1925.
Now that the father of the family was dead, in spring 1927,
Aleksandr visited his old homestead for a few days. The funeral had
just been held as the frozen land thawed, and his sister Ina noticed the
funny impression the soles of his new Chinese shoes made in the muddy
courtyard. To her, Aleksandr gave the advice to work hard and
scientifically "like an American," to be frugal, reuse her clothes, study
hard, and keep clean. The emulation of American science was a slogan
of the New Economic Policy period soon to be abandoned. Alek
sandr's mother and brothers, however, continued to live their prosper
ous way of life, one which would bring disaster on their heads in a few
years.
In May, A.I. Oshirov went to Moscow. There, from May 7 to
May 30, the Eighth Plenum of the Executive Committee of the Com
munist International was considering the significance of the dramatic
news from China. First, there was the Zhang Zuolin regime's raid on
Information on Oshirov’s personal life in this section again derived
from interviews with his younger sister and ward Ochiryn Namsraijaw.
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the Soviet embassy on April 6. Many Russian and Chinese Guomindang members were arrested; twenty Communists, including Li
Dazhao, were publicly strangled by order of the warlord government.
The second piece of news was Chiang Kai-shek's open break with the
Communists on April 12-14, as gangs under his orders massacred
hundreds of strikers in newly liberated Shanghai. From the night of
April 14, another purge of Communists began in Canton as well. The
question was: Who was meiyou fazi now?—Chiang Kai-shek and the
right wing in Shanghai and Canton or the Left Guomindang-Communist government in Wuhan?
In addition, the policy on the Inner Mongolian revolution was
also discussed. Oshirov was reporting on his mission to the south and
on the request for money and aid. Yet in the few months since he had
left, not only had the situation in China, but also that in the PRPIM, had
undergone disturbing developments. The chairman of the Central
Committee, Serengdonrub, and the secretary were caught up in a furi
ous dispute over the party's ties with Feng’s Citizen Army. At first it
had little to do with the issues animating the split between the right and
the left in the south.
After the retreat Merse blamed the party's
troubles on the alliance with Feng. These allegations angered the local
commander of the Citizen Army and Serengdonrub could only mollify
him by assuring him Merse would be assigned out of Ningxia.^^ On
April 4, 1927, officers in Feng's troops encouraged local Mongol party
members in the central town of nearby Alashan banner to stage a coup
d’etat. With the open backing of the unpopular Citizen Army and car
ried out without the participation of the Central Committee, the seizure
was a political disaster in terms of the party's objectives. The rural
Mongol herdsmen and petty officials, led by a charismatic leader Mao
Baatur, rallied to the defense of the old regime and the banner against
the invading Chinese. Prince Tawangbiirugjal, one of the most conser
vative rulers in Inner Mongolia, suddenly received the strong support
of his people.^^ Merse was angered by the Chinese army's opposition
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to the PRPIM extending its activities into Alashan, but Serengdonnib
insisted the party go along. Serengdonnib appeared increasingly
impatient with dissent and entertained visions of a swift and victorious
advance over the steppes when the southern forces reached Inner
Mongolia. Serengdonnib temporarily dismissed Merse from the party
center, and the latter proceeded to Mongolia, intending to call on the
MPRP and the Comintern to back him up in the conflict.^®
Thus the Inner Mongolian party was splitting on its own, just as
the Comintern's Executive Committee was considering how the splits in
the Chinese revolution were to be handled. Unfortunately, the plenum's
documents on Inner Mongolia have not yet been published.^ 1 To judge
from the references to them in the PRPIM documents, the main
decisions, presumably based on Oshirov's oral and Voitinskii's written
report, called for the PRPIM to preserve its alliance with the Left
KMT, but for the first time to treat the Chinese Communists as full
partners in the Inner Mongolian revolution.
Tactics and personnel would be changed and the Central Com
mittee would no longer base itself at Feng's headquarters. The goal of
autonomy would be further clarified to demand an "Autonomous
Republic"; that is. Inner Mongolia would have the same status in China
that Buriatia had in Russia. The program and general aims as set out in
the documents of the First Congress, however, would not be changed.
When the Central Committee presidium members then in Ulaanbaatar
(totaling five of the original seven) on May 31 demanded a Special
Emergency Meeting (iuskhai yaaraltai khurat) and wired their request
to Oshirov in Moscow, the latter replied saying that he would come
with representatives of the Left KMT and the Chinese Communists, as
well as additional Comintern representatives from Moscow.^^
By June 17, however, Moscow wired that Oshirov was sick and
the Comintern would be represented at the Congress by the tough.
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leather-jacketed Buriat commissar Matvei Innokent'evich Amagaev.*^
M.I. Amagaev was quite the opposite of Oshirov. Didactic and
self-confident, he was often assigned to brief foreign visitors on the
successes of the Mongolian revolution. Due to his genuine ability, he
generally impressed foreigners, who described him as "a very knowl
edgeable young Buriat Mongol" (Feng Yuxiang), or "spoken of by
everyone as a man of prestige in the Mongolian revolution," "a zealot,"
"who in fact gave me the completest story of the history, growth, and
problems of the National revolution in Mongolia" (Anna Louise
Strong).
Suddenly Oshirov was "off the case." Since he was well
enough to go back to his old job as Commissar of Agriculture in the
Buriat-Mongol government, this dismissal clearly had a political com
ponent. If we look at the criticisms Amagaev made at the PRPIM’s
Special Congress (August 8-September 3, 1927), they concentrated on
the leadership's policy of swift military victories to be won in alliance
with the Citizen Army, and its disdain for building solid bases among
the people in ethnically Mongolian areas. The bungling of the cam
paign in Rehe and the lack of focus in Ordos were advanced as proof of
these opportunistic errors.Yet as we have seen, Oshirov's reports,
written as these errors were taking place, did not warn the Comintern
of them. Oshirov clearly was unable to take on the leadership of the
party and force it in a new direction, and so he was replaced.
Oshirov was safe from any serious political repercussions stem
ming from this implicit rebuke, for he had married Mariia Mikhailovna
Sakh'ianova, an old Buriat associate of M.N. Erbanov, the Chairman of
the Council of People's Commissars of the BMASSR and herself the
First Secretary of the Buriat Mongolian Provincial Party Committee
{pbkorri). Bom in a wealthy Buriat family of eight daughters, she was
given an unusual education for a Buriat woman of that era. She had
been acquainted with both Russian and Buriat revolutionary youth
while at school in Balagansk, after the 1905 Revolution. She went on
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to a prestigious finishing school in Petrograd, the Bestuzhev Courses.*^
The effect was presumably otherwise than her parents intended, for by
1917 she had become a staunch Bolshevik. After the October days, she
returned to Irkutsk where in April 1918, she headed the Buriat Sector
of the Central Siberian Bureau until the Czech revolt and the advance
of White forces forced her to flee. Unlike V.I. Trubacheev, M.N.
Erbanov, and others in the small group of Buriat Communists, M.M.
Sakh'ianova spent the Civil War in Moscow, returning to Buriatia at the
end of 1921. From March 1924, she became the First Secretary, and
member of the Presidium of the Buriat Provincial Party Committee.*^
She and A.I. Oshirov must have known each other from 1921,
if not from Irkutsk in 1918. Their backgrounds—Bolshevik children of
wealthy, partially Russified, western Buriat farmer/ranchers-were quite
similar. Both were true believers in the Bolshevik way of life, although
Mariia was both several years older and far more prominent than
Aleksandr. Despite M.M. Sakh'ianova's position, the couple followed
the "commune" movement then current and shared an apartment with
another couple in order to relieve the housing shortage. The squeeze
was increased when, in the fall of 1927, Oshirov took his youngest
sister Ina, then less than ten years old, from their mother to live with
him in Verkhneudinsk. Thus Oshirov saved one member of his family
from the fate that the government he served was preparing for them.
The beginning of collectivization coincided, perhaps not coinci
dentally, with Sakh'ianova and Oshirov's transfer from Verkhneudinsk
to Moscow. Mariia Mikhailovna joined the staff of the Central
Committee, while Aleksandr Ivanovich was to receive a higher educa
tion in the Communist Academy. At the same time collectivization was
wiping out the Oshirov family. In the course of 1929-1930, Alek
sandr’s mother and brothers, hard working Apollon, blue-eyed and
bushy-eyebrowed Filipp, Petr, and Grigorii, the encyclopedia reader,
were exiled without trial to the far North, one after another, for the
crime of being wealthy in a poor country. Only the daughters escaped;
Irina ran away to the north by herself, to Igarka. There she learned the

On this school, see Great Soviet Encyclopedia: A Translation of
the Third Edition, vol. 3 (New York, 1973), under "Bestuzhev Courses" and
"Bestuzhev-Riumin, Konstantin Nikolaevich" (pp. 233, 234). The earlier
name of the school was "The Advanced Courses for Women."
Basaev and Erbanova, M.N. Erbanov, 11, 25, 29, 31, 63, 83;
interview with Ochiryn Namsraijaw.
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local Ewenki language and was eventually brought to Leningrad as a
teacher of the same. Yet the price of escape was the constant fear of
meeting any Buriat who knew her background. Once on a steamer on
the Yenisey she saw her brother Grigorii.
Not wishing to be
recognized she casually sidled up to him and asked "How are you?
Where are you going?" and he replied "Not far, to Turukhansk."
Neither the sons nor their mother survived their exile by long. The
oldest daughter, Radnaa (1900-1979), who had taken a job with a
trading company in Chita may have seemed safer. She had married
Dashi Sampilon, a Buriat official working in the Mongolian People's
Republic.
Yet her husband was disgraced in 1928-9, and was
eventually executed, leaving Radnaa as the widowed mother of two
children.
In Moscow, Aleksandr himself earned no economic advantage
from his position of safety. He and his wife practiced the austere ethics
of the Old Bolsheviks, accepting only the salary that accorded with the
"party maximum" (no higher than a skilled worker's wage).^^ They
lived near the Metropol' hotel in an area fashionable with the
Communist elite and had a dacha, but food and clothes were always in
short supply. They taught their young charge, his sister Ina, not to get
rich or pretty herself Aleksandr and Mariia had little time for her,
being always busy on the tasks of the revolution, but he did arrange for
piano lessons. At the same time the house was a stopping point for
both Buriats and Aleksandr's old associates in China. Grigorii Voitinskii was a frequent guest, as was the Chinese communist Wang Ming.
And Buriats, like the painter Tsyrenzhap Sampilovich Sampilov
(1893-1953), noted for his oil-painting horse portraits, were always
welcome in Aleksandr and Mania's house (despite the couple's
self-imposed poverty).Oshirov's little sister Ina, recalls the New
See Serge Wolff, "Mongol Delegations in Western Europe,
1925-1929," Journal of the Royal Central Asian Society 32 (1945), 289-298
and 33 (1946), 75-92, especially p. 292, and Plate 1 which shows Radnaa and
Sampilon with their first child, Nima. After Sampilon’s disgrace and execu
tion Radnaa married Byambyn Rinchen, the noted Mongolian scholar (Gyorgy
Kara, personal communication).
The "party maximum" was coming under fire from Stalin at this
period—see Robert C. Tucker, Stalin in Power: The Revolution from Above,
1928-1941 (New York, 1990), 111-114.
See Sovetskii entsiklopedicheskii slovar’ (Moscow, 1983) under
"Sampilov."
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Year’s Day of 1932. Mariia was out working, and Aleksandr had left
on a mission to China. Ina stayed home with a newly arrived Buriat
actor, Khaptagaev, and wife Zoya Piritolchina, daughter of a woman
doctor in Khiakhta. On the table there was nothing—only black bread
and two pieces of dried vobla (Caspian roach fish) so hard that they
had go outside to bang it into pieces. For drink they had only hot
water, yet the guests insisted, "Well, O.K., it’s a fine New Year."
Meanwhile in Inner Mongolia things were going no better with
the PRPIM than with Oshirov's own family. At the Special Congress in
August 1927, Amagaev had not only redirected the party but com
pletely replaced the old Central Committee with youth trained in Mos
cow and Ulaanbaatar. Serengdonrub, Murungga and others were
placed under virtual house arrest. In the beginning of October 1927,
Serengdonrub and several of his associates escaped from Mongolia on
a Citizen Army truck. Returning to the old party headquarters in
Ningxia, he rallied his followers, proclaimed the decisions of the
Special Congress null and void, and denounced the new Central
Committee as puppets of the Soviet Communists. From October on,
two Central Committees—the "old" one in Ningxia and the "new" one
in Ulaanbaatar—competed for the allegiance of rural cells.
In western Inner Mongolia, the old Central Committee domi
nated the area, sending out Sainbayar (who had come back from
Wuhan in summer, 1927) to command all the local Mongol forces. Yet
tensions between party center and the local troops came to a head in
May-June 1928, when Sainbayar tried to order Oljeijirgal's forces back
to Ningxia. Fearing to leave their own banner defenseless, the troops
revolted and drove Sainbayar out. Just after Lunar New Year in
February, 1929, Oljeijirgal was killed by disaffected elements in his own
command.Elsewhere as well, conflicts between party members loyal
to the old and new Central Committees ended in destruction of one or
the other side and, in all cases, demoralization and apathy among the
previously enthusiastic populace. By August 1928, the old Central
Committee of the PRPIM in Ningxia was being dissolved by
Serengdonrub, to be replaced by an Inner Mongolian Party Activities
Steering Committee, subordinate to the Chinese Guomindang central
executive committee. Yet despite the Guomindang conquest of North
China, the Inner Mongolian status quo of despotic government by the
Altan’-orgil, Kdkeqota-yin tetiken monggol surbulji bicig, vol. 3,
Anggi-yin qaricag-a (Qayilar, 1989), 545-6, 548.
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nobility, continued Chinese colonization, and banditry, was not chal
lenged.
Within the "new" faction, dissension also soon broke out. At
the 1927 Special Congress, Amagaev had gotten the support of the
student delegates by endorsing their resentment of Serengdonrub's
sometimes harsh party discipline.
At the same time, though,
Amagaev’s new policy of patient base-building conflicted with the
young students’ demand for immediate and direct support of revolution
in Inner Mongolia. Even before the end of the Special Congress, many
of the members of the old Inner Mongolian Youth Party studying in
Ulaanbaatar, became critical of the slow party-building tactics of the
"New" Central Committee. This group, soon dubbed the "youth
faction," was convinced that with only a small effort promising areas
(like Khdlon Buir) could be detached from Chinese control.
The next year, a group of youth led by Merse began a rebellion
there in August, 1928. Thousands of Khblbn Buir people supported
the rebels, but the Mongol officials of the area, including Erkhimbatu
and other old party members, were alienated by the radical
anti-feudalist line being propagated by the insurgents. Unable to pre
sent a united front to the Chinese authorities, the rebellion was quickly
suppressed, with hundreds of refugees crossing the border into Mon
golia and thousands more being turned back at the frontier line. The
party's numbers and prestige in Kholbn Buir plummeted, while disil
lusioned leaders of the uprising, like Merse, left secret party work to try
to work legally in the new government of China.
From the beginning of 1929 to 1931, the party leadership in
Ulaanbaatar tried to recover from these failures. Instead of rebellions,
they concentrated on propaganda publications and the penetration of
Guomindang cells in Inner Mongolia. Ties with the remaining Ordos
party organizations were maintained precariously and Inner Mongol
students from Moscow and Ulaanbaatar were sent back to link up iso
lated cells. The party’s program turned more radical, reflecting the
collectivization drive in the Soviet Union and the hostile relations
between the USSR and the Republic of China. Now the line called for
alliance with the Communist Party of China and reliance on the
^2 "Nei Meng dangwu baogao," Minguo Ribao (Shanghai), March
30, 1929, 2.
93 MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-18: 50; 7-1-20; 39; 7-1-27:
25-28.
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"genuine poor people" (jingkhini yaduu buurai arad tumen); party
pamphlets promised there would be no more senseless uprisings. The
party’s line on independence-versus-autonomy was finessed with a
concentration on the right of self-determination.
Yet from late 1930 to early 1931, several developments seem to
have convinced the Comintern that a separate ethnic party in Inner
Mongolia was not a viable development. There was only modest suc
cess in expanding the secret party apparatus (and this occurred mostly
in Turned and Chakhar regions). The latter was a predominantly Mon
gol region, but in the Tiimed area, ethnic Chinese dominated both
demographically and culturally and many of those who adapted best to
the new policy of patient underground party-building were Sinicized,
Chinese-speaking Tiimed Mongols.
Independently of the party, Mao Baatur, the popular militia
leader in Alashan who had fought the Citizen Army on behalf of the
legitimate banner prince, began to turn against the conservative gov
ernment and secretly sought support from Mongolia. At the same time,
Mao Baatur was allied with Hui (Chinese-speaking Muslim) rebels in
Ningxia and Qinghai. The party center was very interested in linking
the Uushin party regime with Mao Baatur and the Hui rebels, but the
sectarianism and ethnic exclusiveness of PRPIM seemed to be
preventing such a broad alliance.The Chinese Communists too were
demanding that all revolutionary activists in Inner Mongolia ought to
be brought under the supra-ethnic Chinese Communist Party, just as
had happened in 1929-1930 with the Korean Communists in Northeast
China.
At the same time, civil unrest in Mongolia, stemming from the
government's inflationary and collectivization policy, was reaching a
crisis point. The government was forced to close the border to stop the
flow of refugees and it claimed the public discontent was the result of
Dotogadu Monggol-un edugeki bayidal ba tus rtam-un
jorilg-a-yin tuqai tungqaglan jarlaqu bicig (Dolon Nuur: July 1, 1929),
13-16.
See the 1930 debriefing of Ordos duguilang activists, MPRP Cen
tral Party Archives: 71-18: 61-64, and the late 1929 pamphlet by Temurkuii,
"Obor Monggol-un aq-a degiiii nar-tagan uqagulugsan bicig" in Ediinkesig,
Buyan, Dorungg-a, Ordos arad-un duguyilang-un kodelgegen-u materiyal-un
emkidkel, vol. 1 ("Ordos History" Editorial Committee, 1981), 368.
Chong-sik Lee, Revolutionary Struggle in Manchuria: Chinese
Communism and Soviet Interest, 1922-1945 (Berkeley, 1983), 111-126.
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Chinese and Japanese provocateurs.^^ Finally, in January or February
1931, the Mongolian Internal Security Office arrested partisans of the
old "youth faction," accusing them (on very flimsy evidence) of being
Guomindang spies and (with rather more solid evidence) of forming a
secret group aiming to leave Mongolia and pursue revolution outside of
Comintern control. A resulting security survey of Inner Mongols in
Ulaanbaatar found most of them, even the party members, to be disaf
fected and often with suspicious ties to renegades like Serengdonrub or
Merse.^^ Clearly, disaffection in the Inner Mongolian party ranks was
intersecting fatefully with a dramatically heightened sensitivity to pre
sumed security threats in the Mongolian host state.
In this context, the Comintern devised a new policy for Inner
Mongolia in July, 1931. The PRPIM would become subject to a
Northwest Special Committee, under the Chinese Communist Party and
chaired by veteran Chinese Communist Party member Wang Ruofei. In
reality, though, the committee would receive its directives straight from
the Comintern's Executive Committee in Moscow. It would handle all
revolutionary activities in Shaanxi, Gansu, Ningxia,
Shanxi, and
Suiyuan, and would be situated in Ningxia. The Committee's secretary
Wang Ruofei (1896-1946) and Ji He (1905-1983) would go first to
Baotou and establish the eastern center, while a western center would
be established in Ningxia (where liaison could be made between the
Ordos Mongols, Mao Baatur and the Hui rebels). For this western
branch, the Comintern selected Fan Enpu (c. 1898-1970) and A.I.
Oshirov. When the underground Baotou-Ningxia communication route
had been established, Wang and Ji would go west to join Fan and
Oshirov in Ningxia.
Aleksandr Ivanovich began preparing for the mission, sewing
documents into Mongolian robes, and bringing a powerful radio
transmitter, three feet long, home to his apartment. The team left from
Moscow early in September, 1931, and passed through Ulaanbaatar,
Rupen, Mongols of the Twentieth Century, 228, 232-3; D. Tserenbaljir, 1932 ony zewsegt boslogo (Ulaanbaatar, 1990).
MPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-73: 1, 8, 137.
Du Fan and Wurijitu, "Nei Menggu dashiji changbian," 208; Chen
Zhiling and He Yang, Wang Ruofei zhuan (Shanghai, 1986), 112-119;
Wulanfu Geming Shiliao Bianyanshi, Wulanfu huiyilu, 142-146; Wu
Shusheng and Hao Yufeng, Wulanfu nianpu, vol. 1 (Beijing, 1989), 56-58.
On Ji He, see Qiu Zhizhuo, Zhong-Gong dangshi renming lu (Chongqing,
1986), 80.
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where a Russian, Chernomorduk, was now representing the Comintern.
While there, they received the news of the Japanese seizure of Shen
yang in Northeast China, and the growing danger of war. Documents
issued from the Chinese Communist Party denouncing Japanese impe
rialism were added to their materials. Two Inner Mongols, Badma and
Zhu Shifu, were assigned to escort the western and eastern groups,
respectively, across the border under the cover of being merchants. As
they approached the Mongolian border the two teams switched to
camel caravans. Early PRPIM members had often travelled this route,
but as Mongolia became more secretive and the border guard tighter,
the often-used merchant cover became less convincing. So it proved in
this case.
As Oshirov, Badma, and Fan Enpu were crossing the border
from Mongolia into Inner Mongolia, they were searched by Alashan
banner border guards, the radio transmitter was discovered, and the
group arrested. The Alashan Mongol border troops tied the three up
and interrogated them in the station but they refused to talk. The
agents were then left outside, trussed up in the cold desert night.
Despite their severe frostbite they still refused to divulge the object of
their mission. Fan Enpu, however, wimpering and coughing blood, was
clearly on the verge of breaking. The border troops sent the men along
to the center of Alashan banner where they were interrogated in the
presence of the banner rulers. Each was beaten thirty times with a club
to soften them up. The next time. Fan (who appeared to be the
weakest) was brought in alone. The mere threat of further beatings
induced him to confess the entire story, including the real identities of
Wang Ruofei and the secret communications with Mao Baatur. Fan
was released for his cooperation, but Oshirov, who had resisted torture
to the end, was executed. 1^0

Conclusion
Despite the loss of the western team, Wang Ruofei did reach
Baotou. There he linked up with the Turned Mongolian underground
and prepared the reorientation of party work away from Mongol
On the execution of Oshirov, see Hao Weimin, "Di yi, erci guonei
geming zhanzheng shiqi de Nei Menggu Renmin Geming Dang," in Zhongguo
Menggu Shi Xuehui chengli dahui jinian jikan, 602 and also A. Doak
Barnett, China on the Eve of the Communist Takeover (New York, 1963),
211. The date in Barnett is erroneously given as 1934.
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nationalism and secession and towards a United Front against Japan.
On November 22, he too was arrested on the strength of Fan's accusa
tion. Yet the change in approach was accepted among the Tiimed
Mongols and the PRPIM underground located there was rapidly put
under direct Comintern supervision. It seems the Uiishin Banner party
committee did not accept the change and its separatist regime survived
in isolation until 1935, when the Chinese government finally exerted the
effort to get rid of it. Mao Baatur, also on the strength of Fan's
confession, was arrested and sentenced to one year. After his release
he went to Ningxia to serve under the military governor there.
In Mongolia, the PRPIM Central Committee survived for a few
more years. From the moment of the Japanese invasion of Northeast
China, though, the struggle of the Inner Mongolian people for freedom
from Chinese warlord oppression, a fixture of Mongolian propaganda
from 1925 on, vanished, never to return. Instead, the line was changed
to be all the people of China fighting together against Japanese impe
rialism. Nor did the security services relent, fingering yet more impa
tient young students as continuers of the earlier deviations.
The
date is obscure, but perhaps in September, 1933, the PRPIM Central
Committee was formally abolished by the Communist International.
Most of the remaining members in Mongolia stayed there—in any case
they would not be allowed to leave—and perished in Stalin’s hecatombs
of 1937-1939.
A.I. Oshirov's life thus spanned almost the complete course of
the first People's Revolutionary Party of Inner Mongolia.
He was
101 mPRP Central Party Archives: 7-1-73: 1-12, especially 2, 8.
102 Wulanfu’s memoirs say the Central Committee was abolished by
the Mongolian People’s Republic in about 1933 (Wulanfli Geming Shiliao
Bianyanshi, Wulanfu huiyi lu, 74). Later he mentions receiving a Comintern
directive in September stating that "considering the attack of Japanese impe
rialism in Chakhar, a new situation has appeared in the nationality struggle in
the Inner Mongolia region." The new situation demanded a concentration on
getting conservative Mongol nationalist. Prince Demchugdongrub, to resist
Japan (pp. 157-8). Probably these two references are different sides of the
same coin.
103 ^ group of PRPIM members in eastern Inner Mongolia preserved
the party’s Eastern Branch underground until 1945 when it reappeared and
played a major role in the ensuing revolutionary transformation of Inner
Mongolia—see Christopher Atwood, "The East Mongolian Revolution and
Chinese Communism," Mongolian Studies 15 (1992), 7-83.
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intimately involved in its unification and expansion in the summer of
1925 in Beijing, and six years later was carrying out orders for its de
facto replacement when he was executed. He and his wife were sincere
believers in the Communist ideal and sacrificed virtually their whole
private lives for it. His young sister, Ina, who lived with him from 1927
to 1931, remembers above all the couple’s revolutionary "pathos."
From the time Oshirov joined the revolution in 1920, he broke
off all ties with his wealthy family, doing nothing to save it from
destruction in the "liquidation of the kulaks as a class." His friends in
Moscow were revolutionary comrades like Voitinskii, Voitinskii’s
consumptive wife Mariia Kuznetsova, and Wang Ming.
^s Alek
sandr passed through Ulaanbaatar on the way back to Inner Mongolia,
his sister Radnaa caught a glimpse of him there in the distance, but he
never once came to see her. News of his death was not received until
two years later, when Grigorii Voitinskii informed M.M. Sakh’ianova
and his sister. Aleksandr Oshirov left no children, nor did his wife
remarry. When decades later his sister Ina tried to find the old Oshirov
home there was nothing left, not even the Oshirovs' home village of
Togot itself The only remains were the grave of Ivan Anatol'evich,
buried in the woods.
Yet as his reports show, Oshirov was no zealous dogmatist.
Among his comrades, he seemed cheerful and humorous, but perhaps
not a very impressive fellow. He lacked the self-confidence and
learning that impressed foreign visitors in Amagaev. His career shows
that the Comintern agents did not have any automatic authority which
made their wishes, or those of their superiors, commands for the local
parties. The authority that Borodin and others had in China was a
result of the wealth of experience they had in running a revolutionary
party. As it turned out, a good deal of that experience was useless or
harmful under the conditions of Asia, but the record also shows that the
native revolutionaries were no less fallible if not more so.^®^ The

Kuznetsova’s strong impression on a group of Chinese working
women is recorded in Vishnyakova-Akimova, Two Years in Revolutionary
China, 288-9. Ina Oshirova was also profoundly affected by her soulfulness
and maternal solicitude.
In his discussion of the 1927 Canton uprising, often considered
the most egregious of the Comintern’s mistakes, Nie Rongzhen strongly criti
cizes the agent on the spot, Heinz Neumann. Yet at the same time, Nie freely
admits that the rebellion was not necessarily a bad idea—and that it was
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history of the Inner Mongolian party has been hitherto virtually totally
ignored but it has also been spared the retrospective glorification of
whoever clawed his way to the top to become the glorious Leader. As
it appears in the documents, the native leaders Serengdonrub, Merse, or
Oljeijargal were not infallible guides thwarted by blundering foreigners
incapable of seeing the obvious, but people who, just like Oshirov,
Amagaev and the other Comintern advisers, were learning as they went
along, and were battling-more often than not unsuccessfiilly--their own
prejudices and errors.

botched by inexperience all down the line. See his Inside the Red Star: The
Memoirs ofMarshal Nie Rongzhen (Beijing, 1988), 66-73, 76-79.
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(Left to right) A.I. Oshirov, Vsevolod I. Pudovkin (director), and Valeri
Inkizhinov (lead actor), while filming Potomak Chingis-khana (English
version: "Storm Over Asia"), 1928.
Director V.I. Pudovkin shot much of this film on location in Buriatia. While
there, he relied on Oshirov to supply authentic details of Mongolian life. The
film's initial sequence, for example, showing guests arriving at the
protagonist's yurt was filmed exactly as Oshirov directed. (Jay Leyda, Kino:
A History of the Russian and Soviet Film (New York, 1960: 248-9). Oshirov
got much of his knowledge of old Mongol customs and partisan warfare from
his experience in Inner Mongolia.
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A.I. Oshirov in Moscow shortly before leaving for his last trip to Inner
Mongolia (1931).
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Buriatia, Mongolia, and Inner Mongolia in 1925
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The Life of Yolbars Khan:
Pauper, Prince and Politician
in Republican Xinjiang
Linda Benson
Like many of Xinjiang's leading political figures in the Republi
can era, the career of Yolbars Khan is a matter of some controversy.
The standard English language reference for personalities of the
Republican era, Boorman's Who's Who in Republican China, describes
Yolbars as an Uygur leader who, in the 1920s and 1930s, . . opposed
the oppressive administrations of Ch'in Shu-jen and Sheng Shih-ts ai in
Sinkiang."! The description of Yolbars as hero and patriot is rein
forced by the summary of his career which follows, including a list of
his various appointments under the Nationalist Chinese that place place
him firmly in the Guomindang camp. Sources from the Peoples
Republic of China (hereafter PRC), however, portray him as not only
the tool and puppet of Chiang Kai-shek but also as a coward and a
thief, repeatedly fleeing the province in times of danger and ultimately
plundering his own people as he made a final escape to Taiwan in
1950.2
Other contradictory images of the man have also been
preserved. European visitors to his home in Kami, for instance, depict
him as a sophisticated, astute businessman, a gentleman who, although
somewhat crumpled in appearance, was invariably polite and helpful,
seeing to the comfort of his guests, as far as was possible in a small
oasis on the edge of the Gobi desert.^ This gentlemanly portrayal
contrasts most sharply with Turkish sources, which accuse him of no
less a crime than the 1951 murder of some of his own followers."^
This study is an initial effort to sort out these conflicting images
of Yolbars and to examine his role in the tangled political scene of
1 Howard Boorman and Richard C. Boorman. Biographical Dictionary of

Republican China (New York: 1967-1969), Vol. 2, 58.
2 Xu Zhi, "Wo suozhidaode Yaoleboshi," [What 1 Know About Yolbars],
in Xinjiang wenshi ziliao xuanji [Collection of Historical Accounts of Xinjiang]
(Urumqi: 1984), Vol. 14, 132-136.
^ See accounts by Sven Hedin and Mildred Cable with Francesca French,
as cited below.
4 See pages 144-145, and notes 37, 38 and 39 for further references.
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Xinjiang prior to 1949. Sources for the study ofYolbars' life include a
few, scattered English language accounts, American and British archi
val records, as well as PRC and ROC materials in Chinese, Further
important sources for this study are interviews with Yolbars' two sons,
now living in Taiwan, and Yolbars' own autobiography, which provide
the basis for the following discussion of his role in 20th century Xin
jiang history.

Yolbars' Early Life
According to Yolbars' memoirs, he was born on August 12,
1890, near the town of Yengi Hissar [New Fortress], an oasis town on
the edge of the Tarim basin, in the district of Kashgar, southern Xin
jiang. In keeping with tradition, his Muslim name, Mohammed, was
chosen by an Ahong from among the names in the Qoran. But on the
day he was formally named, the Ahong also referred to him as "little
tiger," or "yolbars" in Uygur.^ This was a common nickname for little
boys whose fathers were in the military, but in his case the nickname
stuck, giving rise later in his life to the quite unofficial title "The Tiger
Prince." This descriptive name was popularized by the Swedish
explorer, Sven Hedin, and other western visitors to Kami in the 1920s.
Yolbars' parents died while he was still young, his father when
he was only three and his mother when he was six. He was raised by an
older sister whose husband had once held an official post in the city of
Kashgar. Due to political troubles in the area, however, the brother-inlaw had been dismissed. In order to support his family, he decided to
go into business selling Xinjiang products to merchants in China
proper. As a first step in this new venture, the family moved to Kami in
1896.6
At that time, Yolbars tells us, Hami was a city divided into three
distinct sections. There was the old Muslim city where most of the
Uygur population lived; there was also a Han Chinese city which dated
from the early Qing and housed the county offices, the court and offi
cial residences as well as Buddhist temples; finally there was the New
Town, or Manchu City, founded by General Liu Jintang, who had
accompanied General Zuo Zongtang on his military campaign in the
late 19th century. The latter area was surrounded by a city wall when
^ Yolbars Khan, Yaoleboshi huiyilu [Memoirs ofYolbars] (Taibei, 1969),

6.

6 Yolbars, 8.
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Yolbars first arrived in Kami, but this wall had disappeared by the
1930s.
Kami was then a prosperous oasis town of nearly 10,000
people. It was the first major oasis settlement that travellers reached
after traversing the emptiness of the Gobi. It had, therefore, both
strategic and commercial importance.
Two intrepid British
missionaries, Mildred Cable and Francesca French, vivdly described the
Kami of the 1920s as a thriving, relatively affluent place:
Cumul [Hami] occupies a geographical position of great strategic im
portance. Like Anhsi in the south, so Cumul in the north is a step-off
and landing place for all travellers who cross the inhospitable tract of
Gobi between the provinces of Kansu and Chinese Turkestan. The ap
proach to the oasis is by long and desolate stages, but from the
moment that the traveller's foot touches watered land, he is in the
midst of beauty and luxuriant agriculture, and for several miles before
reaching the town the road leads through fields and by farmhouses
surrounded with elm and poplar trees. Everything indicates prosperity
and an abundance of every product.^

Hami's bazaars and business sections seemed equally
prosperous to Cable and French and they offer us this description of the
merchants of Hami;
The Turkis, called by the Chinese Chantows (turbaned men) were pur
veyors of goods from all the South Road towns as far as Kashgar. The
poorer among them did the arduous work of collecting merchandise at
Turfan, Aksu, Kuche, Khotan and Kashgar, and carrying it by cart or
on horseback to the more prosperous merchants at Cumul. These rich
retailers spread the gay attractive goods on a low counter, where they
themselves sat cross-legged. The Chinese of the bazar were bankers,
pawnbrokers, druggists, cooks, or vegetable and fruit vendors, and a
few rich merchants owned handsome shops where all kinds of goods
from Peking were displayed.^

It was in this busy commercial center that Yolbars began his
education, paid for by his sister and brother-in-law. He attended the
Muslim city school first, having his lessons at the Great Mosque, which
was some 500 years old, according to Yolbars. Here he studied the
^ Mildred Cable and Francesca French, The Gobi Desert (London; 1942),

133.

^ Cable and French, 134.
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Qoran and twenty-three Uygur books as well as the Chinese language.^
He soon decided that he should concentrate on Chinese so that he
could be of more assistance to the family business, and with his
brother-in-law's support he began his studies at a private Chinese
school. At this point in his autobiography, Yolbars writes that it was in
this school that he first learned the correct concepts of history as it
related to Xinjiang. That is to say, he learned that the region of Xin
jiang was an integral, indivisible part of the Chinese state and that the
people of Xinjiang were all Chinese. He repeats the analogy, popular
today on both sides of the Taiwan straits, that the Han Chinese are the
older brothers of the Uygurs and other Turkic peoples, and that it was,
therefore, the responsibility of the Han to assist in the development of
the Xinjiang region. This and other such references to Xinjiang history
follow closely the Guomindang line which, then as now, places the
region unequivocally within the confines of the modern Chinese state.
As indicated in the discussion below, however, Yolbars' attitude toward
the Chinese and the Chinese state in particular was not always so
sympathetic.
By 1900, the family decided to undertake a more drastic
measure to improve their fortunes by moving to Beijing, where they
hoped to establish themselves as traders. They began the long and
difficult journey across the Gobi, taking with them local Xinjiang
products such as carpets, jade and fiirs which they hoped to sell in
China. Although the journey was clearly arduous, they arrived safely,
making the last part of the trip to Beijing by train. Unfortunately, the
city was still in turmoil from the Boxer Rebellion. They set up a stall in
Jade Seller's Lane, but people were unwilling to buy because of
precarious conditions in the capital. The family also worried that
Yolbars might be press-ganged into the military—either the Imperial
forces or the ranks of the Boxers. To avoid such a calamity, they
decided to move to the relative safety of Guangzhou. Due to unsettled
conditions, however, they only reached as far south as Changsha,
where they remained for two years, unable to sell enough goods to
either move on or to return home. Finally, in 1902, they sold their
remaining merchandise for whatever they could get and made their way
back to Xinjiang.

9 Yolbars, 13-14.
Yolbars, 10.
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Having returned to Kami with their resources exhausted, the
family was unable to launch a new business. They were reduced to
making a living like the rest of Kami's poorest residents, selling melons
along the roadside. Yolbars did very well at this. Because he spoke
good Chinese after the long sojourn in China proper, he quickly built
up a clientele of wealthy Chinese customers. His good relations with
the local Chinese community grew, and these connections soon led to
his serving as local agent for Chinese traders. He began buying up any
of their unsold goods when the traders were anxious to return home to
China, sometimes buying at only half price. As a result, he was able to
open up three small shops by the time he was seventeen. Three years
later, his business acumen, plus "diligence and frugality" and good
connections with the Chinese, enabled him to open a department store,
with a signboard proudly announcing his new enterprise. ^ ^
Among his customers at this new emporium was the local ruler,
variously called the Khan, the Shah, the King, the Prince of Kami, or
the Muslim Prince (Huiwang). The origins of Kami's hereditary ruler
can be traced back to the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), when all Xinjiang
cities were under the control of the Dudu, the Mongol official who
controlled the political and military affairs of the region. Kami at that
time was an important military post. In recognition of this, toward the
end of the Yuan, the Emperor appointed a local ruler or Weiwuwang,
■ This man's successor, who ruled in the early Ming (13681644), was recognized by the Ming dynasty as overlord of the Kami
area and was given the title of Zhongshurrwang,
H|^ ^ . Although
succession disputes later arose, by the time of the great Qing ruler
Kangxi, an heir named Abdullah was formally recognized by the Qing
court and given the new title of Chasake yideng daerhan,
—
^^
^ which usually referred to the head of a Mongol banner in
the Qing. Locally, however, the ruler was simply known as the
Huiwang, [H i, or Muslim King. ^2
Abdullah and his successors reigned over a fairly stable and
peaceful city-state for more than a hundred years. Even the Jungarian
1 ^ Yolbars, 20.
Information on the various titles can be found in H.S. Brunnert and
V.V. Hegelstrom (trans. A. Belichenko), Present Day Political Organization of
China, (Beijing: 1910), 445-446. The title daerhan is listed as "Tarkhan," defined
as a Mongolian term for master, usually given to princes who had in some way
distinguished themselves. These were hereditary titles by the time of the Qing, and
entitled the bearer to an increased official allowance from the imperial government.
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uprising in the 18th century did not, in Yolbars' view, disrupt life in
Kami, since most of the battles were fought further to the west and
south. However, when Yakub Beg declared the independence of all
Xinjiang or "Kashgaria" in 1866, the northern part of the region also
experienced instability. At that time, many of the northern oases came
under the rule of a local Ahong who took the title of Qingzhenwang,
^ i, or Muslim King. This man asked the Huiwang of Hami to
assist him in the anticipated fighting against the forces being sent from
China, but his request was refused. In retaliation, the self-appointed
Muslim King and his men attacked Hami and seized the Huiwang who
was subsequently executed by being pulled apart by five horses. Not
long after this grisly execution took place, General Zuo Zongtang and
his troops arrived to take control of the oasis. The unfortunate
Huiwang was ceremoniously buried in a tomb which Yolbars describes
as second only to that of Xiangfei, a famous Muslim woman who had
been given to the Qianlong emperor.
The Huiwang tomb, however,
was destroyed by communist troops when they took Hami in 19491950, according to Yolbars.
The heir to the title of Huiwang duly took the throne. When he
died and left no son, a nephew was given the title. This new Huiwang
was the man Yolbars was to serve in the 1910s and 1920s in various
official capacities. In Chinese, his name appears as Sha Muhusote,
^
^
, or Shah Makhsud. By all accounts this new Prince of
Hami was a very wealthy man. The largest landholder in the oasis, he
owned some 40,000 mou (or 6,000 acres). He continued to demand
and to receive a fixed amount of corvee labor through the 1920s, in
addition to the usual rents and taxes. Taxation, as elsewhere in China,
lent itself to abuse, and one local observer noted that the system as
administered by the Huiwang was "a matter of custom rather than law."
Further, as he saw himself as having no real responsibility to the
government in Beijing, he "naturally evaded his obligations as far as he
could.

For a fascinating study of Xiangfei, see James Millward, "A Yarkandi
Muslim in Qianlong's Court: The 'Fragrant Concubine' in History and Legend,"
unpublished paper presented at the AAS Annual Meeting, April 1991, Washington,
DC.
Yolbars, 24.
1^ Wu Aitchen, Turkestan Tumult, (Hong Kong; 1984 reprint), 61.
16 Wu, 62.
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Nonetheless, during his lifetime, his relations with the provincial
authorities appear to have been peaceful enough, allowing him to
maintain a certain aura of the potentate within his small kingdom. The
Misses Cable and French were duly impressed and offer a vivid
description of the man, his palace and his lands as they were in the late
1920s:
When we first came to Cumul [Hami], Maksud Shah, the Khan, was
already a very old man. When younger, as vassal of the Emperor of
China, he was permitted to act as personal servant to the Emperor for
a term of 40 days. Cumul also sent a yearly tribute to the Imperial
Court, which included a consignment of the famous fragrant Hami
melons.
The reception hall of the Khan's residence held many souvenirs of
those regal days. It was sumptuously furnished with divans and soft
carpets, and contained many beautiful things, but the supreme
treasures were the scrolls written by the hand of her Imperial Majesty
the Empress Dowager herself. . . From the palace, visitors were taken
to the gardens which were formed of many orchards, flower-gardens
and a beautiful lotus-tank . . . There were Chinese landscape gardens
with slender camelback bridges thrown over running streams, and
among the winding paths peacocks swept their trains regally and
paraded their magnificence.
A Western visitor once asked the Khan how far his territory extended.
With a sweep of his arm, he indicated the distant snowy peaks of the
Barkul mountains and all that lay between Hami and the Horizon.
"All that you see is mine," he said, "and more that you cannot see."
The answer was correct, for the mountain slopes of Barkul were his
pasturelands; in the natural fortress of Bardash which towered above
his summer palace his word was law, and oases far and near
acknowledged his rule and paid tribute to him, but his domain was of
that unique character which, in spite of palaces and grandeur, still
justified that most strange title-Khan of Cumul and King of the

Gobi.^^
In fact, the Khan had three palaces: the largest of these was at
Hami, but a summer palace of some size was located at Aratam and a
third, used by his nephew, was near Turfan. The main palace at Hami
was said to contain a deep, hidden well, which, over a period of many
years, had been filled with gold, silver and other treasures. By the time
of Sven Hedin's visit to the region in 1935, however, whatever riches
17 Cable and French, 134-135.
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the well had contained were gone, and the Swedish explorer was only
able to peer into the well's empty depths.
In the early 1900s, as Yolbars was establishing himself as a
trader and businessman, the Huiwang was very much in control of the
city. As Yolbars' business expanded, the Huiwang began to buy
provisions from Yolbars, and in 1912 he was offered an appointment as
the Huiwang's purchasing agent with the title of Wupinbazhaer boke,
£ pp E ^L M is ^, or Bachar Beg of the fifth rank. A year later, his
services having obviously proved satisfactory, he became the youngest
man ever to hold the title Sipinzongtaergua boke, 1Z3 pp
^ , a Beg of the fourth rank.
This rapid promotion, and the new financial opportunities that
came with it, made Yolbars some enemies. He writes that many people
reported false tales about him to the Prince, but because the Huiwang
understood him well, he was trusted and his responsibilities increased.
As a Beg of the fourth rank, he was in charge of maintaining all the
Huiwang's accounts, directing his personal guards and the local police
force, controlling the arsenal and the purchase of military supplies,
managing the farms and the animal herds, and overseeing the collection
of rents from all the tenants. Because relations between the Hami
county government and the Prince's government were not good,
Yolbars took great care in collecting rents and in overseeing the labor
service required of the local Muslim population. He reports that he
managed to have the number of days of labor reduced, from five to four
and then, in 1921, to only two days a month. As this pleased the
people and made them more content, Yolbars was again promoted,
becoming a Beg of the third rank in 1923, with the title of Sanpinde
milanzhangjing beg (H pp
^
)• He was then thirtyfour years old.^^
Yolbars now had far greater responsibility for and power over
the affairs of Hami. He was responsible for all public affairs, such as
official functions and ceremonies and also for overseeing education and
religious affairs. During the Qing, the holder of this post had been
responsible for sending tribute to Beijing, but during the 1920s, gifts
were instead sent to the President of the Republic and to provincial
leaders.

Sven Hedin, The Flight ofBig Horse, (London, 1936), 35.
Yolbars' various titles are given in his memoirs, 30-31.
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Under Yang Cengxin, who served as Xinjiang governor from
1911 to 1928, relations between the Huiwang and the provincial
governor were reasonably good, with no cause for complaint on either
side because (according to Yolbars), each recognized his respective
responsibilities and role in maintaining peace and harmony in the
region. 20 These days of relative stability under the leadership of
Governor Yang came to an abrupt end in 1928, when he was assassi
nated. Control of the region passed to Jin Shuren, a man who lacked
the ability of his more astute predecessor. Relations between the Prince
(now a man of some seventy years) and the provincial government
deteriorated.
In the year 1930, on the eve of what became known as the
Kami Rebellion, Yolbars' wealth and power had made him an important
figure in Kami. Physically, he was "powerful and rather clumsy, both in
figure and in face, with blunt features, a coarse, pock-marked skin, and
just enough beard to give him something to stroke when he salaamed."
Although he dressed in silk, as befitted a man of his rank and impor
tance, he was, nonetheless, "incapable of looking well-tailored," an
impression generally borne out by photos of him from that time. 21 He
owned a very large house on the main street of Kami and the place was
always busy with petitioners and guests, among the latter being Sven
Hedin, a Swede who described Yolbars rather dramatically as "the
mighty Turki chieftain in Kami. "22 A missionary contingent visiting
Kami in 1930 noted that:
As the mighty Khan grew old and feeble, the power of Yolbars
increased and he became the best known figure in Kami. Everyone
looked with favour on him as he rode to and fro, busy with matters of
administration, between the palace of Makhsud Shah and his own
town residence.22

Yolbars evidently worked well with both local Turkis and Chinese, as
he could speak with each in his own language. From his own account,
as well as from descriptions of him and his varied responsibilities in the
city, Yolbars appears to have become indispensable to the Huiwang. In
29 Yolbars, 31.
21 Photos of Yolbars can be found in the books by Hedin, Cable and
French, and Wu Aitchen, cited in these notes.
22 Hedin, 31.
22 Cable and French, 244-245.
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addition to official duties, which included such commonplace but
important matters as approving travel permits and granting permission
to trade in Kami, Yolbars also served as an intermediary, expediting
official business and smoothing relations between ruler and subjects.
In 1931, the well-ordered life of the Kami oasis was disrupted
by a province-wide revolt against the Chinese authorities in Urumqi,
and Yolbars found himself playing a pivotal role in the years of turmoil
which followed. Much of his autobiography is concerned with his role
in this revolt. The following discussion offers a brief summary of the
major events in Xinjiang between 1931 and 1935, focusing on those
events in which Yolbars played a significant role.

The Hami Rebellion: 1931-1934
When the old Huiwang died in March of 1930, the new
governor, Jin Shuren, saw an opportunity to end the old "feudal"
system in Hami. The heir to the throne, Nasir, was summoned to the
provincial capital to meet with the governor, and Yolbars was told to
accompany the young man. Upon arrival, the two were informed that
the government planned to eliminate the office of Huiwang and to
divide Hami district into three separate administrative units. All the
lands of the Huiwang were to be distributed among the people, with
title to the land going to the sitting tenants in most instances. Nasir
would not be without compensation; the governor proposed that he
remain in Urumqi with the new title of "Senior Adviser," drawing a
government salary and living permanently in the provincial capital.
Presumably because he did not see the merits of the proposed changes,
the young man was forbidden to return to Hami. Yolbars writes that
the Huiwang was thrown into prison, but no other source corroborates
this.^^
For his part, Yolbars returned to Hami without protest to assist
in the distribution of lands and to draw up boundaries for the proposed
new districts. To illustrate the historical links between Hami and
China, the governor chose to call the new administrative units by the
names Yihe ^ ^ , Yiwu iP ^ , and Hami
, all of which had
been used in the Hami area during the time of the Han dynasty (206
B.C. to 220 A.D.). The changes apparently were acceptable to the
people of the oasis in the first instance. After all, they were to receive
title to lands they had formerly rented, and, as an official Chinese
24 Yolbars, 62.
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observer noted, in Kami justice had been "a matter of personal caprice;
taxation had been desultory and inequitable; modernization had been
obstructed by ignorance, prejudice and self-interest."^^ While Yolbars
must have been a party to some of the injustice and malgovernance
suggested by such comments, he was evidently not opposed to the
changes per se, as he willingly returned to Hami and assisted in both the
marking of the new boundaries and in the re-organization of the landholding system.
The new arrangements, however, proved to be far from
satisfactory. Although the old system clearly left much to be desired,
the new magistrates for Hami appointed by the government in Urumqi
were not much of an improvement over the Huiwang's administration.
The new, young Chinese magistrate assigned to Hami, Lin Xielin, was
supposed to see that the re-distributed lands of the Huiwang yielded
taxes to the provincial government. Payment of taxes on their newly
received lands was the means by which the former tenants were to
secure their titles, but the government also decided that they would
collect taxes back to 1930, which people considered most unfair. On
top of this perceived injustice, the new magistrate appointed to Yihe
"took advantage of legal technicalities" to dispossess large numbers of
Muslims and to give their land to new Chinese arrivals in the area,
refugees from war-torn Gansu, the home province of Governor Jin
Shuren.26 These new Chinese settlers were exempted from taxes for
two years, making the tax burden on the local Muslim population seem
particularly heavy in comparison. Wu Aitchen, special representative
of the central government in Xinjiang, noted that, "The whole business
was sheer robbery only thinly disguised as law."^^
Outcry over the situation was led by the wealthy of Hami, who
protested with a telegram and letters to the provincial government.
There was no immediate response. While the people awaited an
answer, they were further outraged by the conduct of another new Chi
nese appointee to the area, a young tax collector named Zhang, who
seduced a young Muslim girl and then decided to marry her. The fam
ily, represented by the girl's father, refused to accept the marriage pro
posal, but the official was adamant and a wedding banquet was
arranged for March, 1931. The night of the wedding feast, a Muslim

Wu Aitchen, 62.
26 Wu, 63.
27 Wu, 64.
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mob broke into the house and seized the bride and groom. Both were
killed in the fighting which ensued, as were seven guards who had been
on duty outside the building. With captured weapons, the mob then
swept into the area where the new Chinese settlers were living and
massacred them. Thus began the rebellion in Kami.
Fearful that troops would be sent by the authorities in Urumqi,
the people of Kami decided to dispatch envoys to neighboring Gansu
province, where a young Muslim commander, Ma Zhongying, was
headquartered. The plan was to ask this leader and his troops to come
to the defense of Kami against the "infidel" Chinese.^*
Entrusted with this task were Yolbars Khan and a local
religious leader, Niyaz Hoja, scion of an old and respected Muslim
family of Kami. Yolbars offers a rather different version of this mission
to General Ma than that given in most accounts. He writes that when
he first heard of the incident involving tax collector Zhang, he went
immediately to the commander of Kami's military garrison. General Liu
Xiceng, who was supposedly the offender's superior. Liu, however,
refijsed to listen to him and as a result Kami's Muslims continued to
vent their anger on the local Chinese community. When Liu's army
moved to end the disturbances, he and his men were quickly defeated
and forced to retreat into their fortress. Yolbars then decided to inform
Governor Jin personally, to explain the situation fully and request
government intervention. His hurried trip to Urumqi, however, only
resulted in an admonition to return and assist General Liu in quelling
the uprising. Furthermore, to make things even more difficult for
Yolbars, Governor Jin appointed him captain of the Kami police force
in order to give him greater local authority upon his return. Once
again, Yolbars obediently returned home and, according to his own
account, he was successfiil in persuading local leaders to stop fighting
and to talk over their grievances with the local authorities. The inept
Liu had been replaced by a new garrison commander. General Zhu,
who agreed to see the local leaders, provided Yolbars supply him with
a list of the names of all those involved in the revenge killings of
Chinese settlers. Yolbars, in an act of almost unbelieveable naivte.

For a discussion of the Ma warlords in northwestern China, see
Jonathan Lipman, "Ethnicity and Politics in Republican China: The Ma Family
Warlords of Gansu," in Modern China, 10:3 (July 1984), 285-315.
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gave him the list. These men were then summoned to an audience with
General Zhu. When they arrived, he promptly executed them.^^
Yolbars' reaction to the executions was to resign from his post
in the police force and plan another journey, this time to tell the central
government what had happened and to ask for redress. He was en
route when he contends he met with a group of Muslim leaders at the
village of Zhangliushui. After talking with them, he writes that he
accepted their plea to argue on behalf of all people of the area and
thereby became a representative of not just the Hami people but all the
residents of Xinjiang. In June of 1931, he reached Lanzhou where the
young Muslim commander Ma Zhongying was headquartered. Yolbars
met with him, and, impressed with his ability, decided that instead of
going on to Nanjing he would accept Ma's offer to come to Xinjiang to
drive out the Chinese.
Yolbars adds that he thought Ma had a large force of some sev
eral thousand men with him. He was disappointed to learn that there
were only some 500 troops in all. Nonetheless, with this military force
behind him, he returned to Hami where he and Ma launched an attack
on the Han Chinese city and then on the Manchu city (where the bulk
of the Chinese provincial forces in the area were massed). This attack
was not successful, but they were able to take control of the Muslim
city. With the Chinese garrison confined to the fort. General Ma then
decided to take over the Barkol area, where he defeated the small local
Chinese garrison and occupied the larger town.
In the summer of 1931, Ma once more laid seige to the Chinese
garrison in Hami, but when it appeared he would have no immediate
success, he decided to launch an attack on the provincial capital.
Troops from Urumqi had been preparing their own attack on Ma and
his forces. The provincial troops included well-trained and disciplined
"White" Russians, refugees from the struggle against Bolshevism in the
USSR in the pay of the Governor.^ ^
The two forces met outside
Urumqi in August of 1931; Ma and his men were victorious, driving
Yolbars, 81. Wu Aitchen, however, writes that it was General Hsiung
who received such a list and who subsequently had all those on it killed. Hsiung is
also blamed for the almost total destruction of the town of Hami during the course
of the rebellion (Wu, 71).
Yolbars, 81.
For discussion of the Russians in Xinjiang, see "The Russians in
Xinjiang: From Immigrants to Minority Nationality," Central Asian Survey 8:2
(1989).
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the combined Russian and Chinese force back toward the city, but Ma
was wounded in the fighting. As a result, he and his men opted to
return to the relative safety of Gansu until he could recover from his
wounds.^2
Yolbars was not involved in the battle for Urumqi, nor did he
accompany Ma back to Gansu. Instead, he remained in Xinjiang, living
in the Turfan area (where he had a large second residence and good
connections).
Hostilities continued in and around Kami. By 1932, these had
spread to neighboring areas of Shanshan (Pichuan), Turfan, Karashar
and even to southern cities such as Kucha, Aksu, and Khotan, all places
with grievances against Jin's provincial government. In Kami itself,
efforts were made by the Chinese to fortify the garrison against the
possible return of Ma Zhongying. The young commander, however,
remained in Gansu recovering from his wounds. In early 1932, Ma was
approached by the Nationalist Chinese who offered to confer on him
the rank of Commander and to incorporate his troops into the
Nationalist Army as the 36th Division.
In terms ofYolbars' later career, the Nationalist offer was espe
cially propitious. Although Ma became a part of the Nationalist forces
only after the events described above, Yolbars' request for Ma's assis
tance is recounted as being a patriotic act, an attempt to restore true
central government authority and to eliminate the corrupt provincial
authorities. The fact that those same provincial authorities were nomi
nally under the same central government is an issue not dealt with in
Yolbars' account. At the time, the allegiance of Ma, like that of Jin
Shuren in Urumqi and, indeed, of Yolbars himself was unclear.
Nonetheless, Yolbars' alliance with Ma against Jin can be seen as
patriotic only in light of later events. Assessed in terms of the situation
which existed in 1931-1932, Yolbars' actions seem opportunistic at
best, an ad hoc response to an uncertain military situation rather than a
patriotic act.
Having accepted the Nationalist offer but not yet recovered
from his wounds, Ma sent a subordinate and relative, Ma Shiming, to
Hami in his place. He arrived in Hami in May of 1932, and began
Yolbars writes that Ma was wounded in the waist (Yolbars, 106).
Missionaries Cable and French, who saw him after he was wounded, wrote that he
was wounded in both legs (Cable and French, 226).
Yolbars and other sources agree on the time and the offer made to Ma.
See various sources cited in these endnotes.
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attacking local garrisons manned largely by Chinese and Russians. As
the Gansu troops' victories mounted, more and more local Muslims
rallied to the cause, joining General Ma's forces. By early 1933, the
Gansu troops decided they were strong enough to attack Urumqi itself
The defenders of Urumqi were able to drive off the winter attack, but
the Urumqi garrison was clearly in trouble and in need of assistance. In
March of 1933, before the attacks on Urumqi were renewed, additional
men reached the provincial capital in the form of the Northeast
Salvation Army from Manchuria. These men had few weapons and,
furthermore, had been in transit from northeast China for months,
resulting in low morale. Despite this, their arrival boosted the number
of Chinese troops in the capital city and strengthened the will of the
defenders.
At this important juncture, with the defenses of the capital still
tenuous, there was an abrupt change in provincial leadership. The
White Russian troops, whose presence was so vital to the defense of
the city, revolted on April 12, 1933. The men seized control of the
government offices and demanded redress of grievances suffered at the
hands of Governor Jin. As a result of this coup, Jin Shuren was forced
to flee. At a meeting held two days after the revolt, power shifted into
the hands of General Sheng Shicai. Sheng, by far the ablest local
military leader, was a native of Manchuria and he had the confidence of
the newly arrived Manchurian forces. Sheng was named Provincial
Commander of the Border Defense Commission and a Chinese official,
Liu Wenlong, was named Governor to replace the deposed Jin.
In early spring of 1933, Yolbars made his way back to Hami.
Because it was widely feared in Hami that the newly constituted gov
ernment would now choose to strike, he once again appealed to Ma
Zhongying. Recovered from his wounds, Ma once more arrived in
Hami. But now the new leader of the provincial authorities, Sheng
Shicai, was anxious to bring the fighting to an end while he consoli
dated his own power in the region. In June of 1933, he wired Ma,
offering to negotiate their differences. A delegation was duly dis
patched from Urumqi to meet with him. An uneasy peace descended as
a result of these talks, but the situation was far from resolved. By
September 1933, the Governor appointed the previous April was
forced to resign, and power became further concentrated in the hands
of Sheng, who eventually took the old title of Duban. In effect, he had
become warlord of Xinjiang.
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The peace settlement with Ma brought the region respite, but
the military situation in Xinjiang remained volatile. To ensure his
survival as warlord of Xinjiang, Sheng decided to seek the assistance of
the USSR, sending a delegation across the border in the fall of 1933 to
seek Soviet intervention on his government's behalf (should the need
arise). Having a long-standing interest in the natural resources of Xin
jiang, the Soviets willingly offered military support.
When Ma
Zhongying broke the negotiated peace by attacking Urumqi once more
(in January of 1934), Soviet planes and troops came to Sheng's assis
tance as promised. Ma and his forces were defeated by the combined
Soviet and Chinese forces and, in some confusion and much haste, they
retreated to the south.
In view of this new development, Ma decided to combine his
forces with those of Niyaz Hoja, who had emerged as leader based in
the south of an insurrection movement against the government in
Urumqi. In September of 1933, this movement had declared the foun
dation of the East Turkestan Republic with Niyaz as President. Yolbars
writes disapprovingly of Niyaz' movement for independence, which
appears to have enjoyed widespread support in the south. A close
relationship between Niyaz Hoja and Yolbars is suggested in many
secondary sources, but Yolbars himself insists that their relationship
was never strong. His memoirs seek to distance him from Niyaz and
his move for independence, a position that would be in strict keeping
with the Guomindang interpretation of events but which is not clearly
supported from the historical record. In fact, Yolbars appears to have
allied himself according to prevailing military winds, shifting allegiance
during the course of the Hami rebellion from local allies (like Niyaz), to
an outsider (like Ma), and then to the warlord Sheng as representative
of the Chinese provincial government against which the rebellion began
in the first place.
What began in 1931 as a localized insurrection against Chinese
authority in Hami had spread throughout all of the Xinjiang region by
1932, but by 1934 fighting was confined to the southern Tarim area.
As Ma retreated south leading increasingly undisciplined and disillu
sioned troops, Niyaz decided he would not join Ma. Instead, he chose
to make a separate peace with General Sheng. Free to pursue Ma, the
provincial army moved quickly to take cities which had fallen to Ma
and his maurauding troops. In July of 1934, Ma abruptly withdrew into
the Soviet Union, leaving most of his men behind. His troops
continued to disrupt life in the southern oases for another year, but the
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provincial forces gained control of the towns and ultimately eliminated
or captured the remainder of Ma's men. They also eliminated the East
Turkestani Republic, whose officials had continued to resist the efforts
of the Chinese to resume control of the southern oases under their
leader Sabit Damullah (who was ultimately captured and executed by
Sheng's military).
For Hami and for Yolbars Khan, the rebellion had in effect
ended in January of 1934. The fighting, however, had taken a heavy
toll on the small trading enclave. Sven Hedin described the scene when
his expedition entered the oasis in February of 1934:
It was three o'clock when we crossed the eastern border of the irrigated
vegetation-clad area of the Hami oasis. More ruined farms and devas
tated gardens appeared. Even in Marco Polo's time the Hami oasis
was reknowned for its luxuriant gardens and its aromatic fruit. . . But
for three years past no melons or any other fruit had ripened under
Hami's sun. Where in 1928 we had walked through orchards, only
isolated trees now remained. Even the charming poplar and willow
avenues, which,within the boundaries of the oasis, cast their shade
over the great caravan road, had been levelled to the ground. Only
stumps bearing the marks of axes bore witness to the splendour that
had been.^^

As for the glories of the palaces of the Prince of Hami, the sight that
greeted the visitors was equally dismal at the royal residence:
What a fearful sight! All the walls had been pulled down, everything
which would burn set on fire .
. Shah Mahksud's harem and
summer palace had stood amid odorous fruit trees, grapes and melons,
but nothing was left of them now but a few scorched timbers, and the
trees were cut down to the roots. And beyond the garden spread the
unhappy Mohammedan town, a greyish chessboard of demolished
houses. Only the streets remained, but most often blocked by debris
and rubbish. Between them nothing was to be seen but heaps of ruins
and a few isolated houses.

Yolbars' memoirs end with the defeat of Ma Zhongying at Urumqi and
he does not comment on his own return to Hami or how he managed to
resume his life there. At some point, he returned to Hami from Turfan,
but he soon found his situation untenable.
34 Hedin, 24.
3^ Hedin, 34.
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He had supported the now defeated and discredited Ma Zhongying; indeed, he had been instrumental in bringing the man into Xin
jiang in the first place, as his own account attests. He was also widely
considered to have been a close ally of Niyaz Hoja, who realized too
late that his alliance with Sheng was only a ploy to gain Sheng time to
pursue Ma. Niyaz's movement was crushed and its leadership dis
persed, leaving Sheng in total control of the region. Yolbars' purported
friendship with the leader of a separatist movement was not likely to
gain him Sheng's confidence. Even more difficult, in local terms, was
the common knowledge that Yolbars was the one who had given the
names of local Muslim leaders to the Chinese at the very start of the
rebellion, which ultimately resulted in the Muslims' deaths.
For these reasons, Yolbars made a tactical retreat, taking his
family to Nanjing where he was welcomed by the Nationalist govern
ment and rewarded with various appointments. As a result, PRC
sources label him a coward, but this move very probably saved his life.
In 1937-1938, Yolbars and his family moved with the
Nationalist government to Chongqing. By 1942, they were living in
Chengdu, not far from the wartime capital in Sichuan, Yolbars began
to accumulate a series of government appointments with impressive
titles: Counselor of the Sichuan-Sikang Pacification Office, member of
the Board of Directors of the Islamic National Salvation Society. In
1945, he was named a delegate to the Sixth National Congress of the
Guomindang and elected a member of the party's Central Supervisory
Committee.The following year he attended the National Assembly in
Nanjing, where he had an opportunity to meet with other Xinjiang
delegates. Upon conclusion of the Assembly, Yolbars accepted a
government appointment as special executive commissioner of the 9th
District of Xinjiang (based in Hami), and thus he had the opportunity to
return once more to northwestern China.
Secure in the backing of Guomindang troops who continued to
move into the region in 1945-1946, Yolbars resumed his important role
in Hami's political affairs. To bolster his authority, he was concurrently
the Peace Preservation Commander of Hami and Inspector General, a
post that made him directly responsible to the central government.
But Yolbars' tenure was short-lived. By the summer of 1949, it
was clear that the Guomindang forces would be defeated by the PLA.
Late that summer, Yolbars was advised to surrender to the Communist
36 Boorman, 59-60.
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army along with the rest of Xinjiang's government officials and military
leaders (including provincial chairman Burhan Shahidi and Tao Zhiyue,
Commander of Xinjiang's military forces).
Some Guomindangappointed Turki leaders refused to surrender, and instead made
preparations to leave the region before the PLA arrival. A few decided
to launch a resistance movement and Yolbars was among those who
briefly joined with a resistance group led by the Kazak leader Osman
Batur. It soon became clear that this armed resistance was futile, and
Yolbars decided that the only reasonable alternative was to leave Xin
jiang. With a group of followers that included White Russians who had
been with Osman, as well as his own family members, Yolbars
attempted the long and dangerous journey to India through Tibet. His
party (some ninety people in all) arrived in Lhasa in January of 1951.
They dared not delay long in the Tibetan capital and proceeded on to
the India border.
Here a crisis arose.
According to Boorman, who partly
corroborates other accounts of this crisis, the Indian government would
only give the party six entry permits.Kazak writer Halife Altay's
account, based on interviews with Kazak refugees now living in
Turkey, states that at the border most of the group accompanying
Yolbars simply disappeared and were never heard of again. Among
those who mysteriously disappeared was the Kazak leader Salis, a long
time supporter of the Guomindang and member of the Xinjiang
provincial government.
A second Kazak account, by Hasan Oraltay, also refers to the
disappearance, but he offers an explanation. He writes that Kazak
refugees who arrived in Lhasa sometime after Yolbars' party discovered
three Kazak children there, all of whom had originally been part of the
Yolbars' party. These children said that at the border all the members
of the party had been together, but that they had been sent to look after
some of the animals and were therefore away from the main camp.
When they returned early one morning, they heard shots in the camp
and as they approached they saw Yolbars and the Chinese soldiers with
him shooting into the tents of the other refugees. The three witnesses,
all boys in their early teens, fled the scene. They were found by
Tibetans who took them to Lhasa, where they subsequently joined

Boorman, 60.
Halife Altay. Anayurttan anadolu'ya [From My Homeland to Anatolia]
(Istanbul: 1977), 415.
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Other Kazaks and finally made their way to Turkey. Their story was
recorded by Oraltay but remains uncorroborated by any other evidence.^^ Yolbars' political enemies repeat this and other stories of
Yolbars' perfidious character, but the record of Yolbars' life in those
last years of Nationalist rule in Kami and of his escape to Taiwan
remain shadowy at best, with Yolbars himself remaining silent on this
difficult period.
Once safely out of Tibet, Yolbars and members of his family
and entourage were evacuated to Taiwan, where he was appointed
Governor of Xinjiang, reinforcing Taiwan's claim to be the legitimate
government of all China and all its citizens, including the Uygur and
other Turkic peoples of the northwest. Yolbars' wife, who is little
mentioned in his autobiography, died during the journey to Taiwan; he
re-married, choosing as his bride a young Chinese woman of nineteen.
She looked after her elderly husband until his death in 1971. A wealthy
and honored supporter of the Nationalist cause, a merchant and
government official, a resistance fighter and refugee, Yolbars has
remained a controversial figure, praised and denigrated for surviving a
precarious period in modern China's bloody history.

Conclusion
In writing his autobiography, Yolbars Khan of Kami clearly had
several objectives in mind: like other such autobiographical works by
political figures, this account seeks to trace his early life, his rise to
fortune and his influential role in Kami politics. As was appropriate to
one who received a sinecure on Taiwan, it was also written to reinforce
Guomindang pretensions as the legitimate government of all China,
including Xinjiang, from a historical as well as cultural and economic
perspective. Above all, his autobiography may be read as a justification
of his role in the Kami rebellion and as an attempt to correct the
historical record of his relationships with Ma Zhongying and Niyaz
Hoja. While some aspects of his life as discussed in his own account
are deeply colored by his political status (and are therefore largely selfserving), it is nonetheless a revealing document which, taken in con
junction with other source materials, provides some insight into
regional politics in the 1930s and Yolbars' own role in the events of
those years.
Hasan Oraltay. Kazak Turkleri [The Kazak Turks] (Istanbul; 1961),
165.
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The first point of interest is the fact that Yolbars, after
recounting his rags to riches rise from melon seller to member of the
Prince's staff, does not offer criticism of the Huiwang or his policies, as
do other Nationalist Chinese of the period. Rather, he portrays the
Huiwang as a man who maintained peace in the area and who worked
harmoniously with the provincial authorities. Although Yolbars writes
that he himself was the person who convinced the ruler to reduce the
amount of corvee labor, he also writes that in his view most people did
not find this service particularly onerous. In general, his account of his
years working for the Huiwang leave the impression of a man unwilling
to speak ill of a ruler who, in Yolbars' view, contributed to the general
welfare of the people of Hami.
A second point of interest is that despite Yolbars' long associa
tion with the Guomindang, there is no indication that, during the life
time of the Huiwang, Yolbars sought closer ties with the Guomindang
or the central government of China. While he does mention several
times in the course of the book that he learned at an early age to
respect China and to accept its rule over Xinjiang as being correct, he
does not mention any efforts to join the Guomindang prior to 1931 or
evince any interest in political ideology of any form. By his own
account, he was a man who had risen quickly in wealth and political
influence, who had a vested interest in the old "feudal" system of the
Huiwang, and who, prior to the death of the Huiwang and the outbreak
of rebellion, had little interest in the wider politics of the nation of
which he and his town of Hami were only a peripheral part.
The death of the Huiwang was very likely traumatic for Yolbars
not simply because it posed a threat to his continued position of influ
ence but also because it forced him to choose between the Chinese as
represented by the Urumqi government and the Muslim community of
which he was assuredly a part. The Chinese were key to his continued
wealth and prosperity, as he derived much of his business from Chinese
traders and political contacts, but the Muslim majority of the area also
had claims on Yolbars, both as co-religionists and as the consumers of
his emporium's products. Yolbars' dilemma in 1931 when Jin Shuren
ordered dramatic changes that, in effect, signalled the end of the old
system, must have been acute. His means of handling this challenge
was clumsy at best, and his attempt to recount the events of the Hami
rebellion show an ambivalence that was only resolved when he was
forced to flee the area in 1936, having angered or aroused suspicions of
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all factions as well as earning the animosity of the warlord Sheng
Shicai.
It is unlikely that the role of Yolbars in the Kami rebellion will
ever be resolved, any more than the mystery of the disappearance of his
party of refugees in 1951 will be. Accusations, defense, and counter
accusation remain the hallmarks of political biography and autobio
graphy of Xinjiang officials of every stripe. In the case of Yolbars
Khan, what can be asserted with some confidence is that this was a man
who rode the proverbial tiger, and perhaps because he shared a name
with that wiley and unpredictable creature, he lived to tell his version of
the tale.

A Notorious West Mongol Adventurer
of the Twentieth Century
Arash Bormanshinov
From 1890 to 1922, a certain character was fated to play a role
of no small importance among the Mongols and Oyirad (Oirats) in
West Mongolia and adjacent regions inhabited mainly by various
kindred Oyirad nationalities. He never discussed or disclosed his true
identity. On several occasions he claimed to be a Russian citizen, but
he hardly knew any Russian. He may just as well have been born in
Mongolia. Thus the place and date of his birth remained a mystery. He
always went under different names and aliases. Several times he
vanished without leaving a trace, and each time for a period of about
ten years, a circumstance which makes the mystery surrounding his
person even more intriguing and inconceivable. His probable name was
Dambijantsan.
The first known appearance of the enigmatic Dambijantsan
dates from the year 1890. In the spring of 1904, a well known Don
Kalmyk baqsi and emti, Dambo Ul'ianov (1844-1913), was passing by
the nomads' encampment of a sizeable group of the Olod^ at the source
of the Kash (Kax He) River, a tributary of the Hi, in Sinkiang. He was
the second ranking member of a secret Kalmyk mission to Tibet in
1904.2 ^ local monk, Dorji by name, asked Ul'ianov whether he was
the same Danbi Dzhal'tsan, who proclaimed himself to be a grandson of
Amursana (Amar Sanan in Ul'ianov's spelling) while passing through
that locality as far back as 1890. That person said that he was a
Russian citizen, and that he would come back with his forces in the
near fixture in order to liberate the Mongols from the Chinese yoke.^
^ Dambo Ul'ianov refers to all Oirat (Oyirad) tribes of Inner Asia, who are
closely related to the Kalmyks in Russia ethnically and linguistically, as Kalmyks.
However, the latter ethnonym is unknown in Inner Asia.
2 A. Bormanshinov, "A Secret Kalmyk Mission to Tibet in 1904," Central

Asiatic Journal 36, No. 3-4 (1992), 161-187.
^ D. Ul'ianov. Predskazaniia Buddy o Dome Romanovykh i kratkii ocherk
moikh puteshestvii v Tibet v 1904-1905 gg. (Prophecies of Buddha about the House
of Romanovs, and a Brief Sketch of My Journeys to Tibet in 1904-1905), St.
Petersburg, 1913, pp. 26-27 (hereafter cited as Ul'ianov).
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In August 1905, on the return voyage from Lhasa, one of the
hired hands (Sandji Donir by name, a learned monk from West
Mongolia who came to Tibet as a pilgrim) asked Dambo Ul'ianov
whether he knew or had heard of a certain Danbi Dzhal'tsan, a citizen
of Russia. This monk told of a stranger who cropped up from Russia
among the Toryud Kalmyks back in 1890.'^ At that time, he was about
25 years of age and was dressed as a monk. He said that he would
return with armed forces in the near future on a certain day and month
in the year of the dragon. He is said to have traveled to Urumchi and
then to Peking and Urga.^ It was in the latter that he was arrested and
sent to the frontier Russian consul by order of the Urga Khutukhtu^ for
his anti-Chinese and pan-Mongolian attitude.”^ Continuing their journey
from Tibet, the Don Kalmyks came to the Tsaidam Qosud (Ul'ianov's
Tsaidam Kalmyks). Here they learned about the widespread popularity
of this mysterious character who had passed through that part of the
world at some earlier time.^
In June 1892, while traveling in Mongolia, the well-known
Russian Mongolist A. M. Pozdneev (1851-1920) was asked by a
literate clerk, Yondon by name, whether he had heard something
concerning Donbi-chzhantsan. Pozdneev was told by the clerk that in
the fall of the previous year (1891) a certain famous lama bearing that
name who was about 30 to 40 years of age, had passed through
Mongolia west to east. He claimed to be the grandson of Amursana,
whose supposed son Temursanu was his, Dambijantsan's, father.
Furthermore, he went about with his story about his eventual return
from the north with armed forces to bring about the liberation of the
Mongols from Chinese domination. Yondon wanted to know if
Pozdneev knew anything about a movement of troops from the north.
The latter had neither heard about Donbi-chzhantsan nor knew
anything concerning a military expedition to Mongolia. ^

^ Apparently, the Toryud of Sinkiang are meant.
^ The old name of the capital of Mongolia.
^ The Eighth Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu.
^ Ul'ianov, pp. 46-47.
^ Ibid., p. 48.
^ A.M. Pozdneev. Mongoliia i mongoly. Rezul'taty poezdki v Mongoliiu,

ispolnennoi v 1892-1893 gg. (Mongolia and the Mongols: Results of a Journey to
Mongolia Carried Out in 1892-1893). Vol. 1. St. Petersburg, 1896, p. 45 (here^er
cited as A. M. Pozdneev).
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It should be noted here that the first creditable notice of Dambijantsan (alias Ja Lama) in Russian and non-Russian sources, is in
Pozdneev's account of his journey in Mongolia in 1892. And it was
Pozdneev who was the first to identify Ja Lama as a Kalmyk by birth, a
native of the Lesser Dorbod ulus of the Astrakhan guberniia.
The legends about Amursana and his eventual or imminent
return for the sole purpose of liberating Mongols and Oyirad from
China's oppression persisted incessantly. During his stay at the Dbrbbd
nomads' encampment in the Kobdo region in June of 1908, B. Ya.
Vladimirtsov (1884-1931), the great Mongolist, was asked by a young
Dorbod herdsman what he knew about Amursana. The latter was still
purportedly alive in Russia and was to present himself among the
Dorbod shortly.
In the spring of 1912, A. V. Burdukov (1883-1943), another
future Mongolist, came to know a lama who gave his name as Badma.
He met him not far from his trading station on the Khangel'tsik River in
West Mongolia.il Badma turned out to be our hero, Dambijantsan.
Every year Burdukov traveled to Russia and upon return he had to
listen to the same naive question as to when Amursana was intending to
come in order to liberate the Mongols from Chinese dominion. 1^
The true identity and even the real name of the charismatic
Dambijantsan cannot be established with any degree of certainty. The
name Dambijantsan (bsTan-pa'i rgyal-mts'an)—if, indeed, it was his
real name—like many other names of Mongolian-speaking peoples, is of
Tibetan origin. The fact that his name appears in various spellings is
one of the contributing factors in the difficult task of unraveling this
dubious character. He was popularly known as Ja Lama, a nickname of
Dambijantsan.!^ What follows is a rather long list of the different

m B. Ya. Vladimirtsov, "Poezdka k kobdoskim derbetam letom 1908g." (A
Journey to the Kobdo Dorbod in the Summer of 1908), Izvestiia Russkogo

geograficheskogo obshchestva 46, No. 8-10 (1911), 325.
11 Burdukov's spelling of a river in West Mongolia which could not be
located on any map. It flows in a locality north of the Khan Khukhei Mountain
ridge, a spur of the Khangai Mountains, southeast of the Ubsu Nuur and north of
the Khirgis (Khyargas) Nuur.
1^ A. V. Burdukov. Vstaroi i novoi Mongolii. Vospominaniia. Pis'ma (In
Old and New Mongolia: Reminiscences and Letters). Moscow, 1969, pp. 65, 67
(hereafter cited as A. V. Burdukov).
1^ The late Owen Lattimore (1900-1989) was affectionately known among
his Mongolian friends and admirers as "La BaqSi."
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names with unstable spellings which are used in referring to him in
scholarly publications;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
.
7.
6

.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
8

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Donbi-chzhantsan (A. M. Pozdneev, 1896);
Danbi Dzhal'tsan (D. Ul'ianov, 1903);
Dambi-Dzhiantsin (I. M. Maiskii, 1921);
Dambi-Dzhantsan (A. D. Kallinikov, 1926);
Dambin Jansang (H. Haslund-Christensen, 1935);
Dambin Lama (S. Hedin, 1936);
Dambijantsan (O. Lattimore, 1955, R. Rupen, 1964, Ch.
Bawden, 1968);
Dambi-Dzhamtsan (A. V. Burdukov, 1969);
Dambiijaa (History of the M. P. R., 1976);
Lubsan-Dambi-dzhiantsan (W. Kotwicz, 1914);
Chal Lama (H. Perry-Ayscough, 1914);
Dschal-Lama (H. Consten, 1920);
Dscha Lama (I. J. Korostowetz, 1926);
JaLama(E. Sarkisyanz, 1955);
Chzha-Lama (Mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia v epokhu
imperializma . . ., 1933);
Tushegoun Lama (F. Ossendowski, 1923) and
Tushegun Lama (N. K. Roerich, 1929);
Badmachzhab or Badma-lama (B. M. Lapin, 1939);
Dawa (A. V. Burdukov, 1969);
Dawa Shabrong (The Diluv Khutagt, 1982);^'^
Amur Sanaev (A. V. Burdukov, 1969);
Shiret Lama (A. V. Burdukov, 1969);*^
Shirep Lama (F. Adelman, 1971);^^
She-rap (Shes-rab) Lama (G. N. Roerich, 1931);^^ and
Pal-den (dPal-ldan) (G. N. Roerich, 931). 18
1

To the above list of Dambijantsan's names appearing in various
spellings, one more should be added. It is his only name in Russianized
form or ending. He used the name of Irinchinov when he served as one
of the eighteen armed guards who were employed to escort the fourth
Shabrong is a young khubilgan or a minor reincarnation.
1^
1^
1^
1^

A dubious spelling.
Another dubious spelling.
Sharab (ses-rab), Skt. prajha.
Baldan (dpal-ldan).
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Central Asian (and second Tibetan) expedition led by the famous
explorer and traveler, N. M. Przheval'skii (1839-1888), in 18831885).!^ In the group photograph of the expedition's armed escorts, he
is seen standing at the extreme left. His physical features strikingly
resemble those of Ja Lama (as seen in the photographs of him in the
first two decades of this century). It is the first pictorial record of the
charismatic adventurer that can be traced hitherto. Whether Irinchinov
was his real name or an assumed one remains a mystery.
George N. Roerich held the opinion that Dambijantsan's real
name was Baldan {dPal-ldari), a common male name among the
Mongols and Oyirad.^O When A.V. Burdukov met him in the spring of
1912, he declared that his name was Dawa.^^ According to the Dilowa
Khutukhtu (1884-1965), another person who knew Dambijantsan
personally, the latter had gone to Tibet some years before 1912, at
which time he called himself Dawa Shabrong.^^ A. V. Burdukov, who
knew him best of all after 1912, refers to him as Dambi-Dzhamtsan.
He informs us that Dambi-Dzhamtsan was twice recognized by the
Russian consuls in Mongolia in the 1890s and again in February 1914
as a Russian citizen, Dambi-Dzhamtsan Amur Sanaev by name.^^ He is
reported by a number of authors (I. Maiskii, 1921, p. 255; I. Korostowetz, 1926, p. 223; G. Roerich, 1931, p. 226; R. Rupen, 1964, p.
73; A. Burdukov, 1969, p. 379 n. 42; F. Adelman, 1971, p. xix) to have
served as a guide of P. K. Kozlov's expedition to Mongolia and the
Kham province of Tibet in 1899-1901.24
^^^s then supposedly
N. M. Przheval'skii. Chetvertoe puteshestvie v Tsentral'noi Azii. Ot
Kiakhty na istoki Zheltoi reki. Issledovanie severnoi okrainy Tibeta i put' cherez
Lob~nor po basseinu Tahma (The Fourth Journey in Central Asia: From Khiakhta
Towards the Riverhead of the Yellow River; An Exploration of the Northern
Borders of Tibet and the Journey via the Lob Nor Along the Tarim Basin). St.
Petersburg, 1888. II + III + 536 pp., 3 maps.
2b G. N. Roerich. Trails to Inmost Asia: Five Years of Exploration with

the Roerich Central Asian Expedition. New Haven, CT, 1931, p. 224 (hereafter
cited as G. N. Roerich).
21 A. V. Burdukov, p. 65.

22 o. Lattimore and F. Isono. The Diluv Khutagt: Memoirs and Autobiog
raphy of a Mongol Buddhist Reincarnation in Religion and Revolution (Asiatische
Forschungen. Band 74). Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1982, p. 76 (hereafter
cited as The Diluv Khutagt). For Shabrong see n. 14.
23 A. V. Burdukov, pp. 68, 114.
24 p. K. Kozlov. Mongolia i Kam. Trudy ekspeditsii Imperatorskogo

russkogo geograficheskogo obshchestva, sovershennoi v 1899-1901 gg. pod rukovodstvom P. K. Kozlova (Mongolia and Kham: Transactions of the Expedition of
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known as She-rap (Shes-rab) Lama (G. Roerich, 1931), Shiret-lama (A.
Burdukov, 1969, a note by E. M. Darevskaia) or Shirep-Lama (I.
Maiskii, 1921 and F. Adelman, 1971). It is said that P. K. Kozlov was
unable to go to Lhasa himself and sent Dambijantsan (alias Sharab
Lama) there in 1900. After returning from Lhasa, he never rejoined the
Kozlov expedition. He lost contact with it (as he had not found Kozlov
at the place agreed). He somehow found his way to Khara (Qara)
Shahr, from there to Kobdo and Urga, and then again to Kobdo.
Thereupon he disappeared for another ten years.The foregoing
contentions need, however, further elaboration and verification. There
is no hard evidence to support their assertions. None of the afore
mentioned six authors either quote their sources or give an exact
citation. Kozlov's armed detachment consisted of 18 soldiers and
Trans-Baikal Cossacks.They are all listed by name. This roster,
however, does not list any person by the name of She-rap, Sharab,
Shirep or Shiret.^7
The date and place of Dambijantsan's birth are shrouded in great
mystery. He never revealed either his ethnic background or his true
name, date or place of his birth. A. V. Burdukov knew Dambijantsan
very well in the years from 1912 to his death in 1922. He met him for
the first time in the early spring of 1912. At that time Dambijantsan
appeared to be at the age of 40 to 45, i.e., bom between 1867 and
1872.2^ A. M. Pozdneev was told in 1892 by a Mongol clerk, Yondon
by name, that in the previous year a lama of about 30 to 40 years of age
(i.e., born between 1851 and 1861), who was called Donbi-chzhantsan,
had passed through Mongolia.^^ In 1905 the above-mentioned Dambo
Ul'ianov was asked by a Mongol pilgrim in Tibet whether he had heard
of a monk, Danbi Dzhal'tsan by name, who appeared from nowhere
among the Toryud as far back as 1890. This pilgrim told Ul'ianov that
the Imperial Russian Geographical Society Accomplished Under the Leadership of
P. K. Kozlov in 1899-1901). Vol. I, part 2. St. Petersburg, 1906. X, 257-732 pp.,
2 maps.
Second, abridged edition of vol. I, part 1 was published in Moscow in
1947, repr. 1948, 438 pp.
A. V. Burdukov, p. 379.
We should recall here that the Przheval'skii fourth expedition in Central
Asia in 1883-1885 also had eighteen armed escorts. See n. 19.
P.K. Kozlov. Mongolia i Kam (Mongolia and Kham). Moscow, 1948,
p. 37.
A. V. Burdukov, p. 65.
A. M. Pozdneev, p. 45. For full citation see n. 9.
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that monk was about 25 years of age, i.e., born approximately in 1865.
Robert Rupen states explicitly that Ja Lama was born in 1860.^^
Regrettably, he failed to point out the source of his information. The
late Fred Adelman conjectured that "his birthdate is probably near
1870."31
Equally puzzling is the question of Dambijantsan's nationality
and the place of his birth. Was he a Volga Kalmyk, a West Mongol or
a Qalqa Mongol? It has been reported that he was a Russianized
Siberian Mongol, a true Mongol, a Chinese from Manchuria and even a
Buriat.Even the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its
diplomatic and consular representatives in Mongolia were not fully
confident about whether he was a Kalmyk or Buriat by nationality. 3 3
Most of the sources refer to him as a Russian citizen without any
further elaboration.
In response to repeated requests from St.
Petersburg, the governor of the Astrakhan giiherniia confirmed that Ja
Lama was by birth an Astrakhan Kalmyk.34 R. Rupen also asserts that
Ja Lama was born at Astrakhan, 3 3 but, according to Burdukov, he was
born in the khoshiin of Batarkho gun in Ashikh-khurgun-chuluu, on the
Uliasutai-Kalgan route in the Tushetu Khan ayimaq in South-Central
Mongolia.36 If his place of birth could be firmly established, then it
would shed light relative to his ethnic origin. In this respect the
archives of the Astrakhan province could prove to be very valuable.
The Dilowa Khutukhtu, one of a very few people who knew
Dambijantsan well, writes in his Political Memoirs that the latter came
to Uliasutal (Uliastai) from the "Northwest" in 1889. He was arrested
by local authorities for having crossed the frontier without proper
documents. Two Russian traders in Uliasutai, however, took res-

3® R. Rupen. How Mongolia is Really Ruled: A Political History of the
Mongolian People's Republic, 1900-1978. Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press,
1979, pp. 9, 135 (hereafter cited as R. Rupen).
31 F. Adelman. "On the Authority and Significance of Pozdneyev's Mon
golia and the Mongols," in A. M. Pozdneyev. Mongolia and the Mongols. Volume
I; 1892. The Hague: Mouton & Co., 1971, p. xviii.
32 O. Lattimore. The Desert Road to Turkestan. Boston, 1929, repr. New
York: AMS Press, 1972, p. 235 (hereafter cited as O. Lattimore).
33 I. Lomakina, "Golova Dzha-Lamy" (The Head of Ja Lama), Nauka i
religiia 1 (1992), 57 (hereafter cited as I. Lomakina).
34 Ibid., p. 58.
33 R. Rupen, p. 9.
36 A. V. Burdukov, p. 72.
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ponsibility for him and he was released.He then vanished and
reappeared elsewhere in Mongolia in 1890. This time he proclaimed
himself for the first time to be the reincarnation of Amursana.^^
Several authors (Ul'ianov, Burdukov, Maiskii), however, put Ja
Lama's first arrival in Western Mongolia at 1890. The place from
which he came is shrouded in mystery. He kept silent as far as his past
life, occupation and even his true name were concerned. In the summer
of that year, Ja Lama led a vigorous campaign against the Chinese. He
was arrested, put into irons and sent under escort to Uliasutai. By
chance, he found himself at an assembly of Mongol princes of the
Dzasaktu Khan ayimaq taking place near that town. When he saw the
provincial governor (amban) and other high Chinese officials present,
Ja Lama spoke boldly, demanding that the Chinese be sent packing as it
was not their business to meddle in the internal Mongolian affairs.
He evaded an inevitable punishment owing to the intervention and
intercession of the Russian consul in Urga, Ya. P. Shishmarev.
Shismarev identified Ja Lama as a Russian subject, a Kalmyk from the
Astrakhan province, Damba-Dzhamtsan (Amur Sanaev), secured his
release and expulsion to Russian.'^®
In the autumn of 1891, Ja Lama reappeared in Mongolia driving
two white camels. Since then he was popularly called by Mongols "a
lama with two camels." He came wearing a fur cap surmounted by a
golden Kalacakran vajra upon it, which caused a furor among them.
Again he was arrested for anti-Chinese propaganda and transported to
Uliasutai. After he produced a Russian passport, the Chinese let him
go without examining his baggage. His baggage was full of leaflets

The Diluv Khutagt, pp. 73-74.
The infamous Khoid tayisi, whose 1755-1757 rebellion against his for
mer allies and masters, the Chinese, brought about an almost total annihilation of
the Oyirad in Dzungaria. Amursana escaped first to the Kazakhs and then to
Siberia, where he died of smallpox at the age of 35 near the city of Tobol'sk on
September 21, 1757. See Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period (1644-1912). Ed.
by Arthur W. Hummel. Washington, D.C., 1943, pp. 9-11; 1. Ya. Zlatkin, "Russkie
arkhivnye materialy of Amursane" (Russian Archival Materials Concerning
Amursana), in Filologiia i istoriia mongoTskikh narodov. Pamiati Borica
Yakovlevicha Vladimirtsova. Ed. by G. D. Sanzheev. Moscow, 1958, pp. 289-313.
A. D. Kallinikov, "Aratskoe revoliutsionnoe dvizhenie v doavtonomnoi
Mongolii" (The People's Revolutionary Movement in Pre-Autonomous Mongolia),
Revoliutsionnyi VostokG (1934), 51.
A. V. Burdukov, pp. 67-68, 378 n. 42; Kallinikov, p. 52.
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with appeals to Mongols to overthrow the hated Chinese rule/^^ His
wanderings took him this time to Kobdo and from there he returned to
Uliasutai. The fate has taken him from Uliasutai to Urga, where he was
arrested again and deported to the frontier town of Kiakhta.^^
After his last arrest by Chinese authorities, Ja Lama vanished
for twenty long years, if we were to disregard his questionable par
ticipation in the Kozlov expedition to Central Asia and the Kham
province of Tibet at the turn of the century. His whereabouts and what
he was doing during that considerable stretch of time is shrouded in
complete mystery.
Ja Lama is next heard of at Khara (Qara) Shahr in 1910. He
reappeared suddenly among the kindred Toryud of Sinkiang (Xinjiang)
after having changed his name again and shaved his beard.
After a prolonged stay among the local Toryud at Khara Shahr,
he left for Kobdo. In the spring of 1912, he proceeded to the Khangel'tsik, where he stayed at the camp of the Bayid prince, Tiimen Giin
by name.'^'^ Upon his arrival here, Ja Lama imparted to the Prince and
others the information that he was a direct descendant and rein
carnation of Amursana, and that his mission was to liberate all the
Mongols from the Manchu-Chinese yoke. It was here where Burdukov
met him for the first time."*^ Burdukov said in passing that he had
doubts as to whether Ja Lama and Dambijantsan of the 1890s and
1910s was one and the same person.
Meanwhile, political events in Mongolia developed with a swift
speed. After the Khalkha Mongols declared their independence from
China in 1911, the Eighth Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu of Urga was
elevated to become the temporal ruler of Mongolia. The Chinese
garrisons at Urga and Uliasutai (Uliastai) surrendered to the Mongols
without offering any resistance. However, the governor (amban) of the

I. M. Maiskii (Maisky). Sovremennaia Mongoliia (Contemporary Mon
golia). Irkutsk, 1921, p. 255 (hereafter cited as I. M. Maiskii); G. N. Roerich, pp.
225-226.
I. M. Maiskii, p. 255; G. N. Roerich, p. 226.
A. V. Burdukov, p. 379 n. 42 by E. M. Darevskaia (not by I. Ya. Zlatkin
as Owen Lattimore wrote).
A. V. Burdukov, p. 379 n. 42; I. M. Maiskii, p. 256 (his information, as
a rule, is based on oral communications from A. V. Burdukov and P. I. Kriazhev, a
Russian trading merchant in West Mongolia).
A. V. Burdukov, p. 65; I. M. Maiskii, p. 208.
46 A. V. Burdukov, pp. 68, 379.
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Kobdo province turned down a Mongolian demand to surrender the
garrison of the town of Kobdo.
Dambijantsan quickly mobilized a force of up to 5,000 Oyirad
from the Kobdo province and Mongols. On May , 1912 he laid siege
to Kobdo. The reinforcement of Chinese cavalry promised by a loyal
pro-Manchu and pro-Chinese Toryud Prince Palta"^^ never arrived.
Someone is reported to have sent a secret message to the Oyirad that
several hundred Chinese troops had been dispatched from Shara Siime
to reinforce the garrison of Kobdo.That timely warning enabled
Dambijantsan to organize a successful ambush of the reinforcements.
The captured carbines, ammunition and other weaponry proved very
useful to the Oyirad and Mongols besieging Kobdo. After three
months of stand-off, the town finally fell on August , 1912.
Burdukov, in a vivid account, minutely describes the long siege and fall
of Kobdo.
During the autumn of 1913, B. Ya. Vladimirtsov recorded in
the northwestern part of Mongolia an epic song of approximately 800
verse lines devoted to the siege and fall of Kobdo. It was performed at
his request by a Bayid rhapsodist, Mandikhany Parchen tuul'ci by name
(1855-1926), an impoverished tayiji.^^ The latter not only witnessed,
but took an active part in the assault of Kobdo. He recited his epic
before a large crowd of people, many of whom were themselves the
participants in that historic event. Two or three months later, he had
forgotten his epic song altogether.^^
The town of Kobdo was almost totally destroyed and reduced
to heaps of ruins of clay. The Sino-Russian Agreement of November
1913 called for the inclusion of the Kobdo district into Autonomous
Mongolia. In recognition of great services rendered to the emerging
Mongolian state, the Eighth Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu conferred on
Dambinjantsan both the high religious title of Nom-un Khan Khutukhtu
6

6

A. Bormanshinov, "Prince Palta," Proceedings of the International
Conference on China Border Area Studies. Taipei, 1985, pp. 1015-1040 (hereafter
cited as A. Bormanshinov, 1985).
A. Bormanshinov, 1985, p. 1023.
A. V. Burdukov, pp. 70-91.

Mongolo-oiratskii geroicheskii epos. Perevod, vstupitel'naia stat'ia i
primechaniia B. Ya. Vladimirtsova (The Mongol-Oirat Heroic Epos: Translation,
Introductory Article and Notes by B. Ya. Vladimirtsov). Petrograd-Moscow, 1923,
repr. 1971, pp. 31-34 (hereafter cited as Vladimirtsov, 1923).
Vladimirtsov, 1923, pp. 34, 41.
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and the secular, ducal position of a khoshun (Banner) prince Tiishe
Giin. He also became a military governor of the Kobdo region. The
local princes presented him with about
yurts and a khoshun along
the Kobdo River some sixty miles northwest of Kobdo .
The treatment of Dambijantsan in Mongolian historiography is
of some interest. The story of his leading role in the seizure of Kobdo
in 1912 has been tuned down in favor of others, mostly Communist
partisans, or passed over in silence. He is usually referred to as a
bandit, reactionary, armed robber, etc. Charles R. Bawden, an eminent
British Mongolist, was right when he stated;
1,000

It is the custom nowadays for Mongol historical writing to tone down
the part played by Dambijantsan in the liberation of Kobdo. . . .
Indeed, some scholars go so far as to deny, in the face of all the
evidence, that he took part in the battle at all. All the credit is given
to Magsarjav and Damdin-suren, and the decisive contribution of
Dambijantsan and Togtokh's comrade, Genden, is minimized.^^

After the capture of Kobdo, Damdinjantsan inflicted a savage
reprisal directed at both military and civilian Chinese. The governor of
the Kobdo province and other officials were saved from inevitable
death only after an intervention by the local Russian consul.
Hermann Consten, a German traveler, was present in Kobdo at an
atrocious massacre of Chinese and other captives.Ferdinand
Ossendowski, a Pole and an Officier d'Academie Frangaise, was
another eyewitness of a brutal murder of an innocent Mongol shepherd
in 1921.^6
The Dilowa Khutukhtu gave a lurid description of
Damdinjantsan's despotic rule over the Kobdo Mongols involving the
seizure and carrying off of people suspected of disobeying his orders or
who went against him and his ideas. The latter inflicted all the
I. M. Maiskii, p. 257; N. G. Roerich, p. 228.
Ch. R. Bawden. The Modem History ofMongolia. New York: Freder
ick A. Praeger, 1968. 2nd rev. ed. London-New York; Kegan Paul International,
1989, p. 198.
I. J. Korostovetz. Von Cinggis Khan zur Sowjetrepublik. Eine kurze

Geschichte der Mongolei unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der neuesten Zeit.
Berlin-Leipzig, 1926, repr. 1974, S. 223. M. N. Kuzminskii was the Russian
Consul at Kobdo in 1912-1913.
H. Consten. Weideplatze der Mongolen im Reiche der Chalcha. Band
II. Berlin, 1920, S. 214-217.
F. Ossendowski. Beasts, Men and Gods. New York, 1922, pp. 116-
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conceivable and inconceivable suffering, repression, torture, and mur
der.
G. N. Roerich and other authors maintain that on his orders ten
human chests were cut open and their hearts torn out by Dambijaltsan
himself
He issued an order that the chest of a Kazakh chieftain be
cut open and his heart torn out, after which the skin was flayed from his
body.^^
Dambijantsan was arrested in his yurt by surprise on February ,
1914. His arrest was carried out by a detachment of eighty Siberian
Cossacks commanded by Captain Bulatov on orders of the Russian
consular officials at Kobdo. The latter recognized Dambijantsan as a
Russian citizen, an Astrakhan Kalmyk, Dambi-Dzhamtsan Amur
Sanaev by name.^®
In her useful notes to Burdukov's memoires, E. M. Darevskaia
writes that although there were several reasons for the arrest of Dambi
jantsan, official archival documents of the period prove that he was
arrested by the Russian frontier authorities at the request of the Bayid
and other West Mongolian princes, who presented a petition to the
Russian consul at Uliasutai in late January 1914. The reason given for
their requesting the arrest of Dambijantsan was his autocratic and
despotic misbehavior.^
Ja Lama was taken to the town of Biisk and imprisoned for
about a year in the prison at Tomsk. Afterwards, he spent some time at
the notorious Aleksandrovskii central prison near Irkutsk. Sub
sequently, he was exiled to the Yakutsk region. In 1916, in compliance
with his pleas, the Russian authorities returned him to his native Lower
Volga region, first to Tsarev (today's Akhtubinsk) and then to the
nearby city of Astrakhan. He remained there until early 1918, when he
fled eastward to Mongolia. B. Ya. Vladimirtsov met Ja Lama in
Astrakhan in September
On March 7, 1914, the Russian diplomatic agent in Mongolia,
A. Ya. Miller, sent a dispatch to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, S. D.
8

1

1917.^2

The Diluv Khutagt, p. 76.
G. N. Roerich, p. 227.
I. M. Maiskii, p. 257; The Diluv Khutagt, p. 166.
A. V. Burdukov, p. 114. According to I. Lomakina (see n. 33), Captain
Bulatov had at his disposal 300 Cossacks, p. 58.
A. V. Burdukov, pp. 384-385 n. 70; The Diluv Khutagt, p. 79.
A. V. Burdukov, pp. 362-363.
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Sazonov, on the arrest of Ja Lama and his expulsion to Russia,a fact
which testifies to the great importance attached to the arrest of this
despotic adventurer by the Russian government.
After his flight from Russia, Dambijantsan reappeared in the
Selenga Valley of Mongolia in the summer of 1918. From there he
went westward to see the Jalkhanza Khutukhtu of Uliasutai, an old
acquaintance of his. After that he moved southwest to Prince Jalchin
(G. Roerich's Jal-tsen) Beise.^^
The reappearance of Dambijantsan in Mongolia and his
independent and insubordinate attitude toward the Urga government
gave rise to anxiety, especially in view of his unreliable behavior and
abuse of power in the past. The government even pronounced an
anathema upon him and issued an order for his immediate arrest.
Under such an inauspicious turn of events Dambijantsan was compelled
to move on to a remote place out of reach of the Mongolian
authorities. He succeeded in gathering more and more followers on his
way there. His new khoshun was actually a fortified castle, surrounded
by walls and watch towers. It was located on the northern slopes of
the Baga Ma-tsung (G. Roerich's Ma-tzu) Shan Mountains (Maajin
Shan), on the border between Mongolia and the provinces of Sinkiang
and Ninghsia. The new khoshun of Ja Lama consisted of some five
hundred yurts of people and an armed detachment of three hundred
troopers.^^ His new dwelling complex became known as Dambijantsan's "bailing." Several foreigners, among them Owen Lattimore,
Henning Haslund-Christensen and Sven Hedin, brought back brief
descriptions and photographs of its ruins. Lattimore visited that place
in 1926.66

63 Mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia v epokhu imperializma. Dokumenty iz

arkhivov tsarskogo i Vremennogo pravitel'stv 1878-1917 gg. Seriia 111. 1914-1917
gg. (International Relations in the Age of Imperialism; Documents from the
Archives of the Tsarist and Provisional Governments: 1878-1917. Series III; 19141917). Moscow-Leningrad, 1933, pp. 55-56.
64 A. V. Burdukov, p. 399 n. 142; I. M. Maiskii, p. 258.
63 A. V. Burdukov, ibid.\ I. M. Maiskii, ibid.\ G. N. Roerich, p. 231; The
Diluv Khutagt, p. 167; Henning Haslund-Christensen. Men and Gods in Mongolia
(Zayagan). Tr. from the Swedish by Elizabeth Sprigge and Claude Napier. New
York, 1935, p. 153 (hereafter cited as H. Haslund-Christensen).
66 O. Lattimore, "The House of the False Lama," The Atlantic Monthly
142, No. 12 (1928), 774-784, repr. in his The Desert Road to Turkestan. Boston,
1929, pp. 230-244; Haslund-Christensen, pp. 150-158 (eh. xvii: A Robber's
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In the fateful year of 1921, Ja Lama stayed neutral, supporting
neither Baron Roman von Ungern-Sternberg and other White Russian
forces, nor the Red regime of Sukhebaatur. Such a self-helpful stance
gave rise to a great deal of suspicion in Urga concerning Ja Lama's
loyalty toward the new "people's" government in Mongolia. His bands
of armed mounted brigands ambushed caravans of Tibetan traders
across the Gobi desert slaughtering most of the caravan men, driving
off the caravan animals, and carting off the camel loads of silks, furs,
and other valuables.
In such a contingency, the Urga government decided to act ur
gently and resolutely. On October 7, 1922, it issued a top secret order
to liquidate Dambijantsan at any price.Sukhebaatur entrusted three
military men with the execution of this sentence: Narangiin Dugarjav
Beise, Commander of the Southeast Frontier Region, Damirangiin
Nanzad (Nanzad Baatur), a military commander and partisan, and D.
Baldandorji, Head of the Internal State Security Office. Dugarjav and
Nanzad took with them to Ja Lama's stronghold in Ma-tsung (Maajin)
Shan four soldiers: Dashi (Dashzeweg), Damba (Luvsandamba),
Sodnomdorjii and Dawaa.^^
There are several versions of the assassination of Dambijantsan
in the autumn of 1922. According to various accounts, the assas
sination took place not in 1923 (G. Roerich, 0. Lattimore, R. Rupen),
1924 (H. Haslund-Christensen) or 1936 (L. Forbath).^® Kh. B. Kanukov, a leading Kalmyk Communist functionary of the 1920s, had no
role in Ja Lama's liquidation in spite of his deceitful boasting in his
writings. Another instance of disinformation can be found in a book

Stronghold in the Desert); Sven Hedin. Die Seidenstrasse. Berlin, 1936, 87-96
(Dambin Lamas Rauberburg).
G. N. Roerich, pp. 231-232; The Diluv Khutagt, p. 167.
Revoliutsionnye meropriiatiia narodnogo pravitel'stva Mongolii v
1921-1924 gg. Dokumenty (Revolutionary Acts of the People's Government of
Mongolia in 1921-1924; Documents). Comp, by Ts. Nasanbaljir. Ed. by Ts.
Puntsagnorov. Moscow, 1960, pp. 130-132; 1. Lomakina, ibid. No. 2 (1992), 43.
History of the Mongolian People's Republic. Translated from the
Mongolian and annotated by William A. Brown and Urgunge Onon. Cambridge,
MA; Harvard University Press, 1976, pp. 192, 768, 796-799; The Diluv Khutagt, p.
126.
L. Forbath. The New Mongolia. London-Toronto, 1936, p. 187.
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published in Elista in 197071 Even though none of the four Kalmyk
cavalrymen mentioned in it, among them Kh. B. Kanukov, was
involved in any way in the assassination of Dambijantsan, a myth about
Kanukov's supposedly active role still circulated as recently as 19927^
Owen Lattimore erroneously states that in 1923 or 1924, "ten men rode
out of the desert to his north saying that they were lamas of the Bogdo
Khan . . . Three of them, as chiefs of the mission, were admitted to his
chamber . . . they shot him with automatics.
Furthermore, H. Haslund-Christensen,'7'l L. Forbath,'^^ q Roerich,'^^ gnj r Rupen'^’^ all
mistakenly ascribe the shooting of Ja Lama to Baldandorji. The truth,
however, is that Baldandorji and his twenty-five or forty soldiers served
only as a backup unit and were still some distance away from Ja Lama's
stronghold.
The most trustworthy accounts of Ja Lama's assassination have
been advanced by Veronika Vei7^ and Dilowa Khutukhtu.^^i Veit's
study is an annotated translation from the Mongolian of D. Nanzad's
recollections, which appeared within a book published in Ulan Baator
^^5 internatsional'noi missiei.

Vospominaniia uchastnikov Mongol'skoi

Narodnoi revoliutsii (With an International Mission: Reminiscences of Participants
of the Mongolian People's Revolution). Elista, 1970, pp. 39, 61.
I. Lomakina, p. 43.
O. Lattimore, p. 240. For full citation see n. 32.
H. Haslund-Christensen, pp. 156-157. This author writes that Baldan
Dorje (his spelling) presented himself as a high lama. After several days he pre
tended to be dying and when Ja Lama bent over the ostensibly dying man, the latter
shot him with his hidden revolver. There is not a word of truth in this story.
L. Forbath, p. 187. He writes that Baldan Dorzhe (his spelling)
"managed to crawl up to the entrance of Dja's [Ja Lama. A. B.] tent and raising
himself to his knees immediately fired his revolver." This is a pure invention.
G. Roerich, p. 233. According to him, "Balden Dorje approached the
lama with a ceremonial scarf and shot him with a pistol hidden beneath it. Ja Lama
fell dead." It appears that someone misinformed the great scholar.
R. Rupen. Mongols of the Twentieth Century. Part I. The Hague:
Mouton & Co., 1964, p. 193. The author is not quite correct that "In 1923, Baldan
Dorji, commander of the Mongolian state police, personally went to his refuge to
dispose of Ja Lama, shot him ..." As a matter of fact, Baldandoiji and his troops
were nowhere near Ja Lama's fortress that day.
The Diluv Khutagt, pp. 126-127.
Veronika Veit, "Die Ermordung Dambijzancans," in Serta Tibeto-Mon-

golica.

Festschrift fir Walther Heissig zum 60. Geburtstag am 5.12. 1973.

Herausgegeben von Rudolf Kaschewsky, Klaus Sagaster,
Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1973, pp, 351-363.
The Diluv Khutagt, pp. 126-127, 172-173.
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in 1961. The author of the present article recalls Dilowa Gegen's
account to him in Philadelphia in the late 1950s. Both Nanzad and
Dilowa Gegen adduce a virtually identical chain of events culminating
in Ja Lama's death. Nanzad and Dugar (Dugarjav) Beise arrived safely
in Maajin Shan accompanied by four soldiers. Nanzad was dressed in
the attire of a lama. Ja Lama complied with Dugar's request and came
to his guests' yurt without any bodyguards to give his blessing to a sick
man. That "sick" man was Dashi, a wrestler. Just as Ja Lama was
about to bless him with his extended hand, Dashi, who pretended to be
seriously ill, grabbed him by the wrist, while Dugar grabbed him by his
other arm. Here is Dilowa Gegen's description of what happened next:
They twisted his arms behind his head. While the two men were
holding his arms back, Nanzad grabbed his pistol from the top of his
boot, and . . . shot him in the neck . . . They all shot him many times
in the chest and neck. His head was almost severed by the number of
shots in the neck.^*

Ja Lama was decapitated, and his head was first carried on a
lance to Uliasutai and then transported in a large bottle filled with
formalin all the way to Urga.^^ There it was handed over to the
Mongolian Scientific Committee for safekeeping. In the late 1970s, the
present author learned from his former mentor, Nicholas Poppe, that Ja
Lama's severed head was still preserved in formaldehyde in the
Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography of the USSR Academy of
Sciences in Leningrad. I. Lomakina has just recently informed us that a
colleague of N. Poppe, V. A. Kazakevich (1896-1937?), brought it
there in 1925 and that it has been stored away ever since as exhibit No.
83 This mummified exhibit is labeled "head of a Mongol.H.
Haslund-Christensen acquired Ja Lama's saddle and its heavy silver
appurtenances. They are now preserved in a glass case in the famous
Ethnographical Museum in Stockholm.
Thus was the ultimate fate of the notorious adventurer, im
poster Amursana and false lama, the details of whose turbulent life and
whose real name, date, and place of birth and even his true ethnic
background remain shrouded in mystery to the present day.
3394

The Diluv Khutagt, p. 173.
G. Roerich, p. 233.
I. Lomakina, p. 44.
I. Lomakina, ibid.
H. Haslund-Christensen, p. 166.
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Captions To Illustrations On Following Pages
1. Dambijantsan, alias Irinchinov, as an escort during the N. M.
Przhevalskii fourth Central Asian expedition in 1883-1885. He is standing
at the extreme left. This is the first known photograph of him.
2. Dambijantsan, second from right, among the leading personalities of the
Kobdo district. From W. Kotwicz, A Brief Survey of the History and
Present Political Situation ofMongolia (in Russian). St. Petersburg, 1914.
3. Dambijantsan aiming a rifle. From H. Haslund-Christensen, Tents in

Mongolia (Yabonah). New York, 1934.
4. Dambijantsan's fortified stronghold in Ma-tsung Shan. From S. Hedin,

Die Seidenstrasse. Berlin, 1936.
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Chinqai (ca. 1169-1252):
Architect of Mongolian Empire^
Paul D. Buell
The ability of nomadic peoples to conquer vast territories was
never in doubt in ancient and medieval times—more uncertain, however,
was their ability to rule their conquests and establish enduring states.
The Mongols were particularly successfiil in this regard and they
achieved their success, like other nomadic empire-founders before
them, largely through forging alliances with sedentary cultures, particu
larly those geographically positioned adjacent to the steppe and having
long experience with steppe-sedentary interactions. From these cul
tures emerged the urgently required cultural, social, and political inter
mediaries who made nomadic rule possible in fact, as well as in theory.
One such intermediary was the Mongol minister Chinqai, who
defected to the Mongols at an early date and later served three of the
four Mongol qans of the era of unified empire, during much of the time
as de facto prime minister, before perishing in the great purges of
Mbngke's reign.
Although there is disagreement in our sources about his precise
ethnic affiliation, Chinqai, who was a Nestorian Christian, was probably
an Onggiit or from some other, closely related Turkic-speaking com
munity of the Sino-Mongolian frontier zone.^ In addition to his native
f The account here is based in part on a fuller biography of Chinqai
published in Igor de Rachewiltz, Chan Hok-lam, Hsiao Ch'i-ch'ing [H ^ ^ ] and
Peter W. Geier, editors, In the Service of the Khan, Eminent Personalities of the
Early Mongol-Yuan Period (1200-1300) (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1993), 95111. I would like to thank Igor de Rachewiltz and Hsiao Ch'i-ch'ing for their
willingness to discuss Chinqai and his biography with me in some detail. Needless
to say, the aforementioned are in no way responsible for any errors in the present
paper.

2 Chinqai is called Kereyid (Ch'ieh-lieh [ji

]) by some of his Chinese

biographers (e.g., KTHK, 10, 5a; YS, 2963), a Hui-hui, "Muslim," also: man from
Turkistan or from a culture associated with Turkistan, less commonly: Uighur, in
the HTSL (467), and an Uighur in the MTPL (449), if the T'ien "the merchant"
mentioned is indeed Chinqai, as I think he is. Juvaini also strongly suggests that
Chinqai was an Uighur (HWC, II, 492) and Rashid ad-Din says it outright (SGC,
155). This apparently contradictory evidence can best be reconciled if we assume
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Turkic dialect,^ Chinqai also seems to have spoken and been able to
read Chinese'^ and was Sinicized enough to employ a Chinese surname,
T'ien [03 ]. If he is the T'ien, the "Uighur" (a term applied generally to
Turkic-speakers living along the Chinese frontiers) mentioned in the
Meng-ta pei-lu of 1221, then Chinqai's early career was as merchant
and as spy:
There was once an Uighur called T'ien. He was extremely rich and
had made a considerable fortune as a merchant. He travelled back and
forth between [the Mongols], Shan-tung, and Ho-Pei. He told [the
Mongols] everything about the people there. Along with the Jiiyin
people he persuaded the Mongol mler to raise forces and invade.

No date is given for these activities, but the passage occurs in
the text of the Meng-ta pei-lu immediately after an account of the great
1207 uprising of the Juyin peoples of Inner Mongolia and probably re
fers to that time. The Jiiyin peoples were Chin tribal auxiliaries and in
cluded forces drawn from the Onggiit and other Turkic-speaking
groups, charged with guarding the frontier against the Mongols and
other potential aggressors from the deep steppe. By the early 13th
century their interests were increasingly associated with this deep
the Kereyid referred to by Hsu Yu-jen were not the Mongol clan but the Onggud
Kereyid, a group to which Alaqus-tigin-quri and his family belonged, according to
the 14th century Ere'bl Inscription. These Onggud were largely Nestorian Christian
in religion, like Chinqai himself (HWC, I, 259), and were often referred to as
Uighur, a term which, as Paul Pelliot has pointed out, could be used in reference to
almost any Turkic-speaker from the Sino-Mongolian frontier zone or Turkestan
during the 13th and 14th centuries (see Paul Pelliot, Recherches sur les Chretiens
d'Asie Centrale et d'Extreme-Orient, Oeuvres Posthumes de Paul Pelliot (Paris:
Imprimerie Nationale, 1973), 242ff. Also strongly suggestive that Chinqai was an
Onggud, or a member of some other highly Sinified group of the Chinese frontier, is
his familiarity with Chinese culture, his Chinese being good enough to read
documents produced in Chinese by Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai (see below) and his use of a
Chinese-style surname.
^ That Chinqai spoke a Turkic-language is clearly implied by his
identification as an Uighur in some sources.
^ According to Hsii T'ing (HTSL, 482) Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai's acts written in
Chinese had no validity unless countersigned with an order in the Uighur script by
Chinqai. This implies that Chinqai was able to review the documents in question
and thus was able to read Chinese. Chinqai's ability to communicate freely with
Ch'ang Ch'un and others of his party also suggests that the former had considerable
ability in Chinese.
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Steppe and not with the moribund sedentary Chin empire, which was
increasingly drawn in upon itself. Starting with a few individuals and a
few isolated groups, the trickle of those going over to the Mongols
soon became a flood, and in the end the entire Inner-Mongolian frontier
zone was lost by the Chin, opening Manchuria and North China to
invasion.^
Chinqai may himself have been among the first to go over to the
Mongols. Quite possibly, like the Hasan mentioned in the Secret
History,^ and later by Muhammed Yalavanchi,^ Chinqai began his asso
ciation with the Mongols by carrying on an illicit trade with them. He
was soon engaged in their wars, since Mongol tradition makes Chinqai
one of those among the stalwarts "drinking the waters of Baljuna" in
1203.^ By 1206 he commanded his own "hundred"^ and participated in
the great reorganizations which accompanied the formal election of the
Mongol chieftain Temujin (subsequently known as Chinggis-qan) as
supreme ruler of a new Mongolian world order.
At that time Mongolian administration was primitive and under
developed. Two structures were present, both joined through the per
son of the Mongol emperor. One structure was based upon the impe
rial clan, co-owner and co-ruler by Mongolian tradition of all those
conquests made by its foremost representative, the Mongol qan (or in
his name). This structure functioned through the jhargha, a joint
inquiry by representatives of interested parties, members of the imperial
clan by blood or by marriage, into booty (including conquered
populations, later revenues) and the distribution of booty.
Also
^ On the Juyin peoples, the 1207 revolt, and events leading up to it, see
Paul D. Buell, "The Role of the Sino-Mongolian Frontier Zone in the Rise of
Cinggis-qan," in Henry G. Schwarz, editor, Studies on Mongolia, Proceedings of
the First North American Conference on Mongolian Studies (Bellingham,
Washington, 1979), 63-76.
^ SH, 182. In the text, referring to 1203, Hasan (Asan) comes to
Chinggis-qan as an envoy from the Onggiit prince Alaqus-digit-quri, bringing with
him sable and squirrel skins which he had traded upstream on the Ergiine River in
exchange for a thousand wethers.
^ On the early career of Muhammad Yalavanchi, see Hsiao Ch'i-ch'ing,

Hsi-yii-jen yii yitan-ch'u cheng-chih

A PItC
iK fa ]> Kuo-li t'ai-wan tahsiieh wen-shih ts'ung-kan (Taipei, 1966), lOff.
^ KTHK, 10, 5b. Hsu mistakenly assigns the semi-legendary events
associated with the Baljuna covenant to 1206.
9 KTHK, loc. cit.
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functioning was a proto-imperial administration centered on the
bodyguard establishment of the qan.
Chinqai was probably already a member of the qaris, bodyguard
at this date and it was through the qaris bodyguard and household that
he began to participate in the administration of the Mongolian Empire.
According to what became the established practice of the time for many
high officials (one continued under the Yiian),^! Chinqai held two of
fices; one within the bodyguard and household establishment of the
qan, the other an "external" appointment, within a larger imperial gov
ernmental context. Thus in 1212 (before that time Chinqai may have
For details on this structure and its development see, as an introduction,
Paul D. Buell, "Kalmyk Tanggaci People: Thoughts on the Mechanics and Impact
of Mongol Expansion," Mongolian Studies, VI (1980), 41-59, and Paul D. Buell,
"Tribe, Qan and Ulus in Early Mongol China: Some Prolegomena to Ytian
History," unpublished doctoral dissertation. University of Washington, 1977.
1 ^ This traditional practice of conjoint office holding (with one office—
often quite high-in the government at large, another-often quite lowly—in the
Keshigten or Bodyguard) by many members of the imperial bodyguard is referred to
in the YS (99, 2524) in the following terms:
All the descendants of senior members of the Keshigten, whether
it is because of the favor of the Emperor, or the recommendation
of a prime minister, or because of precedence, inherit office so
that they may control the imperial guard. Although their offices
were tow and of no importance, when they were old and had
served long, they would be appointed to offices of the highest
rank. Moreover, in the case of the senior officials of the Four
Keshigten, the emperor would sometimes order the highest
officials to fill these offices. However, this was not a regular
method of appointment. The others holding Keshigten offices and
residing in the palace divided up the business of clothing, bows
and arrows, food and drink, record keeping, carts and horses,
tents, storehouses and arsenals, medicine and divination, and all
performed these functions on an hereditary basis. Although
[members of the Keshigten] would receive appointments [outside
the Keshigten] on account of talent and ability, and would be
employed to fulfill offices, and although their rank and power
were very great, they would one day return to the palace and take
charge of their business as before. There were no changes
through the generations. No one who was not extremely close to
the emperor and extremely trusted could participate in Keshigten
business.
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held a less important bodyguard office) Chinqai was made a cherbi or
chamberlain, assigned a staff of ten officers with golden tallies
(emblems of office) and fifty officers with silver tallies. He was
awarded a pearl flag, a golden tiger talley for himself, and a silver
seal.
More or less simultaneously, Chinqai also became an imperial
jharghuchi, "arbitrator."1^ In this capacity, Chinqai was quite likely
among those members of the bodyguard called upon by the qan to hear
jhargha ("litigations"), along with the qan's semor jharghuchi, Shigi
Quduqu.1'1 He also seems to have participated in the business of
registering and appointing members of subject populations (in one case,
circa 1225, or somewhat earlier, under the control of Belgiidei,
Chinggis-qan's younger brother and chief jharghuchi for the imperial
clan as a whole), a role which brought him increasingly into contact
with Mongol China and other sedentary domains of the Mongols. 1^
Also apparently as jharghuchi, Chinqai was at an indeterminate time,
given control over various representatives (gold talley officers) of
imperial relatives (by marriage).
These representatives were quite
likely persons empowered to see to the interests of such individuals and
at the same time to serve in the imperial administration, a practice well
documented later.
They must have added considerably to what was
already, by the standards of the time, a large staff.
By the end of Chinggis-qan's reign, Chinqai was receiving as
signments of increasing complexity and responsibility. Some time be
fore
(but probably not as early as
, the date implied by the
Yuan shih),^^ Chinqai was ordered to establish a colony (Chinqai Balayasun, the "grainary of Chinqai") of artisans and other Mongol cap
tives, largely Chinese (part of the qan's share of the subject popula1221

1212

12 KTHK, 10, 5b; YS, 120, 2964.
13 KTHK, loc. cit.
14 SH, 234.
13 YS, 153, 3612. The text refers to Chinqai by his title, Cherbi. On
Belgudei as jharghuchi for the imperial clan as a whole, see the YS, 117, 2905.
16 KTHK, 10, 6a.
The text records Chinqai's reappointment to this
position by Ogodei, implying that he already held such an office under Chinggis.
12 The history of this practice is documented in Buell, 1977 (86ff and
passim). For a discussion of how princely representatives fitted into a larger
scheme of imperial administration, see also Paul D. Buell, "Kalmyk Tanggaci
People; Thoughts on the Mechanics and Impact of Mongol Expansion," Mongolian

Studies, VI (1980), 41-59.
18 YS, 120, 2964.
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tion), in Western Mongolia.
Not long after, he took charge of the
journey of the Taoist master Ch'ang-ch'un [;S^] across Mongolia and
Turkestan to meet Chinggis-qan in Afghanistan (1221-1224)20 ^nd
later helped record the Taoist's words for posterity at the behest of the
qanP-^ The special position occupied by Chinqai at court is clear from
the account (as is the great esteem that he was held in by Chinggisqan).
Chinqai's role had grown with the expansion of the Mongol em
pire itself At first, Mongol efforts had been directed by and large at
subduing steppe enemies, but collisions with the sedentary world, in
tended or unintended, were almost inevitable and were followed by
systematic raiding and, ultimately, conquest
As early as 1207, the Nestorian Onggut, probably Chinqai's
own people, surrendered to the Mongols.23 Shortly thereafter, the first
Chinese territories were acquired and in 1215 Chung-tu [i=|=i |^5], the
capital of the Chin Empire, was conquered. Chinqai seems not only to
have helped in planning these advances, but to have actively
participated in them in many cases, as dutifully recorded in his
biography. In 1215, in recognition of his merits in bringing about the
fall of Chung-tu, Chinqai was allowed to shoot arrows in four
directions to claim a considerable share of the booty. 24 He received
other favors as well.25
With these new conquests came new administrative problems,
and the Mongol response was to extend the already existing imperial
structure into the newly conquered domains. Initially, this process was
somewhat haphazard, resulting in conflicting networks of military,
imperial and clan authority. China, for example, was simultaneously
organzied as a pseudo-tribal structure based upon the Mongol garrison
force, or tanma, while at the same time it was subject to the local con
trol of darughachi, "agents" or "legates" installed by various authorities
.22

19 kthk, 10, 6s.
20//7C, 1, 284ff.
21//7C, 1,342.
22 See the description of this process as it occurred in the west in Paul D.
Buell, "Early Mongol Expansion in Western Siberia and Turkestan (1207-1219): A
Reconstruction," Central Asiatic Journal, XXXVI, 1-2 (1992), 1-32.
23 See Buell, 1979.
24 kthk, 10, loc. cit.
25 Among them was a fine horse, a princely gift for the Mongols. See the
yS, 120, loc. cit.
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(including the qan himself) to oversee various interests, with further
complications due to the activities of visiting and locally appointed
jharghuchi. These included in one case, as we have seen above,
Chinqai himself ^6
Although conflict between authorities representing different
interests—particularly those of the princes versus those of the qan—
persisted until the end of Mongol Empire, administration of the
conquered sedentary areas was gradually centralized and systematized.
This was thanks largely to the efforts of Chinqai and others like him,
men who were well aware that the predatory practices of the Mongols
would quickly destroy the long-term revenue-producing potential of the
conquered domains. By the last years of Chinggis-qan's reign, this
process was already well underway in Mongol China. No later than
1225, Chung-tu had become the focus of a major regional authority
with administrative, tax-collecting, and (to a limited extent) military
powers. Initially, the most important personages in this developing
administration were darughachi: Shih-mo Ming-an [5
^
Khitan belonging to the Jiiyin units which had played so important a
role in capturing Chung-tu,^^ and his son Hsien-te-pu
for
the city, and the Muslim Ja'far hoja for the "province" surrounding the
city.2^ Later, a tax office headed by Liu Min [|l!j
was added and
what appears to have been a regional jharghuchi administration headed
by Wang Chi
reappointed to his post in 1228 (after holding it
for an indeterminate number of years) by no less a personage than
Chinqai ("Cherbi") himself in connection with Chinqai and Belgiidei's
jhargha to register Chinese population for redistribution to the
princes.^ ^ A similar administration had already emerged in Beshbaliq,
under Muhammed Yalavanchi and later under his highly capable son,
Mas'ud beg.^2

As an introduction, see the discussion in Buell, 1980.
27 Buell, 1977: 88; rS, 150, 3555-6
28 YS, 150, 3557. See also the discussion in Ts. Munkiyev, Kitaiskii
istochnik opervykh Mongol'skikh khanakh (Moskva, 1965), 103.
29 YS, 120, 2991.
3b YS, 153, 3609.
31 YS, 153, 3612.
32 The establishment of this administration, circa 1223 or 1224, is
described in the Secret History (chapter 263) in the following terms;
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Foundations for centralized and rational administration in the
conquered sedentary domains laid down during the latter part of
Chinggis-qan's reign were considerably strengthened under the second
Mongol qan, Ogbdei (r. 1229-1241). Ogodei reappointed Chinqai to
ofifice^^ and at the same time began a general reorganization in all por
tions of Mongol domains, in part to ensure that adequate revenues
were available to support an expanded administrative structure. In
Mongol China this reorganization took two forms. As much as possi
ble, taxation was standardized and at the same time every effort was
made to prevent the direct interference of princely representatives in
the day-to-day administration of those parts of China claimed by the
qan as imperial domains. Second, efforts begun under Chinggis-qan to
register and re-register the citizens of the conquered domains in the
form of an elaborate Mongol census continued. Charged with the latter
function was Shigi Quduqu, continuing efforts begun as early as 1215
when he, Arqaiqasar, and the food manager Onggiir, both members of

And he [Chinggis-qan] took away the Sarta'ul [Muslim] people
completely.
When Chinggis-qahan issued a jarliq he installed
daruqaci in the various cities. From Uriinggeci [Urgench] city Sarta'ul
came of the Qummsi Clan, father and son, the two of them, named
Yalawaci and Masqut. They told the way of administering cities to
Chinggis-quaan. It was agreed to administer in this manner. The
son, Masqut Qurumsi, he installed without daruqa for governing cities
such as Buqar [Bukhara], Semisgen [Samarqand], Uriinggeci, Udan
[Khotan], Kisqar [Kashgar], Uriyang [Yarkand] and Gusen-daril. The
father, Yalawaci, he took away. He took him for governing the
Jungdu City of the Khitan.
Because of the capability in city
administration of the two, Yalawachi and Masqut, from among the
Saraqtai, he installed them without the daruqaci for governing the
Khitan.
From Juvaini (HWC, I, 97) we know that it was not just Masqut who was appointed
to govern Turkestan, but his father as well. The Secret History passage in fact
lumps two entirely different events together, the 1224 or 1225 appointment of
Yalavanchi and Mas'ud jointly to govern Turkestan and Ogodei's 1229 appointment
of Yalavanchi to take charge of the Chung-tu administration (see below in the text).
Note that the establishment of a formal administration (darughaci) for Turkestan is
also noted in the SWCCL (198), but without specific reference to Yalavanchi or
Mas'ud.
33 KTHK, 10, 6a.
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the imperial bodyguard, were sent to conquered Chung-tu to take pos
session of the Chin treasury and catalogue its contents.
Tax reform in Mongol China is inseparably associated with the
Khitan Conftician Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai
(1189-1243). Yehlii, according to his biographer, not only helped reorganize the tax
administration in Mongol China, but also thwarted the efforts of some
Mongols to convert north China into, from their perspective, more
useful pasture lands:
After T'ai-tsu [i.e. Chinggis-qan] went campaigning in the west the
treasuries and storehouses were without a tou of grain and a ts'un of
silk and the officials in the central government, Pieh-ta [glj Ml.^^ and
others, said to one another that although they had got the Chinese
people there was still no use for them. It would be better to completely
eliminate them and cause plants and trees to become luxuriant to
make pasture lands. The late gentleman [Ch'u-ts'ai] forthwith came
forward and said: "With the vastness of the world and the richness of
the empire how can something be sought and not found. It has not
been done; why call it of no use." He therefore made a memorial on
the benefits of land and commercial taxes on wine, vinegar, salt, iron,
mountains and marshes. Years in succession there could be obtained
500,000 Hang of silver, 80,000 rolls of thin silk, and 400,000 tan of
grain. The emperor said "If it is really like my minister says then
there would be a surplus for national consumption! The minister may
undertake it experimentally." Ch'u-ts'ai then memorialized that tax
offices for the 10 lu^^ be set up and that two officials, a minister and a
vice-minister, be installed [in each]. These offices were all to be filled
with Confiicians . . . The use of literary officials by Our Dynasty thus
started from the late gentleman's initiation. Before this the senior
officials of the various lu had jointly directed the army and the people,
money and grain. Time and again they had relied on their power and

SWCCL, 174-6; SH, chapter 252. On the various Mongol censuses in
China, see Otagi Matsuo
Mokojin seikenji shita no kanchi ni okereu
hanseiki no mondai [^ ^ A IK
ta T
tM ffe I’Sf
^ ^ fal M],
Asiatic Studies in Honor ofToru Haneda, 1960, 383-429.
33 This Pieh-ta is otherwise unknown. Quite likely the transcription is
defective and we should read [Su]-pieh-ta, i.e., Siibe'edei, a man known for his
conservative views and highly influential at court due to long service in the Chin
Mongol armies, including in the final campaigns against the Chin.
36 Note that in spite of the use of the same Chinese terminology, these lu
had little in common with their Chin or Northern Sung predecessors and were in
fact Mongolian administrative units, i.e., colge, the administrative territory as
signed an imperial darughachi. See the detailed discussion in Buell 1977: 94ff.
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dissolutely committed injustice. The later gentleman memorialized
that senior officials were to exclusively regulate civil affairs, that the
myriarchy officers were to take charge of military administration, and
that tax officers were to take charge of money and grain. They were
not to interfere in each others' business. Consequently this became a
set order. It was disapproved by the great and powerful.

That was in 1229 or 1230. By 1231, the Khitan minister was able to
present the tangible results of his efforts to Ogbdei:
The emperor reached the various /« of Yiin-chung
Registers and records of tax amounts of silver, silk, and grain in
storehouses that had been advanced were set forth completely before
the emperor. Everything accorded with the amounts set forth before
the emperor originally. The emperor laughed and said: "My minister
has not left my person. How could he cause money and grain to flow
in like this? I do not think that the southern dynasty [of Chin] has a
minister tike you, is this not so?" The late gentleman replied that
those more worthy than himself were veiy many. "Because your ser
vant had no talent he was left behind in Yen [Chung-tu]
The emperor personally poured out a large goblet to confer
on him. He then, that day, endowed him with the seal of the chungshu [p|3
minister [i.e. that of the prime minister]. He had him
regulate the business of that office. All the business was turned over
to him.^®

The Yuan shih provides additional detail including a complete list of all
those appointed, by lu.^^ The Secret History also appears to mention
the appointment of the twenty officials but calls them balaqaci,
"storehouse managers," and amuci, "granary managers," titles indica
tive of the Mongolian point of view.'^^

37 YWL, 57, 12-13.
3^ That is, Yiin-chung and the other nine lu.

The Yun-chung area of

Inner Mongolia was then the headquarters of the Mongolian tribal garrison for
Mongol China commanded by Muqali and his successors. See Buell, 1980.
39 The Mongols originally acquired the services of Ch'u-ts'ai after he was
left behind
continuing
Munkeyev,
40
41
42

in Chung-tu by the fleeing Chin emperor as part of a rump regime
to function in the former capital. On Ch'u-ts'ai's early years, see
1965: 11-14.

YWL, loc cit.
YS, 2, 30.
SH, 279.
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Contrary to the information contained in Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai's
biography (which seeks to cast the Khitan in the role of Confucian
"sage minister" to the Mongol "ruler on horseback," and considerably
overstates his actual role), it was Chinqai who had overall charge of the
Mongol administration in China and in other sedentary domains con
trolled by them. Chinqai, for example, and not Ch'u-ts'ai, was keeper
of the qaris seal, which had to be applied to all official documents.'*^
Even those issued by Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai had to first be validated by
Chinqai before they could be issued.
Reforms similar to those introduced in China were carried out
in Turkestan by Mahmud Yalavanchi'^^ and in Iran and Khoransan by
Kbrgiiz (an Uighur or, possibly, an Onggiit). These efforts were suc
cessful but gave rise to tremendous opposition among the princes and
others who were disadvantaged by the new system. In Tus and Khorasan, site of another burgeoning Mongol regional administration, a
protracted struggle broke out between representatives of the princes
and representatives of the center over who was to control the admini
stration. Initially, the area, then only partially under Mongol control,
was ruled by the Qara-khitan, or possibly Onggiit, Chin Temur, an
imperial representative or darughachi (turkic basqaq), with strong par
ticipation by the representatives of the powerful prince Batu and
others.Upon Chin Temur's death (ca. 1235/36) an acute struggle

43 hTSL, 484:
Their seal is called the "jewel of sending forth orders." The ins
cription is folded seal style and is more than three ts'un square.
Cinqai holds charge of it. There is no seal of the signature to provide
a protection. Great and small affairs must all be decided by the false
ruler [Ogbdei] himself Ch'u-ts'ai [Nien-ho] Chung-shan
^S
lU], and Chinqai together hold the Tatar authority. The business of
the four directions, if there is no order of the Tatar ruler, and even
authority over life and death, of granting and taking, is placed in the
hands of the person controlling the seal.
44 HTSL, 483.
43 HWC, I, 97. By context, Juvaini dates the beginning of these reforms to
the time of Chinggis-qan. See also HWC, II, 517. Note; in this connection, the
SWCCL (202-3) treats Yalavanchi's appointment in Turkestan in exactly the same
terms as Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai's in China.
46 HWC, II, 482ff.
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broke out between represenatives of the center and of the princes over
who was to be appointed Chin Temur's successor.'^^
The winner was the Uighur (or Onggiit) Korgiiz, a former de
puty of Chin Temur. He was finally awarded the latter's office and
went on to carry out administrative and fiscal reforms after a jhargha
presided over by Chinqai himself (one of the "chiefs of the yarghu").^^
Chinqai came out solidly in favor of organized administration in place
of anarchy."*^ Chinqai was involved in similar disputes regarding
Mongol China. Here the issue was not so much deciding for or against
an organized tax system as it was opting for a more productive system.
Although events are not entirely clear, Chinqai seems to have been
among those favoring using tax farmers to maximize revenues in the
conquered domains, contrary to the advice of Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai, who
favored lighter, but more systematic taxation. This was to permit
recovery by the conquered areas, still the center of active military cam
paigns as late as 1234-5. Tax farming won out in the person of the
Khwarezmian tax-farmer 'Abd ar-Rahman^® since the court seems to
have become desperate for revenue as the Mongol campaign into Rus
sia developed and as the imperial administration itself grew. Chinqai
may have been a less than willing supporter of tax farming but was
forced by circumstances to favor the scheme.^^
The changing times which led to the rise of tax farming also
resulted in other changes in the imperial administration as more conser
vative forces gained influence. Pressures intensified with the incapaci
tation and death of qart Ogodei in 1241 and the nearly five year regency
of empress Toregene. Chinqai, along with Muhammed Yalavanchi,
who had taken over control of the Mongol administration in China,^^
leaving his son Mas'ud Beg behind in Turkestan, was soon forced to
flee for his life and seek refuge with prince Kodon. Despite repeated
47 HWC, II, 488ff.
48 HWC, II, 497.
49 HWC, II, 497If.
On the career of this man, see Hsiao, 1966: 40-43.
On the protracted power struggle, see YWL, 57, 19a-21b. See also the
discussion in Munkeyev, 1965; 34-64. Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai's biography seeks to in
criminate Chinqai by association, recording that it was the Uighur translator Ant'ien-ho, who went to Chinqai for patronage after failing to gain a desired post
through Ch'u-ts'ai, who first recommended 'Abd ar-Rahman to Chinqai {YWL, 57,
19b-20a).
52 SWCCL, 219.
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requests by his mother, the regent Toregene, Kbdon refused to
surrender the ministers who were thus able to weather the storm.
Other progressives, Kbrgiiz, for example, killed on the orders of the
empress, were not so fortunate.
With the election of qan Giiyiik (r. 1246-47) in 1246, Chinqai
resumed office once again, this time as part of a coterie of largely
Christian court officers serving a Christian qan.^^ Guyiik seems to
have done everything possible in his short reign to restore the admini
stration established by his father. This included reestablishment of what
had (by that time) become veritable provincial administrations for the
conquered sedentary domains. By his time there were three, one for
Mongol China, with headquarters in the former Chin capital of Chungtu, one for Turkestan, headquartered in Beshbaliq, and another for
Khorasan/Iran (now formally organized as a "province" of the Mongol
world order). Headquarters of the new administration was in Tus. A
fourth "province" was comprised of the Mongol homeland, the qol-un
ulus, "pivot ulus,"^^ "pivot patrimony," with its capital in Qaraqorum.
Muhammed Yalavanchi was appointed to take control in China, his son
Mas'ud-bed in Beshbaliq and Arghun aqa,^^ later as famous an
administrator as any of the others, in tus.^^ Chinqai held control in the
center where he not only supervised the administration of the other
Mongol "provinces" but actively participated in the day-to-day running
of the court as well. Such activities included the greeting of foreign
ambassadors, now appearing at the court in growing numbers since the
Mongol empire now extended from Russia to Korea, from Central

HWC, II, 241-4.
54 YS, 120, 2964.
55 HWC, I, 259.
56 On this term, see Buell 1977: 36f.
57 Arghun-aqa, unlike Yalavanchi and his son, or for that matter Chinqai
himself, was a fiill-blooded Mongol, an Oyrat, and began his career, apparently in
the imperial bodyguard, as a bicigchi or "secretary." He was soon given more
important missions including participation in a jhargha to investigate Korgiiz
during the lengthy dispute over Chin-temiir's office. Later he was appointed
darughachi, "imperial legate," as an associate {nokor) representing the interests of
the qan in Korgiiz's administration. Later, when Korgiiz was impeached and
imprisoned by the empress/regent Toregene, Arghun-aqa became Korgiiz's
replacement. He held this post until the end of the Mongolian empire. He later
became a principal official in Il-khanate Iran. See HWK, II, 505ff.
5» HWC, I, 257.
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Siberia into Central China, Tibet, Turkestan, Iran/Khorasan and points
beyond.
Among the foreign ambassadors greeted by Chinqai was the
papal envoy John di Plano Carpini, who has left behind an eyewitness
account:
At that place [near Qaraqorum] we were summoned into the presence
of the Emperor, and Chingay [Chinqai] the protonotary wrote down
our names and the names of those who had sent us, also the names of
the chief of the Solangi [Koreans] and other others, and then calling
out in a loud voice he recited them before the Emperor and all the
chiefs. When this was finished each one of us genuflected four times
on the left knee and they warned us not to touch the lower part of the
threshhold. After we had been most thoroughly searched for knives
and they had found nothing at all, we entered by door on the east side.
For no one dare enter from the west with the sole exception of the
emperor or, if it is a chiefs tent, the chief; those of lower rank do not
pay much attention to such things. This was the first time since
Cuyuc [Giiyiik] had been made Emperor that we had entered his tent
in his presence. He also received all the envoys in that place, but very
few entered his tent.^^

Later, John notes Chinqai again, in connection with the drafting of a
Mongol letter to the pope, to be carried back by the returning envoy:
The Emperor sent for, and through Chinqay his protonotary told us to
write down what we had to say and our business, and give it to him.
We did this and wrote out for him all that we said earlier to Bati
[Batu] ... A few days passed by; then he had us summoned again and
told us through Kadac [Qadaq], the procurator of the whole empire, in
the presence of Bala and Chingay his protonotaries and many other
scribes, to say all we had to say; we did this willingly and gladly. Our
interpreter on this as on the previous occasion was Temer, a knight of
Jerzlaus': and there were also present a cleric who was with him and
another cleric who was with the Emperor. On this occasion we were
asked if there were any people with the Lord Pope who understood the
writing of the Russians or Saracens or even of the Tartars. We gave
answer that we used neither Ruthenian nor Saracen writing: there
were however Saracens in the country but they were a long way from
the Lord Pope; but we said that it seemed to us that the most expedient
course would be for them to write in Tartar and translate it for us, and
we would write it down carefully [in] our own script and we would
John di Plano Carpini, "History of the Mongols," 63-4.
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take both the letter and the translation to the Lord Pope. Thereupon
they left us to go to the Emperor. On St. Martin's day we were again
summoned, and Kadac, Chingay and Bala, the aforementioned secre
taries, came to us and translated the letter for us word by word. When
we had written it in Latin, they had it translated so that they might
hear a phrase at a time, for they wanted to know if we had made a
mistake in any word. When both letters were written, they made us
read it once and a second time in case we had left out anything, and
they said to us: "See that you clearly understand everything, for it
would be inconvenient if you did not understand everything, seeing
you have to travel to such far-distant lands." When we replied "We
understand everything clearly" they wrote the letter once again in
Saracenic, in case anyone would be found in those parts who could
read it if the Lord Pope so wished.^®

In his account, John, who was unaware of the Mongol office of
Chinqai, but who noted Chinqai's role in processing imperial and other
documents and (in recording events for later reference) translates his
functions into terms familiar to his European, particularly, Italian read
ers, calling him a protonotary (protonotarius). In John's Italy and in
much of the rest of medieval Europe, notaries formed a large guild
charged with recording all legal, commercial and other business of
which an official written record might be required. They were also ac
tive participants in government in general since often they alone pos
sessed the specialized knowledge which made government work.^^ A
Dawson, op.cit., 67.
Daniel Waley, The Italian City-Republics (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1969), describes the role of the Italian notaries of the era in the following terms (pp.
29-30):
Although in some cities the notaries were included in the same
gild as the judges, their rank was normally a humbler one and
they were rarely if ever of noble descent, though a successful
notary might elevate his own family in the social scale. Their
work was to record all transactions, commercial and others, of
which a written record might be required, and this involved a
considerable share in the paper work of the government. Almost
all officials employed notaries as assistants, some of them a good
many; the statutes of Modena required the third Judge of the city
to choose twenty notaries de melioribus civitatis, who were to
enquire into the legality of the elections of the commune's officers
. . . The political role in the commune of both judges and notaries
was very considerable. Not only did they occupy a quite
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protonotary was, in simplest terms, a chief of notaries, performing all
the duties of a notary and a great deal more. One dictionary of Medie
val Latin usage even translates protonotarius as "chancellor-in-chief
In Byzantium, for example, whose political institutions the Italian City
states of Carpini's time still by and large followed, the protonotarius
(protonnotarios) was a high-ranking officer who not only served as
private secretary to high-ranking secular and ecclesiastical officials
(possibly including the emperor himself) but could also be sent out to
administer imperial or other estates as well as take charge of supply for
the Byzantine army and navy, serving in some cases as a deputy to the
governor of a naval theme.^^ Most Italian city states, including Milan,
had their own protonotarii performing similar roles,^"^ while Sienna had
a similar officer, the "notary of the reformations." According to
Bowsky:
He was essential to the council, indeed, to communal government. It
was from his redactions, and what they included and omitted, that all
laws and statures acquired their definitive form. From his good copies
the council's measures were recopied into the volumes of provisions
and ordinances provided from the town's magistracies and into the
communal constitutions. It was he who recorded the actions of other
major councils, including the Council of the People. Despite their
many burdens of office, the Nine [governing tyrants of Sienna]

disproprotionate share of offices, they attended tirelessly at
council meetings—thus, a meeting of 353 councillors at Modena in
1220 included twenty-three notaries and four judges, and one of
247 councillors at Arezzo some thirty years later eighteen notaries
and ten judges—and they were there not merely to vote but to give
council; the minutes record speech after speech by lawyers and
notaries.
I am indebted to my colleague Tamsin Hekala for bringing the rich documentation
on the protonotarius to my notice and for her willingness to discuss the use of
Western medieval sources, such as the travelogue of John di Plano Carpini, in
writing Mongol history.
J. F. Niermeyer, Mediae latinitatis lexicon mohus (London; E.J. Brill,
1976), 866. I am indebted to Tamsin Hekala for this reference.
Alexander P. Kazhdan, editor in chief. The Oxford Dictionary of
Byzantium, vol. 3, (New York and Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1991), 1746.
Adriano Cappelli, Dizionario di abbreviature Latine ed Italiane,
(Milan; Editore Ulrico Hoepli, 1987), 294.
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selected and set the stipend for the notary of the reformations, one of
the few officials not subject to a compulsory vacation from office.^^

Still another important official holding the rank of protonotarius in the
West was the (participating) prothonotary apostolic, a high official,
often jointly a bishop, responsible, among other things, for witnessing
papal acts and participating in the ceremonies associated with the
promulgation of these acts.^^
Thus, in equating Chinqai with the protonotaries of Italy, John
was assigning the Mongol official, whose high and important office he
clearly recognized, quite correctly from the perspective of his Italian
and papal audience and quite correctly in terms of the precise functions
of his Mongol office, that of imperial jharghuchi. Its functions, in addi
tion to general administrative functions of a type familiar to the notaries
and protonotaries of Italy (or Byzantium), also inlcluded the assembly
of imperial acts into books, in effect their notarization by the
jharghuchi, as the following edict of Chinggis-qan appointing Shigi
Quduqu as yeke jharghuchi, or senior imperial jharghuchi, for the
empire makes clear;
Chinggis-qahan issued a jharliq [edict] saying; "as I, assisted by
Eternal Heaven, caused the empire to submit, you [Shigi Quduqu]
became eyes for me to see and ears for me to hear. You apportion for
me the empire [into apportionments] as personal subject population
for Our Mother, Myself, the younger brothers and children, separating
the people of the felt walls and breaking up the people of the board
doors. No one must act contrary to your words!" Saying also: "Pun
ishing the robbery and deciding the deceptions of the empire, cause
those liable to capital punishment to be executed and cause those
liable to payment of fines to pay fines!" He entrusted Shigi Quduqu
with the jharqu of the empire. He also issued a jharliq saying: "When
[he] has bound together his apportionings of the apportionments of the
people of the empire and his settlement of jharyu, writing the book
Kdkd Debtor, no one, down to our most distant descendants, must alter
the Blue Book bound in white paper of Shigi Quduqu after it has been
presented to me and sanctioned. Persons altering it must be liable to
punishment.^^
William M. Bowky, A Medieval Italian Commune, Siena under the
Nine, 1287-1355 (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California
Press, 1981), 95.
New Catholic Encyclopedia, volume XI, 909-910.

67 SH, chapter 203.
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The good government which qan Guyiik attempted to
reestablish in his short reign did not long survive him. Although
Chinqai retained his titles and offices under Ogul Qaimish (regent 14851), he by and large remained outside the actual administration of
affairs.^* His power diminished further with the 1251 death of Prince
Kbdon, who had continued to be a major supporter of Chinqai.
With his accession of a new branch of the imperial line
(descended from Tolui-noyan, youngest son of Chinggis-qan) in the
person of qan Mongke (r. 1251-59), Chinqai's association with the now
disgraced house of Ogodei was to prove fatal. Shortly after the elec
tion of the new qan a plot was uncovered supposedly headed by
Shiremiin, a grandson of Ogodei, and Naqu, Guyiik's principal heir.^^
Real or trumped up, the plot provided an excuse for an extended purge
of all real and perceived enemies of the new qan, including Chinqai,
who was killed or executed in 1252 (at the age of 83), perhaps more to
placate his enemies^*^ than as a part of the purge per se.
Chinqai's family survived him and continued to be prominent in
China, now the successor state of the Yiian, well into the 14th century.
His most lasting memorial, however, was the persistence of the imperial
system he helped create. Qan Mongke, although castigating Ogodei
and his house, largely continued governmental practices initiated by
Ogodei and his ministers, including Chinqai, and even, to some extent,
tried to take credit for their organizational successes. Later, in China,
Qubilai's qanate was organized on much the same basis as the old
Mongol empire had been and for the first time in history ruled through
real provinces, the old satellite administrations of Mongol empire in a
new guise.The system survived in other parts of the formerly Mon
gol world as well, including in Muscovite Russia, which took over the
system of the Golden Horde and which, in time, passed it on to imperial
Russia and to the recently defunct Soviet Empire. This is not to say
68 SGK, 186.
69 As an introduction to this attempted coup and the machinations which
led to Monke's election, see Tomas T. Allsen, Mongol Imperialism (Berkeley, Los
Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1987), 2 Iff.
According to Juvaini, Chinqai was "dealt with" by Danishmand Hajib.
an old enemy {HWC, 11, 587-8).
For an evaluation of Qubilai's early regime in terms of the imperial
Mongol institutional legacy, see, as an introduction, Buell 1977: 170ff.
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that Chinqai was exclusively responsible for the structure of Mongolian
empire, but he, and others like him, persons with experience both in the
steppe and in the sedentary world, did play a critical role in molding it.
In Chinqai's case, he became so associated with the system he helped
create that even Qan Mbngke is said to have regretted his passing.
The abbreviated source references in the footnotes may be expanded as follows:
MONGOLIAN
Igor de Rachewiltz, editor. Index to the Secret History of the
Mongols, Indiana University Publications (Uralic and Altaic Se

SH

ries, vol. 121), Bloomington, 1972.
PERSIAN
HWC

SGK

'Ala-ad-Din 'Ata-Malik Juvaini, The History of the WorldConqueror, translated by John Andrew Boyle, two volumes, Man
chester University Press, Manchester, 1958.
Rashid al-Din Tabib, The Successors of Genghis Khan, translated
by John Andrew Boyle, Columbia University Press, New York and
London, 1971.

LATIN
John di Plano Carpini, "History of the Mongols," translated by a
Nun of Stanbrook Abbey, in C. Dawson, The Mongol Mission,
Harper Torchbooks, 1966.
CHINESE
HTSL

HYC
KTHK
MTPL
SWCCL

P'eng Ta-ya [0
f§] and Hsu T'ing
g], Hei-ta shih-lueh
IM ^
in Wang Kuo-wei [i ^ |t], editor, Meng-ku
shih-liao ssu chung
^ E3 Si, Taipei, 1962.
Li Chih-ch'ang
* "^l, Hsi-yu chi
^ fd], in Wang Kuowei, op cit.
Hsii Yu-jen
Kuei-t'ang hsiao kao
/Jx ^], Sant'ang ts'ung-shu [H ^
SiChao Hung
gt], Meng-ta pei-lu
in Wang Kuowei, op. cit.
Sheng-wu ch'in-cheng lu
in Wang Kuo-wei, op.
cit.

YWL
YS

1^1, edited by Su T'ien-chiieh
Shih-chieh shu-chu, Taipei, 1962.
Yuan Shih, Chung-hua shu-chii, Pei-ching, 1976.
Yuan wen-lei

72 KTHK, 10, 7a.

[|^ ^ |^],

Ji'.c. BypqmoBA
POCCHRCKPE PEfOPMH B KAJIMHLIKMX KOHEBtaX
K 60-m roflaM XIX

b.

Pocchh BnjiOTHyio noflomjia

K dypKyasHBiM pe(|)opMaM - npeflBecTHHKy SHatiHTejibHHx

nepeweH

b khbhh

ee HapoflOB. KaK

ohh

OTpasHJiHCb Ha

KajiMHKax npaKTHHecKH flo cero BpeMeHH noHTH He wsyHeHO. y^HTHBan odbewHOCTb 3ToJ^ TCMw, nonbiTaeMCH

ododmeHHO ee odoapeTb.
Ji^a KaJtMbIKOB, ^peJ^KaMH KOTOptlX HBJIHJIHCb BblxoflpH H3 ^yHrapHH /Sana^Hoi? MonrojiHH/ - of^paTH,
BCTynjieHHe Pocchh
jieTHHM npedbiBaHHev

b hobb#
b

OTan pe<J)opM coenaji c 250-

neM. 3a

sto

BpeMH

ohh

npomjiH

nyTb OT cTaHOBJieHHH KoneBoro $eoflajibHO-BaccajibHoro
rocyflapcTBa ^o ero

jiHKBHflapHH

h

nojiHoro, deapas-

AOJibHoro noflHHHeHHH poccHf?cKHM BJiacTHM. Ife npewHeW
OdmnpHOi^ TeppHTOpHH KOHeBHt^ B HX nOJIbaOBaHHH OCTajiHCb npeHMymecTBeHHo Te,

hto

hoM

othmh

cTopoHe p. Bojibh. 3a

naxo^HJiHCb na naropKoneBbHMH aanpenn-

Jiocb HaaBaHHe "KajiMbipKaH CTenb". C npoBe^eHHeM
KOHpe 50-x roflOB

XIX

HHH Meayiy AcTpaxancKoW

b. hoboJ}
h

norpaHHHHOi^

b

jih-

CTaBponojibCKofi rydepHHH-

MH KoneBbH BojibmeflepdeTOBCKoro yjiyca,

othbcth

na

MaHbme TeppHTopHH MajionepdeTOBCKoro yjiyca dH;iH
nepeflaHbi

b

Beflenne cTaBponojibCKoro npncTaBa Konyio-

mHX HapoflOB. B no^^HHHeHHH rjiaBHoro noneuHTejiB KajiMbiHKoro Hapofla, acTpaxancKoro ynpaBJieHHH ocTajiHCb
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flpyrHe KajtMbiqKiie yjiycH. HacTb KajiMHKOB CtiJia

pasHO-

BpeMeHHO satiHCJieHa b Kasa^bH BoftcKa. Ms hhx caMoW
MHorotjHCJieHHOt* BBJiHJiacb rpynna ^ohckhx KajiMWKOBKasaKOB.
ripeCHBaHHe KajiMHKOB B pasHbix BeflOMCTBax cos^aJio 6»poKpaTiTOecKHe

k

spyroro pofla saTpyflHeHHH b pas-

padoTKe eAHHOi^ bojimthkh no OTHomeHUio k hhm b cbhsh

c HatiaBmHMHCH pe^opwaMW
cpasy Ke npn nonHTxe

b

CTpane. 3to npoHBHJiocb

pacnpocTpaHHTb Ha hhx ochob-

Hbie nojiOKeHHH KpecTbHHCKOf^ pe(J)opMbi 19 $eBpajiH 1861 r.

Ho KaK 6h

to hh

Cbuio

BHyrpHBeflOMCTBeHHue pasjintiHH

OKasajiHCb He nepBOCTeneHHbiMM. BbiHBHJtHCb dojiee cepbesHbie o6cTOKTe;ibCTBa, npHae^mHe k saTOTHOMy xapaxTepy noflroTOBKH h nposefleHHH

nasBaHHoJ^ h flpyrnx

pe$OpM B KaJIMbiPKHX KOneBbKX.

B Hanajie 1861 r. npH
BeHHbix HMymecTB

MHHHCTepcTBe rocyaapcT-

6biJia cosflana ocofian komhcchh bo

rjiaBe c tijienoM CoBeTa rocyflapcTBeHHbix nwymecTB reHepaji-jief^TeHaHTOM E.H. HopoBbiM. EK nopynajiocb nepecMOTpeTb H HSMeHHTb flei^cTBOBaBmee saKOHOflarejibCTBO

0 KajiMbipKOM Hapofle "coodpasHO coapeMenHowy nojioKeHHto” ero, odcy^HTb Bonpoc o6 ocBodostfleHHH ot
odnsaTejibHbix oTHOineHHfi k HoMonaM h saf^canraM TpyflOBOfi MaCCbl, HMeHyeMOj* BJiaCTHMM "npOCTOOT^HHaMH".
OjiHaKO cosflaTb KOMHCCHK) OKasajiocb npome, nestejiH
BcecTopoHHe pemHTb npDdxeMH, CBHsaHHbie c nepeycTpoMcTBOM KajiMHKOB. BHHCHHJiacb adcojiKJTHaB Henoflro-
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Rossijskie reformy v kalmytskikh kochev'yakh
TOBJieHHOCTb npaBHTeJIbCTBa, TlHaTeJIbHO CKpbIBaeMaH
HM naCCHBHOCTb.

B o^HpMajibHHX npaBHTejibCTBeHHbix Kpyrax 6buio
tiyrb JiH He pacxoKUM MHeHne o tom, hto KajiMbipKni^
HapOfl HBJIH6TCH OflHHM H3 OTCTaJIbDC KOHeBblX MHOpOflpeB H npoflOjncaeT khtb flaBHo ycTapeBmHMH naTpuapxajibHO-pOflOBblMH nopHflKaMH. CjieflOBaTeJIbHO, ^^eJiaJICH BbIBOfl,
OH He cnocodeH ocosnaTb cBoe pea;ibHoe nojioweHMe,
He roBopF ysce o tom, tiTodbi caMOMy bhocth KOHCTpyKTHBHbie nepeMeHH b codcTBennyio KusHb. IlooTOMy npoFBjiFH

noKpoBMTejibCTBeHHO-noneHHTeFbCKyro sadoTy, npa-

BHTeJIbCTBO dblJIO BbWyKfleHO B3FTb Ha CedF HHHUHaTHBy.

Hhkto M3 Tex we KpyroB He npMenaBaji

otkphto, hto

npaBHTejibCTBy, ero KpenocTHHPecKoJ* npMpofle dwjio
npOTHBOeCTeCTBeHHbIM npMHHMaTb M

peaJIM30BbTBaTb dyp-

JKya3HHe pe^opMbi, a B3FBmMCb 3a hmx, oho ne

OTxaaa-

jiocb OT CBoet^ panee nocTaBJieHHoW aa^a^M npMBecTH
KaJIMbIKOB K "eflMHHM odlUHM

HatiaJiaM yCTpoJiCTBa H

ynpaBJieHHF Bcero ceJibCKoro h KpecTbFHCKoro coctoHHMF B rocyAapcTBe"

B

KonetmoM ctieTe Bce 3to ne

Morjio He npe^^onpe^ejiMTb h ero TaKTMKy: He OTKaobiBaTbCF, HO H KaK MOKHO flOJIbffle He pemaTb,- HTO H He
3aMeflJiMJia

npofleMOHCTpHpoBaTb co

scei'

oneBH^iiHOCTbfo

KOMMCCMF HopOBa.
EflHHo^iymHO

cnejiyp

PJieHbl KOMHCCMH npMSHaJIH
JIHtfflO

o$HpHajibHbiM

ycTanoBKaM,

BnOJIHe B03M03KHbIM odbFBMTb

CBOdOJipbIMM KaJIMHKOB-npOCTOJUO^MHOB, TO eCTb

OCBOdOflHTb MX MS nOfl BJiaCTM BJiafleJIbpeB-HOf^OHOB H
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3at*caHroB. B BbiKynHO^ onepauHH ohh npeflJioKHJiM pyKOBOflCTBOBaTbCH

|II,e{^CTBOBaBniHM nOJIOKeHMeM 0 fleHe3K“

HOM B03Harpa®fl6HMH KaJIMbWKMX BJiaflBJIbUeB 3a KaK—
jiyK) KpemeHyc ■ KudHTKy-ceMbK)

b

paaMepe, paBHbiM ok-

jiajnjiOMy cdopy sa

5 jieT. Heodxoj^MMtie ajih stofo a©~

neJKHbie cpeflCTBa

npeji,nojiarajiocb aauMCTBOsaTb m3 o6—

^ecTBeHHoro KaJiMHUKoro KanwTajia, ocHOBHtiM mcto^hhKOM nonoOTeHHH KOToporo nocae pe$opMbi flOjraeH 6h;i
CTaTb TOT )K6 OKJiaflHOf^ c6op, HO y7K6 B3HCKHBaeMblt^ C

KaKflol^

kh6mtkh—c6Mbn

KajiMbiKa. Mto KacaeTCH rocy—

flapcTBeHHoro ynpaBJieHHH KajiMHPKHM HapoflOM, to koMHCCHH eflHHOFJiacHO BbiCKaoajiacb ocTaBHTb ero b npwH-

UMne 663 H3MeHeHH{^ aa oahhm HCKTOt^eHHeM - bhb6cth
113 MecTHbDC opraHOB ynpaBJieHHH hoWohob h aalicaHroB,

OrpaHHHHBEIHCb Bbl6opaMH HX Ha odmeCTBeHHbie flOJOT—
HOCTH. n03T0My-T0 6yKBaJibHO

rojiocJioBHo npoBBytiajio

Ha ojtHOM H3 sacenaHHt* komhcchh irpeflJioKeHHe rjiaBHoro noneHHTejiH CTpyxoBa npHCBOHTb poccHMCKHi^
KHHKecKHi^ THTyji Hoi^oHaM TioMeHK) M TyHflyroBy noflo6HO TOMy, KaK 3T0
ASTeJi xana

6biJio CAeJiaHO panee oTHOCHTeiibHO
2
JI,oHAyKa 0m6o.

Bocnojib30BaBinHCb Ha3HatieHH6M

na flOJUKHOCTb

HOBO no rjiaBHoro none^MTeJiH - K.H. KocTeHKOBa, mhHHCTp rocyAapcTBeHHHX MMymecTB M.H. MypaBbeB nopytlHJI 6My BblHCHHTb»KaK OTHOCHTCH CaMH KOH0BHHKH K
npeflCTOHBinHM npeodpaaoBaHHHM h b nepB3no onepeflb

K 0TM6H6 OdnsaTeJIbHblX OTHOnieHHft. HaCKOJIbKO H3B6CT--
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HO, 0TB6T npHnieji b CTOJiHpy MajioyreniMTejibHbiW. MecTHbix BJia^i,ejibueB He yAOBJieTBopHJin HatiaBiiiHecH npeo6paBOBaHHH. B nocjie^iyiomeM, KaK cBHfleTeJibCTBOBaJiH $aKTbl, OHH Bbip£WCa;iH OTKpbITO CB06 HeflOBOJIbCTBO CO CBOefi
cTopoHbi. PjiaBHbrf^ noneHHTejfb cHHTaji, ^to coxpaneHne
oKJiajiHoro c6opa jihidht nafleji^bi njiaTejibii^HKOB na cnwCaHUe HaKOnJIHBHIHXCH Sa HHMH He^OHMOK, KOTopoe HMeJIO MeCTO, XOTH K HSpe^Ka, B aAMMHHCTpaTHBHOM npaKTHKe MX BBbTCKaHMH.
CcHJiancb Ha HeoCxo^HMocTb ocHOBaTeJibHee noflroTOBHTbCH K

npeflCTOflBmHM npeodpasOBaHHHM Bcex

CTopoH JKH3HH HapHOHajibHOi^ OKpaHHbi H ocodeHHO ee
rjiaBHei^mero Bonpoca - OTMenw odnsaTejibHbix OTHomehhW,

npaBHTejibCTBO pemHJio nepecMorpeTb ^pe;^;IOKeHHH

KOMHCCHM HopOBa H HOpytJMTb TJiaBHOMy nonexiHTejiK) KocTeHKOBy cocTaBHTb HOBbie

npoeKTbi. Ewy npeji,j®rajiocb

npejiycMOTpeTb b dy^ymef^ peopraHHsauHH rocyflapcTBenHoro ynpaBJieHHH KajiMbixaMH TaxHe MOMeHTbi,KaK jihkbmflauMio yjiycHbix sapro /cyfloa/, ynpenjiCHHe yjiycoB h
co3flaHne OKpyroB. JUh npoBeflenwH BbiKynnoW onepapnH
npefljiarajiocb rjiaBHOMy nonetinTejiio xpoMe cymecTByio-

mero HCTOxiHHKa - odmecTBennoro KajiMbipKoro xanHTajia
3
nonbiTaTbCH

H3bicKaTb flpyrwe bo3mokhocth.

ripMCTynHB K COCTaBJieHMK) HOBHX npoeKTOB, K.M.
KoCTeHKOB CTOJIKHyJICfl C HeodXOflMMOCTbK) H3yt?HTb OCOdeHHOCTH B yCTpoWCTBe H ynpaBJieHHH KaJIMbiPKHM HapoflOM. rioKa OH 3aHHMaJlCH 3THM, pOCCHf^CKHO BJiaCTH yCneJiH caHKPHOHHpoBaTb OTMeny xpenocTHoro npaaa fljin
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rocyflapcTBeHHbix h flpyrwx KaTeropn{^ KpecTbawcTBa,

He MCKJitotiaH noflaTHoe HaceJieHwe pnfla HauHOHajibHbix
perwoHOB CTpaHH -rpysmi, CeBepHoro KaBKasa, BauiKHPHH.
BcJieA 3a KpecTbHHCKoJ^ pe$opMoW

b

Te me 60-bie

roflbi CbiJiH npoBefleHbi CypscyasHbie npeoCpasoBaHMF

b

oCjiacTH cy^a, MecTHoro caMoynpaBJieHMH, Hapojpioro
npocBemeHHH
JIM B

flpyrae. B

k

cKopoM BpeneHM

ohm

nepepoc-

KOHTpe$OpMbI.
IloflBecTM KajiMbniKHW Hapo^i nop, pef^cTBMe ovepep-

Hbix rocypapcTBeHHbDC

pe$opM oKasajiocb neJierKO, a

B OTpejibHbix cjiytianx neBOSMOKHO no to^* npnvMHe, ^to
Ha

Hero He 6h;ih pacnpocTpanenbi ocHOBHbie nojioaceHMH

KpecTbHHCKOf^ pe^opMbi 1861 r. K Towy we Meniajio npopojCKaBraeecH

coxpaHHTbCH paspejieHne ero no pasHbiM

BepoMCTBaM. HecMOTpH Ha 3T0
BaHMH B CTpaHe

B 1867 r.

HeKOTopbie npeofipaao-

KOCHyJIMCb npaKTHVeCKH Bcex KaJIMbIKOB.

AcTpaxaHCKoe ynpaBJieHHe rocypapcT-

BeHHbix HMymecTB nojiy^MJio npepnHcaHMe

saBepbiBaTb

npojKHBaBmHMH B ry6epHMH KajiMbixaMM na Tex me

ocho-

BaHMHX,T4T0 M MeCTHbIMH TOCypapCTBeHHblMM KpeCTbHHaMM,

HO c ytieTOM ocoCeHHocTef^, B

Hee OppbiHCKoe OTpejieHne dbwo
paBJieHHe

cbh3h c

3THM npeat-

npeodpasoBano

b

Yn-

KajiMbipKHM napopoM, KOTopoe npocy^ecTBO-

Bajio BHJioTb po peBOJKouHt^ 1917 r. riepecejieHtiecKHe
KpeCTbHHCKMe BOJIOCTM 6bIPH BbIBepeHbl M3 nopyHHeHMH
rpaBHoro nonetiMTejin. HecKOJibKO nospnee na Jlony
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KajiMbiKH-KasaKH OKaaajiMCb b KOMneTeHi^nn

HatjajibCT-

Ba BHOBb cosflaHHoro CaJibCKoro OKpyra.
BcneftCTBue

npoBefleHHH b CTpane cyAefiHot^ pe-

^opMbi B KaJiMHUKoW CT6nn
cyeT

Hayaji ocymacTBJiHTbCH sa

o6mecTBeHHoro KanuTajia. npoKypopcKHi' HaASop

acTpaxaHCKHMM rybepHCKHMH cTpflnyuMM. KopAOHHyio
cjiya?6y B CTenH

saMeHHJHH nojmpeRcKoR. C nocTeneH-

HbiM pacnpocTpaH6HHeM Ha KajiMbiKOB

odmerocyA9-pcT—

BBHHbix cyAeCHO-CJieACTBeHHbDc nopHAKOB sa yroJioBHbie
H APy^’i^ npecTynJieHHH hx nayajiH noAsepraTb

bamm-

HHCTpaTHBHOf' CCblJIKe H APyT’^^** HaKasaHHHM.

SHaywTejibHbiM mom6htom b npoBOAHBinHXCH np0o6paBOBaHMBX CTaJIO OTKpblTHe npw AcTpaxaHCKO-KaJIMblUKOM
ytiHJiHme Asyx OTAejieHwW -$e;ibAniepcKoro h rHMHasHyecKoro. B AcTpaxaHCKoI^ rHMHaBHH yyamneca-KajiMbiKH

6hjih ocBofioTKAGHbi OT

o6ff3aTeJibHoro o6yyeHHB HSMeu-

Koro H CJiaBHHCKHX H3HK0B.

HHX 6hJIH BBeASHbl ypO-

KH KaAMbmKoro h TaTapcKoro h3hkob. B 1868 r. b ActpaxaHH

oTKpbiJiocb nepBoe HapnoHajibHoe meHCKoe

yyHjiMme, a HSCKOJibKO noBAHee 6biJin cobas-HH nepawe
HapoAHbie lUKOAbi B yjiycax h a^Manax, b tom yncjie
H KAaccH AJiH ASBoyeK-KajiMbiyeK. Ho b nepnoA kohtppe$opM.

c ycHJieHHeM b CTpaHe aAMHHUCTpaTMBHO-nojiM-

peWcKoro KOHTpojiH

3a

HacTpoeHHflMH

yyamel^CH mojio-

AOKH M npenoASBaHweM b yye6Hbix aaBeAeHHjrx AcTpaxaHCKoe KajiMbipKoe yunjiM^e w yjiycHbie uikojih nepeuiJiH
B BeABHHe

rydepHCKOt' HHcneKpuM HapoAHbrx yvHJiMm.

Tofab 3Ke M 6buio aaKpbiTO meHCKoe yyiumme. C axTHBM-
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3aune{^ pyCCH$HKaTOpCKOl^ nOJIHTHKM

B KaJIMfcTlIKOf

CTenH B 1878 r. OTKpbiJincb npHXOflCKwe uiKOJibi hjih
KpemeHHbix fleTeW Ka;iMHKOB Ha ypotiHmax HonH-IIlHpe,
JlaraH h b nocejine y;iaH-3pre. C 1890 r. b AcTpaxaHH Hatiajia padoTaTb flByxKJiaccHan MHccMOHepcKan
uiKo jia.
BoeHHaH pe^opMa dwjia pacnpocTpaneHa TOJibKO
Ha KajiMbiKOB-KasaKOB. BBeflenwe Bceodmei^ bohhckoJ^
nOBHHHOCTH flJIH OCHOBHOR ^aCTM KaJIMbHiKOTO Hapofla,
npoKHBaBmeJ^ b AcTpaxancKOt^ h CTaBponojibCKOt^ ryfiepHHBX, 3aji,epKa;iocb H3-3a

HenpoBeflennH pe^opMbi

1861 r. HeKOTopbie 0T3ByKH 3eMejibH0H pe$opMbi
pa3HJincb B noriHTKax ynopHflOtiHTb
6y B

CTenH.

ot-

Bpavednyio cjiym-

B Hh^hkobckom yjiyce b 1866 r. 6buia

OTKpiTTa nepBan jienefiHupa.

Kawflan H3 npe^npHHHMaeMbix Mep no npoBeflenwro
pe$opM paccMaTpHBaJiHCb BJiacTHMH KaK

BpeMeHHbie.

Bee npunpHnnajibHO BEwmbie nepecTpo^^KH nepeKJiaflbiBajiHCb Ha 6y;iymee h CBH3biBajincb c roTOBHBnmMWCH

npoeKTaMH no BcecToponneMy npeodpaaoBaHMio
KoneBHHKOB. Ilo BceMy 6biJio bh^ho, nTO
BO He npoHBJiHJio
nocneiDHocTM

hh

oco6oro KejiaHMH,

3Tom Bonpoce.
Bcjiefl o^a 3a flpyroW npH

jkmbhh

npaBMTejibCThh

TeM 6ojiee

b

MnnHCTepcTBe rocy-

flapCTBeHHHX HMymeCTB C03flaBa;iHCb KOMHCCHH, KOTOpbIM
nopytiaTOCb pa3pa6oTaTb dy^ymee ycTpoJ^cTBO KajiMbiKHW.
riocjie HopoBa noonepeflHO hx BoarjiaBJiHJiH TosapmuH
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MHHHCTpa CTaTC-CeKpeTapH KHHSbH J^.A.06o;ieHCKHt^ /I8701872/ M A.A.JlHBeH /1873-1875 rr./, A.H.KyjiOMSHH
/I882 r./ H Tat^Hbrt^ coBeTHUK B.M.BeniHHKOB /I883-I892
rr./. KawAaF

mb kommcchR

HMeHOBajiacb "oco6oi^”.B 6ec-

KOHewHX npeHMKX M CwpoKpaTMMecKOi^ nepenMCKe dojibmoro MMCJia pasHBix Be^oMCTB CyKBaJibHO TOHyjia aKTyajibHocTb flaBHO HaspeBmeR saflatiH - MBMeHMTb nojioTKeHMe

KajiMbiKOB c TeM, MTodH pacnpocTpaHHTb Ha Hee OdmeMMnepcKHe nopHflKH. B apxMBHbix He^pax
;i,apcTBeHHbix HMymecTB

MHHHCTepcTBa rocy-

saTepHJiHCb paBpadoTaHHbie npoeK-

Tbi rjiaBHoro none^HTejiH KocTeHKOBa

h

flpyrnx.

j],eHTejibHOCTb KOMMCGHtt, padoTaBmHX c nepepbiBaMH

Ha npoTBJKeHMM 30-tm Jier, npenoflHocHJiacb KajiMbipKOMy
Hapojiy, odmecTBeHHOcTH CTpanbi xaK ocodan sadoTa
npaBMTejibCTBa o ero nyTK^ax, OTe^^ecKoe BHHMaHHe

m

MMJiocTb caMoro poccHMcKoro MOHapxa. PasyMeeTCH, hcTMHHbie pejiM ocodo He a^HiuMpoBajiMCb. MaTepHajibi koMMCCMi^ He nydJiMKOBaJiHCb.

MspeflKa

b

netiaTH noBBJiH-

Jiacb HH^OpMapHH 0 MX fleHTeJlbHOCTH.

B BTO BpeMH KajiMbiuKHe

HOi^oHbi M BaWcanrM b coio-

3e c BepxyniKOi^ jiaMancTCKoro jiyxoBencTBa BbiCTynnJiH
npoTHB HaMe^iaBineRcH nepecTpoi^KH. Ohm HauajiM bbctm
ycMJieHHyio nponaraHjiy 3a coxpaHeHMe cTapbix nopflflKOB. Do 3T0My nOBOfly no MX MHMPMaTMBe CTaJIM COCTaBJIHTbCH npOmeHMH, COBbIBaTbCH odmeCTBeHHbie CXOAbI,
codMpaTbCH jieHemHbie cpeflCTBa Ha OTnpaBKy b cTOJinpy
HapoflHbix xoflaTaeB. B npeflnpMHMwaeMbix mmm flef^cTBMHX
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OT^eTJIHBO npOHBJIHJIOCb

HeSCBJiaHHe paCCTaBaTbCfl CO

CBOHMM npHBMJierWHMM. OTKaSHBaHCb paCCMaTpHBaTb CBOH
BSaHMOOTHOmeHHH C nOflBJiaCTHbIMH

KaK

MHCTO BJiaflOJIb-

uecKO-^eo;ciajibHbie, npM^HHy ofieflHeHUH HapoflHbix Macc
OHH BHfl6JIH H6 TOJIbKO B HSbHTHH 36M6JIb H3 n0JIb30—

BaHHH CTenHHKOB H nepefla^e ee Jiymnwx yyacTKOB
KpecTbBHaM—nepeceJieHpaM, ho h b 3KecTOKO{^ 9KcnjiyaTaUHH

Tpyfla KaJIMHKOB-OTXOflHWKOB OCOfiOMHO Ha acTpa-

xaHCKHX pbidHHX npoMbicjiax. KaTeropHnecKH BHCKaobiBaHCb
npoTHB OTMeHH o6H3aTejibHbix OTHomeHHfr H flpyrMX cboHX npMBMJierHj^, hoJ^ohh h aai^canrH xoflaTat^cTBOBajm
0 npeflocTaBJieHHH mm npana
3eMJiM.

B

na

nocTeneHHtrt^ BbiKyn

Kpa^ieM cjiy^ae mx ycTpaHBajio BBO^eHMe

pOHHOi^ nOJl,aTH 3a 3eMJI6n0JIb30BaHH6.
JIHHHOM fijiarOnOJiyyHM, ohm
KaK 3eMeJIbHbie

o6-

SadOTHCb o

CTpOMMJIMCb 3aKpenHTbCH

COCCTBeHHHKH, HTO HHKOrjl,a He BXO-

flHJio B njiaHH npaBHTejibCTBa.

PaBBepHyBfflaHCH KaMnaHHH b KajiMHPKoM CTenn
npoTMB HaMeHaBfflHxcH npeo6pa30BaHHt^

aacTaBHJio npa-

BHTeJIbCTBO aKTHBH3MpOBaTb CBOH fleilCTBHH. ErO TaKTM^ecKH?^ npHBM 3aTBHyTb MX pemeHHe, npaKTHnecKM ce6h Hctiepnaji. yTBepKflaBfflHe b CTpane KanuTajiMCTHnecKMe oTHomeHHH TpedoBajiH cooTBeTCTByromef^ nepeCTpoi^KH ee

nanMOHajibHbix pernoHOB.

C BCTynjieHHeM
flOJKCHOCTb

HMHMCTpa

b

Hanajie 90-x roji,OB XIX b. na

POCyflapCTBeHHblX HMyil^eCTB M.H.

OcTpoBCKHW Hameji Heo6xoflHMHM ycKopMTb pa3pa6oTKy
npoeKTOB no nepeycTpof^CTsy KajiMHKHH. OjpiaKO Tpe6o-
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Bajiocb eme

10 JieT,

yTofibi

cflejiaTb cepbesHHfi

mar

K 9T0My.

16 Mapma 1892 r. nMneparop AjieKcaHflp III yrBepflHJi MHeHwe

FocyflapcTBeHHoro CoBeTa o6 OTMene

o6fl3aTeJibHbTX oTHomeHHfi H npeodpasoBaHHH ynpasJieHMH KaJIMbipKHM HapOflOM. ^ ^HHblM aKTOM BC6M KaJIMUKaM flapoBaJiMCb jiHxmbie npaaa, kotophmh nojibsoBajiHCb ceJibCKMe 06biBaTeJiH b Pocchm. HaBcerfla otm6HHJiHCb npaBa hoJ^ohob h sat^caHroB Ha noflBJiacTHblX, B TOM tIHCJie Ha BSHMaHHe KMdHTOtfflOt^ HOflaTH B
Hx nojibsy. 3a 3to mm nojiarajiocb BOsnarpascAenne
Ha yc:noBHflx, npeAmoJKeHHbix eqe b uariajie 60-x ro^oB
KOMHCCHetr HopoBa,

to

ecTb nyreM Bbma^n W3 o6-

mecTB6HHoro KanwTajia KaJKjioMy BJiap,eJibpy cyMMbi,
paBHOff 5-;ieTHeMy OKJiafly c HaxoflHBniHXCH Ha I HHBapfl 1891 r.

B

MX 3aBHCHM0CTH KH^MTOK-CeMef^ npOCTO-

JII0X^MH0B. BjiaAeJIbpaM, npH3HaHHbK OCOCO HyKflaBfflMMMCK,
no corjiacoBaHMio

mmhmctpob

rocyflapcTBCHHbix Mwy-

HeCTB, $HHaHCOB H BHyTpeHHHX flejl, BbIflaBaJIOCb
ejtMHOBpeMeHHOO noco6n0 H3 Toro x© o6mecTB©HHoro
KanHTajia. B AcTpaxaHCKoR rydepHMM oho b oCqeW
cJioffiHOCTH H© ^OJracHO

6biJio

B CTaBponojibCKoR - 5-th

np©BbnnaTb 20-tm Tbic. py6.,
thc.

py6. HoRohh

h

BaWcanrH

OTCTpaHHJiMCb OT ynpaBJi©HHH yjiycaMH h aMMaxaMH.
Be© HaKonHBinHecH HeflOHMKH no oxJiajiHHM c6opaM
noflJi©3KajiH cnHcaHHK). C 1892 n. KajiMbiUKO© Hac©;i©HH©
o6JiaraJiocb
rofl c

b

flOXOR xasHU 6-tm py6ji©BbiM c6opoM

khCmtkh m bchkopo

b

3aM©HHBm©ro ©e noM©m©HHH
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flJIH KHJIbH. ynaSHBaJICH K HOpimOK BSHMaHHH KH6hTotjHoro cdopa.

B CBH3M c OTCTpaHeHHeM HOfioHOB, safrcaHroB
ynpaBJieHMH yjiycaMU

h

aWManaMH

hx

odasaHHOcTH Bpe-

MeHHO nepeKJiaflbiBajiHCb Ha yjiycHtix noneuHTejiei^,
noMon^HHKOB H al^MaHHbix CTapniMH.

ot

UsdpaHMe

h

mx

yraep-

KfleHHe nocjieflHHx j^ojdkho 6hjio npoxoflUTb cooTBeTCTB6HH0 panee ycTaHOBJieHHOwy ^opflJ^Ky ajih BbiMopotmbix
at^MaKOB. ripeflceflaTeJiHMH yjiycHbix cyflOB yrBep?Kjiajincb
noneHHTejiH.

y^HTHBan HesaBepmeHHOcTb HanaTbK npeodpaaoBaHHi^ B odjiacTH

aflMHHHCTpaTHBHoro, cyfledHoro yn-

paBJieHHH, odmecTBeHHoro ycrpoircTBa KajiMbipKO*^ cTenn
H HeodxoflHMOCTb npoBBCTH nepecTpof^Ky ee b noaeMejibHOM OTHOmeHHH, MHHHCTpy TOCyjiapCTBeHHblX HMymeCTB
nop3rHaTOCb paspadoTaTb cooTBeTCTByiomHe npefljioKeHWH
H BHecTH HX Ha paccMOTpeHHe

PocyflapcTBenHoro CoBe-

Ta. TaKHM odpasoM Bonpoc o BcecToponneM nepeycTpoWcTB6 KajiMbiKHH ocTaBajiCH HeperaeHHbiM. OjpiaKO cana no
cede OTMena

odHsaTejibHbrx OTHomeHHf^ HMejia BaJKHoe

3HaneHHe

pa3BHTHH KajiMbipKoro napofla. Ona

Bajia C060P Hanajio
ero

anaMeno-

jiHKBHflapHH ^aBHO OTKMBnmx $opM
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The Special Cultural and Sociological
Challenges Involved in Modernizing
Mongolia’s Nomadic Socialist Economy
Alicia J. Campi
Introduction
Mongolia in 1993 is a vast landlocked country of 2.2 million in
habitants and 25 million head of livestock. Its traditional style of eco
nomic production is based on herding and hunting and was developed
over the millennia by the Altaic peoples who sparsely settled its hostile
steppe and desert lands. Unlike the great majority of other nations in
the world, the indigenous, environmentally-attuned nomadic economy
of Mongolia did not die out in the modern era, despite development of
urban centers. Even the socialist period in the 20th century did not
erase the basic nomadic character of Mongolia's economy, although the
Mongol government and its main mentor, the Soviet Union, stressed
urbanization, light industrialization, and true agriculture at the expense
of the traditional animal husbandry base.
Mongols attempted to cast off their nomadic, quasi-feudal, pre1921 revolutionary social system to assume a socioeconomic identity as
a Communist state. ^ Transformation of Mongolia's social and economic
spheres for seventy years was guided by the Soviet Union, yet the
Mongols stubbornly retained certain national social characteristics that
were fundamentally different from other socialist command economies.
The "peculiar inertness or stagnation" of Mongols and other Inner
Asian peoples has been explained by Russian analysts such as L.N.
Gumilev as stemming from their past bitter struggles for survival.^
In 1993 Mongolia is in the midst of transforming its economy
into a free market system. Attempts at reform began in the 1980s
under Premier Batmonkh,^ in emulation of the Gorbachev pattern in the
^ Area Handbook for Mongolia. (Washington, D.C.; Foreign Area
Studies, 1970), p. 73.
^ L.N. Gumilev, People and Nature of the Great Steppe (Moscow:
Voprosy Istorii, 1987), No. 11, p. 84.
^ Originally an economics professor, Batmonkh became Premier of
Mongolia in 1984 upon Y. Tsedenbal's retirement. Batmonkh led the Mongolian
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Soviet Union. Some researchers such as Bibek Debroy, after analyzing
economic data through 1985, maintained that there was no reason per
se for these early attempts at free market economic reforms.^ Recently,
economists, native and foreign, have commonly viewed the reforms
since the 1980s as part of the process of moving Mongolia's command
agro-industrial economy to a free market one.
Such analyses fail to consider the intrinsic nomadic nature of the
Mongolian economy. This dismissive attitude among free market
economists exists because modem free market theories arose from the
sedentary, agricultural, industrial experience of western countries,
which has appeared to be universally applicable to the successful eco
nomic development of countries in other areas of the globe during this
century. The former socialist nations of Eastern Europe and the west
ern half of the now defunct Soviet Union share this economic heritage,
and therefore are likely to respond according to previous economic
patterns.
However, Mongolia began its association with the modem
epoch with no skilled labor force. Since there was no working class in
the modern sense of the term in pre-revolutionary Mongolia, there was
no indigenous urbanized working class tradition to fall back on when
the artificial structures of the socialist command economy were
dismantled beginning in 1990. Prior to the introduction of socialism,
few Mongols were involved in trades or crafts or skills that could be
adapted to modern industrial life. The vast majority of Mongols were
illiterate livestock-herding nomads. In 1924, one Mongolian leader
observed that not more than 150 Mongols were engaged in any kind of
industrial activity in the whole country. ^ There was no surplus of urban
manpower for the Marxist planners to tap into for economic
modernization.
Therefore, Soviet advisers established a society in which all
economic activity was concentrated in the public sector. Attempts
were made to develop a skilled working class, but because the Mongols
had no indigenous base upon which to build this, tens of thousands of
Government until the spring of 1990, when street demonstrations against
Mongolia's communist system brought his govenunent down.
^ Bibek Debroy, "Reforms in the Centrally Plaimed Economies: Case of
Mongolia," in Mongolia Culture, Economy, and Politics (Indian-Mongolian As
sessment), R.C. Sharma, K. Warikoo, M. Haidar, Sh. Bira, editors (New Delhi, In
dia: Hama Publishers, 1992), p. 146.
^ Marshal Choibalsan, quoted in Handbook, pp. 339-340.
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Soviets and Eastern Europeans were brought into Mongolia for dec
ades to operate and manage the few major state enterprises, factories
and mines. By the time the socialist system began to unravel in 1990,
the Mongol Government still had not developed sufficient numbers of
skilled native workers. Now, with the rapid dismantling of Mongolia's
public sector (through privatization and the departure of foreign tech
nicians), the country's economy has collapsed to expose the lack of a
pre-socialist era economic foundation upon which to build free market
institutions.
Regardless of philosophical school, modem economists
(western or eastern) hold distorted views of nomadism which arise
from their own sedentary backgrounds.
Consciously or subcon
sciously, they consider the nomad as the barbarian. This viewpoint has
been called the barbarian syndrome. After all, the developed West
forcibly assimilated and killed its indigenous nomadic populations over
the centuries. In Europe today, there is only the remnant group known
as gypsies which still cling to a nomadic lifestyle. They are reviled and
discriminated against by European peoples and governments alike, as
exemplified by the German Government's decision to expel 60,000
gypsies back to Romania in 1992. After decades of Nicene wars in the
United States, the American Government has contained the remnants of
the indigenous nomadic Indian populations on rigidly defined
reservations to severely limit any tribal migrations.
There has been a similar historical pattern in regard to
Mongolian nomadism. For centuries, Mongolia's two great neighbors
have displayed a pattern of distmst for and dismissal of the inherent
worth and utilitarian value of this traditional economic form. The
Chinese have traditionally viewed the horse-riding northern border
peoples as fundamentally different from and hostile to them. Much of
Chinese history is viewed as the struggle for dominance between the
sedentary agricultural Chinese and nomadic powers such as the
Mongols. Soviet and Chinese Marxist economists viewed Mongolia's
traditional way of life as an example of the whole troubling issue of
nomadism: pastoral nomads did not fit well into any unilineal historical
stages and when nomadic states collapsed, the nomads appeared to
revert to their traditional tribal organization—an impossibility.
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according to Marxist theory, if these institutions had really been
destroyed during state formation.^
These hostile attitudes have arisen despite the generally
accepted proposition of economic historians that the emergence of
pastoral nomadism across the Eurasian steppes is one of the most
frequently noted examples of the importance of ecological adaptation in
human history.^ Pastoral nomadism, the historically dominant way of
life on the Inner Asian steppe, is often denigrated as primitive by
outside observers. In fact, it is a sophisticated economic specialization
for exploiting the land's limited resources. Horse riding nomadism is
not an ancient economic form. Horse-riding cultures developed on the
western Asian steppe around 900-800 B.C. and appeared on the
borders of China by the 4th century B.C. In northern Mongolia it is
believed that native tribes of hunters switched over to livestock raising
carried out on horseback in the latter part of the first millennium A.D.^
Nowadays, the Chinese and Russian open disregard for the eco
nomic impact and intrinsic value of the Mongols' nomadic heritage is
being perpetuated by Western economic experts who have been com
missioned to guide Mongolia's transition to a market economy. These
modern economists are versed in Soviet-style or Chinese-style com
mand economies, which are fundamentally rooted in sedentary-agricul
tural economic motifs. These experts bring their experiences and theo
ries to a Mongolia that is a far different economic entity than they have
ever seen before. Conditions of nomadic life are unreal to them. As
the late Joseph Fletcher wrote in his introduction to Sechin Jagchid and
Paul Hyer's book, Mongolia's Culture and Society. "It is difficult or
impossible for 20th Century people who live in industrialized agricul
tural societies to imagine the needs and constraints"^ of the Mongols.
^ Thomas J. Barfield, The Perilous Frontier, Nomadic Empires and China
(London: Basil Blackwell, 1989), p. 6.
^ "Theoretical Considerations on the Origin of Pastoral Nomadism," in
Foundations of Empire, Archaeology and Art of the Eurasian Steppes, Gary Sea
man (ed.) (California; Ethnographies Press, University of Southern California,
1990), Vol. I, p. 26.
^ Dmitriy E. Eremeev and Irina M. Semashko, "Pastoral and Nomadic
Peoples in Ethnic History," in Foundations, op. cit., p. 226.
^ Joseph Fletcher, "Introduction," in Sechin Jagchid and Paul Hyer (eds.),
Mongolia's Culture and Society (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1979), p. xx. Owen
Lattimore in his article "Mongolia as a Leading State" in Mongolian Studies, X,
1986-87 (Bloomington, IN), p. 14 wrote: ". . . one must begin with Mongolia's in
herited nomadic society and economy. Western students of nomadism ought long
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Their way of life is so alien to those of us from sedentary civilizations
that misunderstandings and misinterpretations easily arise. Thus, the
significance of nomadism to Mongolia is being overlooked today by
Western economists, because they believe that integration of the exten
sive pastoral nomadic economy with its thin dispersion of people and
the intensive concentrated agricultural economy is inevitable. Com
munist and free market theorists and even renowned Mongol scholars
such as Owen Lattimore believe that industrialsm will be the bridge
between agricultural and pastoral societies.
Exposed over the decades to such negative foreign opinions,
many among the Mongol intelligentsia have been convinced that there
is no fiature for nomadism in Mongolia. Fletcher in the late 1970s
observed this reaction:
While seeking to retrieve a lost heritage, the Mongols, nevertheless,
have very deliberately avoided an attempt to revive a dying culture.
They stress that Mongolia the nation will live, but nomadic culture
cannot. The fact that social, economic, and political institutions must
inevitably pass through a metamorphosis in the process of moderniza
tion has been accepted by leaders, though resisted by some common
nomads.^®

Today, venerable free market theories are being sold to the
Mongol nation as the solution to the country's serious economic ills.
Failure of key elements of such free market policy initiatives as price
reforms and currency adjustments to alleviate hardship and move the
Mongol economy along historically predictable paths has been
attributed to inaction or ineptitude on the part of the Mongols. While
such explanations are partly valid, many of these economic reforms will
only bring limited results because foreign and Mongol economic
planners have not considered the influence and impact of the unique
features of Mongolia's yiomadic socialist economy which invalidate
some of the basic assumptions of a free market economy.
Such tenets of economic theory as wealth accumulation, the
innate desire of individuals to acquire material goods, and methods of
manipulating individual spending/saving habits may not hold true in
Mongolia. This does not, however, mean that Mongols are "doing it
ago to have shaken off the belief that livestock rearing is more primitive than peas
ant farming. In fact, nomadism is more sophisticated and technically complicated
than peasant farming."
Op. cit., pp. xiii-xiv.
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wrong." Rather, it indicates that the phenomenon of nomadism, lay
ered with socialism, is not an historical relic to be ignored, but an alter
nate, living economic culture with its own laws and dynamics that must
be further studied and understood, if true economic reform and mod
ernization is to be successfully conducted in Mongolia.

Mongolia's Traditional Nomadic Economy
First, it is necessary to carefully examine the nature of
Mongolia's nomadic economy, both historically and in the present.
Some researchers have maintained that the persistence of such a
traditional economic style in this modern era must be geographically
determined. The French Sinologist Rene Grousset asserted that you
cannot divorce geography from history.il Soviet analysts have defined
the role of physical geography in ethnic history, where history and
culture function in a certain geographical environment, and view the
evolution of culture as closely linked with the technosphere, l^ Other
researchers deny the validity of geographical determinism, citing the
successful march of modern political and economic institutions across
the face of the globe.
Owen Lattimore, the eminent Mongolist, saw a special, integral
link between environment and technical development in the case of
Mongolia. In his Inner Asian Frontiers of China, Lattimore expressed
the relationship between environment and humans as a three step proc
ess of 1) the influence of environment on society; 2) the adjustment of
society to the environment; and 3) the way in which a maturing society
chooses between alternate uses of the environment in an attempt to
control it.^^ He called the "outlaw" climate in the heart of Mongolia
and Central Asia a "cleavage between environments," ruled by neither
the weather systems of China nor Siberia.
This is a territory where
men do not live directly off the earth's vegetation, but interpose a
"special mechanism" between the land and humans. This mechanism,
the secret of nomadic life, is the control of animals that can eat the
sparse vegetation by men who cannot subsist on this same vegetation.
It is only by human management of domestic herds and the hunting of
1 ^ Rene Grousset, quoted by Alastair Lamb in his "Introduction," to Owen
Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China (Hong Kong: Oxford University Press,
1989 [1940]), p. X.
Gumilev, People and Nature, p. 85.
Lattimore, p. 25.
Lattimore, p. 23-25.
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wild animals that people can provide themselves with food, clothing,
tent housing, and dry dung fuel for energy. Livestock breeding is
highly efficient and its need for labor—since large herds require rela
tively few hands—is a perfect economic form for marginal lands only
sparsely settled.
When remarking on China's expansion over the Asian land
mass, it is interesting to note that Sinologists (both native and foreign)
embrace geographical determinism when analyzing Chinese history by
accepting—without reservation—the traditional Chinese attitude toward
the outside world, which is based on geographical fundamentals often
expressed in ideological terms. Thomas Barfield, in The Perilous
Frontier, pointed out the undeniable fact that in spite of crowding
within North China below the Great Wall and direct land access to
Mongolian territories for many centuries, Chinese civilization has never
overcome the geographical conditions of the Mongolian desert and dry
steppe to establish a permanent and self-sufficient agricultural, seden
tary economy there: "For more than 2,000 years the nomadic peoples
of the steppe confronted the world's largest agrarian state without
being politically incorporated by it or adopting its culture.
Although
in the 19th Century there was some divergence from this pattern due to
industrialization and adoption of modern agricultural techniques which
permitted Chinese expansion into Inner Mongolia and other semi-arid
border areas, up until today Mongolia proper has never been success
fully agriculturalized. Geographical determinism is implicitly accepted
as the explanation for the inability of the Chinese and people of the
northern and western steppes to "coalesce"—a problem not faced along
the same border in forested Manchuria. The same explanation holds
validity when explaining the persistence of the nomadic economy in
Mongolia.
Nature compels Mongol nomads to lead a cyclical migratory
existence in the endless search for pasture for the herds. Nomadism is
far from being a casual, free-spirited economic lifestyle. It must be a
highly organized way of existence with tight structures, precise divi
sions of skilled labor, definite assignment of responsibilities, and rec
ognized territorial boundaries between tribes and land use rights of
separate families. Moving herds is a complex matter. Herdsmen must

Mongols do not utilize dogs for herding. Children and old women
fiilfill this function.
Barfield, p. 2.
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determine what type of livestock should follow in planned rotation over
steppe lands and how long the herds can remain in one spot before
breaking camp. "The very basis of Mongol society is mobility, and all
aspects of nomadic livelihood—diet, dress, dwelling and so on—are
conditioned by or subordinated to this mobility.
Pasture-fed animals
need wide pastures, so mobile human social organization developed in
this area to adapt to the economic realities of the environment.
The
steppe economy's vested interest in mobility explains why even today
the Mongols have inhibitions against laying up supplies of hay for win
ter, digging wells, and fishing. All these activities would increase gen
eral prosperity, but mean greater attachment to the locality.
More
over, the shamanist idea incorporated into Mongolian Buddhism that
disturbing nature disturbs the gods, still inhibits in the mind of the
herdsman the digging of wells and irrigation ditches, plowing land, and
digging mines.
The nomadic economy has certain accompanying sociological
and cultural value characteristics which persist in modem Mongols of
the town and countryside. Decades of herding on the steppes has im
printed a strong legacy on the Mongol soul. Mongols know well their
own nomadic history of successful struggles against Chinese civi
lization, and from this heritage has come a feeling for the superiority of
Mongol cultural values and lifestyle—a not altogether surprising type of
ethnocentrism. Failure to understand or take seriously traditional
Mongol economic and political values has spawned such flawed com
mentary from American analysts as "Although Mongols have been
called reluctant Communists, they have no alternative ideology.
Such views merely reflect ignorance of the Mongols' traditional way of
life and division of labor.
With modernization and industrialization, Mongols commonly
have been criticized for a relaxed attitude toward time and work. It is
tme that Mongols come from a tradition that is free of clock-watching
—yet a nomad has a much deeper understanding of daily and seasonal
climatic changes than does a sedentary person. This sensitivity remains
strong in the breast of the city dweller, so it may be years before the
Jagchid and Hyer, p. 56.
Lattimore, p. 63. This is a functional explanation of steppe economy,
which explains the interaction of society and technique.
Owen Lattimore, The Geographic Factor in Mongol History, 1938, p.
550, note 27.
Handbook, p. 195.
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mindset that attaches importance to punctuality and precise scheduling
is inculcated among Mongols. As those foreigners who live in Mongo
lia know, "tomorrow" for a Mongol is an indefinite term for the fiiture.
In general, Mongols react negatively to systematized work with
regular hours. This dislike of regimen and set hours is frequently in
terpreted by outsiders as laziness.^^ Since the era of light industriali
zation (beginning in 1950), there has been widespread criticism of mis
management and lost man-hours due to Mongol idleness and absentee
ism. Evidence suggests that Mongols perform factory work more out
of fear of reprisals than out of a commonly accepted work ethic or for
positive incentives. In the socialist period punishments for violating
work regulations ranged from a simple reprimand to months in labor
camps and reduction in pay. Homesickness for the steppe remains a
major factor behind absenteeism. Paying workers by the piece and
obligatory technical instruction were also instituted in reaction to the
challenge of managing the transition for Mongols from nomadic to
industrial working behavior.22 Present day foreign joint ventures and
privately-held Mongol enterprises continue to face the same entrenched
work attitudes, without the right to employ the full range of negative
incentives from the days of communism. Finding an acceptable method
of modifying the Mongolian culturally-derived work ethic to meet
urban and industrial needs is a problem still to be solved.
The primary social values of pre-Revolutionary Mongolia
derived from concepts such as the natural superiority of the nobility and
the inferiority of the commoners, and the superiority of strong males
over nurturing females. The traditional value system's authoritarianism
grew out of livestock-raising conditions and fear of the strong raiding
the weak within the nomadic economy. The cruelties of the unrelenting
environment produced a stoical fatalism which pervades the Mongol
mind even today. Mongols dislike specified tasks performed at pre
determined times day after day. Generations were raised in a pastoral
work environment featuring periods of intense activity, followed by
much downtime watching animals. The "common good" became a
strong value, derived from working in a subsistence nomadic economy,
where survival depended on cooperation between family and tribal
members. All Mongols remain close to their herdsmen roots. As late
21 The comment has been made that it takes three to four Mongols to do
the work of one Westerner. See Handbook, p. 123.
22 Handbook, p. 347.
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as 1968, two-thirds of the population were still engaged in animal
herding and, until rather recently, industrial labor was scorned by Mon
gols. Service occupations, artisanry, trade and money-lending were
performed in pre-Revolutionary times by the Chinese and after 1921 by
Soviets and Eastern Europeans.
Another factor dominating Mongolian sensibilities is the Inner
Asian respect for the importance of the horse. Even among urban
dwellers, there is a strong psychological tie to the horse. Horse milk
liquor is the highly valued embodiment of Mongolian culture. The man
on horseback is the very symbol of steppe nomadism and the metaphor
for political power, despite the undeniably greater economic impor
tance of sheep in the region. The mystique of the horse is captured in
Mongolian oral histories, while there are no great sheep epics in tradi
tional literature. This fascination with horses was exemplified by the
1992 adoption of a running horse as the new official emblem of the
country, replacing the communist emblem of a Mongol man astride a
galloping horse.
Mongols have their own tradition of labor manpower usage
with unique economic and social consequences. With harsh weather
conditions and relatively little incentive to take time to build permanent
animal shelters (since the nomad is only temporarily in any one area),^^
the main way to increase herd output is by special, highly laborintensive care of newborn animals. Nomadic families are short of
labor—particularly in modern Mongolia, where almost one half of the
population is concentrated in a few urban areas—and so not readily
available as labor supply to the traditional economy. Mongols share
with other Inner Asian pastoralists principles of organization alien to
sendentary societies. Extended family units normally pasture together.
Herding camps are focused around family groups of four to eight
families. The size of a herd is limited to about a maximum of 1,000
sheep (grazed as a unit because the pasture rarely can support larger
numbers without supplementary fodder, which is not available).
Cooperatively herded animals and cooperative milking or felt making
by women is still the norm. Before collectivization, cooperation among
the herders was voluntary, and animals could be removed at will by the
owners. Individual ownership of animals is a Mongol tradition that has

Building permanent animal shelters requires demands on labor and pro
prietorial claims to land and immovable property which are difficult to justify in
nomadic communities.
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been successfully revived in the past few years because it has historical
roots in nomadic society.
Nomads attempt to maintain as many live animals as possible,
for in the event of disasters such as cold, drought or disease, the
herdsman with more animals could recover more quickly. 24 The
emphasis in each camp is maximizing quantity rather than quality, "sub
ject to strong social preferences for a normal labor expenditure pat
tern, "25 with its high amount of built-in downtime. It is not really help
ful for economists to call this downtime, leisure. In Mongolia all five
domestic animals—cow, sheep, horse, goat, and camel—are milked.
Daily milking is required whether this milk ends up being sold in a
private market for city consumption or in the stomachs of nomads'
children. Leisure time for a nomad is a very relative term that does not
contribute to a good understanding of traditional economic patterns.
Because men were seen as valuable commodities in time of war
or great hunts or later as religious, traditionally they had fewer every
day economic chores than women. Foreigners in the 19th and 20th
centuries often perceived this fact as exemplifying the laziness of men.
Such thinking, however, reflects a poor grasp of the dynamics of Mon
gol economy and society. Whether in urban or nomad families, it is
true that the activities of women are traditionally heavier than those of
men. Women have significant economic duties (i.e., milking, watching
the herds, working in factories and schools), and are responsible for
cooking, child care, and housework. With all these responsibilities also
come more authority and autonomy than experienced by women in
traditional sedentary societies, such as China. The historic role of
women as workers in the traditional herding economy also aided the
smooth transition of women into the factory labor force.
Mongolian pastoral steppe nomadism is categorically different
from and hostile to sedentary, irrigated, agricultural life. Stored grain
as capital in agricultural societies promotes political change and evolu
tion, and spreads into contiguous regions. Herds belonging to nomads,
however, can only accumulate to a certain size before mortality (be
cause of limited pasture) offsets greater breeding. Even the world view
of nomads and peasants is diametrically different. Spring, so welcome
to farmers is viewed as a dangerous, unpleasant season for grazing

24 Barfield, p. 23.
25 George Murphy, Soviet Mongolia: A Study of the Oldest Political Satel
lite (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1966), p. 56.
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animals due to dry grass, snow, and dusty winds. Still, Mongolia never
was a closed nomadic world cut off from agricultural centers.
Historically and today, its pastoral life is not totally self-contained and
independent.Despite recurrent antagonism, there is a symbiotic rela
tionship between the nomadic economy and that of settled peoples, so
that accumulated surpluses of meat, wool, and hides may be disposed
of and luxuries bought by trade.
Working in outdoor herding emphasizes primary loyalty to the
immediate herding group, family, and collective unit, and only vague
loyalty to the "State." Nomadism puts the group ahead of the individ
ual: "Social cooperation, whether voluntary or legally enforced, is the
keystone of both nomadic and socialist-Communist societies. "27 Politi
cal loyalty to a patron or leader in traditional Mongolian society was
smoothly transferable to the communist era's value system, particularly
as regards the authoritarian relationships required in a communist
structure. Concepts such as popular sovereignty, political freedom, and
majority rule never had a place in Mongolia past or present. The chal
lenge for Mongolia today in the era of democratization, will be to break
this psychological mindset to encourage personal initiative.
A crucial point to remember about nomadic psychology, which
is very different from the mindset of most agricultural societies, is that
physical freedom on the steppe is highly valued as a reflection of social
status. Social mobility was possible during the Mongol Empire and
pre-Revolutionary times, but less valued because of the importance of
heredity in nomadic life. During the socialist era of the 20th Century,
communism restricted the Mongols' physical mobility, but opened the
safety valve of social mobility through party membership and educa
tion. In this new period of free market reforms the Party and Marxist
education have both been discredited, but no new "system of mobility"
has been validated.
For Mongolian nomads social release sprang from love of drink
and food, hospitality, and music. The Mongols' diet is unique and dis
tinct from the diet of agricultural people. Meat and mare's milk are
26 This point remains disputed. See Eremeev and Semashko, "Pastoral
and Nomadic Peoples," Foundations, p. 223 where they divide animal husbandry
into two main types: pastoral and nomadic. They claim that the pastoral is
characterized by co-existence with agricultural economies while the nomadic type
contains almost no sedentary elements and no connection with an agricultural
economy.
Handbook, p. 180. For further discussion, see pp. 177-180.
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staples, fish is not eaten (because of religious prohibitions), and vege
tables and grains, which are native to the harsh environment, are basi
cally an urban dweller's supplement introduced by the Soviets.^* Many
Mongols still regard vegetables as the same as grass—fit only for ani
mals. To cope with the rigorously cold climate, Mongols consume a
high proportion of animal fat and alcohol. While such a diet may cause
certain health problems, there is evidence that this diet is the most
natural and suitable one for the Mongolian climate. To import a diet
similar to Western or Asian agricultural nations is not only unfeasible,
but ridiculous.
Because the nomadic life is a lonely one, the average Mongol
interacts mainly with his own family. He appears reticent and even ex
pressionless in crowds and political demonstrations. Not emotive, ex
cept when singing or drinking, this lack of reactive behavior is mistaken
for dullness or lack of enthusiasm. The Mongols are, in fact, emo
tional, judgmental, and introspective people—often very different in
behavior and attitude from other Asians. They possess a frankness
which can be rude by Western not to mention Eastern standards, so one
soon knows where one stands. Such personality traits emanate from a
nomadic lifestyle far different from the crowded agricultural conditions
of Mongolia's Asian neighbors. At a crossroads of cultures and life
styles in Inner Asia, Mongols exhibit both Western and Eastern behav
ior, and at times are just uniquely Mongolian.
Personal mobility and the portability of shelter and household
goods which epitomize economic survival for nomads have engendered
a unique sense of land-holding in Mongolia. Traditionally, there is little
competition among Mongols for territory, although great concern for
usage rights—traits characteristic to migrating societies. For nomads
time and space are intertwined aspects of ownership. Exclusive land
ownership as known in agricultural societies had no intrinsic value. No
single pasture has any value because it cannot be grazed continuously.
"The right to move prevailed over the right to camp."^^ Thus, there is
usually no extreme competition or conflict over resources.
In feudal times, title to territories historically belonged to a
tribe, not a chief or prince holding individual property in land, but the
There is a Mongol saying: "Grass is for the animals and meat is the
food for man, and if you eat grass (vegetables), you will not have a strong body."
See Jachid and Hyer, p. 45.
Lattimore, p. 66. Lattimore believes "ownership" means the title to a
cycle of migration.
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common practice was that a noble administered the territory by
allotting land usage rights to different families. This resulted in noble
families having no outright ownership, but rather the direct use of the
best pastures. They could also exact services and tribute from non
noble families for usage of poorer pasture. In the communist era, the
party leader took the place of the local noble as land allocator.
Otherwise the formula of no individual ownership of land and ac
ceptance of a strong leader allotting pasture according to politi
cal/social position followed traditional nomadic economic patterns.
This lack of strong interest in owning land is vastly different
from the attitude of nearly every sedentary society. One of the basic
tenets of the free market system is the emphasis on freedom to buy and
sell immovable property. Western economists, schooled in agricultural
or "landfast" societies,^^ never question the premise that all societies
naturally share the basic desire for property ownership, which can be
unleashed as a strong motivating economic force. However, in a soci
ety such as Mongolia's, strong desire for land ownership is not a given
nor even a desirable goal worth saving or sacrificing for.
To substantiate this premise, one need only to look at the three
year history of Mongolia's privatization efforts. State enterprises have
been sold to private stockholders and a stock market established, but as
of mid-1993 privatization of personal property including land and
homes has not been implemented. From the beginning of the democra
tization movement in the late 1980s, land ownership has not been a ral
lying cry for opponents of the Government's socialist policies. It is an
issue which does not excite the interest of the average Mongol. Thus
for western economic advisers to just presume a strong desire for land
ownership among urban and country dwellers when talking about
developing Mongolia's economy only creates a false base on which to
pin the nation's economic development.
From ancient times the Mongolian economy has depended on
the herding of animals-a type of economic activity properly called
animal husbandry. It is confusing and misleading for economists to
describe their specialized economy as "agriculture," as is often done in
modern analyses. Use of the word "agriculture" comes with its own
host of assumptions and value judgments, which only cloud our
understanding of Mongolia's economic system. Mongolian weather
features great aridity. There is less than 10-15 inches of rainfall a year.
30 Lattimore, p. 409.
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In the Gobi, which is one-third of Mongolia's land mass, there are only
3-5 inches of rain each year. The steppe growing season is only 90
days long, with one crop annually. Even with increasing yields due to
modem agricultural techniques, agriculture is a tenuous occupation at
best. The land has short summers and long, cold winters lasting seven
months. Prevailing patterns of wind and moisture are not conducive to
agriculture, so development of true agriculture has been slow.
Prior to 1921, farming was done by several thousand Chinese,
Turks, and a few Russians, but not by Mongols. Eighty-four percent of
Mongolia's 507,000 square miles of land is suitable for pasturage. One
quarter of this pasturage is of high quality grasses. Only about 0.5% of
the nation's total land area, estimated at 1,190,000 acres, is arable or
suitable for agriculture. Irrigated land only provides a small addition to
these figures. Without putting a bubble over the landscape, it is unreal
istic for Mongolia to look towards tme agriculture as a major, viable
source of food and employment. In addition, extensive experience in
Mongolia demonstrates that livestock raising cannot be further pro
moted without the introduction of agriculture to provide fodder. The
stability of livestock winter feed supply is essential, yet feed grain is
rare in Mongolia.
Despite these climatic drawbacks and historical experience.
Western experts at the International Monetary Fund and in the United
States Government, for example, persist in seeing agricultural promo
tion as the appropriate path for Mongolia; "A clear but indirect social
effect, highly beneficial from the standpoint of the government will be
the elimination of nomadism and its replacement by the settled way of
life characteristic of farming.
This pre-disposition of westerners towards agriculturizing Mon
golia can be seen in the writings of such Mongol specialists as George
Murphy, who criticized Manchu Chinese economic policies of the 1719th centuries as being deliberately isolationist. He suggested the
Manchu Government in Beijing ran Mongolia like a great reservation,
. . paralyzing the Mongols psychologically by preventing them from
controlling their own lives and by shielding them from change.
Of
course, this change Murphy is assuming is movement toward a settled,
agricultural/industrial lifestyle. He blames Chinese colonists of the
period for displacing a native agricultural base and traditional Mongol

Handbook, p. 308.

Murphy, p. 30.
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craftsmen, and thus forcing Mongols to concentrate on stock raising.^3
Such analysis is illustrative of the widely held modern economic con
cept assuming the inevitability of one economic development process in
the world. This concept does not consider Mongolian environmental
realities and is condescending towards nomadic economic institutions.
Murphy further revealed his bias when he wrote that because the
nomadic life is subject to great natural calamities such as intense cold
and drought, it breeds resignation, indifference and passivity in the
Mongols.34 One is left with the implication that if the Mongols elimi
nate nomadism, they will not only improve their economic lifestyle, but
also their character!
There is an unspoken assumption among 20th century econo
mists that Mongol nomads can be made into ranchers. Even Lattimore
(1940) accepted this idealized version of Mongolian economic life
when he proclaimed that the country had instituted a new form of social
control to "splice together the productive resources of the old pastoral
economy and the processing functions of a new industrialism created to
serve it. Mobility is no longer sovereign; the economy remains basi
cally pastoral but the society need no longer be nomadic."35
A move to ranching-i.e to sedentary pastoralism-cannot be
supported by the Mongolian environment with its sparse vegetation
requiring frequent moves and long distances between herding camps.
Mongolia's traditional nomadic economy is attuned to living in a harsh
land where sedentary life without outside support systems is
impossible. Mongolian pastoralists are not like dairy farmers and cow
boy/shepherds. "When raising livestock is an occupation speciality
firmly embedded in the surrounding sedentary culture, no separate
society of pastoralists ever comes into existence. "3^ Nomadism can
only be abandoned if Mongol herdsmen move from grazing cattle to
fodder-fed stock. The overwhelming (and unanswerable) question then

33 Maiskii, in Sovremennaia Mongoliia (Irkutsk; 1921), p. 108, said about
75% of the 100,000 Chinese in Mongolia were traders. Five thousand were farm
ers, and 15,000 were artisans. In the opinion of Tsarist and Bolshevik explorers
and scholars who visited Mongolia in the early 20th century, the Chinese traders
ruthlessly exploited the Mongols.
34 Murphy, p. 33.
35 Lattimore, p. 68. He suggests storage of hay and opening unused
pastures by digging wells.
36 Barfield, p. 20.
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becomes how can sufficient fodder be grown in a climate so hostile to
normal agriculture?
In the 1990s, western economists advising Mongolia must
understand that Mongolia's nomadic stockraising economy is not
unsuccessful when fairly analyzed. Although the per capita income may
be low, scholars such as Lattimore have shown that Mongols are better
off than many agricultural peoples. In the past, while the nomadic
economy did limit their standard of living, Mongols could favorably
compare their life to that of neighboring Russians and Chinese, and so
they chose to continue nomadizing. Murphy called this Mongolian
predilection towards nomadism a "high willingness to live in a society
of stable poverty,but he failed to comprehend that the nomad could
usually feed himself though his own herds or on horseback through
raiding others, while peasants were tied to the soil and more susceptible
to starvation. The question then may be asked, if nomadism is a more
successful economic lifestyle, why have sedentary communities not
adopted it? The answer seems to lie in the inherent difficulties associ
ated with this economic form—long periods of isolation, large invest
ment in herds and inventory, marginal material wealth, and constant
exposure to the elements. But the real wonder to the majority of the
sedentary world is that the Mongols still cherish and voluntarily per
petuate their nomadic culture. For the outside world it is nearly im
possible to accept that the Mongol people want to retain their nomadic
life and not become settled, urbanized, and industrialized.
The continuing theme that runs through the literature of
explorers and scholars of Mongolia (both in the past and today, yet is
not noticed by today's free market economists), is the Mongols' strong
attachment to their traditional herding techniques and nomadic way of
life. It is important to realize that in the socialist period low-income
Mongols did not move to the cities to adopt a more comfortable
sedentary life.
This migration was spurred by the fact that the
educational system was centralized in urban areas, reviving the pattern
Murphy, Soviet Mongolia, p. 69. Murphy believes that poverty is
linked by settled peoples to food, posessions, and landholding. Nomads can meet
their food needs adequately, but their mobility precludes a high number of
possessions and does not allow for land ownership. Thus, sedentary people judge
them as being "poor." In traditional Mongol society, wealth was determined by
quantity and type of animals and amount of personal ornaments. With such
different standards towards wealth, when foreigners call Mongols "poor," they are
really expressing a value judgment more than a verifiable fact.
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seen in monasteries during pre-revolutionary times. Children sent to
cities for education could find work only in the communist bureaucracy
or state-run enterprises surrounding the cities, and over time developed
a taste for a modified sedentary lifestyle. The less educated and less
politically-connected nomads chose to remain in the traditional
economy rather than to take unskilled city jobs.

Traditional Attitudes Towards Trade and Commerce
Domestic trade within Mongolia has always been limited.
Animal by-products from the herds were traditionally used for barter
and exchanged for the commodities of sedentary peoples. While such
trading was significant, raiding and pillaging at times were perhaps
more important as a source of necessities. This is one reason why set
tled peoples feared and loathed the nomads of the world. We think;
Nomads don't trade, they raid!^^ In Mongolian history, there has been
the practice of steppe rulers drawing foreign tradeers into the Mongo
lian plateau itself, building permanent cities, importing foreigners to be
farmers, and settling these foreigners in oasis-like tracts that permitted
agriculture.39 The Mongol political establishment acquired the tastes
of the sedentary world and became cut off from the nomad majority.
The two societies existed side by side but did not evolve into a stable,
mixed culture. When the political establishment was overturned, the
population returned to its nomadic origins until the rise of a new politi
cal center permitted repetition of the same process.
The Mongols had commercial relations with the Chinese
agricultural peoples south of the Great Wall, Central Asians, Persians,
Russians, and Western Asian Arabs. In Mongol history, as power
ebbed and flowed across the steppe, favorable trading terms followed
suit. The Chinese tried embargoes and economic strangulation to
control the militant Mongols, but such actions only heightened border
raids. Border markets were first established in the Han Dynasty by
Emperor Wu (140-87 B.C.). Although economically successful, in the
end these border markets produced a legacy of mistrust and bloodshed
which still haunts Sino-Mongol relations.
It is crucial to point out that, unlike almost all other societies,
no matter how rudimentary, Mongol society did not naturally develop

Jagchid and Hyer have called the Mongolian nomads the militant
"have-nots" of the pre-modern world. Mongolia's Culture, p. 299.
Lattimore, Geographical Factor, p. 519.
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trade markets until permanent religious establishments came into exis
tence, and there was no creation of an indigenous merchant class.
Trade was in the hands of tribal leaders who engaged foreigners to
conduct mercantile activity.'^® This pattern is consistent throughout
Mongol history. In the period of Chinggis Khan, Central Asians and
Westerners acted as Mongol trade agents. In the Manchu period, trade
was under the control of notorious Chinese itinerant traders.'^^ The
extreme poverty of Mongolia in the 19th century has been blamed in
large measure on the exploitative structure of Chinese-managed trade.
In the recent socialist epoch, commerce was dominated by Soviet and
Eastern European trade monopolies. A state monopoly on foreign
trade, under the control of Soviet advisers, was established as early as
December 1930.
Native trade in the hands of Mongols was never regular nor
institutionalized. The Manchu pattern of letting foreign traders go out
to Mongol encampments with their goods instead of encouraging the
nomads to go to open border markets was perpetuated (at Soviet insis
tence) by the Mongol Government at Soviet insistence. Up until the
recent past, even large Mongol governmental trade organizations such
as Mongolimpex were more brokers than traders. Commercial deci
sions within these organizations often took a back seat to Politburo
decisions and direct Soviet interference. Only now are Mongol officials
willing to relate stories of export prices for minerals and other
resources being set as a result of phone calls from Moscow pressuring
high-ranking Mongol leaders to lower the prices far below world mar
ket value to show appreciation for Soviet assistance.
Trade during the last several centuries has come to be viewed
by Mongols not as a way to build wealth, but as the instrument for their
exploitation. During the Manchu period, the Chinese traders lent Mon
gol princes money at high interest rates to be repaid by onerous levies
on the common people Because of the great inflow of foreign capital,
many Mongols were seriously indebted to foreign traders. Mongol
Chinese records sometimes use the term mao-i-jen for Mongol traders,
as Jagchid and Hyer have pointed out. Therefore, there is some indication that
native Mongol traders did exist, but in records of Western explorers and traders in
the early 20th century, their role certainly was minimal.
^ ^ George Murphy, in Soviet Mongolia, disputes this general view of the
role of the Chinese trader in Manchu times. However, his arguments seem an
attempt to denigrate first-hand Western (particularly Russian Bolshevik) accounts of
the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
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nobles mortgaged their future livestock output and herds for immediate
consumption of luxuries. They were illustrating the traditional nomadic
disregard for saving. Although the Mongols greatly depended on trade
for tea, tobacco, silks, and grains, they despised Chinese merchants as
liars and cheaters.^^ jhg so-called "China Problem" on the eve of the
1921 Mongolian revolution was a problem arising from the damaging
policies of Chinese trading institutions. This type of exploitation
caused Mongols to develop strong negative attitudes towards com
merce in general. Adding to these negative feelings was the impression
that trade with China also meant political influence leading to assimila
tion—a result odious and frightening to all Mongols.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the CMEA trade sys
tem, many Mongols have re-examined the past decades of Soviet assis
tance and loans (which were tied to trade terms). Newly released
information on how Mongolia built up its large foreign debt to the for
mer Soviet Union has caused Mongols to again feel they were exploited
in foreign trade. There is no doubt that inflated or undervalued barter
trade terms predominated throughout the CMEA system, which
explains why Mongols have a poor understanding of the market value
of their export products. In the face of great naivete which has already
spawned major mistakes in commercial transactions since the collapse
of the old communist trading system, there is a genuine concern about
how the Mongol leadership can manage foreign trade so as to aid the
country's economic development. This is one reason why the present
governmental authorities are so hesitant to put substance into new for
eign trade regulations, and have been reluctant to take the initiative to
move from barter purchase to cash payment for Mongolian minerals
and other natural resources. Mongolia's foreign economic relations are
now governed by a foreign investment law approved March 23, 1990
and revised effective July 1, 1993. This law prioritizes investment in
export-oriented or import-substituting production, development of
basic economic infrastructure, and development of the tourism industry.
The spirit and implementation of this law is still severely limited by
traditional economic views, centuries of negative commercial experi
ence, and ignorance of the mechanisms of the world marketplace.

See Jagchid and Hyer's discussion in Mongolia's Culture, p. 304, on the
Mongol terms for merchant. Owen Lattimore in Inner Asian Frontiers, p. 92 says
that twenty-five Chinese firms were active in pre-revolutionary Mongolia. They
sold Mongols personal goods in exchange for animal by-products.
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Since barter trade was the main form of exchange among the
nomads, the development of a money economy came late to Mongolia.
The Mongols did not have their own national currency, the tugrik, until
1925. Mongols traditionally distrust paper money, preferring silver or
commodity goods as currency. When the first bank was established in
1924, direct barter was employed or goods were used as the medium of
exchange (bricks of tea, sheep, goats, salt, all serving as commoditymoneys) and exchanged for foreign silver dollars. "Outer Mongolia did
not possess a developed monetary and banking system prior to 1924
primarily because the Mongolian economy based upon nomadic stock
raising was not drastically disturbed by its absence.
Currency within
a nomadic economy only serves very limited fianctions. Wealth ac
cumulation is held in livestock, which is exchanged only when
necessary for food or luxuries. Livestock represents wealth and was
(and often still is) the medium of exchange in the countryside.
Migratory nomadic life by definition means having few material
possessions to cart around, so Mongols are not consumer goodsoriented. Money becomes just another one of their possessions, and its
value to the nomad on the steppe is only marginal, since the herdsman
can feed, clothe, and house himself from his herds. According to
traditional Mongolian mentality, since real wealth was measured in
livestock, mere money was to be spent quickly, even frivolously. The
value of heads of livestock was obvious and easily measured.
However, the value of money to the nomad fluctuated greatly
according to place, time and commodity—thus the incentive to
immediately spend it. The Communist Government established the
monetary economy not for the nomad majority, but to benefit the small
urban proletariat and government bureaucracy.^^
In today's economic climate in Mongolia, the herdsman is still a
major holder of economic power because he is the source of the food
supply. There is little incentive within the economy to encourage him
to turn his animal wealth into cash. Cash can be used to purchase rice,
tea, clothes, and sweets, but in the countryside bartering also serves
just as well. The migratory form of economic subsistence is immediateconsumption oriented. Goods are consumed only as needed. There is
no motivation to accumulate food, material possessions or money for
their own sake, other than as displays of status. On the other hand.
43 Handbook, p. 387.
44 Handbook, loc. cit.
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nomadic animal wealth is mobile and is a convenient form of savings.
Mongols are not under any pressure to sell young animals for slaughter,
as cattlemen in the West are. Mongols greatly prefer eating mature
animals. If there is no justifiable need to sell livestock for cash, the
herdsman can wait for months or years, since the value of the animals in
the domestic marketplace does not deteriorate with age.
Another factor degrading the importance of money in Mongolia
was that the salary range of sedentary workers during the communist
era was not great. The most highly rewarded Mongols received only
three times the pay of the least skilled workers. Position and power
were reflected in more favorable benefits rather than in salary. The pay
differential was less than in any non-communist country of Asia. The
traditional lack of interest in acquiring consumer goods and luxuries
even by urban Mongols, is unique to this economy.'^^ In the past, all
money lenders were considered usurious and evil.'^^ Mongols still
believe it is intrinsically dishonorable to lend money on a personal basis
and then charge interest. Reformers of Mongolia's banking system
must now recognize that this attitude towards lending is not a product
of communist indoctrination, but rather the consquence of centuries of
experience dealing with foreign merchants.
The above-mentioned beliefs reflect the sociological and
cultural realities impacting Mongolia's present-day economy, and are
values many urbanized Mongols continue to hold. Western economists
planning Mongolia's transition to the market economy fail to recognize
or understand these different economic and cultural inputs, and so are
providing poor policy guidance that does not effectively promote
reform within the country's economy. Foreign experts must step back
and examine what factors they believe are givens of economic behavior
to see if such factors really can be found within Mongol culture. For
example, economists instinctively assume that all human beings wish to
accumulate more money and that money in the form of currency is a
prized entity for its own sake. This assumption derives from the con
cept that money has a useful purpose. The usefulness of money in a
nomadic economy is, however, quite limited, and thus acquisition of
money is not the motivating economic force it represents in sedentary
Handbook, p. 120. It must be noted that the range of luxury goods pre

sented to urban Mongols is very minimal.
Even as early as the Mongol Empire period in the 13th Century, Uighur
Turk moneylenders, called ortog, were given slang names like "sweatsilver" and
"money without sons." See Jagchid and Hyer, Mongolia’s Culture, p. 309.
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societies. This is an example of a commonly held economic value
judgment not automatically applicable to nomad peoples.
Therefore, the usefulness to Mongolia of many free marketderived price reform and supply and demand theorems may legitimately
be questioned. For example, if high monetary wages alone could
motivate Mongols to make certain economic decisions, then poor
Mongols and not the predominantly poor Kazakhs would have been
attracted to the highly paid mining industry for the past forty years, and
yet the reverse is the case. Religious taboos associated with mining and
the relative unimportance of money for Mongol herdsmen who might
otherwise be attracted to mining work are cultural inputs which
override economic considerations.

The Nomadic Economy Under Buddhism and Socialism
If the traditional economy of pastoral nomadism is so unique,
how then can we account for the rise of sedentary, urban centers in
Mongolia and the explosive growth in the urban population since
World War II? Fixed settlements developed in Mongolia as a direct
result of the conversion of the Mongols to Tibetan-style Buddhism
(also called Lamaism) with the concomitant rise of its monastic net
work during the 16th-19th centuries A.D. By the Communist Revolu
tion of 1921, reliable statistics place the total Lamaistic establishment
as numbering about 100,000, or about one-sixth of the population, liv
ing in 800 monasteries. These monasteries presided over the largest
sector of aggregate economic wealth, excluding that of the Chinese
merchants.One-eighth of all livestock, immense tracts of land, and
almost complete control of foreign trade was in the hands of an ecclesi
astical hierarchy led by the spiritual leader of Mongolia who held the
title Jebsundamba Hutughtu or more popularly known as Bogdo
Gegen. Even as late as 1929 monasteries held one-fifth of the capital
assets of the country. It is clear that sedentary life and the growth of
trade and permanent settlements came to Mongolia as a result of the
formation of monastic centers, which in some places, such as the capital
area of Ulaanbaatar, grew into real cities.
The Western and Marxist researchers on this period view the
Buddhist religious community as a parasitic economy feeding off the
Larry Moses and Stephen A. Halkovic, Jr., Introduction to Mongolian
History and Culture (Bloomington: Indiana University, Uralic and Altaic Series,
1985), p. 256.
Murphy, Soviet Mongolia, p. 67.
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traditional nomadic economy. Much like Medieval serfs, the nomad lay
believers, known as shabi, were attached to specific monasteries, and
supplied food, drink, and other daily necessities to the lamas. Foreign
traders and peddlers journeyed from monastery to monastery to sell
their wares. Since many of the Mongol lamas were not celibate, ger
(yurt) villages of their family members and prostitutes sprang up around
the sites. In the 20th century a few of these monastic sites became
secular urban centers.
A similar economic analytical model explains the unnatural role
of the city, manned mostly by bureaucrats and administrators with some
workers, within the economy of 20th century socialist Mongolia.
When the great monasteries were destroyed in the religious persecu
tions of the 1930s, the government slowly consolidated these centers of
sedentary, consumption-oriented economic activity into an administra
tive apparatus, dominated by the capital city, as a mirror of the Soviet
Union's command economy. Today, with the revival of religion in
Mongolia, it will be interesting to see how the newly revived monastic
centers will compete with secular urban centers for human and eco
nomic resources. Will meat and dairy production in the nomadic econ
omy be increased to serve these new lamaseries, or will limitations
upon the growth of the animal husbandry and agriculture sector cause
the diversion of food resources away from secular cities to the religious
establishments, as was the pattern a century ago?
For seventy years, under the direction of Marxist Western
advisers, Mongolia sought solutions to its economic development
problems in plans derived from and inspired by the Soviet Union.
Mongol leaders mechanically transferred command economy structures
to Mongolia, regardless of their utility for Mongolia's small economy
whose basic problems were far different from those of the large diverse
Soviet economy. The failed 1929-1932 forced collectivization drive,
known as the "Leftist Deviation," has been explained as Mongolia's
slavish adoption of the Soviet solution to its own "nomadic problem."
After the Bolshevik Revolution, the Soviet Government also had many
nomadic populations, distributed on its southern borders in central Asia
and in its north Arctic coastal zones, to integrate into their emerging
political and economic system. "The Soviet authorities failed to rec
ognize that the settlement and collectivization of the nomads consti
tuted a problem distinct from the peasant problem. "^9 The Resolution
49 yiMVphy, Soviet Mongolia, p. 118.
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of the Central Committee of the All-Union Party [Bolshevik] on May
27, 1929, called for the settling of nomadic peoples. This directive
authorized peasant-style forced collectivization for nomads, in an effort
to force nomads to accept settled life in permanent communities. These
heavy-handed methods provoked violent reactions among the Soviet
Far East nomads in the form of destruction of herds, but in the main
collectivization was successful.
The position of nomads, who represented 90% of the non-relig
ious establishment population in Mongolia in 1929, was similar to that
of the herdsmen of the more remote nomadic lands of the Soviet Union,
such as Buriat Mongolia and the Far North. Mongolia embraced the
same economic planning ideas regarding the destruction of nomadism
promoted by Soviet experts of those times, and the results were even
more disastrous.
In 1929, the eighth Party Congress of the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party (MPRP) implemented policies of forced collectivi
zation of herds, confiscation of noble and religious property and trans
fer of all domestic and internal trade from the Chinese and non-Marxist
Westerners into the hands of Soviets and the Mongolian Government.
Not only did the nomads resist forced collectivization by destroying
seven million head of their herds, but the countryside was in open
armed rebellion before the measures were repealed. In the 1950s,
gradual collectivization of the nomads was reintroduced with more
successfiil results, but traditional migratory life was permitted to con
tinue within collective economic units.
Under the former communist system three classes developed—
arat herdsmen, urban workers, and bureaucratic intelligentsia.^® The
third group, which formed the political apparatus, became a new elite
of Mongols with higher wages and real power, who benefited from
governmental favors. Their high economic and social status made them
the chief beneficiaries of the socialist system, and they had a strong
vested interest in the continuance of the regime in power. Gradually,
they formed a new state administrative structure that grew increasingly
divorced from the traditional economy.
This intelligentsia/bureaucrat class is larger than the urban
worker class. The style of life and culture that evolved in Mongol cities
bore a Soviet flavor and influenced the values and goals of the urban

Handbook, p. 74.
Murphy, Soviet Mongolia, p. 205.
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inhabitants. Meanwhile, the countryside has remained nomadic, undereducated, and poor. This alienation of the urbanized, educated Mongol
elite staffing Ulaanbaatar's bureaucracy can be illustrated by a 1992
conversation with the writer wherein a Mongol official noted that she
felt more comfortable with Russians and other foreigners than with her
own nomadic countrymen. This large class of intelligentsia represents a
destabilizing element in the new free market economy because many
Mongolians, like people of other former Socialist countries, received an
education that does not really correspond to the nation's present eco
nomic needs. With the closing of state-supported unprofitable factories
and enterprises, discontent and unrest are rising among the educated,
displaced bureaucrats and workers.
Soviet and Western analysts have reported that the old religious
and feudal class structure of pre-Revolutionary Mongolia has been
replaced by occupational class structures. They point to the fact that
on Lenin's advice Mongolian governmental policy since the 1920s has
emphasized development of a worker's proletariat through coopera
tives. This policy was effectuated in state-run industries since the
1950s. Urban workers in such industries were favored with many
rights and benefits, including housing, medical care, paid vacations,
kindergartens and daycare schools. In coal mines free rations of meat
and fermented horse milk, airag, were provided. Foreign researchers
saw the Mongol state apparatus as more dominant than the family "for
the state rather than the family has become the central architect of the
individual's social milieu.
The image of herdsmen was viewed as an
unflattering reflection of tradition and conservatism. Urban workers
were deemed more progressive.
Throughout the 20th century, foreign economists of all philo
sophical persuasions have consistently seen industrialization as a desir
able goal for Mongolia. Recent IMF and World Bank country assess
ments on Mongolia continue to recommend this form of policy plan
ning. Serious attempts at industrialization began in 1954 with large
scale Soviet aid projects. Construction of new industrial cities such as
Darkhan and Choibalsan in the north of the country, which are mining
and heavy industrial centers, was considered a major advance in the
transition process for Mongolia to move from a rural animal-breeding
economy to an agro-industrial economy. However, it appears that
these analysts mistook semi-industrial attempts of the late 1950s
Handbook, p. 91.
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through 1970s as the successful preparation to full industrialization. It
is true that the slow development of Mongolia's own industrial work
force did engender changes in social attitudes. Expansion of literacy,
education, use of money, and cultural activities brought some 20th
century attitudes and amenities into the nomadic encampment and
started a conditioning process basic to future economic development.
Since domestic internal availability and assortment of all consumer
goods was determined by the typical socialist government planning
process, the process was successful in diversifying the economy from
nomadism, but also overburdened the fragile system with additional
layers of bureaucracy.^^
Mongol scholars Moses and Halkovic have rightly pointed out
that the;
. . . key to the Mongol success in modernization was simply that in
extremely bad years ... the bulk of the population, and the economy
itself, could survive by the expedient of falling back on their domestic
animals, to their traditional subsistence base for sustenance.

This is the situation Mongolia is in today with its collapsed command
economy not effectively replaced by a working free market system that
can provide all the population's necessities, particularly in winter. In
the socialist period and during this period of restructuring, industrial
ization can be delayed since the traditional economy sustains the people
through the hard times. Therefore, it is fortunate that the forgotten and
abused nomadic economic base has survived and retained its vitality.
The movement to "return to traditional Mongol values" is testi
monial to the rise in importance of the extended family and downgrad
ing of the state in this new era of collapsing economic structures.
Countryside relatives are asked to provide food for urban kin, and pri
vate companies are being formed in many instances by family members.
Family relationships beyond the nuclear family are growing in signifi
cance. National ethnic and geographical divisions which were once
proclaimed dead are now rising again to the surface as in other former
communist nations. The voluntary migration of tens of thousands of
the minority Turkic-speaking Kazakhs of western Mongolia to the
newly independent state of Kazahkstan and the increasingly open
alienation of the remaining Kazakhs from the Mongol majority are clear
Handbook, p. 293.

Moses and Halkovic, Introduction, p. 285.
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evidence of the renewed significance of blood relations in today's
Mongolia.

Economic Advice Ill-Suited to Mongolian Society
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, economists schooled in
the experiences of the newly independent Central Asian Republics
which also have a nomadic past, have viewed Mongolia a a similar case
which will respond to similar policies. Olga Naumova, in her essay on
the "Evolution of Nomadic Culture Under Modern Conditions: Tradi
tions and Innovations in Kazakh Culture,
maintains that the example
of nomadic changes in a place like Kazakhstan, such as the experiences
of forced collectivization and its tragic outcome, may have parallels to
Mongolia. Yet, most importantly, she notes that the crucial difference
between the two regions is the impact of the great influx of Russian
settlers in Kazakhstan—now outnumbering the entire Kazakh popula
tion. Since gaining independence from the Soviet Union, these Russian
settlers in the main have stayed in Kazakhstan in majority numbers to
form an integral part of the new nation. Mongolia's Russian and East
ern European urbanized workers never were a majority of the popula
tion and since the breakdown of the socialist system in 1990, they have
returned to their homelands in great numbers. With their departure, the
industrial, technical, technocratic base they provided to Mongolia has
collapsed.
Another important difference between the Central Asian Newly
Independent States (NIS) and Mongolia is that although the NIS
nations include desert lands as harsh as the Mongolia Gobi, they also
have steppe grasslands, near sea level, with mild climates that can
successfully be exploited (with modern irrigation techniques) as
agricultural lands. Mongolia's steppe is thousands of meters higher in
elevation, and highly resistant to widespread tilling and the sedentary
lifestyle of the rancher or farmer.
Mongolia is now receiving advice on how to make the transition
to a market economy from a myriad of Western free market econo
mists. A brief examination of some of the specific programs devised
for Mongolia reveals that today's foreign economic planners often proOlga B. Naumova, "Evolution of Nomadic Culture Under Modem
Conditions: Traditions and Innovations in Kazakh Culture," in Rulers from the
Steppe: State Formation on the Eurasian Periphery, Gary Seaman and Daniel
Marks (eds.) (California; Ethnographies Press, The University of Southern
California, 1991), Vol. 2, p. 291-307.
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pound free market concepts just as ill-suited to Mongolia's nomadic
herding base as those failed Marxist concepts promoted for decades by
Soviet experts. For example, in 1992 USAID-funded seminars at the
University of Maryland brought Mongol business and government eco
nomic leaders to the U.S. to study free market and privatization con
cepts to support Mongolia's economic transition. In seminar literature
and lectures, the experiences of Russian and Eastern European socie
ties, which all share a sedentary/ agricultural/ industrialized foundation
were equated to those of Mongolia. Their price reform policies and
liberalization measures were presented as models for emulation by
Mongolia's leadership. Seminar literature indicated that the economists
recognize that Mongolia's internal economic interactions are severely
underdeveloped, but there is no indication that the consultant teaching
the seminars understood why internal trade is so limited. Mongolia's
lack of internal trade is an historical phenomenon stemming from its
nomadic lifestyle, and is not just the result of distribution problems
under communism. The seminar series claimed its organizational con
cept was to emphasize improving a country's institutions, in the context
of examining national customs, but in fact no such analysis tailored to
Mongolia's unique nomadic heritage was expounded during these
seminars by the instructors on economics.
The seminars focused on property and contractual rights, saying
property rights lead to productivity. As mentioned earlier, such value
judgments hold little relevance for a country like Mongolia. Nowhere
in seminar materials was Mongolia's specialized nomadic economy
acknowledged. There was a passing reference to animal husbandry,
more as a reflection of "Mongolia as a ranching country" mentality than
as an important economic input. The American economists for this
series are well-versed in the economic behavior of reforming socialist
economies and some have traveled for a few days to Mongolia's capital.
They drew false conclusions because Mongolian policy makers were
trained in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and because if Mon
golia was part of the Soviet economic orbit, Mongolia's economy must
basically be similar to other command-model economies.
At one of these seminars, the Mongols told the instructor of
their experience with an American-recommended policy of floating the

See "Mongolia: Support for Economic Transition," Project Statement,
Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector (IRIS) (College Park: University of
Maryland, 1992).
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price of milk. The Mongol official who implemented the policy noted
that after letting milk prices float for six months, the price of milk in the
cities had increased nine times, but the amount of available milk had
been reduced in half These milk shortages had created widespread dis
satisfaction among the urban populace and great political pressure on
the government. The American economist's response was that the
program was either falsely implemented—the "Mongols did it wrong"
syndrome—or the policy had failed because economists had not
appropriately considered the desire of the herdsmen milk producers for
increased leisure time after earning more profit for less milk production.
The total inappropriateness of the second theory is revealed by the fact
that milk cows must be milked every day by the herdsmen, regardless
of market price. The herdsmen are not leaving their daily herding
activities to enjoy leisure time. The real reason for the failure of the
floating prices to increase milk supply to the urban centers is that milk
producers have little use for the money they received for their milk.
For decades the Mongol Government has chosen to place consumer
goods in the cities, not in the countryside. Furthermore, nomads are
not consumption-oriented, so the items they need to purchase with their
currency are very few. Moreover, they see no advantage to "saving"
money for their children's education or to purchase a house and land.
This is a classic example of where the people with earning power are in
the countryside and have little incentive to sell their product to the
urban consumers who offer an unattractive form of payment to the
producers. Where was all the milk production going? It remained in
the countryside where herdsmen families had ample milk available for
the six months of the year they subsist solely on dairy products, or it
was exchanged for necessities in small local town centers. This
example of price reform policy failure is directly related to a lack of
knowledge on the part of the American economic consultants about
how a nomadic economy functions within a specific cultural context.
Another example of flawed economic analysis on Mongolia is
found in the 1991 report on Mongolia by the International Monetary
Fund.^^ This report is a good summary of Mongolia's recent economic
situation, but it lacks societal and cultural context. It falsely presumes
that prior to the imposition of the command economy, a traditional

Elizabeth Milne, John Leimone, Frank Rozwadewski and Padej Sukachevin, "The Mongolian People's Republic: Toward a Market Economy," Occa
sional Paper, No. 79 (Washington, D.C., April 1991).
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market-oriented economy was in place in Mongolia. While the report
mentions nomadic herding, it provides no insights on why this eco
nomic base is different from that of sedentary countries. The IMF
report consistently used the term "agriculture" when referring to herd
ing, which probably leads the reader to suppose that Mongolia's pas
toral herding techniques are the same as in the dairy and cattle indus
tries of sedentary cultures.
The importance of relying on the nomadic economy to develop
industry, because industry in Mongolia is primarily derived from live
stock by-products, is not mentioned in the report. This study empha
sizes that price and enterprise reforms are expected to increase effi
ciency and government budget revenues, although these assumptions so
far have not necessarily proven related to the mechanisms of a nomadic
economy.
Furthermore, the IMF report did not consider the weak
demand for currency in the countryside, which vitally influences
national currency reform and circulation. While the IMF paper is a
valuable summary document, it in no way reflects the unique quality
and challenges involved in transforming Mongolia's traditional nomadic
socialist economy to a free market system. Without properly identify
ing the real situation, it is difficult to imagine that expert advice from
the IMF will be useful and effective for Mongolia.

Looking to Mongolia's History for Economic Strategies
Where should Mongolia look for appropriate economic
strategies tailored to its present situation? Some of the answers may be
found in an examination of Mongolia's own past economic experiences
to see which reform policies have succeeded because they were adapted
to Mongolia's nomadic culture and society. As Mongolian leaders con
template free market economic theories, they are able to refer to their
own history for valuable lessons on how to privatize and reform their
economy without repeating costly mistakes. They should beware of
unquestioning adherence to Western "expert" economic advice, based
just as much on flawed concepts as Soviet economic models were. The
Mongolian Government recognizes that some people are losing confi
dence in the new privatization measures, which have not turned around
the nation's economic downspin. These government leaders do not

Milne et al., p. 31. See discussion on "The Medium-Term Path of Re
form."
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have the time nor the money to continue to introduce policies based on
flawed economic concepts.
Possible answers for Mongolia may be found by re-examining
the reform policies of Prime Minister Gendun during the period 19321936.59 In 1932 Mongolian authorities faced the urgent problems of
suppressing a domestic rebellion amongst the herdsmen in the country
side, restoring the country's devastated economy, and regaining the
confidence of the people. In a special party penum in April 1932, after
three months of debate, the MPRP repudiated the left-wing forced
collectivization policies of the previous two years which had driven the
nation to the crisis point. The joint resolution of the Executive Com
mittee of the Comintern and the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union dated May 23, 1932 also discussed the mis
takes of Mongolia's forced collectivization and failed leftist measures
"that were not consistent with the economic and cultural condition of
the country, as a result of ignoring the special national characteristics of
the country's mode of life ....
Prime Minister Gendun recognized that the Mongolian Govern
ment had lost control over local organs of power, and "that the gov
ernment itself had lost all trust in the eyes of the people. Each person
interpreted the law as he saw fit"61-a situation, many would argue, not
much different from Mongolia today. In June 1932 a Plenary Meeting
of the MPRP Central Committee laid down a "New Course," whereby
59 Charles R. Bawden, The Modern History of Mongolia (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 1968), p. 296. Bawden comments that Gendun was one of
the most active leftist leaders mentioned in former President J. Sambuu's
autobiography. In the 1920s Gendun was Chairman of the National Small Hural.
See History of the Mongolian People's Republic, William Brown and Urgunge
Onon (trans.) (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1976), p. 813, note 94. For
discussion of his policies from the Communist partyline point of view, see pp. 299346 in the same volume. Gendun was a member of the Secretariat of the Central
Committee and responsible for managing the campaign to expropriate property of
nobles in North Khangai aimag.
History of the Mongolian People's Republic (Moscow: Nauka, 1973), p.
333. In 1935 Gendun condemned the "mechanical transference" from the Soviet
Union of higher forms of socialist organization such as communes and artels, which
were unsuitable for the Mongolian economy. On December 24, 1934, in his lengthy
report to the Seventh Great Hural, he courageously maintained that the Leftist De
viation government had conducted an erroneous state policy at odds with the pecu
liar needs of Mongolia. See Brown and Onon's History for more details on the
Leftist Deviation.
Murphy, Soviet Mongolia, p. 128.
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the Party aimed to mobilize workers for development of private eco
nomic initiatives.^^
motto of the New Course policy was "Raise
high private initiative, and bring the private cattle-herding economy to a
high level.From 1932 to 1936, the Party under Gendun redirected
national policy from an attack on religion and the religious to guaran
teeing freedom of religious worship. Mongols were allowed to hold
private property, and collectives and state farms were abolished. Gov
ernment teams were dispatched to all the aimags to reorganize the
work of trading organizations, taxation, financial and other local bod
ies.
In the face of a very weak economy, Gendun was faced with
dismantling the whole collectivization program of his predecessors.
This situation was not unlike Mongolia's present need to dismantle their
command economy in the midst of widespread economic and institu
tional collapse. Gendun's government revoked collectivization regula
tions and used tax laws to accelerate privatization of herds and increase
livestock numbers. Positive results were felt immediately. Just from
1933 to 1934, livestock numbers increased by 3.5 million head.
Measures were enacted to allocate government moneys only in areas of
the nomadic economy where the private sector was traditionally a small
player, such as improving veterinary services, improving water and
fodder supplies, and increasing animal shelters. Such reforms in eco
nomic policy development spawned cultural and educational reforms,
which increased the number of schools and trained teaching staff.
Gendun's program included an industrial construction policy
and training program for workers. Laws were enacted to encourage
the development of voluntary associations such as craft or producers
cooperatives among cottage workers. Business tax laws were amended
to reduce assessments for cooperative associations and private enter
prises. By 1934, there were thirty-three associations of home-industry
producers with more than 1,000 members throughout the country.
Gendun's project assisted lamas who left the monasteries to join these
associations. A similar plan could be implemented nowadays to assist
unemployed urban workers as they relocate to new private sector jobs.
Gendun's policies encouraged joint ventures with the Soviet Union to
stimulate new economic enterprises. To improve transportation condi
tions in the countryside, he emphasized road and bridge building. Such

History ofMongolian People's Republic (Nauka),
Bawden, Modern History, p. 351.

p. 333.
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policies are models sixty years later, as Mongolia must improve the
domestic road network infrastructure to facilitate economic develop
ment. Gendun disbanded the Mongoltrans freight company monopoly
and replaced it with a system that concluded goods transport agree
ments directly between trading organizations and herdsmen on a strictly
voluntary basis. After Gendun's fall from power, Mongoltrans was
reinstituted and it still inefficiently monopolizes transport to and from
Mongolia today. It might be wise to consider re-dissolving or totally
privatizing this government-controlled transport carrier.
During Prime Minister Gendun's administration, private trade
was encouraged-but regulated-with foreign trade still under state
control. Importance was attached to accelerating the supply of goods
to the herdsmen through the re-introduction of mobile trading
organizations with specified restrictions on the operations of private
traders. Although retail trade returned to private hands, demand for
consumer goods and foodstuffs still outstripped supplies. Even for
basic necessities like tea, tobacco and sugar, prices rose well above the
state fixed rate. This same phenomenon was experienced in Mongolia
in 1991-1993. When the newly created retail cooperatives were
fostering rackets, selling at inflated prices, embezzling funds and
misappropriating goods, Gendun clamped down on these illegal
activities.^^ Such experiences are now being repeated in the chaos
since the breakdown of the socialist system with tens of millions of
dollars of Government funds having been misappropriated and the
guilty officials not brought to justice after more than two years.^^
Certainly in post-communist Mongolia some limitations on the
operations of traders, who operate much like smugglers, must be
introduced, and Gendun's regulatory policies may prove instructive.
The administration and managerial costs of the government
under Prime Minister Gendun were reduced and the currency stabilized.
By 1937 the MPRP Central Committee had successfully introduced
competition in state and cooperative enterprises. During the Gendun
years, there also was the rise of a trade union movement and
competition was used to increase labor productivity and quality-control
Bawden, Modern History, p. 255 states that by early 1934 2.5 million
tugrigs were missing.
65 More than (U.S.) $90 million of Mongolian Government money was
lost by young Mongol officials from 1991-1992 in the junk bond market. Although
at first arrested, they have been released while awaiting trial. Two years later, they
still have not been punished.
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of products.
By the late 1930s, workers attended governmentsponsored production conferences to encourage them to display
creative initiative and inculcate a sense of responsibility. In addition,
special attention was given to the problem of the national economy's
structure of credit and granting credits for Mongol herdsmen. All of
these above-mentioned issues from the 1930s, Mongolia again faces
today.
The New Course policies were quite successful in rapidly elimi
nating the consequences of the Leftist Deviation. From 1934-1939,
livestock herds increased 5.5 million head over the preceding three-year
period, the number of animal shelters and wells grew greatly, and more
than ninety voluntary associations and organizations among the people
in the countryside were established by 1940. The herd size in 1941
remains the highest in recorded Mongol history.
During the Leftist Deviation and New Course periods in the
1930s ordinary citizens and officials were equally confused by the sud
den changes in policy. Not knowing what to expect, Mongols were
reluctant to heartily embrace any political or economic policy, so as to
not be compromised if the official line changed again (which it eventu
ally did). This attitude is also widespread in today's Mongolia, and it
will take time for the people to overcome their fears.
In 1934, Gendun recognized that Party officials were employing
Russians and Chinese to do technical jobs, instead of training young
Mongol specialists. As a result, Mongol trainees did not take courses
taught by Soviet teachers seriously, and left everything to the foreign
experts. In response, he encouraged Mongol trainees to increase their
motivation and skills so as to be more qualified for technical work.
Today, Mongolia is replacing Soviet and Eastern European experts
with specialists from the Western countries. It is a good time to
implement policies such as Gendun's so that Mongols replace the
departed technicians from the socialist countries, rather than just
depending upon a new set of foreigners to keep the country running.
By 1936, sharp differences of opinion on Party economic policy
wracked the national leadership. Prime Minister Gendun was criticized
for taking privatization measures too far, and his successful program
was condemned under the pretext that he was secretly cooperating with

History of the Mongolian People’s Republic (Nauka), p. 340. In 1932
credits were extended to arats worth 73,000 tugriks. By 1934 this amount rose ten
times~50% of which went to the poorest arats.
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the Japanese to attack Mongolia and to stage an internal uprising
against the Party for his own self-seeking motives.
In 1937, at the Central Committee of the Party's Second
Plenum, Choibalsan,67 Minister of Internal Affairs, criticized Gendun as
a man who loved neither the people nor the country. He accused
Gendun of diverting Mongolia from the non-capitalist path,
undermining Mongolian-Soviet friendship, weakening the national
defense, and allowing the growth of counter-revolutionary forces.
Gendun's "anti-Party" clique:
. . . began committing crude breaches of revolutionary law and social
ist democracy, initiated unjustified reprisals against innocent people
based on various slanderous materials and staged the trumped up
Lkhumbo case. ... No matter how people explained his mistakes to
him, he did not admit them. I wonder whether he was really a stupid
man. If he were as stupid as that, how could he be Prime Minister!"^

Gendun's group was accused of seeking to lessen the Party's leadership
role in the country, questioning the value of the Soviet alliance, and
moving Mongolia towards capitalism by giving "every possible encour
agement to capitalist elements."^® Choibalsan engineered Gendun's
exile to the Soviet Union, where several years later he was executed in
secret as a Japanese spy.^^ Although charges that he was a spy were
withdrawn in the 1980s, Gendun remained an unrehabilitated figure
until November 1992.^^

Marshal Kh. Choibalsan (1895-1952), the "Stalin of Mongolia," was
Premier from 1940 until his death. See Brown and Onon, History, p. 742, note 7
for biographical list. An English translation of his biography, "The Life and
Achievements of Comrade Choibalsan," written by his successor Yu. Tsedenbal, can
be found in Mongolian Heroes of the Twentieth Century, Onon, Urgunge, trans.
(New York: AMS Press, Inc., 1976), pp. 193-210.
History of the Mongolian People's Republic (Nauka), p. 398. Also see
Onon, Mongolian Heroes, p. 204.
Onon, Mongolian Heroes, loc. cit.
History of the Mongolian People's Republic (Nauka), p. 347.
See Bawden, History, pp. 335-342 on the Gendun-Marshal Demid
conspira^^

Gendun's family tried for years to leam his fate and his wife even wrote
to Soviet President Gorbachev. A letter arrived in November 1992 officially
informing the family of his death by firing squad.
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Conclusion
Presently, Mongolia is debating tax policies which some
Western economists feel are regressive and discourage capital
accumulation.
Mongol leaders, trained to be negative towards
capitalistic thinking, should take care not to repeat the errors of the tax
programs of Mongolia in the 1928-32 Leftist Deviation period.
Increased taxes then failed to impact the truly wealthy but drove the
lower lamas (analogous to a middle class) into poverty.
The
Government's taxation policies in the 1930s were drafted to induce
social change. Some failed while others succeeded. The April 1936
confiscatory tax on the richest high lamas (a modem equivalent to the
wealthy entrepreneurs, of Mongolia) doubled revenue in two years but
destroyed the rich lamas and thus the Government's profitable tax
base.^3 These tax policies were consciously employed to destroy the
social and economic fabric of the old feudal system. In this new free
market era, tax policy must be constmcted so as to nurture economic
activities rather than strangle them.
A study of Gendun's policies will only be an historical example
for present economic planners to use as a starting point. Mongolia's
economy today is more industrial and less livestock centered, but the
nomadic psychology and value system of the majority of the population
has not caught up with these economic changes. Foreign economic
advisers and Mongol political leaders should recognize the cultural and
economic factors influencing the citizenry, and accordingly offer
realistic economic proposals. Gendun's New Course is a real casestudy from Mongolia's own history, which can provide important
insights useful for successfully managing Mongolia's transition from a
command economy to a free market one, taking into consideration the
country's nomadic economic context.
As Jagchid and Hyer have noted, the process of modernization
has revealed that Mongolian nomads are very flexible and progressive
despite severe limitations imposed upon them by nature and
government. The nomadic lifestyle is disadvantaged by a weak eco
nomic base for the development of cities, industries, and transport sys
tems.
The question remains as to whether Mongolia will be only an
interesting variant in the inevitable transformation of nomadic peoples
to sedentary life and industrialization, or if in fact Mongols will be able
Moses and Halkovic, Introduction, pp. 263-265.
Jagchid and Hyer, Mongolia's Culture, p. 15.
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to create a unique form of market economy molded by their own brand
of nomadism, which is so well-suited ecologically and economically to
this land and clime. As Moses has stated:
The lessons of the Mongol experience are obvious. A revolution
ary elite in a backward nation can only succeed if it understands
the strength and validity of its traditional institutions.^^
In his book Inner Asian Frontiers (1940), Owen Lattimore
wrote of Mongolia's potential resources in agriculture, livestock, and
mining. Mongolia was not part of an economic system undergoing
rapid growth and change.
Some fifty years later, the economic
situation is very different. Mongolia is a part of a rapidly developing
regional economic system, which can only spur its growth. However,
the first step down this road is to properly understand the dynamics of
Mongolia's traditional economy.
Foreign economic advisers and
domestic planners alike must recognize that when the old command
economic system is dismantled, what is revealed is not the remnants of
a commercial/agricultural society, but rather the structure of a nomadic
economy with accompanying social and cultural value systems. It is
upon this rather unusual foundation that Mongolia's economic devel
opment towards privatization and modernization must certainly rest.
The challenge for Mongolia is to attempt to find a new formula for its
economic development, one which recognizes the contributions and
strengths of the traditional animal husbandry economy, but integrates
this heritage with democratization and privatization. Such a path of
economic development may be more suitable than trying to graft an
unnatural and expensive to maintain agro-industrial economy onto a
land of harsh climate and geography, hostile to normal sedentary
economic activities.

75 Moses and Halkovic, Introduction, p. 265.
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A Note on Multilinguality in China
Under the Mongols: The Compilers of
the Revised Buddhist Canon 1285-1287
Herbert Franke
Under the dynasties of conquest established after the disin
tegration of the T'ang empire, multilinguality within the state admin
istration became a common feature.
In the state of Liao, the Khitan language was used along with
Chinese and was written in two different scripts. The so-called
"large script" was invented in 920 A.D. and the "small script,"
which seems to have been a kind of alphabet, in 925.
The Jurchens in the Chin state also developed two different
scripts for their language—in 1119 (the "large script") and 1135 (the
"small script"). For a long time, three scripts and languages were in
use in the Chin state: Chinese for the Chinese and Po-hai population,
Khitan for the Khitans and Jurchen for the Jurchens. After 1191, the
use of the Khitan script was abolished so that until the end of the
Chin in 1234 only Chinese and Jurchen were used concurrently.
Under Chinggis Khan, the Mongols, who were originally illit
erate, had already adopted the Uighur script for their language, and
this is still used in Inner Mongolia and the Mongolian People's
Republic. An additional alphabet for Mongolian was promulgated in
1269, the so-called "square script" invented by the Tibetan lama
'Phags-pa (1235-1280). This script was called "national script"
(kuo-shu) and was used throughout the Chinese Yiian state. It is by
far the most accurate script system for rendering the phonetics of
Middle Mongolian. Nevertheless, it never did fully displace the
Mongol-Uighur writing system.
The bilinguality of the Yiian period is also demonstrated by
many documents in the administrative handbooks, such as the Yuan
tien-chang and the T'ung-chih t'iao-ko.
They are written in
colloquial Chinese, but have retained the Mongolian word order
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because they are derived from interlineary Chinese versions of a
Mongolian original text. ^
A different type of language problem can be seen in Chinese
Buddhism. Many scriptures are translations from Indian languages,
above all Sanskrit. It was evidently a difficult task to translate from
a totally unrelated language into Chinese, but these difficulties were
overcome with the help of foreign (mostly Central Asian) monks
who served as informants. The translation activities were already
well organized at an early date.^
An interesting case of multilingual cooperation in the
Buddhist sphere occurred under the Mongol Yiian dynasty. This was
the compilation of a new and revised catalogue of the Chinese
Tripitaka,^ the Chih-yuan fa-pao k'an-t'ung tsung-lu
P
^ ] in ten chiian. This catalogue is important for several
reasons. For each Sanskrit title, a careful transcription in Chinese
characters is provided, which allows the reconstruction of the Indie
original. It was also the first catalogue where the Chinese versions
have been compared with those in another Buddhist religious
language, in this case Tibetan. Altogether the Chih-yiian catalogue
must be regarded as a careful and meticulous work which, moreover,
can show which Buddhist scriptures were current in Tibetan at that
time. The following remarks are based on the modern reprint of the
catalogue in vol. 2 of the supplements to the Taisho canon, Showa
hobo somokuroku (Tokyo 1929, pp. 179/1-238/11.^
^ There exists an abundant literature on these problems in many
languages, western, Chinese and Japanese. A superb modem description of Mongol
administrative practices in China is Elizabeth Endicott-West, Mongolian Rule in
China. Local Administration in the Yuan Dynasty (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1989). This book includes an excellent bibliography. On
language problems, see pp. 83-85 and 118-122.
^ See e.g., Walter Fuchs, "Zur technischen Organisation der Ubersetzungen buddhistischer Schriften ins Chinesische,"
Mq/or, 6 (1930), 84-103.
^ For a succinct survey of cataloguing the Buddhist scriptures, see Paul
Demieville in Choix d'Etudes Bouddhiques (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1973), 186-190.
Although first published over one hundred years ago, Bunyiu Nanjio's Catalogue of
the Chinese Translation of the Buddhist Tripitaka (Oxford; Clarendon, 1883) is still
useful for the non-specialist. It includes on pp. Xll-XXIIl a detailed account of the
various catalogue compiled in China.
4 For other editions of the catalogue, see the bibliographical guide to
Buddhist scriptures by Ono Gemmyo, Bussho kaisetsu daijiten, vol. 4 (Tokyo,
1933), 242/11-243/IV.
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The scholarly importance of the Chih-yuan catalogue was
noticed in the west for the first time over 140 years ago by the
French sinologist Stanislas Julien.5 Since then relatively little atten
tion has been paid to this catalogue, apart from occasional brief
references in buddhological literature. The catalogue is preceded by
two prefaces, one written in 1306 by the Chinese monk K'o-chi
3 ] and one by Ching-fu [#
], dated 1289. These prefaces,
together with the introductory remarks by Ch'ing
], the editor-inchief monk, tell of the compilation of the catalogue which was
sponsored by emperor Qubilai, and most important, a list of the 29
scholars and monks who took part in the compilation. This list will
be summarized below; a full study with translations of the prefaces
and full annotation has been prepared by this author and will be
published as volume four of the series Studia Tibetica (Bavarian
Academy of Sciences).
The members of the committee to which the compilation of
the catalogue was entrusted could, in some cases, be identified from
other sources. In many cases, however, no identification was pos
sible, chiefly because in conformity with Buddhist usage the list
gives only the second part of the Chinese monks' names. The temple
from which the Chinese monks came is, however, always indicated.
The committee worked from spring 1285 to summer 1287 in Ta-Tu
(Peking) in the temple of Ta hsing-chiao ssu. Interesting information
on the compilation procedure is given in the introduction: each
committee member used his own language, which necessitated the
use of interpreters.
A simplified roster of the committee members and their
functions will show their different origins and nationalities:

^ "Concordance sinico-sanskrite d'un nombre considerable de litres
d'ouvrages bouddhiques recueillie dans un catalogue chinois de I'an 1306," Journal
Asiatique IVe serie tome XIV (1849), 353-446.
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1.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Ch'ing
K'ai-yuan ssu in Shun-te Prefecture
Lector for Sastra
Compilation
Chinese. No further data available.

2.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk En
Shui-yen ssu in P'ing-luan lu
Lector for Sastra
General redactor
Chinese. No biographical data available.

3.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Hai
Ta pao-chi ssu (Ta-tu)
Lector for Sutra
Director of clerical work
Chinese. No biographical data available.

4.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Wen
Hsing-hua ssu in Chen-ting Prefecture
Lector for Sutra
Director of clerical work
Chinese. No data available.

5.

Name:
Office:

Ya-shih-han yang-a
Supervisor {lang chung) in branch office of
Ministry of Works (kung-pu)
Feng-hsiian ta-fu
Director of clerical work
Uighur. The name renders uigh. YaSqan
Yanga.

Civilian Title:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

6.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk T'uan
Ta min-chung ssu in Ta-tu
Lector for Sutra
Collation
Chinese. No data available.
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7.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Hsi
Ta hao-t'ien ssu in Ta-tu
Lector for Sutra
Collation
Chinese. No data available.

8.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Wen
Huang mei ssu in Shang-tu
Abbot of Huant-mei ssu
Collation
Chinese. No data available.

9.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Title:

Monk Ch'eng
Hung-fa ssu in Ta-tu
T'ung hsien mi erh chiao yen-pi ta shih
(Expert in exoteric and esoteric Buddhism)
Chinese. No data available.

Nationality:
10.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Yen
Ta-ch'ung-kuo ssu (Ta-tu)
Altar Priest
Comparison of Texts
Chinese. Monk Yen is probably Ting-yen,
born 1237, who entered the Ta ch'ung-kuo
Temple as a novice in 1243 and was
ordained in 1271. After having served in
several other temples he died in 1309 an
abbot of the Ta ch'ung-kuo Temple.

11.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Ting
Ta sheng-shou wan an-ssu in Ta-tu
Altar Priest
Comparison of texts
Chinese. No data available.

12.

Name:
Origin:

Chia-lu-na-ta-ssu
Pei-t'ing tu-hu fu (Uighur Supreme Court)
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Knew the languages of both countries
(China and Tibet), expert in exoteric and
esoteric Buddhism.
Translator of Tibetan
Uighur. The Chinese transcription of his
name renders the Uighur term. Karandas
which in turn is derived from Sanskrit
Karunadasa. He has a biography in YUan
shih, ch. 134, where his linguistic
competence is praised. In addition to
Uighur and Chinese, he knew Tibetan and
Sanskrit. Pei-t'ing is the Chinese name for
Be baliq, where the Uighur court was
located. In spite of his monastic status
Karunadas was married and had sons who
held high offices in the Yiian adminis
tration. He died in 1312. An Uighur
translation of the Mafljusrindmasamgiti by
Karunadas was printed in 1302.

13.

Name:
Origin;
Civilian Title:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

T'o-yin tu-t'ung
Han-lin scholar
Chia-i ta-fu
Translator of Uighur
Uighur. Chin. T'o-yin renders uigh and
mong. Toyin "Monk." Tu-t'ung is an
Uighur title frequently conferred on laymen
and monks. The name is quite frequent
under the Yuan so that a reliable iden
tification was not possible.

14.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Monk Ch'ing
Chin-shan Temple in Chi-ning lu
Lector for Sastra
Collation
Chinese. No data available.

15.

Name:
Origin:

Monk Li
Ta sheng-shou wan-an ssu (Ta-tu)
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Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:
16.

Name:
Origin:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Transmitter of Mahayana monastic rules,
altar priest.
Investigation of meanings
Chinese. No data available.
Monk Hsing
Supervisor of Buddhist teachings in
Chiang-Huai
Investigation of meanings
Chinese but of Jurchen descent. It can be
shown that Monk Hsing is identical with
Monk K'ang who became general superviser of Buddhism in Chiang-nan (i.e., the
recently conquered Sung state) in 1277.
Another of his names was Hsing-yii. He
was a lector in the famous Pai-ma "White
Horse" monastary near Lo-yang in ca.
1270 and died shortly before 1300 as abbot
of the Pai-ma ssu.

17.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee function:
Nationality:

Monk Chien
Ta sheng-shou wan-an ssu (Ta-tu)
General supervisor (tu tsung-t'ung)
Investigation of meanings
Chinese. Monk Chien is mentioned for
1281 as taking part in the burning of
proscribed Taoist scriptures.

18.

Name:
Origin:

Monk Chao
General supervisor of Buddhism for all
provinces
Investigation of meanings
Chinese. No data available.

Committee Function:
Nationality:
19.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:

Yiian-tan-pa
General supervisor of Buddhism for all
provinces
Tibetan lector
Investigation of meanings
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Nationality:

Tibetan.
The Chinese name probably
renders tib. Yon-tan dpal. He held the
same office as No. 18 Monk Chao, which
illustrates the Yuan practice of appointing
Tibetans and Chinese jointly to offices in
the Buddhist official hierarchy.

20.

Name:
Origin:
Civilian Title:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

An-tsang
Chancellor of Han-lin Academy
Cheng-feng ta-fu
Translation and investigation of meanings
Uighur. An-tsang is a well-known per
sonality distinguished by polyglot competance. He translated into Uighur, Mon
golian and Chinese and vice-versa. Antsang was an early follower of Qubilai,
whose protection he enjoyed throughout his
career. His Buddhist inclinations are well
known. A Buddhist exegetical treatise of
his in Chinese was even included in the
Chih-yuan catalogue. An-tsang died in
1293.

21.

Name:
Origin:
Civilian Title:
Religious Title:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Ha-t'ai sa-li
General supervisor of Buddhism
Tzu-te ta-fu
Cheng-tsung hung-fa ta-shih
Translation and investigation of Meanings.
Uighur. The name must be reconstructed
as Qatay Sali, where Sali is an Uighur title
for Buddhist dignitaries. The name also
occurs alternatively as Ch'i-t'ai sa-li, in
Uighur, Kitay Sali. He came from Be§
Baliq (Pei-t'ing) where he received a
thorough Buddhist education. His appoint
ment as General Supervisor was in 1275.
In 1281 he took part in collecting the
documents
on
the
Buddhist-Taoist
controversies. He was also responsible for
the Chinese translation of Nos. 1904 and
1905 of the Chinese Buddhist Canon
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(Taisho edition), dated 1270 and 1271.
The original of Nos. 1904 and 1905 was in
Tibetan; their author has been the famous
■Phags-pa Lama (1235-1280).
22.

Name:
Origin;
Civlilian Title:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Tany-ya-sun
Chancellor of Han-1 in Academy
Chung-feng ta-fu
Translator of Tibetan language
Uighur. It can be shown that chin. Tan-yasun is a rendering of uigh. Tanyazin which
goes back to Sanskrit Dhanyasena. He was
a native of Qamul (modern Ha-mi) and is
already attested for 1270 as Chancellor of
the Han-lin Academy. He might be iden
tical with a certain Mr. Tan-ya who is
mentioned for 1296 as councillor (ts'an-i)
of the Office for Buddhist and Tibetan
Affairs (hsUan-cheng yOan). A woodcut on
the fragment of a printed Uighur text in the
Museum fur indische Kunst (Berlin) shows
his portrait as a monk. He took part in the
translation of Buddhist scriptures from
Tibetan. I have prepared a detailed study
on this learned Uighur monk and scholar to
be published in the Festschrift for
Annemarie v. Gabain on the occasion of
her 90th birthday.

23.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:

Chai-ya-ta-ssu
Pei-t'ing tu-hu fu (Uighur Supreme Court)
Expert in exoteric and esoteric Buddhism,
Lector for Sutra, Vinaya and Sastra,
recipient of a robe.
Translation of Indian language.
Uighur. The name is derived from Sanskrit
Jayadasa; the Uighur form is ^ayadas. It
is possible that he is identical with Cha-yata-ssu, who is mentioned in the YUan-shih
biography of An-tsang (above. Number
20). Some scholars have regarded Cha-ya-

Committee Function:
Nationality:
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ta-ssu (Jayadas) as an additional name of
Antsang which, however, does not seem
convincing.
24.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

25.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

26.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

27.

Name:
Origin:

Monk Su-tuan-jan
Tibet
Expert in exoteric and esoteric Buddhism,
Lector for Sutra, Vinaya and ^astra,
recipient of a robe
Collation and investigation of meanings.
Tibetan. The first two syllable of the name
could be a transcription of tib. ston
"teacher." No identification possible. The
gift of a monk's robe to Buddhists was a
distinction frequently bestowed by the
court (see also above No. 23 and below
No. 25).
Monk Chan-yang-i-ssu
Tibet
Transmitter of exoteric and esoteric
teaching. Lector for Sutra, Vinaya and
Sastra, recipient of a robe.
Collation and investigation of meanings
Tibetan. No reconstruction of the original
name has been possible.
Monk Ko-lo-ssu pa tsang-pu
Tibet
Transmitter of exoteric and esoteric teach
ing, Lector for Sutra, Vinaya and Sastra,.
Investigation of meanings
Tibetan. The Chinese transcription renders
tib. Grags-pa bzan-po. No biographical
data available.
Wei-ma-lo-shih-li
Indian Pandit
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28.

Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Master of the Five Teachings
Clarification of evidence
Indian. The Chinese transcription renders
Sanskrit Vimalasrl. No data available.
The Five Teachings in Indian Buddhism
were grammar, mathematics, medicine,
logic and philosophy.

Name:
Origin:

Yeh-lien
Tibetan Pandit and prominent disciple of
the Imperial Preceptor 'Phags-pa
State Preceptor (kuo-shih)
Clarification of evidence
Tibetan. The name Yeh-lien is an abbrevi
ation of Ye-ses rin-chen. He came from
the §ar-pa family and was born in 1248.
He is also attested for 1277 as a leading
monk at the court. In 1286, he was
appointed as Imperial Preceptor and held
this office until 1291. He died in 1294 on
the Wu-t'ai shan.

Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

29.

Name:
Origin:
Religious Function:
Committee Function:
Nationality:

Ta-li-ma-pa-lo a-lo-ch'i-ta
Pandit and nephew of the Imperial Pre
ceptor 'Phags-pa
Imperial Preceptor
Clarification of evidence
Tibetan. The name is, however, derived
from Sanskrit and renders Dharmapalaraksita. He is a well-known person
ality. In January 1283, he was appointed
as Imperial Preceptor and resigned in 1286.
He died in December 1287 on his way back
to the Sa-skya monastery in Tibet.
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Short Analysis Of The Data
Of the twenty-nine members of the committee, fifteen were
Chinese, seven Uighurs, six Tibetans and one Indian. As it is most
improbable that the Chinese monks could speak or understand
Tibetan and vice versa, they had to rely on interpreters. These were
certainly the Uighurs. Karunadas (Number 12) and Tanyazin (Num
ber 22) are expressly mentioned as translators for Tibetan, and Toyin
Tutung (Number 13) served as translator for Uighur.
Mongolian does not seem to have been used, and no Mongol
was a member of the committee. Many Mongol aristocrats and their
families, not to mention the imperial court, were devout Buddhists
who attended the ceremonies and donated large sums for monks and
temples, but Buddhist scriptural studies were not so much their
concern, a fact which is abundantly attested in other sources.
Three committee members, all three Uighurs, came from the
highest scholarly state office, the Han-lin Academy. The Chinese
monks all came from monasteries in northern China, mostly located
in the winter capital Ta-tu, and not a single one had been based in
the recently conquered former Sung empire, with the exception of
the author of the preface dated 1289. He did not, however, belong
to the committee.
It should also be noted that the state agencies for the
administration of Buddhism in China were represented by four
members; Number 16 (Monk Hsing), Number 18 (Monk Chao),
Number 19 (the Tibetan Yon-tan dpal) and Number 21 (the Uighur
Qatay Sali). The group of these dignitaries was multinational,
including Chinese, Tibetan and Uighur.
The role of the Uighur Yasqan Yanga (Number 5) is not
defined in the list of committee members. It can, however, be as
sumed that his duty was to provide the necessary technical
infrastructure for the committee meetings, because he came from the
Ministry of Works which had, it seems, established a branch office
for this purpose.
That the highest Buddhist priest in the Yiian Empire, the
Imperial Preceptor Dharmapalaraksita (Number 29) was a member of
this committee is only natural. The same can be said for 'Phags-pa,
Lamas's pupil, the State Preceptor Ye-ses rin-Chen (Number 28) who
was to eventually succeed the acting Imperial Preceptor.
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Altogether, one cannot but admire the judicious balance
which has been achieved in selecting the committee members. The
major nationalities as well as the different schools of Buddhism were
equally represented. This might have been due to the Uighur Qatay
Sali who appointed the committee on Qubilai's command.
The cooperation of these twenty-nine experts resulted in a
scholarly catalogue which lists 1,440 different texts in 5,586 chuan.
These are the figures as given in the original text; the modem
Japanese edition, however, uses a different way of counting and
arrives at 1,644 texts.
In closing, it can be added that the Chih-yuan catalogue was
translated from Chinese into Tibetan in the 18th century. The trans
lator was Gombojab (mGon-po skyabs), a nobleman of the Mongol
UjumuCin clan, who had been appointed by the emperor in 1722 as
head of the Tibetan school in Peking, and the title is rGya-nag (hosbyun ("The spread of the Dharma in China").^ It is accessible in a
modern copy, but the use of this version is limited as far as the list of
committee members goes because most of the personal names are
distorted beyond recognition.

^ Namgyal Dorje Dalama (ed.),
in China (Berkeley, 1969).

The Penetration and Spread ofBuddhism

On Mongolian Lamas' Writings in Tibetan
B. Gereltii
Abstract
At different times in history, there were Mongolian personages
of foresight who wrote not only in their mother tongue, but also in the
Chinese (Han), Tibetan and Manchu languages with a view to enriching
their own national culture thereby. Among them were quite a number
of Mongolian lamas who were widely read in history, philology,
literature, philosophy, medicine, calendar-making and other fields.
These men wrote large numbers of articles and achieved especially
outstanding success in the creation of poetry and in poetic theory.
Mongolian lamas' writings and theoretic researches in Tibetan
constituted a cultural phenomenon which began to appear after
Buddhism was introduced to Mongolian-speaking areas.
So far as literature is concerned, the introduction of Buddhism
brought us Indian and Tibetan literature, which exerted influence on the
subsequent development of Mongolian literature, and the very emer
gence of a group of Mongolian authors who wrote in Tibetan in turn
contributed substantially to the richness of Tibetan literature itself
During that period, thanks to the introduction of Buddhist culture in
the form of Tibetan lamaism, there appeared in Mongolian literature a
totally new atmosphere, which can be characterized as follows:
(1) Religious and secular writings in Tibetan (and in Sanskrit)
served as a significant frame of reference for Mongolian literature to
use in creting its rich and varied genres during the early stages of its
becoming and independent literary system.
(2) The introduction of Indian and Tibetan poetic theories into
Mongolian-speaking areas added new ideas to ancient Mongolian
literary theory, especially to poetic aesthetics and hence played a
certain role in pushing Mongolian literature into a self-conscious stage
of development.
(3) As a result of the extension of Buddhist influence into
Mongolian-speaking areas during the seventeenth century, the ranks of
Mongolian lama-writers gradually began to grow steadily.
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However, the propagation of Buddhist culture within Mongolia
and the appearance of Mongolian lamas writing in Tibetan led, to a
certain degree, to the neglect of the national characteristic features of
our own literature and hence also to a degree impeded the overall
prosperity and development of the Mongolian writing system.
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• |^#EJiS|c^(1704-1788).

TWO TIBETO-MONGOL REGENT DECREES
IN THE NAME OF THE DALAI LAMA
FROM THE YEARS 1682 AND 1693
Harry Halen
Both documents were promulgated in the name of the Dalai Lama by
Sahs-rgyas rgya-mcho, the Regent of Tibet beginning in 1679. The fifth
Dalai Lama had at that time retired to meditate and shortly thereafter, in
1682, died. The Regent concealed the death during the interregnum for 15
years in fear for political disturbances.
The first document, belonging to a private collection, is written
in the ’Bru-cha script on yellow silk. Around the silk there is a red brocade
brim woven with floral patterns in gold. The reverse side is protected by an
attached multicoloured veiling,! the upper part of which is badly frayed.
At the upper brim, sewn to it at a distance of 14 cm from the left corner,
there is a red, soft-cloth cord (length 48 cm). Originally it might have
served the purpose of hanging up the item publicly. The document scroll is
to be rolled from bottom to top. In outer appearance it resembles the bi
lingual decree of the 5th Panchen Lama from 1714.2
Measurements. Width 61 (59) cm, height 138 (88) cm, upper bro
cade margin 16.5 cm, lower margin 34 cm, side margins 1 cm. Distance of
the first written line from the upper edge of the yellow silk cloth 24 cm,
distance between the 2nd and 3rd lines 16.5 cm. The beginning of line
three is indented by 27 cm.
Seals. The upper seal is the seal for legal decrees of the Dalai Lama
measuring 4.1 x 4.1 (2.9 x 2.9) cm,3 the nether one is his big quadrilingual official seal, 11.2 x 11.3 (9.2 x 9.3) cm.4
[1.]

! Similar to those in Muller & Raunig, p. 161.
^Schmid, pi. 1. For textual comparison of the epistolary style, see
Schuh 1981, pp. 309-315 (Anhang 1), Eine Herrscherurkunde des 5.
Dalai Lamaaus dem Jahre 1676; pp. 316-322 (Anhang 2), d:o aus dem
Jahre 1648; pp. 323-327 (Anhang 3), d:o des 6. Dalai Lama aus dem
Jahre 1698; pp. 329-336 (Anhang 4), d:o des 7. Dalai Lama aus dem
Jahre 1748; pp. 369-375 (Anhang 9), d:o des 5. Dalai Lama aus dem
Jahre 1670.
^Described by Schuh 1981, pp. 11-13.
'^Described and translated by Schuh 1981, pp. 3 and 46 (notes N“
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Iconography. The upper part of the document is provided with an
iconographic representation of a learned dGe-lugs-pa monk. He is recog
nised to be a Dalai Lama from the small lotus rising to the height of the
right shoulder. This idealised "Holder of the White Lotus" (Pad-dkar’chang) is the great 5th Dalai Lama (Nag-dbah blo-bzah rgya-mcho,
1617-1682) holding a holy water vase (kalasa, bum-pa) in his left hand.5
In the nether part there are three figures: two dharmapalas, to the left Sri
DevT (dPal-ldan Lha-mo), protector of Lhasa and the Dalai Lamas and in
the middle Beg-tse; to the right a dark-hued human figure with a red broadbrimmed hat riding a horse. The almost illegible text underneath it seems to
begin with the word gros 'oracle' — perhaps he represents the Nechung
state oracle, established at the time of the 5th Dalai Lama. The figure holds
a vajra in his right hand and a kalasa in his left.

[1.]

TEXT

1

gon ma’i lun gis nub phyogs mchog tu dge ba’i
degedii ejen-ii jarliy-iyar : oriine jiig-iin degedu buyan-u

zin gi rgyal dbafi sa sten gi rgyal bstan yons kyi bdag po
oron-u ilayuTsan erketii delekei dakin-u burqan-u sasin neyite-yin ejen

thams cad
qamuy-i

2 mkhyen pa bajra dha ra ta la’i bla mar ’bod pa’i gtam
medegci vcir dhara dalai blam-a kemen eneri(ri)dugsen-u jarliy

3

(SEAL)

nor ’jin gyi gzir ’khod pa spyi dan khyad par
ed-i bariyci-yin delekei-dur aysan yerii kiged ilangyuy-a

khal kha
qalq-a

20-22).

5Cf. Fujita p. 127 N° 61, Bod kyi than ga N° 76; Tibet/Kunst, p.
269 N° 345.
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4 o rod cho pa sog po cho chen bzi bcu ze dgu mcho khn
oled mongYol docin yisiin jasay : koke nayur

sor rgyal mo’i ’grarh gnas a mdo stod smad^ sogs kyi
qatun-u jaq-a-tu aysan degedii dour-a-du amdo terigiiten-u

bla ma
blam-a-nar

5 ser mo ba’i rigs dban pa’i li pa’i se gun tha’i ji
quvaray-un jiiil : vang/dbang beyile beyise giing tayiji

tha bu na ja’i san mi bzan dmag mi sna’i ’grim
tabanang'^jayisang sayid cerig-un noyad jiyulcin

6 ’grul sde dmans dan bcas ser skya chog dman bar pa
qudulducin-u* ayimay qarucus®-luy-a selte degedii doura-du duli sira

mtha’ dag la sprins pa se ra theg chen glih brag ti
qara biigiide-dur ilegebe : se ra yeke kblgen-ii dvib brag di

khaih chan la spyi khan
kam tsan-du spyi kang

7 kha sas zig ’dug pa khogs gcoh gi skyon che bar ^
ka sai aysan qayuciraju ebderegsen gem yeke-yin tulada : ^

rgyal dbah goh ma’i ^ bka’ sog se bam ’dug pa bzin
ilayuysan erketii degedii-yin

jarliy tamay-a soyurqaysan cilen :

ne lain spyi khan zig
ne lam spyi khang nigen-i
6Cf. Schuh 1974, p. 445, note 44 and Schuh 1981, p. 324, line 4.
tabunang.
^Obviously qudalducin-u, Gen. pi. of qudalduci vendor; jiyulcin
qudulducin 'travellers and vendors' put to correspond to Tib. ’grim ’grul
'travelling around'. Cf. qotulu- 'to fence in; to drive animals into a camp or
pen'.
9= qaracus.
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8 bso’iio thebs kyi med pa chol mi rab ’byaiiis pa
selbin sinedkekii-yin nemeri erer-e ilegegsen kumun-ii nere rabjamba

grags pa gses gnen can dens son ba lugs gnis khrims
grags-pa tan I odbai qoyar yosun-u cayaja-

dan mthun pa’i ’gro ’dug
luy-a jokildun yabuqu sayuqu

9 byun ijfes dad ’bul dad len la bkag med
irekii ecikii ba siisug-ten-ii ergiilge kiged-i abqui-dur sayatayulul* * iigei

phan grogs las gnod ’gal rigs ma byed chul
tusalan nbkiicekui-ece obere qouralan qarsilaqui-yin jiiil-i iilii uiledun

bzin sgrub pa mams la ’di phyir

dge ba’i

yosucilan biitiigegci-nuyud-i ene qoyitu-yin buyan-u abural-dur

10 skyabs ’jug bgyid zes go bar bya ba’i yi ge chu khyi
oruyulun iiiledsiigei kemen medegiilkii bicig-i usun noqai jiliin

zla ches la ran byun ’phags pa’i'^ gzal med

3 18sarayin arban naiman ober-iyen boluysan uleniji ordu
yurban
khan nas bris.
qarsi-aca bicibei:
(Seal)

[1.] TRANSLATION
[Intitulatio:] The word of him who by the decree of His Majesty
[the Emperor of China] was given the name of the ruling potentate of the
realm of supreme virtue of the Western Region [=Tibet], the Lord of the
*0= gso’i.
sayatayulqu.
•^Generally rah byun ’phags pa = Svayambhunath = Avalokitesvara/
Lokesvara (incarnated in the Dalai Lamas), but here the Mongol text sug
gests that it is an epithet of the Potala palace.
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entire world (and) the whole of the Buddhadharma, the omniscient vajradhara Dalai Lama.
[Publicatio:] Sent generally to those living on Earth, the "Holder of
Riches" [Skr. vasudhara], and especially to the 49 ruling Princes of the
Khalkha (and) Oirat Mongols, to those residing at the shores of the Koke
nayur qatun [=lake Kukunor, mCho-snon] (and) in the upper and lower
Amdo, etc.: lamas (and) monks of (all) kinds. Princes, Beiles, Beises,
Gungs, Taijis, noblemen, Zaisangs, dignitaries, military commanders to
gether with the category of common people passing by, monks and lay
men, high, low and middleclass, (in general) to all and everybody.
[Narratio:] The living quarters of the monks in the Brag-ti convent'3 of the Sera theg-chen-glin (monastery) have part by part grown old
and decayed. Because of (this) great damage. His Victorious Powerful
Highness [=the Dalai Lama] has accordingly announced a decree.
[Dispositio:] The person's name, who has been sent to look for
contributions for the repair and renovation of a living quarter (called) Ne1am, is the Venerable Rabjambai^ Grags-pa. He is travelling with a reti
nue. (Be he) moving (or) residing, coming (or) going, (those who) agree
with the law of the dual regime'^ should help (him) without delay in col
lecting the believers’ gifts, not making any kind of harm (or) opposition
and being nothing but friendly (and) properly fulfil (it), (them) I will here
after allow to enter into the protection of (my) virtue!
[Conclusio:] This letter, which must be heeded, was written in the
i^Cybikov, p. 185, note 1, enumerates 38 kham-chan corporations of
the Sera monastery.
'^According to Baumgardt, p. 99: "1. Ein Rab-dscham-pa ist, wer die
Texte zu Prajnaparamita und Madhyamika studiert und daruber die entsprechenden Examina abgelegt hat. 2. Ein Rab-dscham-pa ist auch, wer die
Texte zu alien 'Fiinf Wissensgebieten' studiert hat, jedoch ohne daruber
eine Priifung abgelegt zu haben." Note 1: "Rab-dscham ist gleichbedeutend
mit metaphysischem Wissen. Der Titel weist darauf hin, dass dessen Trager
mit profundem Wissen ausgestattet ist." It is one of the nine forms of the
Geshe (Skr. Kalyanamitra) rank, especially among the dGe-lugs-pas.
(Baumgardt, p. 71).
15= ecclesiastical and secular.
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year of the Water-Dog [=1682], on the 18th day of the 3rd month from the
By-Itself-Arisen Sublime and Incomparable Palace [=Potala].
*

[2.] The second document is preserved in the National Museum of
Denmark, Department of Ethnography (inv. N° R.XII.906), Copenhagen.
It is a letter of protection to a learned monk and in writing and style similar
to N° 1.
Measurements. Width 68 cm, height 81.5 cm.
Seals. The end seal at bottom, measuring 4.3 x 4.1 (3.1 x 3.1) cm,
is identical with the upper one on document N“ 1. It is uncertain whether
the small oval mark (2.2 x 2.0 cm) to the right in the upper part is a seal
imprint at all. I have seen the document only in a photograph and cannot
judge from it.*^

[2.] TEXT

1

nub phyogs mchog tu dge ba’i zin gi rgyal dban
oriine jug-iin degedii buyan-tu oron-u ilayuTsan erketii

(SEAL)

rgyal bstan yons kyi bdag po bajra dha ra ta la’i bla
burqan-u sasin'^ qamuy-u ejen qamuy-i ayiladuy-ci dalai blam-a

mar ’bod pa’i gtam
vcir dhara kemekii [........... ] bicig

2

skye ’gro spyi dan bye brag mkhar snon phyogs kyi
yerii arad ba ilangyuy-a Koke qota-yin jiig-un

ser skya drag zan mtha’ dag la sprihs pa

mkhar shon

sira qara sayin mayu qotulayar-dur'* ilegebe.

Koke qota-yin

thu med rab ’byams pa bstan pa rgya mcho zer ba ’di pa
turned rabjamba bstanba rgyamco kemegci ene
*^Cf. Schuh 1981, pp. 15 and 26, descriptions of round rtags-dam
seals for official documents of minor importance,
sasin.
18= qotalayar-dur.
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3 bsad sgrub bstan pa’i ’byun gnas chos sde chen po
nomlal butiigel-iin sasin Tarqui-yin oron tegiis coytu ’bras spungs yeke

dpal Idan ’bras spans su gzon nu nas thos bsarh gyi
keyid-diir bay-a nasun-u cay-aca suryayuli-yin

phyir sdad de. gzun lugs mams la thos bsam slob gner
tula sayuju. nom-un yool yosun-nuyud-dur sonosqu sedkikiii surulcaqu

sogs ran
terigiiten-i ober-iin

4 bios gah nus ’bad nas rab ’byams smra ba bgyis te.
all cidaqu ber kiciyejii masi ketiirkei ogiilegci kemekii boljuqui.

rah yul du dens son bar ’di nas bi lig thu rab ’byams pa
ediige yajar-dayan qariqui-dur rab ’byamba bilig-tii

chos rje’i co lo by in yod pa. kho rah nas chos Itar
chos rje colu oggiigsen bui.

ober-iyen nom-un yosuyar

spyod cih lugs
yabuyad qoyar

5 ghis khrims mthun gyi ’gro ’dug chul Idan by as rjes
yosun-u cayaja-luy-a jokildu-qu yosutu yabudal sayudal-i iiiledbesii

chah mas phan grogs las

mi ’os pa’i gnod ’gal rigs

biirin-iyer tusalan nbkiirleku-ece, busu jokis iigei qourla-qu qarsilaqu-yin

ma byed. chul bzin sgmb par skyabs ’jug bgyid
jiiil-i buu iiiled. ene yosuyar biitiigeg-cin-i abural-dur oroyulju

6 pa yin.

zes chu bya zla ches la chos sde chen po dpal
9

10

bui. usun takiy-a jil-iin yisiin sarayin arban sinede tegiis coytu

Idan ’bras spuhs dga’ Idan pho brah nas bris. (Seal)
brayibung keyid-iin tegiis buyan-tu ordu qarsi-aca bicibei.
[2.] TRANSLATION

[Intitulatio:] The word of him who is called the (omniscient) vajradhara Dalai Lama, the ruling potentate of the realm of supreme virtue of the
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Western Region [=Tibet], the Lord of the whole of the Buddhadharma.
[Publicatio:] Sent generally to mankind and particularly to the
monks and laymen, the high and low (Mo.: good and bad) in the direction
of Koke qota, to all and everybody.
[Narratio:] The Tiimed Rabjampa from Koke qota, called Bstan-pa
rgya-mcho, has resided in this great monastery of the magnificent Drepung,
the source of the accomplished teaching of the doctrine, from the time of
his early years for his training. He has become an Rab-’byams smra-ba*^
exerting himself as much as possible in listening, thinking and learning,
etc., about the great texts (lit. "fundamental principles") of the dharma.
Now when returning to his country, this Doctor of philosophy is granted
the title of a wise Master of Dharma.
[Dispositio:] As he himself has followed the precepts of the
dharma, (be he) moving (or) residing, (those who) agree with the law of
the dual regime should not inappropriately harm or oppose him, but help
(him) in every way and act in friendship! Those, who behave properly, are
allowed to enter into (my) protection.
[Conclusio:] Written in the year of the Water-Bird [=1693], on the
10th day of the 9th month, from the great monastery, the blissful palace of
the splendour-blessed Drepung.
REFERENCES
BAUMGARDT = Ursula Baumgardt, Geistliche Xitel und Bezeichnungen in der Hierarchic des
tibetischen Klerus unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Ge-lug-pa-Schule. (Opuscula
Tibetana 8.) Zurich 1977.
Bod kyi than ga = Bod kyi than ga / Xizang tangka. Rig dhos dpe skrun khan nas / Wenwu
chubanshe, Beijing 1987.
CYBIKOV = r. U. UmChkob, ByjtHHCx-najioMHHK y cb«thhb TH6exa. (HaepaHHue
xpyjtM I.) HoBOCMbHpcK 1981.
FUJITA = Hiroki Fujita, Tibetan Buddhist art. Tokyo 1984.
MULLER & RAUNIG = Claudius C. Muller & Walter Raunig (ed.), Der Weg zum Dach der
Welt. Innsbruck [1982].
NEBESKY-WOJKOWITZ = Rene de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and demons of Tibet. Graz
1975.

i^Literally 'excellent speaker', but probably to be taken as some kind
of title here.
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SCHMID = Toni Schmid, A Tibetan passport from 1714. — Contributions to Ethnography,
Linguistics and History of Religions. (Reports from the Scientific Expedition to the
North-Western Provinces of China under the Leadership of Dr Sven Hedin, VIII.
Ethnography 6 = The Sino-Swedish Expedition Publication 38). Stockholm 1954, 57-66
+ pi. 1-2.
SCHUH 1974 = Dieter Schuh, Ein Rechtsbrief des 7. Dalai Lama fiir den tibetischen
Residenten am Stupa von Bodhnath. — Zentralasiatische Studien 8 (Wiesbaden 1974),
423-453.
SCHUH 1981 = Dieter Schuh, Grundlagen tibetischer Siegelkunde. (Monumenta Tibetica
Historica 111:5). Sankt Augustin 1981.
Tibet/Kunst = TIBET. Kunst des Buddhismus. Grand Palais Paris 25. Marz bis 27. Juni
1977, Haus der Kunst Miinchen 6. August bis 16. Oktober 1977. Ed. by Jeannine
Auboyer and Gilles Beguin. S.l. & a.
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Document 1: Lower Part

A DAUR MYTH ABOUT THE BEAR
AND THE BOY WHO BECOMES A MAN
Caroline Humphrey

Henry Schwarz's survey, "The Daurs of China: an Outline," is
one of the few accounts of this people in English. ^ The present article
aims to contribute to the ethnography of the Daurs by exploring the
cultural significance of a contemporary myth about the bear. The story,
when seen in the light of other Daur folk literature, suggests that the
bear appears rhetorically as a mirror for human qualities and concepts
of gender. Daur bear stories suggest that ideas of "male" and "female"
may be based on different principles. From the point of view of the
male child this results in the presentation of alternative types of selfidentity and the possibility of different principles of action.
In view of the evaluations of gender which emerge in this myth
it is probably significant that it was told to me by an old Daur woman.
She volunteered this story when I was asking about various animals
prominent in Daur shamanist symbolism. We had talked of turtles and
frogs, about which there were a few desultory remarks, but then my
respondent's eyes lit up. "Bear," she said, "I do have an important story
about the bear." This conversation took place in 1988, in the presence
of some other Daur women, in the village of Tengke (also called
Holdi), Molidawa (Morin Dawaa) district. Inner Mongolia. Urgunge
Onon kindly helped me to translate the tape-recording of the story from
the Daur language.
The Daurs of this region live in villages strung along the great
Nonni (Naun, Nen-chiang) River, which flows southward through the
region formerly known in the west as Manchuria. Their fields and
pastures lie in the broad valley plain, which merges at its edges with
great tracts of forest, which are still used for hunting. The Daurs are
^ Henry G. Schwarz, "The Daurs of China: An Outline," Zentralasiatische
Studien, 17 (1984); 154-71.
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divided into several large, patrilineal and exogamous clans. Although
they have been subject to many recent innovations—Marxism, modem
education, the influx of Chinese settlers and urbanization, to name but a
few, the Nonni River Daurs have maintained certain aspects of clan
society, including respect for seniority, and many still regard marriage
inside the clan as unforgivable. Villages are associated with sections of
clans and the women who have married into a clan-village therefore
come from other clans.
The teller of this story was a dignified old lady, to whom all the
people accompanying me, including a Party official, had offered the
traditional deep bow upon entering the room. Sitting on the warmed
brick bed and drinking tea, the old woman began, "There was a fully
formed 'old man' \neg buteesen eterkeen]." Another woman turned and
whispered to me, "The word 'eterkeen' means bear, you know."^ The
old lady stopped her with an imperious wave of her long pipe, and she
started the tale:
This is the story. There was a boy, seven years old, and his father
died and they buried him. After the burial the wife put the child
on her lap, and then she started to cry. The son asked her, "What
are you crying for, what are you thinking of, mother?" She said,
"Your father died. I am crying because [I am wondering] how we
shall make our living." The son said, "Don't worry about that."
The mother stopped crying and they went home and the sevenyear-old boy slept.
Suddenly at midnight he got up and took with him a sack and
went. "Let me go and steal silver from a rich man." On the way
he met a young girl, and he asked her, "Where are you going?"
She replied, "Where are you going?"
"I am going to steal a rich man's silver."
"I am doing the same thing—I also want to steal his silver."
"In that case, we both go."
They went, and reached the wall (of the rich man's homestead]
and all the doors were locked. "How do we go in?" asked the girl.

2 Eterkeen is a word of Manchu origin meaning "old man." It is used as a
respectful term for the bear, to avoid using the ordinary term baboge (>Mong.
baavgai) which might annoy the creature. According to Urgunge, when referring to
the bear the Daurs commonly add the adjective xar ("black") and this explains why
the bear is called both eterkeen and "black man" in the myth.
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"You put me in the sack and slowly lower me down."
She put him in the sack, tied up the neck, and used a rope to lower
him down. Reaching the ground, he untied the opening, crawled
out and found the silver, piled as high as a mountain. There were
two guards drinking liquor. When the boy started to put the silver
in the sack it made a "katar, katar" sound, and one guard said,
"Hey, pal, it sounds as if someone is stealing our silver."
"Oh no, that noise is something else, it's a 'chick-chak' sound like
mice."
The boy put twelve silvers in the sack. He got in, tied up the rope,
and she pulled him over the wall. She put the sack on her
shoulders and ran. Arriving at a fork in the road, she opened the
sack and out he jumped. The girl asked, "How many silvers did
you put in?"
"Twelve. How many do you want?"
"Only two. That would be all right with me."
He gave her two and took ten. Then he startled her by yelling,
"Someone is stealing your silver!" She was terrified, dropped her
silver, and ran away. So he picked up all twelve of the silver
pieces and carried them home.
The next day he used the silver to buy all necessities. His mother
said, "Where did you get all that money?" No answer. The next
night he went out to steal the rich man's gold. Just as before, while
his mother was sleeping.
When he arrived at the gate he saw something very black, an
object close to the wall, a fat, wide {buduuri), black person. The
door was locked. But when the black man {xar kiiti) just pointed
at it, it opened wide. That day the rich family had taken a bride
and put her in the inner room. The two went further inside and
arrived at the inner room. They opened the door. The bride was
scared at the sight of the black man and leapt to her feet. The
black man remorselessly padded over to the kang, tore open the
bride's chest and took out her heart (ztirx) and liver (heleg), and
put them in a wooden bucket. Then they went out of the gate.
The boy was still following him.

Woman: "Who did the black man kill?"
Old women: "The new bride, of course!" She continued:
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They went on and arrived at a fallen tree log, where there was a
big hole. The black man entered the hole. The boy put a mark by
the cave and went back home.
The bride's family found out that she was dead and her heart and
liver gone. Many people, many cousins gathered. They went to
court. The officials arrested all of the rich man's family and put
them in jail. They asked "How come you took my daughter and
tore out her heart and liver?" The presiding judge asked, "Why
did all of you dig out the heart and liver of this girl whom you had
just taken into your house?"
The answer was: "We were happy to have a bride! How could we
take out her heart?"
The judge was very angry and he didn't know what to do. His
wife advised him to go to the diviner to solve his problem and take
advice. He invited the master-diviner, who was his friend. Asked
him over and gave him food and drink. The master divined and
said, "How could these persons kill their own bride? There must
be someone else. A killer." The diviner added, "I will get some
more information about this," and he went out and arrived at the
back of the boy's house.
At this moment, the boy was just telling his mother through the
open window what had happened. "One day I went to the rich
man's house, I saw the gate was shut, and there was a pole, I
leaned against the pole and suddenly a black man appeared. He
used his finger to point at the door and it opened. He grabbed the
bride's heart and liver, took them away and I followed. He went
into a cave." The mother heard the whole thing. Then the boy
discovered someone was listening and ran after him.
"What have you heard under my window? I'll kill you with my
sword. You are insulting my widowed mother," he said to the
man. The diviner was scared. Why was this boy behaving so
unreasonably?
"I am seeking information about someone who took the bride's
heart and liver," he replied.
"If that is what you are doing, then let us become blood-brothers.
You come in and kow-tow to my mother and call her ewee
(mummy)," said the boy. He dragged the diviner into the house,
and looking at him carefully, it turned out he was a young man.
This young man bowed to the mother and called her ewee. At
that point the boy wanted to go, and the mother told the young
man to follow.
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They went out together to the presiding judge and said: "We two
have become sworn brothers, and we would like to be brothers
(axduu) with you too." So the three of them became sworn
brothers.
"I will capture this black man for you," said the boy. "But there is
one condition. I must have the short underpants {ushken xakuur)
of that bride.^ Only if you give me that will I go." So the judge
said to the family, "You will have to take them off the dead bride."
The family people said, "Well, never mind, we'll take them off."
They took off her underclothes and gave them to the boy. The boy
put them on and then put his sword in the front of his gown. And
he took the two images of land gods [?] with him (Ch. tudiye),
went, and arrived at the cave.'^ He left the two holy objects
(tudiye) sitting on each side of the mouth of the cave.
That boy went down into the deep cave in a basket (kwanz),
leaving the objects behind. At the bottom of the cave he got out of
the basket, walked along, and arrived at a place where there was a
small river. He saw a woman washing clothes at the bank. When
she saw him she thought he was handsome and said, "You are so
young, why are you going this way? If you go this way the evil
beast {muu gorods) will eat you up. That will be very wastefiil.
What a pity that will be!"
"Never mind, don't worry about me."
"You shouldn't go further."
"Iff die, I should die."
"That beast has just brought down someone's heart and liver, so its
clothes become bloody and now I am washing the beast's clothes."
But the boy insisted on going further. He arrived at the outer
walls of a city. He stood outside the gates and yelled, "You black
man, give back the heart and liver which you raked out from a
^ This is a special kind of short underpants used by menstruating women.

In Daur eyes, nothing more polluting could be imagined. In Daur (and in Mon
golian) culture, such polluted things also have power, especially to repel and
annihilate evil spirits.
Tudiye is used colloquially as "grandfather," but it is often used in its
literal meaning for local land gods. The reason for the appearance of local land
gods (tudiye) at this stage in the story is not clear. Urgunge suggests that they may
refer to the boy's companions, the judge and the diviner. In any case, their role
resembles that of shamanic helper spirits, aiding the shaman in his or her journey to
the "other world."
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human person. If you don't give them back I'll kill you with this
precious sword (Ch. baojiari)\”
The black man, lying in the inner room of his house, heard this
voice and thought, "This precious sword can cut down any fiilly
formed evil spirit {buteesen muu shurkul).'' There was no way
out. He had to give up the heart and liver of the bride. He brought
out the heart and liver in a basket, and told the boy how to put
them back in the bride's body, gave him the medicine, and gave
him the necessary instructions about how to bring the bride back
to life {ami garga). The boy put the basket under his arms, and
came back. When he got to the opening, the tudiye pulled him up
and out by means of the basket and a rope. He went home and
told everyone how to put back the heart and liver, saying, "Please
use the medicine to make her as she formerly was." But they said,
"You do it. This is a woman; we cannot do it. Her parents do not
live in this neighborhood." At last they [?the boy ?her parents],
following the instructions, managed to make her come alive, and
everyone was very happy. ^
Why were they happy? The boy, on the other hand, said, "I am
going to clean out the root (hujuur) of the evil."^ Taking his
sword (selme) the boy went out. Going, going, he arrived at the
hole. That black one was scared and was just about to move to an
island in the ocean when the boy went in and killed the eterkeen
with his sword. He found that eterkeen was a buteesen eterkeen.
He grabbed all his precious stones (Ch. baoshi) and his money
purse. He took them all. He came back.
Finished, that's the end of the story.

There are several interesting aspects to this story. The Daurs,
like other peoples of northern Inner Asia, liken the bear to a human
being. The bear is highly respected and called "old man" (Manchu
eterkeen) or "black man" (Mong.-Daur xar kuu), rather than baboge
"bear." The bear, like the tiger, is a master of wild animals (ejin
goroos), in other words, the ruler of his own realm in the forest.
However, the bear makes depredations into the world of humans, just

^ This section of the myth was unclear and difficult to translate.

The

hesitation in curing a woman from another clan is characteristic of quandaries in
exogamic clan societies, and if it was the boy who brought her back to life, this is
another similarity to the ability of a shaman.
^ Hujuur literally means the growing spot just above the roots and at the
foot of the stem of a plant of tree. The Daurs use this word also for "origin" of
"cause" and also for male ancestors.
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as humans go hunting in the forest. The bear and the hunter are thus
both transgressors, each moving in a converse direction to the other.
Hamayon (1990) has pointed out in her seminal study of
Siberian shamanism,^ that the study of the mythology of North Asia
allows further parallels to be drawn. Using mainly Buriat and Evenk
materials, Hamayon concludes that the hunter travelling into the
wilderness to kill and bring back wild animals is symbolically analogous
to the shaman, who journeys to the "other world" to rescue the souls of
people captured by evil spirits. Furthermore, both the hunter and the
shaman are analogous to the epic hero who seeks a bride. Travelling to
the wife-giver's place, the hero is set life-threatening tasks by the bride's
father. He must successfully complete these before he can win her.
Hamayon explores this set of relationships in terms of a putative
exchange between "this world" and "the other world," mediated by the
shaman. Our story also establishes a series of dualistic worlds to be
penetrated by the hero, and the theme of the descent through the bear's
cave is strongly reminiscent of the shaman's journey to the "other
world."
However, the myth can also be seen not so much as positing a
synchronic, structural opposition, than as making a symbolic statement
about changing human relationships in time. At one level this is a
matter of narrative interest, of attracting the attention of the audience
by the idea of the daring, cocky little boy who is ready for any
undertaking and in the process of succeeding in that undertaking grows
up. At another level, if we look at the boy's trajectory in relation to the
cultural-social categories involved, it may be possible to perceive a
temporary rejection by the young men of characteristically male gender
activity, and a revaluing of female power associated with the mother.
The bear in our story is not just a bear; it becomes clear that the
bear is also an evil spirit and that it lives in an underground realm
similar to the "other world" of shamanism. The bear thus represents
alien and dangerous male otherness. Perhaps a further interpretation is
possible in the present story: given the death of the boy's father, the
origin of evil spirits in deceased ancestors, and taking into account
another well-known Daur myth, I suggest that the bear may stand not
only for maleness in general, but indirectly also for the (deceased)
father. Consider the following story, known among both the Daur and
the Tungus peoples of Manchuria.

Roberte Hamayon, La chasse a I'dme. Esquisse d'une theorie du
chamanisme siberien (Societe d'ethnologie, Nanterre, 1990).
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A long time ago a very old woman and her daughter went into the
deep forest to get wood for their fire. Suddenly a black bear came
out of the forest, seized the daughter, and made her into his wife.
Later the daughter produced a boy. When the boy grew up he
went hunting with his father. The boy's strength was as great as
his father's and he was even braver than the bear. He found out
that the appearance of his father and mother was different. He
asked his mother why. She told him the reason. The boy killed
his father the bear and took his mother back to her home. So the
Daurs and Tungus worship the bear.^

In this story the boy clearly identifies with his mother, who stands for
humanity, as against the bear-father who is destined to be overthrown.
The bear is worshipped by the Daurs, as a patrilineal ancestor-spirit, as
a propitiation and to avert his anger. Both here, and in the Daur story
told to me by the old woman in Tengke, the bear is the stealer,
oppressor and/or destroyer of women. In the Tengke story, the boyhero initially seems set in this mold, too, since he establishes himself at
the beginning of the story as a thief and as a cheat in his relations to the
little girl. Male actions thus appear successful but morally dubious
("Where did you get all that money?" asks the mother, and there was
no reply).
In this context it is worth examining the expression buteesen
eterkeen, as used in the story. Biitee is a verb meaning "to accomplish"
or "to achieve," and Urgunge Onon explained to me that one can
acquire a social status by birth, or alternatively by one's actions.
Buteesen eterkeen means a person who achieved the status of "old
man" by his achievements. The repetition and placing of the expression
buteesen eterkeen in the myth suggests that it is not just a contingent
phrase but rather a cultural model, denoting a concept of completed
maleness, or male gender, which is achieved through action. The myth
does not seem simply to be saying, "let us dignify bears by calling them
by a respectable human term." Rather, it is as if the myth exemplifies
the idea of male gender by means of the bear: this is what the buteesen
eterkeen is like.
Now in the course of his trajectory of actions, the boy later
comes to identify with and act on behalf of women. In the Tengke
myth, having first gone along with the bear in the marauding expedition
into the rich man's house, the boy then changes course in order to
rescue the bride. At this moment, the foundering social institutions of
^ Personal communication from Tsui Yen-hu, who heard this story from a
Daur friend.
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law and religion (the judge and the master-diviner) are brought under
control and aligned by the boy. He forces the judge and the diviner to
submit to his mother, making them her "sons" like himself and
establishing the mother as the moral origin of subsequent actions. He
then arms himself not only with a male weapon, the sword, but with the
magical power of women's pollution (the underpants). This pollution
is associated with another clan, the "wife-givers," since brides in prin
ciple must come from outside the groom's clan. At this point in the
story, however, female pollution is recognized only positively, as
conferring invulnerability and as confounding the bear's force. The boy
identifies himself with this power, and this perhaps is not unconnected
with the prepubertal status of the boy-hero which allows him to
undertake an action dangerous to ordinary adult males. Wearing this
garment, the hero is able to penetrate the underworld unscathed,
frighten the bear with his sword, and rescue the girl.
Another regional myth may be illuminating in order to better
understand the indexical relation between the child and the female
parent (and thereby to understand at least one cultural concept of
female gender):
A long time ago a hunter out in the forest was seized by a female
bear. She imprisoned the hunter in a cave. They lived together
like husband and wife. Later the bear produced a baby bear. One
day the mother bear went out with the baby to gather food and
they forgot to close the cave. The hunter escaped. When he
reached the river bank he jumped on a log and floated down. At
dusk the mother bear and baby came back with the food. As soon
as she saw the open cave she knew something terrible had
happened. She went in and the hunter was gone. She was in
anguish. Taking the baby, she followed his tracks to the riverbank. They ran along the bank and saw the hunter perched on his
log. The female bear waved her two front paws, trying to
persuade him to come back, but the hunter did not look at her.
She was so anxious and angry. She wanted to jump on the log,
but the river was too wide. She was so beside herself she caught
the baby bear and tore it in two. She threw one part to the hunter,
and she herself embraced the other half, in tears. So these two
parts of the baby bear lived in two places, with their father and
mother respectively. The mother's half was a bear. The father's
half was the ancestor of the Orunchen, the Evenk and the Daur.^

9 Tsui Yen-hu, personal communication.
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In this story, since the bear is the mother, the child is bear-like, whereas
in the previous myth, when the bear is the father, the child still looks
human. In other words, these bear stories both show the child as
having the physical identity of the mother, not the father. We can per
haps go further and say that this (and perhaps female gender itself) is
seen, at least by male Daurs, as an inevitable fact, not something
accomplished by deeds. On this view, the characteristics of the female
bear—her possessiveness, nurturing nature, and emotionality—would
appear as results flowing from femaleness rather than as qualifications
for that status.
The bald fact of likeness between child and mother in these
myths goes against the ideology of the patrilineal clan and against the
theory, also held by the Daurs, that the father is responsible for the
physical and mental nature of the child, the mother being only a vessel.
Something of this conflict of ideas is evident in the above myth. As in
the Tengke story, the bear appears as the mirror of certain gender
propensities. The child is literally torn between its dissimilar parentslike the Daur child between its mother's and father's clans—and it
acquires identity only through the mother's act of violence. Its own
relationship with femininity is essentially passive.
In the Tengke myth, however, the boy-hero is internally im
pelled to action. Having first taken the risky, courageous and immoral
path of the male, he then acknowledges his alignment with the mother
and turns against the bear. At this point social forces stand with the
mother too, and the bear (adult male) represents alien alterity. From
here on, the boy acts not secretly by night, but openly and
autonomously. Now the bear is forced to do the decent thing; it hands
over the vital organs and medicines and instructions for re-creating life.
Everyone is happy. But the boy is not. Here we can see the third stage
of the myth and of the boy-hero's development. Now acting entirely on
his own, the boy goes marauding back into the realm of the bear, steals

Daurs attribute such emotions to real female bears. Furthermore, there
was a general supposition that female bears discriminate among their cubs
according to their color. Urgunge describes his uncle as saying, "The Black Old
Man is a most cruel beast who will always give a slow death to human beings. But
his female loves her babies tenderly. And she is especially fond of those of her cubs
that have white necks. Once I found three black babies dead in a cave, lying under
logs. This meant that the mother had put logs on top of the black cubs to hold them
still until she and her beloved white-necked babies had eaten first. But by then it
was too late for the black ones; the weight of the logs had killed them," Onon,
(MSS) Smoke from the Yurt.
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its treasures and kills it too. It would be incorrect to say that we have
come full circle, but certainly there is a sense of the succession of a new
generation.
All three of these bear stories use the likeness to and difference
from the bear of the human-being to explore concepts of male and
female, inside and outside, moral and immoral, this world and the other
world. Bears may always be "outside," but their identification with
"maleness" and "femaleness" can go either way. For this reason, it does
not seem very useful to see these stories in a synchronic, dualistic way,
since they contradict one another. We can make only the general
observation of the Tengke myth that the boy-hero, like a shaman,
restores life and the security of the status quo. A more significant
aspect of the story is its dynamic orientation: the myth recounts a
temporal process organized by sequences of action. The interpretation
given here is that the boy undertakes actions to become a man and that
maleness is repeatedly contrasted with female characteristics. The myth
does not spare us from having to take notice of the ruthlessness of this
process.

CHINA’S IRREDENTA:
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN
ELITE VIEWS OF MONGOLIA
Eric Hyer
Historically, China was an expansionist empire. The Tang and
Ming dynasties extended Chinese influence to "outer barbarians"
through "rule-by-virtue" and payment of tribute to the Chinese court. ^
But this Chinese conception of world order did not always correspond
with fact. The normative theory of an emperor who held a mandate
from heaven to rule the empire by benevolence was contradicted by the
fact that the nomads of Inner Asia held the balance of forces. The
Great Wall is evidence that the tributary system was not totally
effective in maintaining a sinocentric world order. It is a symbol of
China's inability to control its northern frontiers through the tributary
system and also of its inability to expand northward and conquer the
nomadic tribes. Nearly every Ming account of wars with the Mongols
mentions the Great Wall as the boundary of "China proper" and as a
barrier against "barbarian" encroachment.^
During the Qing dynasty, the Manchus wedded their military
supremacy with the centripetal forces of Chinese culture to directly
control or claim to be "suzerain" over vast regions, including Xinjiang,
Tibet and Mongolia. But even this vast empire was defined more in
cultural terms than by clearly delimited boundaries. This "idea of a
cultural core area . . . has remained potent and continuous in the
Chinese consciousness."^ The power of the historical greatness and
^ John K. Fairbank, "Introduction: The Old Order," in The Cambridge
History of China, vol. 10, eds. Dennis Twitchett and John K. Fairbank (London:
Cambridge University Press, 1978), 30-31. See also Mark Mancall, "The Ch'ing
Tribute System: An Interpretive Essay," in The Chinese World Order: Traditional
China's Foreign Relations, ed. John King Fairbank (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1968).
^ Arthur Waldron, The Great Wall of China: From History to Myth
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 3, 22-23.
^ Tu Wei-ming, "Cultural China: The Periphery as the Center," Daedalus
120, no. 2 (Spring 1991), 3. See also Waldron, The Great Wall of China, 180-81.
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glory of China's past over the present is evidenced by the fact that many
Chinese today continue to hold a normative vision of a China with
boundaries that correspond with the borders of the Manchu empire at
the height of the Qing dynasty.
The borders of the Manchu empire were, however, "soft," and
tributary status bestowed upon other national entities the right to trade
with China under specified conditions. Yet this did not guarantee them
the protection of the Qing court. The only true "protectorates" were
Mongolia, Xinjiang and Tibet which the Manchus considered "depen
dencies" of the Qing court.At the height of Manchu Qing power,
territory outside the eighteen Chinese provinces was under the control
of Manchu tribesman; Chinese officials were seldom, if ever, appointed
as local administrators. These Manchu "conquests" were not regarded
as part of China and were administered (except for Manchuria) through
the Lifan yuan (Court of Colonial Affairs). Chinese were also not
permitted to settle in these regions.
During the latter Qing, the Manchus' nominal control over their
frontiers was challenged, especially by the West. Russian and British
expansion, and later Japanese encroachment, alarmed the Manchus
about the possible loss of Xinjiang, Mongolia and Tibet as buffer re
gions, and Manchuria as their ancestral homeland. This external threat,
combined with growing population pressure in China, resulted in a
belated attempt to bolster the Manchu empire by allowing Chinese to
colonize these regions.^ For the Manchus, the purpose of these depen
dencies was to preserve peace and "forestall the rise of rival powers."^
For the Chinese, on the other hand, these territories were an attractive
region for settlement and economic expansion.
Following the 1911 Revolution, the new government claimed
that the "suzerain" relationship between the Manchu court and these
"dependencies" provided the basis of the Republic of China's claim to
sovereignty over these formerly "tributary" states as a "natural
consequent development."^ Responding to a request to define the
territorial limits of China during the Simla Conference of 1914, which
^ Joseph Fletcher, "Ch'ing Inner Asia c. 1800," in Cambridge History of
China, vol. 10, 38.
^ Kenneth Scott Latourette, The Chinese: Their History and Culture, 3rd
ed. (New York: Macmillan Co., 1954), 542-44; Fletcher, "Ch'ing Inner Asia c.
1800," 37-38.
^ Fletcher, "Ch'ing Inner Asia c. 1800," 106.
^ Ting-tsz Kao, The Chinese Frontiers (Palatine, 111.: Chinese Scholarly
Publishing Co., 1980), 92-94, 125, 196, 203, 222; Du Hengzhi, Zhongwai tiaoyue
guanxi zhi bianqian (Taibei: Zhonghua wenwu gongying she, 1981), 153.
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attempted to negotiate a boundary between China and British India, the
Chinese representative asserted; "The Republic has no right to alienate
any part of the territory which she has inherited from the Manchu
dynasty, and she must maintain the extent of her territory the same as
before."* But the Manchu had ruled this part of their empire separately
from China proper and had endeavored to prevent the extension of
Chinese influence beyond the eighteen provinces, allowing it to happen,
to the extent that it did, only reluctantly.
The role of the frontier regions as buffers protecting the
heartland of China was also an important consideration.^ In 1919, as
the Mongolian independence movement gained momentum, the
Chinese official in Urga (Ulaanbaatar) described the impact of
Mongolian independence on China's security as more threatening than
the ongoing civil war because it could mean the loss of sovereignty in
the entire northwest.
Contemporary Chinese writers echo the same
sentiments: "From a purely geographical point of view, China looked
like a heart; but now, without Outer Mongolia, the heart shape is
incomplete. In a way, when Mongolia is in enemy hands, it becomes a
dagger in China's heart."
The Republic Of China, Russia And Mongolian Independence
Resentful of Chinese colonialism and taking advantage of the
chaos in China following the October 1911 revolution, "Outer" Mon
golia declared independence in December and selected the Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu (the Living Buddha of Urga) as the leader of an
independent Mongolian nation.
Mongols argued that they had en
joyed a special relationship with the Manchu court and that Mongolia
was not an integral part of China. Because of the weakness of its new
* Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Documents Concerning the Simla
Conference, appendix 11, quoted in Kao, The Chinese Frontiers, 111.
^ George Moseley, The Party and the National Question in China
(Cambridge; MIT Press, 1966), 14.
Zhong-E guanxi shiliao, Wai Menggu (1917-1919) (Taipei: Academia
Sinica, Institute of Modem History, 1929), 409.
Luke T. Chang, China's Boundary Treaties and Frontier Disputes (New
York: Oceana Pub., 1982), 167.
For a detailed account upon which the following is based, see Allen S.
Whiting, Soviet Policies in China, 1917-1924 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1954); Gerard M. Friters, Outer Mongolia and its International Position
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1949), 151-216; and Thomas Ewing,
Between the Hammer and the Anvil? Chinese and Russian Policies in Outer
Mongolia, 1911-1921 (Bloomington: Indiana University, Research Institute for
Inner Asian Studies, 1980).
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government, China was unable to use military pressure to force the
integration of Outer Mongolia with the new Chinese republic.
The Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu characterized his newly indepen
dent countiy as "a lonely and isolated spot, in a critical condition, like
piled up eggs, in the midst of neighboring nations.
Ever since Rus
sian expansion into the Far East and the extension of China's power
north of the Great Wall, Mongolia has been an arena of Russo-Chinese
competition. Historically, Russia viewed Mongolia as a classic buffer
state, much like Afghanistan. On the other hand, China saw Mongolia
as an integral part of China. In light of these geopolitical circum
stances, Mongolia looked to Russia for support. With the assistance of
first the Czar and then the Bolsheviks, Mongolia was able to resist all
Chinese attempts to assert sovereignty over the region.
Yuan Shikai, as President of the Republic of China, made a
personal appeal to the Khutukhtu for unity. His arguments are remark
able because they not only reveal Yuan's Chinese chauvinism, but the
Urga Khutukhtu's understanding of realpolitik and Mongolia's pre
carious position. After several unanswered telegrams from Yuan, the
Khutukhtu responded;
Mongolia and China differ in customs and in religion. Their
written and spoken languages are entirely unlike. We are in a far
comer and there is no mutual understanding of one another. ... If
the poor stupid Mongols were to dwell in the same house with the
cultured sons of Han, there would be likelihood of feuds arising
which would result in conflict. . . .
Therefore we should establish ourselves in amity and peace as
neighboring states each adhering to its own territory and
preserving its integrity.
As to the matters of trade and those of travel and delimitation of
boundaries, it will be to our mutual advantage to invite a
neighboring state to act as intermediaiy.

President Yuan rebutted:
We are men of the same race. . . . For many centuries, our peoples
have shared the same roof and have grown and become one
family. . . . There is danger and peril to you and to us if Outer
Mongolia is severed from China.

Records of the Department of State Relating to Political Relations
Between Russia (and the Soviet Union) and Other States, 1910-29 (National
Archives Microfilm Publications), microcopy no. 340, 761.93/88).
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Look at the territories around us and say if there be any. . .which
has escaped annexation after its separation from China. Verily,
the relation that lies between Mongolia and China is like that of
the "lips to the teeth" of the "entrance hall to the main building."
Your Holiness will doubtlessly be able to perceive where danger
lurks and where safety lies. Thrust not incalculable harm on the
people of Outer Mongolia.
It is earnestly hoped that you will appreciate rightly my frank and
open presentation of the actual situation. . . .

The Living Buddha countered:
As to whether happiness or disaster shall result, will depend upon
the considerate treatment of Your Excellency. If we may hope for
your assistance in establishing internal government, peaceful
foreign relations, a satisfactory arrangement of boundaries and in
firmly laying the foundation of the states, then not only will
Mongolia be preserved intact, but China herself will have no
cause for anxiety on her northern borders. I, the lama, am by
nature stupid, but I understand the duties of a neighbor. . . .
Truly Outer Mongolia is a lonely and isolated spot, in a critical
condition, like piled up eggs, in the midst of neighboring nations.
... In the event of any unforeseen occurrence she would share the
fate of Formosa and Korea. . . . Thus placed between strong
powers we find it alike difficult to advance or retire. If we do not
maintain independence how shall we escape the fisherman's net?
As the situation now stands our preservation or destruction
depends upon the attitude of Your Excellency. If you hold to a
course too severe, I cannot be responsible for the consequences.
Will it not be driving us to desperate courses?

Yuan's final telegram appealed to the Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu to
rescind Mongolia's declaration of independence:
Today when the five races are united in an effort to form a new
government, I, the President, and you. Reverend Sir, are like the
hand and foot of the same body, like elder and younger brother in
the same family, sharing together good fortune or ill. . . . Why
should we trouble others to meddle in the affair to the loss of
sovereignty?
I earnestly hope that you will with broad charity consider the
general welfare and cancel the declaration of independence very
soon and unite with us as a single nation. Thus the threatening
danger may be averted and the foundation of the state made
strong... .
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The Khutukhtu countered:
Your work in uniting the five races and laying the foundation of
the republic has aroused the admiration of all, at home and
abroad.
But we of the Mongolian Banner in this period of wrangling and
contest find ourselves living on the dangerous frontier and are in
circumstances quite unlike those of the other races. . . .
With regard to your statement about "troubling others to meddle
in the matter to the loss of sovereignty," although I am not
intelligent I have a general understanding of your meaning.
Under the pressure of the present condition, however, no other
course is open.
Otherwise it is difficult to conjecture "in whose hands the deer
will die. "1**

China, failing to achieve its objectives through direct nego
tiations with Urga, turned to Russia in its efforts to assert sovereignty
over Mongolia. Russia's objective, however, was to preserve Mon
golia's autonomy, much as Britain had done in Tibet; and to ensure
Moscow's commercial and other privileges in Mongolia, granted earlier
by the Manchu court.
Sino-Russian negotiations on Mongolia began in November
1912. China pressed for recognition of its "sovereignty" over Outer
Mongolia. Russia insisted on three conditions; no Chinese occupation,
administration, or colonization in Outer Mongolia. An agreement was
reached after nearly one year of negotiations. Russia recognized
Chinese "suzerainty" over Outer Mongolia in exchange for Beijing's
acceptance of Mongolian "autonomy." It also was agreed that Russia
would facilitate the establishment of relations between Urga and Bei
jing, and the boundaries of Mongolia would be negotiated in the near
fijture.l^
China was no doubt somewhat appeased by the agreement, but
Mongolia felt betrayed. The prime minister of Mongolia sent a protest
1“^ Records of the Department of State Relating to Political Relations
Between Russia (and the Soviet Union) and Other States, 1910-29 (National
Archives Microfilm Publications), microcopy no. 340, 761.93/88-89.
For treaties see Supplement to The American Journal of International
Law 10, no. 4 (October 1916), 230-57. For legal implications of agreements see
E.T. Williams, "The Relations Between China, Russia and Mongolia," The
American Journal of International Law 10, no. 4 (1916), 798-808; Louis Nemzer,
"The Status of Outer Mongolia in International Law," The American Journal of
International Law 33, no. 3 (1939), 452-64.
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to Beijing, declaring that the Mongolian government "considered its
relations with China severed forever.
Nevertheless, a tripartite
agreement was finally signed in June 1915. It included agreements on
trade, taxes, etc., but did not establish the boundary, only a neutral
zone between Outer and Inner Mongolia. However, the conditions
under which this agreement was concluded changed dramatically two
years later, following the overthrow of the czar and the October
Revolution.
In 1919, Beijing made its intentions clear when the Chinese
foreign minister dismissed the tripartite agreement as "nothing but a
diplomatic trick of a temporary character.
The new Bolshevik
government was in no position to assist Mongolia in resisting China's
attempts to reassert hegemony over Outer Mongolia. Under extreme
pressure from Beijing, the Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu "petitioned" for
the abolition of Mongolia's autonomy in November 1919, and China
gladly "complied." Reassertion of Chinese control did not last long,
however. Mongolia became one of the battlefields of the Russian civil
war, and the Chinese were driven from Urga in 1921 by White
Russians, but the Whites were soon defeated by the Bolsheviks.
Led by Mongolian Marxists Sukhe Baatar and Choybalsan, and
with the blessings of the Urga Khutukhtu and the support of the Soviet
Union, a revolutionary regime was established in Urga in 1921. But the
Soviet Union, like Czarist Russia earlier, still used Mongolia as a
bargaining chip in its relations with China, and in May 1924 it
recognized China's fiall sovereignty over Outer Mongolia. A month
later, however, following the death of the Jebtsundamba Khutukhtu,
Mongolia declared its independence as the Mongolian People's
Republic. The capital, Urga, was renamed Ulaanbaatar (Red Hero),
and Choybalsan eventually became premier. China's own internal prob
lems and impotence prevented it from ever reasserting control. The
most it could do was protest Soviet-Mongolian agreements.
Nationalist And Communist Attitudes Toward Mongolia
This policy of the new republican government of China toward
Mongolia also reflected the early views of Sun Yat-sen. Even after
Mongolia declared independence. Sun did not resign himself to the
permanent separation of Mongolia from China. He warned his "Mon-

Outer Mongolia and its International Position, 174.
Quoted in Friters, Outer Mongolia and its International Position, 186.

FritQTS,
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golian compatriots" of Russia's "aggressive and ambitious" designs.
In 1923, while negotiating for Soviet assistance, Sun extracted a
statement from the Soviets that "it is not, and never has been, the
intention or the objective of the present Russian government to carry
out imperialistic policies in Outer Mongolia, or to work for Outer
Mongolian independence from China.
Yet, as would be the case with later Chinese leaders, political
realities forced Sun Yat-sen to modify his vision of a greater China.
After being expelled from the government by Yuan Shikai in 1913, the
Guomindang (Nationalists), under Sun, eventually adopted a more
liberal policy. When Sun was considering going to war in order to oust
Yuan, he was warned that civil war could very well result in "the
takeover of Mongolia," but Sun indicated that what remained would be
the "true China.
Under the influence of Comintern advisors at the
First National Convention of the Guomindang, held in January 1924,
Sun also accepted the principle of national self-determination.
But the Guomindang, under the leadership of Sun's successor,
Chiang Kai-shek, rejected the right of self-determination; in the Pro
visional Constitution of 1931, Mongolia was included in the territorial
definition of China.^l yet as the Nationalists' power base declined, it
grudgingly accepted the right of self-determination and recognized the
Mongolian People's Republic as an independent state.
Following the defeat of Japan in 1945, an independent Mon
golia was a reality that China had to accept because of Soviet insistence
on Mongolia's independence at the Yalta conference in 1945 and the
acquiescence of the United States and Great Britain. The realities of
realpolitik forced Chiang Kai-shek to cloak his normative images of
China in order to placate his American allies and facilitate the con
clusion of an alliance with the Soviet Union, hopefully to strengthen his
hand against the Chinese Communists. Chiang set forth this change in
Guomindang policy on August 24, 1945, just ten days after the

Sidney H. Chang and Leonard H.D. Gordon, All Under Heaven: Sun
Yat-sen and His Revolutionary Thought (Stanford: Hoover Institution Press, 1991),
44.

19 "Joint Manifesto of Sun Yat-sen and A.A. Joffe" (January 26, 1923), in
A Documentary History of Chinese Communism, eds., Conrad Brandt, Benjamin
Schwartz and John K. Fairbank (Cambridge; Harvard University Press, 1952), 70.
20 C. Martin Wilbur, Sun Yat-sen: Frustrated Patriot (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1976), 81-82.
21 China Yearbook, 1934 (Shanghai: The North-China Daily News and
Herald, Ltd., 1934), 466.
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conclusion of a Treaty of Friendship and Alliance with the USSR.
Chiang proclaimed that;
If frontier racial groups situated in regions outside the provinces
have the capacity for self-government and a strong determination
to attain independence ... our government should, in a friendly
spirit, voluntarily help them to realize their freedom . . . and as
equals of China we should entertain no ill will or prejudices
against them because of their choice to leave the mother
country.-^-^

In a plebiscite held in Mongolia on October 20, 1945, the vote was
nearly unanimous in favor of independence. The following year, the
Republic of China recognized the Mongolian People's Republic as an
independent state.
Recognizing the independence of Outer Mongolia was a bitter
pill for Chiang to swallow, but a necessary expedient in order to
conclude an alliance with the Soviet Union. The Republic of China
rationalized its recognition of the MPR as a benevolent act—a
"momentous decision. . . [based] on the assumption that by consenting
to these infringements upon her territorial sovereign rights to a wartime
ally, China might contribute to the cause of peace.
No doubt re
flecting the feelings of many Chinese, one Chinese scholar char
acterized the treaty with the Soviets in the same light as the many
previous treaties China was compelled to conclude with western
powers:
Of course China was free to resist such arbitrary measures. But
the brutal fact was that she had been at war with Japan for eight
long years. She could not fight three more enemies. The only
path open to this war-tom country was the signing of a new
unequal treaty with the Soviet Union!^^

Also, like the Guomindang's policy, the Chinese Communist
Party's policy toward Mongolia underwent several incarnations. The
Manifesto of the Second National Congress of the CCP, held in July of
1922, spelled out the Party's policy toward Mongolia:

The Collected War-time Messages of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek,
Vol. 2 (New York: Kraus Reprint Co., 1969), 857.
China Presents Her Case to the United Nations (New York; Chinese
Delegation to the United Nations, 1949), 11
Kao, The Chinese Frontiers, 175.
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The CCP struggles to secure ... the following objectives: ... the
liberation of Mongolia, Tibet, and Sinkiang. . . . [And] the
establishment of a Chinese Federated Republic by the unification
of China proper, Mongolia, Tibet, and Sinkiang into a free
federation.^^

But this statement is ambiguous: did "Mongolia" include both "Inner"
Mongolia and "Outer" Mongolia? The Mongolian People's Republic
had declared its independence the previous year. As was the case with
the Guomindang under the leadership of Sun Yat-sen, the Chinese
Communist Party also eventually adopted a policy that recognized the
right of self-determination. This issue caused friction between the CCP
and the Guomindang during the First United Front. In 1924, many
Nationalists protested the Communists' support of Mongolian indepen
dence.26 Following the breakdown of the united front, at the First
All-China Congress of Soviets held in November 1931, a resolution on
the "Question of National Minorities" declared:
The Chinese Soviet Republic categorically and unconditionally
recognizes the right of national minorities to self-determination.
This means that in districts like Mongolia . . . where the majority
of the population belongs to non-Chinese nationalities, the toiling
masses of these nationalities shall have the right to determine for
themselves whether they wish to leave the Chinese Soviet
Republic and create their own independent state ... or form an
autonomous area inside the Chinese Soviet Republic. . . . The
Chinese Soviet Republic shall also support. . . national minorities
that have already won their independence as, for example, the
Outer Mongolian National Republic.
In the Fundamental Law (constitution) of the Chinese Soviet
Republic it shall be clearly stated that all national minorities
within the confines of China shall have the right to national
self-determination, including secession from China and the
formation of independent states, and that the Chinese Soviet
Republic fiilly and unconditionally recognizes the independence of
the Outer Mongolian People's Republic.22

Despite these statements, subsequently irredentist views were
expressed. But following the conclusion of a neutrality pact between
2^ "Manifesto of the Second National Congress of the CCP" (July 1922), in
A Documentary History of Chinese Communism^ 64. See also Zhu Xinfan,
Zhongguo gemingyu Zhongguo shehui ge jieji, Vol. 1 (Shanghai: Lianhe Shudian,
1930), 272-74, 278.
26 Wilbur, Sun Yat-sen: Frustrated Patriot, 242.
22 Fundamental Laws of the Chinese Soviet Republic (New York:
International Publishers Co., Inc., 1934), 78-83.
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the Soviet Union and Japan in April 1941 in which the territorial
integrity of the MPR was affirmed, references to the "sacred task" of
recovering "lost" territory no longer included Outer Mongolia.
Recognition of the independence of the Mongolian People's Republic
was necessary because of support it received from the Soviet Union,
and for the sake of an anti-Japanese united front, the status of Mon
golia could not be openly questioned. Later statements confirm, how
ever, that the Communists were not reconciled to the fact of an
independent Mongolia, though it was unlikely that it would ever
become part of a greater China.
The ambiguity of CCP policy toward Mongolia also is
illustrated in the textbook The Chinese Revolution and the Chinese
Communist Party, used to train Party cadre. Originally published in
1939, it describes the territorial boundaries of China:
The present boundaries of China are; Bordering on the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics in the northeast, northwest and a
portion of the west.

There was no mention of Mongolia. The revised edition published in
1952 does demonstrate how CCP views were circumscribed in light of
political considerations:
The present boundaries of China are: Bordering on the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics in the northeast, northwest and a
portion of the west.
Bordering on the Mongolian People's
Republic in the north.

Mao Zedong, much like Chiang Kai-shek, betrayed his irredentism toward Mongolia. In an interview with Edgar Snow in 1936,
Mao expressed his naive belief that "When the people's revolution has
been victorious in China the Outer Mongolian republic will auto
matically become part of the Chinese federation, at their own will."^®
In a July 1944 interview with Gunther Stein, Mao still held sentiments
similar to those he had expressed to Edgar Snow earlier.
Max Beloff, Soviet Policy in the Far East, 1944-1951 (London: Oxford
University Press, 1953), 92-93. See also "Statement of the Communist Party of
China" (April 21, 1941), in Anna Louise Strong, China's New Crisis, Key Books
No. 14 (London: Fore Publications Ltd., n.d ), 49-51.
Mao Zedong, Zhongguo geming yu Zhongguo gongchandang
(Zhangjiakou: Xinhua shudian, 1945), 1; revised edition, Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1952. Mao did not author this chapter, but he did edit it.
Edgar Snow, Red Star Over China (New York: Grove Press, 1961), 96.
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Outer Mongolia is part of China. . . . China must first recognize
Outer Mongolia as a national entity. Then organize a sort of
United States of China to meet their aspirations. We believe they
will come to join.

While in Moscow in early 1950 to negotiate the Sino-Soviet
alliance, Mao also raised the issue of Mongolia's independence with
Stalin . Although little has been written about this issue, it is clear that
Mao made known his desire for the eventual "reunion" of Mongolia
with China. But Mao did not allow his irredentist dreams to block
conclusion of a Sino-Soviet treaty—a "bitter pill to swallow for a man
who had been obsessed since his earliest boyhood with the disinte
gration of the Chinese empire, and who had always defined the empire
in the broadest possible terms.That the MPR and the USSR were
apprehensive of China's irredentism toward Mongolia is evidenced by
Stalin's insistence on a joint declaration that acknowledged the MPR's
independence.
Sensitive to popular Chinese feelings regarding the status of
Outer Mongolia, the CCP published the following statement:
During the time the new Sino-Soviet Treaty and Agreements were
signed, . . . China and the Soviet Union exchanged notes to the
effect that both governments affirmed that the independent status
of the M.P.R. was fully guaranteed as the result of its plebiscite of
1945___
To each and every truly patriotic Chinese, our recognition of
Mongolia as an independent state was a right and proper act, but
to the reactionary bloc of the Kuomintang, which was somewhat
compelled to accord recognition to Mongolia, it has always been a
bitter memory. . . . "The independence of Mongolia is the loss of
Chinese territory," they said. Among our people, there are some .
. . who have been contaminated with the sentiments of

Gunther Stein interview with Mao, July 14, 1944, in United States
Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee to Investigate the
Administration of the Internal Security Act and other Internal Security Laws (91st
Cong. 1st sess.). The Amerasia Papers: A Clue to the Catastrophe of China, Vol. 2
(Wash., D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1970), 982. See also, Gunther Stein,
The Challenge ofRed China (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1945), 244-45, 442-43.
"Talk at the Chengdu Conference, March 10, 1958," Mao Zedong
sixiang wansui (1969 edition), 163-64; M.S. Kapitsa, KNR: trideyatiletiya, tri de
politiki (Moscow: Politizdat, 1979), 31-32; A. Kruchinin and V. Olgin, Territorial
Claims of Mao Tse-tung: History and Modern Times (Moscow: Novosti Press
Agency Pub. House, 1971), 25; quote from Stuart Schram, Mao Tse-tung (New
York: Penguin Books, 1977), 256.
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"suzerainty," and they think the map of China appears out of
shape and uiu'eal without Mongolia. These are the people who
have been intoxicated by the poison of "Hanism." . . . While the
various ethnical [sic] groups within China were still under the
oppression of both imperialism and feudalism and while their
liberation was still very far off, Mongolia found rightful assistance
from a socialist country--the Soviet Union--and by its own hard
struggle achieved liberation and independence. Such libeiation
and independence we Chinese should hail, and we should express
our respect to the Mongolian people. We should learn from them,
we should not oppose their independence, we should not drag
them to share our suffering. . . . Therefore, our attitude should be
one recognizing its independence and not one pulling them back
to our fold and making them follow us again.^^

Despite the 1950 declaration affirming Mongolia's indepen
dence, the issue was raised a second time following the death of Stalin,
during Khrushchev's first trip to Beijing in October 1954. According to
Khrushchev's memoirs, Zhou queried, "What would you think if Mon
golia became part of the Chinese state?" Khrushchev declined to speak
for Mongolia but did not, at the time, voice strong opposition.34

Pravda reported:
The existence of an independent Mongolian state which maintains
friendly relations with the USSR and other countries of socialism
does not suit the Chinese leaders. They would like to deprive the
Mongolian People's Republic of independence, to make it a
Chinese province. The CPR leaders proposed to N.S. Khmshchev
. . . that they "reach agreement" on just this.33

According to later Soviet accounts of the meeting, however,
Khrushchev insisted that the status of Mongolia was not negotiable.
Although the Soviets may have refused to reconsider the status of the

33 New China Daily (Nanjing) (March 5, 1950), quoted in Robert A.
Rupen, "The Mongolian People's Republic and Sino-Soviet Competition," in
Communist Strategies in Asia, ed., A. Doak Barnett (New York: Praeger, 1963),
288-89.
34 Khrushchev Remembers: the Last Testament, trans. and ed. by Strobe
Talbott (New York: Bantam Books, 1976), 285, 325. See also Mao Zedong sixiang
wansui (1969 edition), 540; Kruchinin and Olgin, Territorial Claims of Mao Tsetung: History and Modern Times, 25.
35 Pravda (September 2, 1964), in Current Digest of the Soviet Press 16,
No. 34 (September 16, 1964), 5-7; New York Times (September 6, 1964), 3.
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MPR, evidence suggests that an agreement was reached to allow
greater Chinese influence.
Conclusion
Since the establishment of the CCP, its policy toward the MPR
has been inconsistent. Although its position was at times moderated, it
is clear that Mao and other leaders of the CCP believed that territory
formerly administered by the Qing dynasty should be restored to China.
Officially stated rationale aside, other factors account for this inconsis
tency. Mao was a more chauvinistic Chinese nationalist than other
Communists who had been trained abroad, such as the returned stu
dents who became influential during the Jiangxi Soviet when the CCP
clearly stated its support for Mongolia's independence. On several oc
casions, Mao indicated his obsession with the disintegration of the
Chinese empire. Clear examples of this are the interviews with Edgar
Snow and Gunther Stein cited earlier.^7 Mao's support for the Party's
official policy, as possibly the case with others, was due in part to an
idealistic view of the historical unity of China. Mao believed that de
nouncing Chinese chauvinism would allay Mongolian apprehension of
Chinese hegemony and result in the eventual inclusion of Mongolia in a
federated Chinese republic.
It is clear that the continuity in elite attitudes toward Mongolia,
which transcend conflicting political ideologies, is deeply rooted in a
shared image of an earlier Chinese empire and the desire to realize its
restoration in modern times. Despite the fact that this image influenced
the Communists' perceptions of Mongolia, the dynamics of the interna
tional system also play a role, as they did historically; and the PRC's
aspirations toward Mongolia were tempered by the realities of realpolitik. This is also a clear example of how the PRC's territorial claims
were muted by strategic considerations and rationalized by the
argument that finally relinquishing China's ambitions in Mongolia was
C.L. Sulzberger, "India and Russia-A Study in Contrasts," New York
Times (February 14, 1955), 18; Alexander Kaznacheev, Inside a Soviet Embassy:
Experiences of a Russian Diplomat in Burma (Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1962), 142.
See also, Robert A. Rupen, "Partition in the land of Genghis Khan," Current Scene
2, No. 5 (September 27, 1962), 4; Robert A. Rupen, "The MPR and Inner Mongolia,
1964," China News Analysis, No. 540 (November 13, 1964), 2; George Ginsburgs
and Carl Pinkele, "The Genesis of the Territorial Issue in the Sino-Soviet Dialogue:
Substantive Dispute or Ideological Pas de Deux?" in China's Practice of
International Law: Some Case Studies, ed.., Jerome Alan Cohen (Cambridge: Har
vard University Press, 1972), 174.
See also, Schram, Mao Tse-tung, 255-256.
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"for every truly patriotic Chinese, a perfectly justified action, and
something which deserves acclaim." But accepting Mongolia's inde
pendence is difficult for any Chinese because of the dissonance caused
in their normative image of what China's territorial boundaries should
be. A statement by a contemporary Chinese scholar underlines this
point:
Such unbridled annexation of territory is rare in history.
Moreover, people older than 40 years of age in today's China still
remember how China's map was turned from a "mulberry leaf," as
the school textbooks described it before 1945, into a "rooster," as
current Chinese geographers characterize it, due to the nibbling
away of Outer Mongolia by the Soviet worm."^^

Addendum
After being driven to Taiwan in 1949, the Guomindang rescind
ed its recognition of the MPR; Republic of China maps include "Mon
golia" as a province while "Inner Mongolia" is divided into several
smaller provinces. The Nationalists argued that recognition of Mongol
ian independence was contingent on the Soviets concluding a treaty of
friendship and alliance. Following Soviet recognition of the Chinese
Communists, the treaty was null and void, and therefore the ROC was
no longer obligated to recognize the independence of Mongolia.
The "velvet revolution" in the MPR, in conjunction with the
collapse of the Soviet Union, has created a new twist in ROC-Mongolia
relations. Following no contact for over forty years, economic ex
changes have been initiated, and Taibei has extended food assistance to
Ulaanbaatar, but the ROC has deliberately obscured the issue of recog
nizing Mongolia's independence. At a press conference held for a
Mongolian delegations visiting Taiwan, the Chinese banner welcomed
the representatives of "Outer Mongolia." The democratic opposition in
Taiwan also has gained representation in the National Assembly and
Legislature and has begun to put pressure on the government to
consider the "Mongolia question." The Guomindang now faces the
dilemma of either recognizing the independence of a ''child that has
long ago left its mother's side" and strengthening relations with Ulaan-

Hua Di, "China's Comprehensive Strategic Doctrine," The Role of
Technology in Meeting the Defense Challenges of the 1980s (A special report of the
Arms Control and Disarmament Program, Stanford University, 1981), 85-86. The
date 1945 is notable given pre-WW II CCP statements supporting the independence
of Mongolia.
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baatar, or continuing its hidebound policy of seeking to restore the
unity of China's historical empire.
After coming to power in 1949, the Communists recognized the
Mongolian People's Republic. The dream of unification of Mongolia
with China nevertheless continued for over a decade. It was not until
the early years of the Sino-Soviet split, in an attempt to gain
Ulaanbaatar's support in its dispute with Moscow, that the People's
Republic of China agreed to finally negotiate a Sino-Mongolian boun
dary in 1962. Relations between Beijing and Ulaanbaatar continued to
be only coolly cordial but are now complicated by the resurgence of
Mongolian nationalism following Mongolia's democratic revolution.

The Yigu Episode and Its Repercussions
Sechin Jagchid

Introduction
With the "eastward blowing of the Western wind" and the
expansion of Western imperialism during the nineteenth century
(particularly during the second half of the century), historical currents
in Asia changed courses. The dramatic power struggle between the
north Asian nomadic peoples and the sedentary peoples of the East
Asian continent drew to a close during this century, ^ with the heyday of
the Manchu domination of Mongolia during this period and the change
in Manchu policy vis-a-vis the Mongolian ruling class further
occasioning the decline of nomadic power. These topics and events
are, of course, beyond the scope of this short paper.
After the Opium War (1840-1842), Christian missionaries from
Western countries streamed into Mongolia under the protection of
provisions contained in the unequal treaties concluded with the Manchu
court. These missionaries met with precious little success in their
attempts to convert the devoutly Buddhist Mongols. In order to
establish a foothold for their proselytizing work in Mongolia, they
decided to recruit "displaced people" (liumin) from Han Chinese
regions to cultivate and settle in Mongolian grazing lands. The settlers
thus recruited were called "church people" (jiaomin), and the
ecclesiastical districts they inhabited eventually became, in effect,
concession areas in the territories of the Mongolian banners. The
inhabitants of these districts refused to be ruled by the Mongolian or
Chinese administrative apparatuses, and this was, of course, deeply
resented by the Mongolian banners, especially those in western Inner
Mongolia. 2 These anti-foreign sentiments were soon to bring great
1 See Sechin Jagchid, "Reasons for the Nondevelopment of Nomadic
Power in North Asia Since the Eighteenth Century," in Proceedings of the Second
East Asian Altaistic Conference (Seoul, 1968).
2 This is according to a discussion I had with the scholarly Catholic priest
Van Heoken in Belgium in 1980. Van Heoken informed me that Wang Tongchun
(see note 19) was in the Jungghar Banner during the Boxer Uprising and ted antiChristian Mongolian officials on a massacre of one hundred and fifty Christians,
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misfortune to these Mongols.^ During the late nineteenth century, the
top priorities of the Manchu Qing court were the meeting of Western
demands for reparation, making compensation for the losses of
Christian churches and ecclesiastical property, increasing court
revenues, and settling the displaced people of northern China. The
Qing court eventually began squeezing wealth out of the Mongolian
banners in order to achieve these financial objectives, and it was against
this background that the Yigu incident occurred.
The Beginning of the Episode
The Boxer Uprising of 1900 led to the occupation of Beijing by
the allied forces of eight nations. The Dowager Empress Cixi kept the
Guangxu Emperor under her thumb and fled in great haste to Xian in
Shaanxi Province. It was during this flight, which was euphemistically
called the "westward hunting expedition of the two Courts," that
Yigu,'^ through sudden happenstance, came under the favor and good
graces of the Dowager Empress and was subsequently elevated to the
position of Vice Minister in the Ministry of War {bingbu shilang). In
1901, Cen Chunxuan,^ the Governor of Shanxi Province, submitted to
the Court a memorial in which he advocated that national revenues be
increased by cultivating and settling the uncultivated areas along the
border between Shanxi Province and the two leagues of Ulanchab and
Yekejuu. He further suggested that high-ranking Manchu officials be
dispatched to supervise this new cultivation. In early 1902 Yigu was
whose bodies were subsequently thrown into the Yellow River. The Jungghar
Banner officials were later punished for their complicity in this massacre, and the
banner was compelled to make compensation. Wang Tongchun, however, escaped
all punishment for his part in this atrocity.
^ See Qing shilu (Qing Veritable Records; hereafter cited with the
conventional abbreviation CSL), Dezong [Guangxu],yi/cw 478, Guangxu 27, month
1, M>uyin day; month 2, Juan 480, month 2, yichou day; Juan 481, month 3, xinwei
and xinsi days; Juan 483, month 5, yichou day; Juan 486, month 8, bingshen day;
Juan 490, month 11, gengchen and guiwei days, Juan 497, month 2, xinwei day; and
Juan 506, month 10, xinhai day.
^ See Yigu's biography in Qingshi (Qing History; hereafter cited with the
conventional abbreviation CS), Taipei 1961, zhuan 2i0, Juan 454. This biography
is also contained in the Qingshi gao (Draft Qing History), Taipei 1989, annotated
edition. The CS biography of Yigu contains only a few sentences pertaining to the
events discussed in this paper.
^ The CS contains no biography for Cen Chunxuan. See the Englishlanguage biography in Howard L. Boorman, ed.. Biographical Dictionary of
Republican China, v. 2, pp. 305-08.
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appointed Superintendent of Cultivation Affairs, and in the fall of that
year he was again appointed General of Suijoian City.
Yigu
commanded much prestige because of his weighty responsibilities and
the trust shown him by the Dowager Empress. He utilized carrot-andstick tactics to "persuade" the princes of the Mongolian banners to be
submissive and present their territories to the Court in order to lessen
the national calamities.
After taking up this new position, Yigu immediately submitted a
memorial to the Dowager Empress concerning the state of cultivation
in Mongolian territories. In this memorial he brought up some of the
ideas of Cen Chunxuan, who had previously suggested that
Several percentage points of the revenues from Mongolian land rentals
should be designated as contributions to Shanxi Province [to defray
the costs of) starting up the entire enterprise and dispatching officials
and troops to Mongolia. These funds would be obtained from the Han
Chinese people and not from the Mongolian tribes, so the Mongols
should have no reason to say a word [in protest]. This is how the
annual rental income from the grazing fields put under cultivation
should be managed [and allocated].^

From this it is evident that the authorities of Shanxi Province
had already made plans to rearrange the land provided to Chinese
settlers by the Mongolian banners and to assess some additional
percentage points to bolster the Shanxi revenues. They also apparently
wanted to establish administrative organs in Mongolian territory in
order to erode Mongolian administrative authority and impose Han
Chinese administrative practices through military force, while not
allowing the Mongolian authorities any voice in these matters. Yigu
recognized that all these measures would need to be undertaken in
order to begin cultivating Mongolian territories. He also utilized his
^

See

Yigu's

memorial

entitled

"The

Joint

Investigation

and

Administration of the General Situation in the Mongolian Banners and the
Cultivation Affairs," in his Kenwu Zouyi (Memorials and Documents on Cultivation
Affairs). This book, and another entitled Suiyuan Zouyi, were probably compiled by
Yigu after his 1908 punishment, and they were published during the reign of the
last emperor, Xuantong (r. 1909-1911). These two books have been reprinted in the
Jindai Zhongguo Shiliao Congkan (Compendium of Materials on Modem Chinese
Culture), Supplement 11 of the xubian, compiled by Shen Yunlong, and published
by the Wenhai Shuju in Taibei (no date). All subsequent citations to these two
books are from the Wenhai edition. The abbreviation "g.p." will be used to indicate
the modem pagination (zongye).
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prestige and special position to pressure many Mongolian ruling princes
into relinquishing grazing areas, which were the public property of all
of the people in a banner, and present them to the Court as
"expressions of gratitude for the Imperial favor." In so doing, the
Mongolian banners were no longer entitled to the rents from Chinese
settlers who had put Mongolian territory under cultivation. Needless to
say, this was much resented by the Mongolian ruling princes, banner
officials, and common herdsmen.
In this same memorial, Yigu also commented on the shadiness,
strife, and illegal activities in these areas as follows:
Most of the cultivated land in the Mongolian banners is privately
rented; very little [cultivation of such land] has been approved [by the
Court]. The taijis and Mongolian officials often contribute to the
instability of [the rents and] the rental contracts in order to secure
private gain. If [these rental lands] were officially managed, land
rental prices would be stabilized, the settlers would have permanent
estates, and the aforementioned tricks [for securing private gain] could
no longer be used.
[The Mongolian officials know this and]
consequently have no choice but to play tricks, obscure the difference
between right and wrong, and give out bribes in order to stop these
plans [for official management of rental lands]. When the league
heads and the banner jasaghs first heard about the [Court's] orders
concerning cultivation and [land] rentals, they all happily went along
[with these orders]. When they later heard reports from Mongolian
officials of plundering the land and damaging the pasture areas, they
could not avoid changing their attitudes and began voicing their
strong opposition [to these abuses]. This has led to much worry and
concern among the Mongolian tribes. Of course, the greater part of
the banner land is still uncultivated, but the amount of land [currently]
under cultivation is still considerable.
When the [Chinese] cultivators of [Mongolian] land heard that [these
orders] were going to be carried out, they also grew apprehensive that
land would be taken away from the old settlers and passed on to new
settlers, and an uproar arose among them. Among [these Chinese
cultivators] there are good and bad people unevenly. The customs [of
these Chinese settlers] also vary, and the subjugation of the weaker by
the stronger has become commonplace [among them]. Hiring hit-men
and keeping weapons for self-defense are ordinary occurrences.
Rumors flourish during times of bandit depredations, and out of fear
many [of these settlers] band together and create trouble.
There are currently several Christian churches scattered throughout
the Mongolian banners, and the amount of land that they rent out
increases daily.
Complaints [about church rental practices] can
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eventually lead to trouble or even to [major] church incidents (jiaoari)
which can prove especially damaging to our relations with foreign
countries.^

Yigu was correct in pointing out in this memorial that there
were many selfish and money-hungry Mongolian ruling princes and
officials who had illegally recruited Chinese cultivators to rent
Mongolian lands. His memorial also shows that during this period the
Mongol officials were able to conclude rental and cultivation contracts
at will. If cultivation and land rents were officially managed, the power
to conclude such contracts would have been in the hands of the
Manchu-Chinese Qing officials. Such a development was against the
hopes of both the Mongolian officials and the Chinese settlers because
it would have denied profits to the Mongolian officials and increased
the tax burdens of the cultivators. Yigu's claim that the league heads
and jasaghs "happily went along" with the Court's orders was perhaps a
self-serving misrepresentation of his success in persuading the Mon
golian princes to relinquish their territories to the Court. Such actions
were, in reality, clearly against the real interests of the Mongolian
princes, and they would not have gone along with them willingly. It
was, furthermore, only natural that the Mongol authorities would
express their opposition to Yigu after hearing the complaints of the
common herdsmen against him and his policies. Yigu's description of
the conflicts among the Han Chinese settlers was accurate. It is
important to note that ever since the Ming dynasty, many displaced
Chinese people had been fleeing to these areas to escape heavy
taxation, and many of them subsequently became adherents of the
White Lotus Sect.^
The existence of several Christian churches in the Mongolian
banners was another problematic issue that grew out of the Boxer
Uprising. Yigu made the following report on the church situation as it
existed in the banners of the Chakhar Right Flank:
In the four banners of the Chakhar Right Flank, the property of the
Christian merchants and churches increases daily. The churches have
also cultivated land without the approval of the Mongolian banner
[authorities]. There are also tenants who cultivate land [without any

^ Kenwu Zouyi, p. 21.
* See the "Account of the Dadan" in Mingshi (Ming History), ywan 322, pp.
20A-21B.
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approval] and then occupy it as their own. Powerful [tenants] occupy
more than their rightful share [of land] without any inhibitions
because they are supported [by the churches]. If people do not join a
church, they [often] cannot obtain land. Once they do join a church,
they are able to oppress others. Quite a considerable number of these
oppressed people join churches in order to secure protection for
themselves and their families. Many of the church people do know
right from wrong and behave themselves. There are, however, many
shameless rogues who use their talismans [i.e., their church
affiliation] to secure personal gain, defy Chinese and Manchu
officials, and manipulate Mongolian authorities. There is no end of
frivolous lawsuits. The lawsuits with some merit usually involve mur
ders. . . . Both the Christians and the [non-Christian] commoners are
the Court's innocent children [i.e., subjects] and should be treated
equally. It is not necessary to hinder them in their attempts to obtain
land. [The fact remains], however, [that] most of these quarrels [in
these banners] have been started by [unscrupulous] Christian
merchants and involve church properties and assets. Some limitations
[to these lawsuits and quarrels[ should be established.^

Yigu had clearly pointed out the evil activities of the Christian
churches, members, and merchants, but he was still unable to impose
any restrictions on the Christian churches during his management of
cultivation affairs. He was simply afraid of offending the foreigners.
As a result, the Mongolian banners suffered greatly.
Soon after Yigu made this report, he sent officials to various
Mongolian banners in an attempt to persuade the banner leaders to go
along with his goals. In this, however, he was unsuccessful. His next
move was to summon the league heads of the Ulanchab and Yekejuu
Leagues to a face-to-face discussion, but this was rejected by these
league heads, who gave the following explanation for their rejection:
"The Mongolian banners . . . have been accustomed to the traditional
pastoral way of life for many generations, and it is very difficult to
consent to cultivation [in these banners]."I® in the wake of this
rejection, the Qing court sent the Ministry of Subordinates {Lifanyuan)
the following directive:
See Yigu's "Secret Report on the Joint Investigation with the Chahaer
Commander-in-chief on the Situation in the Land Occupied by Church People," in
Kenwu Zouyi, pp. 163-64.
Yigu, "Memorial on the Disobedience of the Mongolian Subordinates
and Request for Imperial Instructions to the Ministry of Subordinates to Sternly
Order [the Mongols] to Proceed to Guisui for Consultation," ibid., p. 41.
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Because the cultivation of frontier regions of Shanxi Province has a
bearing on the livelihood of [some] Mongols, Yigu was sent to
supervise and implement [this cultivation]. The Mongols were notified
of this. It has recently been learned that the heads of the Ulanchab
and Yekejuu Leagues have defied the summons [to come] for
consultation. This has led to many difficult problems. The Ministry
of Subordinates is hereby directed to command these two league heads
in unmistakable terms that they must immediately obey the order to
proceed to the city of Suiyuan ... and discuss every matter [pertaining
to cultivation in their leagues]. They are not to create pretexts for more
delays or delay the cultivation affairs [any longer]! ^ ^

Such strong-arm tactics did not help Yigu achieve his goals;
only one or two jasaghs from the Yekejuu League came to discuss
cultivation affairs with him. Even so, the arrival of any Mongolian
official for consultation was, in some sense, a victory for Yigu and a
vindication of his attempts at judicious application of "carrot and stick,"
or "Heavenly benevolence and Heavenly coercion" (tianen tianwei), as
he called it. Yigu used such methods in order to divide the banners of
the Yekejuu League and prevent them from taking uniform action. His
report was immediately approved by the Dowager Empress.
Yigu also used the seriousness with which the Court viewed
"church incidents" to cow the banners of the Yekejuu League into
submission. A memorial of his to the Court claimed that "The banners
of the Ulanchab League are treacherously resisting payment of
compensation [for church incidents]. Please instruct [them] to forward
[these payments]." The response from the Court was as follows;
"[We] demand that the yamen [of the Suiyuan General] sternly
command [the banners] to obey and implement [all requirements for
forwarding compensation].The Qing court was, at this time, doing
its best to curry favor with "friendly nations" to resolve the "church
incidents," and it was eager to reach compromises with foreign nations.
Yigu had only to mention the church incidents in connection with his
Mongolian policy objectives to bring imperial pressure to bear on the
ruling princes of the Ulanchab banners.
CSL, Dezong [Guangxu],yMa« 504, Guangxu 28, month 8, dingwei day.
Ibid., Dezong [Guangxu], yi/a/i 523, Guangxu 29, month 9,jiawu day.
See also Yigu, "Secret Memorial on how the Head of the Yeke-juu League Resisted
and Failed to Respectfiilly Cany out the Petition for [Appointment to] the Position
of League Head and Appointed Another [Man] Temporarily," in Kenwu Zouyi,
g.pp. 155-60.
CSL, Dezong [Guangxu],y«a« 523, Guangxu 29, month 11, renyin day.
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Collusion Between Officials and Merchants
Yigu's ostensible objectives were to facilitate cultivation
through official supervision and expel the "land merchants," or land
speculators who bought and sold land in Mongolian territories. In
reality, however, his interests were inextricably tied to those of the land
merchants, although he had his own style of pursuing these interests.
In the fall of 1902, he sent the following memorial to the Qing court:
The cultivation companies of the eastern and western routes have all
been established as joint ventures between officials and merchants.
The Western Route Company is located in Baotou to implement the
cultivation affairs of the banners of the Ulanchab and Yekejuu
Leagues. The Eastern Route Company [has facilities] located in
Kalgan [Zhangjiakou], Fengzhen, Doloonor, and Dushi[kou] for
implementing the cultivation affairs of the two banners of the Left and
Right Chakhar Flanks. These arrangements have been made in order
to surmount long-standing problems and deal with issues that could
not be resolved by the official powers.

In this memorial, Yigu used the innocuous term "joint ventures between
officials and merchants," but in reality this was nothing more than a
new euphemism for the old practice of collusion between officials and
merchants. The merchants in this memorial were the same old land
merchants condemned by Yigu in other memorials for engaging in
illegal activities. In 1908, Yigu's collusion with these merchants was
exposed by his fellow officials, who noted that Yigu had "illegally
received several million [taels of silver from land merchants].
In the
same year Grand Secretary Lu Chuanlin,!^ who was in charge of the
investigation into Yigu's conduct, reported in a memorial that
The revenues from the sales of Mongolian [territories to Han Chinese
settlers] were almost entirely eaten up by these companies ... Yigu
shrewdly set up the names of these companies. Under the pretext of
borrowing money [from these companies], Yigu placed all of the

Yigu, "Memorial on the Effectiveness of the Eastern Route Cultivation
Affairs Company Petitioning to Draw Funds and Allocate the Money from the
Interest of the Official Stocks, Twenty-ninth Year of Guang,xu," Kenwu Zouyi, p.
235.
Mengken Xugong ("Continued Depositions Concerning Mongolian
Cultivation"), editors unknown, p. 1. This book is also in Shen Yunlong's Jindai
Zhongguo Shiliao Congkan, #11.
For Lu Chuanlin, see the biography in CS, Juan 439, zhuan 225.
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cultivated lands in the hands of the companies, and then he and his
associates pocketed the money [from the sales of these lands by the
companies to Han Chinese settlers; no money from these sales \vas
forwarded to the Court]. It is obvious that he stole national funds but
did not allow others to criticize him for his wrongdoing. The revenues
received by these companies [from the sales of lands to Han Chinese
settlers] were national funds, [but] they went into the pockets [of Yigu
and his associates] . . . Both the Mongols and the Han Chinese have
been victims of this [chicanery], and the State has not received a
single penny.

Earlier, Yigu himself had commented on the evil deeds of an
unscrupulous land merchant as follows;
The unscrupulous merchant Cui Weixian . . . has illegally occupied
more than one hundred ten square li [of land]. He often gives bribes
in order to secure official support [for his illegal deeds]. He hires hit
men to oppress and intimidate law-abiding people and constantly
occupies other people's land by force. For these reasons he is
constantly involved in legal cases, and warrants for his arrest have
been issued. . . He manages to live outside the law and secure secret
control [of the officials who would prosecute him] by giving bribes
inside and outside the capital [i.e., in Beijing and Zhangjiakou].
Although his land rights have been [officially] cancelled, he still
occupies land and gathers hoodlums [about him] to brandish weapons
and prevent others from taking possession of [their] land. Yamen
mnners are unable to arrest him. If [government] troops come [in
pursuit], they ]i.e., Cui and his minions] flee . . . and search for more
hoodlums [to Join them]. There is no end to his resourcefulness in
trickery and scheming.

In reality, this Cui Weixian was likely no more than a defiant
land merchant who had refused to collude with Yigu and his associates.
This memorial is insufficient evidence to prove that Yigu had the will to
get rid of all the evil land merchants. Yigu's treatment of the regional
bully Wang Tongchunl^ is a case in point. Lu Chuanlin later made the
Mengken Xugong, pp. 8-9.
Yigu, "Petition for Efforts to Capture Cui Weixian, the Notorious Land
Merchant," Kenwu Zouyi, p. 125.
On Wang Tongchun, see Gu Jiegang's brief account "Wang Tongchun's
Development of the Hetao Region," Yugong Banyuekan v. 2, no. 12, (Feb. 1935).
Wang Tongchun committed many evil deeds in Hetao and became the hegemon of
the area. For a time following his death, his son, Wang Ying, maintained a
stranglehold on the area.
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following comments on Yigu's deliberate overlooking of Wang
Tongchun's crimes:
The guilty party in the Chen Si murder case was Wang Tongchun, a
wanted criminal who had long avoided capture. Yigu appointed Wang
as a commissioner in the Cultivation Bureau, and [consequently] the
local officials dared not pursue him until last year, when the entire
case went to court. [By this time] Wang had already served as an
official in the Cultivation Bureau for five years . . . Merchant Li Jiasan
[and others[ all depend on official prestige to scheme for [their
personal[ gain, and they depend on [official] authority to engage in
evil activities.^®

These comments suggest that the evil deeds perpetrated by the local
bullies and land merchants trusted by Yigu were no less than those of
the "unscrupulous merchant" Cui Weixian so vilified by Yigu. All of
this evidence leads one to conclude that Yigu and his coterie of
Manchu and Han Chinese officials collaborated illegally with
unscrupulous individuals to swallow up Mongolian territory and the
possessions of upright Han Chinese landowners.
Lu Chuanlin described the "capable officials" employed by Yigu
in these terms;
There should be some gentlemen among the two hundred or more
officials in the Bureau [of Cultivation Affairs] . . . but these
incorruptible ones are unable to oppress the people and flatter [their
superiors], and because of their honesty they are pushed aside and
given insignificant tasks. Persons trusted by Yigu as "capable
officials," such as Yao Xuejing of Shanxi, are [in actuality] covetous
and ruthless . . . Jingti, [another so-called "capable official"], is an
impatient and ill-tempered man who creates trouble on the slightest
pretext . . . [persons] such as Chen Guangyuan [and others]
respectfully receive instructions [from Yigu] but collude together to do
evil things.

Lu Chuanlin's description of Yigu's "capable officials" continues as
follows:
The Cultivation Bureau officials most trusted by Yigu are those most
excoriated by both Mongols and Han Chinese. . . Binyi collects money
with limitless covetousness . . . Jingti is harsh, violent, dangerous, and
treacherous and is hated by [Chinese] merchants and farmers alike . . .

20 See note 15, p. 7.
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Yue Junglin hates the Mongols and has falsely aceused them of
sedition, and [his anti-Mongolian actions] have almost destroyed the
entire frontier region. Wu Difen oppresses the people with military
power and is no different than robbers and bandits. . . Zhiliang uses
inhuman and illegal torture to dun land debts. . . Yao Xuejing is
covetous, merciless, and careless in deciding lawsuits. Tan Yongfa
makes false reports in order to achieve merit, and he has unleashed his
troops to plunder [wealth from] the people . . . Chen Guangyuan . . .
[and others] engage in arrogant and obsequious behavior in order to
flatter their superiors, and [in so doing] they bring calamity to the
people. Even so,they are awarded for their diligence and efforts year
after year . . . and are repeatedly commended by the Court.^^

Extortion and Temptations for Gain
Yigu and his above-mentioned evil cohorts pressured
Mongolian princes and officials into turning over pastoral land (which
was the common public property of all herders) to the Court and
receiving recognition for "merit." He also practiced extortion on the
Han Chinese settlers and eroded land prices in order to satisfy his own
selfish desires. He was not completely unsuccessful in these highpressure tactics and he was able to use threats and promises of imperial
favor to persuade some Mongolian princes to turn over tracts of
Mongolian territory to the Qing court, for which they were rewarded
with promotions, ranks, and titles. Arbinbayar, i\\Qjasagh beize of the
Khangin Banner and Head of the Yekejuu League at this time, had the
Mongolian interests at heart. He was discharged from his position as
League Head for his refusal to cooperate with Yigu. Lwangnorbu, who
hated the Christian churches, and was punished for his refusal to give
away land as compensation for alleged wrongs committed against
Christians. Chaghdursereng, the jasagh beize of the Ugushin Banner
and Deputy Head of the Yekejuu League, was appointed as the head of
the league to replace Arbinbayar, and Shaghdurjab, the jasagh firstranking taiji of the Jasagh Banner, was appointed as the deputy league
head pro tempore.
The Mongols were truly threatened by the dismissal of
Arbinbayar and had little choice but to submit to Yigu's "persuasions"
and send delegates to the city of Suiyuan for "consultation." There
were, however, many Mongols who remained unhappy with Yigu.
After some delegates were sent to Suiyuan city, the Head of the
Ulanchab League and the six banners under his authority convened a
Ibid., pp. 6, 16-17.
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conference in Batukha'alagh (present Bailingmiao) to discuss Yigu's
demands.
Chaghdursereng, the newly-appointed head of the Yekejuu
League, and Shaghdurjab, the deputy head, gained imperial favor by
"respectfully meeting with the long-lived Mother Queen on the
occasion of her birthday," and announcing to her that
All of the people in our land wholeheartedly . . . and willingly present
local products in tribute . . . [among which] are the public lands of our
two banners . . . seventy or eighty li [approximately one-third of an
English mile] in length from north to south . . . and forty to fifty li in
width from east to west; [these lands] we present to the officials for
cultivation, [and we agree that[ the proceeds from the sales of these
lands should be submitted [to the imperial court].

For this "loyalty" and "diligence," these two princes received the
following Vermilion Endorsement from the court: "Shaghdursereng is
hereby promoted to the prestige rank of junwang. Chaghdurjab is
hereby granted the prestige rank of zhenguogong.^^
Temptations and incentives of this kind eventually led
Arbinbayar, who had just been discharged from his position as league
head, to alter his hard line. Yigu reported this change of heart to the
Court as follows:
The Khangin Banner has altered its land cultivation policy; in
addition to presenting half of the rent revenues to the Court, it will
also submit thirty thousand taels of silver to the Court. Please register
the Jasagh beize of the Khangin Banner, Arbinbayar, as a candidate
for the position of league head. If there is a vacancy for the position of
league head in this league, [Arbinbayar] should be appointed [to this
position] in accordance with the memorial of the Ministry of
Subordinates.^^

Yigu, "Report on how the Mongolian Subordinates Zealously and
Wholeheartedly Offer Up their Land in Celebration of the Imperial Birthday [of Her
Majesty the Mother Queen]," Kenwu Zouyi, p. 259.
Yigu, "On Behalf of the Head of the Yekejuu League and the Vice-Head
of the same League, [I] Express Gratitude to the Court for Being Granted the Titles
ofjunwang and zhenguogong," ibid, p. 317.
CSL, Dezong [Guangxu], Guangxu 31,y«o« 549, month 9,yiyou day.
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Altanochir, the son of Arbinbayar, also received an award for
presenting five thousand taels of silver to the Court for the purchase of
weapons.
These documentary excerpts suggest that many Mongolian
princes yielded to the temptations and threats posed by Yigu and went
to any length to regain the official positions they had lost. They did not
hesitate to sacrifice the rights and privileges of the Mongolian herders
by submitting enormous tracts of pasture land in celebration of the
birthday of the "Mother Queen" (Dowager Empress), and they also had
no qualms about submitting the public revenues of the banner offices to
Yigu or squeezing large amounts of money from the herders for
presentation to the Court. Gonchugjab, the antban of Ukhurchin and
Khonichin (later the Minghan Banner) of Chakhar, would not be
outdone by Chaghdursereng and Chaghdurjab. He was rewarded with
a third-degree Rank Button (dingdai) for his financial contributions to
the Yellow River dike repair projects in Shandong, and for his efforts at
furthering cultivation in Chakhar, Yigu recommended that he be given a
second-degree Rank Button.^6 These rewards were given as incentives
for other Mongolian officials to achieve vainglorious recognition by
sacrificing the privileges and rights of the herders and submitting funds
from public properties to the Court.
In his report on Yigu's criminal conduct, Lu Chuanlin
commented that Mongolian "Wang, gong, and beize sometimes receive
Imperial favors and awards, [while] the jasaghs and officials under
them receive nothing. How can this lead to a resolution of the
Mongolian situation?"^^ The dark and evil deeds of Yigu and his
coterie were often at the bottom of much of the defraudation and
extortion of the Mongolian peop’e. Lu Chuanlin also criticized the
"contributions" of Arbinbayar and his son in these terms;
It is observed that the contributions of 30,000 taels of silver by the
beize of the Khangin banner and five thousand taels by his son are
recorded and on file. The price that the land of this banner should
have fetched, however, is 112,000 taels of silver. Yigu skimmed off
68,000 taels from this amount. 35,000 taels were left, [and this is the
amount given by Yigu).

Yigu, "Petition for an Award for Altanochir," in Suiyuan Zouyi, p. 195.
26 Yigu, "Petition for an Award for Ghonchugjab," Kenwu Zouyi, p. 233.
Mengken Xugong, p. 18.
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Lu pointed out further that
Each thousand qing [Chinese hectare] of land they received were
counted as one hundred ging, and the Mongolian banners received
rent only from these one hundred qing. This situation was especially
bad in the Dalad Banner.^^

Resistance and Its Suppression
Immediately after his arrival at his position, Yigu pointed out
the failures of Hu Pinzhi, the former governor of Shansi, in Inner
Mongolian cultivation affairs:
Hu Pinzhi's efforts to open up Mongolian land [to cultivation] failed
because the rent prices he decided upon were too low and unstable,
and because of insufficient protection of grazing lands [on the one
hand[ and his failure to persuade the Mongols [to assent to cultivation
on the other]. Instead, he [simply] approached them with armies.
Consequently, his efforts ]at cultivating Inner Mongolian lands] were
blocked by the Mongolian banners.

The errors committed by Yigu were, nonetheless, much greater than
those committed by Hu Pinzhi.
The Mongols opposed cultivation mainly because they feared
that it would lead to a reduction in prime grazing lands and adversely
affect their livelihood. Under pressure from Yigu, the banners of the
Ulanchab and Yekejuu Leagues and the Chakhar tribe had lost many of
their best grazing pastures to cultivation. The losses were especially
serious in the Chakhar area. That these Mongolian concerns were wellplaced is evidenced even by some of Yigu's own documents. Two of
his documents are of particular interest in this connection:
1)

A report on how "[In the Areas of] the Chakhar Pure Yellow
Banner and the Two Tribes of Ukhurchin and Khonichin, Land
has been Opened up [to Cultivation], and There Remains not
Enough for Pasturing [the Mongolian animals, so these Two
Tribes and the Banners of these Areas] have now Moved to the
[Territory of] the Aduchin Tribe," and

Ibid., p. 3. The arithmetic here is ambiguous.
See note 9.
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A report on how "[Various] Types of Grazing Land have been
Reduced Because the Number of Han Chinese Settlers has
Surpassed the Limitation for [Effective] Cultivation; Please
Allow that they [the Mongolian herdsmen] be Removed.

Lu Chuanlin also made the following observations in his
investigative reports:
The cultivation of Mongolian territories was not originally the wish or
desire of the Mongol people. When the [various] wang, gong, and
beize presented Mongolian territory to the Court, their people usually
complained that "Our Qilian Mountain Range has been taken away,
and our six kinds of domestic animals cannot flourish." This is an old
poetic verse. The members of the Cultivation Bureau are insatiably
greedy, and as a result the Mongols have come to regard [dealing
with] the Bureau as a trap [to be avoided]. The members of the
Cultivation Bureau also view the Mongols as [their] enemies.^ ^

These comments clearly suggest that confrontation between the two
sides was inevitable.
The principle of "jurisdiction by ethnicity" {shuren zhuyi) as
practiced by the Qing court created much friction between the Mongols
and the Han Chinese, and there was also confrontation between the
Han Chinese administrative apparatuses (subprefectures [ting\
departments [zhou], and districts [xiari\) on the one hand and the
Mongolian leagues and banners on the other. This friction worsened
towards the end of the dynasty. Yigu claimed to understand the
seriousness of this friction, but his actions showed that he was not
really interested in reducing it. He decided to empower the Wuyuan
Subprefecture, a Han-Chinese administrative district that he had
recently created, to deal with the confrontations between the farming
and pastoral peoples. He falsely claimed that this arrangement was
"agreed to by the Mongols." In a report, he wrote that
A common complaint of the Jasagh and Junwang Banners adjoining
the territory of the Shaanxi area has been that they are manipulated by
the Shaanxi people. Prior to the present, they had suffered for a
considerable length of time . . . The Wuyuan Subprefecture has now
been established outside the Shaanxi area and inside Mongolian
territory. The magistrate of this subprefecture, Yao Xuejing, is the
Yigu, Kenwu Zouyi, p. 267, 73.
Mengken Xugong, p. 12.
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superintendent of the Cultivation Bureau of the Western Leagues . . .
Everyone usually agrees that he is fair-minded in judging MongolChinese legal cases. The Mongols are happy [with this arrangement]
and feel that it is convenient. . .
According to the reports of Shaghduijab, the Deputy Head of the
Yekejuu League, there have been many legal cases between [Han]
Chinese and Mongols in recent years.
The Shaanxi officials
sometimes sided with the Han Chinese, and the Mongols of the two
banners have complained [about this] . . . Mongolian-Chinese legal
cases were usually dealt with by the Shenmu Subprefecture [in
northern Shaanxi] ... the officials and the corrupt [yamen] runners
were as terrible as tigers and wolves and cheated and disturbed the
poor Mongols unbearably. [But] the Wuyuan Subprefecture has now
been established in Mongolian territory, and its magistrate [Yao
Xuejing] is a fair and upright official who has the interests of the
people at heart. It is hereby requested that this [new prefecture be
allowed to] adjudicate [Mongolian-Chinese legal cases.]^^

The same Yao Xuejing praised by Yigu in this report as a man of fair
and reasonable judgement was condemned by Lu Chuanlin as a man
who had a covetous heart and used ruthless tactics. How could Yao,
an official who had energetically imposed cultivation on the Mongols,
have fairly judged legal cases in which the Mongols, as the party
opposed to cultivation, were involved? How could he have been more
fair than the Shaanxi officials in addressing the grievances of the
Mongolian multitudes? It is important to note here that because this
Wuyuan Subprefecture had been established in the territory of the
Yekejuu League, political struggles between Mongolian and Chinese
administrative apparatuses were inevitable.
Lu Chuanlin and his fellow investigators had correctly observed
in their memorials that the Mongolian princes had become more com
promising in their dealings with the Chinese authorities in order to
curry imperial favor. The livelihood of the Mongolian multitudes
became increasingly difficult as more and more prime grazing land was
plowed under by Han Chinese cultivators. Under such circumstances,
how could they avoid complaining? Their rights and privileges were
being chipped away, and their grazing lands were growing smaller by
the day. Their ruling princes, swayed by temptations for personal gain
and threatened by high-handed tactics, were unable to protect their own
subjects. There was no way for the Mongols to prevail in legal cases
32 Yigu, Kenwu Zouyi, p. 337-38.
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because adjudicatory powers were completely in the hands of the Han
Chinese subprefecture, department, and district administrative offices.
The only way for the Mongols to make their grievances known under
such circumstances was to launch the Duguilang movement, which
involved taking direct action and initiating scattered acts of
resistance.
The grievances which gave rise to these incidents of
popular resistance were utterly ignored by Yigu, who brutally crushed
the movement. People who had been involved in these acts of
resistance were denounced by Yigu as "Mongolian bandits" and were
dealt with harshly. These actions served only to aggravate the situation
and increase Mongolian animosity towards the Han Chinese.
The resistance grew more intense during the fall of 1904.
Dampil, who had been the tusalagchi taiji of the Junghar Banner prior
to being discharged for his opposition to cultivation, now grew so
resentful of the unreasonable attitudes of the Cultivation Bureau
officials that he arose in rebellion and led a resistance movement.
Dampil had much personal prestige and charisma in the eyes of the
Mongolian multitudes.
It was during this same time that a group of militant anti
cultivation herders under the leadership of Monggunjiya destroyed the
Bureau of Cultivation Affairs and put its officials to flight. Yigu
accused Dampil of being the ringleader of this action and mobilized
troops from all directions against him. Dampil's eldest son, some of his
family members, and many of his fellow anti-cultivation activists were
all murdered. Afterwards, Yigu reported on this incident to the Qing
court: "Mongolian bandits stirred up trouble in the Junghar Banner, and
[I] dispatched troops, crushed the rebellion, captured the leaders and
followers, and punished them appropriately." The response from the
Qing court to this report was a terse "let it be as you have
petitioned.
Yigu was, at this time, under the good graces of the
Dowager Empress, and from time to time she bestowed upon him large
rolls of satin and personally written calligraphy scrolls of her auspicious
wishes for him.^^ He was so favored that whatever he petitioned for.

Buyantu, "Brief Account of Wangdannima," in Neimenggu Wenshi
Ziliao (Inner Mongolian Literary and Historical Materials], v. 19 (Hohhot, 1985), p.
37. This article describes the Duguilang movement, which covered almost all of the
Yekejuu area.
CSL, Dezong [Guangxu], Guangxu 32, juan 555, month 2, wuxu day.
Yigu's Kenwu Zouyi and Suiyuan Zouyi, passim.
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be it right or wrong, was always approved with the phrase "let it be as
you have petitioned."
Aftermath
Far from halting the anti-cultivation movements, the murder of
Dampil actually inflamed anti-cultivation passions. Popular sentiment
in the Ulanchab and Yekejuu Leagues was volatile and almost led to a
larger political upheaval. It was only when matters had reached this
critical level that the Qing court took notice of this political issue. It
was also at this time that Wenjehun, one of Yigu's Manchu assistants,
accused Yigu of embezzling national funds and engaging in corrupt
activities for his own private gain. The Qing court responded by
dispatching Lu Chuanlin, an Assistant Grand Secretary and Minister of
the Ministry of Rites, and Shaoying, a Vice Minister in the Ministry of
Revenue, to launch an investigation into Yigu's conduct. The final
conclusion of the Qing court concerning Yigu's conduct was as
follows:
[Yigu] gave his soldiers free reign in indiscriminately killing and
burning to death five members of taiji Dampil’s family. [Yigu] later
used trumped-up charges to sentence Dampil to death. These were
extremely cruel and inhuman actions . . . [Yigu] squeezed money out
of the Mongolian banners and did not pay them for the purchase of
their lands ... he continually demanded large quantities of silver from
them . . . and was covetous and cruel again and again. He destroyed
the Cultivation Affairs Bureau and used threatening words to squeeze
money from the people. These [actions] constitute truly disgraceful
betrayals of the Imperial favor and treason against the State . . .
Apprehend him immediately and bring him to the capital for
interrogation . . . and then imprison and punish him for his crimes!^^

With Yigu's dismissal and punishment, the volatility of the
situation was somewhat reduced, but the continuation of cultivation in
Mongolian territories did not cease despite Mongolian opposition. The
only significant result of Yigu's dismissal was his replacement by one
Hsinqin^^ in the post of Supervising Minister of Cultivation Affairs and
General of Suiyuan City. Arbinbayar, who, at Yigu's request, had been
CSL, Dezong [Guangxu], Guangxu 34, Juan 589, month 4, bingchen
day.
For Xinqin, see the very brief biography attached to Yigu's biography
(see note 4).
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removed from his post as head of the Yekejuu League was restored to
his original position. Chaghdursereng and Shagdorjab, who had been
Yigu's appointees to the posts of league head pro tempore and vice
league head respectively, were dismissed to appease the local
Mongolian nobles and people.
The vitality and constitution of the Ulanchab and Yekejuu
Leagues, the Turned Banner, and the Right and Left Chakhar Flanks
had been severely damaged after six or seven years of Yigu's
oppression. All Mongols, from the highest nobles down to the
multitudes of common herdsmen, had grown suspicious of the Qing
court and its attitudes and policies towards the Mongols. The common
herdsmen had also lost all confidence in, and affection for, their own
princes and ambans.
Long-term Repercussions
Although Yigu's oppression ended with his dismissal and
punishment, its effects lingered long afterwards.
Hsinqin, who
succeeded Yigu in the posts of Superintendent Minister of Cultivation
Affairs and General of Suiyuan City, was a careful and prudent man,
but he too followed in Yigu's footsteps. The only significant difference
between Hsinqin and his predecessor was that Hsinqin was much more
moderate.
The Khalkha Mongols declared their independence in late 1911,
and in early 1912 the Republic of China was established. Most of the
nobles and officials of the six banners in the Ulanchab League turned
their attention and hearts toward Urga (Ulan-bator). The Peking
Government in China dispatched Zhang Shaozeng^^ to take up the post
of General of Suiyuan City. On the occasion of the Northwestern
Conference, Zhang used various tricks, bribes, and temptations for
promotions and rank and title advancements to place the Mongolian
nobles in the palm of his hand and defeat their ambitions of unifying
with Urga. Towards the Yekejuu League, Zhang used mild threats in
addition to temptations for private gain and advancement. The Urga
regime was not, of course, powerful enough to manipulate Inner
Mongolian political affairs. The seven banners of the Yekejuu League
CSL, Dezong [Guangxu], Guangxu 34,juan 589, month 4,yichou day.
Zhang Shaozeng, a native of Hebei, graduated from the Japanese Army
Cadet School. In 1913, he was appointed as the General of Suiyuan City, but he left
the post the next year. In 1923, he was made the Prime Minister of the Peking
Government.
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were cut off from the north by the Yellow River, and this geopolitical
reality probably worked to the advantage of Zhang Shaozeng.
The Inner Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party^® was born
in the 1920's, but this deeply revolutionary political organization was
for the most part unable to extend its influence beyond the southern
banners of the Yekejuu League. Although the birth of this party was a
later development, the historical roots of its formation and the hatred of
the Mongols for their own ruling class can probably be traced to Yigu's
high-handed policies, and also to the Mongolian ruling noble class's
negligence of the rights and privileges of the common Mongolian
herdsmen and the compromising agreements with oppressive alien
powers. Many of the Mongolian nobles and officials had grown
accustomed to assuring their own self-preservation through acting as
yes-men and giving in to pressure and temptation from above.
The Inner Mongolian Autonomous Movement broke out in the
1930s. Although Shaghdurjab (hereafter referred to as Prince Sha),
Altanochir, and others sincerely hoped that the Mongolian banners
would gain autonomy and freedom from political interference by the
Han Chinese provincial and district governments, they did not dare to
stand as Mongols in open opposition to the deceptive and oppressive
policies of the Suiyuan provincial government. On the contrary, in
order to preserve themselves, they threw themselves into the arms of
Governor Fu Zuoyi. This desire for self-preservation was the mentality
with which they entered into the political world, and this capitulationist
mentality had been created by their experiences during Yigu's heyday.
The Suiyuan-Mongolian Local Autonomous Political Affairs
Committee^^ was organized in the 1930s as a response to the Japanese
invasion of western Inner Mongolia.
The Nanking Government
appointed Prince Sha as the Committee Chairman, but the real power
was wielded by Fu Zuoyi, the main opponent of Mongolian autonomy.
In an effort to make known the supposed successes of his Mongolian
policies, Fu persuaded Prince Sha to go to Nanking and tell the
The Inner Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party is also known as the
Inner Mongolian Kuomintang in Chinese Kuomintang materials. See Sechin
Jagchid, "The Inner Mongolian Kuomintang of the 1920's," in Proceedings of the
Conference on Dr. Sun Yat-sen and Modern China, v. 3 (Taibei, 1986), pp. 178208.
See Sechin Jagchid, "The Inner Mongolian Autonomous Movement of
the 1930's," in Sechin Jagchid, Essays in Mongolian Studies (Provo, Utah: Brigham
Young University Press, 1988), pp. 281-95.
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League and banner autonomy is about to be instituted. We should
realize that the implementation of this autonomy will be most difficult
... as far as cultivation and agriculture are concerned, [we should
realize that] there is plenty of land in Mongolia that is suitable for
plowing and planting. Because Mongols are not skilled in agriculture,
land that had previously been cultivated is now lying fallow. We
should now promote large-scale cultivation, promote agriculture, and
compel the Mongols to plant [crops] to increase the sustenance of the

people.'^^

Needless to say, these words were completely at variance with
the real interests and desires of the Mongols, and they were more than
likely very distasteful to Prince Sha as well. The misrepresentations in
these comments are similar to Yigu's claim in his memorial to the
Dowager Empress that the Mongols had "happily gone along with" the
cultivation of their territories.
These capitulationist attitudes hindered the development of
political opposition groups in the Yekejuu League and created great
misfortune. On March 26, 1943, Chen Changjie,'^^ who was the
Garrison Commander of the Yekejuu League and a supporter of Fu
Zuoyi, used military force to occupy Mongolian grazing pastures, the
economic lifelines of many Mongolian herdsmen. Chen was under the
impression that the Mongols were too weak, divided, and unable or
unwilling to offer effective resistance to such a move, but his actions
triggered direct reactions and led to a bloody resistance movement.
The Chungking authorities realized that the southern portion of
the Yekejuu League was joining with northern Shaanxi Province, a
stronghold of the Chinese communists. Fearing that Yan'an's influence
might penetrate into Inner Mongolia in the wake of this incident, the
Chungking authorities minimized the seriousness of the Mongolian

For Prince Sha's speech in Nanking, see Zhonghua Mingguo Shishi
Jiyao ("A Compilation of Important Historical Materials of the Republic of China"),
1937, Jan.-June (Taipei, 1985). This was originally published on April 7, 1937 in
the Zhon^ang Ribao (Central Daily News).
Chen Changjie, a native of Fujian, was a graduate of the Baoding
Military Officers School. In 1948 he was appointed Garrison Commander of
Tianjin. This proves that his punishment for his involvement in the "March
Twenty-sixth Incident" was a punishment on paper only.
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reactions to Chen Changjie's actions and punished him by permanently
barring him from any future official appointments.
These measures, which were taken in order to placate the
Mongolian multitudes and reduce their anger, were similar to the
measures taken at the conclusion of the investigation into Yigu's
activities. Many of Prince Sha's subordinates, including his own lama
son, Ghalsangyisi, were important leaders in this resistance movement.
The Chungking authorities were aware of this and proceeded
cautiously. Towards Prince Sha they expressed "kind concern and
encouragement," but General Yao Zong,"^"^ who was the Rehabilitation
Commissioner in charge of restoring peace and order in the Yekejuu
League, captured and executed Lorai, a captain in the Peace
Preservation Corps of Prince Sha's Jasagh Banner, in order to "mete
out legal punishment" and deter others who might harbor similar
rebellious intentions.
After this "March Twenty-sixth Incident,"^^ Prince Sha
returned to his traditional policy of refraining from any comment on the
political friction between Chinese and Mongolian administrations and
was "as silent as a cicada during the wintertime." Rong Xiang, the
am ban of the Turned Banner, was the only Mongol in the so-called
"Suiyuan-Mongolian official circles" who still dared openly criticize
oppose Fu Zuoyi and argue for the protection of the administrative
authority and integrity of the Mongolian leagues and banners. It cannot
be said that all of these developments are unrelated to Yigu's actions
and policies in Inner Mongolia.

Yao Zong was at this time the headmaster of the Office of the Chairman
of the Military Affairs Committee.
Many articles about the 'March Twenty-sixth Incident" have been
published, and there is no need to list them here. On several occasions during the
1950s, 1 discussed this incident with Mr. Liu Lianke, who had been the Special
Commissioner of the Suiyuan-Mongolian Banners' Kuomintang. Mr. Liu was a
native of the Kharachin Left Banner. When this incident broke out, he tried to
contact Prince Sha secretly and act as a liaison between the Chungking authorities,
Fu Zouyi, and Prince Sha. Mr. Liu passed away ten or twenty years ago and,
unfortunately, left no written records about these matters.

THE VANISHED KIMAK EMPIRE
Linda Amy Kimball
For the better part of a century, from 840 to 916, one power,
the Kimak, dominated the heartland of Asia, controlled the key
central portion of the Silk Road, and influenced events from China to
Persia and Europe. In these respects, the Kimak were on a par with
the Scyths and the Mongols. But the Muse of History is fickle, and
in time, not only was their empire forgotten, but the very name
"Kimak" vanished from historical ken.
Introduction
One of the grand achievements of twentieth century historio
graphy is Bala Eshmukhambetovich Kumenkov's definitive work,
Gosudarstvo Kimakov IX-Xl vv. po arabskim istochnikam (The
Kimak State of the IX-XI Centuries, according to Arabic sources),
published in Alma-Ata, Kazakstan, in 1972. In this book, Kumenkov retrieved a lost history from the destructive clutches of time.
Through skilled reconstruction, comparison, and analyses predicated
upon a large compilation of data from numerous sources, including
archaeological findings, Kumenkov delineated the spatio-temporal
dimensions and patterns of the Kimak state, including Kimak towns
in the Semirechie, and described some of the patterns of their
cultural life. The Kimak polity can now be seen for what it was; one
of the great pastoral nomadic empires of all time.
On a more solemn note, one must observe that the extensive
archival, library, and scholarly infrastructure resources built and
accumulated through a quarter of a millennium which Kumenkov
used have become scattered or lost subsequent to the break-up of the
Soviet Union, which means that such a deep historiographic work
dealing with the Eurasian heartland may never again be possible.
It is thus important that, at the present juncture, some of
Kumenkov's key chronological, geographic, and cultural discoveries
about the Kimak be made available to the larger scholarly com
munity. It is fitting that such a major discovery about the oncemighty Kimak empire will come to wider attention in this Festschrift
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honoring Henry Schwarz's long and distinguished career of Central
Asian scholarship.
Seen in broad perspective, the Kimak were one of the strong
formative elements in Eurasian history. They began as a small Turk
ish pastoral nomadic group in the upper Irtysh, and gradually spread
west into the Semirechie, the "seven rivers" region east and south of
Lake Balkhash.
Historical events, and perhaps a strong leader whose name is
lost to us, propelled the Kimak to great power. When Carolingian
Europe had newly split asunder and Tang China was in terminal
decay, the Kimak ruled an empire that extended from the Irtysh
River and Altai Mountains in the east to the Black Sea steppe in the
west. Northward it expanded into the fringes of the taiga, and
southward it reached into the desert-steppe. Like the violent galeforce ebi winds of winter that howl for days on end out through the
Dzungarian Gate, over the Alakol Steppe, and to Lake Balkhash
(Prokh 1983: 235), a tumult of people and war suddenly descended
on the Kimak, and their empire collapsed. The western Kimak in the
Ural steppe became subordinate to the Kipchak who pushed the
Pechenegs into the Ukraine; and the Semirechie Kimak retreated
back to the upper Irtysh region. Then came oblivion. Although
three centuries were to pass before the Mongols built their empire, it
is possible that orally-transmitted memories of the Kimak's vast
domain were one of the factors suggesting and guiding Mongol
movements to the west.
Sources
Before turning to what is now known about the Kimak, it is
important to briefly examine the sources that Kumenkov used.
Kumenkov's bibliography lists 495 sources (Kumenkov 1972,
hereinafter abbreviated as "K": 132-152).
Discounting the six
Marxist-Leninist "classics" obligatory for a Soviet work, Kumen
kov's bibliography contains 489 sources in seven languages,
including 307 items listed in the Russian bibliography, thirty of
which are actually Arabic books or texts, and 150 works in the nonRussian bibliography. More than half of the Russian entries consist
of research works, such as local museum and archaeology reports,
(which would have had very limited circulation); and a significant
portion of the works are rare by reason of their age. A significant
portion of the non-Russian works are specialist materials which can
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be found in only a very few research libraries. Three of the books
which Kumenkov used are very rare [cf. Appendix 1].
The core of Kumenkov's work rests upon thirteen Arabic
manuscripts, including two by Al-Idrisi, in the archives of the former
Soviet Union [cf. Appendix 2]. Some early Arabic accounts of
travel to the region inhabited by the Kimak have been published.
Kumenkov used seven such books, two of which were books in
Russian translation, and two of which were Arabic texts published
with Russian introductions. Some of the manuscripts Kumenkov
used date back a thousand years, while his most recent archaeological
sources relevant to the Kimak were published in the late 1960s.
Time and Space
The Kimak occupied a significant portion of Central Asian
time and space. They flourished in an era when the Arabo-Persian
world was active in Central Asian trade, hence the importance of
Arabic and Persian travelers' accounts. At the height of their power,
the Kimak dominated the western portion of Central Asia and their
power reached into Europe.
The chronology of the Kimak can best be summarized by a
timeline [cf. Appendix 3].
The rise of the Kimak empire began with a population
movement out of the core area along the upper Irtysh.
Only after the Kimak appeared in the region between the Alakol
circular-valley and the valley of the Hi River, and the transference of
their capital to the Alakol, was the process of the bringing together of
the Kimak Union finally completed. During the course of the events
which have been described, in the territory from the Irtysh to the
Dzungarian Alatau, a new Turkic state appeared in Central Asia, of
which the nucleus was ... the twelve Kimak tribes. (K: 47; this and
all other translations by L.A. Kimball)

The peak development of the Kimak empire lasted seventy-six
years, from 840 to 916, a duration of power strikingly similar to that
of the later Mongol empire.
Very different from the western historiographic view is the
Kimaks' own account of their origins:
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The founder of the Tatars died and left two sons. The elder son ruled
the tsardom and the younger son, Shad, began to envy him. Shad
made an attempt on the life of his elder brother, but failed.
Fearing for his own life. Shad took a devoted slave and fled away
from his brother. He went to a place where there was a large river
and abundant wildlife. There he set up his tent encampment.
Every day Shad went out hunting with his slave. They dined on
meat, made clothes from the fur of sables, squirrels, and ermine.
After some time there came to them seven men from the Tatar
kinsmen: the first was Imi, the second Imak, the third Tatar, the
fourth Baiandur, the fifth Kypchak, the sixth Lanikaz, and the seventh
Adzhlad. These men pastured the herds and flocks of their masters.
But in the places where once they had pastured their animals there
was no more pasturage. And so, in search of pasturage, they had
come to that place where Shad was.
Upon seeing these men approaching, the slave went to them and said
"Irtysh!" (Halt!). And from that the river received its name,
"Irtysh."
Recognizing the slave, the men halted and set up their tents. When
Shad returned from the hunt he had a good catch with him, and
feasted the men.
They remained there till winter. When the snow fell they could not
go back. There was much grass there, and so they remained in that
place all winter long.
When spring colors decorated the land, and the snow melted, they
sent one man into the Tatar camp so that he could give the tribe news
of what had happened.
When the messenger arrived he saw that the place was deserted, and
there were no people there. An enemy had attacked, pillaged, and
murdered all the people.
The remnants of the tribe came down out of the mountains and went
to the messenger. He told his friends about the situation of Shad, and
they all headed toward the Irtysh.
When they had arrived there, they all acknowledged Shad as their
chief and began to pay homage to him. Other people, hearing the
account of what had happened, also went there. In all, 700 people
gathered.
For a long time they remained in servitude to Shad. Later, when
their numbers had increased greatly, they spread out in the mountains
and formed seven tribes which took their names from the seven
original men. (K35-36, ex Bartol'd 1st ref 1897: 82-83, 105-106)
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The geographic sphere of the Kimak encompassed broad
reaches of horizontal zonation, as we;; as some altitudinal zonation.
The great spread of horizontal zonation reached across the entire
western portion of the Central Asian steppe [cf., Map, Appendix 4].
Several borders, some "fuzzy," limited the horizontal reach of the
Kimak. To the north, Kimak control petered out on the fringes on
the taiga. Eastward their power did not extend into the eastern
portion of the Central Asian steppe in what is now Mongolia because
attempting to do so would have provided few benefits, and would
have put too many strains on the polity [Buell 1993]. In the south
east the Kimak did not cross the Altai and Tarbagatai Ranges, nor
did they conquer the Hi Valley. In the south, some Kimak took up
camel nomadization in the desert steppe, but they did not penetrate
into the dense mountains separating them from what are now Af
ghanistan and Iran. In the southwest they did not inhabit the harsh
desert east of the Caspian Sea.
Kimak expansion westward
apparently never reached west or north of the Black Sea steppe,
although why this was so must remain a subject for future study.
In terms of altitudinal zonation, the Kimak would have used
differing altitudes for winter and summer pasturage in the upper
Irtysh. They would also have utilized medicinal herbs and other
plants from mountain slopes, and gone hunting into the mountain
fastnesses.
Kumenkov identified three main routes along which travelers
and trade goods went to the Kimak: the Khanzhol Route, the SyrDarya Route, and the Western Route. It is likely that there was also
a fourth, eastern route.
The Khanzhol Route ran from Taraz. It
. . . was on the major trade route reaching from Turkestan to China.
Arab geographers called the northern portion of that route the
"Shashk" or "Turkic." (K: 48)
. . . the road went from Taraz to Kavaket. From Kavaket to the
headquarters of the Kimak tsar was eighty days for the mounted
traveler moving swiftly and carrying provisions with him. (K: 48-49,
ex Mirsky 1948: 281, Ibn al-Fakikh n.d.: leaf 170b)
Between Taras and Kulan in the north lie sands; after the sands are
deserts of sands and pebbles. Snakes live in them. (K:49, ex Kitab
. . . Ibn Haukal 1889:205)
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Tamin described the varied terrain of this route.
The entire journey goes through steppe, sands, wide long valleys with
much pasturage and water-sources; there the Kimak pasture their
flocks and herds. (K: 49 ex Minorsky 1948: 281)

Kumenkov identified these descriptions with the later
Khanzhol Route, i.e. "Khan's Road," which was the most important
branch of the medieval trade route going from the Talas-Chuiisk
Valley to the Irtysh River. Thus, Tamin was describing the journey
over the steppe near Taras, then north through the Miounk Sands and
across the Betpak-Dala Plateau before turning northeast through
central Kazakstan to the Irtysh (K; 50).
The Syr-Darya Route ran in part through the Syr-Darya
riverine system.
From Zhankent (Yangikent) it went northeast to the downstream
part of the Sarys and Chu Rivers. Then the route followed the
left bank of the Sarys and at the Tasotket Ford crossed to the
right bank. At the place of Kara-Zhara the road turned off to the
Kangir River, then it went through the Ulutausk Steppe, the
Arganatinsk Steppe, through the river valleys of the Karakengir
and Tersakkan, then to Zharkaing it went along the shore of the
Ishim River. Then it went along the lower reaches of the Ishim
. . . then cut into the more northerly steppe, and entered the
valleys of the Tobol and Irtysh Rivers. (K: 52-53 ex Margulan
1946: 76)

The Western Route is known from a brief mention in Gardizi.
"From the land of the Yenisei Kyrgyz a route ran west to the Kimak
and Karluks" (K:53 ex Bartol'd 1897; 86; according to Buell 1993
these Kyrgyz were a different group from the Kirghiz of today).
The Khanzhol and Syr-Darya Routes linked the Arabo-Persian
world of Southwest Asia to the Kimak, and hence are the best
described. The Western Route linked the Kimal with what later
became Mongolia.
It is likely that there was also a fourth route, the Eastern
Route, which ran eastward, linking the European and Byzantine
world with the Kimak, and Kumenkov's sources did not mention it.
All of the trade and travel routes were important for the Kimak
economy.
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Culture and Economy
The Kimak economy was classic Central Asian pastoral
nomadism, but also showed the Turkic pattern of widely varied local
economic specialization and adaptation [Buell 1993].
The key
animal was the horse and the main subsistence animal was the sheep.
In his wide-ranging comparative study of pastoral nomadism
in Africa and Eurasia, Barfield developed the concept of the "key
animal" in pastoral nomadism. The key animal must meet four
criteria.
1.

The animal must be well adapted to the regional ecological
conditions so that large numbers can be supported . . .

2.

The key animal must be a necessary component of everyone's
herd. An animal cannot become the cultural focus of a pastoral
society if its ownership is restricted to only a minority of
households . . .

3.

The key animal's pastoral requirements take precedence over
other stock . . .

4.

The key animal must in some way define a nomad's social,
political, or economic relation to the world. What really sets a
key animal species apart from the other animals that nomads
raise is the way it structures their relations with the larger
world. (Barfield 1993:10-11)

The Kimak considered the horse their most valuable animal and used
it for transportation, hunting, and war (K: 90). At the time of the
Kimak emergence, and later, there were huge herds of horses on
both sides of the Irtysh. Finds in Central Kazakstan Turkic burials
suggest that the two main types of horses in the Kimak herds were a
hard, short type with a massive head and short thick neck and tall
riding horses with small heads and thin legs, probably like the
prestigious racing horses known from Kurgan burials (K: 91).
When they moved into the northeastern Semirechie, one
group of Kimak shifted to camel herding. The camel became both
their key animal and their main subsistence animal. In those sandy
and infertile areas the camel is the best animal, but only in the
southern region, because it cannot overwinter north of the 50th
parallel (K: 91).
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As the subsistence animal, fatty-tailed sheep provided meat
for food, oil for cooking, and tallow for light. At various times and
places, the herds included other animals, such as goats and cattle.
Travelers' accounts, and large quantities of cattle-bones found
in graves in the region of the Upper Irtysh, point to the importance
of transhumance pastoralism there. Cattle drive poorly and have to
be overwintered in pens at permanent winter settlements. It seems to
have been the poorest Kimak, perhaps ones so poor they had no
horses, who herded cattle (K: 93).
Basic herding concerns remained central throughout the Ki
mak ascendance. Food and water for the herds were crucial, so the
Kimak moved along the routes that provided the best pasturage at
each time of the year. They wintered on the steppe between the
Emba and Ural Rivers, but summered near the Irtysh. The summer
home of the Kimak khans was in the town of Imak, somewhere on
the middle Irtysh (K: 89-90 ex Bartol'd 1930 leaf 18b, Minorsky
1937: 100-310). Cattle had to be taken out of deep snow or there
would be dzut, massive die-off. Horses, too, were vulnerable. "If
the snow is hoof-deep they lead their horses to the area alongside the
Ural River" (K: 90 ex Bartol'd 1930 leaf 18b, Minorsky 1937: 100,
Minorsky 1942).
Another key facet of Kimak life was hunting. The Kimak
hunted for food, trade, and war. Birds, antelope, and other game
added to their diet (K: 92). Some Kimak hunters lived in the forest
in "houses amidst large trees" and wore clothes sewn from animal
skins (K: 93 ex Abu . . . al-Idrisi leaf 18b, Bartol'd 1897: 84, 107,
Minorsky 1942:20).
These northern Kimak were semi-settled. "In winter they
dwell in an earth house or semi-subterranean house, they go
commercial hunting into the taiga for sable and ermine, traveling on
skis" (K: 104 ex Minorsky 1942: 20). The furs of ermine, sable,
fox, and marten were important wares, sold to foreign merchants for
salt, though there were also Kimak merchants who traded in foreign
lands (K: 92). Large group hunts served as training for war. Pride,
prestige, and leadership intertwined with the use of falcons, hawks,
golden eagles, and hunting dogs, and with the pursuit of beasts of
prey, including the tiger and snow-leopard (K: 92-93).
Fishing played a minor role in the Kimak economy, though
there were many large fish in the Gamash [Irtysh] River. Al-Idrisi
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noted that the Kimak ate rice, meat, and fish (K: 93 ex Abu . . . alIdrisi n.d.: leaf 69a).
There was also another major aspect of Kimak economic life:
Kumenkov stresses that, in looking at the Kimak, scholars have
ignored the fact that Al-Idrisi describes settlements and agriculture as
well as nomadic life (K: 88).
Under the Kimak, agriculture and settled town culture char
acterized the northeastern Semirechie (K: 108) and many travelers'
accounts describe the nature and stages of the journey to those towns.
Through minute, closely-reasoned analysis of many such accounts,
Kumenkov was able to take Al-Idrisi's map of the Kimak region in
the Semirechie (Ma, Appendix 5), and re-interpret it, with additions,
in modern cartographic form (Map, Appendix 6).
Kimak towns arose from a symbiosis of local Turkic, mostly
Kimak, populations and cultural elements with pre-existing autoch
thonous culture, and with cultural elements from elsewhere in
Central Asia (K: 108). The characteristic feature of Kimak towns
was that all were well-fortified, and a prince-chieftain headed a
garrison in each (K: 97). Towns were situated on lake shores, river
banks, in border areas, and in impregnable mountain areas. A for
tified wall with an iron gate surrounded the largest town, that of the
Khakan, where the aristocrats also lived (K; 99 ex Abu . . . al-Idrisi
n.d.: leaf 68a). Up in the hills stood castle-forts surrounded by
moats (K: 99 ex Abu . . . al-Idrisi n.d.: leaf 66a).
At the height of the Kimak empire, agriculture, trade, and
crafts formed integral parts of the economy. The Kimak on the
steppe of the Syr-Darya had commerce in sheep for meat and skins
(K: 96). The Kimak presence on the Volga enabled them to utilize
the major trade routes that ran there, and may have put them in
contact with the Byzantine and Viking worlds (Buell 1993). Al
though the Kimak had copper coins, most trade was done by barter
(K: 96).
The Kimak grew millet, beans, rice, wheat, barley, peas and
grapes. The word for "millet" was taru (K: 94 ex Ein turkischarabisches Glossar 1894: 9, Zajaczkowski 1945: 17) and so the word
for "farmer" was tarigchi (K: 94 ex Makhmud . . . al Kashgari 19151917 II: 43). The Kimak had abundant honey, and a ring found in a
Kimak grave in the region of the Irtysh was in the form of a stylized
bee (K: 94 ex Arslanova 1968: 108).
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The Kimak made cheese and they made beverages from rice,
millet, barley, and honey (K: 95 ex Puteshestviia . . . Karpini . . .
Rubruka 1957: 95). The Moslem analysts scarcely mention fer
mented mare's milk beverages, some of which probably were dis
tilled to high potency. Kumenkov points out that it is impossible to
tell whether it was particular groups within the Kimak who farmed,
or whether separate tribes specialized in agriculture (K: 93).
Kimak crafts supplied pastoral-nomadic needs. The Kimak
made clothes, yurt-covers, and many other items from felt, fashioned
bows and arrows, weapons, quivers, saddles, and many items of
decoration and ornamentation. Much of the craft-work took place in
towns (K: 96). The Kimak worked iron and gold. "They gather and
wash gold in water . . . they wash it out, then run the gold grains
with mercury and float it in dung" (K: 97 ex Abu . . . al Idrisi n.d.:
leaf 68b). The Kimak khans wore golden crowns and clothes sewn
with gold (K: 97 ex Abu . . . al-Idrisi n.d.: leaf 68a).
Like any other culture, the Kimak lived a life rich with cus
toms, observances, beliefs, song, poetry, language, and dreams. But
most examples are irrevocably lost; only a few tantalizing glimpses
remain.
The Kimak were literate. "Thin reeds grow there, and they
write with them" (K: 109 ex Ibn al-Fakikh n.d.: leaf 176a). The Ki
mak used reed pens to write the Old Turkish script. A bronze mirror
with Old Turkic writing found near Urdzhar in the Tarbagatai Moun
tains, dates to the time of the Kimak (K: 109 ex Bernstam 1948: 108110). A large bronze mirror with runic writing has been found in
the region of the Irtysh, and dated to the 9th-10th centuries (K: 109).
It may well be that literate Kimak had works of law, religion, his
tory, and epic poetry in their possession, but none have survived.
The fundamental core of Kimak religion was Turkic sha
manism. Tengri, "sky, sky-god," had special importance, as did
fire, which was sacred, cleansing, and the protector of the home (K:
109 ex Abu .... al-Idrisi n.d.: leaf 68a). The Kimak cremated
their dead, and cremation burials have been found near the Irtysh.
The sun and stars had special importance, as did mountains and
certain places or objects which were considered to have special
powers for good or ill. The Irtysh River itself was worshipped as
"the god of men" (K: 110 ex Bartol'd 1897: 83). Kimak shamans
had yada, "rain stones," which were used to bring rain when it was
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needed (K: 112 ex Ibn al-Fakikh n.d., leaf 17a, Makhud . . . al
Kashgari 1915-1917 III: 2).
Accounts of Turkic khans, probably including the Kimak
khan, describe his special role as high priest and bearer of prophecy.
For the tsar (Khakan of the Turks) there is a specific day on which
they light a huge fire (a bonfire). The tsar speaks an oracular phrase
into the fire. Then he looks intently staring into the fire, then he lifts
his important face out of the fire. If [his face becomes] yellowcolored, it is a sign of fertility and good, if [it becomes] white there
will be harvest failures, if it [becomes] green there will be illness and
epidemics; and if it becomes black-colored, that indicates the death of
the tsar or a distant journey. When the latter happens, he [the tsar]
hastens to go on a journey or a raid. (K: 110 ec Vasif-shakh n.d.: leaf
48b, Shabib al-Karani n.d.: leaf 151b).

Certain architectural or geographic features were important in
Kimak religion. Al-Idrisi mentions temples in the Kimak capital on
the Irtysh, but provides no details (K: 111 ex Abu . . . al Idrisi n.d.:
leaf 68b).
The Kimak erected many statues. These were believed to
have special power, and were honored accordingly.
All the Kipchak tribes, when they happen to go there, bow down
twice in front of this unique statue. Whether they have come
mounted or on foot, they bow to it as to a creator. A horseman who
drives his horse to there takes an arrow out of his quiver in honor of
it. Shepherds who drive their flocks there leave a sheep behind. (K:
111-112 erBartol'd 1897: leaf 20, Nizami 1940: 315-318).

The Kimak also prayed to certain rocks with figures on them.
Some of these may have been the rock drawings found in the
territory where the Kimak once lived, such as the drawings of human
footprints and horse hooves in the Karkaralinsk Mountains, and in
the Arganat Mountains of the Ulutausk region (K: 111 ex Margulan
et al. 1966: 10).
Most Kimak were shamanists, but other religious influences
also existed. Moslem burials have been found in the region near the
Irtysh (K: 112 ex Ageeva 1959: 50-53 and Fedorov-Davydov 1966:
201-202). Manichaism probably reached the Kimak from the Uighur
of the Yenisey Kirghiz. The Kirghiz were on the southern Siberian
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trade route, which reached across Eurasia to Korea, and the Kirghiz
may have received Manichaism from traders or missionaries
traveling that route (Buell and Anastasio, forthcoming). Al-Idrisi's
statement that the Manichaian Kimak lived "in the thickets and
forests" suggests that they were well north of the Kimak-Uighur
border in the Semirechie [K: 111 ex Abu . . . al-Idrisi n.d.: leaf
68a]. Why Manichaeism was particularly strong among the Kimak
who were hunters in the taiga, or in the mountainous regions, must
remain a topic for future study.

Conclusion
The overall picture which emerges of Kimak culture is that of
a Turkic pastoral nomadic group, with Turkic religion, writing, and
socio-political organization, which expanded outward into much of
western Central Asia. There they established a major empire and
added on new cultural features, such as agriculture and non-shamanic
religion. When the Kimak empire collapsed, the added population
suffered decimation and dislocation. In the face of that disaster, it is
likely to have been the core of "folk" Turkish shamanic and pastoral
nomadic cultural features which lingered on; but, in the end the
Kimak vanished utterly. Sic transit gloria mundi.
Kumenkov's work has laid the foundation for Kimak studies,
but much remains to be done. Most urgent is an English translation
of Kumenkov's work to make his full findings available to more
scholars. Searches through Byzantine, European, Chinese, and other
accounts might reveal new information about the Kimak. In time,
new research and analysis will reassess Eurasian history in light of
the great influence once exerted by the Kimak empire.

Appendix One
Three Rare Books

Akhmad ibn al-Manini. Al-fatkh al-vakhbi ala tarikh Abu nasr al Utbi.
Cairo, 1268 [A.H.]
Al-Manini. Sharkh al-Yamini al-musamma bi-l-fatkh al-bakhbi ala tarikh
Abu Nasr al-Utbi 11. Cairo, 1869.
Kun, H. La langue des Kiptchaks d'apres un manuscrit arabe d'Istanbul
. . .Phototype reproduction. Budapest, 1942.
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Note: The following two location abbreviations occur: GPB is the Public
Library named M.E. Saltykova-Shchedrina and IV AN SSR is the Institute
of Eastern Studies of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
Abu Abdallah Mukhammad ibn Muhammad ash-Sharif al-Idrisi. Nuzkhat
al-mushtakfl-ikhtirak al-afak manuscript GPB Ar. N.S. 176
Abu Abdallah Mukhammad ibn Muhammad ash-Sharif al-Idrisi. Kitab
Rudzhar. Photocopy of the manuscript in the V. Kolarova Library,
Sofia, Bulgaria
Basif-shakh. Adzhaib al-duniia. Manuscript IV AN SSSR, V-613.
Zakariya al-Kazvini. Asar al-bilad va akhbar al-ibak. Manuscript IV AN
SSR, D-174.
Zakaiya al-Kazvini. Adzhab al-makhlykat. Manuscript IV AN SSR, D-370
Ibn al-Vardi. Kharidat al-abshaid va faridat al-garaib. Manuscript GPB
No 114 (according to the catalogue of B. Dorn).
Ibn al-Fakikh. Kitab akhbar al-baldan. Photocopy of the Meshed
manuscript IV AN SSSR, FV-202.
Ibn lias. Nashk al-azkhar fi garaib al-aktar. Manuscript IV AN SSR, V1055
Ibn Said al-Magribi. Dzhugrafiia. Manuscript IV AN SSSR, S-591
Sipakhi-zade al-Brusavi. Audakh al-masalik ila marifat al-buldan
va-Tmamalik Manuscript IV AN SSSR, B-1031.
Shabib al-Kharrani. Dzhami al-funun va salvat al-makhzun. Manuscript IV
AN SSSR, B-792.
Shams ad-din Sufi. Nakhbat ad-dakhr fl adzhaib al-barr va-l-bakhr.
Manuscript IV AN SSSR, V-781
Shevef ad-din lezdi. Zafar-name. Manuscript GPB, PNS-234
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Appendix Three
Timeline of Kimak History
(Compiled from K; 98-129)

First Century, B.C.
•

Chinese annals speak of Gegun living along the southern Yeni
sei and northern Mongolia (Bernshtam 1948: 194)

Mid 600s A.D.
•

Yan'mi tribe became part of the western Turkestan Khanate,
and lived on the Lower Irtysh region of the northern Altai
mountains

•

The region near the Irtysh and the Altai region were part of the
Western Turkish Khanate

656
•

The Turkish Khanate fell, and the group living in the region
near the Irtysh and the Altai became the nucleus of the Kimak
Union

700s
•

The Kimak lived on the Irtysh between the Altai and Tarbagatai
Mountains

•

From the first half of the 700s to the 900s there was a Karluk
State in the western Semirechie

After 766
•

During wars for power there the Oguz left the Semirechie and
went to the lower reaches of the Syr-Darya and near the Aral
Sea; some went to the borders of Takherich

•

Kimaks moved into the land between the Tarbagatai and west
ern Altai mountains which the Karluks had abandoned

Circa 766-821
•

The Kimak moved in two directions: northwest (mostly with
the Kipchak) to the southern Urals and southwest (into the
northeastern Semirechie)
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700s-800s
•

The Kimak strengthened their position, controlling the territory
from the central Irtysh to the Dzungarian Gate

•

Movement to borders of northern settlements of the Samarudsk
State for mercantile reasons

Early 800s
•

Some Kimak moved into northeastern Semirechie

813
•

Al-Fadl ibn Sakhlem was destroyed in the region of Otrar by
the Karluks, and fled to the Kimak

First half of the 800s
•

Kimaks were in the northeastern Issyk-Kul area

•

The residence of the Kimak khan, the place called Tamim, was
located eighty-one days journey from Taraz

•

The Kimak moved into the northeastern Semirechie

•

Kimak-Kipchak moved west from the Irtysh and reached the
southern Ural Mountains; then the Kipchak separated off

840
•

Massive Central Asian disruption occurred

•

The Kirghiz destroyed the Uighur Khanate in what is now
Mongolia; this led to population movements, and the Kipchaks
appeared in the northeastern region of the Oguz

•

Unrest led to the Karluks and the Kimaks fighting for the
northeastern Semirechie; the Kimaks won

•

The Uighur Khanate disintegrated

•

Karluks retained power in the Hi Valley even after the Kimak
State had formed

After 840
•

Former Uighur units joined the Kimak

•

The Kimak State formed
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•

Kimaks lived in the region between the Alakal'sk basin and the
Hi River; the Kimak capital was transferred to Alakal

•

The Kimak Union became complete

•

Kimak lived in the Aral Sea region. Oguz leaders, in union
with the Kimaks and Karluks, ruled the Syr-Darya and nearAral steppe; they drove out the Pechenegs who had lived there

•

Kimaks allied with the Oguz and Khazars; they drove the Pe
chenegs out and then ruled the Ural-Volga interriverine area

•

Kimak towns formed in the northeastern Semirechie; they were
founded at the encampment sites of the southern and south
western expansion

Circa 840-916
•

The Kimak State had four broad migration areas:
West
(southeastern Urals to the Near Aral Steppe); South (Central
Kazakhstan to the northern areas near Lake Balkhash, including
parts of the northeastern Semirechie); East (western Altai to
Kulundinsk Steppe); North (to the forest-steppe belt)

•

The Kimaks were not the bulk of the people everywhere

•

The most compact centers of the Kimaks were in two places:
the middle reaches of the Irtysh and northeastern Semirechie

•

When the Kimak State stabilized, it had on its borders to the:
West, the Oguz group; South, the Toguz-Oguz, Karluks; and
East, the Kirghiz

916
•

Formation of the Liao State triggered turmoil in Central Asia

•

Population movements westward through the Dzungarian Gate
led to the break-up of the Kimak State

•

Kimaks moved west from the region of the middle Irtysh. The
western branch of the Kimaks, the Kipchaks, moved into the
Oguz area in the Syr-Darya Basin, the western region near the
Aral Sea, and the northern region near the Caspian Sea. As a
result, the Oguz fled west to southern Russia, near the area of
the Black Sea steppe.
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•

One portion of the Kimak became dependent on the Kipchaks
and moved with them to the southern Russian steppe

•

One branch of the Kimaks returned to their ancestral land on
the Irtysh

Latter 900s
•

Some groups of Kimak moved southward to Turkestan, into the
pre-Islamic region

•

Some Kimak kept their former migration areas west to the Ural
River and southeast to Tokus-Guzor (Uighur) territory in the
region whose northern border was south of the Dzungarian
Range

900s-1000s
•

Intermixed migration of Kimak and Oguz in the Emba and Ural
River area, to the Caspian Sea

Early 1000s
•

Waves of migration out of Central Asia caused the Kimak to
lose hegemony

•

The Kimak remained in their Irtysh territory, on the left bank,
then the very name "Kimak" vanished

1200s
•

The Karluk Khan sent 6,000 men to Chinggis Khan

•

The Mongol descent on the Kipchak put the final end to the last
remnant of the Kimak State
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Appendix 4

G

MAP OF THE MAIN KIMAK REGIONS

The capital at Tamim, in the Setnirechie
The original, and also final refuge, area of the Kimak on the Irtysh

0

The extension into the Black Sea steppe
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Appendix Five

Al-Idrisi's Map of the Kimak Region (K:69)
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Appendix Six
Kumenkov's Modern Interpretation
of Al-Idrisi's Map (K:72)
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HanHOHaxbHini KHTepacau

KHTaa.B ra39Te "Penb"

ot

oTsenaxo otxo«bhh9 Monroxan ot
15 «9Ka6pH 1911 r. OTU9naxocb:"H9 KaPocchh

Kaa-Ha6ynb aHH9KCHa,H9 oaxsaT.a

kii0hho

oxpana

H03aBHCHuocTH

a
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aBTOHOUHH MoHrojHH j];ox*Ha ocTaTbCfi sajia'iefl pyccKofl :nirajouaTHH".
aojcHTHKa uapcKOfl Pocchh oiipenejiuiacB sawHTepecoBaHHOcTBD

b mohtojb-

CKOu puHKe, a Tawce b ofiecne'ieHHH pyccKHi mrepecoB npoTHs BoauoaH02 aKTKBHOCTH 3H9CB toOHHH H 3K0H0UHqeCK0r0 JjaBOreHHS KHTafiCKOrO

KeuMTaia.
B GBOK) oqepe^iB.MoHrojwji pacHHTHsaja na nojwepaKy Pocchh b nojyqeHHH nojHoS HesaBHcHuocTH BHeoiHefl Mohtojuu! h npncoeflHHeHHe k Heii
BnyTpeHHeS MonrojuiH h Bapra,
B 1912-1915 iT.PoccM*! oKaGHBaia cepBesHoe npoTHBOH0"icTBHe KHTan
B MOHTOaHH,OCO(50HHO aKTHBHO
bo2gk b

BMCTyuaia npOTHB BB0JI9HH*! KHTaSCKHX

3anajiHyTo I'toHTOJun.nojiHTHKa KHTaa b 3T0 Bpaiw dwjia HanpaiB-

J0Ha na XHKBHJHailKK) UOHrOXBGKOfl H03aBHGiniOGTH H BO3Bpam9HH0 00 b
GOGTaB KHTaq.IlosTOMy P^Htafl He npHsiiaBai npaBouoHHOGTB pyGGKO-uoHroxBGKOro GorxaniBHHH 1912 r. .GHHTaa Mohtoxhd HaGTBH) KnTaH,H0 hu0k>WBro npaca GauoGTOHToxBHO saKnonaTB GorxainaHHH g HHOGTpaHHuuH roGyjiapcTBauH,23 OKTHdpa b IleKHHe diua nomiHGana pyGGKO-KHTaiiGKaH
TOKxapailHa O npH3H2lHlIH aBTOHOUMH BH0fflH0a MOHTOJHM.a no KqXTHHGKouy pyGGKO-uoHroxo-KHTaSGKOHy GorxainoHHD 1915 r. Mohtoxmh oq«UHaiBHO (5iua npHSHana AbtohouhoS b GOGTaBe Khtm.Bto <5wjo cBoeoCpa3HO0 KOunix)UHGGHO0 i>0m0HHe uaajQr PogghbS h KHTaou,
POGGMklGKilH KailHTax/OGOdBHHO CUdHpGKOe KyneH0GTBO ^npOHEJI'UI 3HaHHT0JBHO0 BHWUaHH0 K MOHrOXBGKOUy piIHKy,<5lUI 3aHHT9p0COBaH B H0III0BOU

UOHTOJBGKOU GiipB0 /ui0pGTB,KO*a,GKOT/ H 3KGnOpT0 GO(5CTB0HHOil

npOUVlIlI0HHOfl

npOJ^yTOlHH.HaMdOXBlliyT) aaHHTepOGOBaHHOGTB H 2UCTHBHOCTB

npOfIBJIfUlO GH(5hpGK09 K/TI0H9GTBO,TpaiUItWOHHO GB»I3aHHO0 G UOHrOXBCKHU
piilHKOU H Kll9raiU90 fiOXBOIHG Haj50a^M Ha paGOUipeHHe pyGGKO-UOHrOXBCKOS
TOprOBXH.
lyGGKO-lIOHrOJBGKHe OTHOID0HH«,H0nOGp9HGTB0HHO H T0GHO GBH3aiIHU0
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c najii>H9B0CT0TOioi HanpeffijieHM0M
xapaKTepHCTHKa KOTopofi flana

b

BHeiimea nojiHTHKe Pocchh.oOium

bo

HcoiejiOBaHH«nc B.A.PouanoBa,^ H.B.Bu-

O

A

cTyxeBa, A.JT.HapoHHHiocoro, C.C.rpHropneBK^a, KOxxeKTHBHMi padoTax;"'4exjiyHapojmM0 OTHom0HHs Ha ilaibH0u Boctok0/184O-1949 rr.//1956

r./,"BocTOHHHfl

XX

bb?/1978/.B

Bonpoc

bo

BHenmoJ!

HHX xapaKTepHsyoTCH

hoxhthko
uocto h

Pocchh

pojo>

KOH.XIX-Han.

Mohtojchh

bo bhodi-

H0fl nojnTHK0 Pocchh,opojtDiiHH 3Toff ^aIHTHKH,B3^UIU03aBHCHM0CTI> pyccKO-MOHrOJiCKHX OTHOmeHHS OT pa3BHTHH CBH308 C KHTa0U,fInOHH08,CIDA,

PepuaHHel!

h

AHrxHoft,

B H3yHeiIH0 pycCKO-UOHTOJCbCKHX OTHOffl0HHfi HaHaia

XX

B0Ka 3HaHHTeJb-

c

BKJaa BH0CJM COB0TCKH0 HCTOpHKH:E,M,iIap0BCKaJl7 H.H.3iaTKHH,

c

C.r.JtsTSTOHH,'^ A.JT.nonoB,® in.B,^lHUHTjto*H0B,® C.A.IIIoKKejioi^E.A.BbJOB,^^ a TaK*0 uoHTOJttCKHB yH0HM0

B.JlHiyyjU.nyHuaTHopoB.ili.KaHar-

flop*, ill • CaH^ar, T. 'Iy^7pxyJl9^, B. Ulnpenjoid.

no

Bu«bj9HH9 nojiHoro Kpyra HcaxBJiOBaHHfl
CKHX OTHOUI0HH8

1911-1912 IT. .nOmiTICa

hctophh

pyccKO-uoHrojB-

KiaCCH$HKanHH padOT paOJHHHHX

nOXHTHqOCKHX HanpaBJ0HH8 ,H3yH0HH0 OnOHOK

no

"UOHTOXI>CKOI<y Bonpocy"

H pyCCKO-UOHTOXLCKHU OTHOmOHHHM B HCTOpHOrpa$HH PoCCHH TOPO Bp9UOHH

HByX

n03B0XHT yTjydHTL HaiDH np0HCTaBX0HHS 0 paCBHTHH OTHOm9HH3
CTpaH.^OpunpOBaHHH BOCTOHHOfl BH0IHH98 nOXHTHKH PocCHH H BJIHH-

HHH OdlD9CTB0HHOrO UH0HHH Ha 00 $0pUHp0BaHH9.
CodMTHH.npOHCXOUHBinHO B MoHTOJMH B H0pHOH BOCCTatHOBOteHHH HaUHOHaiBHOS H93aBHCHU0CTH,a TaK*0 CBH3MHB0 C HHUH H3U9H0HHH pyCCKOUOHTOXBCKHX OTHOm0HH3 BH3BaJUt HBdKBaXIlS npOVJie HHT9P0C B CaUfltX
pa34HHHl£X CXOHX pyCCKOPO OdmBCTBa. "itoHrOXBCKHg BOnpOC" CTaHOBHTCH

np0Jiu9Tou ranpoKoro odc3n*H9HHS

b pyccKoft

nopnojiHHBCKofl nBHaTH,iM«

n0HTpeLn>HO8,TaK H CHdHpCKOfl.
OpHTHHaiBHuS H pasHoodpasHiifl uaT0pHai

no

xapaKTopncTHKO pycc-

KO-UOHTimiCKHX OTHOmOHHfl C0jDt9p»HTCJI B JCypHaxaX "HOBOO BP0IW",
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A3HH","COBpeU0HHHK","CH(5npCKH0

"pyCCKHfl 3KCnOpT","BeCTHHK

raseTai "Pe'n>","0(5cKaH iui3Hi>","CHdHpB","HpKyTCKoe

oiobo"

BOnpOCH",
jip,

h

Hx aKTHBHO OficyXJiaJOT B r0C7aapCTB8HH0fl j^JTMB/BMCTyilieHHe MHHHCTpa

HHOcTpaHHMX jtoi C.JI.Ca^OHOBa, jrnnepa KaneTOB n.H.MturoKOBa h Apyrmc
Jl9nyTaTOB/,(5«jio npoBejieHO H90koj:i.ko G0B9maHnfl no HayTOHHio

uohtoji.-

CKOrO pHHKa MWHHCT9pCTB0M TOprOBJH H npOUmUBHHOCTH ,(5uji opraHH3oBaa pfm roproBicc aKcnojpniHfl

b

MoHrojuno. 12

no U9P9 cdopa HH^OpuamUl noaBJIKDTCA CnOimaJIBHKO KHUTH H CTaTBH,
nOCB»im0HH«9 3TOfl npO<5j9U9.Cp9nH HHI paOOTB TaUCOX aBTOJXJB.KaK B.M.
rypi.0B/"noXMTHa0CKH0 0TH0ID9HIW POCCHH K MOHrOXHH"/l91l/,i0. Kyni9X9Ba/"!'i!oHroxHJi

h

uonrojacKiifl Bonpoc”/1912/,A.B9HHHrc0H/"H8OKOxi>KO

JiaHHMX 0 C0BpeU9HH0fl .MOHrOXHH"/l9l2/,B.TOUHjraH/"MOHrOXHH H 90 COBP9U0HHO0 3Haa0HH0 .T^IH POCCHH"/l913/,A.BOXO(3aH /"MOHTOXHJI H 0JI
C0PP9U9HH0U ToproBO-OKOHOuHaecKou oTHora0HiiH"/l914/.OcHOBHO0 conepHaHH0 paCOT 3TWX aSTOpOB “XapaKT9pHCTHKa nOXO*0HH« B Mohtoxhh

h

npornosH JiaxBHaiiniaro pasBHTHJi pyccKO-uoHTOXBCKHX OTHomaHnS.

nojapHMe ToaKH 3p9HHa no npotfxauaM pasBaraa pyccKO-uoHToxBCKHX
OTHora9Hii2 CwxH BucKasaa*

b

rocyj5apcTB0HHoa Jlyii9,Ha 3ace;iaHHax

13-27 anpexa 1912 r.
C onHoa cTopoHM,onp0j50jDuiaci> no3imHH C.Jl.CasoHOBa

b

n.H.Miuno-

KOBa,BHCT3rnaBinHi 3a nocpaOTHaacKsno poxL uajcQr MoaroxHafl

r

KHTaau

H npoTHB aKTHBHoro BU0inaT9jttCTBa B uoHToxLCKHB ji:exa,a,c APyroa
cTopoHM,ToaKa 3p0HHa nanyTara

ot

OpxoBCKoa rycJopHHH BojojinMapoBa,

caHTaroniero aaodxojyiuiai npMco9jiHH0HH8 Mohtoxhh
MHHHOTP HHOCTpaHHBX J19X POCCHH B

1910-1916

k

Pocchh,

IT. C.JI.CaOOHOB

CHHTaX POCCHX) 0Bpon8aCKOa CTpaHOB C aKTHBHOa BHOHIHOa nOXHTHKOa
B SBponB H Ha BxH*H9M BOCTOK9 H COOTB9TCTB0HHO BBCTynaX npOTHB
"3rB9XHH0HHH pycCKHX BXajI0HHa B A3HH".ET0 n03HUHH COBHaJiaxa C BU-
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BO;iOM Ocodoro CiOBemawH^ no uonrojiCKHu npofijeuau.cocTonBinerocti

4 euBrycTa 1911 r. -aKTrana^ /tearejctHocTi. Pocchh b "uonrojiBCKOM
Bonpoce" fiujta 6* "Becbua HeKejaTejti>H0fl",C.A.Ca30H0B Bwcrynaji npoTKB nojHoro OTnejreHH^ MonrootHH ot KnTaH,cmfTa»i ee ne totoboS

k

cauocTOTTBJTBHoiiy nojHTtinecKOHy pa3BHTHD.IIo ero MHeHKro/'oroppaTb

HI OT KuTa*T inanHT bshtb na ce6fi sanany cosjiaTi. H3 hhi rocyjiapcTB0,3ajiavy THJceiy3o,Tp0rty!omyD KpynHiii AoneicHiuc saTpaT / orpounoro
Tpyna".

Bmioa H3 cxiOiCTOraeroca noioaeniia

oh bmuht b tom,hto(5ii

Pocchh wcnojcHHia pojii> nocpenHUKa ueacny KHTaeu

h

MoHTOJiHe3,"ma

3ZUCJH0H9HHH U0it,liy IimiH Teutoro KOUpOUHCCa.KOTOpMM yHOBJI0TBOp>LI (5m,
E npanejiax PO3MO*Horo,H0iaHMD xaixacnoB coipaHHTB cauocSuTHiiS
Crpo3 H H0IMHK) Kwran BOCCTaHOEHTB CBOfi C3rB0p0HWT0T B Mohtojihh".

BjiH3Kyio,Ho H0 coBnanaMuyB c h93 no3Hnnio BaHwuai iHjrep KanoTOB,
HCTOptTK n.H,MHJI'0KOB,BHCTynaH npOTHB aHHOKCHOHHMI yCTp0MJl0HH3 Ha-

nH0HaincTHn9CKHX KpyroB.CnHTaH Heo(5xonHiynni noOTopaaTb hoxhtwhecKyw H03aiBHcnuocTi.

Mohtojihh,BMCTynai npoTHB ynacTHH h puamaTexBCTBa

B 00 7T,exa,3a npoBuraoHHe poxH nocpajiHHKa."Mh0 Ka*eTCH hockojbko
HSOCTOpOHHMU TOBOpHTB 0 HaiDOU ynaCTHH,KaK H0np0«0HHOU ycXOBHH
COrXM0HHH,UH9 KaH9TCH 3T0 CJIHIDKOM CBH3HBaUDUlMM Hac B (5yAyia0U"
H.H.MHJHOKOB nOXHOCTBD COTXaceH 0 UH0HH0M C.U.CaaOHOBa

15

.

ohochtoji.-

HO rOTOBHOCTH MOHTOXHH K CaviOCTOHT9JII>HOliy pa3BHTHI). "KOTO UU XOTHU
nOJm0pHHBaT’l,?nOHH9p<HBaTL U0*H0 T0,HT0 HU90T CROfO BHyTpailHKJK) CHjy,

HTO U0H9T CTOHTB Ha COrtCTB0HHMX HOTax",

16

n03JIHee,B CBOHX "BOCnOUHHaHHHX" n.H.MHJIDKOB,On0HHBaH POXB
Pocchh b 1912 rony ,nocji0 nonnHcaHHH pyccKO-iiOHrojn)CKoro corxaraoHHH,nHcax:^BO BneiiraaS Mohtoxhh Pocchh BoirBopajiacB b poxH noKpopntbjrhhiim".

MCCJ[0AOBaHH0 O(5W0CTB9HHOrO UH0HHH PoCCHH DO "UOHTOXBCKOHy

Yu. V. Kuz’min
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BOiipocy"BnepBii8 (5iuo npujinpHHvro E.i^.JIapeBCKOfi
TOKiaae Ha 17 KoHrpecce MonrojiOBeflOB
ja B odmecTBeHHofl

mmcjh

Pocchh

b

b

onydjUKOBaHHOu

7jaH-BaTope

hbckojibko

18

.Ona EunejiH-

HanpaEJieHnJi,ocHOBaHHiDC

Ha couHajLHou jiejeHHH.

MsyHeHHe JiopeBOjnoOTOHHoft pyccKofl ncTopnorpa$HH no npodjieue
PyCCKO-UOHTOJBCKHX 0TH0ni9Htlfl nOBBOjIHeT BEH0JHTI> HeCKOJIBKO OCHOBHMX nOJIXOHOB.
PaBJTHHHue ortmecTBenmie
nojcHTHH0CKne n;e*iTejiH

h

cjjioh

PoccHHiKpynHMfl roproBiiS Kanwraji,

.itmijiouaTHHecKtie KpyrH.HayTiHaf

HecKaw o6inecTB8HHocTi> jietBajw

cboh

xapaKTepwcTHKH

h

^leiioKpaTH-

coctohhhh h

nepc-

nOKTHB pyCCKO-UOKTOJIbCKHX OTHOOieHIlfl.
CodCTBeHHyiD TpaKTOBKy CJIOKHBineaC)! CHTyailHH pyCCKO-UOHrOXLCKKX
OTHOnieHHS npeflJIOXHjrH B08HHH9 HBHTOJH PoCCICH.cpBaH KOTOpHX BUH8XHlOTCH HCCU8JI0BaHHH (3BHU18rO B09HH0r0 llMHHCTpa,r8H8pajia A.H.KyponaTKHHa.KanHTana r8HapaxBHoro arada C.XapjiaiiOBa,nopynHKa D.Kym8X8Ba.
OhH CHHTaXK HBOrtXOJIHUini BKXK)H8HHe MOHTOJIUI B C$;0py KanHTaJlMCTHHeC-

Koro npOHBBO;iCTBa PoCCHH H B

3T0U

p8m8HH8 "uOHrOXBCKOrO BOn-

poca",
PaHepaji A.H.KyponaTKHH /1848-1925 rr,/,KOTopii2

b

1898-1904 ronax

6hx B08HHMU uHHHcTpou PoccHH.a c 1904 r.-rxaBHOKOuaHjymwu BOOpya8HHinra ciuauH Pocchk na JfeuBH9M BocTOKB.ara’uca

ctopohhhkou b

npOBOnHHKOU BKCnaHCHBHOS nOXHTHKH napMBHia Ha JlaiBHeu Foctokb.
B 1913 r. OH M3naji cnoizHajiBHyio padory "PyccKO-KHTaacKn3 Bonpoc",
B KOTOpoS aKH0HTHpy0T Ha npodj0U9 3aC8X0HIia KHTa5uaUH IviOHrOJHH
Ha noxoce rpanimii c PoccHofi

b

CadsipH

h bh^ht b

3tou yrposy jixfi

CTpaHU.no oro UHOHHIO.KMTafi OCymOCTBJIHOT lUZUIOUOpHyK) KOXOHHSailMD
UOHTOJBCKHX 39U8JIB W CTaBHT 3aHaHy "OKOH'TaTeXBHO pa30pHTB MOHTOJOB.BOCnOXBBOBaTBCH HX 38UXHUI1 H XHOIHTB KaK03 du TO HH duXO CaUO-
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CT0ffTejn>H0CTii"^^,np9BpaTiiTi .’toHrojiHD

b
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KHTaRcKyro npoEWHiiHio?^

A.H.f^TponaTKHH c^nTaji.Tro B bthx ycnoBH*ii

Pocchh

nojana

oKasaTB nouomB uoHrojau,"orpaJiMTB ceBepiiyD itoHTOJiHD or Haiuirea
B H06 KHTalfCKHX nep9CeJI0mi9B

Horo

pa3op9Hua hx"

coBjiimBHiTR

21

Mohtojmb

H OrpaJlHTB MOHTOXOB OT OKOHHaTeXb-

KomcpaTHO 3to hojmho (5ujo
k

Pocobb

Ha

BupasHTbca

b

npa-

npasax aBTOHOUHB,a pyccKas rpaninia

nOXBHa npOXOJIHTB no nyCTBH9 ro(5H:"IIpOJIBHHyBinBOB no ro^M.PocCHB
cosnacT U9icny Pocch93 b KBTa9u CHOBa nycTimnys) norpMHHHyD sony,
H UOBHO HaH9BTBCB,HT0 3THM IiyTQU BSrtorHBT BOOP3r*9HHOrO CT0JCCH0B9HHB C KHTa9U B XX CTOXBTHB".
IlopyHHK tO.Kyni9X9B HaxonajtcB
ynpaBJiBHB^ r9H9paxBHoro uiTaCa

c

b

I'tonroxHa no sanaHHB PjapHoro

BOBHHO-HaynHofl ubj&d.Oh otubtkj

"HaiIH0Hajn>H09 H B09HH09 B03p0an9HH9 KHTaJf" H H9H3C59BHOCTB CTOXKH0B9HHB C P0CCW98.'^nBH0TB9HHUU HanOBHUU B BHOXHB OCyUJBCTBHUHU
Cp9nCTB0U,K0T0p09

n03B0JUIT 0(5930naCTHTB 6 TMCBH pyCCKBX rpaHBII,

no 9r0 UH9HBX),3T0 OTnflJIBTB OT CBOBX

rpaHBII B00py*9HHH9 CHXB KBTaB,

OCXadHTB BX 3H9prBB B03neflCTBBB HE Haffly rpaHHDy".P9n9nT P9ID9HHJI

npodxBMB y H9ro coBnanax c nomonou A.H.f^yponaTKBna.OH nHcax:Hau
CX0Hy9T npHHHTB MOHrOXOB nOfl CBO0 n0Kp0BBT9JBCTB0,na*9 npBC09nHoa

HBTB BX K 09(59" ^.IlO BBO UHBHBD.MOHTOXHB HOXKHa nponOXBaTB BHnojHBTB poxB Haii93CHoro (5y$9pa "KOTopiifl o(59cn0HHBax Hac ot cnaBm9r0 CTOXBKO CT0X9TH3 KBTaB,B (5yH9T B nOJ*9H 0(59Cn9HHBaTB OT KBTM npocHyBuiorocB

b

BoopyBammoroca".

JUa B.TouHXHHa.aiBTopa BcoxonoBaHBa "MonroxBa a coBp9«9mio9
3Han9HB9 Ba Jixn. Pocchb"/1913 r./"pa3C53ni0HHii3 KHTa3"np0ncTaBj[a0T
onacHocTB nxa Poccbh h "bc9 naneana ocSpamoHM tbhbpb iia Poccbh)"^®.
COXpaHBTB CauOCTOaTBXBHOCTB MOHTOXBa UOB0T ,H0 BBO UH9HBK),T0XBKO B CJtjniaB npBCOBnBHBHBB MOHTOJBB K PocCBH
llBH rocynapCTB9HH0rO C0BBTa,npe3BneHT

"Ha BOHHlie Bp9U9Ha"

P0CCH3cK0S 3KCnBpTH03

Yu. V. Kuz'min
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naiaTB b KHwre

"Pocch>i

na JlsuttHeu

Boctok9"/1913

r./c^Taj.^TO

"MoHTOJiH^.KaK H CeBGpHa^ MaHB^wypKa ,hox»hm CTaTt pyccKKua kojoHHaiiii"

no UHeHHD *0 KpynHoil npouHuusHHoR dypicyasHH ii ToproBHX KpyroB
0Bpone2cKol! %cth Poccm ocBoeHHe HOBoro aia hhi uonrojiBCKoro praKa npejicTaBj»uo

rtojinwe TpyjuiocTH h ohh npenno^HTara ocBoennue

pMHXH KiwuHero BocTOKa,
ftocKOBcioie npejmpKHHuarejui c'WTajin,'iTO "MonrojiHa He uoaer
tJJiyxHTB puHKOu fljia HaineS odpadaTiaanmeji npoinnueHHOcTH.HOo koh9bHHKB MOHTOJWH CJlIIinKOU deOTWiUMO nOTp0<5JWDT,nOJCB3yiOTCK aeraeBUMH

29
aHTail2CKHMH, TOOHCKHMH H auepHKaHCKKMH TOBapailH"‘''^,0HHaKO
.TepHTB
H TaK02 PIIHOK H0 X0T9JI0CB. "Buio 6u odajmo,9CJUi (5« pyCCK02 npoUHmoreHHOcTH npwiaioci. noTepari. 3tot pMoxV-nacaji A.H.ApKanic2-n0TpoB. 30
nosHUHa cauo2 BJiitaTejn.H02 qacTa pyccK02 c5yp*ya3Hii -npeJicTasHTeJie2 MocKOBCKoro

npouimueHHoro p«i2ona Pocchh Oiua BMpzuieHa b ot-

H9T0 "Mookobcko2 ToproBo2 3KcnenHHM B 1910 r.",cHap«0HHo2 no
HHHiiHaTHBe cM(5HpcKoro Kyinia TpaaiesHBKOBa.B OKcnejiiniHH ynacTBOBajiH
npeflCTaBBTexH 73 (}.Hpu,cp9Wi hhi PjK3yinHHCKHe,f.topo30BU h t.ji.
CudHpcKwe ToproBHO KpyTH TaK*e cnapanHjiH cbod ToproBy® aKcnejiHmno B MoHTOjiHD.peeyjiBTaTH KOTopo2 Ohjih onyfijiHKOBziHii p padore npo(^CC0p0B-3K0H0UHCT0B TOUCKOrO yHHB9pCHT9Ta "OnopKH PycCK0-M0Hr0JII.CK02
TOprOBJM" .
nojpcojl CHdHpCKHI KJOmOB OTIHHaiCa OT E03HIIHH CTOJIHHHOrO KynOqecTBa.OHH diuH 3ainHTepecoBaHH b ToproBie c MoHrojiM02 h BucTynajiH
npoTHB np0Bpa«9HHa ee b npoTOKTopaT.npo^eccopa M.H.BorojienoB ,M,H.
CodoioB npenxarajcH co3;naTi> b MonrojiHH He2Tpaii>H09 rocynapcTBO dy$ep npH rapaHTHH Kp3mHiii 0Bpone2cKHi rocynapcTB.
BsrjtJtHH Ha npodjieuH pyccKO-uoHroxBCKHi othoui9hh2 np95CTaBHT9Ji92
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KHTe.ijitTreHiinM Bupa*eHU b nyrfjiMKaiiiiw BejiywHX sK)HroxoBe?ioB Poccmm
B.H.BjaTimfirpuoBa u F.J[.KoTBiiqa,cTaTi>« m pocnouHHaHn« w^BecTHoro
nycSjiHUHCTa m nncaT9ja,aiH(l0paji>Horo HaponHinca M.H.IIonoBa.pafiOTai
B0TepmiapHoro ppa^a A.TI.CBOHHKKOBa.n^uKOBOna b 3THorpa$a H.n.^pcTa(l)H0Ba.

np0flCTaffliiT0jiH cH(5upcK03 n;0tiOKpaTHq0CKo2 iaHT0XJiiir9HUMw /jl.llepIIIBH,A.Cb0THBKOB,H. ^ECTa$B0B/ C^MTaj[B,'ITO POCCBa JIOJi^Ha OKa^aTL *OH-

rojiBM nouomt

b

coBnanuB HBsaBMCBiJoro rocyjiapcTBa,

Cepvno cTareH o MoHroxKH:"GoBp0«9HHa*f MoHrojoi’T","GoBp0U0HHO0
nOJ!HTB^0CKO0 nO.lO«0H[f0 XaJIXaCKOil MOHTOJUIK B ClUy3TU H0^T0JBS MOHrOJBCKOS H90aBBCHUOCTB","PyCCK«e B MOHTOJlKa" OnydjMKOPaJt B UpKyTCKOit
ra30T0 "G-Cflapb" sa 1912-1913 rr. ^hhobhuk

ocoCSux

nopyH0KKit npa

zpKyTCKOu r0nepaji-ry(30pHaTOpB A.H.napinHH/iicBEii.J.ilaypcKiiifl/,3THorpadt B M-ypjtajitTcT,

? 0ro ou0HKax a xapaKTEpiiCTHKax noji049HHa MoHrojfHn,cocTomiBa b
noponoKTHPax paaBUTna ToproBja b KyjBTypHBX cB*i30i{ uBBny Poccb02

B f'OHrO.)lB03 dujlB BUP£U0HU nporpeCCKPHUB B3rjl3JW no nOBO^QT "uOHrOJbCKoro Bonpoca". JI.n.IlBpiiiBH BycTynaji 3a co3jiaHB0 ca»jrocTOBT9Ji>Horo
wnro-ibOKoro rooynapcTBa b h0 corjiacajicH c uhohbbu vranacTpa

paiiHwx JieJi PoccBU C.H.Ca30HOBa,BUCKa3aHHoro au

b

bhoct-

anpoxa 1912 r.

b

rocyjiapcTBBHHoS Jlyu0 o TO«,nTO "MOHrootu Xajixa h0 BMewT BOHCKa.HB
iBnaHCOBOM opraHB3amia,HB j^0>rr0ji03,(i03 KOTopax h9bo3mobho cawocTOTTOJbHoe rocyji:apcTB«'.'

31

H.TTepaiBH <0 yTBepanaj.BTO oth0J0hb9 WlonroJiKB -3to

h6

aexanBe Ky'i-

KB aBaHTJopBCTOB.a BwcTynjc9HB0 Bcaro Hapojia XajiXH,oTU0na0T,nTO
cTpeina a»0T

cbobx

Jlojir PoccBB OH

rocynapcTBOHHUx iieHT0X98 a jia0T

bbubt b tou,hto(5h

bx

xapaKT0pacTBKy.

OKasaTb Mohtoxhb nouoyi) a noonapa33

no UH0HBD yqoHoro H.H.iilBCTaijMOBa'^'^.KOTopoo ocHOBUBaxocb Ha

xbh-
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HMX Bne^aTJieHiaix ot nyreniecTBKa a aKcneJiaiw?- no '.oHrojin«,rjaiBHO:f
BajiaTOll poccaiicKOit nojiaTaK* b Monrojaa jioxuho 6uti, "cTpeuieHae
cHOBa pepHyTt ^OBepMe a yBaaenae uohtojob k Poccaa a nosatforaTBCfi
0 jiajn,H9ameu ynpoHenaa a P.saauHOCTM Mea,Ty odewMB cTpanaua"' ,'doinamraqocTBO pyccKMX KyimoB,pyccKa>i Kojonaw b ypra npapeja.cniiTaaT
H.^.'^BCTa^MaB.K yTpp.Te acKpenHaro jiOBepaa k Poccaa.EepHyTi> ero !-.o.KO

CJienyroiuaua uapauia:nojri>9uou Kyji>T3rp« a caMOfleareaBHOCTa oadapa,

nojtiaiiou KyaBTypa a cauo(3uTHOCTa nioHroaoB.npopojienaeM b aasHi. npannanoB aKTaBHoU noaaTaKa,onapaK3ua!»cs na aKTaB.Hoe HaceaaHae .
Ha ^oe TieMOKpaTaaacKae jie*tTaaa Poccaa 6uaa yBapeHw.aTO Moaroaaj!
uoaeT coajiaTB HaaapacaMoe rocynapcTBO.TaKoe coMHenaa BwcKaauBaji
nyrtaanacT.pejiaKTop-aanaTejtt raaaTU "BocTOTHoa odoapenae" a aapecTortinecTBeHHHil nearejiL H,H.nonoB/1832-1942/.B cTaTi.8

Ho noBony

aBTOHOJiaa Monrojaa"/1912 r./.npaBeTCTByfi cau qaKT oTJoaenas Mohrojraa ot KaTa*T,OH nacaa.nTO uoHroj:H He woryT.Ha nam Earj'rji.o^paaoBaTB cauocTOTrajiBHoro a cajiBHoro rocyjiapcTBa.uoryujero npoTaBocTOfTb
KaTaK)"^'^.0H cHaTa.x,HTO nojmepaKa Poccaefi noanocTBio HaaaBacauoro
rocyjiapcTBa wnrojiOB woaeT o6octphtb OTHomena*! c KaTaeM.KOToporo
TaKo5 BapaaHT He ycTpaasaji.ClBoeii oneHKoS H.H.HonoB kbk 6u npeOTajiea
peavJiBTaT b 1915 r. a BMCTynaa aa coajiaHae dyqepHoro rocynapcTBa.
FwiiycKHHK PocTOHHoro HHCTaT3rra bo BaaaaBOCTOKe H.A.BocipaK,
noceTBB B 1913 r. MoHTOxaio,nacaj:"HTO TaKoe cauocTOTrejBHaH MohrojWH ? CTpjwa.KOTopaa noHTB HaaaEacauo ot cefi^.d.^arorap'i cjoaasmeac*! KOHBioKType BHenmax 06cT0»rrejiBCTB,0Ka3ajiecB HeaaBacafiuu rocynapcTB0u"^'^,il0B0jiBH0 neecawaoTaHecKa ouenaBa^ dy^Ty^uee aToro
rocynapcTBa.oH 0TueHaji:"HT0da cnacTa Moarojiaio/Xaxxy/HeodxonHMO
KaKOl?-aado aa Kyjn>TypHux cTpan b3^tb eeiTOW CBOe noKpoBBTe^BCTBO
Hjia xoT*i da BpewaHHoe ynpaBJeHae nepea noci)eJiHHHacTBO cBoax npencTaBaTOJieil.Heodxoflauo cjieJiaTB TaK.HTOdu MoHroaan cTaja cTpanoi*.
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KOTopa^ uorjia (5m caua ce(5a coiiepataTi" 38 •
IlecuoTp^ Ha paHjHHHue nowcojw

k

JiaimoS npo(5jieM0 ho^hiih^ hht9j-

jareHOTB npaHiinn*ajii>HO oTJiMnajiaob ot iih0hih bo9Hhhx k npoMHiiuoHHMX KpyroB PoccMB,BucTynaBmnx 3a saxBaT a npiico0zi;i*H9HH0 MoHroxiiii
no nycTyHB ro(5a

k

Poccbb.

Il0nO(3J[9nOBaTBXbHOCTI.,H0H0T^:KOCTI> nOHimUlI PoCCKK.arO J.IIIHKCTOPCTBa MHOcTpaHHux n9J»o(5m00 OTHomBnao k MoHroxmi b Poccwh nana Kpynn«ii pyccKwu uonroxoBenou B.H.DjranwiiHpiiOBMii.B iihcbub k A.B.BypnyKO-

By OT

25

KWHi 1912 r. oh miiiieT:"i'.i4HMCT0pcTBO HHocTpaHHux nex cauo

H9 3Ha0T,H9rO XOH0T.OH0BIinHO ,Ha'J10 npaPHTBXBCTBO C OjmOM CTOpOHW ^
KaK (5ynTO it xohot hto-to cnexaTt.HO saTO.c npyro!! cTopoHH.iiHHoro
pOTIHTeXBHO H0 3Ha0T M rtOHTCa"^^.B0Iiyra''lR SIOHrOXOBOn POCCHH M KOHcyxBTaHT MliH Poccmm ynpyHOHHO nponox«ai:"B Poccmii Bont aficoxKTHO
HMKTO He 3Ha0T o MoHroxMB.HHKTO 9K) H0 MHT0pecy0TC?i,KaK oHa Baiina
II Hy*Ha JTX1 Poccmii b jixh Gb6mpb b ococ59hhoctb" ^.PaayueoTcn.B.^.
BxanauwpnoB h9ckoji>ko yTpapoBauHO o(5pHcoBai cBTyauBa.co cboHctpohHoJ} HacTonmoMy ynenoi^y kpbtbhhoctbk).
Jlpyro? Kpj’-nHwS uonroxoBen E.JI.Kotphh

b

MOHorpaii)«H "KpaTKir” ortsop

BCTopaa B coBpeuBHHoro noxHTanecKoro noxoMeHaa MoHroxaa"/1914 r./
nifcax 0 npou0cc0 ^opMapoBanan MonroxiCKoR rocynapcTBeHHOCTa:"em0
H9 3aB0piuaxoci> hm cosnaHae hobobo rocynapcTBa aa KHTMOCTB.npauKTiyB'uax V ypraricKOKy Borno-rorany.Ha ero noxaTanecKOB ycTponcTBo".^^

A.ll.GBBHHBKOB-BBTBpaHapHMii BpaH.nponOXMBTBXbHOe Bp0UH pa(5oTaBmaR B MoHBOxaa.B nyrixaHanaa "Fyccraie b MoHTOxaa" nacax o neo(5xonMuocTH paapMBaTb pyccKO-MOHroxbCKyio ToproBxio.OH o(5bmh5U b nepacTOTopoHHOCTB pyccKoe npaBBTexiCTBO.KOTopoe H0 OKasMBasT HaKaocoR nououia pyccKHM Kynnaw a npBunpaHaMaTexm.TaKoe noxoMenae nary(5HO
T0M (5ox09,hto "Ga(5api, HyanaeTCfi B uoHroxbCKOu CKOTe.a TaKae npo-

ho
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nyKTM.KBK mepcTtjKcww.cypoK '/.Torr ;jiaAeKO
HO c np0B9Ji9HH9M CHCiopcKoa ai9Ji93Hofl Jiopora"

npejiQJiu
Kpou9 Toro.HO oro

MHOHaio,PoccMH uorjia 6u onoBaTB a cnafiaaTb bcbu H9odxoflHifliu 9cjui
119

BCK) MoHrojHio.TO HorpaHaquue c nera aiiMaKH,"PHHOK sananHoS Moh-

rojiaa,TaK Jiaj[9K0 OTCToauiaS ot KaTaH,noxt9H duTt b pyxax pyccKax,
'^HBCb pyccKaB Morjia da KOUKypaposaTb c KaTaiiiiaua.H oto T9M dox99,
HTo pyccKae !Jorxa du xopooio cduBaTi ckot a nponyicTW cKOTOBO.^CTBa
B 3ananTio3 Gadapa a aajiae".^^
Bojn>mo9

3HaH9HM9

A.tI,CB9qHaKdB npanasaji pacnpocTpaHaHaD Kyxb-

Typnoro pjiH^iat pyccKax b Moirrojaa.jioxoBuua oTiio'3ef:a*i«a hb jioxcHa
aOTBpnuBaTicn cbi3B pyccwii c uoHroxauvi."?AoHrojB<T aaaji9T Kyxbrypw
a naBajfaaauaa"^^. Oh cHaTa9T,HT0 pyccKH9 sionaKa,sooTexiiaKB a arpoHOua cuorjfa da npanocTa orpounyro noxt3y.’'oHro^ "npauyT ax rau c pacnpocTepTUMB od'b*iTa'Tua,ado KaKofi da oTCTaxoJi cT<paH03 ne duxa '.toHTOxB«i,OHa cyvgja coxpaHaTb BacoKyB jiaHHyra HpaBCTE9HH0CTL,0Ha 3Ha9T,
HTo

9CTI)

nodpo a 3X0 a cyueeT b3hti> ot osponoScKoS KyxbTypa boo
. 45
Mdp09 a X0p01399 •
Xopopjo 3Hax)iua,’ aasHi. *iOHroxoB a ocTaBaBnwS anTBpocHUB BocnoriaHaHBs "B cTapo!i a hoboH i'AoHroxaa"/l969 r./, A.B.Bypi^yKOB BacTynax
npoTBE npaTBcnenaa pyccKatia Kynnaua uecTHoro HacBXBHaa.On u9HTax
a3«9HaTb U9T0HU ToproBxa pyccKHX B MoHToxaa,TaKo3 nonarKOlt duxo
C03naHH09 a« TopapaujeoTBO.rjia naamaKaua duxa pyccKaB a uoHroxa.
Oh npaBBTcTBOBax 0T;i9X9Ha9 '4oHroxaa ot KaTaa a BacTynax sa cauocTOTT9XbH09 pa3BaTH9,
Tavau odpaBOM.’TpoBCTapaTBxa
BWCTnaJ*

noMOKpaTanecKO* BHToxxarBHuaa

cosnaHaB H93aBHcauoro uoiiroxbOKoro rocyjiapcTBa.sa

paBHonpaBHOCTb pyccKO-woHroxbOKax OTHoni9HHll,iip9Hxaraxa Poccaa
oKasaTB nouomb MoHroxaa.BaaHBSunniH HajiaaaiiB BonpoauBHa^ ohb caa-
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TaiH 0Kar?aHH9

noMomi*

b
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HaiautiiBMUH xo3«[:icTBa uonrojibCKifx ko^ob-

HiiKOB,pa3PiiTaH ToproBUX oTHomenafi.OcobeHHoe BHaManae OHa ynex*wa
ponpocy 0 naodxojiauocTa noMonu*

b

odjiacTa KyxLTypa a 3jipaBoxppn9Ha»i.

TaKau 0(3pa30u,Jiaa9 KpaTKBfi anaias jiaT9paT3rpu poccaiicKax beto-

poB no ponpocau pyccKO-MonroxLCKax oTHom9Ha2 cBaneT9XBCTBy9T o
H9(^HPaJ0U HHT9P9C9 B POCCaH K fAOHTOJiaa.HBCMOTpS Ha nOJIH(|XDHaK) UH9HaH,OHa oc3i9j];aH^OTca e «Ba HanpaBX9HH*i:3a npHC09T'*H9iia9 Mohto^hh
K Poccaa a oKa^aiiaB nouoma b cTamoBX9Haa HauaoHaJn>Ho3 rocynapcTBenHOCTa.

Ha3pejE nao(5xojiauocTL rxydoKoro a 6osee ESPeinaHiroro ana^asa
BCTopaa BH9'jni93 noxaTaKH Poccaa a MoHTOxaa.ripojicTaBJiTOTCJi nxoEiOTBopmiu paCCM«Tp9Tb 99 H9 TOXLKO C KXaCCOBUX aHT9p9C0B paSjaHHk'X
CX09B Poccaa,a c TOHKa apenan HanaoiiaxtHux anTepecoB pyccKoro rocyiiapcTBa na Boctoko.
IlacwoTp^ Ha c5oxi>nio9 KOxanocTBO nyc5xaKanan,nocBJKioHHiix topoboxioiniOHHoS MoHTOxaa.npodxouau pyccKO-uonroxiCKax nanjcoMaTanocKax a
3K0H0Maq9CKaX OTHOraOHa3 yjtOJTOTCH H93HaHHT0jn>H0e EHaiiEHHO.

E apxaBax Poccaa:ABnP.UTMA.UTBilA.rAMO naxo^iircH ynaKajibHac
MaTopaajtu pyccKO-MOHTOXBCKax OTHonionafi 1911-1915 it. ,acnoxL3youu9
yH9Huua KpaTiHO ponKO a (JparuoiiTapiio.
IlHTep9CHa9 CB9H0HHT O pyCCKO-MOHrOXbCKaX CBfflflX naXOH^TCH
B I'ocyjiapcTBBHHOM ApxaB9 MpKyTCKofl odxacTa /25 ^oan/.'^opoa UpayTCK

0Cyifl9CTBJI*UiaCL CBH3a C rOHOpaxtHUy KOHCyXOM B yprB,KOIICJ’’XaUH B
Xap(5aH9,:<o(3no,yx'icyTa9,no3To^y 3H9ci>

OTXoaaxacL noHHWB uaTopaaxu

no npodx9M9.
B HacTomu99 ppau^ aKTasHO pacmapaiOTcs oTHonioHan Poccaa co crpaHa«a BocTOKa,no3TOMy BaanuM a aKTyaxBHUU npancTaBXTOTca rxydOKoa
asyncHaa onwTa pyccKO-MOHTOXbCKax OTHon9nafi,ycn9XOB,npo(3x9M a TpyuH0CT93 3TaX CBH393 B npOIUOM.
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JlHTepaTypa:

Po^oB B.Poccii«i II ‘iIaHB^MypiiT.1928,ero ae.O^emii JiiiaiouaTiiqecKoa KCTopiiii pyccKO-TOOHCKoa BoaHM /1895-1907/.M.-JI. ,1947
2 _
BecTyxes M.B, Bopi>(3a b Poccm no Bonpocau BHera^Hga nojiiiTiKii
1905-1910 rr. Ivl.:1361
3 Ilapo^iiimtiia A.jT. KojOHiiaibHa^ no^iiTiiKa KamiTajiicTiinecKiix cTpan Ha
4aJii>H3u l.ocTOKe. 1860-1895. M.: 1955
^
Ppin?opii0Bii^ C.C»Haji>H0BocTO'*waii no.fUTtiKa
xas Ha HajiBHeu BocTOKe b 1906-1917 rr. Tomck,19G5

ji6t>—
'

^po6jBM9 pyCCKO-MOHTOXBCKaX aKOHOUHHeCKIIX II KyXBTypHUX CBiaea

i!i«:A*,4ap6BCKa'f iiocB.^TiLia c3o-ib0 50 cTaTeii*
g

'liaTKiiH H.a.OHepKH HOBoa It HOBearaefl xcTopnii :4onroxHa.M. ;1957
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"Caring For All the World";
The Huzhu Monguor (Tu) Pram
Limusishiden and Kevin Stuart

Introduction
In various parts of Huzhu Tu (Monguor) Autonomous County
in Qinghai Province, China, the pram is a deity represented in the
form of a sedaned image or a cloth-covered pole which is held by
four men or a man, respectively. This paper examines the pram and
its responsibilities and availability, how it is used to find a suitable
spouse, treat illness and exorcisms, ensure well-being; guarantee
good harvests; and alleviate droughts, its role in the nhakuara
(discussed later), dangers engendered by disbelieving the pram, the
relationship between Living Buddhas and the pram, and revitalizing a
powerless pram.
The pram falls within the varied multi-ethnic shamanistic tra
ditions of Qinghai, elements of which we have discussed elsewhere
(Stuart and Hu 1993, 1992, 1991, 1990, 1989; Stuart et al., 1989;
Hu and Stuart 1992b; Feng and Stuart 1992) within the context of
various Qinghai cultural phenomena. In general, it may be said that
shamanistic practitioners have a history of thousands of years in the
present Qinghai (Koknor, Kokonor) Province of China's remote
multi-ethnic northwest.^
Monguor, Tibetans, Mongolians, and
longtime Han residents of Qinghai have their own shamanistic
practitioners and some Salar^ and Hui (both Islamic minorities)
consult shamanistic practitioners of other nationalities.
Islamic
practitioners also conduct exorcistic rituals which include burning
pages of the Koran, then mixing the ash with sweetened water and
having an ill person drink it in hopes that the ill-causing evil will
flee. Schram's work on some Monguor groups (1961, 1957, 1954),
which includes considerable discussion of the organizational aspects
of religion, and Schroder's (1952-1953) work on the personal aspects
^ See Feng and Stuart (1992) for a summary of Qinghai's ethnic populations.
^ See Li and Stuart (1990b) for a recent Salar study.
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of Monguor religious life may also be consulted for background
information. Hu and Stuart (1992a) and Li and Stuart (1990a)
provide a recent survey of Monguor areas and population statistics.
Sun (1990, 160) gives Mongol dialect equivalents for
"shaman" including bo\ for Monguor. The first author who lived in
a Huzhu village before coming to Xining, the provincial capital, to
study medicine and knew none of the Han language until he was
twelve years old, and other Monguor informants from Minhe and
Huangnan, do not recognize this term, which emphasizes differences
between Monguor communities. The term "Tu" or "Monguor" tells
us little since there is scant similarity in clothing, weddings, funerals,
diet, and folksongs other than points of commonality shared by many
non-Islamic Qinghai ren (longtime residents of the present Qinghai
Province). There is such variation in language that Monguor from
different areas use Chinese or Tibetan as a common language.

Pram Described
The pram is a deity image engaged in sinquan tinjan towu
dang (Monguor: caring for all the world). It is a conduit for a single
god or goddess. The pram permeates the life of Monguor villages.
It is always available for consultation and represents the possibility
that the supplicant's distress may be alleviated. The pram answers
questions by moving. In the case of a sedaned pram, moving
forward is affirmative while moving backwards signifies a negative
answer. To signify a positive answer, pole prams rapidly move up
and down in the hands of those who hold them. Prams make their
will known through interaction between the xilajin^ and the shdenzin.
The xilajin is generally an aged man, but in some areas, this office
may be filled by a particular person who asks the pram questions.
The shdenzin are always male. In the case of the sedaned pram, they
hold the sedan poles and in the case of a pole pram, they hold the
pole. The pram must be able to move when it is held by the
shdenzin. If prospective shdenzin hold the pram and it does not
move, it indicates that they cannot be shdenzin. Some shdenzin also
put questions to the pram. Outlawed in 1958, prams continued to be
consulted secretly although most sedaned prams were destroyed. By
the late 1980s, prams were again being openly consulted.
^ We give all Monguor words according to the system in Li Keyu (1988).
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This paper focuses on prams found in parts of Huzhu Tu
Autonomous County in the last years of the twentieth century.
Unlike many grassland areas of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous
Region, where the second author found little shamanistic activity in
the 1980s, the pram was vital to Huzhu Monguor villages in the late
twentieth century. There are no prams comparable to those of
Huzhu in Monguor areas of Minhe Hui and Tu Autonomous County,
where the second largest contingent of China's Monguor population
dwells,
nor are there Huzhu-like prams in Huangnan Tibetan
Autonomous Prefecture which is home to approximately 7,000
Monguor. These areas do, however, have trance mediums known as
fala and ngawa.
It also should be mentioned that in some Han villages of
Huzhu and adjacent Ledu County, there are prams which seem close
to those of Huzhu Monguor. We are unable to explain this other
than to suggest that Monguor have been greatly influenced by
Qinghai Han and, for many Qinghai Han, vice versa. Careful
genealogical study would show, for example, that many Qinghai ren
who call themselves Han have non-Han ancestors. In addition, we
know little about the Monguor of Datong Hui and Tu Autonomous
County and of Tianzhu Tibetan Autonomous County in Gansu
Province.
Buddhism in Huzhu (home to the influential lamaistic temple
Gulang/Youning) was strong enough not to tolerate non-lamaistic
trance mediums because of the challenge they might pose to
Buddhistic authority. As was the case in many Mongol areas,
however, a compromise was reached.
Remnants of the old
shamanistic tradition persisted, but in a new Buddhistic guise. The
pram was no exception. As we shall see later, the pram is obedient
to and dependent on the living Buddhas who are its power source.
Among Minhe and Huangnan Monguor, Buddhistic influence was
less among the Monguor, and there was a strong Chinese influence,
as evidenced in the strength of the Cult of Erlang, a Taoist Warrior
deity. In the late twentieth century, Monguor villages in both
Huangnan and Minhe have powerful trance mediums whose god is
Erlang.
Interestingly, Erlang is not venerated in many Huzhu
Monguor villages, for Erlang is said to be Gesar, a legendary gen
eral, who killed many Huzhu Monguor. Venerating Erlang is seen
as tantamount to venerating a deity who slew many ancestors. In
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Minhe Monguor villages, trance mediums are unrelated to Living
Buddhas, who exercise no control over them despite the strength of
the Yellow Sect in the area. There is also no interest in Gesar per
se, although at least some folklore concerning Erlang links him to
Gesar.

The Area of This Study
The first author of this paper is a native of Tughuan (Chinese:
Tuguan) Village, located fifteen kilometers east of Weiyan, the
county town. He was told by his grandfather that village ancestors
originated in Tughuan (in Wushi Commune) and migrated to the
present Tughuan Village at some point in the distant past. The first
author heard various accounts of prams from the many Monguor he
met from throughout Huzhu from 1985 to 1988 while attending the
minority middle school located in Weiyan. Both authors, however,
feel confident that this paper aptly represents only Tughuan Village.
Other Huzhu villages may be much different due to
impressive cultural differences between Monguor villages within
small areas of Monguor habitation. For example, in the Guanting
Sanchuan region of Minhe Hui and Tu Autonomous County,
residents of Hu Li Jia (Village), refer to the Mongolian obo (mound
of stones, a point of high elevation consecrated to Heaven and
mountain gods) as wobo. Nearby Samawan residents use lazii, a
derivation of the Tibetan lapzi, and many are not familiar with the
designation wobo. Guanting/Sanchuan is further complicated by
Monguor who were practicing Hui in the early twentieth century but
now are culturally and linguistically identical to Monguor, which
they are classified as. There is also a village where residents are
classified as Tibetan, though they speak Monguor and observe
Monguor customs and do not speak Tibetan.
For the reader's further reference, Monguor are educated in
Chinese, save for some Monguor in Huangnan and Tianzhu who are
educated in Tibetan. Although a written system was developed for
Huzhu Monguor, it is not widely studied and less than twenty people
in China are able to use it with much facility.^ It is not taught in any
^ Chileb, a mimeographed journal (mostly poems, songs, and folktales),
writen entirely in Li Keyu's system, had, in 1992, been issued for several years.
Though rife with punctuation and spelling errors and containing a number of
dialectical variants, it remains the only material ever written in a system devised by
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primary or middle schools and, because of extreme dialectical
variation, Huzhu Monguor (written system) has never been of
interest to Monguor areas other than Huzhu. It would be much
easier for Monguor to study in Mongolian, but this has never been an
option in New China. Education in the Han and Tibetan languages is
spelling rapid change to Monguor.

Pram Origins
In village accounts, the pram originates in persons devoted to
humanity. Examples include brave generals who fought against ene
mies, skilled physicians who cured many illnesses, and competent
officials who aided various emperors in the course of helping their
own nationality.
An example of such a general is Pudang Village's
Needausang Pram, who, according to local accounts, was a general
of Chingiz Khan who ordered him to go to Qinghai and suppress a
Tibetan rebellion. As he was returning after accomplishing his
mission, he was slain by a secret assassin's arrow.
The Tughuan Village pram is Tughuan Niangniant (aunt).
She was the second of three sisters, all of whom are prams. Lanja
Niangniang (pram of Lanja Village, Wushi Commune, three
kilometers from Tughuan), was the eldest. Shdangja (pram of
Shdangja village, which adjoins Tughuan Village) was the youngest.
The three sisters' pram sedans are made from wood of the same tree.
Wood from the upper part of the tree was used to make Lanja's
sedan, wood of the mid-part of the tree was used to make Tughuan's
sedan, and root wood was used to make the sedan of Shdangja. The
two elder sisters married and, therefore, their faces are visible in
their respective sedans. But Shdangja never married and thus her
face is not visible in her sedan. Each pram has specific duties:
Lanja Pram is responsible for the temple and if, for example, a lama
makes a mistake in the temple, she punishes him. Tughuan is
responsible for the safety of Monguor areas and protects Monguor
from invasion by other nationalities. Shdangja is responsible for
protecting crops.

Mongour. Several copies of Chileb are in Western Washington University's
Wilson Library.
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Pram Locations
An individual household may have its own pram or a pram
may be shared by all village or tribe households. Each household
has a nelshigang (pram room). It is a commodious room within the
family compound of several adobe rooms built within a large mudwall compound. Within some family compounds the nelshigang
houses a pram. In others, in place of an actual pram, there is a
picture of a Living Buddha and a few red and/or yellow cloths.
During festivals, an oil lamp is lit nightly in the nelshigang rendering
it off-limits to those who have entered a room where a woman is
confined.
In a village where households share a pram, the pram is com
monly kept in the village temple and cared for by a villager chosen
by the village.
The position of temple-keeper usually rotates
annually. In the event it becomes inconvenient for some households
to use a pram because of frequent use, a new pram may be made. A
new pram might also be made if a family's relationship with the
pram keeper is not congenial.

Clothing
The pram is dressed in a Chinese-style unlined upper garment
about which is draped a monk's robe. Clothing colors are generally
red, yellow, pink, and green.

Pram Services
Marriage.
When a boy reaches the age of marriage
(eighteen to nineteen years), his family invites the local shdenzin and
pram to their home to divine in which direction the boy's future wife
lives, the girl's age (usually seventeen to nineteen), what animal year
she was born in, an appropriate time for the marriage, and what
people should avoid the bride.
The latter two points stem from the belief that every person is
bom under a particular animal sign derived from a lunar calendar
measuring time in twelve-year cycles.
Each year of the cycle
represents a particular animal. While some zmimals are compatible,
others are not and there is thus the need to ascertain what animal year
the prospective bride should belong to.
A marriage might be
disastrous if people of two incompatible animal years were wed.
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Illness and Exorcisms. When illness strikes a household, a
family representative visits the shdenzin and a time (usually night) is
agreed upon for the pram's visit. Beforehand, the host prepares
burning incense in the home's main room or at the courtyard gate.
At times, the family may also prepare pan (twelve steamed bread
buns) as an offering to the pram. The courtyard and compound
rooms are cleaned and all empty objects are removed, for emptiness
portends bad luck and angers the pram.
Family members kowtow, bum incense and say:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ubanii manii huang
Sangjirila xasinju
Qila xasinju
Lamala xasinju
Gindimla xasinju

The above is derived from Tibetan and few understand it. The
meaning, as explained by an old informant, is: "We beseech you the
pram to help and bless us and we shall never forget you." However,
the above phrase is not spoken in this order in many Tibetan areas
where the order would be 1-4-2-3-5. A more apt translation of the
Tibetan would be: "If there were no lamas, then no sanji and qi and
genden." This phrase gives Buddhistic titles in order of importance,
with the lama being most important, followed in descending order of
importance by the remaining three.
The Tibetan meaning seems to have little relevance to the
situation and to the meaning as explained by our aged Monguor
informant.
This does demonstrate, however, the mystical
spiritualism the Tibetan language arouses on the part of most
Monguor, who do not understand Tibetan. Some Tibetan may be
recited to give a meeting added seriousness, regardless of what the
Tibetan may mean.
At the scheduled time, the shdenzin escorts the pram to the
distressed home. The pram is carried in its sedan by four men
holding the ends of two poles supporting the sedan (in the case of a
sedaned pram). When the pram arrives, the xiilajin greets it as
follows: "If you wish to start now, please walk forward. If you wish
to rest before starting, please walk backwards."
If the pram
indicates it desires to rest before beginning, the xiilajin and shdenzin
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eat and drink, although they do not drink liquor at this time.^ In the
meantime, the pram is placed in the nelshigang or, in the case of a
pole pram, on top of a compound building.
After eating and drinking, the pram is held again by four
men. The host bums new incense as the family chants prayers and
kowtows to the pram. Young married women carefully avoid facing
the pram. They go to one side where they kowtow and chant
prayers. The xiilajin earnestly explains the family's problem and
respectfully asks it to indicate the reason. He then asks questions. If
the pram answers negatively, the xiilajin says "laushizaa," a
respectful summoning of the pram. If the pram continues to respond
negatively, the xiilajin prostrates himself before the pram and
kowtows as the host lights new incense. The xiilajin continues to ask
questions until the pram identifies the problem.
Common sources of illness are problems with the graveyard
and with ghosts. In the graveyard, a hole might have been dug in a
grave by an animal, and this may have angered an ancestor who then
sent illness to the family in order to get their attention so that they
will act to alleviate the problem. If the problem derives from the ill
person having met a ghost while returning home, the xiilajin asks the
pram if it is necessary to call the ill person's foneezi (spirit), since
the ghost may have stolen the person's spirit. If the ghost is within
the actual household, it must be exorcised through sutang pugha
(using the sutang to drive away or beat it).
The latter ritual involves gathering three round, bluish white
stones from a riverbank and heating them until they are glowing red.
The stones are dropped in a bucket containing water and cypress
needles (the sutang). As steam rises, family members dip out water
and rub it over the ill person's body-particularly the face, sites of
the five bodily organs, and on any painful areas. The host then takes
the bucket and runs through the compound, entering every room,
including livestock stables, to make sure that the entire compound is
cleansed of any lingering evil.
As the host goes from room to room he is careful to keep the
bucket lower than his waist. One local explanation for this says that
^ Qinghai is noted throughout China for its voracious consumption of
liquor and Huzhu is no exception, being home to more than one famous distillery.
Clear or white spirits refers to liquor of 100-130 proof distilled from wheat or
highland barley.
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Jiang Ziya, a minister of the Shang Dynasty (1800-1100 B.C.) desig
nated people to become prams. After he finished naming those who
were to be prams, his wife, who was named Sutang, appeared from
under the table where he was and said, "Why didn't you make me a
pramV Jiang laughed and said, "You are much like a maudaya (part
ghost, partpram\ Chinese: maudayi)\ From now on, you shall be in
the countryside, helping local people rid their lives of evil."
Afterwards, people used the sutang (the bucket, water, heated stones,
and cypress) to expel evil, but they were careful to keep the sutang
in a low position. If it was raised to a position level with or above
that occupied by the pram, the pram would become angry and visit
additional difficulties on the afflicted family. After each room has
been visited by the sutang, the courtyard gate is opened, the
steaming water is poured out, and the door is barred.
A second way of expelling ghosts from a household is the
ritual known as xaxidugo (sand: xaxv, xaxidugo: use sand to drive
away), which the pram may prescribe. Sand is taken from a road or
riverside and a subsequent night is agreed upon for performing
xaxidugo. When the pram visits, the courtyard gate is opened wide
and the xiilajin directs the host to hurl sand throughout the compound
while following the pram, shaking and circling. The pram moves
from one area to another of the compound. It is followed by the
host, who violently flings sand into every compound room. Finally,
the pram exits the compound from which the host tosses sand in
every direction at the fleeing ghost.
Once this is accomplished, the pram turns back inside the
compound, turning, twisting, and circling. The shdenzin are, at this
point, often near exhaustion because of their exertions in being led
about by the pram. The host burns incense and the family kowtows
to the pram, which has now quieted and is placed on the xinhguari
(small flower plot in the courtyard center). The Shidenzin wash the
sweat from their faces, drink, and eat. The pram spends the night in
the family compound.
In the case of ill or dying livestock, human illness, or other
unfortunate occurrences, the pram may indicate that padula (prevent
and expel difficulties caused by ghosts) is needed. There are two
types of padula.
In the first, weapons made of wood or iron such as a knife,
bow and arrow, and spear are used. In accordance with the pram's
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instructions, padula is done on a courtyard gate roof or under the
courtyard gate threshold. If it is the former, a sharp-pointed weapon
is pointed in the direction of the evil's visitations. The weapon is
made immovable by placing a stone on top to prevent a change of
direction, which might be caused by opening and closing the gate. If
padula is to be done under the threshold, a pit is dug at a point
identified by the pram and the weapon is buried with the point facing
the direction of the evil's visitation. Finally, the object is covered.
The second form of padula involves the use of evil
suppressing pots or black bowls (if a black bowl cannot be found, a
white one smeared with soot is used). Owl or mule heads or mill
stones might also be used. Mule skulls or heads are obtained by
digging up dead mules. Mill stones are rarely used because of their
expense. The latter objects are utilized in the same way weapons
are: If a bowl or pot is employed, a pit is dug according to the
pram's instructions. The bowl or pot is placed inside, several stones
are placed on top, and the whole thing is covered with soil. This is
left untouched for several years, after which time it may be dug up
and the pot or bowl reused.
Ghosts causing long-standing illnesses may also be expelled
by using ranglijingi ghua (avoid make/make to avoid ghosts). The
pram directs the host to cut pieces of white, yellow, and red paper.
These pieces are made into a paper ghost, male or female, depending
on the ghost's gender, and this paper ghost is pasted onto two thin
poles. The pram designates a night during which the paper ghost is
taken to a remote place where the poles are placed in the ground,
allowing the paper ghost to face the direction of the ghost's source.
The paper ghost is burned and an oil lamp is lit. Those present
kowtow three times and then leave. Burning the paper ghost sends
the ghost back to its source.
The pram might also decree the necessity of the ranglijin
ritual, which requires inviting one to three lamas to the home to
chant scriptures. As the lamas chant, they fashion, as indicated by
the pram, a large ghost and several small ghosts, either male or
female, from highland barley flour. Then, at a time given by the
pram, the dough ghosts are taken to a crossroads and tossed in the
direction from which the ghosts are thought to have come. The
crossroads is a common choice for this ritual because ghosts often
congregate and move about there-so much so that passersby are
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wary lest their souls be captured or they are possessed. After the
dough ghosts are tossed away, incense is lit and those who have
come to the ritual then kowtow.
Another way of dealing with ghosts involves the fulan nughun
gharighana (sending red and blue) ritual. Ghosts are fond of red and
blue colored cloth and may follow a person dressed in such colors,
hoping to go to their homes and steal many pieces of red and blue
cloth. But once in the home, the ghost may not leave, bringing
illness. The ritual requires collecting pieces of red and blue cloth
and taking them to a crossroads. Hopefully, the attracted ghost will
follow and the ill person will recover.
In the case of little boys, the pram may order that the room
where the little boy is kept be off-limits to visitors for a period of
three days to one month. A small rectangle of red paper and
coniferous tree limbs are attached to the door, indicating it is taboo
for visitors to enter.
At the pram's suggestion, shden (brightly colored silk and
pieces of red and yellow cloth given to the pram for its clothing) may
be taken from the pram by the xiilajin or shdenzin. The material is
then placed around the neck or sewn into the upper clothing,
benefitting the wearer by expelling the evil that is causing the illness.
In cases when the pram indicates it is suitable, xomii
(highland barley and/or wheat seed) is used in the treatment. The
pram orders the xiilajin to take out a handful of seed grain from
where it is stored in a large wooden cabinet, commonly kept on the
kang (heatable bed made of adobe bricks). The pram chooses (with
a shoulder pole in the case of a sedaned pram', with the pole in the
case of a pole pram) three seeds which the xiilajin wraps in paper.
These seeds are boiled and offered to the ill person, who eats them.
The ill person also washes his face with the water the seeds were
boiled in and also rubs the afflicted body area with the water. Other
pram only instruct that the seed be wrapped in pram clothing and
given to the ill person, who sews the seed-containing packet into his
clothing.
Xinhua is a related ritual in which shiden or xomii is placed
inside red or yellow cloth and worn around the neck. This charm is
common for boys and old men, but is also used by a great many
women. The pram may indicate a certain period of time for it to be
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worn; if not, it may be worn for a lifetime, even accompanying the
wearer to cremation.^
Qirghuala (locket) is very similar to xinkua. What is worn
about the neck, however, is a chain, rather than cloth. It is common
among very young boys and is often worn until the age of fifteen to
twenty. It is especially common if a family has only one son.
Finally, if the ill person has lost his soul, the xiilajin ask the
pram in what direction it went and how the spirit should be called
back. Often, all family members are required to summon the lost
soul, and generally, the family calls at night after bedtime. The fam
ily retires outside, faces in the direction the pram indicated, bows in
that direction, and calls "Kankan qi harijiral" (Please Return!) and
then slowly walks back into the home while repeating this call. This
is done for three days. If the spirit stubbornly refuses to return (as
indicated by the ill person showing no improvement), the family will
do this for nine days.
Ensuring Well-Being. Related to illness is the guanjiri
ritual, which the pram rarely calls for. It may be done at a
household or village level.
For the former, a large pot is filled with spring water. Xomii
and cypress needles are added. The pot is heated until the water
boils. As in sutang pugha, household members anoint themselves
with the water. When livestock are ill, the household head sprinkles
the livestock with the water as well as the pigsty, sheepfold, and
compound walls. This cleanses the livestock of illness and helps to
bring prosperity and security back to the household.
In the case of a village guanjiri, a large pot (with a capacity
of 350 sheng, approximately 250 liters) is set on three large stones
on a threshing ground and heated. As it heats, the larailamo dance is
done—a slow graceful circling around the pot by all present, who
accompany themselves with singing. When the water boils, those in
attendance rush forward to anoint themselves in the manner described
earlier. Finally, the pot is carried by many young men in a direction
identified by the pram and emptied.
At times, the pram dramatically makes known the need for a
village-level guanjiri. In one instance, according to local accounts,
^ Huzhu Monguor, unlike their brethren in Minhe County, routinely
cremate every dead person. In Minhe, only lamas are ritualistically cremated.
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the pram was taken to a household within a village where
representatives of every village family gathered. The xiilajin and a
few old men put many questions concerning village welfare to the
pole pram, which was on the second floor of a wooden building. As
many kowtowed to the pram, which was agitatedly moving back and
forth on the second floor, the shdenzin asked that everyone beseech
the pram. The crowd instantly began frenziedly kowtowing and
chanting.
After a few minutes, a few elders lit incense and lamps. The
shdenzin took up the pole pram again and asked what had made it so
angry. The pram indicated that it needed a red-hot chain. Some
young men quickly kindled a fire and prepared one. Held by the
shdenzin, the pram leapt down from the second floor. Barehanded,
the shdenzin took the red-hot chain and bound it about his neck, then
tossed it into the sky, where, informants said, it resembled a red
dragon in the dark night sky. Holding the pram, the shdenzin raced
to a small thatched room and rushed out of a small window.
Amazed, the crowd watched as the pram moved agitatedly in the
courtyard center and made known the need for a village guanjiri,
which was subsequently held.
Village well-being is also the concern of the lazii ritual,
which is held on the third, sixth, or fifteenth day of the first moon.
Representatives from every household gather in a pram room, where
the requisite incense is burnt and kowtows are made. In response to
specific inquiries about the village's welfare, the pram is generally
non-committal, other than suggesting that supplicants visit specified
mountain tops to chant and offer a large offering of burning incense.
In the case of an absent son (for example, one working away from
home), worried parents and grandparents may invite the pram to
their home to beseech it to bless the absent son. The pram, through
questions put by the shdenzin, may advise inviting lamas into the
home to chant protective scriptures or it may suggest that the family
visit Youning Temple and request resident lamas to chant scriptures.
The pram might also suggest that the concerned elder go to a village
lazii on a certain day and offer incense to beseech Heaven to bless
the absent son.
A similar ritual may be prescribed by the pram if a person has
lost something valuable, been bit by a dog, or had a frightening
nocturnal experience. The pram tells the supplicant to climb to a
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mountain lazii to beseech Heaven to loshidogo dola (make one
spirited in order to resist evil and obtain good luck). The supplicant
builds a fire, offers incense, and kowtows to Heaven. Qanma
(Chinese: qianma) are small woodblock-printed pieces of paper
carrying the image of a sacred horse. As the incense offering burns,
qunma are thrown on the fire. As the papers soar into the sky, the
supplicant's spirit is also uplifted. Firecrackers are lit, and as they
rattle-tattle, slumbering deities are awakened and, once they under
stand the supplicant's problems, they render assistance.
Ensuring Good Harvests. Huxxi xangla (killing a sheep
and offering it to the pram) is done to obtain a bountiful harvest and
beseech protection for both man and livestock. This ritual is held on
a mountain or in a particular household. At this time, a person from
every village household participates. A sheep is slaughtered, put into
a pot, and boiled. After cooking, a small piece from each part of the
sheep is cut off and placed in a large bowl as an offering to the

pram.
Those assembled surround the xiilajin in preparation for what
will follow. Holding the bowl and facing Heaven, the xiilajin
intones, "Loshizo, doma budahgi qimu hunni xanglaya, qi buda hgidi
nudungi nii, qi nige baisf {"Pram, now we are offering mutton to
you, please open your eyes to us, may you be happy"). Immediately
after finishing, he flings the contents of the bowl Heavenward.
Those in attendance struggle to catch the mutton that rains down
which, if caught, is considered to bring very good luck."^ The
remaining mutton is divided among those who have attended, as is
the broth in the pot.
When drought strikes, the pram may indicate the
necessity of visiting a mountain top or spring. If it is the latter, the
pram chooses a certain day and time. At the appointed time, the
pram and its entourage arrive at a spring. If it is a pole pram, it is
thrust in the ground near the spring. If it is a sedaned pram, the
sedan is placed near the spring. Several flagpoles are also thrust in
the ground near the spring. If it is a sedaned pram, the sedan is
Drought.

^ Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, Chabros' (1992) study of
ritualistic "beckoning fortune" has a number of parallels with some of what we
have described.
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placed near the spring. Several flagpoles are also thrust in the
ground nearby. A large incense-fire is built. Facing the spring, all
attendants kowtow.
Meanwhile, the pram visits the spring's dragon emperor and
then goes to Heaven to the rain god's palace. In both cases he
beseeches the concerned deities to have pity on the suffering common
people and send rain.

The Nhakuara. The Nhakuara, the largest village gathering,
takes place during the fourth moon (in a few villages during the fifth
moon). Crops have just sprouted and the pram is paraded in order to
ensure crop safety as well as to protect the village's land borders. A
long procession forms made up of male representatives from every
village household. If a household does not have a man who can
attend, they must invite a relative to participate. The pram heads this
procession, and is followed by xoda lajin (flag bearers; generals)
holding flags of white cloth imprinted with the image of the pram's
head or body. Flagpoles are made of pine or cypress wood. These
woods suggest great age and are symbolic of the remote antiquity in
which this ceremony originated.
The pram and his "generals" lead the "soldiers," who boast
murderous looks and carry sticks and wooden knives, spears, bows,
and arrows. The procession parades around the periphery of the
village land and is keenly scrutinized by neighboring villages. If
they feel the procession has encroached upon their own land, a battle
of a real and serious nature might ensue. If the village of the
procession has land requiring it to pass through another village,
married women whose former home was in the processional village
will come out and offer tea and liquor to their kinsmen and former
neighbors. After marking the boundary of village land, the pram is
set down in an elevated place and the "soldiers" begin walidi
(wrestling). Old men sit together drinking liquor and tea.
Dangers of Disbelieving the Pram
Those who question the validity of the pram often meet a
sorrowful end. For example, one man disbelievingly held a pram
sedan pole. The pram violently circled three times, then suddenly,
the heretic fell on a pile of stones and broke his left leg. Convinced,
the man later expressed sincere belief in the pram.
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A second example involves a man who continually criticized
others for foolishly believing in prams. Within several years his two
horses died, one ox was eaten on a mountain by wild animals, and
his wife fell from a high place and was paralyzed. As though this
were not enough, his daughter-in-law fell ill and he spent much
money in taking her to various hospitals for treatment—all to no
avail. At last he asked the pram for help. The pram said the reason
for the man's misfortunes was his lack of faith and ordered him to
invite more than ten lamas to his home to chant as well as to
establish the pram in his household. The man dutifully did so. In
time, his daughter-in-law was cured and misfortune seemed to leave
his family.
Even so, the pram seems to recognize its own limitations.
Some prams indicate: Use the pram's cure, but in the meantime, go
to the hospital.

Living Buddhas—Source of the Pram's Power
The pram's power derives from Living Buddhas.* When a
village or tribe wishes to make its own pram, a well-known carpenter
* Living Buddhas occupy a powerful supernatural firmament, as illustrated
by these two accounts:
Account One. Long ago, Danma Living Buddha was out traveling
and happened to pass through today's Zhucha Township in Tianzhu
County where he found a bridge in the final stage of construction.
Fittingly, he desired to be the first person to walk across, but just as
he was about to start across he was stopped by some who had
gathered. They felt that because he was clad in ragged clothing he
was not worthy of such an honor and, despite his pleas, he was not
allowed to cross first. He then disrobed, placed his clothing on the
river, squatted on it, and floated to the opposite bank. He said to his
dumbfounded audience, "You shall need to rebuild this bridge once
every three years." This is exactly what happened. At least once
every three years there was a flood of such magnitude that it swept
the bridge away.
Account Two. A Living Buddha went to a restaurant where he
ordered liquor and a bowl of noodles (note: we have recorded this
account as given, recognizing that liquor is generally considered
taboo for Living Buddhas) . When he finished, he discovered he did
not have enough money to pay. He explained this to the manager and
promised to return in a few days with the money. The manager did
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is invited to construct a pram image. Upon completion, it is stuffed
with rinbuqi (Tibetan: precious) which include: gold, silver, a round,
tube-like buddhistic banner, if possible, bits of a dead Living
Buddhas bones, grain seed, oil, Buddha scriptures, and babo
(Chinese: baboo, the eight valuables). Babo refers to the Eight
Auspicious Signs: ndel, srina, baima, danggayinqiri, wunba,
njirican, nkuloo, and ghklowuyiu which are transliterations of the
Tibetan. They refer, respectively, to an umbrella used for the pram,
golden fish, peonies, a conch horn, treasure jar, cloth banner, round
wheel-like patterns, and the Buddhist swastika.
A Living Buddha is then invited to the village to perform the
ranmii ritual, which involves chanting scriptures. The pram thus re
ceives the Living Buddha's instruction and now will do the Living
Buddha's bidding. Individual prams might be imbued with power to
summon wind and rain, help livestock, or aid families in distress.

The Pram Loses Its Power and Is Revitalized
After receiving power, the pram must not be sullied. If, for
example, a man who recently participated in a funeral or was in a
room where a woman was confined touches the pram, it may lose its
power. Ranmii must be repeated if the pram is to regain its lost
power.

Conclusion
The pram is a remnant of an archaic, shamanistic past. The
shdenzin's role approaches that of a trance medium. He holds the
pole pram or the sedan and is the medium through which the pram
dictates its will. On occasion, questions put to the pram by the
shdenzin (especially in the case where the shdenzin is holding a pole
pram) give the shdenzin even more latitude in interpreting the pram's
desires. Additionally, some men are able to be conduits of the pram
while others are not. This is the same for many trance mediums in
Qinghai.

not agree and finally shouted, "If you have no money, please return
my noodles and liquor!" TTie Living Buddha then held out his arm.
From his sleeve ran liquor which filled the liquor bottle.
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The nhakuara bears some resemblance to the nadun (after
harvest festivals) widely observed in the Guanting/Sanchuan region.
During the nadun, two villages meet in a ritualistic way. One village
is the host and the other is the visitor. The latter, led by its sedaned
pram, meets the host village some distance from the host village.
The host village may also be led by its pram. In the case of both
villages, a fala may follow the pram, if either village has a fala. The
double line of village males following the fala also carry wooden
weapons and flags.
As we write this in 1992, we are struck with the fact that our
readers might feel such a phenomenon could no longer existparticularly in China; that cultural policy was severe enough at times
to exterminate the last vestiges of such beliefs. However, most
Huzhu Monguor live in remote, impoverished, densely-populated
demographic islands surrounded by people of other nationalities. In
Huzhu County, for example, where the largest group of Monguor
live, Monguor make up less than one-fiftieth of the total population.
Geographical isolation, intermarriage, poverty, little educa
tion, and minimal modem medical care have combined to create
conditions conducive to the continuation of belief in the pram.
Though a villager may not have money or the language skills to at
tempt a difficult trip to Xining to seek modern medical care, the
pram is immediately available and operates within a cultural context
the supplicant readily comprehends.
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RELIGION, POLITICS AND THE ECONOMY IN
INNER MONGOLIA AND NINGXIA
Colin Mackerras
One of the major developments throughout most of the globe
during the 1970s and 1980s has been the strengthening of religions,
especially Islam. The fall of the shah of Iran resulted in a strongly
Islamic regime which, although somewhat milder in form since the
June 1989 death of the Ayatollah Khomeini, shows no signs of
weakening, let alone collapsing. Countries formerly ruled by
Marxist-Leninist parties have in all but a few cases seen their
socialist systems overthrown, with socialist ideology being to a
substantial extent replaced by religious. In China, which remains one
of the few countries with a Marxist-Leninist party in control,
religions have also become more influential, especially in certain of
the minority areas. Tibet is a spectacular example of this, but, as in
the world as a whole, Islam has been notable for its growing
strength.
Sociologists and other theoreticians have wondered for some
time just what impact religion produces on economic growth. In his
Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus (The
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism), first published in
1904-1905, Max Weber (1864-1920) connected Protestantism in
Europe with the rise of capitalism. The high status accorded to labor
and profit by the Protestant churches, especially Calvinism, had
greater potential to lead to capitalism than the Catholic church, with
its stronger focus on the next world and condemnation of profit.
Weber was impressed by the work ethic spawned by Protestantism,
coupled with a drive to accumulate savings which could contribute to
further investment.
Certainly, nobody can doubt that, among the most successful
industrial powers, the earliest showed more adherence to Protestant
Christianity than to other forms of religion. But this does not need to
be the case during all stages of history. The rise of the East Asian
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economies in the last decade and more might point towards a
different conclusion. The "work ethic" may be as easily attributable
to secular ideologies.
In most parts of the formerly socialist world, Marx
ism-Leninism has shown itself a poor prescription for economic
growth, despite the scientific rationalism which it claims to enshrine.
Up to the early 1990s, China appears on the whole to be an
exception. Its economy has been growing rapidly since the period of
reform began in 1978. Even the crisis of 1989, which many believed
would produce a devastating effect on the economy, has not resulted
in any major slowdown, and as of the beginning of 1993 the rise
appears to be faster than ever.
This essay seeks to analyze the recent development of religion
in two parts of China, Inner Mongolia and Ningxia
Kl, where
there are, in terms of minorities, respective concentrations of Mon
gols and Muslim Hui [0] peoples. Although the focus is on the
1980s and early 1990s, that being the period when Deng Xiaoping
[XI5/Jn^] was the effective supreme ruler of China, it is not sensible
to ignore the more distant past altogether, since the impact of history
on any contemporary situation is substantial. One of the aims of this
essay is to shed light on the relationship between religion and econo
mic development in those two regions.
My sources are primarily two research visits to Inner Mon
golia and Ningxia in the autumn of 1990 and again in November and
December 1992. The second visit, altogether just under a month, was
longer, more focussed and more successful than the first. It was
undertaken as part of a joint research project with the Nationalities
Economic Research Institute (Minzu jingji yanjiu suo
^ Hlf]) of the Central Institute for Nationalities (Zhongyang minzu
xueyuan [4^
in Beijing. I should like to express my
gratitude for this research trip both to the Australian Research
Council, which gave me a grant to undertake it, and to the Nation
alities Economic Research Institute, two of the scholars of which
accompanied me and contributed greatly with their company, know
ledge and ideas, although I alone take responsibility for the content
of the present article. One of the advantages of this and other
research trips in China is that they yield written materials concerning
the situation in China. The Chinese themselves, including those of all
nationalities, have undertaken an enormous quantity of research on
the minorities and, while it is not all of equal value, it includes a
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great many statistics and data, as well as new and interesting in
sights. Some of this material has proved useful for the present study.
Some Population Data
The Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region was established
formally in May 1947, the only one of the five autonomous regions
to predate the PRC itself. The most important of the minorities of
Inner Mongolia is the Mongols. Others include the Daurs, Ewenkis
and Oroqens.
The trend between the beginning of the nineteenth century
and the middle of the twentieth had been for the Mongol population
to fall, but for Han immigration to gather momentum. As the nine
teenth century dawned, the Mongol population of Inner Mongolia
was just over one million, but there were only about 835,000 Mon
gols in 1949.^ There were a number of reasons for this long-term
decline in the Mongol population, including the large number of
people in the monastic order, poor levels of hygiene and general
economic decline. The British military diplomat, Lieutenant-Colonel
P.T. Etherton, noting that at least 45 percent of men were in the
monasteries, concluded that the Chinese government fostered lama
Buddhism "as the best means to restrict the population and so avert
the possible resuscitation of the Mongol race."^ On the other hand,
Chinese social scientists of the time worried about the effects of lama
Buddhism on demography in regions like Mongolia and Tibet, be
lieving population decline in border areas to lay China open to
aggression. 3
Han immigration into Inner Mongolia began in the eighteenth
century and has grown in scope since then. From a parity with the
Mongols, about one million people, at the beginning of the nine
teenth century, the number of Han in Inner Mongolia rose to 1.55
million by 1912. It continued to grow during the Republican period,
reaching 5,154,000 out of a total of 6,081,000 inhabitants of Inner

^ Song Naigong

fence pff § A P

2L], et al. (eds.), Zhongguo renkou, Nei Menggu
(Beijing: Chinese Finance and Economics Press,

1987), 50-2.
^ P.T. Etherton, In the Heart of Asia (Boston and New York: Houghton
Mifflin, 1926), 202-3.
3 For instance, see Zhang Hanguang
"Woguo bianjiang renkou
wenti zhi tichu"
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^ ^ ut}], Bianzheng gonglun
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Mongolia in 1949, the Han thus making up 84.8 percent of the
total.'*
According to the 1982 census, the number of Mongols in
Inner Mongolia was 2,489,378, and of Han [tX.] 16,277,616, in a
total population of 19,274,281, making the Mongols only 12.9 per
cent, with the Han 84.5 percent.^ Comparable figures from the 1990
census showed 3,375,230 Mongols of the total 21,456,798 people in
Inner Mongolia, or 15.7 percent, with the Han comprising
17,298,722, or 80.6 percent.^ In other words, the proportion of
Mongols rose while that of Han fell over the eight years from 1982
to 1990.
While the absolute number both of Mongols and of Han in
Inner Mongolia has risen greatly since 1949, the proportion of Han
has actually fallen slightly under the People's Republic of China
(PRC) but remains high. Despite the low proportion of Mongols in
Inner Mongolia, there are far more Mongols there not only than in
any other part of China, but even than in the State of Mongolia. This
country, which replaced the Mongolian People's Republic in October
1991, had a total population of 2.2 million in the same year.^
In the last century or so of the Qing dynasty, the population
of Ningxia tended to fall, but during the Republican period the trend
until the mid-1930s was reversed, but with further falls after that. In
1909, the total population was about half a million, but in 1947 it
reached 1.12 million. In the south, where the main concentrations of
Hui people were, the population was rather stable in the first half of
the century, the main increases all being in the north. As a result, the
proportion of Hui in the whole province tended to fall, being just
over a quarter, or in absolute terms about 300,000, in 1947.^

'* Song, et al., (eds.), Zhongguo renkou, Nei Menggu fence, 55-6, 62.
^ Population Statistical Office of the State Statistical Bureau, Zhongguo

renkou tongji nianjian [tf* @ A P ^ i5 ^ ItS] China Population Statistics
Yearbook 1988 (Beijing: Zhangwang Press, 1988), 546.
^ Population Statistical Office of the State Statistical Bureau, Zhongguo
renkou tongji nianjian. China Population Statistics Yearbook 1990 (Beijing:
Science and Technology Documents Press, 1991), 78.
^ See Asia 1992 Yearbook (Hong Kong: Far Eastern Economic Review,
1992), 6-7.
^ See the account in Chang Naiguang ['^

renkou, Ningxia fence
jichubanshe, 1988), 51-61.

et al. (eds.), Zhongguo

(Beijing: Zhongguo caizheng jing-
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The PRC's 1982 census found the population of Ningxia to be
3,895,576, of whom the Han were 2,651,336, or 68.1 percent and
the Hui 1,235,182, that is, 31.7 percent.^ According to the 1990
census, the population had risen to 4,655,451 among whom
3,107,370 were Han, or 66.7 percent and 1,524,448 belonged to the
Hui nationality, that is 32.7 percent. The growth rates of the pop
ulation between the two censuses were 17.2 percent for the Han and
23.4 percent for the Hui. Ningxia is currently home to about 17.7
percent of all the 8,602,978 Hui people of China, who, however,
live in virtually all parts of the country. The number of Hui in Ning
xia is not as great as that of Mongols in Inner Mongolia, but the
proportion of Hui to the total population is greater in Ningxia than of
Mongols in Inner Mongolia. Ningxia did not come into existence as a
province until 1929. The Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region was
formally established in October 1958.
The rise in the proportion of Hui in Ningxia shows a parallel
with that of Mongols in Inner Mongolia. One of the reasons is that
neither Mongols nor Hui have been as constricted by the
one-child-per-couple policy as the Han. However, there has also
been a considerable amount of re-registration since the early 1980s.
This trend towards reregistration suggests a heightened feeling of
identity among the minorities in the 1980s, as well as a favourable
response to government policy. Quite a few people who previously
thought it wise to register themselves as Han now see advantages in
being regarded as members of a minority.
Historical Background
Although the Hui are not the only Muslim nationality in
China, they are the most populous. Moreover, their single most im
portant characteristic is their belief in Islam. Several sects have de
veloped over the centuries, among which debate and rivalry can be
intense enough to cause social disturbances.
The Muslim community originated in the area now known as
Ningxia in the thirteenth century, when Central Asians in the service
of the Mongol rulers of China went there as residents of military
^ Zhongguo renkou tongji nianjian 1988, 546.
1® Zhongguo renkou tongji nianjian 1990, 78.
For further discussion of population issues among the minorities in
general under the PRC, see Colin Mackerras, Integration and Modernization, The
Evolution of China’s Minority Nationalities in the Twentieth Century (Hong Kong:
Oxford University Press, 1994), Chapter 9.
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colonies with the task of reclaiming wasteland. These communities
stayed on after the Mongols were defeated, and turned to farming or
urban activities.
The Hui people have always been noted for their
commercial skills. They became shopkeepers, butchers and traders.
One major PRC scholar claims that, down to the middle of the pre
sent century, they played a significant role in China's economic his
tory, particularly by "pushing forward China's commodity pro
duction from the lower-stage to the higher-stage development.
During early Qing there occurred a very substantial further
opening up of land in Ningxia. In 1721 the Kangxi
j^] Emperor
issued an edict by which the pastoral Mongolians in northern Ningxia
were moved to the east of the Yellow River, and their land reclaimed
for agriculture. Over the following decades many Han immigrant
farmers moved to the area, which resulted in growth of the pop
ulation and expansion of the agricultural economy.
The nineteenth century saw a major decline in the economy of
Ningxia, as in that of the rest of China. This was the period when
Ningxia's largest Hui rebellion took place. Centered in Jinjibao
M], very near Wuzhong
itself south of the Ningxia
capital Yinchuan
Jl|], the rebellion shook much of China's
northwest in the 1860s and early 1870s. Its defeat resulted in
large-scale massacres of the Hui population of Ningxia and "the es
sential distribution of the Ningxia's current Hui population distri
bution takes its pattern from that time."
Right down to the middle of the twentieth century, Islam re
mained extremely strong among the Hui people of Ningxia, both
politically and socially. The ahongs
retained their authority
within their communities, while the people generally maintained their
strictness in religious taboos, such as those on eating pork, drinking
alcoholic beverages or smoking, and the fasting month of Ramadan
was universally observed. By the 1940s, relations between Hui and
Han had improved to the point where the villages lacked serious

Henry G. Schwarz, The Minorities of Northern China, A Survey
(Bellingham: Center for East Asian Studies, Western Washington University,
1984), 201-2.
Lai Cunli
^ 3] Huizu shangye shi [til
ik 5^] (Beijing;
Chinese Commerce Press, 1988), 311.
Bai Lichen [Q ^'ttl
Ningxia quqing
J E W] (Yinchuan:
Ningxia People's Press, 1988), 8. See also Chang et al, Zhongguo renkou, Ningxia
fence, 59.
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ethnic communalism or friction. When the Chinese Communist
Party set up its first minority autonomous government in October
1936, the Shaanxi-Gansu-Ningxia Yuhai [W-W] County Hui Auto
nomous Government, it chose the Great Tongxin [|^ ^jj'] Mosque in
Tongxin, which dates from the Wanli [J3
period (1573-1620), as
the site for the ceremony and meeting.
When the CCP came to power in 1949, it regarded Islam as a
religion to try to win over to its side. One of the reasons for this was
the PRC's attempt to form a united front against imperialism with
some of the world's major Muslim countries of the time, such as
Indonesia, Pakistan and most of those in North Africa and Western
Asia. During the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, however,
the Islamic Hui of Ningxia suffered persecution, just like all other
religious adherents in the PRC, although, with the possible exception
of Tibetan Buddhists, resistance was fiercer and more persistent from
Muslims than from other believers.
The Mongols are lama Buddhist by religion. In 1578, just
outside Lhasa, there was a meeting between the Mongol chief Altan
Khan and the Tibetan head of the Drepung Monastery. This produced
an enormous effect on Altan Khan and encouraged him to speed
forward the conversion of his people to the religion which the
Tibetans had already espoused for centuries. Just as in Tibet, lama
Buddhism exercised a profound influence over the Mongols, both of
northern and southern Mongolia. During the Qing dynasty, when all
Mongolia was absorbed into the Chinese Empire, the government
adopted a policy by which lamas and monks were exempt both from
corvee labor and conscription into the military. The high lamas
enjoyed a range of privileges and became very powerful politically.
As seen earlier from Lieutenant-Colonel Etherton's remarks, the
number of males in the monasteries was extremely high. In some
places up to 50 percent, and in general 30 or even 40 percent of the
total male population belonged to the clerical order. Ordinary people
were firm believers in lama Buddhism, so it was necessary for each
family to dedicate at least one son to monastic life. What this meant
was that many women remained unmarried while many men had
more than one wife. However, in contrast to the Tibetans, the Mon
gols never practiced polyandry.

A. Doak Barnett, China on the Eve of Communist Takeover (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 1963), 182-4.
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Despite its effects on Inner Mongolia's population, Mon
golian Buddhism declined steadily during the nineteenth century and,
until the 1980s, even more rapidly during the twentieth century. The
Mongolian People's Republic was established in 1924 and its regime
was extremely hostile to Buddhism, though in its twilight days, the
government changed policy drastically. Its successor State of Mon
golia has encouraged the incipient revival of religion to gather
momentum.
The Xing'an [3^^] provinces of the Japanese puppet state of
Manchuria (1932-1945) belonged to the area now known as Inner
Mongolia and were Mongolian areas. The Japanese followed a policy
of contempt for but relative non-intervention towards lama Bud
dhism. Their troops also occupied other areas of what is today Inner
Mongolia. Japanese occupation and Han immigration and land
takeover, along with population falls and general Mongolian cultural
decline, were factors affecting Buddhism adversely during the
Republican period.
Under the PRC, lama Buddhism was initially treated quite
well as a relic of Mongolian culture. At the same time, firm steps
were taken to prevent too many boys or young men from entering the
monasteries. The new education system was very hostile both to
monastic life and to Buddhism itself. During the Cultural Revolution
years of 1966 to 1976, the situation worsened. Government fiat and
red guards collaborated to close virtually all monasteries—even
destroying quite a few—and sending monks and lamas away for
labor. Although Buddhist monks and lamas are traditionally celibate,
many were compelled to marry.
In an interview with a very old lama at the famous Wudang
zhao [3£ ^
near Baotou
which is currently by far the
largest lamaserie in Inner Mongolia, I asked for a comparison
between the years of Japanese occupation and the Cultural
Revolution. The most striking difference he found for comment was
the large number of monks in the old days, whereas only those
pretending to be workers could stay on during the Cultural
Revolution. The old lama recalled that a few Japanese had joined the
monastery pretending to be lamas, but were suspected by the Mon
golian monks of being spies. He added, however, that there were no
major contradictions between the Japanese and the local monks. This
was in sharp contrast to the Cultural Revolution, when monks and
even the Living Buddha were abused as reactionaries, forced to
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marry and sent away from the monastery. Although he did not spell
out the comparison, he left me with the strong impression that the
Japanese occupation had been infinitely preferable to the Cultural
Revolution.
The General Situation For Religion Since The Late 1970s
The CCP's policy on religion at present is religious tolerance
and freedom. However, it also attempts to control religion as far as it
can through religious organizations which it tries to keep loyal to it
self. During a major meeting on January 30, 1991, which CCP
Secretary-General Jiang Zemin [tL
held with the leaders of
five CCP-sponsored religious organizations (those for Buddhism,
non-Catholic Christianity, Catholicism, Daoism and Islam), Jiang
promised freedom of religion and declared, in the summary of one
official account, that "the proper handling of religious issues was a
significant part of the construction of socialism with Chinese char
acteristics." For their part, the religious leaders declared their will
ingness "to contribute to socialist construction under the leadership of
the Communist Party.
In the 1980s religion has revived to some extent in Inner
Mongolia. Some of the formerly closed monasteries reopened and in
November 1992 the Head of the Religion Bureau in Hohhot told me
that there were some 100 functioning temples and monasteries in
Inner Mongolia, with the government allocating substantial funds to
the task of reconstruction. There were about 5,000 monks and lamas,
and 54 Living Buddhas. He said that although many Mongols still
believe in lama Buddhism, it is impossible to estimate precisely how
many, because some Mongols might believe one day and even
kowtow, but then not believe the next day. However, one does not
see in Inner Mongolia the signs of religious belief which cannot
avoid impressing any visitor to Tibet.
By comparison, there are
very few pilgrims or worshippers in the Mongolian monasteries. Al
though the monasteries are very much better kept, they lack the
vibrant spiritual atmosphere of their Tibetan counterparts.
The situation for religion is considerably stronger in Ningxia
than in Inner Mongolia. A leader of the Ningxia Branch of the Chin
ese Islamic Association (Zhongguo Yisilanjiao xiehui [4^ ®
Beijing Review XXXIV, 6 (11-17 February 1991), 4.
This writer visited Tibet in September and October 1985 and again in
August and September 1990.
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formally set up in May 1953,^^ told me in Yinchuan in
November 1992 that there were at that time over 2,700 mosques in
Ningxia and over 3,600 imams or ahongs, with 6,700 or so students
studying to become ahongs. A compendium on Ningxia dated July
1988 states that the "current" number of mosques at that time was
just over 1,800 with some 1,900 ahongs and 3,900 trainees. What
this suggests is a quite rapidly expanding Islamic clergy. Driving
from Wuzhong to Tongxin, I was impressed by the number of new
mosques either just built or under construction, and by the fact that
the mosque was usually the finest building in its village.
An Islamic leader I interviewed in November 1992 told me he
estimated that about that about 6 to 10 percent of the total Hui or
Muslim population go to the mosque to pray five times a day, and
about 20 to 30 percent go every Friday. He said that not many
women go to the mosque but instead pray at home, and
acknowledged that the average age of those who go to the mosque
for prayer is quite high. Inquiries at several mosques in three parts of
Ningxia suggest that these figures are a vast exaggeration. In a fam
ous ancient mosque in Najiahu
very near Wuzhong, I was
told that about 200 people, almost all men, come to pray at the
mosque five times a day, which might be 2 percent of the adult male
population of this exclusively Hui village. In December 1992, I hap
pened to be at the mosque as men were coming for prayer on Friday.
The number of worshippers was substantial, but what struck me most
strongly was the rather small number of young men, with the major
ity being at least in their forties. In 1990 I had visited the mosque
during Friday prayers. Not being Muslim myself I was not allowed
to enter the prayer-hall, but only to look in briefly. There were a few
women at the back and on the side, and the total number of wor
shippers was several hundred. Islam is said to be strongest in the re
mote villages of southern Ningxia. It is possible that the proportion
of adult male Hui who pray five times a day at the mosque in that
region is as high as 6 percent, but as a figure for all Ningxia that is
far too high.

^^ SeeZhongguo da baike quanshu, zongjiao
(Beijing, Shanghai: Chinese Encyclopedia Press, 1988), 552.
Bai et al., comp., Ningxia quqing, 40.
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Religious Education
One of the most important issues for religions with strong
clergies, which would include both lama Buddhism and Islam, is how
the next generation of monks, lamas and imams is to be recruited and
trained. In Inner Mongolia, provisions for such recruitment and
training are much weaker and restrictions much stronger than in
Ningxia.
In Inner Mongolia, in the capital Hohhot, there is one govern
ment-approved school with the task of training the next generation of
monks and lamas, the Inner Mongolian Buddhist School. It had about
thirty students in 1992, who undertook a three-year course to train
them for life in the monasteries. The main aim of the school,
according to two Living Buddhas whom I interviewed in Hohhot, is
to try and create a better Buddhism through training lamas of a better
quality. The curriculum consists of Mongolian, Chinese and Tibetan
languages, and is geared to enable the students to understand the
Buddhist sutras, the history of Buddhism and theology. Although
students had normally already gone through the standard Chinese
school system before being allowed to train for the monastic order,
the Buddhist school also includes in its curriculum such subjects as
history, politics, and, since the early 1990s, painting.
The Autonomous Government of Inner Mongolia is not en
thusiastic about having too many people in the monasteries. The sec
ular education system certainly remains hostile, and before any
young man is allowed to become a monk or lama three sets of
approvals are necessary: from the young man concerned, from his
parents and from his local government, usually from the xiang [^]
where he lives. The reason for this procedure is to prevent the kind
of compulsion which was so characteristic of the old days, when
children were sent off to monastic life in large numbers, hardly
aware of what was happening to them.
In Ningxia the training of imams is very much better
organized and pervasive than in Inner Mongolia. Since 1958, with a
break during the Cultural Revolution when the system collapsed,
there has been a nationwide educational standard level required for
imams. Determined by the Chinese Islamic Association and mea
sured by examinations, the aim of the level is to make sure that
ahongs know the Koran and Islamic doctrine properly. It is the
Islamic Association itself which sets and marks the regular
examinations.
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Attached to the great majority of mosques is a Chinese-Arabic
School (Zhonga xuexiao [4*
^]), with the function of training
boys and young men to become ahongs and teaching them Arabic,
the Koran and Islamic doctrine. The Great Tongxin Mosque in
Tongxin, which I found generally typical of those I visited or learned
about in December 1992, had over twenty students at the time of my
visit. They all lived at the school, and paid for board and food, but
not tuition, which was free. Those few who were married saw their
families only from time to time, since there are no provisions for
boarding women or children. There is no set time for the course,
since the time taken to reach the necessary standard may vary from
person to person.
By far the largest educational institution in Ningxia for
training imams is the Islamic College (Jing xueyuan
^
in
Yinchuan. In West Asian, as opposed to Chinese, architectural style,
it was founded in 1985 with a great deal of financial assistance from
Islamic countries and the World Islamic Development Bank. In terms
of status, salaries of teaching staff and academic level, the College is
equivalent to a tertiary-level secular institute.
The students are chosen by examination with only one major
criterion for selection: that they be fervent believers in Islam. Com
petition for entry is keen. When I visited the College in December
1992, there were two classes, with a total of some sixty students, all
male, with ages ranging from just under twenty to under thirty. The
married students saw their wives on Sundays only, since all students
lived on the campus, three students to a dormitory room. There were
eighteen faculty on the teaching staff.
The curriculum is 70 percent religious studies and 30 percent
non-religious. The former includes Arabic language, the Koran, the
life of Muhammad and Islamic history, the latter Chinese language,
Chinese history, law and policy on religion. These non-religious
courses are the same as those taught elsewhere in China, with the
Chinese history placing no emphasis on the Hui people. There are
also political classes, which encourage patriotism and obedience to
Chinese law. According to the head of the College, there are no ref
erences to Marxism-Leninism, even in the secular courses, since this
is a religious college, where the students are taught to believe in,
worship and fear Allah. In addition to academic work, the students
visit the homes of believers and other people as a form of practical
training.
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Assessment is carried out more or less entirely by
examination. Retention rates are high, with the great majority of
students who begin the course ending up as graduates. As of
December 1992, there had been three groups of graduates, seventyfive men altogether. The students find their own Jobs after gradua
tion. If they cannot find a position as an ahong in a mosque, then
they must take on alternative work. At that time, Ningxia and Gansu
were exceptional among Islamic areas of China in having a super
fluity of ahongs. As a result, many of the graduates will go to other
regions, especially Xinjiang.
Another Islamic educational institution in Ningxia partly
funded by the Islamic World Development Bank is the Arabic School
in Tongxin which is, like Yinchuan's Theological College, in West
Asian architectural style. In contrast, however, its aim is not to train
ahongs but rather to train diplomats who will be posted to Islamic
countries, Hui teachers and others. Entrance selection and assessment
are by examination. The course lasts three years, the curriculum
including Arabic, the Koran and other humanities subjects normal in
Chinese schools. There were 163 students at the time of my visit in
December 1992, all Hui, two-thirds male and the great majority from
Ningxia itself. The state pays for their board and food if they are
from Ningxia, but otherwise they are self-funding. All students live
on the campus, four to a dormitory room in a special three-tiered
block, the male students living on the bottom two floors, the female
students on the top story.
Religion and Women
The reference to female students at the Tongxin Arabic
School raises the issue of female participation in Islam in
contemporary Ningxia, especially since in many quarters Islam has
the reputation for being anti-feminist and even anti-woman.^o In
Yinchuan, I was told by religious officials that there were absolutely
no female ahongs in Ningxia or Gansu, although there were a limited
number elsewhere. However, my own investigations showed the
officials to be either lying or, much more likely, badly informed. In
Wuzhong I learned of five to ten mosques in that city alone which
For another brief account of women in Islam in contemporary China,
see the path-breaking book by Dm C. Gladney, Muslim Chinese, Ethnic Nation
alism in the People's Republic (Cambridge, MA; Council on East Asian Studies,
Harvard University, 1991), especially 237-8.
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had special subsidiary chapels restricted to women and staffed with
their own female ahongs. I met and interviewed one of these female
ahongs, an old woman who had formerly been a housewife and was
more or less illiterate in Chinese, although it was her background
spoken language. On the other hand, she could read enough Arabic
to master the Koran. She ran a school for young women who wanted
to become ahongs.
In Tongxin, apart from the Chinese-Arabic School discussed
above, I went to a special Islamic school for young women which is
attached to one of the largest mosques in the town. There were three
classes, all taught by women who, although ahongs, currently had no
mosque. There were some dozen students in each of the two classes I
saw in action and, like their teacher, all wearing veils. The aim of
this school is not to train female ahongs, but to teach local young
women to be good Muslims and better people.
Among Christians, there has recently been much debate and
controversy over women priests. One of the issues in this debate has
been a feminist rethinking of some strands of Christian doctrine.
There is, however, clearly no parallel whatever to this in the Islamic
experience of Ningxia. One of the questions I asked the female
ahong in Wuzhong was whether there were any differences in
attitude or ideas between her and her male ahong counterparts. She
was very clear that there were absolutely no differences. The only
difference was in her social role: that she looked after women. One
of the bystanders told me later that he thought my question rather
Eurocentric, because it implied that Muslims in China ought to be
following feminist trends in the West, a suggestion neither he nor the
female Muslims concerned accepted.
Women appear to play but a small role in lama Buddhism in
Inner Mongolia, except as ordinary worshippers. The Xlth Living
Buddha of the Xilitu
'fy 0] Temple in Hohhot, a Tibetan whom I
interviewed in November 1992, told me that he knew of no female
lamas in Inner Mongolia at present. He found this very disap
pointing, since there had for long been female lamas in Tibet and
currently even two Living Buddhas who were women. He expressed
himself as being in strong support of the decision just reached in
Great Britain at that time in favor of ordaining women priests in the
Church of England.
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Religion and Economics
Moving from social to economic matters, we find that the
rapid expansion of the Chinese economy in recent years has been far
more focused on the southeastern provinces, such as Guangdong and
Fujian and cities like Shanghai, than on the other regions. However,
fast economic growth has been occurring in most parts of China,
with impressive rises in the standard of living of ordinary people and
in industrial and other production. Comparing figures for the total
output value of industry and agriculture, the national result in 1991
was 4.4 times that of 1982, with comparable figures for the two
years in Inner Mongolia and Ningxia being 4.0 and 4.6 respec
tively.^^ In terms of average income per head of population. Inner
Mongolia was ¥1,080 in 1990, putting it ahead of Ningxia (¥1,024)
but well behind the leader Shanghai (¥4,822) and quite a bit behind
provinces even like Guangdong (¥1,842) which are inevitably poorer
than cities because of their large rural populations.^2 in general.
Inner Mongolia has a very much larger output than Ningxia. At the
lower end of the economic spectrum, serious poverty is still much
more widespread in Ningxia than it is in Inner Mongolia.
The Law on Regional Autonomy for Minority Nationalities
(Minzu quyu zizhi fa
^E
S ?p '^]) was adopted on May
31, 1984, and came into operation on October 1 the same year.
Articles 33 to 36 allow for some degree of autonomy in the fields of
budgeting, taxation, education and other areas of the economy.2^ in
practice, a certain proportion of the budget is allocated to economic
development, social welfare and so on, within which the autonomous
government determines the specific projects. Between 10 and 15 per
cent is left totally free, and in those autonomous regions where the
local minority feels strongly about religion, the restoration of reli
gious buildings inevitably looms large as an item of expenditure.
Since the early 1980s, both the Inner Mongolian and Ningxia
governments have spent a good deal on restoring old monasteries and
mosques and, in Ningxia, on building new ones. Even now, in Inner
Mongolia, monks and lamas are given a small shenghuo fei
21 These calculations are based on figures given in State Statistical
Bureau, comp., Zhongguo tongji nianjian
^ 1^1
(Beijing:
Chinese Statistical Bureau Press, 1992), 58.
22 See the figures in Zhongguo tongji nianjian 1992, 37.
23 Among other places, the text of the Autonomy Law can be found in

Minzu gongzuo shouce

Hi
^ US'] (Kunming; Yunnan People's Press,
1985), 427-440. The three relevant articles are on 434-435.
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^], or stipend, although this privilege does not extend to Ningxia
imams. At the same time, as the 1980s progressed, religious bodies
were, like everybody else, increasingly called on to finance their own
activities. This process was strengthened even further by Deng
Xiaoping's famous visit to the south in February 1992 and by the
emphasis laid on the "socialist market economy" by the Fourteenth
Congress of the CCP in October of the same year.
In Inner Mongolia, monasteries are expected to carry out
productive activities in order to support themselves. Among the maj
or activities of monks and lamas are the raising of sheep or other
livestock or functioning as doctors, using the traditional Mongolian
medicine. The man who is concurrently the Living Buddha of the
famous Wudang zhao and a smaller temple usually known simply as
the Lama Cave {Lama dong [l^ij
situated north of the Yellow
River between Hohhot and Baotou, told me that he earns some
money teaching Mongolian language at a local secondary school.
Most important of all, monasteries make money by charging entrance
fees to tourists, making very substantial sums in this way. They do
not, however, charge pilgrims to enter, and quickly get to know who
is a genuine worshipper and who is not.
During our talk, the Tibetan Xlth Living Buddha of the Xilitu
Temple spoke with great enthusiasm of "Mr. Deng Xiaoping" and
his policies. He not only opposed any suggestion of multi-party dem
ocracy in the short term, on the grounds that it could lead to
instability, but strongly advocated setting up enterprises through
which the temples and monasteries could make more money, such as
hostels, factories and schools, and so on. He already saw such a
process beginning, but believed it needed to go much further.
Religion, he said, must be socially active and economically pro
ductive if it was to regain any kind of real relevance within society.
One trend he favored in particular was the development of an
enterprise for industrial arts in cooperation with Taiwan.
As in Inner Mongolia, governments at various levels in
Ningxia have contributed money to the rebuilding or construction of
mosques. Mosques do not charge entrance fees, but the faithful are
encouraged to give money for the building and maintenance of
mosques. In Tongxin, I met a rich peasant who made up to ¥300,000
per year out of a transport business he ran, and was able to afford a
house as magnificent as any I have seen in China owned by a private
individual. He was very proud of having donated ¥60,000 for the
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building of a mosque in his village, that being over half the ¥110,000
necessary for its construction, and while nobody was pretending he
was typical, neither was he unique, even in Tongxin. Many mosques
run subsidiary businesses to earn their maintenance, such as hostels
tuid restaurants where, not surprisingly, the Islamic rules are fol
lowed, with absolute proscriptions against pork, smoking, the drink
ing of alcoholic beverages, or gambling. The large Nanguan
Mosque in Yinchuan runs its own shop selling Islamic goods, such as
the Koran, for profit.
Cremation is absolutely inimical to Muslim practice and is
forbidden in Ningxia. The former Premier Zhou Enlai [J^
advocated that burial be replaced by cremation, in order to save land.
Muslims, however, are exempt from this rule as part of their auto
nomy. In practice, Ningxia is not populated very heavily and it is not
difficult for Muslims to find land for burial which is not readily us
able for crops anyway.
The long Hui tradition of expertise in commerce^"^ has left a
clear effect on the present. In the Ningxia of the 1990s, there are
booming markets in Hui regions. The one in Wuzhong is famous as
being among the premier markets, if not the foremost one, in all
northwest China. Certainly, it was crowded, well-stocked and doing
a brisk business during both my visits, in September 1990 and
December 1992. The market in Tongxin, the main entrance of which
is built in the style of a West Asian mosque, is also flourishing, and
when I went there in December 1992, I found it overflowing with a
wide range of consumer goods
In both Inner Mongolia and Ningxia, the many religious lead
ers with whom I consulted on the matter were convinced that religion
and its influence were beneficial for economic development. Current
policy on religion in China certainly makes this assumption. In
particular, the suggestion that the religious bodies will "contribute to
socialist construction under the leadership of the Communist Party"
places what amounts to an obligation on religious bodies to
contribute to economic growth.
In Inner Mongolia, several religious leaders suggested that
lama Buddhism was beneficial for economic development because it
promoted a stable society, and in its present reformed state did not
promote ideas, such as submission to fate, which might function as
See this topic discussed in great detail by Lai Cunli in his book Huizu

shangye shi.
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an impediment to the growth of the economy. It is no longer the case
that each family must send at least one son to unproductive monas
teries, and, as noted above, nowadays monks and lamas are
encouraged to engage in production anyway.
One matter weighing heavily in China in the 1980s and 1990s
is the population question. According to those I interviewed, any
influence which lamas and monks exert on the people is in favor of
family planning, not against it. On the problem of family planning,
the government policy in Ningxia is to restrict the size of Hui
families to one child in the main cities, two children in northern rural
Ningxia and three children in the south. In addition, the age of
marriage allowed by the Ningxia Autonomous Government is twenty
for men and eighteen for women, two years lower than the minimum
ages laid down in the revised Marriage Law of the PRC adopted by
China's National People's Congress in September 1980. The result
can only be reasonably rapid population growth among the Hui of
Ningxia, making the official figures claiming a growth rate for the
Han as 17.2 percent between the 1982 and 1990 censuses, but 23.4
percent for the Hui scarcely surprising.
On the problem of family planning, the government policy in
Ningxia is to restrict the size of Hui families to one child in the main
cities, two children in northern rural Ningxia and three children in
the south. In addition, the age of marriage allowed by the Ningxia
Autonomous Government is twenty for men and eighteen for women,
two years lower than the minimum ages laid down in the revised
Marriage Law of the PRC adopted by China's National People's
Congress in September 1980. The result can only be reasonably rapid
population growth among the Hui of Ningxia, making the official
figures claiming a growth rate for the Han as 17.2 percent between
the 1982 and 1990 censuses, but 23.4 percent for the Hui scarcely
surprising.
The Wuzhong Islamic official cited above, acknowledging the
greater flexibility of government policy for the Hui than the Han,
claimed that progressive Hui in the cities try to restrict the size of
their families anyway and argued that this was in accordance with
Islam's influence. He put forward several reasons for his view that
Islam favored population growth control. One was a claim that,
according to the Koran, God gives his people convenience, not
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trouble.Although there is no direct reference to family planning
in the Koran, it not having been an issue in Muhammad's day, he
stated that this passage could be interpreted as favoring population
growth control. Beyond the purely theological approach to family
planning, he cited two aspects to the problem. Firstly, this is a PRC
state policy, which means that Hui and others should follow it in the
interests of equality of all citizens. Secondly, most Islamic countries
have accepted family planning, including Indonesia, Pakistan, Bang
ladesh and Egypt. While it is true that Saudi Arabia is an exception,
it is a country with a large area and small population, and hence
without a pressing need for control.
Several interviewees claimed that the influence of the local
ahong was absolutely vital in implementing family planning. If the
ahong agrees with the government, he will push family planning
among his followers, in which case it has every chance of success.
But if he refuses to cooperate, there is nothing the government can
do. It is quite unclear what proportion of ahongs in fact agree with
the government on this matter. I was told by officials that the great
majority do so, but suspect the dissidents are considerably larger in
number than those officials realize, let alone are prepared to admit.
Reasons for this scepticism include the testimony of a Han friend
who had visited some very poor regions of southern Ningxia, where
there is very little sign of any effective birth control.
In Ningxia, religious leaders have clearly given a good deal
more thought to the question of religion's economic values than have
religious leaders in Inner Mongolia, simply because Islam is a real
social force and the issue is consequently much more pressing. A
forum arranged for me in Tongxin during December 1992, saw num
erous Muslim leaders explaining in quite passionate terms the
advantages of Islam for economic development. In Wuzhong, a
young official of the Islamic Association quoted the Koran and Is
lamic history to the same effect. He noted that the Koran placed a
very high value on labor.26 The prohibition on drinking, gambling

See, for example. The Holy Qur'an, Iv. 29, p. 1476: "Of Him seeks its
(its need) Every creature .... on earth: Every day in (new) Splendour Does He
(shine)!"
One passage which can be cited in defense of this argument is "when
thou art Free (from thine immediate task). Still labour hard" (xciv, 7). See the
edition, in Arabic and English translation, of Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy Qur’an
Text, Translation and Commentary (Beirut: Dar A1 Arabia, 1968), 1756.
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and smoking^^ can only assist in economic development because it
diminishes the ill effects which those practices exert on people, espe
cially men. In practice, young Hui men in Ningxia smoke to an
extent probably little different from that of other places. In the case
of drinking, which differs from smoking in being specifically banned
in the Koran, although he acknowledged a great deal of departure
from Islamic ideals, he claimed that it was a good deal less serious a
problem than among most of China's other nationalities.The
Koran bans excessive interest, but not trade: "But God hath permitted
trade And forbidden usury" (ii, 275).
These arguments may have some merit. But although the
Koran does indeed mention hard work, that virtue does not appear to
this writer to rank especially high or recur with special frequency by
comparison with some others in the holy book. In many parts of the
Islamic world, it has proved quite possible to interpret the distinction
between trade and usury to one's own advantage and to that of one's
own family and country. I found that Hui people in general, and
Muslim officials in particular, were well aware of the Hui tradition
of commerce and very proud of it.
Turning from directly religious circles to those not connected
with them, this writer found less enthusiasm in Inner Mongolia for
the view that Buddhism favored economic development. One cadre
interviewed in Hohhot in November 1992 thought the very idea
rather ridiculous. His belief was that religion's contribution to eco
nomic development was negligible but, on the other hand, he could
not see that it had obstructed it either. Hui economic cadres in Ning
xia take much more notice of Islam than their Mongolian counterIbid., V. 93, 270-271, "intoxicants and gambling" are described as "an
abomination."
Figures from a survey carried out in two Uygur peasant villages in
Kaxgar, Xinjiang, in 1983, show that among adult males 78.7 percent did not
smoke and 99.65 percent did not drink alcoholic beverages. A similar survey
carried out in 1984 among pastoral adults, both male and female, belonging to two
Kazak peasant and pastoral communities, in Yili, Xinjiang, showed that 67.27
percent did not smoke and 87.83 percent did not drink. See Zhang Yongqing [3^
"Dui Shehuizhuyi shiqi woguo Yisilanjiao yu jingji fazhan guanxi de jidian
sikao" [Xif
^ ^ JJC 0«1@
^^
^^^M^
^
S
in Zhang Yongqing, ed., Yisilanjiao yu jingji yanjiu wenji
.fef ^
(Yinchuan: Ningxia People's Press, 1991), 11. Both these sets of
figures, especially the first, would suggest wide differences from non-lslamic
nationalities in China.
29 The Holy Qur'an, 111-112.
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parts in Inner Mongolia do and I did not find their view substantially
different from that of the clergy. All over China, the Han appear to
believe that their role in China's economic development, and
especially in the development of industry, has been considerably
greater than that of the minorities, including the Hui.
Among those I interviewed at the Social Sciences Academy in
Yinchuan was the Han scholar Zhang Yongqing, who had carried out
excellent research on the relationship between Islam and economic
development. He was very impressed with how well Islam is
integrated with the economy, a situation in sharp contrast with that in
his home province of Jiangsu. In a closely argued article, he has
advanced two related propositions: first, that Islam does indeed
exercise a generally beneficial impact on economic development, and
second, that socialism has strengthened this influence still further.
Some of his points have already been canvassed. Two interesting and
important negative notions in support of the second proposition are
worth repeating here. One is that in the past Hui people contributed
anywhere between 35 and 55 percent of their annual income to
support Islam, a burden from which socialism has relieved them. The
other is that Hui women were once barred from the commodity eco
nomy, but now participate in a wide range of activities contributing
to its development.^®
To this writer, the points raised are valid, but not necessarily
the whole picture. Both in Inner Mongolia and Ningxia, religion still
costs money, a major item being the construction of religious build
ings. These can be productive in attracting tourists and in other
ways, but the building of mosques in Ningxia may well have reached
the point where the money could be better spent on schools or other
activities with more direct bearing on the economy. Several people in
Ningxia told me that in some places there were now more mosques
than primary schools,^^ whereas it appears to this writer difficult to
see that the illiteracy which must come from this can produce
anything but a harmful effect on the future of the economy.

Zhang, "Dui Shehuizhuyi shiqi woguo Yisilanjiao yu Jingji fazhang
guanxi de jidian sikao," 13, 16.
In 1987 there were 4,320 primary schools in Ningxia, down 998 from
1978, when the figure was 5,318. See Ningxia quqing, 462. This would make the
total number of primary schools much greater than of mosques in 1987, but the
balance has probably changed since then, although it is extremely doubtful that the
overall number of mosques has overtaken that of primary schools.
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Religion and Politics
At present, despite official rhetoric, it is very clear that the
government is being forced to accept strong religious activities at the
present. It was my overwhelming impression that it was reasonably
happy to do so, but only on two conditions. The first is that in return
it receives, if not support, then at least political tolerance of the
Chinese Communist Party by the main religious groups; and the
second is that the religious bodies offer no hint of secessionist
activities. The first point is relevant to the situation in Ningxia, and
the second to that in Inner Mongolia. In general, religion is not only
socially but also politically a far more powerful force in Ningxia than
it is in Inner Mongolia.
All three Living Buddhas met and interviewed in Inner Mon
golia seemed very sure of themselves and confident of their influence
with the government. The Tibetan Living Buddha in the Xilitu
Temple was even a member of his local people's congress. At no
time during our interview did he say anything even slightly out of
line with official government policy. A cynic could readily regard
him as controlled by the CCP. All three Living Buddhas spoke very
positively, both about their own religion and their experiences as
clerics during the last few years.
On the whole, however, the support of the lama Buddhist
monasteries is not something which weighs very strongly with the
CCP, because the monasteries' social influence is no longer great.
There may be some Mongolian lamas who would like to secede from
China and join the State of Mongolia, but it is doubtful there are
many of them or that they are a force of which the CCP needs to be
afraid. While religion has revived strongly in the State of Mongolia,
the economy of Inner Mongolia has been doing much better,
lessening any attraction which the State of Mongolia might hold for
Chinese Mongols. A Mongolian monk in his thirties, brought to the
Great Temple (Dazhao
^]) in Hohhot by his father at the age of
seven, told me in November 1992 of his three loves: in descending
order of importance they were his motherland (China), his religion
(lama Buddhism) and his nationality (Mongol). I have no way of
knowing whether such an order of priorities is sincerely held or not.
Certainly it is what the government would like him to believe and
has no doubt taught him, but it is typical of what monks in his
position say. The impression of confidence in their position within
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China was very marked in all the monasteries I visited in Inner
Mongolia.
On the other hand, frequent questioning concerning the rela
tionship between lama Buddhism and Mongolian identity brought
forward the response that it was either weak, just one factor among
many, or nearly irrelevant. In other words, most Mongols in Inner
Mongolia feel and insist on their Mongolian identity without the need
to believe in traditional Mongolian religion. The feeling of Mon
golian identity and consciousness is still quite strong in Inner Mongo
lia, certainly very much more marked than it was in the late 1970s.
But if the comparison is with earlier centuries or even the first two or
three decades of the present one, then Mongolian consciousness in
Inner Mongolia is weak.
Whereas the CCP is in a position strong enough in Inner
Mongolia to impose its wishes on the lama Buddhist monasteries, the
same appears to hold with much less clarity in Ningxia. There has
probably been a political trade-off between the state and the Islamic
hierarchy in Ningxia, which is by no means entirely on the terms of
the CCP.
Several people, both Hui and Han, official and non-official,
told me that they believed the ahongs were actually more powerful in
their own communities are than the government cadres. If the gov
ernment wants a policy adopted, it tries to persuade the ahongs to
accept its point of view and carry out its propaganda on its behalf.
The issue of family planning, already discussed above, is a prime
example illustrating the problem.
The reason it is necessary, as noted in the section on Religion
and Education, for the Islamic College in Yinchuan to teach its stu
dents law is because the ahong has a status in society so high that he
often functions as the village mediator and is involved in conciliating
between people. Since villages generally lack courts of law, the
ahong often finds himself acting in the place of the law. In such
cases, Chinese state legal code must be followed, not Islamic law.
For instance, the ahong must not permit any man, including an
ahong, to marry more than one wife. In practice, a few old ahongs
have two, left over from the old society, but polygamy is said to be
disappearing rapidly in Ningxia.
Another point of great interest concerning the relationship
between Islam and politics impressed me in Ningxia. This was the
issue of identity, the strong connection between being regarded, and
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regarding oneself, as Hui on the one hand, and belief in Islam on the
other. One government cadre told me in Wuzhong that not to believe
in Islam was equivalent to not being Hui. When I asked him whether
the same stricture applied to members of the CCP, he replied that it
most certainly did. My pointing out that Party members are bound by
the CCP Constitution to believe in Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong
Thought and hence reject the existence of God elicited the response
that he himself was a Party member and what mattered was what was
in the heart, not any formal matters. People such as my friend are
probably quite numerous. He certainly showed no shame whatever at
being both a Muslim and a Party member.
The Tibetan Xlth Living Buddha of the Xilitu Temple told me
that, in the late 1970s, a special internal document had been issued
allowing Tibetan Party members to believe in Tibetan Buddhism.
The reason for it was the fear that Tibetan Party members would be
come "divorced from the masses" if they did not believe in Bud
dhism, since it is well known that virtually all Tibetans are Buddhist
adherents. In more recent times, the government appears to have
taken an increasingly lenient view about whether minority CCP
members, including not only the Tibetans but a whole range of
others as well, may believe in religion.
One particular event in recent years showing the strong
political influence of Islam in China is over the book Xing fengsu ['|^
{Sexual Customs). In brief, what happened was that the
publication of the book by the Shanghai Cultural Press resulted in
major demonstrations by Muslims all over China in May 1989, at the
same time as the student demonstrations in Beijing and elsewhere.
The reason for the demonstrations was that the Muslims found the
book insulting because one part of it suggested that the structure of
mosques was designed to resemble the male genitalia. Ningxia was
only one of the Islamic areas of China affected by the demonstra
tions, but those in Yinchuan and elsewhere in the Autonomous
Region were reported to be particularly large. The head of the
Ningxia Islamic Association in Yinchuan told me that he had per
sonally taken the lead to organize demonstrations against the book,
its publisher and authors. When, in 1990, 1 interviewed a leader at
the Nanguan Mosque in Yinchuan about this matter, he told me he
was strongly in support of the demonstrations. Indeed, he praised the
Chinese government for its effective handling of the matter, com
paring it very favorably with the British government's failure to take
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any concrete action on the matter of Salman Rushdie's novel, The
Satanic Verses, over which a storm had raged among Muslims
world-wide since 1989. When I returned to the same mosque in
1992, there was an exhibition of press articles about the Sexual
Customs affair, and the same leader expressed even stronger views in
favor of the Chinese and against the British government.
What the Chinese government had done was to ban the book
in response to the demonstrations and bum many copies of it. As a
result, the Shanghai Cultural Press went out of business and the
Press's editor and two of the authors, including a woman, were pro
secuted before the law courts. The case came to a final conclusion in
1991, with the court finding in favor of the Muslims and against the
Press, the editor and the authors. All three of the latter were con
demned to varying periods of imprisonment.
The fact that the government and law courts were prepared to
adopt this course of action shows that they were not willing to offend
the Muslims or the minorities. To yield to the Muslim demands had
no major implications for the security of the state, such as those
which the leadership saw in the student demonstrations shaking
China at the same time.^^
The government could quite easily crack down on the lama
Buddhists of Inner Mongolia if it wanted to, for instance if it dis
covered a secessionist movement in one of the big monasteries, but
the same does not hold true in Ningxia to anything like the same
extent. While the government could no doubt suppress a Muslim re
bellion in Ningxia if it had to, the cost in terms of money, blood and
resentment would be so large that the government and CCP are cur
rently prepared to make very substantial concessions to retain at least
formal loyalty from the Islamic authorities and clergy.
Reports speak of riots killing one person in Tongxin during
1992. The issue concerned theological and political rivalry between
two sects of Islam, not rebellion against the government. Yet the
central authorities were worried enough that they were contacting the
Ningxia autonomous government by telephone on a daily basis.
Conclusion
The very substantial political power wielded by the Muslims
of Ningxia should not disguise the fact that China remains a secular
For further commentary on the Sexual Customs affair, see also Gladney,

Muslim Chinese, 1-5.
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State. The Islamic clergy may be influential, but they are not actually
members of the state, as happens, for instance, in some West Asian
countries. In theoretical terms, if not always in practice, Chinese
Muslims have always been subject to the Chinese legal system, not to
that of Islam, and this remains the case today.
Has religion in Inner Mongolia or Ningxia produced
anything like the Protestant work ethic which Weber claims for
Protestantism in Europe? In the case of Inner Mongolia, the answer
is probably no. What work ethic exists derives more from Han immi
gration, Japanese occupation and Marxism-Leninism than from lama
Buddhism. Religion may indeed have come to accept the need for
production and may now function as a force favoring social stability.
But its former emphasis on the chanting of sutras and on a non-pro
ductive clergy taking up a substantial proportion of the population's
able-bodied males surely suggests that it is a late convert to a work
ethic rather than a source of that ethic.
In the case of Islam, a better argument could probably be
made for its contribution to a work ethic. In this case, the clergy was
never as large nor as totally separated from production as were the
lamas. Moreover, the point raised by the Wuzhong official about the
value placed on labor by the Koran does carry some weight. The
Hui tradition of commerce does not seem to have been diminished,
and may even have benefited from, the Muslim religion.
Yet this does not really show that Islam is the only or even
main contributor to a work ethic in Ningxia. The disapproval of us
ury and its extreme other-worldliness might relate Islam more closely
to medieval Catholicism than to Calvinism. It is likely that what
work ethic exists in Ningxia derives as much from the Han and from
Marxism-Leninism as it does from Islam.
Inner Mongolia has been much more developed economically
than Ningxia for virtually the whole of the twentieth century. At the
same time, however, religion is considerably more strongly rooted in
Ningxia than in Inner Mongolia. Among all China's province-level
units, the Muslim ones are not spectacular for economic develop
ment, even during the period of reform since 1978. This would
suggest that religion is either a disincentive or not particularly rele
vant in terms of economic development.
Topography is a major factor influencing economic devel
opment. Both Inner Mongolia and Ningxia benefit from the Yellow
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River, but Ningxia is in general considerably less fertile and more
arid than Inner Mongolia.
Other factors in which religion has a more obvious role would
include education and the role of women. In the case of education,
religion has a definite contribution to make, but it is hardly of the
kind which would propel the economy forward. In the case of Islam,
its quality remains strongly religious and moral to this day. The
question of the relationship between the social status of women and
economic growth is an extremely vexed one, and one well outside
the scope of this article. But it does not seem to this writer that the
revival of traditional attitudes towards women, such as those ob
served in Ningxia, is really a factor contributing to economic devel
opment.
Yet the fact remains that the economy has grown both in In
ner Mongolia and in Ningxia. Women have contributed to this devel
opment. Hui women are better represented in the professions, in
administrative work and in official positions than those of any other
of the most populous nationalities in China, including the Han, and
also do very well in commerce and laboring jobs.^^
The primary reason for the changes in both women's role and
in economic development is not religion, but government policy
since 1949. Although the policies over that period have not been
consistent, they appear to this writer to have produced an enormous
impact. In the case of the economy, the policies aimed at encour
aging private enterprise have resulted in great expansions everywhere
in China, including both Inner Mongolia and Ningxia. They have
brought with them widening inequalities as well, and some regrowth
in traditions, including the revival of religion and old-style attitudes
towards women.
One of the features of this regrowth in tradition is a sense of
national identity and culture. In the Islamic states of Central Asia,
including those which used to form part of the Soviet Union, the re
vival of Islam and national cultures has gone hand in hand with the
independence of republics created, ironically, by the Soviet Union it
self. The revival of religion in Ningxia is certainly on a large scale
but, by contrast, does not threaten China's unity because the Hui are
not different enough culturally from the Han or sufficiently conSee the figures in Tao Chunfang
# ^], Gao Xiaoxian
a.o., comp. Zhongguo funu tongii ziliao (1949-1989) [cf* M
(Beijing; Chinese Statistical Press, 1991), 308-13.

/J\
^ ^1
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centrated in terms of physical geography to wish to found their own
state. In the case of Inner Mongolia, the religious and cultural revival
is somewhat weaker than in Ningxia. Unless the Chinese state col
lapses altogether, it is unlikely to lead to a wish to amalgamate with
the State of Mongolia anywhere near strong enough to form the basis
for success of such an impulse.

The Living Buddha of the Wudang zhao, near Baotou, Inner Mongolia, and
of the Lama Cave just north of the Yellow River's Great Bend to the south in
Inner Mongolia (figure on the right), and the Great Lama of the Wudang zhao
(figure on the left). Photo by Colin Mackerras.

A female ahong (seated) with her students inside a women's mosque in
Wuzhong, Ningxia. Photo taken by Colin Mackerras with the express
permission of the female ahong.

The Land of Tai:
The Origins, Evolution and Historical
Significance
of a Community of the Inner Asian Frontier
Scott Pearce
The topography of East Asia can be imagined as a gigantic
staircase, rising from the monotonous plains of the lower Yellow River
to the high plateaus and precipitous mountain ranges of Tibet and
Mongolia. 1 The eastern lowlands are the home of the Han Chinese.
Here the regular rainfall received from the ocean supports intensive
cultivation of the soil (though supplemental irrigation is required in
northern China) and some of the densest population concentrations in
the world. As one ascends the staircase, however, moving to the west
and north, the land grows colder and drier and will support only very
sparse populations. In the west is Tibet, the barely accessible "roof of
the world." To the north, and historically far more closely involved with
the Chinese world, is the Mongolian Plateau of Inner Asia. A land of
desert and steppe grassland, Inner Asia was traditionally inhabited by
nomadic pastoralists.
The distinction between the agricultural Chinese and the herds
men of Inner Asia is an ancient and sharp one, manifest in virtually
every feature of culture, language, economy and social organization. In
traditional times, for instance, the sedentary, village-dwelling Chinese
esteemed above all else order and harmony, while it was bold, aggres
sive action that won the admiration of the nomads. Differences in eco
nomy led to dramatic differences in diet. The densely packed Chinese
world had little open space for grazing animals; with the exception of
scavengers such as pigs and chickens, Chinese ate a mainly vegetarian
diet. The nomads, on the other hand, lived off the flesh and milk of
their sheep and goats, beasts capable of sublimating the tough grasses
of the steppe into food fit for man. The relationship between these two
very different peoples was never an easy one, being marred throughout
pre-modern times by frequent hostilities. At times these were precip^ See, for instance, Colin A. Ronan and Joseph Needham, The Shorter

Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. I (Cambridge, 1978), 17.
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itated by Chinese mistreatment of their "barbarian" neighbors. More
frequently, however, the cause lay in raids or invasions launched by
nomads against the rich lands of the south.
The boundary between these two worlds—and the symbol of
their enduring confrontation—was the so-called Great Wall {ch'ang
ch'eng), the line of which runs from north of Peking southwest to the
eastern edge of the Tibetan Plateau. The Great Wall (better translated,
perhaps, as "long walls") was never the continuous 3000-mile-long
masonry fortification of popular imagination, but consisted, instead, of
intermittent arrays of walls or simple ramparts placed athwart fre
quently used nomad invasion routes.^ Nevertheless, these barriers—
rebuilt repeatedly in the course of Chinese history—represent an
enormous investment of labor. They stand as testimony to the fervent
wish of the Chinese that they might permanently exclude the peoples of
the steppe from their world.
Chinese efforts to sharply divide the steppe from the sown
were, however, never more than temporarily successful. The bestknown failure occurred in the thirteenth century, when the Mongols not
only breached the Great Wall frontier, but eventually brought all of
China under their control. Less dramatic, but of equal importance, was
the much earlier growth of distinctive hybrid societies in the transitional
border lands between China and the steppe along the line of the Great
Wall. Intermediate between the settled, farming society of China and
the nomadic culture of the north, the societies that periodically emerged
in this frontier zone were neither one nor the other, but exhibited ele
ments of both, being mixed in terms of culture, ethnicity and economy.
In his Inner Asian Frontiers of China, Owen Lattimore suggests that
despite the efforts of Chinese governments, the formation of these
mestizo societies was the outcome of a natural and inevitable process.
China and the steppe
. . . could not be sharply sundered. The line of contact
inevitably deepened into a margin which was occupied by steppe
tribes that showed different degrees of Chinese admixture and
influence and by Chinese who showed steppe influence and ad
mixture in corresponding gradations. At times of sharp distur
bance this margin tended to become narrower, as some of the
border steppe people drew back into the steppe and some of the

^ See Arthur Waldron,
(Cambridge, 1990).
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Frontier Chinese retreated toward China. During long periods of
stability, on the other hand, the margin tended to become wider,
and the wider it became the more it approached the status and
importance of a separate order of society.^

Frontier societies played a decisive role in certain periods of
Chinese history when men of the border, men "who stood . . . between
two kinds of society," who "knew how to handle different kinds of
men, "4 men, that is to say, able to harness to their wills the different but
complementary forms of power afforded by the cavalry of the nomads
and the tax-collecting bureaucracy of the Chinese, built powerful fron
tier states that extended their rule over Chinese territory. Crucial to the
success of these march lords was their use of the frontier zone as, in
Lattimore's words, a "reservoir" of military manpower. The armies
concentrated there were characteristically drawn from among non-Chi
nese occupying the frontier zone. These were natural soldiers: like
their nomadic forebears, they were "born to the horse," learning to ride
and shoot a bow while still children. But unlike their cousins who con
tinued to inhabit the steppelands to the north, the men of the frontier
zone were no longer simply herdsmen.^ From shepherds of beasts they
had become shepherds of men.
The Tabgatch (Ch. T'o-pa), a branch of the proto-Mongol Sarbi
(Ch. Hsien-pei)^ people, are a particularly good example of the Inner
Asian frontier society. They ensconced themselves in the frontier zone
—in the region ofTai (northern Shansi and southern Inner Mongolia)—
during the time of the break-up of the Han empire, in the late second
century A.D. For several centuries they dwelt there quietly, playing no
particularly important role in Chinese politics, until, in the last years of
the fourth century, they suddenly and rapidly extended their power
^ Owen Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China (Boston, 1962), 542-3.
^ Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers, 543, 546.
^ Lattimore, Inner Asian frontiers, 238-51.
^Accepting the reconstructions of these names (which survive only in
Chinese transcription) given by Louis Ligeti, "Le Tabghatch," in his Mongolian
Studies (Amsterdam, 1970); and E. G. Pulleyblank, "The Chinese and their
neighbors in prehistoric and early historic times," in The Origins of Chinese
Civilization, ed. David N. Keightley (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1983), 453. The
reconstructions may not be entirely accurate. Use of them is important, however, to
restore to these people an identity not mediated through the Chinese. See the
comments of Victor Mair in a book review in the Harvard Journal of Asiatic
Studies, 52:1 (June 1992), 358-60.
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south into the North China Plain. For a century, all of northern China
lay under their rule. Then, in 494, the Tabgatch capital was removed
from Tai to the city of Lo-yang, deep in the interior of China. This split
the Tabgatch nation and led in less than thirty years to the dynasty's
collapse. In the process, Tai was largely depopulated and abandoned
as the Tabgatch homeland.
During the period of more than three centuries during which
they inhabited the Tai region, the Tabgatch created for themselves a
new way of life. Over time they began to farm—or to have Chinese
farm for them—without completely abandoning stock-rearing. Living
within the orbit of China's potent cultural influences, they ceased to
resemble their nomadic ancestors, yet remained a distinct group within
an enlarged Chinese universe.
This chapter of the history of the Inner Asian frontier is one that
received comparatively little attention from Lattimore. In this paper I
will attempt to provide a fuller picture. We will first examine the
formation of the Tai polity and the reasons for its disappearance. We
will see how influences from the adjacent Chinese territories, and the
internal dynamic of Tabgatch society itself, led it to change and evolve.
Finally, we will discuss the significance of this group for the historical
development of the larger Chinese world.
Origins of the Tai Community
The geographical term Tai (also the name of the Tabgatch state
until 376 A.D.),^ was the traditional Chinese designation for a band of
frontier territory now lying in northern Shansi and southern Inner Mon
golia. Tai consisted of a number of discrete sub-units. In the south
east, in the area around modem Ta-t'ung, was the basin of the Sang-kan
River, the site of the Wei capital P'ing-ch'eng. To the northwest, across
the line of the Ming Great Wall and separated from the Sang-kan Basin
by a low range of mountains, was the Kuei-sui Plateau, where are
located the modern cities of Horinger and Hohhot. North of this were
the Yin-shan mountains, across which during the Northern Wei period
stretched a line of garrisons protecting Tai from nomad raids. A band
of grassland lay between the Yin-shan mountains and the Gobi Desert
to the north.
^ On this earliest phase of Tabgatch history, see Jennifer Holmgren, The

Armais of Tai: Early T'o-pa History According to the First Chapter of the Wei-shu
(Canberra, 1982).
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Though high and relatively dry, the region can sustain both
agriculture and animal husbandry. By the time of the Tabgatch, it had
been contested between farmers and nomads for centuries.* Tai lay
under Chinese control during most of the Han period (206 B.C.-A.D.
220). In the late second century A.D., however, with the Han in ter
minal decline, it fell under the control of the ruler of a short-lived con
federation of the Sarbi tribes, T'an-shih-huai (d. 180 A.D.).^ The Tab
gatch were one of the tribes that joined T'an-shih-huai. After the disin
tegration of his coalition, they migrated south from the Mongolian
steppe to occupy Tai.
This was the beginning of a turbulent and disordered age in East
Asia. The final collapse in AD 311 of the last of the Han's successors,
the Western Chin (265-316), led to a bloody scramble for power within
northern China among various alien peoples—of Tibetan, Turkic and
Sarbi extraction—who had pushed their way into Chinese territory in
the preceding centuries. For several centuries the Tabgatch, a rather
backward tribal people, remained aloof from the chaos, content to carry
on their traditional life-style in the rich grasslands ofTai.
Creation of the Royal Domain
In 376, the Tabgatch were attacked and defeated by steppe
allies of Fu Chien, a Tibetan king who had just then reunified northern
China. Fu Chien's regime collapsed soon afterward, however, and in
386 the scattered Tabgatch tribes were reassembled in Tai by the
previous ruler's grandson, Kuei.
The restoration of Tabgatch power was not, however, simply a
return to the status quo ante. Kuei now attempted to restructure his
regime along the lines of a Chinese imperial dynasty, changing its name
from Tai to Wei (the name of one of the "seven powers" that had
contended for power during China's Warring States period, 403-221
B.C.) and taking for himself the Chinese title "emperor" {huang-ti). He

* See Maeda Masana's geographical history of the region under the
Tabgatch, Heijo no rekishi chiri gaku teki kenkyu (Tokyo, 1979); and Lattimore,
Inner Asian Frontiers, 407fif.
^ On T'an-shih-huai, see K. H. J. Gardiner and Rafe de Crespigny, "T'anshih-huai and the Hsien-pei tribes of the second century A.D.," Papers on Far

Eastern History, 15 (1977), 1-44.
Lin Lii-chih, Hsien-pei shih (Hong Kong, 1967), 145.
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is generally known to history as the first ruler of the Northern Wei
dynasty (386-534), the emperor Tao-wu (r. 386-409).
Taking advantage of the social disruption created by the rout of
376, Tao-wu also undertook a major reorganization of his tribal
following, his program of "detribalization" ("scattering the tribes to live
in fixed locations," san pu ting chu)}^ This measure increased the
power of the throne by replacing the old decentralized tribal structure
with new, artificial military cum social groupings (called the "eight
units," pa pu, or "eight nations" pa kuo) more firmly under the control
of the emperor. These units were settled in fixed locations around
Tao-wu's new capital at P'ing-ch'eng (Ta-t'ung, Shansi), where they
now functioned as a specialized military class, responsible for supplying
the troops that were the "teeth and claws" of the expansion-minded
Tabgatch monarchs.
Though few in number compared to the populations inhabiting
China proper, the Tabgatch soldiery constituted a powerful and wellorganized force, while the non-Chinese princes who then held sway
within northern China were exhausted after almost a century of fierce
internecine struggle. The Tabgatch also enjoyed a superiority of
See Wei shu (completed 554; Chung-hua shu chu edn., Peking, 1974) 2,
20, 31-2 (hereafter WS).
WS 113 p. 3014; Pei shih (completed 629; Chung-hua shu-chii edn.,
Peking, 1974)80, 2672 (hereafter P5).
The reader may note parallels between these Eight Units and the
Banners of the Manchus or the mou-k'o and meng-an units of the Jurchen. There is
disagreement as to how thoroughgoing this "detribalization" of the Tabgatch was,
how rapidly it proceeded and the nature of its effect on the Tabgatch economy. On
the basis of rather slim evidence, Koga Akimine argues that the Eight Units were
simply redesignated tribal groupings: "Hoku-Gi no buzoku kaisan ni tsuite,"
Tohogaku, 59 (1980). Han Kuo-p'an, however, has pointed out that Tao-wu may
have been adapting to his own ends a reorganization imposed on the Tabgatch by
Fu Chien. After defeating the Tabgatch, Fu Chien forcibly settled in fixed locations
all those he could lay hands on, taxed them and gave a part of this tax to Kuei. This
apparently struck the Tabgatch leader as a very good innovation and after
reasserting his independence, he continued the practice: Han Kuo-p'an, Pei-ch'ao
ching-chi shih-t'an (Shanghai, 1958), p. 23. For a fuller discussion, see Scott
Pearce, "The Yii-wen Regime in Sixth Century China" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton,
1987), 35.
Estimates of the kuo-jen population range no higher than one or two
million. See Pearce, "Yu-wen regime," 37 note 9. The population of northern
China was 20,000,000 or more. See discussion in W. J. F. Jenner, Memories of
Loyang: Yang Hsiian-chih and the Lost Capital (493-534) (Oxford, 1981), 123.
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military technology, having perfected techniques of heavy cavalry
warfare only recently made possible by the invention of the stirrup.
Ultimately, none could stay the inexorable tide of invasion and during
the first half of the fifth century all of northern China was brought
under Wei control.
The Tai homeland now constituted an "inner" or "royal domain"
{nei-chi) within a greatly expanded Wei state. The soldiers who lived
there were called the kuo-jen, "the dynasty's men"; the "inner men"
{nei-jeri)\ or the "men within the domain" {chi nei jeri). The nature of
the early Wei regime, its marked distinction between conqueror and
conquered, is clearly expressed in the opposition of the inner domain of
Tai, a great armed camp perched on the edge of the Mongolian plateau,
to the subjugated lowlands to the south.
The city of P'ing-ch'eng was thus not the product of those nat
ural economic and social forces that lead naturally to the concentration
of human population. Located in a marginal area of limited productive
capacity, it was created by fiat to serve political and military ends. It
would continue to exist only as long as the Wei emperors kept their
capital in the north. This the early Wei emperors were intent on doing.
In the year 415, famine in Tai led to suggestions that the capital be
moved into the interior of China where it could more easily be supplied.
This was rejected by the influential official Ts'ui Hao, himself a Chi
nese, who pointed out that the remoteness of the Tabgatch, and the
sudden appearance of their cavalry in great clouds of dust, would
terrorize the Chinese and make them easy to control.
Ts'ui Hao's
argument won the day.
Virtually all activity in P'ing-ch'eng centered around the palace
compound, which William Tenner has described as resembling "the villa
at the center of a huge latifundium,"^^ at one and the same time a mili
tary headquarters and the center of an enormous household economy.
During the early Wei, hundreds of thousands of people were forcibly
relocated to P'ing-ch'eng from the conquered territories.^^ Some, and
See Albert Dien, "The Stirrup and its Effect on Chinese History," Ars
Orientalis, 16 (1986), 33-56; and idem, "A Study of Early Chinese Axvaor," Artibus
Asiae, 43 (1981-2), 5-66.
16 ICS'35, p. 808.
1^ Tenner, Memories of Loyang, 23-25.

My description of P'ing-ch'eng

borrows liberally from Tenner's.
1^ In 398, for instance, after the fall of Hopei, more than 400,000 people
were brought back to Tai. See WS 2, 32; 110, 2049-50.
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particularly members of rival Sarbi groups, who were, after all, cousins
of the Tabgatch, were accorded the status of kuo-jen and incorporated
into the Wei military. These seem to have lived within the ramparts of
the city, in walled and tightly controlled wards. Those less favored—be
they Chinese peasants or members of non-Sarbi tribes—were reduced to
the status of state serfs, who farmed or herded to provide for the city's
needs.
As long as aggressive warfare remained the raison d'etre of the
Wei state, the kuo-jen enjoyed high status. They were referred to in
terms that conveyed their membership in a privileged polity and the dis
tinction of this group from the entirety of the conquered population,
Chinese and non-Chinese alike. During the first generations of Wei
rule, Tabgatch monarchs actively sought to maintain the solidarity of
this following, using a variety of techniques, such as the distribution of
bounties and of loot taken in war.^O Most important of all was the con
tinuing proximity of ruler and kuo-jen in the Tai region; apart from
those sent to man garrisons in the conquered territories, the kuo-jen
remained in the frontier region. Here they were close to their leaders
and insulated from China's cultural and economic entanglements and its
enervating luxuries. The internal solidarity of the kuo-jen, and their
segregation from the larger Chinese world, were in large part res
ponsible for the military successes of the early fifth century. Other Sar
bi groups—such as the Mu-jung—had migrated as a body into China and
in the process lost their cohesion and ultimately suffered defeat.
Cognizant of their fate, the Tabgatch emperors kept their capital at
P'ing-ch'eng for more than a century, despite the ever-growing diffi
culties of feeding the burgeoning P'ing-ch'eng establishment in this pre
carious frontier environment.

The kuo-jen community comprised two major groups: an inner group of
those who had followed the Tabgatch chieftains since the third century; and an
outer group, the "surnames of the four quarters," who entered the confederation
much later, during the time of emperor Tao-wu's campaigns. See WS 113, 3005.
See Kenneth Klein, "Contributions of the Fourth Century Xianbei States
to the Reunification of the Chinese Empire" (Ph.D. diss., UCLA, 1980), 115f
^ ^ See the account of the rise and fall of the Mu-jung branch of the Sarbi
in Gerhard Schreiber, "The History of the Former Yen dynasty," Monumenta

Serica, 15:1 (1956), 1-141.
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Establishment of the Garrison Communities
Frontier polities typically faced two challenges: securing control
of Chinese territory while denying the same to late-comers from the
steppe. This was a difficult task, because the marchers tended over
time to lose the mobility and some of the daunting toughness that had
made them such effective soldiers in the first place. Those coming be
hind were always leaner and hungrier.
Though the Tabgatch were a formidable steppe power through
most of the fourth century, this position was lost almost immediately
after the founding of the Northern Wei in 386 and the redirection of
their interest toward China. The new power on the steppe was the con
federation of the Avars (Ch. Juan-juan or Jou-jan), another (but quite
distinct) proto-Mongol people, who during the last years of the fourth
century, fled north of the Gobi, beyond reach of the Tabgatch rod.^2
Though the Avars were a lesser steppe power, and never posed a
mortal threat to the Wei, constant vigilance was required to prevent
their raiding.
Into the 430s, while the men of Tai remained close to their no
mad origins, the units guarding Tai's northern border—the belt of grass
land between the Yin-shan Mountains and the Gobi Desert—conducted
a highly mobile style of defense, ranging freely along the steppe frontier.23 Garrison bases were formally established in the 430s and 440s,
during the reign of the emperor T'ai-wu (423-452),24 but their per
manent complement was not large; they were not frontier fortresses but
concentration points for the huge expeditions into the Gobi mounted
by this vigorous ruler.^5
^2 On the Avars, see E. G. Pulleyblank, "Chinese and Their Neighbors,"
453; Uchida Gimpu, KitaAjia shi kenkyii (Kyoto, 1975), Vol. II, 273-421; Jou-jan
tzu-liao chi-lu (Peking, 1962).
See the memorial of Yuan Yiian: PS 16, 617; WS 18, 429.
Yen Keng-wang, Chung-kuo ti-fang hsing-cheng chih-tu shih. Part II,
IVei Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao ti-fang hsing-cheng chih tu (Taipei, 1963), 702.
Hamaguchi Shigekuni, "Seiko shi go nen no ko ni okeru Go-Gi no heisei ni tsuite,"
in his Shin Kan Zui To shi no kenkyyu (Tokyo, 1966), Vol. I, 114-15, makes a good
case for dating them all to about the year 433.
When they were first set up, according to Wei Lan-ken, writing in 523,
"the land was broad and men were few": Pei Ch'i shu (completed 636; Chung-hua
shu-chii edn., Peking, 1972) 23, 329 (hereafter PCS). The development of the
garrisons would have been an outgrowth of the major campaign of 429, in the midst
of which T'ai-wu routed the Avars and captured hundreds of thousands of Tagrag
Turks; WS 4A, 75; 103, 2293, 2309.
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In T'ai-wu's last years, however, the Tabgatch gradually lost
their ability to launch strikes into the steppe, a development likely
related to their increased sedentarization. From this time on, the Wei
court became increasingly preoccupied with creating a static line of
defense against the Avars and there was a rapid build-up of the garrison
establishments north of P'ing-ch'eng, in the Yin-shan Mountains.
(These were referred to as the "Six Garrisons" or the "northern garri
sons.") Through the reigns of Hsien-wen (465-71) and Hsiao-wen
(471-99), many kuo-jen families were transferred north from the P'ingch'eng region to provide military manpower for the garrisons.^7 Tens of
thousands of individuals were involved and from this time we see a
northward shift of the center of gravity of the frontier zone. After the
removal of the Wei capital from P'ing-ch'eng to Lo-yang, in 494, our
sources deal almost exclusively with the garrisons.
Emperor Hsiao-wen's Abandonment of the Frontier
By the middle of the fifth century, it had become increasingly
difficult to maintain a real congruence of interests within the Tabgatch
nation. Many members of the Wei elite had begun to reject Tabgatch
tradition; Tabgatch rulers preferred the Chinese vision of the peerless
autocrat to the steppe tradition of collegial decision-making; their cour
tiers were drawn to the artistic and literary riches of the Chinese civi
lization. At the same time, the difficulty and inefficiency of ruling the
vastly larger Chinese population through intimidation alone led to a
search for a more stable basis of government. These tendencies culmin
ated in 471, with the enthronement of a member of the court's sinophile
faction.
The reign of this man, the emperor Hsiao-wen (r. 471-499), is
one of wide-ranging institutional and ideological change. Hsiao-wen
sought to strengthen his dynasty by healing the gulf between conqueror
and conquered, Sarbi and Chinese. He did this in favor of his Chinese
subjects, compelling the Sarbi to abandon their ancestral culture and
adopt that of their subjects; to speak the language of the Chinese and
wear their clothing.28 inter alia, these cultural reforms were an effort
to reconcile the majority Chinese to Hsiao-wen's economic program,
which aimed at a much greater degree of government involvement in
26 Yang Yao-k'un, "Pei-Wei mo-nien Pei-chen pao-tung fen-hsi," Li-shih

yen-chiu, 11 (1978), 66.
27 IVS 9, 236-7.
28 See Jenner, Memories ofLoyang, 27-32.
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the life of the village than had existed before. Originally, the Chinese
population was ruled indirectly, through local headmen. In 485, how
ever, Hsiao-wen instituted the Equal Fields system of land tenure, a
truly revolutionary system of registration, taxation and land distribution
through which he asserted a far more secure control of the land and its
cultivators than his predecessors had ever enjoyed.
Hsiao-wen's efforts to sinicize the court while simultaneously
tightening his grip on the Chinese farmer culminated in the transfer of
the capital from P'ing-ch'eng in 494. In the face of bitter dissent from
conservative Sarbi nobles, Hsiao-wen abandoned the Tai region and led
his court and a significant part of the kuo-jen community (who were to
serve as a capital guard) south to the ancient city of Lo-yang. This was
a site hallowed in the cultural memory of the Chinese people as the
capital of Eastern Chou and Eastern Han and considered to be the very
center of the civilized world.
A fundamental contradiction thus appeared: while the court and
the central bureaucracy, located in Lo-yang, grew more and more sinified and preoccupied with the needs and condition of Chinese farmers,
in the northern garrisons there existed a pool of Sarbi soldiers whose
relationship to the Lo-yang establishment was to grow increasingly
more attenuated. Hsiao-wen died in 499, at the age of 33 sui,^^ just
five years after the move of the capital. His premature death deprived
Lo-yang of a strong leader and for the next twenty-five years the court
was paralyzed by factional power struggles.^ ^ The central armies at
Lo-yang deteriorated rapidly. While Hsiao-wen had made real efforts
to mollify those who remained in the north, his successors looked on
them with growing contempt. Their legal and social status plummeted
and they were excluded from all but minor offices.The military ser
vice that had once brought honor and rewards from the dynasty now
became a burden. As physical distance was allowed to harden into

29 ivs 7A, p. 156; 110, pp. 2853-5.

The classic study of this is Hori

Toshikazu, Kindensei no kenkyil: Chu goku kodai kokka no dochi seisaku to dochi
soyusei (Tokyo, 1975).
In the traditional Chinese way of reckoning age, an individual was one

sui at birth, and one additional sui at each New Year.
^ ^ These are described in detail by Jenner, Memories of Loyang, Chapters
4 and 5; Jennifer Holmgren, "Empress Dowager Ling of the Northern Wei and the
T'o-pa Sinicization Question," Papers on Far Eastern History, 18 (1978), 123-70.
^2 Pearce, "Yii-wen regime," 154ff.
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alienation, a dangerous independence grew up in the militarized lands
of the frontier.
Years of drought and famine on the steppes in 523 led to incur
sions by the Avars and disturbances among tribal auxiliaries at the Woyeh garrison, in the far northwest. Though many, at least, of the garri
son troops, fought bravely for the dynasty, they were unable to stem
the tide; within a few years virtually all the Sarbi of the frontier region
had abandoned their ancient homeland and fled into the interior of
China. This inrush of refugees, this second great migration out of Tai
and into the interior, was more than the Lo-yang court could handle,
particularly since these refugees were seasoned fighters with reason to
resent their rulers. By the year 534 the Northern Wei dynasty was de
funct and Lo-yang abandoned. The country was now partitioned into
eastern and western successor states, dominated by men from the
garrisons.
A Geographical and Archaeological View of the Garrison
Communities
Northern Wei maintained numerous garrisons along its northern
and western borders. The most important were the Six Garrisons: Woyeh, Huai-shuo, Wu-ch'uan, Fu-ming, Jou-hsiian and Huai-huang (see
map).^^ This chain of strongpoints extended from northwest of mod
ern Pao-t'ou east along the northern face of the Yin-shan Mountains
into the region of modem Chang-pei, Hopei. A look at the garrisons
on a relief map will show why they comprise a unit; set at the northern
edge of the Tai region, across the Yin-shan Mountains, they dominated
a shallow belt of grassland that lay between the mountains and the Gobi
Desert to the north. There they served to deny invading nomads the
opportunity to fatten their horses and catch their breath after the Gobi
crossing, and to defend the passes through which such invaders would
seek to proceed south. The Six Garrisons remained a key element in
Wei strategy for almost a century, until their abandonment in the 520s.
The western three of the Six Garrisons—Wo-yeh, Huai-shuo
and Wu-ch'uan—were of particular importance and so deserve special
attention. These three garrisons formed a natural sub-unit, and were
frequently grouped together under the control of a single CommanderSee Yen Keng-wang for the identification of these six; Ti-fang hsingcheng, p. 692. The Six Garrisons were also at times referred to as the "Northern
Garrisons."
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in-chief {tu-tu)}^ They lay along a major highway that ran north from
P'ing-ch'eng through the Pai-tao Pass to Wu-ch'u n. At Wu-ch'uan the
road split into two. One branch led north; during the middle ages, this
was the main avenue onto the steppe.Another road led west from
Wu-ch'uan, passing through Huai-shuo and Wo-yeh and thence into
Central Asia. A healthy trade in silk passed along this highway, in ex
change for which Chinese received horses, specie, and other goods.
Caches of silver Persian coins have been found here, the latest dating
from the time of the Sasanian ruler Khusrau I (r. 531-579).In addi
tion to guarding against invasion from the steppe, the garrisons prob
ably served to protect the trade that passed along this road. Fighting
was frequent, as Wei armies issued forth onto the steppe or invading
nomads sought to take the Pai-tao Pass and force their way into Tai.^^
Wo-yeh, the most westerly of the Six Garrisons, was probably
also the largest.Its location changed over time: though originally
situated to the south of the Yellow River, in the sixth century the main
headquarters was moved north of the Yellow River's northern loop (to
the location indicated on the map), to help bolster defenses against the
Avars. Wo-yeh was of particular importance as the point of inter
section of two great lines of defense, the Six Garrisons in the north and
a western line, running south from Wo-yeh through the modern Ningsia
Yii-wen Fu, for instance, was appointed Commander-in-chief of all
military affairs for Wo-yeh, Huai-shuo and Wu-ch'uan, with concurrent appoint
ment as commander of Huai-shuo Garrison. JVS 44, 1001-02.
Yen, Ti-fang hsing-cheng, 702; Maeda, Heijo, 134ff.
Maeda, Heijo, 154ff; Su Pai, "Sheng-lo, P'ing-ch'eng i-tai ti T'o-pa
Hsien-pei—Pei-Wei i-chi," Wen wu (1977): 11, 45.
An Avar invasion in 504 had come east from Wo-yeh towards P'ingch'eng along this route (WS 41, 927); and in 521, when the Wei attempted to set up
A-na-kuei as ruler (shan-yii, an old Hsiung-nu title) of the Avars to stabilize the
situation on the steppe, 200 men each from Wo-yeh, Huai-shuo and Wu-ch'uan
were dispatched to escort him into Inner Mongolia {PS 98, 3262). It was along this
road that the rebel army of P'o-liu-han Pa-ling moved from Wo-yeh towards the Paitao Pass in 523 (WS 66, 1473-4). In the counter-attack, he launched in the name of
the Wei court, the Avar prince A-na-kuei drove P'o-liu-han west from Wu-ch'uan to
Wo-yeh and then down into the Ordos (PS 98, 3263). Decades later, in 555, we see
an army of the Northern Ch'i regime camping at the Pai-tao Pass and then chasing
the Avars west past Huai-shuo to Wo-yeh (PCS 4, 60). For further discussion of the
importance of the Pai-tao Pass in this period, see Maeda, Heijo, 145ff.
See Meng Chao-keng and Ch'en Te-chih, "Pei-Wei Wo-yeh chen,"
Yuan shih chi pei-fang min-tsu shih yen-chiu chi-k'an, 2 (1978), 3-6; and Maeda,
Heijo, 160.
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and Kansu provinces, which was intended to contain the nomadic tribes
of the Ordos region.
Huai-shuo lay to the east of Wo-yeh, on the northern face of the
Yin-shan Mountains (just north of modern Pao-t'ou). It and Wuch'uan, which lay to the east, anchored a critical stretch in the northern
defense line, in the mid fifth century, a Wei general suggested the line
of defenses between Huai-shuo and Wu-ch'uan be fortified (with "long
walls") to halt Avar attacks.^^
Located near the northern mouth of the Pai-tao Pass, Wuch'uan was nestled into the high ground along the northern face of the
Yin-shan Mountains (northwest of modem Hohhot, west of the modern
Wu-ch'uan). It lay about a mile and a half west of the Pai-tao-chung
Stream ("Within the Pai-tao [Pass] Stream," the mod. Ch'iang-p'an Riv
er),^® which ran south through the pass. The site was investigated and
tentatively identified by archaeologists in 1956.''^^ The garrison estab
lishment itself consisted of a northern and a southern compound. It is
not clear if these were a Tabgatch and a Chinese city, or simply a
citadel and less strongly fortified residence compound. The southern
compound was the smaller of the two, measuring some 110 by 145
yards. Its earthen walls were twenty-one feet wide at the base and their
remains still rise to some ten feet. Two gate towers were built into the
southern wall and in the center of the compound was a raised platform.
Less now remains of the northern compound, which lay some fifty-five
yards to the north and measured roughly 330 by 450 yards. A variety
of debris was discovered scattered in and around the compounds:
bronze and iron arrowheads, bronze clubs, an iron plow, coins minted
during the Han dynasty, and tiles of various sorts, some inscribed in
Chinese with the words "wealth, honor and long life" {fu kuei wan suf).
Of these three garrisons, Wu-ch'uan was the closest to P'ingch'eng, and its population may have been more purely Sarbi than the
others. It has been suggested that being further from the heartland of
Tai, and closer to the Ordos, Wo-yeh and Huai-shuo drew a greater
WS 41, 922, refers only to the "two garrisons." Maeda, Heijo, 147-8,
identifies these as Wu-ch'uan and Huai-shuo. Another such suggestion was made in
504, after the Avars raided east past Wu-ch'uan. IVS 41, 927-8.
See the map following the title page in Wu-ch’uan hsien chih (Net
Meng-ku tzu-chih-ch'u ti-fang chih ts'ung-shu (Hohhot, 1988).
See Chang Yu, "Nei Meng-ku Ta-ch'ing shan hou Tung-Han Pei-Wei
ku-ch'eng i-chih tiao-ch'a-chi," K'ao-ku t'ung-hsun, 21:3 (1958), 20-21; Su, "Shenglo, P'ing-ch'eng," 45.
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proportion of their manpower from among the nomads of that region,
and so contained a larger proportion of tribesmen not assimilated to the
culture of the dominant Sarbi. Huai-shuo, for instance, contained large
numbers of Tagrag Turks (referred to in Chinese variously as Kao-chii,
Ting-ling, T'ieh-le, etc.).42 The disorders of the 520s, which led to the
collapse of the garrison communities and the eventual downfall of Nor
thern Wei, began among non-Sarbi auxiliaries at Wo-yeh.
Economy
The Tai region is high, dry and cold, progressively more so as
one moves northward from the Sang-kan Basin to the Kuei-sui Plateau,
and then beyond the Yin-shan mountains. The base elevation of the re
gion is between 3,000 and 4,000 feet, with the Yin-shan rising to over
7,000 feet. The soil is fertile loess, but little rain makes its way here
from the sea: the Sang-kan Basin receives under twenty inches a year;
the region around Wu-ch'uan, at the very limit of agriculture, an aver
age of only fourteen inches.Conditions in the fifth and sixth centuries
may have been even less hospitable.The area is also cold: the
temperature in Wu-ch'uan ranges from an average of 65°F in July to
5°F in January; it can, however, drop much lower. Frosts come early
and there is time for only one crop a year. In modern times, various
sorts of wheat are grown; in the sixth century, millet was the main crop.
Drought was frequent there, as were killing frosts.45 When
these frosts struck in this precarious environment, the outcome could
be horrific.To ensure consistently adequate crop yields, irrigation
^^2 Which we know from an analysis of the following of Kao Huan. See

PCS 17, 219fif., for the example of the Hu-lii clan. See Yao Wei-yiian's discussion
of the Hu-lu, Pei-ch'ao hu-hsing k'ao (Peking, 1958), 304ff. For a discussion of the
links between Huai-shuo and the steppe, see T'ang Ch'ang-ju, "T'o-pa kuo-chia ti
chien-li chi ch'i feng-chien hua," in his Wei Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih lun-ts'ung
(Peking, 1955), 211.
See George B. Cressey, Land of the 500 Million: A Geography of China
(New York, 1955), 313ff.; Times Atlas of China (London, 1974), 25, 37; Wu-ch'uan
hsien chih, 68.
Chu K'o-chen, "Chung-kuo li-shih shang ch'i-hou chih ch'ien-pien," in
his Chu K'o-chen wen chi (Peking, 1979), 58-68.
Wu-ch'uan hsien chih, 85-6.
See the account of a late Ch'ing famine which fulfilled a dark rumor
that "next year, there will be neither rich nor poor; blood will cover the mountains;
bones will fill the valleys." Evariste-Regis Hue and Joseph Gabet, Travels in Tar
tary, Thibet and China, 1844-1846 (1928; rpt. New York, 1987), Vol. 1, 5-6.
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was required. Reasonably abundant and adequate supplies of water
could be had in the P'ing-ch'eng region from the Sang-kan River. In the
garrison zone, however, there were only a few streams running south
from off the steppe. Looking narrowly at Wu-ch'uan county (contain
ing the site of the Wei garrison of the same name), as of 1986 there
were some 260,000 acres of farmland, of which only about 8,000 were
irrigated. This land supported almost 150,000 farmers and their depen
dents. More than 600,000 acres were given over to stock-rearing, sup
porting herds of more than 400,000 head of various sorts of livestock,
including sheep, goats, cattle and horses.The number of herdsmen is
not specified.
The Tabgatch originally lived as nomadic herdsmen, and this
pastoral way of life remained an important part of the Tai economy
throughout the Northern Wei. Whatever its effect, Tao-wu's program
of detribalization did not immediately convert all Sarbi to an exclusively
agricultural way of life.'^^ This is revealed in comments made by Ts'ui
Hao during the famine of 415, as he argued against moving the capital
from P'ing-ch'eng (see above). When the spring grasses came, said
Ts'ui, the population would be able to get kumis from their flocks.
They would also have fruits and vegetables, and so should be able to
survive until the next harvest.^^
Two things are clear from this story. In the first place, although
the Sarbi had abandoned the mobile nomadic lifestyle, they still kept
herds which, in a pinch, could fill their basic nutritional requirements
for extended periods of time.^^ At the same time, they had begun to
depend on agricultural produce (whether this was the fruit of their own
labors or that of Chinese serfs).This dependence had begun long
before the establishment of the P'ing-ch'eng capital. Though Chinese
had fled the area during the initial period of Tabgatch occupation,
Wu-ch'uan hsien chih, 94, 141.
A view championed by Uchida Gimpu, "Hokucho seikyoku ni okeru
Sempi Kyodo ra Shti-Hokuzoku-kei kizoku no chii," in his Kita Ajia shi kenkyu
(Kyoto, 1975), Vol. 11, 343-9.
49 WS 35, 808.
This is confirmed by regulations issued in 421 for the taxation of the
herds of the common population (min) of Tai. See WS 3, 61; 110, 2850; and Pearce,
"Yu-wen regime," 117.
Koga Akimine ("Buzoku," pp. 12-14) has suggested that through the
middle of the fifth century, land and the labor of a peasant family were allotted to
every Sarbi soldier to provide for his upkeep. The thesis is plausible, but based on
slim evidence; it cannot be considered proven.
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moving south into territories under the control of Chinese
governments, the outbreak of endemic warfare in China in the early
j^jj.
fourth century led to a reversal of the tide of migration.^2 By
die of the fourth century, the Tabgatch rulers possessed a stable agri
cultural base for their (still quite rudimentary) regime. This made pos
sible a major build-up, in 341, of the first Tabgatch capital at Sheng-lo
(northwest of P'ing-ch'eng; north of modern Horinger, Inner Mongolia).53
After his establishment of the Wei state in 386, the emperor
Tao-wu sought to create in Tai a solid base of power for the fur
therance of his imperial ambitions. Seeking to assure P'ing-ch'eng's
food supply, large numbers of Chinese peasants (as well as members of
various non-Chinese groups) were transferred from conquered territory
to cultivate the relatively well-irrigated lands around the new capital.
The growth of the agrarian sector saw a concomitant decline in
the pastoral. This tendency accelerated in the mid-fifth century with a
change in the tastes of the Sarbi of P'ing-ch'eng, who had begun to
prefer grain and silks to meat and felt.^^ Though large-scale stock
rearing remained in evidence until the end of the dynasty, it was
increasingly confined to peripheral groups: the Tagrag Turks, who lived
to the north of the garrisons; conquered tribalists, compelled to tend
the herds on the great government pasturelands of the Ordos region;
and the leaders of certain particularly favored vassal tribes, to whom
were ceded reservations where they set up vast ranches.
There is no explicit piece of evidence that tells us when and
how the original followers of the Tabgatch rulers took up farming,
though it is clear that they eventually did so. We do know, however,
that those brought to the garrisons from the conquered territories, in
cluding those given the status of kuo-jen, received allotments through
the system of "per capita distribution of land" {chi k'ou shou t'ien)}'^
Maeda, Heijo, 30-36.
^3 WS 1, 12; Su, "Sheng-lo, P'ing-ch'eng," 39.
See Maeda's tables: Heijo, 385tf.; and Han, Pei-ch'ao ching-chi shih-

t'an, 34-5.
Maeda, Heijo, 319-20.
See Pearce, "Yii-wen regime," 112ff. The most prominent of the last
group was the Erh-chu clan, in north-central Shansi, who were said to have "count
ed their herds by the valley" (iVS 74, 1644).
IFS 2, 31, 32. "Per capita distribution of land" is the translation coined
by William Crowell. See his discussion in "Government Land Policies and Systems
in Early Imperial China" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Washington, 1979), 295ff.
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During the early decades of the fifth century "the land was broad and
men were few"^^ and the court was preoccupied with bringing as much
land under the plow as possible. For this reason, the per capita system
of land distribution was quite generous to relocated aristocrats. A large
extended family would have received a sizeable holding (with additional
land allowances for the number of slaves they held), in perpetuity. In
the early years, there were even special tax remissions.would
become the foundation for these families' continuing affluence and
prominence.
By the end of the fifth century, the situation had changed radi
cally. The population of the capital had grown rapidly, outstripping the
limited capacity of the land. Food shortages became chronic and grain
had to be imported at great expense from the interior of China. In 487
famine in Tai led to a crisis in the capital;^® the move to Lo-yang was
undertaken seven years later, in part to escape the overwhelming logis
tical problems of supplying P'ing-ch'eng in such an emergency.
Composition of the Garrison Population
The first and most influential stratum of the garrison population
was drawn from the kuo-jen community. Though it is not clear whe
ther these kuo-jen remained numerically predominant into the later Wei
period, they remained the foundation of the garrisons' social and mil
itary life.^l The garrisons were set up in territory originally inhabited
by Tabgatch Sarbi, who served to protect Tai from nomad attacks. A
memorialist writing in the 520s tells us that during the Huang-shih reign
period of emperor Tao-wu (398-99), "worthy kinsmen {ch'in hsien)
were selected to carry the banner and guard [the border]," conducting
the mobile defense described above. We can surmise that some of the

PCS 22,, 329.
617.
60 WSIB, 162; 110, 2856.
61 Tanigawa Michio, Zui-To teikoku keiseishi ron (Tokyo, 1971), 213,
argues that by the late Wei, the well-born Sarbi and convicts comprised the majority
of the garrisons' inhabitants. Yang, "Pei-Wei mo-nien," 63, however, demonstrates
the presence in the vicinity of the garrisons of large numbers of non-Sarbi tribesmen
and argues that over the course of time well-born Sarbi came to be outnumbered by
such groups. How we answer the question depends on whether we define "garrison"
as the settlements located in the near vicinity of the garrison fortress, or construe
the term more broadly, to refer to both the garrison settlement and its hinterland.
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Sarbi in the garrisons were the descendants of these original march
ers.

During the mid-fifth century, the court began to build up the
strength of the frontier armies by transferring families of good status
{Hang, meaning "free" or "good")^^ from the P'ing-ch'eng region to the
garrisons. These included Sarbi, Chinese and men who belonged to
neither group. Many were of powerful lineages originally from the
conquered Chinese territories, who had first been moved north to P'ingch'eng (as a way of making them easier to control, an old Chinese
technique)*^*^ and then transferred yet again, north of the Yin-shan.
Most were sent to the garrisons in the period from 450-470, though
this process continued until at least the time of Hsiao-wen.*^^ Hence
the statement, in the memorial quoted just above, that both "worthy
kinsmen" and "young men from great houses" {kao men tzii ti) had
defended the borders with their lives and had thus been accorded a
unique and enviable position within the regime.Another memorialist
of the 520s, Wei Lan-ken, says that when the garrisons were founded,
"young men of powerful clans of the Central Plain (Chnng-yiian
ch'iang tsung tzu ti)" were drafted to serve alongside "the inner parts
[lit. lungs and bowels] of the dynasty {kuo chih fei fu)" as the "teeth
and claws" of the state.^^ An edict issued in 524 stated that the burden
of the defense of the northern frontier had been shared between "good
families" {Hang chid) and noble Tabgatch lineages.
The free populations of Chinese and Sarbi aristocrats did not,
however, suffice to meet the manpower needs of the garrison armies
PS 16, 617; Naoe Naoko, "Hoku-Gi no chinjin," Shigaku zasshi, 92:2
(1983), 10.
For fuller discussion of Hang status, see Pearce, "Yii-wen regime," 73-5.
See Hamaguchi's e.xamples: "Seiko," 121-22; and Tanigawa, Zui-To,
201ff. The most important such transfer of population took place in 439, after the
Tabgatch had conquered the Northern Liang (401-439), a small state located in the
Kansu corridor, when 300,000 people were carried back to the capital. IVS 4A, 90.
Naoe, "Chinjin," 17. A quick check of Chou shu biographies will
confirm this. In a large number of cases it is said to have been the father or grand
father of a man active in the 520s who was moved to the garrisons: see, for ex
ample, Chou shu (completed 635; Chung-hua shu-chu edn., Peking, 1971), 14, 215;
15, 237, 261; 16, 263; and 20, 223 (hereafter CS).
66 PS 16, 617.
67 PCS 23, 329.
68 WS 9, 237. The Chinese term is ch'iu fu, literally "chieftain viscera,"
i.e., the "lineages of tribal chieftains who were the heart of the state."
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and from the beginning their numbers were augmented with tribalists in
various degrees of digestion into the Wei body politic. The most num
erous of these were the Turkic Tagrag. During the Period of Division,
Tagrag inhabited Inner Asia and, in lesser numbers, northern China.
Contemporary texts inevitably describe them as a barbaric and obdurate
lot. Though the Tagrag in China had farmed for centuries, they stub
bornly resisted assimilation to the larger Chinese population. Similarly,
those that still lived on the steppe fiercely resisted the efforts of both
the Avars and the Tabgatch to exert control over them.^^ The Tabgatch dealt harshly with recalcitrant Tagrag: those who rebelled were
reduced to slavery and, when possible, the tribe was broken up into
smaller groups and apportioned to Sarbi military units, where they
served as menials.^®
In 429 a large body of Tagrag was seized in the course of a
major punitive expedition into the steppe. They were settled along the
line of the Six Garrisons and may, in fact, have served as the original
manpower "capital" for the establishment of the garrisons, much as the
manpower needs of P'ing-ch'eng itself had been met by forced
resettlement.^^ The Tabgatch administered these people indirectly,
through their own chieftains, allowing them to carry on their traditional
pastoral life in the grasslands north of the Yin-shan Mountains.’^^
this way, the Tagrag served to fill out the borderlands, checking Avar
incursions. They had more specific duties as well. They were required
to provide the garrisons with stipulated quantities of animal products.
They also served as "shock troops" [t'u chi) in the garrison armies^"^
See Otto Maenchen-Helfen, "The Ting-ling," Harvard Journal ofAsia

tic Studies, 4:1 (1939), 77-86.
Such groups were called "encampment households" (ying-hu). Though
the greater part were settled in Inner Mongolia, settlements of Turkic slaves were
scattered throughout the interior of China as well. See Ch'en Hsiieh-lin (Hok-lam
Chan), "Pei-Wei liu-chen chih p'an-pien chi ch'i ying-hsiang," Ch'ung-chi hsuehpao, 2:1 (1962), 30; Hamaguchi Shigekuni, To ocho no senjin seido (Kyoto, 1966),
329ff.
IVS 4A, p. 75; Tzu-chih t'ung-chien (1084; Chung-hua shu-chii edn.,
Peking, 1959), 136, 4262.
This had long been the method adopted to deal with Tagrag, who, we
are told, were the only people too undomesticated to participate in Tao-wu's detribalization program: IVS 103, 2309.
Liu Ching-ch'eng, "Lun Pei-Wei mo-nien Liu-chen chen-min pao-tung
ti hsing-chih," Chung-kuo nung-min chan-cheng shih yen-chiu chi-k'an, 1 (1979),
104.
WS 26, p. 656; 21 A, 546.
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and were periodically tapped as a source of manpower for auxiliary
units in campaign armies.
The Tagrag were not amenable to Tabgatch control and they
frequently rebelled, particularly when the Wei court sought to draft
them into service in military campaigns. They were also very numerous
and may, in fact, have comprised the majority of the population in the
garrison communities.^^ One modern scholar has suggested that the
resistance of the Wei court to converting the military administrations of
the garrisons into regular units of civil administration, which persisted
even after shrewd diplomacy had largely neutralized the Avar threat in
the 480s, derived in large part from the need to maintain a tight control
over the Tagrag settled there.
Convicts made up the last element of this frontier society. The
end of expansion in the middle of the fifth century, led to the cessation
of mass transportation of conquered subjects. Casting about for other
sources of manpower, the Wei government now decided to spare crim
inals under the death sentence and send them to the garrisons, where
they and their progeny would be degraded to servile status. From this
time, large numbers of felons were banished to the border.^^ Prom
inent among the transportees were many minor local officials, accused
of corruption or of shielding their neighbors from the exactions of the
conquerors.
The aristocratic households played a dominant role within these
complex and potentially volatile societies, functioning as a stabilizing
presence in the midst of the convicts and conquered tribalists settled
alongside them."^^ In the early Wei, the state accorded them relative
autonomy, as well as recognition of their superior status. Aristocratic
lineages of Sarbi and Chinese origin alike shared "good" status; though
the latter had been forcibly relocated to the frontier, they had not suf-

Yang, "Pei-Wei mo-nien” 64. Kawamoto Yoshiaki, "Hoku-Gi Koso no
Kanka seisaku no rikai ni tsuite," Kyushu Daigaku Toydshi ronshu, 9 (1981), 72ff.,
seconds this view.
Chou I-liang, "Pei-ch'ao ti min-tsu wen-t'i yii min-tsu cheng-ts'e," in his
Wei Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih lun-chi (Peking, 1963), 92,
77 IKS’41, 920-21; 7A, 141,
78 WS 41, 923-4. For a more general discussion of penal servitude, see
Scott Pearce, "Status, Labor and Law: Special Service Households Under the
Northern Dynasties," Harvard Journal ofAsiatic Studies, 51:1 (June 1991), 89-138.
7^ Naoe, "Chinjin," 17.
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fered social degradation.80 Over time, the ethnic and status barriers
that had originally compartmentalized this society began to break
down. By the end of Northern Wei, a new elite had emerged in the
garrisons, an elite which included members of all its constituent groups.
Sinicization and Sarbi-icization
The gradual merger of Chinese and Sarbi groups in the gar
risons was made possible by a century of cultural interaction and bor
rowings, which lessened differences and led to an eventual convergence
of interests and attitudes. These influences were reciprocal, flowing
from Chinese to Sarbi and from Sarbi to Chinese. In addition, there
was one very important element of the medieval cultural univerU that
was originally the property of neither group. This, of course, was Bud
dhism, which provided a sacred mandate for common activities that cut
across ethnic lines.
Over the centuries in which they lived in Tai, the Tabgatch were
drawn progressively deeper into involvement with the Chinese world.
Originally, it was China's rich material culture that attracted them. In
the second century A.D., while still essentially a race of stone age goat
herds, the Tabgatch had begun to trade for Chinese goods, both luxury
items and implements of practical value (such as iron weapons and
tools), and to seize such goods in raids when unable to obtain them
through barter. Such importations increased after the Tabgatch had
occupied Tai; large quantities of Chinese ceramics and other objets
d'art have been recovered from Tabgatch tombs dated to the fourth
century. 81
Those ensconced in such tombs were clearly members of a tribal
nobility, who prized luxury goods as a sign of rank. From beginning to
end, it was the Tabgatch elite that profited most by borrowing from the
Chinese. This is true of both material and non-material borrowings.
There is a close relationship between the growth of the power of the
Tabgatch monarchy in the early fourth century and the employment of
Chinese advisors.82 These tendencies were taken to the next logical
step under Tao-wu, the first Tabgatch ruler to arrogate to himself the
title huang-ti, who sought to strengthen the throne still further by
For a fuller discussion of Hang stalus, see Pearce, "Yu-wen Regime "
73-5.
Su Pai, "Sheng-lo, P'ing-ch'eng," 46.
See discussion in Sun T'ung-hsiin, T'o-pa shih ti Han-hua (Taipei
1962), 9-28.
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appropriating much of the symbolism and some of the substance of the
Chinese imperial state. However, to the eyes of southern Chinese sent
as ambassadors from the native dynasties of the Yangtze River region,
Tai remained a strange and disconcerting world, one where horses and
oxen were immolated in shamanistic rituals while troops of cavalrywomen galloped through the streets of the city.^^
The fifth-century conquest of northern China created far more
complex issues of cultural and institutional accommodation than had
existed before, as Northern Wei emperors came to govern a state
whose inhabitants were overwhelmingly Chinese. Through the reign of
the emperor Hsien-wen (465-71) the Tabgatch rulers continued to
make a conscious policy of segregating their followers from the Chin
ese world. With the accession of Hsiao-wen, however, these policies
were decisively reversed, first by policies of enforced acculturation and
finally by the transfer of the capital to Lo-yang. For all Hsiao-wen's
sinicizing efforts, however, at the time the capital was moved in 494,
most Sarbi still could not speak Chinese. For some, at least, it must
have been a wrenching experience: in an edict issued in 495, all those
aged thirty std and under were summarily ordered to cease using their
native tongue at court.
Having been compelled to abandon their traditional language,
dress and customs in favor of Chinese forms, the Sarbi who followed
Hsiao-wen to Lo-yang (where they were meant to comprise the new
capital's guard units) seem to have lost their distinctive identity and
melted into the surrounding Chinese populations. They do not figure
significantly in the civil wars of the 520s and 530s.
As we might expect, Hsiao-wen's reforms had a much more
limited impact in Tai: the Sarbi living there maintained much of their
traditional way of life and their language remained the lingua franca of
the garrison communities.^^ The region did not, however, remain a
See Jenner, Memories of Loyang, 25; quoting Nan Ch'i shu (early 6th
century; Chung-hua shu chii edn., Peking, 1972) 57, 984-6.
IVS7B, 177; 21 A, 536. See the list of cultural reforms promulgated by
Hsiao-wen in the years 494-6: Jenner, Memories of Loyang, 58.
Under the later Northern dynasties, the Sarbi language came back into
general use: Koga, "Buzoku," 4; T'ang, "T'o-pa tsu ti Han-hua," 149. For a general
discussion of the reappearance of Sarbi culture after the fall of Lo-yang in 534, see
Chou, "Pei-ch'ao ti min-tsu wen-t'i," 124-36; and Peter Boodberg's short study of
the "Coronation of T'o-pa Hsiu" in the article "Marginalia to the Histories of the
Northern Dynasties," Part II, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 4 (1939); rpt. in
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sealed cultural universe. Large quantities of Chinese goods (such as
ceramics and tools) were imported into the region. (The roof tiles at
Wu-ch'uan inscribed with the Chinese characters fit kuei wan siii,
"wealth, honor, long life," have already been noted.)
More immaterial influences also made themselves felt. At least
a few Sarbi aristocrats had gotten some Chinese book learning. One
man is said to have studied at the Imperial Academy in Lo-yang during
his youth.Several others are mentioned as having a passing acquain
tance with the Conflician classics.
The Chinese who settled in the garrisons would also have
served to introduce Chinese ideas and values. The most important of
these was the Confucian virtue of filial piety, which played a special
role in the medieval age as a central element of the code of aristocratic
behavior. The Sarbi of Wu-ch'uan were impressed, perhaps, by the
story of their neighbor, the Chinese Lei Shao. Lei Shao fit in well with
his Sarbi comrades, being skilled in the art of mounted archery. After
being sent on an official errand to Lo-yang, however, and seeing the
cultural world there, he chose to abscond from his post to return to
China to study the Classic of Filial Piety (Hsiao-ching) and the
Analects of Confucius. In the course of his studies, he gained a
profound new appreciation of the virtue of filial piety (and when he
finally did return home he served his mother in a newly punctilious
manner). After her death, the rigor of his mourning caused his name to
become widely known and as a consequence he was appointed to be an
aide of the garrison commander .
Another such story from the early sixth century tells us of a
Sarbi of Wu-ch'uan, who at the age of eleven sui mourned for his father
in accordance with the Chinese ritual prescriptions.^^
Thus it appears, from a historical record admittedly written by
Chinese, that by the early decades of the sixth century the Sarbi of the
garrisons had at least some familiarity with and appreciation of the
repertoire of Chinese values. They had also drawn closer to the Chin
ese in terms of social organization. However rapidly the process of
his Selected Works of Peter A. Boodberg, comp. Alvin Cohen (Berkeley, 1979),
306-18.

86c^14, 221.
on CS 14, 226;
appear so rarely.

PS 49, 1809.
0520, 336.

16, 270. The mentions are more believable because they
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"detribalization" initiated by Tao-wu had proceeded, by the end of
Northern Wei most Sarbi aristocrats no longer exerted influence as
tribal leaders.^® They now more closely resembled the Chinese aris
tocrats, as men of substance and patrons of local society.
These transforming influences were not unidirectional, however.
Over time, the Chinese in the garrisons also began to change, as they
came to speak the Sarbi language and conform themselves to the
martial culture of the dominant Sarbi.
This process must be seen in the context of more general trends
in late Wei society.^2 Towards the end of the Wei, with the gradual
decay of order, there emerged (or better, reemerged) in Chinese village
society a new, more aggressive sort of local leader. Though men of
this sort had appeared in many ages of Chinese history, those of the late
Northern Wei were different because of their appropriation of elements
of the very alien Sarbi military tradition. By the sixth century, Sarbi
techniques of heavy cavalry warfare described above had spread to
other groups in the Chinese world. This was not restricted to material
technology. With stirrups, armor and bardings came associated atti
tudes and instincts, deriving ultimately from the culture of the steppe.
In the process, social distinctions received new reinforcement. The
heavily armored cavalryman of medieval China was analogous to the
European knight at least to the extent that the cost involved in training

^0 The fact that most members of the garrison elite did not lead tribal
followings is underscored by the fact that in a few cases, it is clearly and specifically
stated the man in question did have a tribal following. Most of these men were
Turks. CS 16, 263; 29, 497; PCS 15, 197; 17, 219. See also Tanigawa Michio,
"Busenchin gumbatsu no keisei," Nagoya Daigaku Toyd shi kenkyii hokoku, 8
(1982), 49-50; T'ang Ch'ang-ju and Huang Hui-hsien, "Shih-lun Wei-mo Pei-chen
chen-min pao-tung ti hsing-chih," Li-shih yen-chiu, 1 (1964), 108ff.; Naoe Naoko,

"Hokuchd goki seiken iseisha gumpu no shusshin ni tsuite'' Nagoya Daigaku Toyd
shi kenkyii hokoku, 5 (1978), 92.
T'ang Ch'ang-ju describes the process of "Sarbi-icization" {Hsien-peihua) in "T'o-pa tsu ti Han-hua kuo-ch'eng," in his fVei Chin Nan-pei-ch'ao shih lun
ts'ung, hsu-pien (Peking, 1959), 147ff.
92 The question of how Han Chinese society changed during the Northern
Wei is a difficult one, and I offer the following suggestions-based largely on the
pioneering work of Professor Tanigawa Michio-only very tentatively. For an
English-language introduction to Tanigawa's thought, see Tanigawa Michio, Med
ieval Chinese Society and the Local "Community," tr. Joshua Fogel (Berkeley and
Los Angeles, 1985).
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and outfitting such a fighter made him a part of a social (as well as a
military) elite.
Naturally enough, these influences were felt most strongly in
Tai, the center of Sarbi habitation. By the end of Northern Wei the
garrison Chinese had adopted much of Sarbi culture. It was this "Sarbi-icization" of Chinese, as well as the sinicization of Sarbi, that al
lowed the two groups to merge into a larger aristocratic elite.
The Emergence of a New Garrison Elite
Sources describing the garrison communities are scarce and
fragmentary. Almost all of the most important sources are either re
views of the garrisons' history, memorials submitted to the throne
during the crisis of the 520s (when the garrisons were about to collapse
and disgorge their inhabitants south into China); or passing references
to the garrisons in later biographical accounts of men from the garri
sons who came to power in China after the fall of Northern Wei.^'^
Because of the nature of the sources, we are best acquainted with two
specific groups: one, which came from Wu-ch'uan, was originally led by
members of the Ho-pa family and later came under the control of Yuwen T'ai, the power behind the throne of Western Wei (535-556); the
other, from Huai-shuo, was led by Kao Huan, who dominated the
Eastern Wei regime (535-550).
The garrisons' social elite was composed of affluent land-hold
ers or ranchers, who maintained large extended households and exerted
a broader influence through extensive networks of patronage. The core
of this elite was made up of the "young men of powerful clans of the
Central Plain" and the "lungs and bowels of the dynasty." It was not,
however, simply an elite of birth. Charisma and leadership ability were
also prized in the rough and often dangerous world of the frontier, and
able men could rise from the ranks of convicts and tribalists to take a
place among the wealthy and well-born. A prominent example is Kao
Huan, the descendant of a Chinese felon.

In 528, beset by rebellion and attempting to rebuild its armies, the Loyang court offered rank to men of a variety of categories in exchange for military
service. At the top of the list were those with their own horse and equipment. WS
10, 259.
For a general survey of the historiographical issues, see Pearce, "Yuwen regime," 83-5.
PCS 1, Iff.
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The inner core of the aristocrat's following came from his own
extended household. Some of these were very large, including scores,
even hundreds, of kinsmen, hereditary retainers and slaves.
Slavery was very common in this period.Some members of
the Sarbi elite held enormous numbers of slaves; the Lou clan of Huaishuo (Kao Huan's in-laws) was said to have possessed one thousand.
It is not specified what they were used for, but with such large numbers
most must have been engaged in economically productive activities
such as farming, herding or the production of textiles. Many of these
slaves were captured Avar or Tagrag tribesmen.
Just above the slaves on the hierarchy of social status were
servile dependents (pu-ch'ii), who functioned as attendants or as depen
dent workers on the lord's estate. Some were forced into this position
of personal subordination. Others chose it, preferring life in the aristo
crat's household to indigence or the exploitation of the local authorities.
One memorial (submitted between 512 and 514) speaks of the growing
numbers of soldiers who had absconded from the garrisons: "some
scatter among the people, falsifying their names and relying on others
for their support; some abscond to the mountains and marshes, making
their living by hunting and fishing; some entrust themselves to strong
men {ch'iang hao), depending on them for the food and clothing that is
their livelihood.
Some of these former soldiers served their new master as armed
retainers, higher in status than the servile dependents; we are told that
many soldiers (shih) attached themselves to the Lou of Huai-shuo.^*^l
Ho-pa Yiieh, an early leader of the Wu-ch'uan faction, was regularly

See Tanigawa, Zui-T6, 242-3.
See Wang Yi-t'ung, "Slaves and Other Comparable Groups During the
Northern Dynasties (386-618)," Harvard Journal ofAsiatic Studies, 16:1-2 (1953),
293-364; Hamaguchi Shigekuni, To o cho no senjin seido\ T'ang, "T'o-pa kuochia," 206ff.
98p.S54, 1954.
This is made clear in the passing mention of an Avar slave who accom
panied his master in his wanderings after the fall of the garrison in which he had
served. See CS 11, p. 170. This letter is translated and annotated in Albert Dien,
Biography (HYu-wen Hu (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1962), 41-5.

too

jg 1724

101 PS 54, 1954.
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accompanied by a personal bodyguard.
There was a natural tenden
cy to draw such attendants from among one's kinsfolk: Yii-wen T'ai
was always accompanied by a maternal cousin.
A list of gifts given to one Li Hsien and members of his house
hold by an emperor of the Northern Chou dynasty in 560 provides us
with an idea of the makeup of the household of a locally powerful aris
tocrat (though not a man of the garrisons). Li Hsien's own children,
together with his grandchildren and his brothers' children, came in all to
thirty-four persons. Each of these was to receive a suit of clothes. In
addition, one of Hsien's sons-in-law was given a generalship; twelve
retainers {men-sheng) were given commanders' ranks; five slaves who
had earlier been manumitted were made Army Commanders; and
twelve slaves were given release from their condition.
By the late Northern Wei, the garrison armies had become
ineffectual, due in large part to the corruption and maladministration of
the officers sent from the court to command them. With the break
down of order after 523, locally powerful men began to organize local
militias to maintain law and order and protect their positions against
insurgent elements within the community. These militias, which even
tually coalesced into armies numbering in the hundreds or even the
thousands^®^ were the core of the forces that were later to establish the
power of the garrison warlords in China.
Slaves and retainers constituted the core of these private armies
(frequently serving, as in the case of Li Hsien, as their master's
adjutant). These relatively small numbers were augmented by followers
of a very different sort, men bound to the aristocrat by informal ties of
patronage. (Though most Sarbi had by this time outgrown true trib
alism, it seems that tribal ties had in many cases been transformed into a
sort of patronage relationship between the Sarbi magnate and the
descendants of those who had followed his ancestors.) Such men were
of free status; the aristocrat could not compel or demand their obedi
ence: their loyalty and adherence were elicited by generosity and
One of these bodyguards was Han Kuo, like his master a native of Wuch'uan, who was skilled at mounted archery. Another, Keng Hao, was a violent
man, adept at the arts of war. CS 27, 441; 29, 494.
103 CS’20, 334.
104 C5'25, 417.
10^ See Tanigawa, "Busenchin," 53; T'ang and Huang, "Shih-lun Weimo," 106-09. For accounts of the formation of such forces, see CS 20, 342; 25, 414;
28, 465; 29, 5Q5\PCS\5, 193.
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protection. Kao Huan's largess, for instance, won for him a loyal fol
lowing of local "gallants" (hao hsia).
The voluntary nature of this
relationship is clearly reflected in the language used to describe the
formation of the militias themselves. In 523, Ho-pa Sheng is said to
have recruited {mu) a party of a dozen or so horsemen to reconnoiter
the rebel camp. Sometime later he again recruited a force of 200 men
to relieve a besieged government army. 1^7 jhe use of the term mu
itself clearly implies that these men were not under an obligation to
follow Ho-pa, but did so voluntarily.
The ability of powerful private individuals to raise local militias
is nothing new: it had been an omnipresent feature of the Chinese world
since the beginning of the Later Han dynasty (A.D. 25-220). During
the disturbances of the 520s and 530s, however, we see the creation of
stable and enduring coalitions of aristocrat-led armies, bound together
by ties of locality and affinity. A good example is the Yii-wen, a Sarbi
family. While living in Wu-ch'uan, the Yii-wen constructed an exten
sive network of marriages, encompassing families of Chinese, Sarbi,
Tagrag, Korean and Hsiung-nu origin. ^^8 Uprooted in the course of
the 520s, these families mobilized for survival on the basis of their
marriage ties. The political and military coalition thus formed contin
ued to grow after it had moved south, through the further formation of
such relationships.
The capacity of the aristocratic coalitions of Huai-shuo and
particularly of Wu-ch'uan to accommodate new constituents is an event
of enormous importance, representing the generalization in the larger
Chinese world of new principles of association and allegiance, trans
cending ethnicity, that had been worked out under the peculiar con
ditions of the garrison communities. ^
Ultimately, it was the regime
established at Ch'ang-an (mod. Sian) by the Wu-ch'uan group, first
under the Western Wei (535-556) and Northern Chou (557-580) dyn
asties, and then under the Sui dynasty (581-617) and finally the T'ang
106 PCS’!, 1.
107 CS 14, 215, 216. For a more general discussion of this phenomenon,
see Tanigawa, Zui-To, 219ff.
108 See j^e discussion in Pearce, "Yu-vven regime," 100-103.
109 Tanigawa, "Busenchin," 52.
110 As noted above, Huai-shuo had a much heavier concentration of
Tagrag tribesmen. Naoe Naoko (in her "Hoku-Gi goki seiken," 94) suggests a divi
sion between the village {kyori) society of Wu-ch'uan and the tribal (buraku) society
of Huai-shuo.
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(618-906), that had the greatest success. This seems to be related to
the superior ability of those who came from Wu-ch'uan to make
alliances with the Chinese. Political order was no longer to rest upon
unstable ethnic domination. It was now to proceed from coalitions of
aristocrats, bound together not by ties of race or language but by
affinity, comradeship and common aims. The ethnic compartmentalization of Chinese society had finally been overcome. It had been over
come, however, in a manner very different from that previously con
ceived by Hsiao-wen, the sinophile emperor.
Conclusions
The frontier society of Tai exerted a decisive influence on the
Chinese world in two distinct phases. The first was the conquest and
reunification of northern China in the late fourth and early fifth cen
turies by the powerful military machine created in Tai by the emperor
Tao-wu. Tai's influence waned from the middle of the fifth century, as
the Wei court gradually detached itself from its following in the frontier
zone. It returned with a vengeance in the 530s, when the garrison sol
diery moved en masse into the interior of China, upsetting the Lo-yang
regime.
It was their segregation from the object of their predation that
first allowed the men of Tai to reunify northern China; the early Tabgatch emperors consciously fostered the solidarity of the kuo-jen as a
conquering group by keeping them apart from the centrifugal pulls of
the Chinese world. The men of the frontier played a very different sort
of role, however, at the end of Northern Wei. No longer acting as an
external agency, they now entered fully into the Chinese world, where
they themselves served as kernels for the crystallization of a new poli
tical order.
The men of the garrisons brought with them into the interior
two key bases of power then missing in the Chinese world: military
traditions that had been maintained in Tai but neglected in Lo-yang, and
a new model of aristocratic politics. The combination of these political
and martial traditions was of crucial importance to the construction of
the great aristocratic empire of the succeeding age, which was ruled
first by the Sui (581-617) and then the T'ang (618-906) dynasties. The
wars that brought this empire into being were fought in the Sarbi style,
by heavily armed and armored cavalrymen. And the early T'ang state
was undergirded by the so-called "political family," a style of aristo
cratic association rooted in the agglutinative local politics of the Tai
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garrisons.It was not an idle comment when Chu Hsi observed that
"the origins of the T'ang are among the barbarians.
The Tai community came into being in the midst of turmoil. Its
disappearance, in the 530s, was sudden and swift. The Sarbi were to
vanish, too, not as the result of a single calamitous event but gradually,
by sloughing off their ethnic identity to become part of a more capa
cious T'ang order.
But though Tai was abandoned and the Sarbi faded into
oblivion, they left upon the Chinese world an imprint that would linger
for centuries. To understand the origins of the T'ang, we must look
back to this- little community of men, that lived for a time on the edge
of the frigid steppe.

111 See Howard Wechsler, Offerings ofJade and Silk: Ritual Legitimation

in the T'ang Dynasty (New Haven and London, 1985), Ch. 7; and Pearce, "Yii-wen
regime," 405ff.
112 The full quote was "The origins of the T'ang are among the bar
barians; the unruliness of their women should therefore not seem strange to us."
Quoted in Ch'en Yin-k'o, T’ang-tai cheng-chih shih shu lun kao, rpt. in his Ch'en
Yin-k'o hsien-sheng ch'uan-chi (Taipei, 1976), 153.
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A-na-kuei
buraku
ch'ang ch'eng ^ ^
chi k'ou shou t'ien fi' P ^
ffl

chi nei jen ^ p A
ch'iang hao ^ ^
Ch'iang-p'an River it ^
ch'in hsien ^ K
ch'iu fu
Chung-yuan ch'iang
! xK
tsung tzu ti 4*
Erh-chu |
Fu Chien ^ ^
fu kuei wan sui
Fu-ming jit ^
hao hsia ^
Ho-paYuehMit^
Hsiao-ching ^
Hsiao-wen ^ ^
Hsien-pei ^
Hsien-pei-hua ^
Hsien-wen 0
Hu-Iu
Huai-huang
^
Huai-shuo
^
huang-ti ^ ^
Jou-hsiian ^ A
Jou-jan ^ ^
Juan-juan
Kao-chii ^ ^
Kao Huan ^
kao men tzu ti
Kuei
Kuei-sui (Plateau)
kuo chih fei fli ^

kuo-jen ^ A
kyori % M
Lei Shao %
Li Hsien 4 K
Hang ^
Hang chia ^ ^
Lo-yang
%
Lou ^
men-sheng 4.
meng-an ^ $
min g;
mou-k'o ^ ^
mu ^
Mu-jung ^ ^
nei-chi 4 ^
nei-jen A
Northern Liang itWpa kuo )\ ^
pa pu A nP
Pai-tao-chung Stream p
Pai-tao (Pass) Q
P'ing-ch'eng 4
P'o-Hu-han Pa-ling

Dt

AI

pu-ch'u gP
san pu ting chu gP ^ g
Sang-kan River ^ ^ :^pJ
shan-yii ^
Sheng-lo ^ ^
shih±
sui
Ta-ch'ing Mts. A ^ ill
Tai A
T'ai-wu A
T'an-shih-huai A
Tao-wu iif
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rieh-li^fj
Ting-ling T %
T'o-pa
Ts'ui Hao ^
fu-ch'i ^
tu-tu 1^! ^
Wei^
Wei Lan-ken
Wo-yeh ^ ^
Wu-ch'uan ^ J11
Yin-shan (Mountains) ^ |Jj
ying-hu ^ p
Yu-wen T'ai ^ ^ ^
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JI HU fi 58: INDIGENOUS INHABITANTS OF SHAANBEI AND WESTERN
SHANXI
Edwin G. Pulleyblank

Introduction
In the earliest historical records we find the Chinese settlements in the Central
Plain of the Yellow River and the adjoining valleys of its main tributaries, the Wei in
Shaanxi and the Fen in Shanxi surrounded and interpenetrated by tribes at a lower level
of state organization. Wars against such tribes figure prominently on the Shang oracle
bones and much of the history of early Zhou and the Spring and Autumn period is
concerned with the defence of the Chinese (Hua-Xia) against various non-Chinese
peoples. By Warring States times the ‘barbarian’ menace had largely subsided. We no
longer hear of hostile groups of non-Chinese living interspersed among the central
Chinese states, presumably because they had been sinicized and absorbed by their
Chinese neighbours. There were still many non-Chinese living south of the Yangtze
and in Sichuan and after the unification of the Chinese states by Qin in 221 B.C. the
extension of Chinese state power was actively pursued in that direction, together with
colonization and sinification of the original inhabitants, a process that has continued to
the present day. To the north, on the other hand, the steppe frontier constituted an
impenetrable barrier to the spread of Chinese civilization based on intensive
agriculture. This was reached with the conquest of Dai
in Northern Shanxi by the
state of Zhao in the fourth century B.C., which brought the Chinese into direct contact
for the first time with a new way of life, that of the steppe nomads who did not live in
permanent settlements but moved about in search of grass and water for their herds, and
practised a new and formidable method of warfare based on the technique of mounted
archery. From then on the history of the northern frontier was very different from that
of the southern frontier. The menace of nomad aggression became a constant
preoccupation of Chinese regimes and there were times when North China and even the
whole of China were overrun by invaders from the steppe.
Previously, in Spring and Autumn times, ‘barbarians’ to the north and
northwest of the Chinese states were known as Rong and Di. They lived mainly in the
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upland regions of Shanxi, Shaanxi and eastern Gansu, not in the Mongolian
grasslands, which had not yet come into the purview of the Chinese. Nevertheless it is
widely assumed, especially in China, that they were racially and linguistically akin to
the Xiongnu and other later inhabitants of the steppe and that they had moved into
China from the north in prehistoric times.* The reason for this is undoubtedly that
the Han historian Sima Qian begins his chapter on the Xiongnu with an account of
peoples to the north whom the Chinese had encountered from the earliest legendary
times down to the unification by Qin. Sima Qian was a great historian but we need to
ask whether he had solid evidence for his assumption that the Xiongnu of his own day
were the same as the peoples who had menaced the Chinese from the same direction in
earlier times.
Another widely held assumption that stems from the same source is that the
Rong and Di, who are seldom mentioned as such after the end of Spring and Autumn
period, had either been sinicized like the other non-Chinese within Chinese territory or
had moved back out onto the steppe from whence they had come in the first place.
There is no room in this assumption for the possibility that there were remnants of
sedentary non-Chinese peoples still living in parts of nonh China descended from
Rong and Di of Spring and Autumn times like the descendants of Southern Man whom
one can recognize in the Miao in Hunan even at the present day. As late as the first
century of Tang, however, we find a sedentary people known as the Ji Hu
S3 living
in the loess covered uplands between the Wei valley and the Ordos now known as
Shaanbei and the remote valleys of the Liiliang Mountains across the Yellow River to
the east in Shanxi, a region that had once been occupied by Rong and Di. According
to one account they were descendants of Xiongnu who had moved into China in Han
times but there was also a tradition connecting them with the Rong and Di. The
sources about them are meagre but what they have to tell us is not only interesting in
itself for the light it throws on the role of ethnicity in Chinese history but also for
evidence it may provide for the vexed question of the origins of the Xiongnu.

’ This is, for instance, the assumption in Ma 1962. See also HsU and Linduff 1988:25, 45,
50-51 and passim.
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The Ji Hu
The principal source on the Ji Hu is in the chapter on Foreign Regions in the

Zhoushu, the standard history of the Northern Zhou dynasty.^ It begins with the
following brief ethnographic description:
The Ji Hu IS
also called Buluoji ^
IS. are a separate branch of the
Xiongnu, distant descendants of the Five Divisions of Liu Yuanhai
7C ^
(that is, Liu Yuan SI tlS. founder of the Former Zhao kingdom, 304-329).
Some say they are descendants of the Mountain Rong Uj ^ and the Red Di
^
. From Lishi
{in present Shanxi) westward and Anding S ^ (a
large commandery centred on the Jing River tS 111 in eastern Gansu) eastward
in a territory 700-800 li square living in the mountain valleys their kind are
numerous and flourishing. They live in fixed settlements and they also know
how to plant fields. There are few mulberries and silkworms in their territory
and they mostly wear^ hempen cloth. The men are more or less the same as
Chinese in their dress^ and burial practices. The women are much given to
stringing clam shells to make ear and neck ornaments. They also live mixed
in among the Chinese people. Their chiefs have a rough idea of written
characters but their speech is like that of barbarians (yidi ^ i/C) and they
require interpreters to communicate. They squat on the ground without
ceremony and are greedy and cruel. Their custom is to practise wantonness,
especially the unmarried girls. Only on the night of their weddings do they* *
^Zhoushu 49:896-899. See also Beishi 96:3194-3196, Tongdian 197:1067.
^ The Zhoushu omits the word ‘wear’ which is found in the Beishi and the Tongdian.
* Instead
S ‘The men’s dress and burial practices ... ’

the
Tongdian reads ^
SB
The men wear skins. Their funeral practices ...’.
That is, the graph has been omitted and the graph S. ‘and’ has been changed to S ‘skin’
which it resembles. That the text of the Zhoushu is original seems guaranteed not only by
the fact that it is repeated unchanged in the Beishi but also by the fact that the Tongdian text
is apparently self-contradictory, since it begins by saying that the Ji Hu, without restriction
as to sex, mostly wear hempen cloth and then says that the men wear skins. The question is
of some importance, since the wearing of skins could be used as an argument in support of
the view that the Ji Hu were descendants of nomads who had moved into China from the
north. ’The substitution of ^ for S. may have been influenced by the fact that the cliche
about wearing of skins by nomadic peoples occurs in the immediately preceding passage on
the High Carts m
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leave their lovers and when their husbands’ families hear of it, they think the
more [lovers they have had] the more they are to be prized. After they are
married, they are closely guarded. If there are any who commit adultery they
are punished accordingly. Also when brothers die, the wives are taken (by
another brother). Though they are divided up under commanderies and
coundes and organized as registered households, their taxes and labour services
are kept light and they are treated differently from the common people.
Moreover those who are cut off in remote mountain valleys are never
subjected to labour service but are fierce and untamed, relying on their
defensible positions, and frequently make robberies and disturbances.

The text goes on to tell how during the Xiaochang period of Wei (525-527) a
certain Liu Lisheng
living at Yunyang Valley S ^ ^ (in present Zuoyun
Xian £ S
in Northern Shanxi) led an uprising, declared himself Son of Heaven,
and maintained his independence for about ten years until he was overthrown in 535 by
a combination of trickery and military force by Gao Huan, the founder of Eastern Wei
(later Northern Qi). The Ji Hu living west of the Yellow River in the territory of
Western Wei (later Northern Zhou) did not submit and they, as well as their fellows
east of the Yellow River, continued to cause trouble to both Qi and Zhou until the
reunification of North China by Zhou in 577.^ The last event recorded in the Zhoushu
account is an uprising by a Ji Hu leader in Fenzhou ^ j\\, Shanxi, in 578. After his
defeat and capture, we are told, ‘incursions largely ceased.’
There is no account of the Ji Hu in the Suishu or either of the standard
histories of Tang but there are occasional references to them in other Sui and Tang
sources which show their continued existence. Most interestingly of all, there are
some more sympathetic Buddhist accounts that do not treat them simply as an alien

^ In.addition to the chronological record in the chapter on Foreign Regions, scattered
references to the Ji Hu elsewhere in the Zhou shu, as well as references to them under the
name Mountain Hu in the Bei Qi shu (see below) and to parallel passages in the Beishi are
listed in chronological order in Lin 1984a. See also Lin 1988. There is a reference to
conflicts with the Ji Hu in Northern Zhou which helps to pinpoint their geographical
location in a recently excavated tomb inscription (Shaanxisheng Wenwu guanli Weiyuanhui
1966; Yan 1986).
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nuisance to the Chinese authorities but give us a glimpse of their own ethnic
consciousness.
On the secular side it is recorded that at the beginning of Sui in 581 the Sui
official,Wei Chong M
.succeeded by peaceful persuasion in rounding up a body of
Ji Hu who had been conscripted from Nanfenzhou ^
i+i (present Ji xian "n
in
southwestern Shanxi) to be sent north to help in rebuilding the Great Wall but had
absconded en route**. * Other incidents occurred during the civil wars at the end of Sui.
In 617 Danzhou
j\\ (northeast of present Yichuan xian
/1115^ in Shaanxi) was
the base for the ‘Hu bandit, Liu BuluIn 621 Li Jiancheng ^^^, then
the Tang Crown Prince, defeated a rising of Ji Hu farther west in Fuzhou ® jH
(present Fuxian in Shaanxi) and executed over six thousand of them.after they had
surrendered.* In 683 an insurrection led by a Ji Hu, Bai Tieyu S ^ ^, occurred at
Suizhou ^

(present Suidexian S tS

in Shaanxi).’ A few years later in a

memorial submitted when the Khitan were threatening Hebei, the famous writer Chen
Zi’angl^? ^ proposed that, among others, crack Ji Hu troops from Sui
Yan
Dan ^ and Xi ^ prefectures, should be recruited and sent to the northeast
frontier.*® Nearly a hundred years after that Ji Hu were again mentioned in a decree of
774 as potential recruits, this time for an army to oppose Tibetan invaders from the
west.” Whether this is a genuine contemporary reference is not certain, however,
since archaizing terms are used in the decree for place names and names of other
barbarian peoples, including Yiqu S li (see below) and Xianbei
Thereafter the
Ji Hu disappear from notice in historical sources. The accounts in Buddhist sources to
be discussed below also cease after the seventh century.
Though the name Ji Hu is not found in this form before the sixth century, it
is obvious that a people with such a distinct identity and widespread geographical
distribution could not have suddenly come into existence just at that time. It has long
been recognized that they must be the same as the Shan Hu lil SI ‘Mountain Hu’

*SS 47:1269-70, compare Beishi 64
’ YHJXZ 3.19b. The given name Bulu, EMC po** lawk, is reminiscent of Buluoji, EMC po*'
lak kej.
* ITS 64:2414. cf. Tang 1955: 444
’ Z2TJ 203:6413-6414. JTS 83:2785
Chen Boyu ji 8 -b ^ 0 ^ 1? -/k iSi, cf. Tang 1955:444
”775 196B:5244; CFYG 992:19a.b; Pelliot 1961:38
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living in the same regions of Shanxi and Shaanxi who are mentioned repeatedly as
troublesome subjects or neighbours of Northern Wei from the end of the fourth century
onward. Liu Lisheng’s uprising in 525 is, in fact, attributed to ‘Mountain Hu’ in
theWeishu5^
References to the Ji Hu in geographical texts
Before discussing modem theories about the Ji Hu we need to look at passages
in other sources that confirm or amplify the ethnographic description in the Zhoushu.
In the first place there are references to the Mountain Hu/Ji Hu in geographical texts of
Sui provenance. In the general description of Yongzhou
(the ancient name for
the Guanzhong region) in the Geographical Monograph of the Suishu we read:
‘Diaoyin, Yan’an and Honghua commanderies adjoin the Mountain Hu. By
nature they are very inflexible and stubborn. The girls are promiscuous but
the wives are chaste, for such is their custom.
This corresponds to the description of the sexual mores of the Ji Hu women in the
Zhoushu account
Other geographical references are not found in extant Sui sources but are
included in the Yuanhe junxian zhi of the early ninth century or the Taiping huanyuji
of the eleventh century. Two passages explicitly cite the Sui tujing, that is, the Sui
zhuzhou tujingji
IgiH 0 S ft in 100 juan by Lang Mou 613
listed in the
Bibliographical Monograph of theSuishu, and the other passages that refer to the Ji Hu
must also come from the same original source. The most important is inserted under
Danzhou
j\\ (northeast of present Yichuanxian
/11
in Shaanxi).'^ It reads as
follows:
The Std tujing says: ‘Originally in Spring and Autumn times Yichuan was in
the territory of the White Di. Now the popular name of Danzhou is White
House (bai shi S ^). They have hu heads but Chinese tongues. That is.
they resemble the Hu in appearance but in their speech they have become
accustomed to Chinese. White House is iust a corruption of White Di. In*

*2 WS 9:242
•25s 29:817
'^5S 33:987,66:1555
YHJXZ 3.19b; TPHYJ 35.11a, with underlined additions
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recent times they are called Buluoji. The Hu say of themselves that they are
the descendants of the White Di.’
The other passages that mention the Ji Hu in the Yuanhe junxtan zhi and the
Taiping huanyu ji are glosses explaining local toponyms as borrowing from the Hu
language.
(1) The name of the KuU River ® fij jU, south of the outer wall of Yunyan
Xian S
in Danzhou, is explained by the statement, ‘In previous times slave
bandits (nuzei WL
occupied [the neighbourhood of] this river. The Ji Hu call
‘slave’ kuli. Hence they used it as the name.’**
(2) The name of the (same ?) Kuli )¥ fij / l| River running 15 li north of
Linzhen xian in ® ^
Yanzhou is explained by the statement, ‘The elders say, ‘The
land is fertile and the five grains grow abundantly. The Hu call storing old grain
(3) The name of the Kutuo River 0
/M northwest of Yichuan xian in
Danzhou is explained thus, ‘South of the river are Chinese (Han), north of the river are
Hu. The Hu and the Chinese meet in the river to make compacts by burning incense.
Formerly burning incense was called Kuuio, hence the name.’**
(4) Also under Yichuan xian in Danzhou the name of the Weiya River tS
/I I is explained by the statement, ‘In the river there is “water wood” (driftwood?). The
Ji Hu call “water wood” weiya iS 9^. Hence the name.’*’
(5) Under Yunyan xian in Danzhou is the passage, ‘The abandoned Keye
Monastery ^ g* ^ is fifteen li north of the xian. The elders have a tradition that it is
the place where Liu Sahe
^
sat in meditation. The Ji Hu call a fort {bao ^)
keye. It is cut off on all four sides. Only on the north side is there a path by which a
person can get through to it.’ Liu Sahe is the name of a monk known from other
sources about whom more will be said below.^

** YHJXZ 3.20b, TPHYJ 36.5b
*’ TPHYJ 36 Jb
**TPWyy 35.11b
*’ TPHYJ 35.12b-13a
“ TPHYJ 35.13a
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(6) The name of Guhu River S9/I [ in Yanshui xian
tK
in Yanzhou
is explained thus, ‘The elders say that the Hu name is Guhu River and the Chinese
name is Dry River (Gan chuan
/M). Now there is no water.
‘Hu women s cloth’
The Zhoushu mentions the hempen clothing of the Ji Hu. In the light of this
it is interesting to find that a special kind of cloth belonging to and presumably made
by Ji Hu women was levied as local tribute (gong S) in the Tang period. ThcTang
liudian 3 lists ‘Woman Ji cloth’
^
as tribute of Shengzhou ffil j\\ and
Yinzhou ISiH in Guannei Province and ‘Hu woman cloth’ (S§ ^ ^|5) as tribute of
Xizhou PM m and Shizhou 5
under Hedong Province. Tongdian 6 has the same
under Yinzhou, Xizhou and Shizhou, adding the specification 5 duan ^ (a measure of
cloth variously defined as 20 feet, 60 feet and 16 feet) in each case. The Yuanhe
junxianzhi, which gives separate lists prefecture by prefecture for Kaiyuan (713-742)
and Yuanhe (806-820), has the same items as the Tang liudian as tribute of Kaiyuan.
The Geographical Monograph of the New Tang History also lists the local tribute of
each prefecture. It agrees with the earlier sources for the four prefectures mentioned
above (except that the tribute of Shengzhou is simply called ‘Hu cloth’ instead of
‘Woman Ji cloth’) and adds ‘Hu woman cloth’ to the tribute listed for Qingzhou ^
Suizhou
iff, and Chanyu daduhufu SI ^ ^
HI
in Guannei. The
westernmost of these prefectures, Qingzhou, was north and somewhat east of Anding,
the western end of Ji Hu territory as delimited in the Zhoushu while Suizhou and
Yinzhou were both places bordering on the north-south course of the Yellow River
which are mentioned in the Zhoushu in connection with Ji Hu uprisings, as also are
Xizhou and Shizhou on the other side of the Yellow River. The inclusion of
Shengzhou and Chanyu daduhufu extends Ji Hu territory farther north than other
sources to beyond the southward bend of the Yellow River. In their study of local
tribute in the Tang period based on theXin Tangshu Schafer and Wallacker (1957-58)
include a map for ‘Hu woman linen.’ It shows a strip along both sides of the north to
south course of the Yellow River with a westward extension south of the Ordos that
gives a very good outline of what must have been Ji Hu territory.
TPHYJ 36.2b
22 YHJXZ 3.13a lists ‘Hu cloth’ under Qingzhou but as ‘tax’ (/u ®) rather than ‘tribute.’
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Unfortunately there seems to be no way of telling what the special
characteristics of this cloth were. In the light of what the Zhoushu says about Ji Hu
costume it was no doubt made of hemp fibre and one may guess that it was dyed in
some distinctive way. One might hope that some Tang writer had described it in a
poem but standard reference works have failed to turn up any trace of this so far.
A Ji Hu monk
As already mentioned, besides the accounts of the Ji Hu in secular sources,
there are some references to them in Buddhist sources that are of great interest. We
have seen that the Keye Monastery in Yunyan xian in Danzhou was said to be where
Liu Sahe sat in meditation. Liu Sahe, whose Buddhist name was Huida ^ 3^, has
biographies in the Gaoseng zhuan^ and Xu gaoseng zhuan^ and is also mentioned in
the Liangshu^^. There is also an item about him in the early Tang Buddhist
encyclopaedia Fayuan zhuiin?^ The Gaoseng zhuan does not specify his ethnic origin
but the Liangshu calls him a huren and the Xu gaoseng zhuan and the Fayuan zhulin
explicitly use the term Ji Hu. Lin Gan includes references to him in the material on
the Ji Hu appended to his collection of sources on the Xiongnu.^'' Both the Gaoseng
zhuan and the Liangshu say that he came from Lishi, that is, the place where Liu
Lisheng established his short-lived state. The Xu gaoseng zhuan, which provides a
variant form for his name, Suhe ^ fH, gives his place of birth as Gaopingyuan
^
J!^, southeast of Cizhou ^ jW (present Jixian "n ^ in Shanxi), where he had a
temple with an image ‘that was worshipped by both Chinese and barbarians.’ This is
considerably farther south but still within the known territory of the Ji Hu, and the
Fayuan zhulin is in agreement with this. According to the Gaoseng zhuan, which was
written in the Liang period and records events down to the year 519, he was fond of
hunting as a young man. In his thirty-first year he suddenly died but came to life
again. While in the underworld he observed the tortures of hell and met a religious
23 Gtwseng zhuan 13, Taisho Tripitaka no.2059, vol.50:409-410
Xu gaoseng zhuan 25, Taisho Tripiuka no.2060. vol.50:644-645
23 Liangshu 54:791,
Fayuan zhulin 31, Taisho Tripitaka no.2122, vol.53:516-517
22 Lin 1988/2:712 copies the passage in Liangshu 54:791,
^ M 13

and cites the

Gaoseng zhuan and Xu gaoseng zhuan. but does not refer to the Fayuan zhulin, for which see
Yan 1985.
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person {daoren) who said he was his teacher in a former life and who, after expounding
the Buddhist law, instructed him to become a monk and as penance for his past evil
deeds to go to Danyang (that is, the Liang capital, present Nanjing) and other centres in
South China to find and worship at stupas magically built in ancient times by
command of King Ashoka. The Liangshu tells the same story with slightly different
details, identifying his instructor in the underword as the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara.
After his recovery he duly became a monk and at Danyang was able to locate the site of
the stupa of King Ashoka from a distance by the aura that it gave off and to bring to
light relics of the Buddha hidden beneath it According to the Gaoseng zhuan this was
in the Ningkang period {373-375). The Gaoseng zhuan goes on to tell of further
marvels including the discovery of another stupa of King Ashoka at Guiji ^ fS
(modem Shaoxing in Zhejiang), after which it says, ‘it is not known where he went.’
The Xu gaoseng zhuan gives additional details of his pre-Buddhist life as a
strong and fierce huntsman and warrior with a wealthy family background. It alludes
only summarily to his conversion and his travels in the south with the statement that
these things are recorded in the previous biography, and goes on to tell of events
towards the end of his life that further illustrate his capacity for second sight until his
death at Suzhou in Gansu in 435 and of events after his death that gave evidence of his
prophetic powers. The author of this biography, Daoxuan (596-647), appends a
personal note that is of great interest:
At the beginning of Zhen’guan (627-649) I travelled through the region
outside the passes (guanbiao) and visited Huida’s home temple [at his
birthplace in Cizhou]. The image was majestic and dignified and was
solemnly honoured daily. Throughout the prefectures of Shi 5, Xi ®, Ci
^, Dan
Van
Sui
Wei
andLan ® his image is painted and
he is worshipped everywhere. He is called the Teacher Buddha Liu. Many are
those who have through this reformed their barbarian {hu) natures and
submitted to the mles of religion.
The places mentioned by Daoxuan correspond to the territory of the Ji Hu as
delimited in the Zhoushu and it is evident that Liu Sahe must have been a local hero of
this whole ethnic community in early Tang. This will account for the fact that.
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although there is no specific mention of Danzhou in his biographies, there was a
legend there connecting him with an abandoned monastery.
The Fayuan zhulin (preface dated 668), which is slightly later than the Xu
gaoseng zhuan, calls him a man of Western Jin (265-317). If this means that he was
bom in Western Jin, it means that he would have already been quite old by 372-374
when he is said to have arrived in Danyang. It is clearly incompatible with his having
died in 435 as stated in the Xu gaoseng zhuan. Even if we suppose that Western Jin is
a mistake for Eastern Jin, it is hard to reconcile the various dates given for his life
since he is said to have already been over 30 at time of his miraculous conversion.
Obviously we are dealing with the stuff of legend rather than sober history.
Nevertheless, the fact that the accounts of him come not only from the north, where he
was a hero, or saint, of the Ji Hu people, but also from the south, where his exploits
also had a local interesu provides assurance that he must have been a real person and
the role that his legend came to play among the Ji Hu gives evidence of an ethnic
consciousness stretching back long before their existence as a people emerges clearly in
Chinese historical records.
The Fayuan zhulin is especially valuable for the evidence it provides of the
role of Liu Sahe in this ethnic consciousness during the first century of Tang. In the
light of the addition that the Ji Hu were descended from the Di it is interesting that
this text remarks that Cizhou, where Liu Sahe was bom, was where the famous Duke
Wen of Jin of the Spring and Autumn Period went into exile before coming to power,
the point being that, as every one knew, the future Duke Wen had taken refuge among
the Di. The Fayuan zhulin repeats with additional details the story of how Liu Sahe
was restored to life after visiting the underworld. It tells how Avalokitesvara lectured
him on his evil ways but allowed him to return to life because he had sinned in
ignorance. He reformed his behaviour, sought out knowledge of Buddhist teachings
and through his preaching was responsible for converting the Ji Hu people. A festival
of worship was held each year on the eighth day of the fourth month at his birthplace.
It tells a curious story about his Ji Hu name, of which it gives a third
version, Suhe
said to be the Ji Hu word for ‘cocoon.’ It was said that he would
pass the night in a cocoon and reemerge in the morning. The three versions of the
name, Sahe U ^ (EMC sat ya), Suhe $ W (EMC swot ywa) and Suhe SS
(EMC
so ya). must all be variants of the same original Ji Hu word but, as we do not know
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the language, we are no farther ahead. One suspects that the legend about his nightly
retreat into a cocoon, as a silkworm lies dormant in its cocoon and emerges as a moth,
alludes to the story of his rebirth from the dead. This could also explain the choice of
su P in the third version of his name, which may not have been phonetically as
appropriate as a representation of the foreign word, since it lacked the final -t of the
other two transcriptions, but which means ‘to revive’ in Chinese. The author reports
that throughout the territory of the Ji Hu, naming the same eight prefectures that are
mentioned by Daoxuan, the people built earthen pagodas with flagpoles of cypress
wood to which they tied silkworm cocoons.
There was a belief that he was actually an incarnation of Avalokitesvara. The
author reports that a suira attributed to him in the Hu language was circulating among
the people which they could read and understand. Unfortunately we do not know what
script it was written in, presumably Chinese characters used phonetically. His statue
at Cizhou was believed to have magical powers and was carried around to the various
villages of the prefecture in the first month of each year. It had a will of its own. If it
wished to visit a village, its face had a happy expression and two men could carry it.
The village would have a good year with few deaths or diseases. If it did not, its face
frowned and looked sad and ten men could not carry it. That village would suffer
calamities all year long.
Who were the Ji Hu?
As we have seen, the Zhoushu offers two alternative theories to explain the
origin of the Ji Hu, (1) that they were descended from the Southern Xiongnu, (2) that
they were descended from the Rong and Di of Spring and Autumn times. A different
version of the second theory without any reference to the Xiongnu was recorded
independently in the Sui zhuzhou tujingji. Modem studies by Chinese scholars have,
however, mostly accepted the first opinion and ignored the second. Zhou Yiliang
(1950) argued that they were mainly caucasoid Central Asians who had come into
China along with the Southern Xiongnu during Eastern Han. Tang Changru (1955)
included a discussion of the Ji Hu in his thorough study of the various ‘mixed
barbarians’ (za/iu^ SI) in North China in the troubled times of the fourth to sixth
centuries following the collapse of Western Jin. His conclusion was that, though they
no doubt included other ethnic components, they were, as stated in the Zhoushu,
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mainly descendants of the Southern Xiongnu. Both he and Zhou Yiliang regarded as
‘incredible’ the alternative tradition cited in the Zhoushu that they were descendants of
the Rong or Red Di. Ma Changshou (1962) agreed and treated the story of the
Mountain Hu/Ji Hu as the final chapter in the history of the involvement of the
Xiongnu with China. This is still the prevailing opinion but more recently Lin Gan
(1984b) has argued that even though the Ji Hu contained Xiongnu and Central Asian
elements, they were essentially neither Xiongnu nor Central Asians but ‘an
autochthonous, self-formed nationality’ (tusheng-tuzhangde duzi-xingchengde buzu i
^dl-^&5SSJ^^BPi^)ofthe Wei, Jin and the Northern and Southern
Dynasties period. (Surprisingly he does not mention the second theory, though it
seems highly relevant to his proposal.) Zhou Weizhou (1987) rejects Lin’s arguments
and supports Tang Changru.
The reasoning behind Tang Changru’s claim that the Ji Hu were basically
descendants of Xongnu is quite understandable. Though 1 think his assumption that
they could not have been descendants of the Rong and Di was too hasty, one has to
admit that it is a very natural one for a properly sceptical twentieth century scholar to
make. The Rong and Di with whom the Chinese fought in the Spring and Autumn
period largely cease to be mentioned except retrospectively during the Wamng States
period and it is natural to assume that this is because by that time they had been
assimilated into the general Chinese population. Moreover, the well-known
propensity of traditional Chinese historians to make connections wherever possible
between phenomena of the present and things recorded in the classics requires that one
be suspicious of statements of that kind. If then the Ji Hu were not descendants of the
ancient non-Chinese inhabitants of those regions, they must have been immigrants
from outside and it seems quite plausible to accept the statement in the Zhoushu
connecting them with the Southern Xiongnu of Liu Yuan. Tang argued that although
the places associated with Mountain Hu or Ji Hu extended far beyond the Five
Divisions of the Southern Xiongnu which Cao Cao established in A.D. 216 along the
course of the Fen River in Shanxi and which formed the centre for Liu Yuan’s
uprising, this region did correspond in a general way to one of the main theatres of
activity of the Mountain Hu in Northern Wei. Furthermore, he noted that other
Xiongnu elements, including peoples of other ethnic origins who had come into China
as subjects of the Xiongnu, had settle farther west. He observed that groups that were
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and Zhi Hu 3^ S8 at the beginning of Northern Wei cease to be mentioned by the
beginning of the sixth century and he surmised that they had either assimilated to the
Chinese or retreated into the mountains and become a western extension of the
remnants of the Southern Xiongnu in Shanxi, which were also quite mixed in ethnic
composition already in Han times.
Lin Gan’s radically different proposal is mainly based on discrepancies
between the customs and life style of the Ji Hu as described in the Zhoushu and
elsewhere and those of the Southern Xiongnu and other peoples, such as the Jie
,
who came into China with the Xiongnu and are believed to have originated in Central
Asia. His most telling point is, no doubt, that the Ji Hu lived in settled agricultural
communities and were not nomadic cattle breeders. His attempt to show that their
language was not Altaic and therefore different from the Xiongnu is not very
impressive (more will be said on this point below). He argues that other aspects of
their life style, such as the fact that they wore hempen clothing, that women were
allowed to be promiscuous before marriage and adorned themselves with strings of
clam shells, and so forth, were peculiarities not shared by the Xiongnu or Central
Asians. In rejecting Lin Gan’s theory Zhou Weizhou (1987) suggests that, after Liu
Yuan’s short-lived Former Zhao state was overthrown by Shi Le in 328 and its leaders
were massacred, the rest of his people fled into the hills and settled in amongst the
local Chinese where they would have had to adapt their lifestyle and economy to the
local environment and that this circumstance is amply sufficient to account for the
divergencies between their customs as described two or three hundred years later and the
Xiongnu of the time of Liu Yuan, let alone those of Former Han.
This is fairly persuasive, but does it really account for the impression one
gets both from the Zhoushu and from the quotations from the Sui Tujing that the Ji
Hu were true indigenes in northern Shaanxi as well as in western Shanxi?. Lin Gan
has not argued his case very well but I think it is based on a sound intuition. Put
baldly without any reference to earlier times his suggestion that the Ji Hu were ‘an
autochthonous, self-formed nationality of the Wei, Jin and the Northern and Southern
Dynasties period’ is rather startling to say the least. If they were truly autochthonous,
their ancestors must surely have been living in the same areas long before the end of
the fourth century when the name ‘Mountain Hu’ begins to be used. Yet Lin does not
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draw what is surely the obvious inference, namely, that one should consider senously
the statements in the sources that they were descendants of the original inhabitants of
those parts, the Rong and Di.
The more closely one looks at the descriptions of the Ji Hu culture as it
existed in the fifth and sixth centuries, the more one doubts that they were recent
immigrants from the steppe lands of MongoUa. It is true that migratory pastoralism
would have been scarcely possible in the mountain valleys occupied by the Ji Hu and
that erstwhile nomads who took refuge in such terrain would have had to adapt
themselves to their new situation. If so. however, they must have done so while
retaining their own language and distinctive culture and a strong enough sense of ethmc
identity to bring together under a common name groups who had been separated for
centuries living in different parts of North China (assuming that Tang was right in his
claim that the Ji Hu of Shaanbei, who were outside the area of the Five Divisions o
the Southern Xiongnu. were descended from the followers of the Hunye and Xiutu
Kings who surrendered to Han in 121 B.C., see below).
Lin Gan mentions the hempen clothing of the Ji Hu as an argument for
thinking they were not Xiongnu. The evidence, not cited by Lin, that the distincuve
hempen cloth of the Ji Hu women was an article of local tribute in Tang umes adds
strength to this . One could argue that dressing in hempen cloth rather than leather
was simply an adaptation of Xiongnu refugees to their new environment but a
distinctive tradition of textile manufacture that set them apart from their Chinese
neighbours could hardly have been imported by pastoralists from the steppe and points
rather to a local tradition of long standing. The custom of the women to adorn
themselves with strings of clam shells also does not sound like something that ts
likely to have been imported from the steppe.
Some of Lin’s other arguments are less conclusive. I doubt whether we know
enough about sexual mores of the Xiongnu to know whether young women were
allowed to be promiscuous before marriage. The practise of levirate whereby men took
the wives of their dead brothers, on the other hand, is something that was common to
the Ji Hu and the Xiongnu and could be used as an argument in favour of the accepted
theory. I shall discuss the question of the Ji Hu language separately below. What I
find surprising about Lin Gan’s article is that he does not draw what to me is the
obvious conclusion, that if the Ji Hu were not immigrants from the steppe, they must
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have been living in the same regions from long before the Northern Wei period and
that one should look more seriously at the possibility that they were descendants of the
Rong and Di who lived in the same region in earlier times.
The Yiqu connection
The universal assumption, which it would seem that even Lin shares, is that
the Rong and Di, who largely drop out of sight in our souces after the end of the
Spring and Autumn period, had completely merged with the general Chinese
population before the beginning of Han. Thus, Zhou Weizhou (1987:372) speaks of
Tong since sinicized Mountain Rong and Red Di.^BIII'fh&^lil^^iyC^^’The fact that tribal communities in the uplands were no longer able to compete with
the large centralized Chinese states of the plains that had emerged by the middle of the
fifth century B.C. and had lost their political independence does not, however,
necessarily mean that they had ceased to exist. It is possible, even probable, that
unassimilated pockets of non-Chinese Di could survive for a long time in the remote
valleys of the Liiliang Mountains between the Fen River and the Yellow River.
Farther west across the Yellow River we know that the Rong state of Yiqu
S ^ held out against Qin at least unul nearly the beginning of the third century B.C.
Its principal city is said to have been near Ningxian which is east of Jingchuan, that is,
Anding, the western limit of Ji Hu territory as set out in the Zhoushu, but it must
have covered quite an extensive area. The earliest datable mention of the Yiqu seems to
be in 444 B.C.when Duke Ligong of Qin attacked them and captured their king. In
430 they in turn invaded Qin, reaching the south side of the Wei River.^* Hostilides
condnued in the following century. Yiqu built fordficadons to defend itself but Qin
kept up its attack and King Huiwen (337-311) captured twenty-five of their walled
towns.^ It is reported in the Qin annals that in 327 Qin annexed Yiqu and converted it
into a prefecture {xian) but this was not the end and there condnue to be references to
Yiqu as an independent state. We are told that in 318 the ruler of Yiqu was persuaded
to take advantage of the combined attack on Qin by the five Chinese states of Han,

2*Sy 5:199 (Chavannes 1967/2:56)
”57 110:2885 (Watson 1961/2:159)
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Zhao, Wei. Yan and Qi lo attack Qin in the rear.^“ This seems to correspond to a
statement in the Qin annals that the allied states led the Xiongnu to attack Qin which,
if reliable, would be the earliest reference to Xiongnu by name and some scholars have
taken it as evidence for identifying the Yiqu with the Xiongnu.^' Like other pre-Han
occurrences of the name Xiongnu it may be an anachronism but there are other reasons
for suspecting a close relationship between Yiqu and the Xiongnu which will be
discussed more fully below. More intimate relations between Qin and Yiqu occurred
during the reign of King Zhao of Qin (reg. 306-251). The Dowager Queen. King
Zhao’s mother (died 265), took the king of Yiqu as a lover and bore him two sons,
then betrayed and murdered him and sent an army to invade and annex Yiqu territory^^.
It was after this that Qin established its western and northern commanderies of Longxi,
Beidi and Shang and built a long wall to repel the Hu (who, in this case, must be the
ancestors of the Xiongnu) in the Ordos steppe. What this tells us is that in the third
century the Chinese inhabitants of Qin were separated from the proto-Xiongnu in the
Ordos by a non-Chinese population of Rong origin who lived in settlements that
included walled towns.
Though Yiqu drops out of sight for a dme as a separate entity, one can hardly
imagine that its people were suddenly replaced by Chinese or converted into Chinese
peasants and, indeed, they reappear in the following century after Qin had united the
whole of China, lost the mandate and been replaced by Han. In a memorial submitted
in the year 169 or thereabouts in the reign of the Emperor Wen of Han, the Confucian
scholar Chao Cuo fiH referred to the people of Yiqu as 'surrendered Hu’ who had
‘returned to allegiance’”. 'Returned to allegiance’ must mean that they had either
established their independence temporarily during the civil wars between the collapse of
Shiji 70:2303, Biography of Xi Shou M W, following Zhanguo ce 4:144 (Crump
1970:65-66)
The correspondence between Xiongnu in the Qin annals and Yiqu in the Zhanguo ce has
been noted, presumably independently, by Meng Wentong
(1936/7:13 ff., see also
1958), Haloun (1937: 306 n.l) and Huang Wenbi §^®!(1943). Haloun regarded Xiongnu
as an interpolation. The Chinese scholars took it as evidence for identifying the Xiongnu
with Yiqu.
”Sy 110:2885 (Watson 1961/2:159)
HS 49:2282 merely places the memorial in the time of Emperor Wen. The specific date
169 B.C. is assigned in ZZTJ 15.487.
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Qin and the founding of Han or had been incorporated for a time by the Xiongnu when
the latter had moved back into the Ordos from which they had been expelled by the
First Emperor of Qin. In calling them Hu Chao Cuo clearly meant that at least a part
of them had adopted the way of life and military techniques of the Xiongnu, for he
added, ‘their skills and food and drink are the same as the Xiongnu’ and he
recommended that they be supplied with ‘hard armor and rough clothing, strong bows
and sharp arrows’ and employed for frontier defence. Even earlier than this in Han there
is a reference to ‘barbarians of the frontier forts’ or ‘frontier-guarding barbarians’
{boosed manyi ^
S
in Shang Commandery, the jurisdiction responsible
for the central part of the territory lying between the Ordos and the long-established
Chinese settlements in the Wei valley, which implies that Han was already relying on
non-Chinese inhabitants of the frontier regions for defence against Xiongnu attacks.^
These must surely have been, like the Yiqu, unassimilated remnants of peoples who
would earlier have been called Rong or Di.
On the other hand, in spite of what Chao Cuo says about their way of life, it
is clear from other contemporary references that the elite among the people of Yiqu
were already much sinicized. Gongsun Hedli^®, who was from Yiqu and of ‘Hu’
stock, was an important general and rose to the position of Chancellor under the
Emperor Wu.^* His father, Gongsun Hunye ^
was not only a general but also
the author of a book in 15 chapters (pian) classified as belonging to the Yinyang
School in the Bibliographical Monograph of the Honshu.^
Gongsun Hunye’s given name is of great interest. It is clearly non-Chinese
and it coincides with the title of a subordinate King of the Xiongnu who surrendered to
Han with his people in 121 B.C. The surrender of the Hunye and Xiutu Kings who
had been responsible for defending the western sector of the Xiongnu territory and had
incurred the wrath of the Chanyu by suffering defeats by Han forces was a momentous
event in Han relations with their northern enemies. The two kings were fearful for
their lives and instead of answering the Chanyu’s summons offered their submission to
Han. On the way the Hunye King killed the Xiutu King and combined his forces with

^SJ 110:2895 (Watson 1961/2:167). HS 94A:3756. Cf. YO 1967:68.
”57 111:2941. Wauon 1961: B. 211-212. HS 66:2877-78.
”//5 30:1734
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his own.” He was rewarded with a Han marquisate and lavish gifts and those who had
surrendered with him were distributed in the commanderies of Longxi. Beidi, Shang.
Shuofang and Yunzhong. forming an arc from the upper reaches of the Wei River m
the west aCTOSs the Ordos and Shaanbei.” The correspondence between Hunye as the
name of division of the Xiongnu and Hunye as the personal name of a sinicized Yiqu
could be a pure coincidence but it could also be an indication that the Hunye King s
people spoke the same language as the people of Yiqu and. perhaps like the Yiqu. had
been swept up into the Xiongnu confederacy. If so. in moving from the Mongolian
steppe to the Chinese borderlands they were returning to the land of their ancestors
where, in all likelihood, many of their compatriots were stiU living.
The coming £>/ mounted archery to the Chinese frontier

In spite of the general assumption which seems to be shared by most Chinese
scholars that the northern enemies of the Chinese had been horse-riding nomads like
the later Xiongnu. Turks and Mongols from the earliest times”, it is doubtful if. even
on the steppes of Mongolia, full-scale nomadism of the classic type had appeared in the
first half of the first millennium B.C. The key to this development was not merely
the domesucation of the horse, which can be traced back at least to the fourth
millennium in the western steppe and which had already reached China along with e
chariot in Shang times, but the technique of mounted archery. The earliest histoncal
evidence for this revolutionary technique of warfare is the appearance of the
Cimmerians and the Scythians in Western Asia around the eighth century B.C. It is
very likely that it spread fairly rapidly eastward across Eurasia in much the same way
that mounted warfare spread northward from Mexico across the plains of western North
America in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries after the Indians acquired horses
from the Spaniards, transforming the economy as it went (Secoy 1953). That is. the
greatly enhanced mobility provided by this military technique would have forced

”57 110:2909. Watson 1961: H. 181; HS 94A:3769
”57 111-2933-34. Watson 1961: II. 204-205; HS 55:2482-83
39 See for instance. HsU and Linduff (1988:25. 45. 50-51 and passim). The authors date the
•noma^ization- of Inner Asia to the ‘late second millennium’ but their only reference is to
Watson (1971). who in fact dates the appearance of full nomadism to the usual dates, the
eighth and seventh centuries (p.lOO).
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neighbours either to submit or to adopt the technique themselves in self-defence. There
is no need to imagine, as some have done, far-ranging Scythian or Cimmerian
migrations to the borders of China. It is quite likely that the mounted archers who
began to impinge on the Chinese at the end of the fourth century were not newcomers
from distant parts but longtime residents, perhaps already pastoralists more than
agriculturalists, but only recently converted to full-scale horserider nomadism by the
pressure and example of other peoples from farther west such as the Indo-European
Yuezhi M
The Yiqu who were building walled cities in the fourth century but
who were called Hu in the second, with the same way of life as the Xiongnu, are a
clear example.
The Chinese themselves adopted the technique of mounted archery for self
defence on the frontier, though it had a less profound influence on the way of life of the
population as a whole. As is well known, the first explicit mention of mounted
archery in Chinese sources is in the famous debate at the court of King Wuling of
Zhao in 307 B.C. over the adoption of Hu
clothing, that is, the accoutrements of
nomad cavalry.^® This is also the time when Hu makes its first appearance as the
name for a kind of non-Chinese people. In the Han period it referred especially to the
Xiongnu who by then had established their hegemony over the whole of the eastern
Eurasian steppe but it was also used in a general way for any people who practised
mounted archery. Nevertheless it is likely that it was originally the name of a specific
ethnic group. In the account of the debate at the court of Zhao three groups of Hu are
distinguished, the Loufan
ji^, whose territory was just east of the southward bend
of the Yellow River on the steppe frontier of Zhao in northern Shanxi, the Lin Hu
S§, who were also to the west of Zhao, and the Hu proper, whose territory lay more to
the east. The location of these latter Hu, to whom the name is most likely to have
belonged in the first place, thus corresponds to that of the Eastern Hu in Han times and
it is natural that the Tang commentator to the Shiji, Zhang Shoujie
^
made
this identification.'*'

He was followed in this by Chavannes, which is probably

correct
*°SJ 43:1805 ff. (Chavannes, 1967.5:70 ff.), Zhanguo ce 19 (Crump 1970:296-303)
The Zhanguo ce has Eastern Hu instead of Hu and there is at least one other text referring
to pre-Qin times that seems to confirm the identification of Hu with Eastern Hu. Qin Kai ^
a general of the state of Yan in northern Hebei, is said to have spent time as a hostage
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A fourth group of so-called Hu in the third century were those in the Ordos
against whom Qin built its long wall after occupying the territory of the Yiqu (see
above). They must be the same as the Hu whom the Qin general, Meng Tian
f5..drove north out of the Ordos in 215 B.C., establishing the Qin frontier beyond the
loop of the Yellow River where Zhao had already built a wall along the southern
slopes of the Yinshan mountains at the beginning of the century. The expulsion of
the Hu from the Ordos is the first event in the connected history of the Xiongnu.^^
Since we are told in the next paragraph that Touman ^
the first Xiongnu ruler
whom we know by name, had been forced to move north because of pressure from Qin,
it is clear that these ‘Hu’ were Xiongnu. This was followed by the murder of Touman
by his son Modun ^
(or Maodun^^) and successful wars against the Eastern Hu and

among the Hu and gained their confidence. After he returned to Yan led a surprise attack on
them but this time they are called Eastern Hu (Shiji 110:2885-6, Watson 1961: II. 159).
In the biography of Meng Tian {SJ 88:2565, Bodde 1938 ) they are called Rong and Di.
The first character in this transcription is most commonly read mao EMC maw*' and
means ‘to cover: to risk; to claim falsely, etc.’ but it also has a less common reading mo
EMC mak meaning ‘covetous.’ A Tang dynasty commentary to the Shiji, the Shiji suoyin,
says that in this proper name it should be read EMC mak . i.e. mo in Modem Mandarin,
adding, however, ‘also like [the usual reading of] the character X $0
which shows that
there was uncertainty in the tradition already at that period. In the 2nd century B.C. when
the transcription was invented the two reading were probably closer to each other than they
were in Tang. EMC maw*" probably ended in velar fricative, *mawx. In the interests of
scholarly precision it is probably best to read mo rather than mao We know too little about
the Xiongnu language to judge the significance of the different readings at present but there
is always the possibility that new information or new hypotheses may emerge. The second
character in the name has only one Middle Chinese reading and none of the early
commentators to the Shiji or Honshu suggest that it should be read in any special way in this
Xiongnu name. The eleventh century historian Song Qi
one of the authors of the New
Tang History, is, however, quoted as saying that it should be read like du ^ EMC dawk
(Honshu buzhu 94A: 5307; I have not yet found the original source of this comment) and on
his authority the reading du is included in the Kangxi dictionary (17th century) and is met
with in writings in English by some modem Chinese scholars. Such a reading, with a final
-k, for the character ^ does not make sense, however, nor is it easy to see why, if the
second syllable of the Xiongnu name had such a pronunciation, the character 'S, rather than
^ (used, for instance in Shendu
= *Hinduka, India), was used for it. Where did Song Qi
get his information? No one knows. I am glad to find that not all modem Chinese scholars
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the Yuezhi, another powerful nomadic people to the west by which the Xiongnu
established the first steppe empire in Mongolia.**^
There are a few occurrences of the name Xiongnu in Han dynasty texts
referring to the pre-Qin period but most, if not all, must be suspected of anachronism.
The occunence of the name Xiongnu in the Qin annals as an ally of the five Chinese
states that attacked Qin in 318 B.C., apparently corresponding to Yiqu in other
sources, has been mentioned above. Though it is interesting for its apparent
confirmation of the close relation between Yiqu and the Xiongnu that we suspect on
other grounds, it remains isolated and therefore doubtful.
An apparently circumstantial account of the Xiongnu in pre-Qin times tells
how Li Mu ^ , a general of the state of Zhao, is said to have conducted an effective
frontier defence against them in the first half of the third century. The scene of his
operations, however, was north of walls constructed by Zhao that stretched along the
line of the Yinshan mountains right across the loop of the Yellow River. This makes
sense only if the Xiongnu were already the most formidable power in the Mongolian
steppe but is difficult to reconcile with the story of the founding of the Xiongnu
empire which states that when they were driven out of the Ordos in 215, they had to
fight for living space with the Eastern Hu. The story of how Li Mu for years
successfully frustrated all nomad raids by steadfastly defending a fixed line of frontier
fortifications and refusing to be drawn into battle and then at last mounted an
expedition with 1300 chariots, 13,000 horsemen and 100,000 (or 150,000) crack
troops (infantrymen?) that succeeded in killing over 1(X),000 Xiongnu horsemen and
driving the chanyu away from the frontier for over ten years is, no doubt, based on
some kind of reality but is obviously exaggerated for effect and does not ring true as it
stands. In the time of Emperor Wen (179-157) Li Mu’s example was being cited to
show how a ruler ought to treat his frontier generals and how the frontier generals
ought to deal with the contemporary Xiongnu problem.^^ Xiongnu is probably an
anachronistic substitute for Hu in the account of his exploits.

feel compelled to adopt this reading. See for instance Ytl Ying-shih in Volume 1 of the
Cambridge History of China. See also foomote 5 below
*^Shiji 110:2886 ff., Watson 1961: D, 160 ff.; Honshu 94A:3749 ff.
Shiji 102:2449-50, Biography of Feng Tang, Watson 1961, I p. 540
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An anecdote in the Shuoyuan, a collection of anecdotes from about the end of
the first century B.C., has King Zhao of Yan during the first year of his reign (311
B.C.E.) speak about the Xiongnu and Loufan as enemies endangering his northern
frontier.'** This is also unreliable as an isolated piece of evidence because of the late
date of the text in which it is recorded. Finally, there is a reference to the Xiongnu
from around the year 228 which also places them in the Mongolian steppe, north of
the Great Wall. Crown Prince Dan of Yan is advised by his counsellor to send a Qin
general who has defected to Yan north to the Xiongnu so as to avoid the wrath of
Qin.**"' The Shiji account appears to be based on that of the Zhanguo ce which is
undoubtedly fictionalized even if based on historical fact and the name Xiongnu is
probably again an anachronistic substitute for Hu.
The origin of the Xiongnu
If the Xiongnu were confined within the Ordos at the time of the Qin
unification of China, we must entertain the possibility that they, like the Yiqu, were
descended from peoples who had long been neighbours of the Chinese and would have
been called Rong in earlier times, and who had only recendy adopted the horserider way
of life for which they became famous. The first pan of this hypothesis is, of course,
the assumpuon that lies behind the account of their prehistory as told by Sima Qian.
What is lacking in this traditional view, which is still tacitly or explicitly held by very
many Chinese scholars at the present day, is consciousness of the very recent
revolutionary changes that must have occurred both in the Chinese borderlands and on
the steppe beyond in the centuries immediately preceding the creation of the Xiongnu
empire, no less revolutionary than the changes that were taking place at the same time
within China itself as the multistate system of the Warring States period was replaced
by the unified empire of Qin and Han. The Xiongnu may have been descendants of the
Rong and Di who inherited their language and other basic cultural units from their
many centuries of living in the borderlands of China but as conquerors of the steppe
they were a new phenomenon that owed much to influences coming from farther afield.

Shuoyuan l:\6
*7 Shiji 86: 2529 Biography of Jing Ke

fil, Watson 1969:57; Zhanguo ce 31:1129.

Crump 1970:553; see also Ziz/ii Tongjian 6:224
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Unfortunately, in the absence of written testimony from the Xiongnu
themselves and depending on the scanty evidence provided by Chinese accounts, with
their inevitably limited and biased perspective, many of our conclusions must remain
speculative and tentative. The best hope for new evidence seems to be archaeology but
that, if and when it comes, will still have to be interpreted. Meanwhile it may be
useful to reexamine the written record such as it is in the light of these new ideas.
The fact that there was a Hunye King in the Xiongnu confederacy whose title
duplicated the given name of a sinicized ‘Hu’ of Yiqu origin has been adduced above as
a possible linguistic connection between the Xiongnu and Yiqu. To strengthen that
possibility we may note that there were other Xiongnu ‘kings’ whose titles seem to
have been taken from the names of tribes of the Chinese borderlands that had been
swept up into the Xiongnu confederacy. Another tribe of horse-rider nomads on the
Chinese frontier that, like Yiqu, are referred to both as Rong and as Hu by Sima Qian
are the Loufan ^ jlj, whose territory was just east of the southward bend of the
Yellow River on the steppe frontier of Zhao in northern Shanxi, that is, at the northern
end of Ji Hu territory in Tang times.^* They were one of the ‘three Hu’ mentioned in
the debate in Zhao on the adoption of Hu clothing in 307 B.C. The Loufan were
incorporated by the Xiongnu early in their expansion after the collapse of Qin^’ and in
the time of the first emperor of Han the Loufan King, together with the Baiyang S ^
(White Sheep, presumably another tribal name) King, was occupying part of the Ordos
region (not the original Loufan territory) on behalf of the Xiongnu, within striking
distance of Chang’an.^® As in the case of Yiqu, there were also Loufan on the Chinese
side. We hear of a Loufan who was a skilled horseback archer in the Chinese army at
the same period.^' The incorporation by the Xiongnu of tribes from the borderlands
between the Ordos and China, who may have been ethnically related, at the time when
they were founding their steppe empire may be contrasted with the implacable hostility

110: 2883, Watson 1961; H. 158
“’57 110: 2890, Watson 1961: H. 162
50 57 99: 2719. Watson 1961: I. 290
5' 57 7: 328, Watson 1961: I, 66. Watson thinks that the term Loufan here does not acmally
refer to a member of the Loufan tribe but was simply used metonymically to describe a
skilled bowman but there is nothing in the text to justify such an assumption.
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that apparenUy existed between the Xiongnu and the previous steppe powers, the
Eastern Hu and the Yuezhi.
The view that before their rise to power on the steppe the Xiongnu had long
been neighbours of the Chinese and were not newcomers from north of the Gobi is
supported by evidence of Chinese influence that we find in their state organizauon.
The full title of their ruler, Chengli gutu chanyu
, of which the first
four characters are translated into Chinese as Son of Heaven, is clearly borrowed from
China. Chinese directional color symbolism appears in the four divisions of their
army at the siege of Pingcheng in 201 B.C., with white horses on the west, dappled
(bluish) horses on the east, black horses on the north and red horses on the south.^^
This was another enduring organizational trait that was passed on to later nomadic
empires.” Long standing Chinese influence may explain why the Xiongnu were much
more successful in state building than the Xianbei, the fracuon of the Eastern Hu who
succeeded them as masters of the steppe in the second century A.D.*^
The Ji Hu language
The Zhoushu tells us that although some of the elite could read and write (and
presumably also speak) Chinese, the language of the Ji Hu was ‘like that of barbarians’
and required interpreters to be understood. On the other hand, according to the Sui
tujing, though they looked non-Chinese, they spoke Chinese. There is no necessary
contradiction in these two statements. One may assume that, living in a world where
52 SJ 110:2894, Watson 1961 II, 165-166; HS 94A:3753
52 Priisak 1954. Ma (1962) thinks that directional colour symbolism was an age-old
tradition of northern peoples and explains the terms Red and White Di in this way as part of
his argument that the Di were Turkish. It is possible but by no means certain that the terms
Red and White referring to sections of the Di reflect the same directional colour symbolism
but, if so, it must reflect a Chinese, rather than a steppe, tradition. Association of the four
colours, green/blue, red, white and black with easu south, west and north, as weU as with the
annual revolution of the seasons, spring, summer, autumn, winter, sometimes with the
addition of yellow for the centre, was part of very ancient Chinese cosmological ideas. It
was incorporated in the speculations of the Five Phases School that originated with Zou Yan
in the Warring States period and flourished in Han but it certainly goes back much earlier.
As applied to military organization we find it in the description of the army of Wu that
confronted Jin at Huangchi in 482 B.C.in Guoyu 19.
5“ On Xiongnu titles passed on to later nomad overlords of the steppe see Pulleyblank 1962.
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the dominant language was Chinese, some degree of bilingualism would have been
necessary for survival. This would, however, have varied from place to place and
different Chinese observers could easily have interpreted the situation differently. The
statement in the Sui gazeteer, if taken at face value, seems to mean that by Sui times
the Ji Hu had lost their own language, but the Buddhist sources from Tang make it
clear that this could not have been true, even if many of them could also use Chinese
in communicating with Chinese people. We have already noted the statement in the
Fayuan zhulin that seems to imply that they even had books written in their native
language.
As to the nature of that language, the sources tell us very little. There is the
puzzling statement that there was a popular name White House for Danzhou and that
this was somehow connected with the name of the White Di of the Spring and Autumn
period. Bai
‘white’ is, of course, Chinese and contrasts with chi 0 ‘red’ applied to
a more easterly branch of the Di whose main area of operations in Spring and Autumn
times was in the Taihang mountains between Shanxi and Hebei (with whom, as we
have seen, the Ji Hu were also tentatively identified in the Zhoushu). The term shi ^
‘house’ (assuming it is the ordinary Chinese word and not a transcription of a Ji Hu
word) remains difficult to explain as a part of a place name. In the end all we can take
from the statement is that the author of the passage in the Sui tujing evidendy thought
it provided evidence of a local tradition connecting the natives of Danzhou with the
White Di. It is also worth noting that Bai occurs as a surname of Ji Hu leaders. In
567 Bai Yujiutong
HI was a Ji Hu leader who opposed a general of Western
Zhou at Yinzhou
and the insurrection of Bai Tieyu in 683 has been mentioned
above. Other interpretations are of course possible. Zhou Yiliang took the surname
Bai as evidence of Central Asian connection, since Bai was the surname of the rulers of
Kucha and Tang Changru noted that Bai was also found as a surname among the
Lushui Hu who may have had connections with the LitUe Yuezhi as well as the
Xiongnu.
It may be worth noting that the name Buluoji
^
EMC po lak kej,
could correspond to the Old Chinese pronunciadon of Bai 3, EMC baijk < *£pra'k,
turned into a polysyllable, either as an early borrowing from Chinese or as a cognate,
if it should turn out that the Ji Hu language belonged to the Sino-Tibetan family. I
” Zhoushu 49:898
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throw this in as an interesting speculation which, unfortunately cannot be verified by
existing evidence.
The other glosses in the gazeteers are uninformative in the present state of
knowledge. Tang Changru pointed out that the word kuli glossed as nu ‘slave’ was
diHerent from another supposedly Xiongnu word for ‘slave’, namely, zi IS. Tibetan
Aza, one of the names of the Tuyuhun. Lin Gan uses this as an argument for saying
that the Ji Hu were not Xiongnu, but it is hardly conclusive. ‘Slave’ can have different
meanings and a language can have more than one word that fits one or more of them.
The Kuli River to which this gloss refers is said to have received its name because of
some nu zei tR
‘nu bandits’ who had formerly used it as a base. Does nu here mean
‘slave’ or could it be an abbreviation of Xiongnu? If it means ‘slave,’ whose slaves
were they? Moreover the same word, kuli, occurs again as the name of a river in an
adjacent county where it is interpreted quite differendy as meaning ‘to store old grain’.
It could, of course, be a case of two unrelated homonyms but this seems unlikely when
it is a river name in both cases. If kuli showed any resemblance to a known word in
some language, it might be possible to make some headway but so far no one has
found such a resemblance. Nor has any plausible explanation of any of the other
glosses on Ji Hu words been suggested.
Negatively, one can feel certain that the language of the Ji Hu was not a form
of Chinese. It is also unlikely to have been the same as, or close to, the Xianbei
language used by the rulers of Northern Wei, which is believed on substantial grounds
to have been related to Mongolian.^* Old Turkish, the language of the Tiele or High
Carts^’, who were a well-known power on the steppe in the time of Northern Wei, and
of the Tujue (Tiirk), who had become the rulers of Mongolia in the time of Northern
Zhou, can also be ruled out, since it would also have been familiar at the Wei and
Zhou courts. If one believed, as do Ma Changshou and Lin Gan among others, that
the Xiongnu spoke a form of Mongolian or Turkish, this would be grounds for ruling
out the identification of the Ji Hu with the Xiongnu. As I have argued elsewhere,
however, it is very unlikely that the Xiongnu spoke an Altaic language. A general
characteristic of Altaic languages is not to allow words beginning with [r]. Initial [1]
is also very rare in both Turkish and Mongolian and, though it does occur in Tungusic,
5* Ligeti 1970. Pulleyblank 1983:452-454
Pulleyblank 1990
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Poppe regards il as of secondary origin there.’* Yet among the Chinese transcriptions
of common words and proper names from the Han period many begin with [1], which
very likely was pronounced as [r] at that dme, and there are also words transcribed with
Middle Chinese [j] or [d] which can be reconstructed as Old Chinese *1. This
conclusion is independent of my proposal, following Ligeti, that the Xiongnu
language was related to the Palaeo-Siberian language Ket, which is admittedly much
more difficult to prove.”
I have nothing to add at present to my previous discussion of the Xiongnu
language except to remark that, on the one hand, identifying the Xiongnu as
descendants of the Western Rong who lived in the Ordos and between the Ordos and the
Wei Valley in Zhou times implies a much greater geographical separation between
them and the homeland of the Ket and their extinct linguistic relatives in Southern
Siberia than thinking of the Xiongnu as invaders from north of the Gobi and could
therefore make the hypothesis less persuasive, while, on the other hand, the hypothesis
could make sense in terms of the old theory, recently revived by the Russian linguist,
S. Starostin^o, that Kettish and other Palaeo-Siberian languages are related to SinoTibetan, a subject on which I remain agnostic.
Conclusion
The most likely conclusion about the ethnic identity of the Ji Hu seems to be
that, as argued by Lin Gan, they consisted primarily of indigenous, settled, inhabitants
of the uplands of Shaanxi and Shanxi rather than nomadic immigrants from the north.
Their nation could not, however, have recently come into being in the post-Han period,
as Lin seems to be saying. As suggested in both the Zhoushu and the Sui tujing, they
must have been descendants of the non-Chinese tribes who had occupied those same
lands a thousand years earlier. Even though they had come under Chinese domination
by the time of the Qin-Han empire, they were sull not completely sinicized and when
that empire broke down, they were able to reassert themselves and attempt to play a
role on their own behalf in the political struggles that followed. Such a history is
tjuite consistent with what we know of parallel cases of ethnic minorities in the
’* Poppe 1960: 73
” Pulleyblank 1962
Starostin 1982
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uplands of central and south China, many of whom remain unassimilated to the present
day.
The connection with the Southern Xiongnu which is also explicitly made in
the Zhoushu and supported by a variety of other evidence could, as Lin Gan suggests,
simply have come about through Xiongnu elements taking refuge among them after
the fall of Former Zhao. The possibility of that happening would, however, have been
greatly increased if, as I am suggesting, the Xiongnu originally came from the same
stock and spoke the same or a closely related language. The story of Yiqu, a Rong
state that was absorbed by Qin and in which there was a highly sinicized element but
which also looked outward toward the steppe and adapted itself to the nomadic model of
warfare, provides a link that has been strangely neglected in previous discussions. The
coincidence in the name of Gongsun Hunye from Yiqu and the Hunye King of the
Xiongnu who surrendered to Han with his people and was settled lands that included
Yiqu may even provide a direct linguistic link between Yiqu and the Xiongnu.
The hypothesis that the Xiongnu were not invaders who appeared on the
Chinese frontier from far out on the steppe but close neighbours of long standing who
moved north into Mongolia under pressure from the Chinese has interesting points of
similarity with Lattimore’s theory (1942) of the origin of nomadism in the eastern
steppe. The main difference is that Lattimore thought the nomads of Mongolia had
adopted their way of life as a creative adaptation to their environment after having been
pushed out into the steppe by the advancing Chinese agriculturalists. It is much more
likely, however, that the new adaptation came to the Chinese frontier from farther east
and established itself through its military effectiveness. The Xiongnu must have been
frontier dwellers in the Ordos who adopted this technique, which led to their being
driven out into the steppe as a defensive measure by the Qin empire. This in turn
forced them into the struggles for living space with other inhabitants of the steppe
which resulted in their creation of a northern steppe empire mirroring the Qin/Han
empire to the south.
Other kinsmen remained behind in the original homeland. Though they were
under the domination of the Chinese state, they at first kept their own language and
culture and when Buddhism came to East Asia, they adopted it in their own way and
used it to foster their ethnic identity. One of the most interesting by-products of this
investigation into the texts relating to the Ji Hu is the fascinating glimpse it gives
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into the history of popular religion and its role among a minority people in Tang and
pre-Tang times.
Many aspects of this story inevitably remain conjectural because of the
limitations in our sources. It is to be hoped that in future archaeology will throw
further light on the matter.
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Cutting the black noose of a fiend
A healing-method of Mongolian Shamanism
Alice Sfirkozi

Mongols just like other peoples of Asia believed that death and
disease were caused by harmful spirits and special ceremonies were
necessary to counteract the prolongation of the evil influence.
Among others, it was supposed that there existed a bond between
the patient and the foe causing harm. The demons were believed to throw
lassoes onto men and binding people. A ritual should have been performed
to cut this spiritual bondage. The dead and the living were also bind
together and the help of an officiating lama was needed to cut the rope and
separate the spheres of death and hfe that do not belong together. NebeskyWojkovitz refers to a Tibetan blockprint in the Rijksmuseum voor
Volkenkunde in Leiden, a death ceremony; Che dpag med gnam Icags rdo
rje'i cha lag 'chi bslu'i gtor chen 'grigs chags su bkodpa 'chi bdag g'yul
zlog ces bya ba bzugs so, a part of which describing the setting up of the
sacrificial objects bears the title 'chi bdag zags gcod-pa "Cutting the noose
of the Lord of Death".' Some handbooks in Mongolian also suggest that
it was commonly believed that there existed a bond between the living and
the dead. A manuscript Amidw Ukiigsen-U yar barilcaysan-i qayacayulqu-yin
ary-a "Method of tearing off the clasping hands of the living and the
dead"^ prescribes that the black rope and the white rope symbolizing the
attachment between the dead and the living must be cut off by the ceremony
master. Pozdneev also refers to a ritual held on the second or third day
after the funeral in order to ward off misfortunes from living persons. The
ceremony is called Taciyal-un qariyuly-a "Detaching the clinging".^ It
allows the supposition that a symbolical rope-cutting took place during
this ritual, as well. Prof. Bawden mentions a similar text: Amitu ukugsen
qoyar-un year barilduysan-u sijim-i tasul "Separate the cord of the clasping
hands of the dead and the living" - instructing that the bond which unites
‘Nebsky-Wojkowitz, op.cit. p. 511.
^ext, translation, commentary; A. Sirkozi, A Bon Funeral Rite in Lamaist
Mongolia. Synkretismus in den Religionen Zentralasiens. Hrsg. W. Heissig und H-J.
Klimkeit, Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden 1987, pp. 119-135. Cf. also A. Sirkdzi Symbolism
in Exorcizing the Evil Spirits. Religious and Lay Symbolism in the Altaic World and
Other Papers. Hrsg. K. Sagaster, H. Eimer, O. Harrassowitz, Wiesabaden 1989. pp. 314-323.
^A.M. Pozdneev, Re/jgion and Ritual in Society. Lamaist Buddhism in Late
19th Century Mongolia. Ed. by J.R. Krueger. Translated from the Russian by A.Raun
and L. Raun. Bloomington 1978, pp. 615-616.
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the living and the dead should be broken.
...
. .u
Texts indicating the bondage between the disease and the patient
are few in the libraries.
y
.
\
A handbook preserved in Hungary Calm-a tasulqusudur (Mong 67 )
"Cutting off the Lasso" presents such a ceremony. The ntual served to
exorcise the evil spirits by cutting the lasso they had thrown onto the
patient. The officiating lama played in reality the lasso throwing ^d cutting
saying that he transforms himself into the deity Heruka and in this form he
cuts the fastening between the harmful spirits and the patient
Here we should like to publish another, till now unpublished text
of this curing method though different in wording similaMn the idea of
cutting the connection between the patient and the disease. T^e manuscnpt
of altogether 3 folios is preserved in the St.Peterbourg collection of the
Russian Academy of Sciences: MS. Q 165.’
This purely shamanistic ritual is dressed in Buddhist disguise using
the usual beginning formula of Buddhist prayers: I bow to Buddha, I bow
to the Teaching, I bow to the Assembly. Avalokitesvara is requested to
save people. Then, the prayer goes on in a clearly shamanistic manner.
The officiant addresses the evil spirits and states that he will cut off the
bondage between them and the patient. We get some information who
these foes are: they ride several kinds of mounts: a black goat, a yellow
goat a black horse, red sheep and their coach is drawn by a blue goat. We
are informed about their figure, behavior and habits: they are raksasa-s,
white chested multi-coloured fiends, they are quick in theu-actions and
thev drink blood. They are the spirits who wander around the dwelling
place and make obstacles for the travellers. During the enumeration of die
evil spirits the officiant cuts their ropes. Most probably he imitates this

cutting movement.
. ,
.
i
Colours play an important role in the ritual - not only the evil
spirits' mounts are of certain colours but the defilements, as well, black
sins, yellow sins, red defilements.
r i ■
a
The leader of the ceremony offers food to the harmful spmts and
asks them to take away disease together with the offered food. Beyond
food a ransom figure is also offered together with the patient s hat, robe,
belt, trousers , boots, and incense.
■
.u
reAfter trying to gain the benevolence of the spirits the oniciant
threatens them: "If you do not leave I will hit you", then he calls his
helping spirits - among them also a Buddhist saint, Vajrapam with his nine
branched vajra.
** Text, translation, commentary cf. S. Slrkozi, A Text of Popular Religious
Belief "Cutting off the Lasso", Acta Orientalia Hung. XXXIX (1) (1985), pp. 39-44.
’A.G. Sazykin, Katalog mongol'skih rukopisej i ksilografov Instituta
VostokovedenijaAkademiiNaukSSSR, Tom I, p. 233. No. 1291.
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Certain days are prescribed when the ritual should be earned out.
Famous Buddhist sutras are recommended to be read.
Now technical instructions are given how to prepare the raMom
figure of red mud. Then, red ropes are bound to the members of the
ransom figure and to the arms and feet of the patient. Then the ntual rope
cutting takes place.
,
At this point our text gives another version of the ceremony, wnen
gold and silver are offered. The patient is bound together with the dough
ransom figure with a hook that should be cut off. While separating the
bondage the ceremony master emphasizes; it is not the striped roj^ that 1
cut, but the hindrances, it is not the offering meat that I cut, but the flesh
and tongue of the thousand devils. The text makes it clear that later the
ransom figure containing the evil doers is taken out to the steppe and
destroyed by burning.
At the end of the text it is told that this method is used when a
woman has difficulties in childbirth. Again two ransom figures rnust be
prepared: one representing the mother. The identity with the suffering
mother is expressed by placing a drawing onto the ransom figure with the
name and birth date of hers. The other ransom figure is nding an ammal.

Text

[la] Eliy-e qar-a 5alm-a-yi oytolan qaiiyulqu sudur :

[lb]

Nam^buddha-ya
Nam6’dharma-ya
Nam&sangha-ya

Avalokiti kiged : iirgiilji tasurasi iigei.
oroy-yin Cimeg blam-a erdini-diir mdrgiimui.
bi kiged qamuy amitan-a tusa boltUYai:
oglige-yin ejin-liige buu qarsila :
bi ber 5inu £alm-a-yi oytolamui
qara kkir-i bariysan .
qara imayan-a unuysan buyu ci:
bi £inu £alm-a-yi oytolamui:
gira kkiri bariysan:
gir-a imayan-a unuysan buyu £i:
bi £inu £alm-a-yi oytolamui;
qara mori unuysan
qara kkiri bariysan ;
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qara raks-a buyu £i;
bi £inu £alm-a-yi oYto=lumui:
ulayan £isun-yi UYuyad
bey-e-degen ttirgen yabudal-tu buyu £i:
bi £inu £alm-a-yi ovtolamui:
kdke imayan-a kdliglegsen:
kddelesi iigei yeke Jobalang-yi bey-e-degen eguriigsen :
£ayan eb£igiitu alay eliy-e buyu £i :
bi £inu £alm-a-yi oytolumui:
otuy bayuri kiged-tii ergijti yabuysan
qamuy eliy-e Cidkiir buyu 2i:
bi 2inu £alm-a-yi oyto=lumui:
barayun yar-dayan ildii bariysan
(Jegiin yar-tayan jida bariysan)
jiyul£in-a£a jedker buyu £i:
bi 5inu £alm-a-yi oytolumui:
ulayan qoni unuysan :
ulayan kkiri bariysan:
iikegeriin Jedker buyu £i:
bi £inu £alm-a-yi oytolumui:
ene oglige-yin ejen-liige buu qarsila :
minu ogiigsen idesi abuyad ddtiir bdged ndgSi [2a] ndg£i
yar kdl-iin kiged bey-e-yin ebe£in terigiiten ba :
bey-e-yin Joliy-yi £i ab :
abuyad od od:
ene dglige-yin ejen-ii malay-a degel kiged :
bey-e-yin joliy-yi £i ab :
abuyad od od:
dglige-yin ejen-ii biise dotuyaji yutul kiged :
bey-e-yin joliy-yi £i ab :
abuyad od od:
ene dgiig£i aduyusun mal kiged :
bey-e-yin joliigyi £i ab :
yulir tosun kiged jula kiiji
bey-e-yin joliigyi £i ab :
abuyad dber dberiin yajar-tur od od :
minu iindiisun blam-a-yin jarliy-a£a buu daba :
ddtdr bdged yabu yabu :
ese yabubasu :
£oytu dkin tngri-yin torm-a-bar £okimui bi:
qamuy sakiyulsun-iyan uriju:
Va£ar-bani-yin yisiin salyayatu va£ar-iyar £okimui bi:
£i minu yidam burqan vajar-tu baysi-yin jarliy-a£a buu daba :
od od:
siimbani ber tilde :
mdri jiy-a::
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2alm-a oytolaquy-dur qaburin 3 sarayin 8 sine ;
Jun-u 3 sarayin 15 sine :
ebul-un 3 sara-yin 19 ediir
namurun 3 sarayin luu noqai ediir ;
• , • j
ebiil 3 sarayin moyai yaqai ediir oytol-i mayui iru-a qanyulqui-dur ;
Bigarun nom:
Bajar £ediq-a
Yeke nigiilesiig£i ungsi:
yaiyaqui sibar-iyar ulayan kiimiin-ni kijii:
kelkigCi kiimiin-ni mo£e-tii ulayan utasu uyaju :
jes vajar-tu kituy-a-bar buruyu oytol:
Jegiiii qara qoni yamayan-a iiker mori
qara degel qara [2b] eriyen utasun-i oytolju
sibar kiimiin-ni qoyar yar ba :
qoyarkol-dii-iuyaytun: ::
basa nigen Jiiil;
Calm-a oytolqu bui:
uriqu kereg anu . eyimii bui;
lang mdnggiin ba:
ese bogesii nigen Cang altan ba :
Cayariy altan yoq-a:
tabun dngge-yin-ber tomuysin altan delim utasun .
nige yulir kiimiin kijii;
tegiini egiiden-ii tende talbiyad :
utasun-u nige ujiigiir-e£e Cayariy ki:
uyaju £alm-a-u kiimiin aman-dayan ol kiju bayituyai:
nige iijiigiir-e£e toy-a-yi uyaju yulir kiimiin-ii oroy-du qadquju .
tegiin-liige temiir sirem-e kijii talbi:
oytaluyCi kumiin-ii yar-tu nemen diigiireng Cayan toryun uy-a :
Jes kituy-a-bar yurban iiy-e tomulan
ildii-iyer yurban tasu tebCi:
£ib£Lrtei eyin eyin dgiilegdekiii:
eriyen utasun-i oytolqu busu
erke doy£id-un kii£tin-iyer:
ali todqari ebeden oytolanam bi:
eriyen utasun-i oytolqu busu :
mingyan cidkiid-iin miqan kelen-i
mital iigei doy£id-un kii£iin-iyer oytolanam bi:
kesig miqan-u oytalqu busu :
gem kigCi todqar kediin mayui sedkil-ten-i
kelen aman-i qarsiju oytolnam bi:
tiiiiki miqan-yi oytolqu busu :
tiig tiimen dorben Jiig-iin simnus kiged ;
00
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Cidkud-iin kelen aman-i
ddrben maqaranca-yin tong=YariY ildti-ber oYtalnam bi
alay utasun-i oytolqu busu :
arban Jiig-un eidkiid-iin simnus kiged
ada todqar-nuyud-un ktijugiin-i
arvis daranis-iyar oytolnam bi:
qara eriyen utasun-i oytolqu busu
qamuy Cidkiid-iin kelen aman-i oytclju
qar-a nidiin-i tasulju
yajiyu niruyun-i quyulun oytolnam bi; [3a]
qamuy burqad-un l^ciin-iyer
qayuCin jabsar-tu qargisi biigiide-yi
qariyulan oytolnam bi:
qamuy ada todqar iidkiir biigiide-yi
qalayun Ciduqu [= sitaqu ?]
yal-iyar tiilebe kemen sedkigdekiii:
mal qubCid suba yary-a : :
bilig baramid bajar vidaraa-a ungsiqu :: : ::
ekiner kiimun kol kiindii bolqui £ay-tu yurban qonoy-tu ese torobesu
1 mal-tai joliy : segul-tei joliy egiidCu tere eke-yin yasun ene
jil nasun ede-ijiruju joliy-un Jiriiken-e orCiyulJu ;
basa nige joliy-yi ali jil-diir u2arabasu qara Joliy unuyulju .
ene joliy-yi oroi olan 2 tbgen-e tbgenegsen Joliy-yi
eke-yin iiker moyai Jil-tii kiimiin-dii yai bui:
ede ediir em iiiledbesii yai qariqu say in :: ::

Translation
[la] Sutra of averting the black noose of a fiend* by cutting it
[lb]

N am5 buddhay-a
Nam(S'dharmay-a
Nam(?sanghay-a

I bow to Avalokitesvara^ and to the Precious lama,
* The figure and activity of eliy-e is described in great detail by Ch. Bawden,
The Supernatural Element in Sickness I. (1961), pp. 243-245: It is a category of evil
spirits causing disease. Some dictionaries define the term eliye only as a "kite", however
some dictionaries give the secondary meaning;" hideous demon, hostile spirit in the form
of la bird, goblin, devil".
’Avalokita or Avalokitesvara "The keen seeing lord, the great pitier and lord of
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the Supreme ornament [who is] always without intemiption."
Let there be assistance to me and to all the living beings!
Do not be an obstacle to the almsgiver!’
I cut off your noose!
You ride a black goat
and take the black sins.
I cut off your noose!
You ride a yellow goat
and take the yellow sins.
I cut off your noose!
You ride a black horse
and take the black sins.
You are the black raksasa.*”
I cut off your noose!
You drink red blood" and
You are quick in your actions."
mercy" cf. L.A. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism, Cambridge 1971, pp .356-358.
* Most probably it can be identified with the Bodhisattva Ramakuta (Tib. Ggug
na tin chen) the Mongolian name of whom Kowalewski gives as Oroi-dofon erdenitu.(P446/a)
’ The Mongolian expression oglige-yin ejen-liige buu qarsila is not correct. It
would be better; ejen-diir buu qarsila.. The mistake indicates that the text is a translation
of Tibetan where the verb 'gal-ba "to counteract" stands with the suffix of Instrumentahs
dan, that was translated by the Mongolian - luge.
Rdksors (Tib. Srin-po) are large group of malignant spirits, they cause several
kinds of disease, they wander around the house and in cemeteries. Waddell, op.cit., p.
369, Kowalewski, p. 2660. Nebesky-Wojkowitz enumerates and describes in detail the
raksa-s and the ceremonies required to counteract them. He mentions a certain srin-po
nag-po - it can be supposed that it is the same spirit as the one here. It is the leader of the
-s dressed in a cloak consisting of lightening and it holds corns of hail in his left hand.
" Heruka is a blood-drinking deity in pre-Buddhist Tibetan pantheon: He got
an important part in an exorcizing ceremony known in Tibet as well as in Mongolia. It is
also a ceremony of lasso-thoring and cutting. Cf. G. Tucci - W. Heissig, Die Religionen
Tibets und der Mongolei, Stuttgart, Berlin, Kdln, Mainz 1970, pp.226-227.. A. Sirkozi,
A Text of Popular Religious Belief. "Cutting off the Lasso". Acta Orient. Hung. XXXIX
(1985), pp. 39-44.
" Moving quickly is characteristic of certain evil spirits. E.g. Mongolian ada ,
whose role and sphere of activity is the best defined is said to move quickly in fear of
skilful and sudden people who might hit him. His mouth and only tooth are also bloody
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I cut off your noose!
You travel [on a coach drawn] by a blue goat and
take on yourself the unmovable great sufferings.
You are the white chested multi-coloured fiend.
I cut off your noose!
Your are all the fiends and evils
who wander around.
I cut off your noose!
Taking a sword in your right hand
and a spear in your left hand'''
you are a hindrance to the travellers.
I cut off your noose!
You ride a red sheep
and take the red defilement.
you are the hindrance of the dead!
I cut off your noose!
Do not be an obstacle to the almsgiver!
Take the food that I had given you
and disappear, disappear at once. [2a]
Take the disease of the arms and feet,
of the body and together with the ransom figure
take it away!
Taking it go away, go away!
Take the hat and robe of this almsgiver
and his ransom figure.
Taking them go away, go away!
Take the belt, the trousers, the boots
indicating that it is a blood-drinking spirit just as Heruka. I.A. Manzigeev, Burjatskie
iamanistiieskie i doSamanistiieskie terminy. Moskva 1978, p.3.
The expression here refers to the fact that all the figures described above are
ransome figures (mong./o/iy) taking all the evil influence on themselves./o/iy ceremonies
are written about in detail. Cf. AM. Pozdneev, Religion and Ritual in Society, Lamaist
Buddhism in Late 19th Century Mongolia. Ed. by JJl. Krueger, Bloomington 1978, pp.
559-561, Ch. R. Bawden, The Supernatural Element in Sickness and Death According to
Mongol Tradition I. 215-275, II. 153-178, W. Heissig, Shamanen und Geisterbeschwdrer
in Kuriye-Banner. Folklore Studies 3 (1944), Peking, pp. 39-72, W. Heissig,Die Re/igion^n
derMongolei, pp. 311-312, W. Heissig, Austreiben eines bosen Krankheitsgeistes, Bruno
Lewin zu Ehren. Festschrift aus Anlqfi seines 65. Geburtstages. Koreanistische und andere
asienwissenschtftliche Beitrage, pp. 93-100, etc.
The use of weapons in exorcising cermonies and as the belongings of foliy
figures is well known in Mongolia and Tibet. Cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz, op.cit., 129,441,
443,463,515. W. Heissig and Ch.R. Bawden, Catalogue of Mongol Books, Manuscripts
and Xylographs. The Royal Library Copenhagen, 1971. Mong 301., Ch. R. Bawden, The
Supernatural Element, II. p. 175, etc.
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of the almsgiver and
together with the ransom figure of his body
take them and go away, go away!
Take the given” cattle and
the ransom figure of his body,
take the pastry, the butter,
the lamp and the incense
together with the ransom figure.
Taking them go [every of you] to your own places,
go away!
Do not transgress the command of my teacher lama.
Go, go away at once!
If you do not go,
I will hit you with the gtorma of the mighty goddess.”
I call all my guardian spirits and
I hit you with the nine-branched vajra of Vajrapani.”
Do not transgress the command of my tutelary Buddha,
the Vajra master,
go away, go away!
Expel the Sumbani [?] ”
and show the way.
When cutting the noose, it should be cut
on the 8th of the new moon of the 3rd spring month
on the 15th of the new moon of the 3rd summer month
on the 19th day of the new moon of the 3rd winter month
on the dragon, dog day of the 3rd autumn month
on the snake, pig day of the 3rd winter month.
When averting the bad omen
read the books: the Vajravidarana, theVajracchedika
and the Great Avalokitesvara.”
The form ogtigii is not correct here, ogugsen would be better.
” Okin tengri is taken over from the Buddhist pantheon, she is identical with
Sridevi. Cf. Tucci - Heissig,DieReligionen ,pp. 355-356.
Vajrapani, Tib. Phyag-na-rdo-ijfe "The wider of the thunderbolt" a meta
morphosis of Jupiter (Indra), a spiritual son of the second celestial Buddha, Akshobhya.
Waddell, op.cit., p. 356, a representation of him p. 13.
I could not identiry it.
The books recomemded here are the holy scriptures of Buddhism and are
incorporated into the Canon: Vajrai/idarana (Teyin ebdegii odir) Cf. Liigeti, Catalogue
du Kanjurmongol imprime. Budapest, 1942, Nr412, Heissig, Mongolische Handschriften,
Blockdrucke, Landkarten. Wiesbaden 1961, No 203. Vajracchedika is one of the most
popular books of Buddhims, several versions are known,. Cf. Heissig, op.cit. Nos 233-258.,
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Prepare a human figure of red mud to be thrown out.
Tie a red rope on the members of the man who unites the things
and cut it to reverse direction
with a knife [decorated] with a va|ra.
Hang [on it the following things]:
a black sheep, a goat, a cow, a horse, a black garment
cut the black [2b] striped rope and
tie it to the two arms and feet of the human figure.
And another version:
Cutting off the noose
The invoking is as follows:
Place a Icmg^ of silver
to the door,
if there is not any, then a chen of gold,
a ring and a golden hook,
and a delim^^ long golden rope twisted of five colours.
Make a hoop of the one end of the rope,
tie it and put it into the mouth of the man of the noose
and stand it there.
Tie a hook to the one end of (the rope)
and stick it into the head of the dough figure.
Together with all these place there (a piece of) cast non.
Tie, in addition, a complete (piece oO white silk
to the arm of the man who will cut (the rope) .
Twist the rope three times with the copper knife and
Cut it three times with the sword.
Let the man with the hatchet say like this:
Ligeti,op.cjf. 771. Arya-avalokitesvam-nama-dharani, Ligeti, op.cit. Nos 376,551, etc.
^ I translate kelkigci kumun "the man who unites things" - it is perhaps the
leader of the ceremony, or the person on whose account the ritual is meant. The expression
is not quite clear.
This sentence is not quite clear.
" A Chinese unit of weight, 37.3 gram, a tael or ounce of silver. Lessing, p.
515.
Ch. ch'ien, Chinese weight equivalent to about four grams. Lessing p. 171.
The space necessary to stretch a bow, distance between the two ends of a
stretched bow, a linear measure (from the tips of the fingers of an outstretched arm to the
shoulder of the other arm), half an alda (fathom). Lessing, p. 250.
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I do not cut the striped rope [but]
with the power of mighty wrathful deities
I cut off all the hindrances destroying them.
I do not cut the striped rope [but]
with the power of fearless wrathful deities
I cut off the flesh and tongue of thousand devils.
I do not cut the offering meat [but]
I cut off obstructing the hinderance causmg harm,
and all those with malevolent thoughts
and the wrangle
I do not cut off the raw meat [but]
_ „
with the razor sword of the four maharaja-^
I cut off the ten thousand demons
of the four directions^’
and the wrangle of the devils.
I do not cut the multicoloured rope [but]
with my sacred spells of knowledge
I cut off the necks of the evils, and the ada-s,
the foes and hinderance of the ten directions.
I do not cut off the black striped rope [but]
“ didkur-s are believed to be the souls of dead people that have become demons
and bring evU to the living. Tucci - Heissig, Die Religionen, p. 314-315.
“ In the lowest compartment of the heavens are the four "great guardian kings
of the quarters", the maharaja-s: the white guardian of the east, the red guardian of the
west, the green guardian of the south, the yellow guardian of the north. Waddell, op.at.,
p.84.

Simnus Tib. bdud is a group of a great number of evil spirits causing harm to
people. In Buddhist texts they are mostly subdivided into four groups according to the
cardinal directions. Cf. Nebesky-Wojkowitz, op.cit., p. 276.
“ arris tami Tib. rig-pa snags Skr. vidya mantra sacred spell of magic knowledge.
Lessing pp. 1161, 1185.
Ada usually is a one-eyed evil demon who makes people mad and raging,
and is especially dangerous to young children. It is disease provoker sitting above Ae
patient. Buriat folklore considers that one of the three souls of man becomes an ada after
death It settles in various reptiles, snakes in particular. It can be a bearded wolf. Mosdy,
it is invisible, however shamans and children uder the age of three can see it sometimes.
Before people taste food, he spits into it and in this way causes them lung trouble and
other diseases. Cf. Manzigeev, op.cit. p.3, D. Banzarov, Cemaja vera Hi iamanstvo u
mongolov' i drugija stat' D. Banzarova. Sanktpeterburg 1891, p. 30. J.A. Partanen, A
description of Buriat Shamanism. Journal de la Society Firmo-Ougrienne 51 (1941), p. 9,
Bawden,op.cir. (1961), p. 234.
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I cut off the gossiping of all the evils
I tear off the black eyes
I break the wild backbone [3a]
with the power of all the Buddhas
I cut off returning all the cruelty of old times.
I have burned all the ada-s, hindrances, evils
with hot burning fire.
Think it over!
Take out the animals, the dresses and the coats ^®the.[?]...
Read the Prajnaparamita^', the Vajraviddhara.
When a woman's foot is heavy and can not give birth for three days
make a ransom figure with an animal
make a ransom figure with a tail
make a drawing: this and this is the clan of the mother
she was bom in this and this year,.
Place it on the heart of the ransom figure
Make an other ransom figure of the convenient year
Ride it on a black ransom animal
If you prepare medicine this day, it will return the danger.
^ The reading and translation of qubdad suba is uncertain.
W. Heissig, Mongolische Handschriften, Blockdrucke, Landkarten. Wiesbaden
1961, Nos 173 182.
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Thomas Schlotterback
Humans are creators of "things." Those things can be cate
gorized into sounds, movements, and objects. While all "things"
created are derived from and reflective of the human mind at work,
objects give the most insight into the mind. Creating objects requires a
manner of human involvement that is dependent upon the most
complex and "human" characteristics of the mind. The most important
characteristic is the employment of a specific structuring of material
reflecting a technology expertise gained only by "learning." The objects
created give tangible and immutable evidence of the technology and
learning necessary for their creation. The objects most reflective of the
workings of the human mind are those that are sub-categorized as "art"
objects.
Humans of all eras and areas create objects that fit into their
own version of the category of "art," and all of those objects have
remarkable similarities in their forms. That is, the shapes, with their
internal structure and the manner in which they are placed together in
specific configuration of objects—of all eras and areas have a marked
tangible similarity. Conversely, each set of objects from every specific
social/cultural envelope has distinctly different aspects of application of
form (shape with internal structure in configuration) and use and func
tion. Thus, a peculiar balance between similarity and difference allows
for a concept of "style" for each set of objects created. When all ob
jects created designated as art are considered, it is also apparent
another strong similarity exists.
Art historians have noted that social/cultural envelopes that are
chronologically coherent display close style similarities in the art ob
jects they contain. It has also been noted those similarities are con
sistent within those of other periods and groups in similar states of
existence. Thus stylistic periods are noted and designated, and Paleo
lithic, Neolithic and Tribal Arts are differentiated from Ancient Art,
Classical Art, Renaissance Art and so on. It is also noted that one
social/cultural envelope may intrude its "style" onto another, either
through development in quantum steps or by pervasive intrusion. Thus
in certain places (for unknown reasons) the style changes perceptibly
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over long or short periods of time. The changes in the Ancient Styles
of Egypt over four millennia were small, while those in Greek Art were
very great in a comparatively short time. In some instances, it is ap
parent that stylistic characteristics are similar through a perceived
principle of "parallelism." This principle depends upon human tenden
cies to structure similar forms when similar technology is involved.
There is also a perceived parallelism in application of forms that,
speculatively, result from the human similarities in cognitive process; a
circle looks like the sun everywhere. There is an assumption that styles
that are long-lived and chronologically continuous are changed through
invasive and oppressive means by intrusive exterior styles.
It is apparent that long-lived chronologically continuous styles
develop the most consistent presentations of form in terms of config
uration, use, and function. Conversely, it is to be expected that a form
that is strong and consistent in its configuration, use, and function
should be evidence of long chronological continuity and cultural
importance. Such a form would seem to be a most important piece of
language reflective of the human minds responsible for its creation. It
would give a particular and peculiar insight into the mind of the culture
and the individuals responsible for its structuring.
One of the longest lived cultural structures of the world is that
of India. One of the most powerful and important forms created in that
culture in a consistent style is the figure of one of its major gods, Siva.
The most often presented object is that of Siva dancing the Nadanta as
Lord of the Dance; the figure of Siva Nataraja.
The image presented in Plate 1 is that of Siva Nataraja. It is a
bronze object of significant size and detailed finish and is a testament to
the technology developed in India for casting bronze into
representational images of great realistic specificity. That technology
indicates the very high level of the artistry of the social/cultural period
reached in India by the tenth century. It was a technology of long tra
dition and attainment seldom equaled in the world until modem times.
It is a singular evidence of a long gestational period preceding its
production and of the high valuation by the culture of the image cast.
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Plate 1.
Siva Nataraja. Lord of Dance.
C. Sivaramamurti, Nataraja in Art, Thought
and Literature (New
Delhi: National Mus
eum, 1974). Figure 89.
Chapter 13, Nataraja,
early Chola, 1000 A.D.,
Tiruvalangadu, Madras
Museum (p. 237).

The object depicts the image of Siva in the dance called the
Nadanta.
He is performing a step or phase of that dance, the
iconography of which is well chronicled. Each element of the dance is
explicit in detail and the separate aspects of the configuration of the
dance, the step, the attributes, the symbols, and the condition of the
figure are carefully and realistically presented. There can be no doubt
the artist or artists responsible for the making of the figure depict the
reality of a human male figure dressed in specific regalia in a particular
dance configuration. The general rhythmic character of the means of
depicting the figure reflects the cadence of a graceful dance. Thus, the
image presents a depiction of the naturalistic aspects of a real human
dancing and, one suspects, from a model or direct observation of the
act in process. On the other hand, the artist also presents an obvious
abstract conventionalization of reality in several elements of the
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depiction. The four arms are not depictions of a natural human
condition. The general configuration of the human figure standing with
one foot raised and with the figure of a small dwarf-like person under
the other foot, are rather obvious aspects of abstract convention
alization of reality to create part of the symbolism of the object. The
most important symbolic aspects of the object are attached to the
dancing figure itself
Siva is the Lord of the Dance in the pantheon of gods of Hindu
India. He has many dances for all occasions and reigns supreme as the
preeminent dancer. His other functions within that pantheon of gods all
accrue to his position as the great dancer and musician. Music and
dance in the past formed (and still forms) an important aspect of the
spiritual and religious character of the Hindu religion. They also form
an important aesthetic element in the spiritual life of India. Of the two,
dance was and is the most important. Together, music and dance con
stitute a major element of the vidyas of life itself Thus Siva, as the
Lord of the Dance and as the major musician, becomes an image of
extreme importance to the whole social-cultural Indian envelope.
Dance as an aesthetic medium is as three-dimensional as
sculpture. Dance itself derives its aesthetic base directly from the hu
man body reacting with structured movements in response to music and
texts of songs. The movements follow specifically choreographed
movement patterns that exist in three-dimensional space and fourth
dimensional time. The sculpture of Siva Nataraja is a moment of that
four-dimensional dance frozen in dynamic stasis, but implying (by its
depictive nature) the whole of the dance. The sculpture's form reflects
that of an actual dance and while it is a dance from the far past of
tradition, it is still "modern" in its connotation of movement dynamics.
The dance represented, the Nadanta, was and is an art form of the
highest level in the axiological systems of Indian aesthetics. It contains
the same kinds of emotional devices and high intensity images as
present-day MTV presentations. The close parallels in both form and
content existing between these two artistic forms are even more strik
ing since they are so disparate in time.
Unlike modern forms, the Nadanta and all other Hindu dances
follow carefully traditional conventionalized choreographed movement
patterns and forms.
The traditions are based in ancient histor
ic/mythological writings and the dynamic forms are based on primordial
configurations. The music and texts that accompany the dance are
simple and elegant in form and primary in source and technology. The
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Structure and configuration of movement, pose, pattern, and visual
placement are complex and sophisticated while reflecting their
primordial base and traditional antecedents.
Dance in general was an extremely important stimulus and
prototype for sculpture to follow. Sculpture became the dance in
frozen form and the Hindu pantheon of gods, major and minor, are all
depicted in dance. Siva, Brahma, and Vishnu are the gods most often
represented in sculptures depicting the dancing Hindu Pantheon. But
always, it is Siva who is thought of and represented as the central
dancing figure. In the depiction of Three Natyacharyas from the
twelfth century (Plate 2), Siva dances in the center while Brahma is on
the left and Vishnu is on the right.

Plate 2.
Three Natyacharyas; Siva (center), Brahma (left), Vishnu
(right) C. Sivaramamurti, Nataraja in Art, Thought and Literature (New
Delhi: National Museum, 1974). Figure 2, Chapter Three, Kakatiya,
12th Century A.D., Warahgal, National Museum (p. 26).

Siva has many roles in the Hindu system. He is the great
musician and in that character He is the great teacher and the person
who sets the rhythm for the dance and the universe. He often is
depicted with Gangas, playing musical instruments as (so to speak)
both the leader and principal musician of the band of players (Plate 3).
The band often plays for Siva as He assumes the role of dancer. There
are hundreds of dances He performs as the great dancer. He dances as
the great conqueror, Siva Ardhanarisvara, with one foot on the Nandi
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Bull and one foot on a lion (Plate 4). He dances in caves as depicted in
cave number one Badami, Mysore from the eighth century (Plate 5).
He dances as the great Androgyne with his consort Paravati, a skeleton
and the Nandi Bull (Plate 6). He dances with Matrikas (Plate 7) in a
unison concert. A great part of Siva's existence is spent in dance.

Plate 3. Siva as Musician with Gangas sounding musical in
struments. C. Sivaramurti, Satarudhya: Vibhuti of Siva's Icon
ography (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1976). Figure 58. Siva
saptasvara-maya, Vakataka, 5th century A.D., Parel near Bombay.
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Plate 4. Siva dancing with
one foot on the Nandi Bull
the other on a lion, C.
Sivaramamurti, Nataraja
in Art, Thought and Liter
ature (New Delhi; National
Museum, 1974). Figure 3,
Chapter 8. Terra-cotta,
13th century A.D., Rani
Pokri, Kathmandu, Nepal
(p. 91).

Plate 5. Siva danc
ing. 6th c., C. Siva
ramamurti, Natara
ja in Art, Thought
and
Literature
(New Delhi: Na
tional
Museum,
1974). Figure 16,
Chapter Thirteen,
Multi-armed Siva
Dancing, early Pallava, 6th Century,
A.D., Bhairavakonda Cave, Nellore
Dist. (p. 178).
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Plate 6. Siva Androgyne, wearing snakes, with Nandi, Paravati, and
skeleton, 6th c. Slide collection. Western Washington University.
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Plate 7.
Matrikas dancing with Siva, right side of wall panel including
Siva at right. C. Sivaramamurti, Satarudriya: Vibhuti of Siva's Icon
ography (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1976). Figure 31. Matrikas
dancing flanked to the right by Siva, Gurjara-Pratihara, 10th century A.D.,
National Museum.

Siva performs three major dances of great importance to the
structure and fabric of the Hindu religion. While the other dances are
generally celebratory in nature, these three specific dances are
connected directly to the core of Hindu religion and spirituality. They
carry deep significance and give great insight into the origins of the
traditions of all India and, most important, to the aesthetics, sig
nificance, and meaning of Siva and His dances to the social and cultural
life of India itself
One dance of importance is an evening dance in the Himalayas,
with a divine chorus, described as follows in the Shiva Pradosha
Stotra:
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Placing the Mother of the Three Worlds upon a golden throne,
studded with precious gems, Shulapani dances on the heights of
Kailasa, and all the gods gather round him:
Saravati plays on the vina, Indra on the flute, Brahma holds the time
marking cymbals, Lakshmi begins a song, Vishnu plays on a drum,
and all the gods stand round about;
Gandharvas, Yakshas, Paragas, Uragas, Siddhas, Sadhyas, Vidyadharas, Amaras, Apsarases, and all the beings dwelling in the three
worlds assemble there to witness the celestial dance and hear the
music of the divine choir at the hour of twilight. ^

This may be the dance scene showing Siva dancing between
Brahma and Vishnu depicted on the lintel (Plate 2). It is an enter
tainment dance in which all partake. It brings to mind images of
primordial tribal enclaves in ritual as well as scenes that still occur at
family gatherings in places like Greece and Turkey.
The next dance of importance is called;
... the Tandava, and belongs to His tamasic aspect as Bhairava or
Vira-bhadra. It is performed in cemeteries and burning grounds,
where Shiva, usually in ten-armed form, dances wildly with Devi,
accompanied by troops of capering imps. Representations of this
dance are common amongst ancient sculptures, as at Elura, Elephanta,
and also Bhuvaneshvara. The Tandava dance is in origin that of a
pre-Aryan divinity, half-god, half-demon, who holds His midnight
revels in the burning grounds. In later times, this dance in the
cremation grounds, sometimes of Shiva, sometimes of Devi, is
interpreted in Shaiva and Shakta literature in a most touching and
profound sense.^

The Tandava dance is a most important element in the Hindu
scheme of things and requires attention not possible here, for it is the
third dance that is the subject of this paper. The third dance of Siva
and His most important one is the Nadanta, as depicted by the Siva
Nataraja. It is the most often depicted image in all Indian sculpture. In
its complete depiction the Nadanta shows Siva in His most powerful
manifestation (Plate 8).

^ Auanda K. Coomaraswamy, The Dance of Siva: Essays on Indian Art
and Culture ^ew York: Dover Publications, 1985), pp. 56-57.
2 Ibid., p. 57.
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The thousands of depictions of Siva Nataraja in stone and
bronze indicate its popularity and importance as an image. The object
depicted in Plate 8 is done with consummate skill and mastery of the
technology. It is the standard general height for this specific depiction,
43.5 inches, and was done during the high period of accomplishment
for Indian bronze casting, the Chola period (about 1075-1100). The
image's popularity and the artist's consummate technical skill combine
to make this bronze figure the perfect example of an object with strong
sign quality and deep significance for the social/cultural envelope of its
origin. As a result it has deep, abiding and emotional meaning and
impact on all individuals of the Hindu faith and, indeed, for all Indians.
The bronze image depicts Siva Nataraja, the Lord of the Dance,
performing in Chidambaram. He is a beautifully sensuous figure of fine
physique delineated by the artist with a strong sense of three-dimen
sional volume and precisely defined shape and configuration. He is
four-armed, with each arm posed so as to enhance the significance of
the dance as well as dynamically balance the figure with the bronze
circle surrounding it. The circle is a ring that sprouts flames at precise
and measured intervals along its outer edge. Siva stands on one foot
within the ring. Beneath this foot lies a dwarf called Apasmara or Muyalaka who, in turn, holds a cobra. Siva's other foot is raised in a
graceful pose and one hand points directly at it. The body of Siva is
adorned by many objects, all of which have specific and particular sign
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quality within a system of symbolism well documented and known to
those living in its social/cultural environment.
The object presents the image of Siva as pre-eminent God of
the Hindu pantheon in the dance, through which He arises to that
position and becomes Lord of the Universe. In the dance and as a
result of it, Siva assumes the aspects and responsibilities of all the gods
and, thereby controls the fate of the cosmos. As a result the dance is
the act which controls all destiny and particularly human destiny. The
bronze image depicts the controlling actor in charge of all existence in
the act of receiving and exerting absolute control.
... So stupendous is the concept of the Lord of Dance, Nataraja, so
completely enveloping the Universe, in which and as which He
dances, an impossible situation indeed, where He is both the container
and the contained.^

Part of the meaning of the dancing image arises from the source
and origin of the dance. The source and origin are recounted in the
writing called Koyil Puranam which presents the old mythic telling of
the dance as it took place. Coomaraswamy, in Dance of Shiva, tells us
. . . The Nadanta dance or Nataraja [takes place] before the assembly
(Sabha) in the Golden Hall of Chidambaram or Tillai, the center of the
Universe [was] first revealed to gods and rishis after the submission of
the latter in the forest of Taragam. . . .
... In the forest of Taragam dwelt multitudes of heretical rishis,
following the Mimamsa. Thither proceeded Shiva to confute them,
accompanied by Vishnu disguised as a beautiful woman, and AtiSheshan. The rishis were at first led to violent dispute amongst
themselves, but their anger was soon directed against Shiva, and they
endeavored to destroy Him by means of incantations. A fierce tiger
was created in sacrificial fires, and rushed upon Him; but smiling
gently. He seized it and with the nail of His little finger, stripped off
its skin and wrapped it about Himself like a silken cloth.
Undiscouraged by failure, the sages renewed their offerings, and
produced a monstrous serpent, which however, Shiva seized and
wreathed about His neck like a garland. Then He began to dance; but
there rushed upon Him a last monster in the shape of a malignant
dwarf, Muyalaka. Upon Him the God pressed the tip of His foot, and
broke the creature's back, so that it writhed upon the ground; and so.
^ C. Sivaramamurti, Nataraja in Art, Thought and Literature (New Delhi:
National Museum, 1974), p. 3.
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His last foe prostrate, Shiva resumed the dance, witnessed by gods and
rishis. Then, Ati-Sheshan worshipped Shiva and prayed above all
things for the boon, once more to behold this mystic dance; Shiva
promised that He should behold the dance again in sacred Tillai, the
center of the Universe.'^

It is the image of that dance, begun under the conditions stated
in the forest of Taragam and then, as promised, performed again in
Tillai, that provides the subject for literally thousands of objects
depicting Siva Nataraja. It is not difficult to interpret the myth as the
point in time when Siva accomplishes three important objectives. The
first was the act of overcoming what in ancient times could be
considered insurmountable obstacles. Tigers, huge snakes, malignant
beings—all the result of magic—were symbolic presentations of real
dangers. Siva, overcoming those things in the act of "dance," would
be, symbolically, a marvelous superhuman feat. The second was the
overcoming of the heretical rishis or sages. The symbolism of such a
conquest is debatable but must indicate Siva's successful conquering of
a powerful, magical group who intended to do him grievous harm.
Such a conquest must signify Siva's ascending to a power position in
some social/cultural sense within a specific environment, now projected
mystically but at some origin point providing a very real human political
content for the dance. The third was the starting and continuing,
against all odds, of a "dance" that was so powerful that it was to be
performed again and continually so that it became an image of power
and persistence into modern times and throughout the modern world.
To Indians, most specifically to those of Hindu faith, the dance
had specific significance and as a result particular meaning. That
significance and meaning came directly from the image itself Each
separate image of Siva, in his several manifestations, dances, avatars, or
compositions had its own significance and meaning different from the
Nataraja. Of all those images, Nataraja is the most important and the
most revealing about Siva, both as a god and as an historical element.
A superficial look at those signs and symbols, and what they meant,
indicates the image's importance. Coomaraswamy, in his Dance of
Shiva, states:

4 Op. cit., Coomaraswamy, p. 4.
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. . . The images, then, represent Shiva dancing, having four hands,
with braided and jeweled hair of which the lower locks are whirling in
the dance. In His hair may be seen a wreathing cobra, a skull, and the
mermaid figure of Ganga; upon it rests the crescent moon, and it is
crowned with a wreath of Cassia leaves. In His right ear He wears a
man's earring, a woman's in the left; He is adorned with necklaces and
armlets, a jeweled belt, anklets, bracelets, finger and toe rings. The
chief part of His dress consists of tightly fitting breeches, and He
wears also a fluttering scarf and a sacred thread. One right hand
holds a drum, the other uplifted in the sign of do not fear: one left
hand holds fire, the other points down upon the demon Myualaka, a
dwarf holding a cobra; the left foot is raised. There is a lotus pedestal,
from which springs an encircling glory (tiruvasi), fringed with flames,
and touched within by the hands holding drum and fire.^

Some aspects described are Shiva's normal attributes that act as
signs of his character and its meaning.
. . . Such are the braided locks, as of a yogi: the Cassia garland: the
skull of Brahma: the figure of Ganga (the Ganges fallen from heaven
and lost in Shiva's hair): the cobras: the different earrings, betokening
the dual nature of Mahadev, "whose half is Uma": and the four arms.
The drum also is a general attribute of Shiva, belonging to his
character of yogi, though in the dance it has further a special
significance.^

The general meaning of the Nadanta encompasses the five
activities of Siva which are separately considered, the singular activities
of Brahma, Vishnu, Rudra, Maheshvara and Sadashiva. Thus the dance
is the sign that Siva now acts as do all of the other gods. In the dance.
He becomes the culmination of all the activities of the separate gods
and as such presents
. . . His five activities (Pancakritya), viz: Shrishti (over looking,
creation, evolution), Sthiti (preservation, support), Samhara
(destruction, evolution), Tirobhava veiling, emobidment, illusion, and
also, giving rest), Anugraha (release, salvation, grace).^

The image depicts Siva in a dance that represents—symbolically,
allegorically and metaphorically—the cosmic activities that affect the
5 Ibid., p. 58.
^ Ibid., p. 59.
7 Ibid.
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existence, operation and destruction of everything. It is, as well, the
intercession on behalf of humans into the world and is the deliverance
of the world from all afflictions and an eventual leading of the world to
a state of salvation and grace. Each movement of the dance, as depict
ed, is a part of the total dance and yet each image presents only one
point in the dance that implies the total dance.
The accomplishment of the five activities comes through that
one point, in the person, the beauty, the dancing actions, the music and
the sacrifice of the only person capable of the accomplishment. Lord
Siva. Most important, it is His dance only. Only Siva the chosen one
and self-chosen one can perform the dance and when He does, the
Universe, indeed all existence, for all time, responds. It is obviously a
most important image with complex, sophisticated, and even mystical
implications. The true meaning of the image is, however, connected to
a more personal aspect of interpretation of its significance.
. . . This is His dance. Its deepest significance is felt when it is
realized that it takes place within the heart and the self. Everywhere
is God: that Everywhere is the heart. ^

The specific interpretation that the dance has a most personal
significance comes from writings of ancient origin. The following
verses from the Tirukuttu Darshana (Visions of the Sacred Dance)
forming the ninth tantra of Tirumular's Tinimantram, focus on the
concept of the personal location of the dance.
His form is everywhere: all-pervading in His Siva-Shakti:
Chidambaram is everywhere, everywhere His dance:
As Shiva is all and omnipresent.
Everywhere is Shiva's gracious dance made manifest.
His five-fold dances are temporal and timeless.
His five-fold dances are His Five Activities.
By His grace He performs the five acts.
This is the sacred dance of Uma-Sahaya.
He dances with Water, Fire, Wind, and Ether,
Thus our Lord Dances ever in the court. ^

In such a text there is the implication that, as the images are always
present, so is the dance; it is a continual endeavor of constant nature.
^ Ibid., p. 60.
9 Ibid.
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. . . in . . . Tamil texts the purpose of Shiva's dance is explained. In
Shivajnana Siddhiyar, Supaksha, Sotra V, 5, we find,
"For the purpose of securing both kinds of fruit to the countless souls,
our Lord, with actions five, dances His dance." Both kinds of fruit,
that is Iham reward in this world, and Param, bliss in Mukti."^*^

Again, Unmai Vilakkam, 32, 37, 39 informs us
The supreme Intelligence dances in the soul ... for the purpose of
removing our sins. By these means, our Father scatters the darkness
of Illusion (maya), burns the thread of causality (karma), stamps down
evil (mala, anava, avidya), showers Grace, and lovingly plunges the
soul in the ocean of Bliss (ananda). They never see rebirths, who
behold this mystic dance. ^ ^

And finally,
... to summarize the whole interpretation we find that The essential
Significance of Shiva's dance is threefold: First, it is the image of His
Rhythmic Play as the source of all movement within the Cosmos,
which is Represented by the Arch: Secondly, the Purpose of His dance
is to Release the Countless souls of men from the Snare of Illusion:
Thirdly the Place of the Dance, Chidambaram, the Centre of the
Universe, is within the Heart.

Thus the image of Siva Nataraja has deep-seated personal,
social and cultural significance. The symbolism—the allegorical and
metaphoric nature of that significance—has meaning that is of the
deepest, most personal character. The image and whom it depicts
(Siva) and what it implies most are important. Once the history of the
image is known, it is apparent that the importance of its dancer—the
Lord Siva as an entity and in His several manifestations—is also more
widespread in time and space than previously thought, and may have a
world-wide significance.
Siva as dancer is His most important image. He has other
images, however, that are also important. When He is shown seated as
in the bronze from the 11th Century (Plate 9), He is considered a yogi.
As yogi, or teacher. He is also called on occasion Lord of the Quarters

10

Ibid.
11 Ibid., 1^.62.
12 Ibid., p. 65.
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and is presented as controlling all matter of the world, particularly
animal and vegetable. A sculptural relief figure from Ellora (Plate 10)
presents Siva in that manifestation. In both sculptures Siva is seated
with His legs arranged in a particular manner and with other
standardized iconic elements that carry the signs and symbols giving
significance and meaning to the images in the manner of the Siva
Nataraja.

Plate 9. Siva as yogi and physician. 9th c. C. Sivaramamurti,
Satarudhya: Vibhuti of Siva's Iconography (New Delhi: Abhinav
Publications, 1976). Figure 8. Vishapaharana, Pallava, 9th century
A.D., Government Museum, Madras.
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Plate 10. Siva as yogi. C. Sivaramamurti, Satarudriya: Vibhuti of
Siva's Iconography (New Delhi: Abhinav Pulbications, 1976). Siva
as yogi, the lord of the quarters, early Western Chalukya, 7th century
A.D., Ellora.

Siva is also depicted in an image of the great lingam. It is felt
this is another important manifestation. He appeared in that configur
ation early in the history of India. The human figure accompanying the
carved stone lingam from the Shunga period (Plate 11) is thought to be
Siva. In the Elephanta cave shrine to Siva, the centerpiece to the
central shrine is also a lingam (Plate 12). In the myth-history of the
genesis of Siva, He appears from a column of flame that is also lingam
in form and that is often presented as an image (Plate 13). As lingam,
Siva becomes the vital male member of a cosmic male/female duality.
It is a most complex and sophisticated arrangement incorporating His
consort Paravati and interlocking their duality to such a degree of gen
der convergence as to amount to androgyny.
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Plate 11.
Siva as Linga, Satavahana, as Ushnishi. 2nd century
B.C. C. Sivaramamurti, Satarudiya: Vibhuti of Siva's Iconography
(New Delhi: Abhinav Publications,
1976). Figure 9. Siva against lin
ga, Satavahana, 2nd century B.C.,
Gudimallam, Andhra Pradesh.

Plate 12.Linga on pedestal in
shrine, Elephanta. 550 C.E. Car
mel Berkson, Elephanta: The Cave
of Shiva (Princeton; Princeton
University Press, 1983), Plate 7.
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Plate 13.
Lingodbhava, Siva in
flaming column. 11th c. C. Sivarmamurti, Satarudriya: Vibhuti of
Siva's Iconography (New Delhi:
Abhinav Publications, 1976). Fig
ure 19. Lingodbhava, Chola, 11th
century A.D., Brihadisvara temple,
Tanjavur.

Siva is also often associated with the Nandi bull in several
image configurations (Plate 14). Nandi becomes Siva's closest animalassociation and the bull is an obviously important attribute of Siva as
principal Hindu God. All of these several manifestations have numbers
of images. It is through these images that it is possible to speculate
about the very ancient beginnings of the Siva image itself and its
importance as a factor in culture and civilization.
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Plate 14. Siva dancing with Paravati and Nandi. 8th century. C.
Sivaramamurti, Nataraja in Art, Thought and Literature. (New
Delhi; National Museum, 1974). Figure 24, Chapter Thirteen, Siva
in chatura dancing on Apasmara, with bull behind, from ceiling,
Papanatha temple, Pattadakal, Early Western Chalukya, 8th century
A.D.

Siva's role and depiction as dancer, particularly as Nataraja,
form the most important aspect of His imagery and existence within the
pantheon of Hindu Gods. It is probable that role is also part of the
original base for the image in ancient times. The source for that role
and image comes from earliest times in the history of India. Two spe
cific early objects reflect the character of the Nataraja image. A small
figure found at Mohenjo-daro from approximately 2500 BCE (Plate
15) has several attributes which parallel those of the much later Siva
image. The general shape of the figure's body, the smooth finish and
sensitive delineation of its anatomy so as to reveal the sensuous
character of the human figure are all similar to what is found in later
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Plate 15. Stone Torso
from
Mohenjo-daro.
1500 B.C.E. Slide col
lection, Western Wash
ington University.

Siva figures. Most intriguing is the set of arm sockets on the front
facing of the shoulders. These sockets are a standard technique used
by sculptors throughout time for attaching arms that thrust away from
the plane of the figure and from the stone used. Thus the figure has
one set of arm stubs that hang down from the shoulders and the sockets
imply that another set of arms would have pointed in front of the figure.
This is exactly the configuration of later Siva Nataraja figures. The
figure is also ithyphallic in structure, though the male member has been
broken away. It might also be conjectured that the profile of the Mo
henjo-daro figure indicates a dancing pose.
There is another figure from that same early period with even
closer parallels to the later Siva image, one more obviously in a dancing
mode. The small figure from Harappa (Plate 16) has much of the same
sensual character as the figure from Mohenjo-daro, but the legs are
more complete and one thrusts forward as though in the raised foot
attitude much like Siva.
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Plate 16. Stone torso
from Harappa.
1500
B.C.E. Slide collection.
Western
Washington
University.

Both of these objects come from the historical period of India,
during which the Rig Veda, at least in verbal form, appeared. Both are
often associated with that tradition and most often with the person of
Rudra, the being from those tales often thought of as the precursor of
Siva. The Rig Veda, and possibly the images, came from the time of
the invasions of the Aryans into India. The Aryans were a group of
people that migrated from their original home area in Central Asia into
India and other areas of the world during the period of the Indus Valley
cultures, 4000 to 1500 BCE, and the time of the appearance of these
two figures in the archaeological strata of Mohenjo-daro and Harrapa.
Whether the Aryan were responsible for the Rig Veda or the figures has
yet to be determined. However, both are associated in time and place
ment and it is a strong possibility that the migrating Aryans were
responsible for both. Evidences of the Aryans also appeared in other
locations in Europe, Asia Minor and, possibly, China.
There are other depictions on objects from the early period of
the history of India that also resemble the later Siva image. A most
significant depiction is that on a seal from the Indus Valley culture
showing a figure seated in what appears to be a yogi pose (Plate 17).
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Steatite Seal, Ithyphalic figure seated as yogi, Mohenjo-

daro. 2500 B.C.E. C. Snax^mdLTmiTii, Satarudriya: Vibhuti of Siva's
Iconography (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 1976). Figure 13.
Pasupati seal, Proto-historic, 2500 B.C.E., Mohenjodaro, National
Museum collection. New Delhi.

The figure has three faces, is seated with feet drawn into the pubic area,
which displays ithyphallic indications and has a horned helmet on its
head. Arranged around the figure are several animals that appear on
other seals of the time. The three-faced aspect is similar to the
Sadasiva character given Siva in the great panel of the Elephanta Cave
(Plate 18) of the eighth or ninth century. The yogi pose of the figure
on the seal is obviously similar to that of Plates 9 and 10 wherein Siva
is presented as Lord of the Quarters. The animals dispersed around the
seated figure on the seal parallels Siva in His function as Lord of the
Quarters. The ithyphallic character of the seal's figure is a parallel to
Siva's characterization as the lingam (Plates 12 and 13).
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Plate 18.

Sadasiva, Elephanta.

550 C.E.

Carmel Berkson,

Elephanta: The Cave of Shiva (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1983). Plate 40. Sadashiva-Eternal Shiva, south wall, central panel.

The bull figure on the seal and the horned helmet on the human
figure present another parallel association with Siva. That is the asso
ciation with the Nandi Bull (Plate 14). Several other objects from early
times make the same association. One is a small rock plaque from the
Indus Valley (Plate 19) depicting the helmeted figure on one side and
the bull on the other.
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Plate 19. View of two sides of
stone plaque. Mohenjo-daro.
2000 B.C.E. Slide collection,
Western Washington Univer
sity.

The Siva figure has its precedents and prototypes from the very
early history of India. It is a strong probability that the image of Siva,
its significance, meaning, and emotional content for India derived from
the ancient beginnings indicated here. Since those early beginnings
from the Indus Valley cultures were well developed, it would also
appear that they had a longer gestation before their appearance in the
period 2500 to 1500 BCE. Thus, Siva (as the Great Dancer and all that
implies) must come from the very earliest ages of human culture-possibly from as early as the beginnings of human life during the Paleolithic
period. From somewhere and sometime in the far distant past, there
came this Great Dancer who controls the Universe and all that is in it as
well as the destiny of humankind.
The impact of the Siva image, and its possible early origins, has
important historical implications and acquires new significance when
some other factors are considered. There are some remarkable simi
larities between that image and its early origins and several other
objects from other places in the world.
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Several early objects from European locations have similarities
to the yogi aspects of Siva. The objects are identified as belonging to
various cultures. One from the interior of the sanctuary found near
Entremong in France has been identified as "Celto-Ligurian" at times
and as "Roman" at others (Plate 20). Another similar object identified
as "Celtic" is from a similar sanctuary at Bouray, France (Plate 21).
Similar objects exist from other sites in France and Germany, indicating
a rather widespread manifestation of objects similar to at least one
aspect of the Hindu Siva.

Plate 20. Entrance, shrine at Velau,x, France. Borley Museum
Marseille, France. 200 B.C.E. Slide collection. Western Washington
University.
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Plate 21. God of Bouray,
France. 200 B.C.E.? Slide
collection. Western Wash
ington University.

A well-known object from Denmark from the same general time
as the two sanctuary figures has some aspects similar to the foregoing
images. The Gunderstrup Bowl (Plate 22) has a series of scenes in
repose on the plates that form the outer shell of the bowl. One scene
(Plate 23) shows the image of what has been identified as Cerunus, the
northern, possibly Celtic, god of Earth and Animals. Not only is the
image seated in the yogi pose, it is placed in a setting not unlike that of
Siva as God of Quarters and that of the scene on the seal from
Mohenjo-daro (Plate 17). The visual and chronological similarities bet
ween the bowl and the seal images, including the horned helmet, are
remarkable. The horned image appears elsewhere on the Gunderstrup
Bowl as another male god. The bottom plate of the bowl has the image
of a recumbent bull. That aspect provides the basis for speculation that
the bowl was used in some manner involving the sacrifice of a bull and
recalls other seal images from early India in which a bull is being bled
into a bowl-like object (Plate 24).
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Plate
22.
Gunderstrup
Cauldron.
Denmark.

200-100
B.C.E. Slide
collection.
Western
Washington
University.

Plate 23. Side panel, interior, Gunderstrup Cauldrom, figure of
Cerunus god of earth and animals.
Slide collection. Western
Washington University.
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Plate 24. Steatite seal. Bull at sacrifical cauldron, Indus Valley 2000,
B.C.E. Slide collection. Western Washington University.

Another class of objects from Central Europe has other
similarities to the early versions of what eventually became the image of
Siva. These are the upright stone pillar figures generally also identified
with the early history of the area. There are a number of these objects
from France, Germany and other countries. The sandstone pillar from
Holzgerlingen, Germany—with its lingam-like shape, two faces, and
horned character—is similar to the early Mohenjo-daro seal images and
recalls Siva's connections to the lingam form in his origins and religious
connections (Plate 25).
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Plate 25. Janiform stele, Cerunus?, Germany.
1000 B.C.E.?
Slide collection. Western Wash
ington University.

The early Mohenjo-daro images that acted as the basis for Siva
came into the Indus Valley with a migration of peoples from elsewhere.
The Celtic peoples also migrated into Europe from elsewhere, and the
people of both migrations had, apparently, the same general language
base. Both migrations took place at essentially the same periods of
time. Both groups had, it would appear, a similar image with a major
function at the center of its social/cultural existence.

Conclusions
Siva is a major god of the Hindu Pantheon. The image of Siva
is the manifestation of the male principle of the world and signifies the
ultimate creative and destructive aspect of the universe. Siva also
establishes the rhythm of the universe and is the means of salvation,
release, and bliss for all creatures of the Universe, particularly human
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beings. The image of Siva is the most important symbol and sign for
allegorical and metaphorical understanding of the forces of the uni
verse; both actual and metaphysical. The most important (and most
often presented) manifestation of that image is Siva as Nataraja—Siva
as the Lord of the Dance. Spiritually, that image depicts the controlling
forces of the cosmos and the savior of all existence in the act of control
and saving.
Aesthetically, the image of Siva Nataraja presents the form
acceptable at the highest level of a long, traditional axiological system
in India. It would also appear that image and its attached aesthetic
axiology system may also have been spread, in modified form to other
areas of the world where they enjoyed an equal (if not quite so long)
manifestation. It is distinctly possible that the spiritual connotations of
the image—its symbolism, sign quality, its allegorical and metaphorical
meaning—may have (also in modified form) accompanied the spread.
Historically the form of Siva's image as Nataraja and, in all
probability its meaning, derived from the primordial times of human
existence. The appearance of the form in the Indus Valley early in
India's history as the result of intrusive cultures indicates its origins
elsewhere. The manner of that appearance (that is, as a fully-developed
image complete with obvious iconographical character) implies a most
ancient origin: in all probability, during early Paleolithic times in an as
yet to be determined place. The hints of a mountain origin in the early
myth/history of India may be a clue to the location of that place. The
connections of the form with an intrusive, thus migrating, group of
people provides another possibility. The migration responsible for the
early form of the Siva image in India also had its parallel in groups of
migrating related peoples who went into Central Europe. Images simi
lar to that of India's Siva exist in those areas. Thus, the primordial con
cept and image of a beautiful, male-oriented, hero/savior, figure/person/dancer in ritual garb, establishing the cadence of the cosmos and
providing the salvation of the Universe, particularly for humans, may
have been carried from a central source in several different directions
where several different permutations from the original primordial form
took place. Somewhere in the far distant past of human existence
ancestral to these manifestations there was a hero/dancer and a ritual
performed that provided the factual base for Siva's dance as Nataraja
and possibly for images central to other cultural groups. Future re
search will be undertaken to explore the origin and spread of the image.
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It is also obvious that the manifestation of Siva as Nataraja
during the history of India is the most, and possibly the last, pure form
of that image. Thus the image, its iconography, its mytho/historical
texts and its rituals may provide important insight into the origins,
manifestation, significance and meaning of the primordial form from
which it came. From the Siva phenomenon, it is possible to gain pro
found insights into the dawn of human beginnings and the psy
chological origins of those beginnings as they were carried elsewhere,
as well as the aesthetic base they provided.
Nataraja is only one manifestation, though the most important,
of Siva. When the others are considered, then further speculations
about origins, significance, meaning, and world-spread and effect can
be made. As an instance, Siva also appears with his consort Paravat.
The mytho-historical aspects of that union and its result are vast and
intriguing. The wild mountain dancer quasi-hippy boy and the seduc
tive, equally wild daughter of the mountain king make a union of enor
mous significance. That union became the ultimate manifestation of
male/female identity interchange, man/wife perfect couple, sensual/sexual connection, and final destruction/devouring death. Thus, the Siva
image can be expanded to enormous dimensions. That expansion,
however, is another tale for another time.
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A Manchu Word-List From 1682
Giovanni Stary
Preface
Kao Shih-chih (1645-1793) often lingered with the [K'ang-hsi]
emperor till late at night, helping him in calligraphy and poetry. He
accompanied him on many tours . . . ^

In 1682, Kao Shih-chih accompanied the emperor during his
second tour of Manchuria, and compiled a diary about it, known by the
title of Hu-ts'ung tung-hsuny/7;-/w-"Daily notes on the journey to the
East following [the emperor] ,
The work consists of two chapters and
an appendix containing thirty Manchu words phonetically transcribed
with ideograms, and with definitions in Chinese. Most are words for
objects used in daily life, and names of typical Manchu foods. In some
cases Kao Shih-chih quotes the Mongolian name instead of the Manchu
one, thus showing that we are concerned with a living language,
recorded on the spot, as the author himself specifies in a brief
introduction;
Accompanying [the emperor] I undertook a journey to the East, also
stopping on the banks of the Sung-hua-chiang [Sungari]. For more
than ten days I observed the local population, and [their] objects of
daily use, food, drink and various ways of life. I examined and noted
down [their] various names, so as to describe them accurately in an
appendix to my "Daily notes . . ."^

The words, whose recording with ideograms sometimes led to
considerable distortion of their pronunciations, do not always corre
spond to the "classical" (written) Manchu terms. However, neither can
it be excluded that in some cases these variations may be due to dialec
tal influences coming from various sources; in fact, it should not be for^ A.W. Hummel (ed.). Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period (1644-1912),
I-II (Washington 1943-1944), 413.
^ Latest reprint in Liao-hai ts'ung-shu, vol. 1 (Shenyang, 1985), 215-234.
^ Liao-hai ts'ung-shu, 232.
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gotten that in that very period in Ula city a big shipyard was being built
to turn out ships to stop the Russian advance along the rivers of
Northern Manchuria. As a result, Ula became a center in which the
worst kinds of Manchu dialect were spoken. It should also be borne in
mind that Kao Shih-chih recorded the words as he heard them, without
knowing the Manchu language. This can be seen for example in the
word "feshen," recorded twice (but with different ideograms).
The scientific value of this collection is perhaps to be found first
and foremost in the explanations which the author adds to every single
word—for example the use of a cake during Shaman ceremonies (item
26) or the strange "Manchu water" (item 25). These bear witness to
the habits and customs of a cultural world that was still alive in the
second half of the seventeenth century, and was very different from the
Chinese one. Perhaps it was this very fact which roused Kao Shihchih's curiosity.

The 1682 Manchu Word List
1.

a-la kuei-tzu
This means "wardrobe of birch bark." Many beautiful birch trees grow
on the mountains and the local population use them to make wardrobes
to store their clothes in. [The wardrobes] are of wood and bark, [and so]
have rich linear-form ornaments; no paint is used.

In written Manchu ala(n) guise (< Chinese kuei-tzu).
considered the archaic form of alan.

2.

ala is

t'an-t'a-ha hua-shang ^ ftfe, 0^ ^ _t
This means "hempen paper." In Ula there are no paper [factories], and
when the first snow announces the arrival of autumn in the eighth
month, the grass used as a lining for the cast-off clothes is removed and
placed in water, to soften it. [Then] it is dried and hung on threaded reed
mats. In this way sheets are obtained [rather like paper], which, after
firming up become like leather. They are sewn together and applied to
the ]frame of the] windows.

The written Manchu reconstruction is tantaha hoosan, ]it.
"beaten paper" (< tantambi); however, based on the description of its
making, it is more likely to be an etymology linked to the Chinese t'an
("to spread," "to spread out"), the ideogram of which is used to tran-
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scribe the first syllable. The grass used is called sisari-"hemp gathered
after a frost from which grass-linen can be woven" (Norman, p. 246).

3.

ni-ma-ha su-ko o-t'u-k'u
This means "clothes of fish skin." A fish called "ta-pu-hai" lives along
the sea shore and although its flesh is not tasty its skin is tough. It is
several ch'ih^ long. Every spring it swims up the high water of the Wulung-chiang and reaches the mountain streams. The population then
obstructs the [stream] Wu in order to catch it. Its flesh is cut and dried
out, and clothes are made of its skin. It is used for the padded kind of
clothes used both in winter and in summer. In the light of the sun it
shines with five colors like a multicolored blanket.

In written Manchu nimaha suku etuku. Cf O. Lattimore's "The
Gold Tribe, 'Fishskin Tatars' of the Lower Sungari."^ For the fish "tapu-hai" Kao Shih-chih records the Mongolian name dabha, in Manchu
dafaha (chum salmon).

4.

sa-la ^ II|IJ
This means "wooden shoes." They are more than one ch'ih long and are
worn in winter in place of shoes, on steep and dangerous mountains
when one goes hunting. They permit rapid movement.

This is linked to the Mongolian word sal, in Manchu ada
("plank, wooden board"). It is more likely to be a reference to the
Mongolian cana, in Manchu suntaha: "Gleitschuh zum Gehen fiber
Schnee und wasserdurchweichtes Land" (Hauer, p. 832)—a kind of
snowshoe.

5.

mo-mu-lo ^

M

This means "wooden bowl" and resembles a small bowl or cup. It is
decorated with rough carvings. It is used to offer food or prepare hors
d'oeuvres. It is neither simple nor artistic and is used by everyone.

In written Manchu moo moro. "wooden bowl."
^ One ch'ih = 32 cm.
^ Memoirs of the American Anthropological Association, 40 (1933).
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6.

ch'ai-fei ^
This means "wooden spoon." It is 4 ts'un^ long and pointed. The top
part is richly [ornamented], the bottom part is smooth. It is made of
wood and bent over the fire. It is carried attached to the belt in place of
chopsticks.

In written Manchu saifi: "spoon."

7.

fu-ssu-hei
This means "wooden pot." It is shaped like a bowl and has a diameter of
more than two c/i'/A. The base is smaller than the top part. On the edges
there are holes to let the steam through. It is filled with millet and placed
in the steam. At the start of spring it is not suitable for cooking purposes.

In written Manchu feshen. "A tiered bamboo or wooden rack
used for steaming various foods" (Norman, p. 86-87), more precisely
"in den Kochtopf gesetzte hblzerne Kochkiste flir die Zubereitung von
Gebacken und breiartigen Speisen" (Hauer, p. 283).

8.

meng-ku-ch'oS ^
This means "clay bottle." It is six-seven ts'un tall; the central part is
shaped like a jug, the opening is as small as a coin, the neck is thin; it
has curved supports, is made of clay and has a wooden sound. It is tall
and gracious. In that zone it is frequently used to keep millet wine.

In written Manchu monggocon. "A bottle with a narrow mouth
and long neck" (Norman, p. 200).

9.

wei-hug5l^
This means "boat." To build it one uses a hollowed-out trunk which is
pointed in front and behind. The large ones can take five-six people, the
small ones being for two-three people; every man has two oars; with one
oar in his left hand and one oar in his right hand they move well through
the water.

In written Manchu weihu: "boat made from a single tree, a hol
lowed-out canoe" (Norman, p. 306); see German "Einbaumkahn."

6 One ts'un = 3.2 cm.
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10.

mo hu-lang ^

^[5

This means "chimney." On first sight it seems to be an empty trunk cut
and planted in the ground like a pole. It is placed outside [of the house
next to] the oven bed and is connected to the chimney of the stove. On
the outside it is curved in the shape of a basket. In this way it avoids rain
and snow getting into it. On the outside it is very large.

In written Manchu moo hulan. literally "chimney-tree," it is the
typical kind of chimney still used today in Manchu villages.

11.

hu-chu W ^
This means "wooden trough." A trunk is cut in the same way as if one
intended building a boat. It is able to hold more than one tarP of water.
It is placed next to the stove and is also used like a basin.

In written Manchu huju: "trough."

12.

fa-la ^PflJ
This means "sledge, cart without wheels." For transport it is provided
with a superstmcture, but this must not be overloaded. Otherwise one
runs the risk of breaking the ice. It is very useful in the snow.

In written Manchu fara\ "an ox-drawn sleigh used for carrying
hay or wood" (Norman, p. 83).

13.

ch'a-pu hsia-Ia ^ ^

l$J

This means "branched candlestick." For the supports, three hooks are
used, correctly cut and folded and a handle is attached to them. With a
drill [a hole is made to] insert the candle.

The correct written Manchu form for branched candlestick is
hiyabulaJdi: see hiyabun (candle), lakiyaku (a rod); the recorded
form reconstructible with cabhiyala could suggest the influence of the
Chinese ch'a, for example in ch'a-chu. "to insert a candle [on the
branched candlestick]."
^ One tan = 12 English pecks.
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so-erh-ho te

If, ^ #

This means "Korean table." The surface is smooth, the edges are
trimmed. It can be as tall as seven ts'un and wider than two ch'ih. It is
possible to close it by folding it, and it can be extended or reduced.

In written Manchu solho dere: "Korean table."

15.

shih-hang 5
This means "wooden barrel." A large tree is cut and hollowed out. Wine
can be left to ferment in it and salted leeks can be kept there.

In written Manchu sihan. "barrel, cask."

16.

hu-niuPf^2
This means "willow bucket." It is made by interlacing branches from the
willow tree, and is used to draw water or as a measure for millet.

In written Manchu hunio. "bucket."

17.

hui-t'a ku-erh-ha

^ IE Pp #

This means "ula grass." Since the roads of the frontier territories are
covered with stones, or are rather marshy, it is not possible to travel
along them wearing leather shoes. Therefore they use shoes wrapped in
ula grass. Ula grass is tough but is not suitable for directly wrapping feet
in. The pools are ftill of it, it is soft and as fine as silk. It is gathered up
and beaten. Its fruit does not contain seeds. The name [of the grass] is
[also] used [to indicate the fruit].

In written Manchu huwaitame gulha foyo\ "Ula-Gras, das
sind Schilfblatter, die man um die Stiefel bindet" (Hauer, p. 393)—"als
Schuh-und Stiefeleinlage und als Matratzenfullung verwandt" {ibid., p.
306). According to some Chinese sources the word ula ("river")
derives from gulha {>hula > ula), that is "leather shoes.

^ Jin Qizong, Manzu de lishi yu shenghuo (Harbin, 1981), 85.

German

translation by G. Stary, in Geschichte und Leben der Mandschu (Hamburg, 1984),
82.
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t'a-ssu-ha o-lo-huo fife H Bp H ^ j/c
It means "black henbane." The stem is small like a hen leaf, the flowers
are pointed and like cotton. Its fruit is not edible. He who eats it goes
mad.

In written Manchu tasha orho, literally "tiger grass" (Arisaema
thunbergii) (Norman, p. 273). The identification with "nettle" (Hauer,
892: "Brennessel") is probably wrong.

19.

ha-shih-ma
This means "river crayfish." This is an aquatic animal which has chelae
like a crab and a type of armor like a [common] shrimp. It is a little
larger than one ts'un and breeds in mountain streams. The local
population call it "Precious jewel of celestial kitchen." The old animals
are sacrificed on the tombs."

In written Manchu hasima. "Manchurian crayfish" (Norman, p.
126).

20.

ying-o

^

This means "duckweed." It has fruit that hangs from it like mulberries.
It is a strong plant and prefers the swamps. It is also called ying-ko, but
the name of this plant is often distorted. The exact name is ying-o.

In written Manchu inggari orho. "duckweed." The word yingko probably indicated the Manchu ingga, an antiquated form of inggari
("the down or fuzz from the bloom of the willow tree," Norman, 149);
see also ingga moo. "a type of camphor tree."

21.

yi-erh-ha mu-k’o —■

Bp Tfc ^

This means "flower water." It owes its name to its color: [certain] leaves
are placed on the floor and mixed with [specific] seeds. The surface is
bright, light red in color and resembles a carpet of fallen leaves. The
smell of this carpet is pleasant. [The water that comes out of it[ is used
in many sauces and people go to great pains [to find it].

In written Manchu ilha muke: "flower water."
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22.
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wu-li ^
This means "cherry." The trunk is elastic, the leaves are small. Its fruit
is like pearls, is purple in color, has an acidulous taste and smells of
wood. The fruit is picked because it is thirst-quenching. According to an
old local custom in the past [the fruit] was filtered and the juice was used
to clean precious stones.

In written Manchu uli. "fruit of the flowering cherry, prunus
sinensis" (Norman, p. 295).

23.

chiao wu-Iang X
This means "deer's tail." This is a mushroom which grows under large
trees and in rainy areas, under the brushwood. When it is young it is
covered in fine hairs, resembles the Chih plant and has a pleasant, oily
taste. The local population does not like it very much and says that it is
deadly for animals.

In written Manchu gio ura\ "Agaricus querns Eichschwann"
(Hauer, p. 357).

24.

ch'ia-erh-mi ftU ^ ^
This means "water-pepper sprouts." It grows in the area of Ula. The
sprouts are picked when they are still young, similar to flowers. They are
covered and kept in a damp place. The cut plants are dried on the edges
of the oven-bed. Thanks to the natural heat and steam the sprouts grow
and produce threads. They are tender-red in color and have a pungent
taste.

In written Manchu jabnin: "knotweed" (Norman, p. 155),
"Wasserpfeffer" (Hauer, p. 520).

25.

chu-shen mu-k'o ^ ^
This means "Manchu water." In ancient times the Manchus were called
Chu-shen jjusen]. "Water" is called mu-k'o [mukej. One takes a leek,
puts it in a wooden casket, adds salt and fills it with water. When the
liquid has become a little acidulous, it is removed and used in place of
acidulous spices.
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In written Manchu jusen muke: "Jushen [-"Jurchen," i.e.,
"Manchu"] Water."

26.

fei-shih-hei o-feng

^^

|1^

This indicates a cake made with a sticky type of com which is very
important for religious rites because it is used for the sacrifices. It is
yellow, and is shaped like a precious stone. It has an oily taste like
grease and is very aromatic. All the families sacrifice it with aromatic
wine to enable them to find a wife or husband. This happens while the
drum is being played. The relatives cannot take part; men and women
take part seated in a circle. At the end they mix amongst themselves, sit
down and divide the cake up with the other sacrificial food. It is
important for the neighbors to take part also.

In written Manchu feshen efeir. the cake {eferi) cooked in the
feshen (see entry number 7). "Kochkistenkuchen" (Hauer, p. 288),
"steamed bread, mantou" (Norman, p. 87).

27.

chan-ch'ung nu-li

74* ^ ^

This is a rice or millet wine. The grains are boiled until a liquid mass is
obtained which is similar to yeast dough. The fermentation begins
immediately afterwards. [The liquid] is left to sit for a day and can
already be dmnk on the same evening. It has a sweet taste and even if a
lot of it is dmnk it does not cause intoxication.

In written Manchu jancuMln nure: "sweet wine," also used
during the Imperial Shaman sacrifices in the K'un-ning-kung Palace in
Peking.

28.

hsi-fu po-Ie ^

H lA

This means "millet." Rice does not grow in the fields of the frontier
territories and so millet (which grows spontaneously) is cultivated
instead. The grains withstand the snow; they are dried out on the fire
and then ground. After removing the bran [the grains] are round like
corn and white like pearls.

In written Manchu hife bele\ "millet."
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29.

ma-Iung ni-meng
This means "[black] sesame oil." The seeds are violet like those of the
[common] sesame, but the leaves are not violet. [The plant] grows in the
fields like com. The fmit is picked piece by piece. After being dried out
they are boiled, placed in bamboo containers, which in turn are placed in
wooden containers to be pressed. From one tan of seeds one sheng^ of
oil is obtained.

In written Manchu malang^ nimenggi. "sesame oil."
30.

hsia-p'eng
This means "oil lamp." The remnants of old oil are used and are mixed
with a mixture of com and a type of raspberry.^® It is shaped like a
candle but is ten times longer. Its light is bright and shining. It gives off
a smoke similar to clouds. It is used instead of candles.

In written Manchu hiyabun: "lantern."
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The Ship for the Imperial Envoy;
A Footnote in Chinese History
Laurence G. Thompson
Liu-ch'iu entered into a tributary relationship with China in
1372, a relationship which continued—despite actual control over the
tiny island kingdom exercised by the daimyoate of Satsuma after 1609—
until almost the end of the 19th century. ^ One feature of this rela
tionship was the investiture of Okinawan kings by the Chinese emperor.
Such investiture was performed by specially appointed Celestial Envoys
{t'ien shih ^ f|^). The kings of Liu-ch'iu considered the investiture
ritual by such envoys as essential, despite the very considerable trouble
and expense involved, as is evidenced by the fact that they would not
accept investiture by proxy.2 The Chinese envoys, for their part, while
of course sensible of the honor of being appointed to stand in for the
emperor, were also confronted with what was in those days a haz
ardous voyage, in addition to numerous vexations in preparing for their
mission.
Altogether, there were twenty-three such missions: fifteen dur
ing the Ming, from 1404 to 1633, and eight during the Ch'ing, from
1663 to 1866.3 jjje Ch'ing missions have been pictured for us in a
remarkably complete and lucid paper by Ch'en Ta-tuan (1963). The
journals of several Ch'ing envoys have been summarized^ and excerpts
translated.3 So far as I am aware, no Western-language summary or
translation of reports by Ming envoys has been done.
In the present paper we utilize the three earliest extant reports,
dating from 1534, 1579, and 1606 respectively. Our interest here is
neither the information given therein on Liu-ch'iu itself, nor the details
of the investiture procedures. We have, rather, been intrigued by the
possibility of learning something about the construction of the junks
which conveyed the envoys, as well as getting a sense of the realities of
3 For a good summary, see Kerr (1958: 62 ff; 130 ff).
^ As suggested by the Chinese government in 1682, for example. See
Ch'en Ta-tuan (1968: 161).
3 See Sakamaki (1963: 78)
^ By E. C. Bridgman (1838: 113-118) and Antoine Gaubil (1752).
3 By S. Wells Williams (1869/70).
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the adventuresome journey itself.^ We were hopeful of accomplishing
the former objective when we noted that each of these early reports
contains a section dealing with construction of the boat. As for the
voyages themselves, each of the reports likewise contains a detailed
account; however, we have thought it more sensible to leave that
subject for another treatment.
The first thing that strikes one about construction of the ships is
the simple fact that these vessels had to be specially built for their
purpose. One would, upon first thought, assume that there would be
naval vessels available to carry the emperor's ambassadors. It is only
on second thought that one remembers that historical circumstances
made this impossible. These have been well summarized by Joseph
Needham:
The navy simply fell to pieces. By +1474 only 140 warships of the
main fleet of 400 were left. By +1503 the Tengchow squadron had
dropped from 100 vessels to 10. Desertions occurred wholesale and the
corps of shipwrights disintegrated ... By +1500 regulations were in
force which made it a capital offence to build a sea-going junk with
more than two masts . . . [An edict] of +1551 declared that whoever
went to sea in multi-masted ships, even to trade, was committing a
crime analogous to espionage by communicating with foreigners . .
(Needham 1971: 526 ff)

In the light of this official policy it is easy to understand not
only why there were no ships available to convey the imperial envoys to
Liu-ch'iu, but also why the search for experienced mariners was met
with some panic amongst the sailors of the coastal towns. The
necessary personnel were procured only after assurances that
impressment into government service would be rewarded rather than
punished. We note that, despite the long-standing prohibitions on sea
faring, there were in fact men who had continued to venture abroad: In
the report of 1534 the deputy chief of the mission asks a prospective
navigator if he has ever been to Liu-ch'iu. The seaman replies in the
negative, but also says, "Even though your servant has never been to
that place, yet he has been to no fewer than several tens of overseas
lands, and he is quite fully versed in navigation . .

6 The translation of Williams (1871) is the only piece we have seen that
contains something on both of these subjects.
^ Kao Ch'eng, in Ch'en K'an (1534), p. 91.
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Another surprise for the naive reader is the degree of
independence of the local officials (at least in Fukien) and their lack of
cooperation with the imperial envoys on occasion. Especially in the
account of the mission completed in 1606 we are treated to an aston
ishing picture of the ambassadors being cheated, deceived, and totally
fhistrated in their efforts to get materials to construct the ship, and then
to build it. Only after the emperor was memorialized, and the Ministry
of Rites was then directed to impeach obstructive officials, did things
proceed somewhat apace.
This reminds us further of the fact that things moved at what
seems to us an incredibly slow rate in those days. Not only was it
sometimes many years after the death of an Okinawan king before his
successor would be ready to send the request for investiture to Peking,
but then the whole process of responding and completing the affair was
incredibly protracted. For example, the first of the missions was
initiated by the arrival of an Okinawan embassy bearing the
announcement of their king's death, which had taken place two years
before (in 1526). After receiving the request for investiture of the new
ruler, the Li Pu investigated to confirm the state of affairs. The report
of this investigation was not in hand until 1531. The following year the
Li Pu memorialized the emperor, recommending dispatch of two en
voys to perform the investiture ceremony.
As a result of this memorial, the emperor appointed Ch'en K'an
1^ fflL and Kao Ch'eng
^ chief and deputy chief of mission, in the
5th month. Exactly one year later these gentlemen arrived in Foochow
to start construction of their ship. It was exactly a year further that
they were ready to set sail. The voyage took three weeks. After their
business was finished, they waited for the change of monsoon for the
return voyage, which brought them back to Foochow five months from
the time they had set out. In other words, about six years elapsed
between the arrival of the request for investiture and the return of the
envoys from their mission.
The same is true of the second mission (1573-79); while the
third mission involved about seven years, including three years and nine
months between the appointment of the envoys and their return to
China.
So far as our hope to acquire significantly new information
about Chinese sea-going junks of Ming times is concerned, we have to
confess to some disappointment. The writers of our three reports
were, of course, literati with no personal expertise in such matters; but
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they did have to become responsible for the construction of their ships
from scratch, even to the acquiring or manufacturing of materials. One
could hope, therefore, that they would have taken extensive technical
notes to share with us, but the few notes of this kind that we do find
unfortunately lack, in most cases, the necessary explanations. What is
one to make, to give an example, of this passage from the account of
the chief envoy, Hsia Tzu-yang
,'m 1606:
The following are all attached to and rise from the ship's bottom
timber: the two (?) ts'an-chiao-chen
^ , the lung-(?)p'ang
, the lung-ku
and the t'ung-liang ts'an-ts'o-ch'ien-shu

It would not have been too much trouble for Hsia to tell us what each
of these items actually is, or at least what its function is. Such technical
terms are indeed the very things we must understand in order to
understand the traditional technology.^ In the appendix to this little
essay the reader will find listed some technical terms in our sources,
many of which are unclear to the writer.
The mission of 1534 seems to have been in the position of
starting de novo, despite the fact that there had been earlier missions
since 1404. This is because, according to a memorial of the chief en
voy, all the old files in the Li Pu had been destroyed by fire. He sums
up the situation as follows:
Concerning what should be done with regard to constructing the ship
and crossing the sea, this was all learned by consulting with old
commoner artisans. Concerning the sea routes, and the ceremonies to
be used in conducting relations [with the Okinawan officials], there
was no one from whom to inquire . . .

It was to provide guidance for later missions that the envoys of 1534
wrote their detailed accounts, and these accounts were in fact exten
sively utilized by their successors, both as models and in substance.
With regard to the matter of the ship itself, it is especially the Record of
^ Among these mysterious items the lung-ku is the only one that has been
mentioned in modern studies, as far as 1 know. It means either a keel, in the sense
of the main longitudinal timber at the base of the ship's hull, or else a raisable
center-board. (For the former, see Thompson [1968: 186]; for the latter see
Needham [1971: 429]. And yet the way Hsia speaks of it here, it seems doubtful
that the term means either of those things in this case.
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Managing the Boat (ts’ao chou chi ^
fg) by deputy envoy Kao
Ch'eng that is cited by the later reports. We shall follow their example,
and excerpt some passages from Kao's Record.
On the 1st of the 4th month [of 1534] the construction of our ocean
going junk was completed, and we observed fasting for a day. The
local officials [so-and-so] gave us a parting feast . . . They asked how
many men would be in our service. 1 said, "1 understand that former
envoys each had a ship (i.e., one for the chief and one for the deputy
chief of mission) and that each ship had 300 men, which works out to
a cost of over 3,000 ounces; while the cost of the levy [of troops for the
escort] was also more than 3,000 ounces. This time we want a single
ship, not only to save money, but also for mutual aid-what do you
think of that?"
The officials thought it was fine, but said, "You two gentlemen are
devoting your precious bodies to carrying out the weighty decree from
above. In all things you must be extremely careful so that there will be
no mishap! You should find one among your people who has been to
Liu-ch'iu and knows the sea route, and put him in charge of the ship."
1 assented to this, and the following day went to the ship and checked
on everyone without finding a suitable person. At first 1 thought there
must be some among these people who had had dealings with the
barbarians but, being afraid of the legal prohibitions against doing so,
would not speak up. Who could have known that they were simply
draftees who happened to be up for service, and knew nothing of
handling a ship!
1 again consulted with the gentlemen (i.e. the local officials) and they
all laughed, saying, "We've known this all along, but had not yet
informed you gentlemen of the fact. You should immediately send
someone to Chang-chou^ to search for two or three men who know the
sea routes, and then it will be all right." Accordingly, we sent an
official summons to the prefectural capital . . . When three helmsmen
were found, all of them were petrified with fear. The official messen
ger told them, "The Celestial envoys to Liu-ch'iu to invest their king
draft you into service as pilots. When we arrive you will be rewarded,
not punished, so you needn't be afraid." And so they came to see me.
Asking their names, I was informed that they were Hsieh Tun-ch'i ^
^
Chang Pao ^
and Li Ch'iian ^
I asked if they had
ever been to Liu-ch'iu, and they said no. I said, "Then you can't help
us either." Tun-ch'i replied, "Even though your servant has never
been to that place, yet he has been to no fewer than several tens of
overseas lands, and he is quite fully versed in navigation. If the ship
^ Under the Republic of China this place was called Lung-ch'i hsien in
Fukien province.
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is in my hands, with the compass course before my eyes, it is quite
unlike the case of someone who is completely ignorant even of the
river's mouth. But I don't know if the ship you have had built is
sound. Let's go and have a look at it."
When we got there, they looked over the ship, and he smiled and said
sadly, "The mission is near to disaster!" When asked what he meant,
he replied, "This vessel has three defects. Now, in an ocean-going
junk we do not value a thick bottom, but we must use a double-bottom,
each layer of which is of planks 4.5 inches (3 ts'un 5 Jen) [thick],
firmly held by iron nails, and caulked with hemp and lime.^® If by
misfortune she strikes on a shoal, it may be that while one layer is
destroyed the other will remain intact. Now these planks, although
almost ten inches (7 ts'un) thick, [are fastened by] nails only a little
more than fourteen inches (1 ch'ih) long, and I fear they will not be
able to hold together. When they are repeatedly battered by great
waves, the nails will enlarge [their holes] and the planks will split.
Then even the carpenters will be unable to save them. This is one
defect.
"I understand that previous envoys had two vessels and hence, because
there were only a few people in each compartment, they escaped the
outbreak of epidemics. Now, with everyone together in a single ship
having only twenty-four compartments, and subtracting [further] those
[compartments] occupied by food, drink, and equipment of the offi
cers, I calculate there will be thirty people to a compartment. I'm
afraid that the closeness of the atmosphere will make people feel de
pressed, and then there will be many epidemics which even the doc
tors will not be able to cure. This is the second defect.
"The ocean waves are huge and powerful, and even though the stem of
the rudder be made of strong wood, it will get broken, and then it will
have to be changed. Now the slot for the rudder on this junk is too
narrow, so that changing it will certainly be difficult. In an emer
gency, who will be able to go down into the water with a chisel to
change it? If the rudder cannot be changed, then the vessel cannot
sail, and neither gods nor men can control her. This is the third
defect."
Those who heard this were frightened. Ssu-chai
^ [i.e. Ch'en
K'an?] cursed angrily for a long time and said, "Who is the toadying
villain that has placed our lives in jeopardy?" At this, the provincial
treasurer, the provincial judge, the prefect, the county magistrate, and
the manager of the shipyard were all very uneasy . . .
Tun-ch'i then knelt and spoke, saying, "Your slave is just a stupid sub
ject. Now that I have come here, do I dare not exert my mind to the
On this, see Needham's translation from Tien-kung K'ai-wu (Needham
1971: 413, note f).
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utmost? I hope you gentlemen will cease from being angry, and wait
for me to take care of things." [At this,] everyone's anxiety abated
somewhat.
Then [Tun-ch'i] took 5,000 catties each of rattan and bamboo and
made them into great hoops with which he had the ship strapped
around in seven places between bow and stem. The seams (or cracks)
in the bottom timbers were reinforced with more nails. The ruddershaft was enlarged by more than an inch and a half on either side. He
also had a low awning set up on deck to enable those in the com
partments to sit topside by turns and take the air. The artisans were
supplied with necessary equipment of the best quality . . .

These improvements by Hsieh Tun-ch'i did in fact save the mis
sion from disaster at sea, and they were carefully noted and followed by
the later Ming missions.
We shall conclude by summarizing information contained in the
three Ming records regarding measurements and equipment of the offi
cial ships:
The junks of 1534 and 1579 were five-masters, while that of
1606 was a three-master. All of these junks were closely similar in
length, about 159 feet, but the vessels of 1579 and 1606 were
appreciably broader in beam, about 32 and 33 feet respectively, as
compared to the 28 feet of the 1534 model. All three ships were about
14 feet deep. The first was divided into 24 compartments, while the
latter two had 28. As we have just seen, hull strength was increased by
Hsieh Tun-ch'i's hoops of bamboo and rattan in 1534; the later envoys
followed this excellent example, but improved on it by using bands of
iron.
Just as in comparable junks of the present day, certain woods
were required or highly desirable for various parts of the ship. The
masts were of so-called Foochow fir {shan-mu ^
or Cunningham
sinensis) used for straightness and lightness. The rudder should be of
iron-strength wood {t'ieh-li-mu ^
t|^) to resist the battering of the
waves. The bottom timbers were pine (sung-mu ^ t|^) used for its
heavy solidity. The bulkheads were panelled in a camphorwood for
additional strength. Each ship carried several rudders (three each in
1579 and 1606, and four in 1534), one in use and the others for
replacements. They had four big anchors of iron, each weighing over
3.25 tons. Their eight great coir hawsers were each about 14 inches
around and over 1,000 feet long.
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In case the wind should fail, the junk could hopefully be pro
pelled by the thirty-six oars carried for such emergencies. For getting
to shore and shuttling baggage to and from the ship two small boats
were carried, either on deck or slung alongside. Water was stored in
two large tanks, each holding from about 67,000 to 80,000 pounds; in
addition there were ten small containers the size of earthenware jars.
The compass was housed in what Hsia Tzu-yang's 1606 report
calls a "secret room"^^ just forward of the rudder house. On the poop
there rose the two-storied structure called the "yellow house" {huang^ M); in one story was placed the Imperial decree of investiture of
the Okinawan king, while in the other was the chapel in which incense
was kept burning before the image of the Goddess of the Sea (i.e. T'ien
Fei
Imperial Concubine of Heaven, commonly called Matsu ^

m

These ships carried about one hundred troops as escort, as
noted above. Taking the 1579 expedition, for example, the defensive
armament included ten cannon, sixty fowling pieces, four mortars,
thirty pistols, one hundred rattan shields, sixty long spears, eight hun
dred iron-tipped spears, forty suits of armor and forty helmets, and one
hundred-fifty daggers. In addition, there were laid in adequate supplies
of bows and arrows, gunpowder, and shot. She must have been a
brave sight, as the entire vessel was encircled with red cloth as a
curtain, and more than thirty large and small flags and pennants flew
from her masts and spars. "In this way," envoy Ch'en K'an assures us,
"[our] strong country awes and chills the ardor of foreign [aggres
sors]. "^2
Manning these junks was a crew of over 140 men (according to
Ch'en K'an). Adding to these and the military escort something over a
hundred specialists, such as interpreters, protocol experts, physicians,
clerks, and all sorts of artisans, as well as the envoys themselves and
their servants plus several Okinawan officials and their servants, even
tually totaling perhaps 355 persons aboard, it is no wonder that Hsieh
Tun-ch'i was worried about overcrowding.
As we read these reports, including the accounts of the actual
voyages, we shall not fail to become convinced that yet another stereo
type of the Chinese, so long popular in the West, must be abandoned—
For the "secrecy" involving charts of the sea routes, see Thompson
(1968: 191, note 34).
In 1534 this apparently refers to Japanese wako, the Portuguese as yet
being just over the horizon.
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the one that disparages them as landlubbers. The story of Chinese ships
and the men who have gone down to the sea in them is quite as impor
tant and engrossing as the maritime history of Europe.
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Appendix One
Technical Terms
(?) ts'an-chiao-chen^0

lung-pangM^
lung-ku^ # (keel or raisable centerboard; main longitudinal timber at base of
ship's hull)
t'ung-liang ts'an-ts'o ch'ien-shu 3® # # fa #7 ^
(?)>^'”^M (synonymous with lung-kul may mean stabilizers)
lung-p'eng || ffl
tou-(?)yin-chii
I®
mi-chui-chU ^
so-liang-ting ^ ^ ij
(?) p'o-chu ^1^

(first graph means bulwarks; combination means stanchions?
bollards?)

ting-pan
^
hsien^^ (some kind of ship, but exactly what kind is unclear)
t'ou-chi H @
chiao-shuan 5^
kou-shuan ^
Oyiian^^ (synonymous with lung-ku apparently--"ship's bottom timber")
che-po-pan 3^ ^ ^ (planks fastened outside ports to keep our wind and water, A'A
feet high)
che-lang-C!)p'o-pan
^ (ditto?)
huang-wu ^ M (cabin on poop to house Matsu's shrine and Imperial edict, on
envoy's ship)
mao IS (anchor)
(7) hua-ch'uan^^
(ship's boat)
lu
(oar)
fo-lang-chi/ki ^ BP ^ (cannon)
to/t'o-kung
X (navigator and/or quartermaster)
hsien
(ship's sides)
wu/yu
(shipyard)
chan-peng
® (battle shelter or "turret" for ship's marines)
[lao-\ shu-ch'iao
(see Thompson, 1968: 186)
ch'ang-tai hsu-shao
^
(overall length of ship)
t'ou-{7)ts'an ^40
wei-(7)ts'an
huo-chang ^

(variant of
term for navigator who keeps track of hour
glass and compass course)
shao-[wei]
[M ]
nien
(to caulk)
chuan-{7) ^
(second graph should be hsien
?)
cheng-tun IE ^ (? the second graph is explained as chuan ^ = ship)
tun-peng
wei-tso |)b M (mast housing or tabernacle)

The Ship for the Imperial Envoy
lu-erh
a-pan
(variant of 55
, term for chief boatswain)
ch'uan-shen
(evidently the ship's body as a whole; hull?)
ts'ang H (compartment)
chi-mu @ Tfc
ch'uan-pan $ ^
cheng-(7)yin
mien-li
^ (to manage the sails?)
shui-dai tK®
hsiao-tao /J 4u (some kind of small boat)
shui-hen tK^
shui-she
(the wales; see Thompson 1968:186)
k'an-chen ^ ^ (pilot, navigator)
(?) indicates graph not found in dictionaries.
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Some Uighur Sources
on Modern Eastern Turkestan
Rahmatullah Inayatullah Turkistani
The political situation, social conditions and economic problems
that broke out in Eastern Turkestan (Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous
Region) during 1930 to 1949 have been discussed by several western
scholars in their writings, and these works are very important to study
the events in the history of this strategic region in Central Asia, but
these reflect mainly the official views owing to their dependence upon
Chinese, Russian or other western language sources. The writings of
Eastern Turkestani people who revolted against Chinese rule, des
cribing their real feelings and pains, have been neglected. Because their
articles are in Turkic Chaghatay or Uighur, they are not used yet as a
means to study the history of Eastern Turkestan. The non-utilization of
local Uighur sources and dependence on official (i.e., Chinese and Eur
opean) sources must be remedied before further research in the field
can give a full and clear picture of the period.
These omissions also distorted the true picture of the events
which the Turkestani people faced in their foreign policy. Never
theless, research into the writings of Turkestani leaders and intellectuals
that reflects their opinions and ideas on an equal basis with their foreign
equivalents would lead to a clearer and more correct analysis of the
circumstances.
In the following pages I list the writings of some patriots who
participated in the national revolution during 1931 to 1934 and wrote
accounts of their thoughts and activities in the local language and
employed available local sources. Unfortunately due care and attention
was not given by earlier researchers to these writings.
• Muhammad Emin Bugra (1901-1965) was one of the
national leaders who participated in the revolution of Eastern Turkestan
pioneered by Khoja Niyaz Haji in Qumul in 1931. Muhammad Emin
Bugra then led the Khotanese rebels on February 26, 1933. When the
rebellion failed, he sought asylum in Afghanistan. He eventually re
turned to Eastern Turkestan via China in 1947 and became Minister of
Reconstruction.
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Beside being one of the top leaders of the said revolution he
was a prolific poet, dramatist, and historian.
In addition to his book. History of Eastern Turkestan, printed in
Srinagar in 1940 and reprinted in Ankara in 1987, there is his 208-page
History of National Revolution of Eastern Turkestan, written in the
Chaghatay language with Arabic letters. It was published by Haji Mu
hammad Qasem Turkestani in Sringagar in 1971. This was later modi
fied and reprinted (with the addition of a new chapter titled "The Last
General Revolution in Eastern Turkestan") as the fourth chapter in the
book History of Eastern Turkestan which was published in Ankara in
1987. That book and its modified and reprinted edition deal with
events of the rebellion during 1931 to 1934 in the southern and west
regions of Eastern Turkestan in which the author himself participated.
The rebellion came to an end with the establishment of the Islamic
Republic of Eastern Turkestan at Kashgar on December 12, 1933.
Muhammad Emin Bugra also mentioned these episodes in his
book Eastern Turkestan: History, Geography and the Present Situ
ation, which was published in the Turkish language in Istanbul in 1952.
Though he recollected the struggle in his later book published after his
death in Ankara in 1966, his first book contains rich information about
the revolution of 1931 to 1934.

• Amin Beg Wahidi was one of Shih-Chang Mahmoud
Muhity's men during the time of the Islamic Republic of Eastern Turkistan. After this republic failed, he took shelter with his leader in
British India where he wrote his reminiscences, entitled Memento. It is
a sixty-eight page book written in the Chaghatay language and
published at Lahore in 1939. A long poem of Shih-Chang Mahmoud
Muhity's secretary, Mr. Obaidulla N'aeemi, was printed, too. Mah
moud Muhity was the chief commander of Khoja Niyaz Haji's military
and later became Divisional Commander of Kashgar in 1934. In 1937
he escaped to India and in 1938 to Japan. Although this book is not
lengthy, it concentrates on the incidents of the revolution at Qumul that
spread to the north and west of Eastern Turkestan and gives some
reasons for its failure.
Amin Beg Wahidi wrote other articles about the National
Revolution-some of them, such as "A Review of the Revolution of
Eastern Turkestan," appeared in 1939 in Yash Turkestan Journal,
which was published by Mr. Mustafa Chakay from France.
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• At the time of the proclamation of the Islamic Republic of
Eastern Turkestan at Kashgar, Dr. Majjeduddin Ahmed was studying
medicine in Turkey. He returned to Eastern Turkestan with the inten
tion of serving the national government, but he arrived after the fall of
the Islamic Republic in 1934. He established contacts with some na
tional leaders of the revolution and worked with Shih-Chang Mahmoud
Muhity for the national interest. But when Sheng Shih-ts-ai, the
Chinese governor general, started arresting and killing the leaders, he
went to India and returned to Turkey via Bombay in 1938.
He wrote many valuable articles about the Muslim Revolution,
such as "Around the Rebels of Eastern Turkestan" which appeared in
Yash Turkestan Journal from Nos. 102 to 108 in 1938. He analyzed
the cause of the fall of the Islamic Republic of Eastern Turkestan in his
article "The National Disaster of Eastern Turkestan" in the same
journal in the same year.

• Polat Qadiry wrote The History of the Country, which
consists of two parts. The first part gives a short history of Eastern
Turkestan, depending mainly on Muhammad Emin Bugra's book, His
tory of Eastern Turkestan (which was printed in 1940). In the second
part he narrates the events which began in 1931. His writings generally
reflect the views of the Turkestani leaders who cooperated with the
Chinese government of the Kuomintang. This book was published by
Altay Publishing House at Urumchi in 1948.
In addition to these books and articles, other materials left by
some writers of the Islamic Republic of Eastern Turkestan speak of
their ideas and thoughts:

• Sheikh Thabet Ben Abdul-Baqi, the prime minister, wrote
several Islamic books and poems in the Chaghatay and Arabic
languages. He traveled extensively to Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and
India, where he met some of the Muslim intelligentsia before returning
home. His book. Principle, Dogma and Explanation of Sunnah, which
was published for the first time from New Delhi and Makkah in 1982,
contains his basic views.
•

Sheikh Muhammad Zarif Qari, the Minister of Justice,

wrote an elaborate interpretation of the Quran in the Chaghatay
language, the first part of which was printed at Bombay in 1934.
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The Study of the above writings as well as those of other offi
cials of the Islamic Republic of Eastern Turkestan gives an opportunity
to understand these persons and their contributions to Uighur history.
Though these materials were collected, collated and published after the
fall of their government, there are some materials which were published
during the revolution, such as:
• The journal Isteqlal. Sufi Zade, the President of the National
Council of Eastern Turkestan, was its chief editor. It was published by
the Society of Independent Eastern Turkestan at Kashgar in 1933.
Two issues were printed and published from the Swedish Mission Press
in Kashgar. The first one has 74 pages and the second has 146 pages.
•
The newspaper. The Life of Eastern Turkestan, was
published by the government of the Islamic Republic of Eastern
Turkestan at Kashgar in 1933. It changed its name to Erkin Turkestan
—Free Turkestan—after the twelfth issue, but still continued printing
from the Swedish Mission Press at Kashgar.
• The weekly newspaper The Freedom of New Life, which was
published first by the Kashgar Society for Knowledge from 1934 until
1937, changed its name and publisher later on. From issue number 4,
its name became The New Life. The Kashgar Branch office of the
Urumchi Center of the Uighur Education Organization became its pub
lisher from number 32, and it became an organ of the government of
the Province of Kashgar, which belonged to Sinkiang.
After the take-over of Eastern Turkestan by the Communist re
gime in 1949, some Turkestani refugees who took shelter in Turkey
and Saudi Arabia wrote and published some materials. These are as
follows:

• Hameedullah Tarim. This Turpani man came to Saudi
Arabia in 1951 and then went to Turkey in 1970, where he died in
Istanbul in 1991. He wrote his 376-page book. The History of the
Country, in the Chaghatay language and published it in Istanbul in
1982. In this book he describes episodes of the conflict in Eastern
Turkestan during 1931-1937.
• Muhammed Mosa Turkestani. This Uzbek was the Presi
dent of the Red Society during the government of the Islamic Republic
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of Eastern Turkestan at Kashgar. After the fall of that government, he
came to Saudi Arabia in 1937 and died in Taif in 1984.
He wrote several Islamic books, but his book The Disaster of
Great Turkestan deals only with the historical events. The first volume
of 423 pages, which was printed at Medina in Saudi Arabia in 1979,
deals with the history of Western Turkestan. The second volume of
256 pages narrates the episodes of the revolution in Kashgar, Yarkend
and Khotan in the south and west of Eastern Turkestan. It was written
in the Chaghatay language and also printed at Medina in 1981.
• Muhammed Amin Islami Turkestani (1912-1988) was
from Yarkend and worked as Secretary to Abduh Niyaz, who was one
of the last leaders of the Islamic Revolution in 1937. After the death of
the martyr, Abduh Niyaz, Turkestani took refuge in British India where
he met Shih-Chang Mahmoud Muhity and went with him to Japan. But
he left Japan to visit some Muslim countries. He lived in Egypt in
1951, where he published a journal called The Free Turkestan and
some books in the Chaghatay language. In 1956 he came to Saudi
Arabia, where he died in 1988. He wrote many papers about the
leaders of the Islamic revolution such as Tabet Ben Abdul, Baqi, Abdul
Qader Ben Abdul Wareth, Khoja Niyaz Haji and Muhammed Emin
Bugra. His memoirs of the Islamic Revolution and its short-lived gov
ernment appeared in the journal The Voice of Eastern Turkestan,
published in Istanbul in 1987.
Turkestani intellectuals have written and published many papers
and articles about their National Revolution. Some of these remain in
manuscript form, but still should be studied (and published) in order to
clarify some aspects of the history of Eastern Turkestan. Even now,
people from time to time recall many local songs and poems of Eastern
Turkestan that were composed to commemorate leaders and events. It
is true that many books and articles were published in both parts of
Turkestan, but they could not be freed from the strict control of the
anti-national Communist regime. The study of Uighur works published
abroad will, however, open the way to conducting in-depth research on
different aspects of the history of Eastern Turkestan. It will also put
those ideas already formed on the basis of only Chinese and Russian
sources in proper perspective. Uighur studies will, no doubt, help
researchers and interested scholars to understand and to study the
history of this non-Chinese people of Eastern Turkestan.

Kazakh Phonology
Edward J. Vajda
Although Kazakhstan is now an independent country,
information about the Kazakh language remains largely in
accessible to English speakers. The present work provides
a general introduction to the language and a thorough
description of its phonology. Kazakh sounds are described
with reference to the letters of the Cyrillic alphabet
presently in use in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
Kazakh
words appear in bold face type, followed by phonetic
transcriptions enclosed in brackets [ ]. Standard symbols of
the International Phonetic Alphabet have been used for
transcription, and any instances where no IPA symbol
exists to represent particular nuances of Kazakh sounds
have been noted.
The transcriptions are not intended as
transliterations:
they reflect pronunciation rather than
spelling, and apparent inconsistencies between ortho
graphy and pronunciation are carefully explained in the
section "Native Kazakh Phonology." Particular attention has
been devoted to three aspects of the phonology which
previous studies have examined inadequately: the status of
diphthongs and diphthong-like vowels, the phonetic nature
of the "hard" vs. "soft" distinction in vowels, and the inter
dependence of synharmony and stress.

I.

Preliminary

Discussion

1. Turkic and Altaic Languages
Kazakh is a member of the Turkic language family,
which consists of about 40 languages distributed across
Asia from Turkey to northern Siberia.
The tribal pre
decessors of the Kazakhs seem to have coalesced by the
16th Century into a single ethnic group with a single
language (Krader 1962:123).
At various times in the past
this people and language have been called Kirgiz, KirgizKaisak, or Kipchak (Krader 1962:124-125).
Today the
language and people are both known in English as Kazakh,
after the Kazakhs' own ethnonym:

K,a3aK [qazaq].

After
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Turkish and Uzbek, Kazakh has the largest number of
speakers of any Turkic language, over eight million as of
1992. Most speakers of Kazakh live in the vast Republic of
Kazakhstan, though more than one million live in China's
Xinjiang Province, and about 150,000 live in western
Mongolia. Kazakh belongs to the northwestern (also called
Kipchak or Aralo-Caspian) branch of the Turkic language
family (Comrie 1990:188).
The closely related Karakalpak
language is spoken in neighboring Uzbekistan.
Languages
somewhat less similar are Kyrgyz (formerly known as
Kirgiz), with a few million speakers, most of whom live in
the Republic of Kyrgyzstan; Tatar, spoken by a few million
people, mostly in the Republic of Tatarstan on the Volga
River; and Nogai, spoken by a small population north of the
Caucasus mountains.
Also belonging to the northwestern
branch of Turkic is the extinct language of the Kipchaks,
(known also as the Cumans, or Polovtsy) who harried
Kievan Rus in the 12th and early 13th centuries.
The Turkic languages of today share many
similarities in grammar and phonology which clearly
indicate recent descent from a common ancestor.
This
ancestor, called Common Turkic, is thought to have been
spoken about 1500 years ago somewhere to the north or
west of present day Mongolia. There is still a considerable
degree of mutual intelligibility among languages of the
northwestern branch of Turkic, a lesser degree of
intelligibility with languages of the other branches of
Turkic.
Many scholars group Turkic, Tungus-Manchu, and
Mongolian languages together in a single family called
Altaic, in which some scholars also include Korean and
Japanese.
Disagreement arises, however, about whether the
features shared by these languages derive from common
ancestry or from centuries of intensive contact. A number
of scholars have noted the lack of a shared core vocabulary
among the various families included in Altaic.
Shcherbak
(1970:12) and Comrie (1981:39-42) have demonstrated
that contact and borrowing have indeed helped spread
certain features among these languages.
Most of these
shared features are typological and seem to have developed
on the basis of areal diffusion.
The individual words and
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morphemes which Altaic languages have in common might
also have been spread through borrowing rather than
through descent from a common ancestor.
Although the Altaic theory is open to question, most
languages of central and northern Asia, including Kazakh,
nevertheless exhibit a striking number of shared features.
Altaic morphology is strongly agglutinative, with a very
large number of suffixes and postpositions and virtually no
prefixes or prepositions. Words in Altaic languages can be
extremely long and often convey concepts that require
entire phrases in English.
One of numerous possible
examples is the following single Kazakh word ^aM-cbia-naHflwp-bm-Ma-FaH-flbiK,-TaH

[qam-saz-dan-dai— a1-ma-Bon-daq-tan],

which means in view of the fact it wasn't
(Suffixes are set off by hyphens here, although
are normally written without them.)
Multiple
be added, one after another, to a single stem,
Kazakh examples:

guaranteed.
these words
suffixes can
as in these

Sana [bal a], child', 6ajia-jiap [bal a-1 ar],

children', 6ana-jiap-biMbi3 [bal a-1 ar-amaz], our children', 6ananap-biMbi3-ra [bal a-1 ar-amaz-Ba], to our children. Kazakh
suffixes not only mark seven grammatical cases in the
noun, but also convey a number of concepts expressed in
English by prepositions or personal pronouns:

auiui [aenfi],

singer, 3Huii-MiH [»nJ* i-mi n], / am a singer. Altaic languages
have no grammatical gender; the concepts he, she, and it
are conveyed by a single word, such as the Kazakh word on
[umjI]. Adjectives do not agree with nouns in Altaic lan
guages.
All Altaic languages are "left-branching," with
dependent words preceding the head noun or verb.
They
adhere to the syntactic pattern of subject-object-verb,
rather than subject-verb-object, as in Indo-European
languages.
No less striking than similarities in morphology is the
close affinity between the sound systems of various Altaic
languages. Phonologically, open syllables predominate, con
sonant clusters are generally lacking, high vowels tend to
devoice or otherwise reduce between voiceless consonants,
and only certain vowels may co-occur in the same word—a
feature known as vowel harmony.
In many Altaic
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languages, the first vowel of a word governs the choice of
vo^ls in the following syllables. Turkic languages exhibit
two types of vowel harmony.
The first is based upon
whether lip rounding occurs in the production of vowe s
and is called labial harmony.
Rounded vowels in wordinitial position are generally followed by rounded vowe s in
the remaining syllables of the word. Unrounded vowels in
word-initial position are followed by unrounded vowels.
The second type of vowel harmony in Turkic lan^ages
involves a contrast in tongue position and is called linpa
harmony.
The type of lingual harmony believed to have
been part of Common Turkic is based on tongue position
Each word of Common Turkic is thought to have contained
only front vowels or only back vowels.
Vowel harmony
differs somewhat between Turkic languages, but there is
always some form of labial and lingual harmony.
Kazakh
exhibits a type of lingual harmony based on two opposing
sets of vowels traditionally called "soft" and hard vowe s.
The "soft" and "hard" vowel sets in modern Kazakh correlate
historically with front and back vowels of Common Turkic^
Vowel harmony also affects the pronunciation of the
consonants, which assimilate the features of lip rounding or
tongue position from adjacent vowels.
In most native
Kazakh words, every consonant and vowel belongs to t e
same harmonic type:
either "soft" unrounded,
hard
unrounded, "soft" rounded, or "hard" rounded.
Homo
geneity of articulatory features affecting all the sounds in a
given syllable or word is known as synharmonx. Th^e
presence of some variety of synharmony both unifies the
Altaic languages, and sets them apart typologmally from
neighboring language families, which lack this feature
altogether.

2.

Writing

Systems

Before the 17th Century, the written language of the
area inhabited today by the Kazakhs was Chagatai, the
precursor of modern Uzbek.
Chagatai was written wi h
Arabic letters, and these were later borrowed to write
Kazakh.
In terms of phonetics, the Arabic alphabet was
poorly suited to Kazakh, which, like other Turkic languages,
contains a rather large number of vowels.
A reforme
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Arabic script, adopted in 1924, included new symbols for
vowels and other specifically Kazakh sounds and dis
continued a number of letters representing sounds that
Kazakh lacked.
The revised Arabic script, however, was
soon abandoned, as the Soviet authorities sought to distance
the Turkic speaking Muslims within the USSR from their
traditional Islamic ties. The languages of all Muslim peoples
living within the borders of the Soviet Union received new
alphabets based on Latin orthography.
A Latin-based
alphabet was adopted for Kazakh by government decree in
1929 (Nadzhip 1959).
This new alphabet, which originally
contained fewer than thirty letters, was reformed in 1938
with the addition of several letters. By this time, however.
Cyrillic alphabets were beginning to replace Latin ones for
all Turkic languages in the USSR. A Russian-based alphabet
was adopted for Kazakh in 1940. This alphabet consisted of
42 letters: the 33 letters of the Russian alphabet, followed
by letters devised specially for Kazakh.
In 1952, some
minor changes were made in the shape of certain letters,
and the non-Russian letters were interspersed so that each
followed the letter closest to it in pronunciation.
For
example, the non-Russian letter k, was placed after letter k.
The first English language dictionary of Kazakh (Shnitnikov
1966) follows the pre-1952 ordering of letters. Aside from
letters used for certain diphthongs and letters used only in
borrowed words, the Kazakh version of Cyrillic reflects the
meaningful phonetic contrasts of the language with a fair
degree of economy.
The Kazakhs living in the Xinjiang
Province of the Peoples Republic of China never adopted
Cyrillic, preferring instead Latin and Arabic. The Xinjiang
Kazakhs have since abandoned Latin; they adopted a
further-reformed Arabic script in 1982 (Geng 1980).
Below are the 42 letters of the Cyrillic alphabet used
today in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
The transcription
symbols indicate the most common pronunciation(s) of each
letter. Letters confined to Russian loan words are not given
a transcription symbol; their pronunciation will be
discussed in greater detail below.
The precise phonetic
nature of the terms "soft" and "hard"—traditionally (and
incorrectly) assumed to refer to "front" and "back" vowels
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in Kazakh—will be dealt with extensively in the second half
of this work.
Letter

Transcription
Symbol

Approximate Pronunciaton

A a

Low back "hard" vowel

[a]

9a

Low front "soft" vowel

[»]

E 6

Voiced bilabial stop

[b]

Voiced bilabial fricative (between vowels)

[P]

B B

Russian letter [v], occurring only in Russian loan words

Tr

Voiced velar stop

[g]

Voiced velar fricative (between vowels)

[y]

Ff

Voiced uvular fricative

[b]

3 a

Voiced alveolar stop

[d]

Ee

Diphthongoid unrounded "soft" vowel

cni

Ee

Russian letter [jo], occurring only in Russian loan words

TKm

Voiced alveopalatal fricative

33

Voiced alveolar fricative

M M

[5]
[z]

Diphthong consisting of a mid-high front "soft'
vowel + front glide

1

(in "soft" words)

[ij]

Diphthong consisting of an upper-mid central "hard"
vowel -1- front glide

(in "hard" words)

[aj]

it M

Alveopalatal

Kk

Voiceless velar stop, aspirated

[k]

KsK

Voiceless uvular stop, aspirated

[q]

Voiceless uvular fricative (between vowels)

[x]

Lateral alveolar approximant

[1]

J1 Ji

approximant

[j]

M M Bilabial nasal stop

[m]

H H

Alveolar nasal stop

[n]

Uvular nasal stop (in "hard" words)

[n]

Velar nasal stop (in "soft" words)

[q]

O 0

Diphthongoid rounded "hard" vowel

[^]

e 0

Diphthongoid rounded "soft" vowel
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n
Pp
Cc

Voiceless bilabial stop, aspirated

[p]

Alveolar flap

[r]

Voiceless alveolar fricative

[s]

Tt

Voiceless alveolar stop, aspirated

[t]

Bilabial approximant (after vowels only)

[w]

n

yy

Diphthong consisting of a mid-high central "soft"
rounded vowel + glide (in "soft" words)

[«U(]

Diphthong consisting of a mid-high back "hard"
roimded vowel + glide (in "hard" words)

[uw]

¥v

Mid-high back rounded "hard" vowel

[u]

Yy

Mid-high central rounded "soft" vowel

[«]

Oc})

Russian letter [ f ], occurring in Russian or Arabic

Xx

Occurs in some foreign loan words =

h h

Voiceless

Uu

Russian letter

H M

Russian letter [tj“], occurring only in Russian loan words

lUui

Voiceless alveopalatal fricative

glottalic

K

approximant

[ts],

loans
[q]»[xl
[h]

occurring only in Russian loan words

[;]

ni m Russian letter [ J* t J* ], occurring only in Russian loan words
t T>

Russian "hard sign," occurring only in Russian loan words

BI bl

Upper-mid central unrounded "hard" vowel

[a]

I i

Mid-high front unrounded "soft" vowel

[i]

b b

Russian "soft sign," occurring only in Russian loan words

3 3

Russian letter [ e ], occurring only in Russian loan words

IOk) Front glide -i- mid-high central rounded "soft"
vowel -1- back glide
glide
4- mid-high back rounded "hard"
Front
vowel + back glide
H

Front glide + low back "hard" vowel
(in synharmonically "hard" words)
Front glide + low front "soft" vowel
(in synharmonically "soft" words; rare)

[j «<«]
[j UU)]
[ja]
[j»]
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3. Kazakh Dialects
Aside from sometimes substantial areal differences
in vocabulary, Kazakh shows only relatively minor dialectal
differences. For instance, Kazakh speakers in the west and
north use the alveopalatal fricative [J'], while speakers in
the eastern and southern areas replace [|] with the affricate
[tj*]:

luajiFbi [ J'al b*a] or [tj'al to], braid', anuii [xn/i] or [»ntj'i],

singer.

The literary standard recognizes [J“].

Another

difference involves the use of non-initial [d] in the west and
north vs. [1] in the south and east:
[tin 1

Tipi^eM [tirid^j] or

j], alive', Mannaii [maNdaj], or [maNl a j], forehead.

Once again, the northern and western variant [d] is
considered standard literary pronunciation.
A few other
sound variations occur, but the non-literary variants are
extremely localized.
Some linguists (Amandzholov 1953)
believe that the northwestern dialect served as the basis
for the formation of the literary standard in the 17th and
18th Centuries.
The minor regional differences evident in
Kazakh pronunciation today are probably based on old
tribal divisions (Schwarz 1984:20).
Other linguists see
these variations as having derived through contact with
neighboring languages (Sauranbayev 1982; Kenesbayev
1962:8-9).

4. Influence of Other Languages on Kazakh
Besides relatively recent borrowings from Russian,
foreign words in Kazakh are chiefly of Arabic, Persian,
Chinese, or Mongolian origin.
Mongolian and Chinese
influence on Kazakh is limited to lexical borrowing.
The
influence of Arabic and Persian, though more extensive, is
also chiefly lexical. Most Arabic borrowings pertain to civic
or religious matters:

carax [sawat], clock', rwnbiM [to 1 am],

science', mayhap [gauihar], gem. Arabic loans have been
numerous enough, however, to lead to the adoption of a few
phonetic features such as the sounds [h] and [»], as well as
the use of [b] in word-initial position.
yields [p] in Kazakh.

The Arabic sound [f]

Arabic [f] is normally spelled with n in
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in modern Kazakh, rarely with 4>, as in FacJ)y exinh [yapuw
j'l 11 Q I z],/o show mercy. International words of Arabic or
Persian origin are also written with the letter 4> instead of
n, following the Russian spelling:

4>ejijiax [f

1 ak],/e//a/i,

(|jep3b [1 firqueen (in chess). Turkic languages spoken
south of Kazakhstan, particularly modern Uzbek and
Turkmen, show more extensive Arabic and Persian
influence.
During the past two centuries, Russian has, without
doubt, exerted the strongest influence upon both written
and spoken Kazakh.
Eight letters--B, e, u, h, m, i., b, a-appear exclusively in Russian loans or international words
borrowed under the influence of Russian; they do not
represent sounds of native Kazakh. (The letter 4> could also
fit into this group, except for the rare cases mentioned
above where it appears in older loans from Arabic.) The
presence of these letters in the Kazakh alphabet attests to
the pervasive Russian influence upon the language.
Before
1917, one out of every 23 or 24 words (4.4%) found in the
Kazakh press was a Russian loan (Khasanov 1987:81). Since
the pre-1917 literacy rate was low, however, Russian
words tended to be borrowed on the basis of oral contact
rather than through written material.
Most of these early
borrowings underwent considerable phonetic assimilation
as they were adapted to the rules of Kazakh phonology.
Their present spellings in Cyrillic, consequently, reflect
Kazakh rather than Russian phonology. Thus, Russian aaBoa
[z/\voi], factory, became aaybifl or aaybix [zawat] in Kazakh,
and KpoBaxb [kravat], bed, became Kepeyex [kfirpu/j^t].
(Since the Russian sound [v] is absent from Kazakh, it was
usually altered to
Russian

[ w]

in such early borrowings.)

The

[f], also lacking in Kazakh except for in a few

Arabic loans, usually became [p] in Russian words adopted
into Kazakh: Kapxo(|>enb [kArtofi
[kartuTup]; and mxpa(|>

\],

potatoes, became Kapxon

\.raf], penalty, became uixpan [ftrap].

The Russian sounds [ft;], [ts], and [tf] became [;] in
Kazakh:

HmMK [j of t; i k],

became Kazakh %9uiiK
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[ja/ik]; MaiiHMK [t/aj ni k], teapot, became uiaiiHeK [J'*j njlk];

noHxa [po t/ ta],office, became nouixa [puTDj'ta]; and
uepKOBb [tscrkaf], church, became mipKey [/inkj^w]. Russian
loans adopted during the last 50 years of Soviet rule,
however, were generally borrowed under the influence of
written Russian and often kept their original Russian
spelling.
Kazakh speakers fluent in Russian often
pronounce these words as they are pronounced in Russian
rather than in accordance with the sound pattern of their
native language. The following Kazakh words are examples
of loans which retained their original Russian spelling in
modern Kazakh orthography (transcriptions reflect Russian
pronunciation): earon [vAgon], ra/Zway car; 4)a6pMKa
[fabr i ka],/actory; enKa [j o 1 ka], Christmas tree; mw [J* t/ i ],

cabbage soup; MeMonan [tj'i mAdan], suitcase; uMpK [ts + rk],
circus; ancRTpuMecTBo [e \ i ktr i tj'i sva], electricity; HOJib [nol ],
zero; cbean [sj est], congress. In other instances, the spelling
is Russian but the pronunciation Kazakh. Surnames ending
in OB or CB

are invariably pronounced [ap] or [ip], even by

speakers fluent in both languages:
EcxacB [ jT's t»j i p],
Yestaev (a surname).
The process of deleting the Slavic
suffixes OB or cb from Kazakh surnames, however, is already
underway. Now that it seems Russian will lose its prestige
status in Kazakhstan, the future of Russian loan words
should prove worthy of investigation. In the Soviet period,
older phonetic spellings like sayun and 3nybn factory, gave
way to normalized Russian spellings like aaBon; the newest
tendency is to pattern the orthography once again after
native Kazakh pronunciation.
Three other Kazakh letters h, a, and x, occur in older
loans taken mainly from Arabic and Persian. These words
are now felt by Kazakhs to be part of the native lexicon
rather than foreign words. The letter h denotes a voiceless
glottalic

approximant

similar

to

English

[h]:

aHnahap

[aj dahar], dragon; apin [»np], letter (of the alphabet);
KahapiviaH [qaharman], hero.

Unlike the nine letters restricted

to Russian loans, the letter h is always pronounced [h] and
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cannot be replaced in speech by any other Kazakh sound.
Similarly, the letter a is always pronounced [»].

Thus, [h]

and [a] may be considered as more or less assimilated into
the sound system of native Kazakh. The letter x, on the
other hand, has no unique sound of its own; it is
pronounced identically to the letter k regardless of whether
it appears in older borrowings or in recent loans from
Russian.
In word-initial or syllable-final position, both x
and K are pronounced as the uvular stop [q]: xax [qot],
letter, i^aa [qaz], goose; xapnx [tors j q], history; xa/iuK, [qol aq],
population; %aKuibi [saq/a], good; K.a3aK [qaz«q], Kazakh.
Between vowels or sonorants, x and k, are pronounced as
the uvular fricative [y]: PaiixaH [raj ycm],

(a female

name);AK,^n [ayalJ^ mind. Since [q] and [y] are in
complementary distribution regardless of whether x or k
represents them, descriptions of Kazakh which treat these
sounds as separate phonemes are in error.
The letter x
could easily be deleted from the alphabet and replaced by
K,; the letter h could not, since no other letter of the
alphabet denotes the sound [h].

II. Native Kazakh Phonology
1.

Vowels

The modern Cyrillic alphabet, unlike the Arabic script
originally used for Kazakh, contains a separate letter for
each vowel.
Nevertheless, most descriptions of Kazakh,
including the Academy Grammar (Kencsbayev 1962) which
still represents the most comprehensive work on the
language available, give incorrect point of articulation
features for some of the vowels.
The first accurate
description
of Kazakh vowels appeared in
1972
(Dzhunisbekov).
This study provides precise acoustic
measurements of vowels and describes their articulation on
the basis of X-rays (radiograms) of the oral tract. Previous
studies relied mostly on the subjective similarity of Kazakh
vowels to the vowels of Russian or other Turkic languages,
rather than upon actual phonetic analysis.
The only
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detailed description of Kazakh to appear in English
previously (Krueger 1980) represents a condensed version
of the Academy Grammar and older Soviet materials, and
reproduces the inaccuracies of these earlier descriptions.
Since Kazakh vowels differ from vowels found in English,
Russian, and other western languages, each vowel must be
described in detail.
The letter a represents a low back vowel. The IPA
symbol [<*] is appropriate, although this symbol does not
mark the significant degree of tongue root retraction
characteristic of the Kazakh vowel. During the articulation
of Kazakh [a], the
that the tongue tip
center of the back
but never higher

tongue root is considerably retracted, so
does not touch the lower incisors. The
portion of the tongue is raised slightly,
than the lower teeth. Except for the

degree of tongue root retraction, Kazakh [a] is not unlike
the English vowel in the word all.

Radiogram of Kazakh [a],
after Dzhunisbekov (1972:47).

Radiogram of English [a] in
all, after Edwards (1986:58).

The vowel [a] is very common and may appear in any
syllable: an [al ],
Kana [qal a], city; niarana [/attala],
seagull. It appears in roots as well as suffixes: Kana-nap
[qal a-1 ar], cities', K,ana-ra [qal a-bt«], to the city.

There are two environments in which the letter a is
pronounced [a], rather than [a].

The first is between [/] and

[sl. or [/] and [j]: uiaui [/»/], hair, mail [/aj], tea. The second
is in borrowed words, where the letter a appears in a word
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together with a "soft" vowel:

Kixan [k i tap],RyviaH

[k«man], doubt.

The vowel letter a always represents a low front
vowel which will be transcribed as [a]. The Kazakh [a] is
often compared to the English vowel in the word and,
though the latter is articulated with less spead of the lips.
In the production of Kazakh [a], the tongue root is advanced
forward and the tongue tip remains close to the lower
incisors. The front-central portion of the tongue is raised
above the top of the lower teeth. X-ray analysis confirms
that [a] is somewhat higher than [a], the only other low
vowel in the language (Dzhunisbekov 1972:47).

Radiogram of Kazakh [a], after
Dzhunisbekov (1972:48).

The letter a is restricted to older borrowings from
Persian and Arabic, although native speakers tend to
perceive such words as native rather than borrowed.
It
appears almost exclusively in initial syllables: aiieji [»j j'Tl],
woman, wife', ap [*r], every, ipa [ir»], highly, car [s*t],
success. In rare instances, this letter appears in second
syllables: ipa [ir»], highly, cipa [sirit], probably. The letter a
never appears in suffixes; instead, the letter e replaces a in
suffixes added to "soft" stems:

ax-xap [at-tar], horses', vs.

HT-rep [i j ttjTr], dogs. The letter i represents a mid-high
front vowel which can be transcribed as [i], although this
symbol usually denotes a vowel pro-duced slightly closer to
the front of the mouth, such as the vowel in the English
word it.

Kazakh [i] is almost a central vowel.

In the
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production of Kazakh [i], the lips are slightly tensed but
unrounded, and the entire mass of the tongue is raised
toward the back portion of the hard palate.
In the
production of the vowel in the English word it, the back
portion of the tongue is not raised in this fashion. Kazakh
[i] differs from the high central vowel in the Russian word
cwH son, usually transcribed as [+], in having a more fronted
articulation, as shown by the radiograms pro-vided on the
next page.
The letter i may appear in any syllable: ini [ini],
younger
[b ir

brother-. Tin [til], language,
i], first.

tongue; 6ipiHiui

It appears in roots as well as suffixes,

Tln-i

[ 111 -1 ], hist her language.

Radiogram of Kazakh [i],
after Dzhunisbekov (1972:53).

The letter y

represents

Radiogram of Russian [+] in CLIH,
after Avanesov (1972:32).

a mid-high

central

vowel

pronounced with distinct lip rounding. The vowel [«] has
often been erroneously taken for the sound of the German
letter ii or the French u, which represent high front
rounded vowels.
The contrast between the Kazakh midhigh central vowel [«] and the German or French high front
vowel [y] appears clearly in the radiograms provided below.
The letter y appears almost exclusively in initial syllables:

yii [«j ], dwelling; *y3 [j^z], hundred; cyx [s«t], milk; y never
appears in affixes.

However, the letter i in a syllable after a
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rounded vowel is pronounced [«] because of labial harmony:
YM-i

his/her dwelling.

Radiogram of Kazakh [«],
after Dzhunisbekov (1972:55).

Radiogram of French [y],
after Delattre (1948:2).

The letter y represents a mid-high back vowel pro
nounced with strong lip rounding. The anterior portion of
the tongue is tensed and flattened, with considerable
retraction of the tongue root.
This vowel has been tran
scribed as [u], although the degree of tongue root retraction
is not conveyed by the IPA symbol [u] or by any other
available symbol.
The feature of tongue root retraction
distinguishes Kazakh [u] from the vowel in the English word
full, which is also a mid-high back rounded vowel.

Radiogram of Kazakh [u],
after Dzhunisbekov (1972:54).

The letter

Radiogram of English [u] 'mfull;
after Edwards (1986:57).

like y> appears almost exclusively in

initial syllables: y-™ [^1]’ ^on; KY^ai^ [qul aq], ear; xY'^a [sumo].
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Friday.

The letter u in a syllable after a rounded vowel is

pronounced [u] because of labial harmony: yn-bi [ul-u],
his/her son.
The letter u represents
an upper-mid central
unrounded vowel, which can be transcribed with the IPA
symbol [a], although this symbol more commonly indicates
a mid rather than an upper-mid central vowel. During the
articulation of Kazakh [a], the entire mass of the tongue is
raised slightly above the top of the lower teeth, dis
tinguishing it from Kazakh [a], a low vowel.

As can be seen

in the radiogram given below, Kazakh [a] is articulated
without flattening the anterior portion of the tongue, and
the lips are spread wider than for other vowels.

Radiogram of Kazakh [a],
after Dzhunisbekov (1972:52).

Radiogram of the first vowel in about',
after Edwards (1986:71).

Assigning tongue height features such as [-i-/-high] to
Kazakh [a] is problematic. Dzhunisbekov describes [a] as a
high vowel (1972:52), although, as the radiogram above
indicates, the tongue blade is considerably lower than for
the other high (actually mid-high) vowels, [i], [u], and [«].
Nevertheless, like the other mid-high vowels of Kazakh, [a]
has a low first formant and devoices in unstressed position
between two voiceless consonants.
In the following
examples, the voiceless vowels--which have not been
marked elsewhere in the present article--are transcribed
using a subscript period [.]:

t^ucKa [qasqa], short', K.yuiTap

[qy/tar], birds', Kixan [ki tap], book. Devoicing is part of a
more general reduction of unstressed high vowels
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(including [a]), which shorten in rapid speech almost to the
point of elision. Acoustic and phonological evidence allow
which in absolute phonetic terms is an upper-mid
vowel, to be grouped with the mid-high vowels.
[a],

with

The Kazakh vowel [a] presents an additional problem
regard to traditional explanations of Kazakh

phonology. Most older descriptions of Kazakh treat [a] as a
back vowel. The feature [+back], in turn, has traditionally
served to explain the behavior of Kazakh "hard" vowels as a
single class of sounds.
However, the radiogram provided
above clearly shows that Kazakh [a] is not really a back
vowel. In the production of Kazakh [a], the entire blade of
the tongue is raised nearly equally, whereas in a true back
vowel only the dorsal portion of the tongue is so raised.
The three remaining "hard" vowels, [a], [uTu], and [u], are
back vowels, since the dorsal portion of the tongue is
clearly higher during their articulation.
This has led
Dzhunisbekov (1972:72), in referring to the feature of
horizontal tongue position, to describes [a] as a "mixed"
vowel, rather than a back vowel, although in terms of
vowel harmony [a] is clearly in the "hard" vowel group. A
recent textbook of Kazakh (Kozhakhmetova 1989) likewise
describes [a] as a "mixed" (cMemaHHuh) vowel, neither front
nor back.
The radiogram given above indicates that the
Kazakh vowel [ a ] is a central rather than a back vowel.
The letter u may appear in any syllable: bipucTu
[a r a s t a],/ortMnate.

This letter appears in many suffixes,

where it functions as the "hard" variant of i: ar-w [«t-a],
hisiher horse vs.

2.

ht-1

Diphthongoid

[i j t-i], hisiher dog.

Vowels

There are no long vowels in Kazakh; length does not
play any phonological role in the language.
Dzhunisbekov
(1980: 17-21), however, has demonstrated with acoustic
analysis
that the three Kazakh vowels normally
represented by Cyrillic letters e, o, and e are not true
monophthongs but rather consist of an initial glide element
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plus a second element which is clearly vocalic.
The two
components are each distinctly audible in word-initial
position.
After consonants the glide elements are shorter
and more difficult to hear, but spectrographic analysis has
confirmed that e, o, and e represent heterogenous sounds
here as well.
In phonetic terms, these letters clearly
represent diphthongs of single vowel length. Even in wordinitial position, these vowels are not longer than the six
Kazakh monophthongs.

In fact, the monophthong [a] is

actually longer than [i««], [wO], and [j^]. But in phonological
terms, e, o, and e cannot be treated as diphthongs since they
behave as single units. Dzhunisbekov (1980:21) calls them
"phonemic diphthongs."
Historically, these vowels derive
from monophthongs, and they continue to behave as single
phonological units in modern Kazakh despite their
divisibility into two phonetically heterogenous segments.
The letter e represents a mid-high vowel which is
often misidentified as identical to the vowel in the French
word treis. Consequently, the sound of the Kazakh letter e
has often been transcribed incorrectly as [e]. The Kazakh
vowel is pronounced with the entire mass of the tongue
raised toward the hard palate, retreating slightly after the
initial onset, so that the vowel changes perceptibly as it is
produced. Only the second component can be lengthened in
emphatic speech.
The most precise phonetic transcription
of this sound seems to be a digraph with a ligature: [j'l],
although such a symbol does not follow IPA usage.
The
ligature is necessary because the vowel behaves
phonologically like a single segment rather than like a
diphthong consisting of two separate segments.
The
radiogram given below shows that the second component of
this vowel is nearly identical to the Kazakh [i]. The
diphthongoid vowel represented by the Kazakh letter e
differs considerably from the vowels of European
languages. In the production of Kazakh [j^], the corners of
the mouth are tense and somewhat drawn together. The
second component of [fi] is a mid-high front vowel which
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shouldn't be confused with the upper-mid front vowel [e] of
European languages.

Comparison of [i], solid
line, with the second
component of Kazakh [j^],
dotted line; after Dzhunisbekov (1980:18).

The vowel letter o represents a sound which most
sources on Kazakh improperly identify the mid-back
rounded vowel [o]. As in the case of Kazakh [j^], this vowel
is not a homogenous sound, but rather a combination of an
initial glide element [ui] followed by a vocalic element
nearly identical to the Kazakh vowel [u]. The most precise
phonetic transcription of this sound, therefore, would be a
digraph with a ligature:

[ufu].

Once again, the ligature is

necessary because [uTu] is of single vowel length and does
not behave as a combination of two separate sounds.

Comparison of [u], with
the second component of
Kazakh [uTu], after Dzhunisbekov (1980).

Compared to the vowel [o] in the English word or,
Kazakh

[uiTI] is pronounced with more retraction of the

tongue toward the pharynx, just as in the case of Kazakh [u].
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[uTu] appears only in word-initial syllables:

*ok

[jujuq], no', on [uTu 1 ], he, she, it, onap [wu 1 ar],they.
The vowel letter e represents yet another vowel of
mixed quality.
In articulatory terms, this vowel is a
combination of an initial glide element similar to [w] and a
vocalic element similar to the Kazakh vowel [«]. The most
precise phonetic transcription of this sound would be, once
again, a digraph with a ligature:
[uiQ].
The Academy
Grammar and all dictionaries of Kazakh incorrectly identify
[uTu] as as a front vowel similar to the sound of the German
letter 6.

Kazakh [uT«] is produced with even more tenseness

in the lips than for Kazakh [ufu]. The entire mass of the
tongue is farther forward in the mouth and there is no
flattening or tensing of the anterior portion of the tongue.
The Kazakh letter e is restricted to initial syllables and does
not occur in affixes, although the letter e in non-initial
syllables may be pronounced [uT3] due to labial harmony:
eacH [uTuziRn], river, yilpeK [uT«j ruTuk], duck.
The diphthongoid vowels [uT«], [uTu], and [j^] cannot be
divided into separate phonological units without greatly
complicating the description of the Kazakh sound system.
To treat them as combinations of two separate segments—
[p] as [j + i], [uMj] as [w + u], and [uT«] as [u» -i- «]-would yield
striking exceptions to several phonological rules.
A basic
feature of Kazakh is the complete lack of syllable-initial
clusters, even in connected speech.
Treating the first
phonetic element of vowels [uTS], [uni], and [fi] as a glide
would assert that Kazakh contains syllable-initial clusters;
thus, K03 [kuT«z], eye, would begin with the cluster [kw]; xop
[twur], net, would begin with the cluster [tw]; and

I, would begin with the cluster [mj].

mch

[mjGn],

Third, when the

diphthongoid vowel [j^] becomes [uQ] following a rounded
vowel, the glide element changes along with the vocalic
element:

y^'-’^ep [«j -i- luT«r], dwellings. If the Kazakh letter

e really represents [j -i- i], the glide element [j ] should not
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[w], since such a change does not occur in words

containing separate segments [j ] + [i].

The word Y^-iivi

dwelling, for example, is pronounced [«j «m], not
Finally, since the diphthongs [uw] and [«w] occur frequently
enough to be written with their own special letter, y, the
absence from Kazakh of *oy (if considered as [wuw]) and *ey
(if considered as [um*w]) would
A historical perspective
provides additional reasons
diphthongoid vowels as single
Kazakh.
These vowels
monophthongs, not from two

be inexplicable.
on the Kazakh vowel system
for considering the three
phonological units in modern
derive historically from
adjacent and separate sounds.

Compare the Kazakh nea [kuT«z], eye, with the Turkish goz,
where the letter 6 represents the mid-high front rounded
vowel [d]. In word-initial position, the Kazakh vowels
represented by letters e, o, and e begin with a short but
distinctly audible glide element:
ckI is actually pronounced
[j'Tki], two; OT
pronounced

is pronounced [lud i], fire; and en is

[uTSq], appearance.

Except as components of

diphthongoid vowels, the sounds [j ] and [w] are not
otherwise found in word-initial position in native Kazakh
words.

The word-initial [j ] inherited from Common Turkic

became [5] in Kazakh.

Thus, Kazakh has an initial [5] where

other Turkic languages have [j ].

Compare the Turkish yel

[j € 1 ], w/n(i, and yedi [jedi], seven, to the Kazakh *en
un 1 ], wind, and

JKexi

[5

11], seven. Word initial [j ] in pre-

1917 Russian loans underwent a similar conversion to [5].
For example, the Russian word npMapKa [j arm^rk^t], fair,
became >K9pMeHKe [garmj^^kj^]. In no case, however, did the
first component of [j'T] become [5]. The true glide [j ] is
clearly phonologically distinct from the first component of
the diphthongoid vowel [j^].
In modern Kazakh, the vowels [uTD], [wu], and [j^]
continue to behave phonologically as single sounds.
Treating them as diphthongs consisting of two phonologic-
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ally divisible sounds leaves unexplaned the behavior of [j ]
after "soft" vowels, adds inexplicable restrictions on the
addition of [u»] after the vowels [u] and [«], and, finally,
creates unique and striking exceptions to Kazakh syllable
structure.
The case for not dividing the diphthongoid
vowels of Kazakh into separate phonological units parallels
the case for not dividing the English affricates [tf] and [dj].
Despite being divisible into two consecutive phonetic
segments, the affricates derive historically from single
sounds and continue to function as single segments in
modern English.
There should be no doubt that the three
diphthongoid vowels of Kazakh are the phonological
equivalents of monophthongs. Phonetically, it is possible to
decrease the number of vowel segments in Kazakh to six.
Phonologically, the number is clearly nine, three of which-[uTS], [uTu], and [j^]—are diphthongoid in nature. The vowels
represented by letters e, o, and e, should be transcribed
using ligatures:

[uT«], [un)], and [p].

To transcribe them as

[©], [o], and [e], as has been done in every major work on
Kazakh produced thus far, erroneously suggests that these
vowels are phonetically homogenous, like the mid vowels
normally transcribed by these symbols.

3. True Diphthongs
Several other letters of the Kazakh alphabet
represent two or three phonetic segments in sequence. The
letters a, h, y, and lo are involved in rendering the glides [j ]
and [w] in combination with various vowels.
Unlike the
situation with the three diphthongoid vowels described
above, however, these letters represent combinations of
sounds acting as separate phonological units.
In other
words, these letters represent true diphthongs.
The letter a represents two separate sounds:
aaa [«j oz],/roi7; aaK, [aj aq], leg; v« [uj a], nest.

[j ] + [a]:
In rare

instances, the letter a may represent [j ] + [»]: aKM [j»kij],
or.
The two sounds represented by this letter may even
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belong to separate syllables:

a»K [«-j «q], leg', ya [u-j a], nest.

The combination [j ] + [a] is undoubtedly a dipththong.
The letter m represents a diphthong consisting of the
front glide [j ] preceded by either the "hard" vowel [a] or
the "soft" vowel [i]. If "soft" vowels, or the letters k and r,
appear in the same word, the letter h represents the "soft"
vowel [i] + [j]:

[\.i\ in], squirrel',

needle-,

Mic[i j is], 5we//; cnpcK [si j rj'i k],
If another "hard"
vowel or the letters k and r appear in the word, then u

represents the "hard" vowel [a] + [j]: thuh [X^]7>n], kopek',
HMK, [aj aq],
digraph

uii

k,m

[qaj ], CMt; CMpaK [saj raq],

occasionally

represents

monosyllables to avoid ambiguity:
[tij], touch.

[aj]

in

The
certain

Twii [taj ],forbid vs. tm

The letter combination *iii never

occurs,

although [aj] or [ij] would be best represented if the letter
M was replaced in all cases by either uii or iii. The other
seven Kazakh vowels are always written separately before
the glide [j ], which is written in such combinations with the
letter B:

aBna [aj na], mirror-, alien [*j j^ 1], woman; oBuh

[liTu j un], game; yB [«j ], dwelling; yBuw [uj um], organization.
The letter y has two functions. After a vowel letter, y
represents a single sound, the back rounded glide [w]: xay
[taw], mountain; 6ay [baw], garden. In this position, the letter
y fulfills a unique function and cannot be replaced by any
other Kazakh letter. In word-initial position or after a
consonant, however, y represents [w] preceded by one of the
rounded vowels [u] or [«].

In this position, the letter y could

be expanded into a digraph: yy for [«w], and yy for [uw]. As
in the case of the letter m, the synharmonic nature of the
word as a whole usually indicates which diphthong the
letter y represents. If another "soft" vowel or the velars k
[k] and r [g] appear in the word, y represents the "soft"
vowel [«] -I- [w]: cyper [svmrvmi.], picture; yafle [«wadj^], oath.
If another "hard" vowel or the uvulars k [q] and r [«] appear
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in the word, y represents the "hard" vowel [u] + [w]: cyuK,
[suuiuq], cold; ayy [aupuw], to overturn; oi^y [wuxuw], to read; yait
[uwaq], trifle; Ky [qow], swan. Ambiguity arises in the case of
monosyllabic words where there are no clues about
synharmony.
The speaker must simply know that in
certain monosyllabic words the letter y conceals the "hard"

vowel [u]; Ty [tuw], banner; cy [suw], water; y
poison. In
other monosyllables, the letter y conceals the "soft" vowel
[«]: Ty [t«w]. Oh! When suffixes are added to such words,
the "hard" or "soft" vowel of the suffix reflects the
synharmonic nature of the hidden root vowel:

xyu [tuwu],

his banner; cynay [suwl aw], to moisten; yuT [uuiut], antidote.
Nevertheless, ambiguity could be avoided altogether if the
sound combinations [uw] and [«w] were always written \y
and yy-

Three other vowels—[j^], [a], and [»]—which appear

before [w] are represented by their own separate letter + y:
fley [dj^w], to tell; xay [taw], mountain; aya [awa], air; *ey
[gj^w], to eat; ayen [jewjTn], refrain.

The combinations *oy

[wuw], *ey [w«w], *biy [aw] and *iy [iw] do not occur in Kazakh,

although ey is pronounced [w'«w] in a few words because of
labial harmony: Kyey [k«w«w], son-in-law; Tepxey [tuT«rt«w],
group of four.
The letter lo represents a combination of three
sounds:

an initial front glide [j], one of the high vowels [u]

or [«], and the back glide [w].

As with the letter y, the letter

K) represents [juw] in synharmonically "hard" words:

aw

[aj uw], bear; ow [wu j uw], ornament; yio [uj uw], to curdle. In

synharmonically "soft" words, the letter » represents [j«w]:

yio [«j «w], to gather into a pile;

kck)

[kj^ j «w], to scold; khk)

[ki j «w], to put on clothing. In the word khw,
which occurs only in "soft" syllables,
synharmonic nature of the two vowels hidden
The letter lo could be replaced with the letter

the letter k,
reveals the
in m and ».
combinations
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Kyy and Myy, although, once again, synharmony removes
much of the potential for ambiguity.

4.

Consonant

Assimilations

Depending upon the nature of the adjacent vowels,
every Kazakh consonant has four synharmonic variants:
"soft" rounded, "hard" rounded, "soft" unrounded, and
"hard" unrounded.
Even the glide [w] has a slightly less
rounded variant in the vicinity of an unrounded vowel and
a slightly more rounded variant in the vicinity of a rounded
vowel.
The difference between synharmonic variants of
consonants is in most cases rather slight.
The "soft" and
"hard" variants of consonants articulated with the dorsal
portion of the tongue (velars and uvulars) are more
striking. The velars [k] and [g] appear only in conjunction
with "soft" vowels. In conjunction with "hard" vowels, they
are replaced by uvulars [q] and [y]. Despite the fact that
these sounds are in complete complementary distribution,
each is represented by its own separate letter of the Kazakh
alphabet:
F

k

and r represent the velars [k] and [g], and k, and

represent their uvular counterparts

[q] and [m].

The

voiced pair [g] and [a] differ in manner as well as point of
articulation, since the
uvular is a fricative rather than a
stop.

The

velar nasal stop [q], which appears in "soft"

syllables, and the uvular nasal stop [n], which appears in
"hard" syllables, are
also in complete complementary
distribution.
Both [n] and [15] are represented by a single
letter n; the remaining consonants likewise use one letter to
represent both "hard" and "soft" variants.
These
synharmonic variants are slight in comparison to the velars
and uvulars and have not been marked in transcription.
In native Kazakh words, only seventeen consonant
sounds appear in contrastive distribution.
These include
three bilabial stops: n [p], 6 [b], m [m]; two glides: tt [j], y [w];
two liquids p [r], ji [1]; two alveopalatals ui [/], * [5]; five
alveolar stops: h [n],T [t],a [d],c [s],3 [z]; and the three
uvular/ velar pairs discussed above:

k

[q] and k [k]; f [«]
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and r [g]; and n [n/i)]. The voiceless stops [q], [k], [t], and [p]
are aspirated.
The modern Cyrillic alphabet represents
Kazakh consonants with no ambiguity:
taking into
consideration synharmonic variation, each consonant letter
is pronounced exactly as written except where a few
additional assimilatory processes are at work.
Kazakh
consonants
are
affected
by
several
assimilatory processes in addition to the ubiquitious effects
of synharmony.
One such process is the spirantization of
certain obstruent stops between vowels or sonorants.
In
this phonetic environment, [b] becomes the bilabial fricative
[p], and [g] becomes the velar fricative [y].

The other voiced

stop, [d], is unaffected by spirantization, as are the voiceless
stops [p] and [t].

The voiceless uvular stop [q] becomes the

fricative [y] between vowels or sonorants: oi^y [uTuxu^l^ to
read. In this position, the letter x (found only in borrowed
words) is also pronounced [y] rather than [q]:
[r

Raikhan (a female name).

PaUxan

Spirantization also

affects word-final [p], [k], or [q], which become [p], [y], and

[y] before a word beginning in a vowel:

nan 3Ken[qap

akfi 1], Take the bag, a^ euiKi [ay p/ki], white goat.
Another phonological process affecting Kazakh ob
struents is voicing assimilation.
Obstruent stops assimilate
by voice to any preceding obstruent stop or fricative. The
effect is reflected in the orthography, except in the case of

compound words:
[^*irnspfi\<ip],Dzhunisbekov
(a surname).
Obstruent stops also devoice in word-final
position: [y/g] devoices to [q/k], and [b] devoices to [p].
Because the effect of word-final devoicing is reflected in
the orthography, the letters r/r and 6 (as well as a) never
appear as the last letter of a native Kazakh word. When a
consonantal suffix is added to a word ending in a devoiced
obstruent, the suffix takes on a voiceless initial consonant:
6anuK-Tap (not -flap) [bal zq tar],/i5/t (plural). Stems ending
in voiced fricatives, which do not devoice in word-final
position, require suffixes beginning in voiced consonants:
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KW3-aap [qaz-dor], girls, VS. i^an-Tap [qap-tar], bags; floc-rap
[6mu s- ia.r], friends; K,bi3-Fa [qaz-«a], to the girl, vs. ax-i^a
[at-qa], to the horse. Thus, every consonant suffix has a
voiced and a voiceless variant (each of which also has "soft"
and "hard" synharmonic variants).
Borrowed words may
end in the letters r, «, and 6; however, such letters are
pronounced voiceless and require the voiceless variants of

consonantal suffixes:

aason [z au»» t],/actory; 3aBojt-Tap

[zaw^> t- iar], factories; neaaror [pi dagok], teacher; neflarorxap
[p \ dagok-tar], teachers. Word-final obstruents do become
voiced again whenever a vocalic suffix is added: banuK
[bal ^q],fish, vs. banbiFw [bal aaz], his fish. Progressive
voicing and devoicing of obstruent stops also occurs across
word boundaries, but here the changes are never reflected
in the orthography:

Koni 6oji [qwu J* pwu 1 ], good bye; a^ bajia

[aq pal a], towheaded child; KepeK aene [kfirpk

it

turns out to be needed.
Fricatives behave differently than stops with regard
to voicing assimilation.
The fricatives [s] and [z],
pronounced in succession, undergo regressive voicing
assimilation.
The first fricative assimilates to the second,
rather than the second to the first (as with stops),
producing the geminate consonants [ss] and [z:]: ceria cea
[sy Is!uT«z], eight words; xyacwa [tussuz], without salt. The
voiced fricatives [z] and [g] remain voiced in word-final
position: xya [tuz], salt; cea [suTez], word. MyKxa* [muqtag],
need.
Fricatives are thus the only voiced obstruents to
appear in word-final position, since all stops devoice
obligatorily in this position.
Fricatives are never affected
by adjacent obstruent stops, although fricatives do cause
voicing assimilation in a following obstruent stop: ceria Koii
[sjlyiz «wuj], eight sheep; *ac ryj! [gas \<^^^], young flower.
Alveolar and palatoalveolar fricatives occur in
clusters across word and syllable boundaries, where they

invariably produce geminates.

The alveolar fricative [z]

before [g] produces the geminate palatoalveolar [g:]: 6ec
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jKiriT [bj^j: lyi
ones eyes.

five fellows', k63 JKyiviy [kuTwjiumuu/], to close

The alveoalars [s] and [z] before [/] produces the

geminate palatoalveolar [J*!]: 6acuibi [baj*!a],ceamen
[s wQ J'J“id's n], eloquent.
Finally, the combination c + jk
undergoes progressive and regressive assimilation simul
taneously, also resulting in [/:]: ^oc%aH [duTu/ san], Do5z/ia«
(a male name), 6ec *aH [bj^ J'!an],/ive souls.
Other consonants may be written double over mor
pheme boundaries.
In Russian loan words, double letters
represent single consonants.
In native Kazakh words,
double letters always represent geminate consonants.
These sounds invariably occur across morphological
boundaries.
Geminate sonorants and fricatives are
pronounced twice the length of single consonants: HaHHun
[nan:3N], of bread', biccbi [as: a], hot.

Geminate obstruent

stops are pronounced with a delayed release:

t3tt1

[t»tii],

sweet; KaK^a [q«q:a], by half; %anna [gap:a], don’t close. The
consonants [b], [d], and [«] never occur as geminates.

5. Inventory of Kazakh Phonemes
above,

Based on the discussion of Kazakh sounds provided
Kazakh contains 27 phonemes in all, excluding

sounds such as [f] or [v] which appear only in Russian loan
words and which many speakers replace with native
Kazakh sounds such as [p] or [b].
phonemes:

There are 18 consonant

/p/, /b/ (with allophones [b] and [p]), /t/, /d/,

/si, /z/, /;/, /s/, /h/, /!/, /r/, /j/, /«,/, /m/, /n/, /q/ (with
allophones [n] and [rj]), /k/ (with allophones [k], [q], and [y]),
/g/ (with allophones [g], [y], and [«]).

Kazakh has nine
vowel phonemes, a large number compared to the number
of consonants, as is typical for a Turkic language. The three

diphthongoid phonemes--/uTu/,/j?/, and /uT3/--which are
not found in other Turkic languages, can be divided
phonetically (but not phonologically) into combinations of
other phonemes.
Contrasts involving the vowel phonemes
are strictly determined by synharmony:
four of the
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vowels--/a/, /a/, /u/, /uAr/--appear

only

in

synhar-

monically "hard" words; the remaining five-/1/,/*/,/f?/,
/uT«/, /«/-are limited to "soft" words.
The phonological
basis for the terms "hard" and "soft" will be clarified after
based upon the following discussion of synharmony and
other phonological processes affecting the structure of
words, morphemes and syllables in Kazakh.

III.

Morphophonology

1. Word and Syllable Structure
No consonant clusters appear in initial position in
native Kazakh words.
The clusters of consonant letters
written at the beginning of borrowed words are usually
pronounced with a vowel before the cluster or inserted
between the two consonants:

Kjiacc [lo 1 as],

uinana

Kazakh speakers fluent in Russian, however,
may follow the Russian norm and pronounce syllable-initial
^ ] <xp<x], hat.

clusters.
A Kazakh word may begin with any vowel, but
certain consonants are restricted in word-initial position.
The back nasal [15/n] never occurs in this position.

The

liquids [1] and [r] occur as the first sound of native words
only rarely. Even in such cases they may be preceded by a
vowel in speech: jiaK [1 «q] or [al aq], kid goat; pah [raj], or
Foreign words spelled with initial p or ji
may also be pronounced with an initial vowel: pan ho
[araj], condition.

[arad i a], or [rad i a], radio; Phm [r i m] or [i r i m], Rome. Also

not occurring at the beginning of native words are the
sounds [g] and [«].
Russian

loans

is

The letter r written at the beginning of
usually

pronounced

[q]:

racrpoHOM

[q as tar an am], grocery Store.

Arabic

and

other

pronounced [«]:

Word initial F in loans from
Southwest Asian languages is always

racbip [aasar], century; rbijiuM [«al am],

science.
Words beginning with the sound [n] are also
exclusively of foreign origin, either recent Russian loans or
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early loans from eastern languages:

nan [nan], bread; naiviaa

[namaz], (Moslem) prayer.
Kazakh words may end in a vowel, a single
consonant, or in certain restricted types of consonant
clusters.
The first consonant of syllable-final clusters
invariably is a sonorant, the second, a voiceless obstruent.

The liquids [1] and [r] may precede any voiceless obstruent,
i.e., [p], [t], [k/q], [s], [J“]. Only [1 t] and [rt] are common as
word-final clusters:

OyjiT [bul t], cloud; Kinx [ki 1 t], key; napx

[qart], o/d man; biMbipx [a m a r t], rfwsA:.
The remaining
possible combinations of liquid -i- voiceless obstruent in
Kazakh
are
restricted
to
onomonopoetic
words,
reduplications, or other special words, such as KapK-K.apK
[qarq qarq], which denotes the sound of laughter.

The non

liquid sonorants [j ], [w], [m], [n], and [q] occur in word-final
clusters only before voiceless stops which share the same
point of articulation, producing such homorganic clusters as
the alveolar cluster [nt], or the velar cluster [qk]: i^anx
[qani.], sugar; peHK [ryi r)k], shade. Non-homorganic com
binations occur in written Kazakh over morpheme or word
boundaries, but in speech, the nasals assimilate to the point
of articulation of the following consonant, producing
homorganic clusters.
Thus, the letters h and h may be
written before labial consonants, but in this environment
they are invariably pronounced as the labial [m] KypMaHbeK
[qurmamb j'lk], Kurmanbek (a male name).
letters

m

and

h

Similarly, the

are pronounced as the alveolar [n] before

alveolar consonants:

Manaali [manda)],forehead; the letters

and H are pronounced as the velar
before velars or uvulars:

[q]

or the uvular

m

[n]

SypbiHFbi [b urun au],/armer;

AMaHKyn [amanqu]], Amankul (a male name).
In Kazakh, syllabification is strictly phonological and
does not necessarily coincide with morphological
boundaries: consonants carry over to any following syllable
whenever that syllable begins in a vowel. In the following
examples, the syllable breaks, marked with hyphens, do not
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coincide

with

morpheme

with plus signs: uiani+w
to disappear, K,an aneji

boundaries,

which

are

marked

his hair, *or+aJiy [juTO-Bal t],
[qa-pa-kj^

1], Take the bag. an eiuKi

[a-^ j'l S-ki], white goat.
Syllable breaks divide most
consonant clusters, even those which occur within the same
morpheme: 6yjiT+w [bu 1 - tu], his cloud; KeHTiM [kp n -11 m], my
city.
Closed syllables may occur only in utterance final
position, as in *ok [s^oq], no, or before a syllable beginning
in another consonant, as in jKaKuiu [saq-X®], good.

2.

Synharmony

Synharmony has a greater effect on Kazakh word and
syllable structure than any other phonological feature.
Two
types of vowel harmony are involved:
labial harmony,
based on lip rounding; and lingual harmony, based on an
opposition between "soft" and "hard" vowels. The phonetic
composition of each individual Kazakh word is strictly
limited because only certain vowels may co-occur.
The
initial-syllable vowel affects the rest of sounds in the word
so that each word belongs to one of four synharmonic
types:
"hard" rounded, "soft" rounded, "hard" unrounded,
or "soft" unrounded.
Synharmony plays a major role
morphologically in an agglutinative language such as
Kazakh, where every suffix has several synharmonic
variants.
In addition, synharmony interacts with the
prosodic features of the language in a way understood only
recently.
Dzhunisbekov (1987) has demonstrated that
Kazakh and other Turkic languages with synharmony are
typologically distinct from intonation languages, such as
English, as well as from tone languages, such as Chinese.
The uniqueness of Kazakh and other languages with
synharmony becomes apparent only after a more detailed
discussion of this interesting feature.
Labial harmony, the lesser component of
synharmony, affects certain vowels in Kazakh but not
others. The low vowels [a] and [»] are entirely unaffected
by labialization, even directly after an initial rounded
vowel: onap [«T«1 «r], they; uiyba [X«ba], doubt. The remaining
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three unrounded vowels—[j^], [i], and [a]—become rounded
in syllables immediately following a rounded vowel, but
labialization is never reflected in writing.
In a syllable
following a rounded vowel, the letter e, which normally
represents [j^], is pronounced [uT«]: eaen [urSzuTun], river-,
YiipeK [liTu j ruQk],

The letter!, normally pronounced [i],

becomes [«] in this position:

[«z«k],part; eiviip [uTSm^r],

fate-, eniM [uT5l «m], death. The letter u, normally pronounced
[a], becomes [u]: opwH [wurun], place;

firewood.
Labial harmony affects third- or fourth-syllable vowels less
strongly than second-syllable vowels.
In the following
words, although the transcription does not reflect it, the
final-syllable vowels are pronounced with weaker lip
rounding than the vowels in the first two syllables:
otwh

YiipeKTep [uT«j ruT«ktur«r], ducks-, eaenaep [wyzurwndwyr], rivers.
The vowels [j^], [i], and [a] in third or fourth syllables are
never labialized after a low vowel [o] or [»]: aocrapbiM
[duTustaram], my friends; uiYbani [J'«bal i], doubtful.

Another
exception to labial harmony involves the infinitive ending y,
the only Kazakh suffix containing a rounded vowel.
This
morpheme often produces words in which an unrounded
vowel precedes a rounded vowel:

Keny [kjT'pyw], to dry out;

xepy [tj^r«w], to gather. Otherwise, if the first syllable of a
Kazakh word contains an unrounded vowel, all the vowels
in the word are unrounded: MbinuKTapuMua [ma 1 aq taramaz],
our guns; TepeaejiepiMia [tj^rj^zj^ 1 j^nmiz], our windows.
In Turkic languages with full
labial harmony such as
Kyrgyz, each word contains only rounded vowels or only
unrounded vowels. In Kazakh, labial harmony tends to
affect the root vowels of multisyllabic words, leaving suffix
vowels less affected or not affected at all.
Lingual harmony, on the other hand, operates much
more completely in Kazakh. If the first vowel in a word is
"soft"--[j^], [*], [i], [uT«], or [«]—then all the vowels in the
word are "soft."

If the first vowel in a word is "hard"—[a],

[uTu], [a], or [u]—then all the vowels in the word are "hard."
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Because only "soft" vowels may follow an initial "soft^
vowel and only "hard" vowels may follow an initial "hard"
vowel, each Kazakh suffix must have at least two
phonological variants. One variant contains a "soft" vowel (e
[j'?] and i[i]) and is added to "soft" stems; the other
contains a "hard" vowel (a [a] and bi [a]) and is added to
"hard" stems:

ara-Jiap [aya-1 ar], older brothers, vs. ini-nep

[ir\ 1-1 fir], younger brothers-, AFSi-chi3 [<xh(x-szz], without an

older brother, vs. iHi-cis [ini-siz], without a younger
brother.
Certain compounds and foreign words contain
mixtures of "soft" and "hard" vowels.
In such words the
suffix harmonizes with the last vowel of the stem: HTOanuK
[ij tpalaq], sprat (literally, dog + fish), yields HTSajiuKrap
[i j tp«l aqtar],

(p/wra/); K,aflip [kadir], respect, yields

K,aflip-ncH [kadIrdn],//'OA7J respect.
Lingual
harmony
operates
as
a progressive
assimilation during suffixation, the most important word
building technique in Kazakh. Words may also be formed
by combining two roots.
If both roots are content
morphemes, a compound is produced in which each root
preserves its synharmonic qualities, occasionally resulting

in mixtures of "soft" and "hard" vowels: KyHSarap [k«nbaBar],
sunflowers-, Kanbineaep [qanapz-r], bloodthirsty. With
compounds the two parts continue to function as separate
synharmonic units, and suffixes harmonize with the
"hardness" or "softness" of the second root. A second type
of compound, called a blend, is produced when one of the
roots is a function word. The two morphemes are blended
together into a single synharmonic unit, and the syllableinitial vowel assimilates to the vowel inherited from the
second word; SyriH [b«y*m], today, is a blend of the function
word 6yn [bul], this, and the content word Kyn [k«n], day.
The "hard" vowel [u] of the first word softens to [«] in the
blend.
In blends, synharmony operates as a regressive
assimilation.
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3. Tongue Root Position
Although the "hard/soft" distinction is an important
one in Kazakh, no phonetically meaningful definition of the
terms "soft" and "hard" has appeared in previous literature.
Traditionally, the features "soft" and "hard" correlate with
the horizontal tongue features "front" and "back" which
seem to have played an important role in Common Turkic
phonology. Linguists writing about Kazakh from a position
of greater familiarity with Turkish, Uzbek, or another
Turkic language with an opposition of front and back
vowels tend to assume that Kazakh contains a similar
opposition.
Soviet linguists adopted the terms "soft" and
"hard" to describe Kazakh lingual harmony under the
influence of linguistic terminology current in the study of
Russian and other Slavic languages.
In
the historical
development of Russian, a type of syllabic synharmony
developed when front vowels began to co-occur with "soft"
(palatalized) consonants and back vowels with "hard" (nonpalatalized) consonants (Ivanov 1990).
Soviet linguists
assume that lingual harmony in Kazakh
has much in
common with the vowel/consonant interaction evident in
the Old Russian, where front vowels palatalized following
consonants and back vowels left consonants unpalatalized.
Hence the terms "soft" and "hard" were applied to what
were thought to be front and back vowels in Kazakh.
Accurate descriptions of the articulatory features of
Kazakh vowels, however, show that not all of the "soft"
vowels are front vowels. The "soft" vowels [uTS], and [«],
incorrectly described as front vowels in most works on
Kazakh, are in fact central vowels. One vowel in the "hard"
group, [a], is also a central vowel, which means that the
"soft" group cannot be defined as [-back]. Despite the fact
that three of the four "hard" vowels are back vowels, the
"soft/hard" opposition in Kazakh clearly involves some
feature in addition to horizontal tongue position. Features
such as [front], [central], and [back] are not the phonetic
basis for lingual harmony in Kazakh.
Dzhunisbekov's acoustic and articulatory analysis of
Kazakh vowels (1972, 1980) can be used to demonstrate
that the "hard" and "soft" type of vowel harmony in Kazakh
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is actually based on the tongue root position.
The
radiograms provided earlier show that the Kazakh "hard"
vowels [a], [uMj], [a], and [u], while only three are actually
back vowels, all exhibit tongue root retraction and
constriction of the pharynx. This distinguishes them as a
group from the "soft" vowels [*], [i], [j^], [«], and [uT3],
which exhibit no tongue root retraction or constriction of
the pharynx. In the production of "soft" vowels, the mass
of the tongue is advanced forward slightly compared to the
"hard" vowels.
The "soft/hard" opposition in Kazakh
depends not upon the horizontal tongue position, but rather
upon the position of the tongue root and the concomitant
widening or narrowing of the pharyngeal resonator.
The
feature of [+/-retracted tongue root] separates the Kazakh
vowels into two opposing synharmonic classes; the "soft"
vowels are [-retracted tongue root], the hard vowels [-i-retracted tongue root]. Lingual harmony in Kazakh is a type
of tongue root harmony.
It is not a type of palatal
harmony, as commonly believed.
The feature of [-i-/-retracted tongue root] also
correlates with acoustic data provided by Dzhunisbekov
(1972:66). Acoustic measurements in the table below are
given in hertz.
Formant 1

Formant 2

"hard' ' (tongue-root retracted) vowels
900-1100
300-500
[u]
850-1100
500-700
[fiTu]
1000-1200
400-500
[®]
[«]

700-800

1000-1200

"soft" (non-retracted) vowels
1300-1500
300-400
[«]
1400-1500
400-700
[fiT«]
1500-2000
500-800
[»]
1700-2000
300-500
[i]
1900-2100
[P] 300-500

Formant 3

1200-1500
1400-1600
1500-1700
1500-2000

1700-2000
1800-2000
2500-3000
2300-2500
2400-2800
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The vowels pronounced with a retracted tongue root--[«],
[z], [u], and [un)]--regardless of their other articulatory
features, all show low values for F2. The highest value,
1200, is reached by [a] and [a]. A low value for F2 in
Kazakh vowels, therefore, correlates with a narrowed
pharyngeal resonator.
Vowels lacking tongue root
retraction all have second formants of 1400 or above,
which demonstrates that a high value for F2 correlates with
a widened pharyngeal resonator.
The horizontal tongue
features of [+/-back] partly correlate with the feature of
[+/-retracted tongue root], but cannot account entirely for
the distribution of energy for F2.
The following chart compares measurements for the
first two acoustic formants of each of the nine Kazakh
vowels (Dzhunisbekov 1972:70).
Values for the first
formant (shown in the chart by vertical arrangement)
correlate with the jaw position.
Values for the second
formant (shown in the chart by horizontal arrangement)
correlate with the tongue root position.
F2

2000 Hz

JAW POSITION

400

high, or close

p

1500

1000

I

Fi

u

a

Hz
("narrow")

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

wV
mid, or half-open

wu

600
X

low, or open

a

800
not retracted

retracted

TONGUE ROOT POSITION
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Tongue root harmony occurs in a few other language
groups, most notably in West African and Mon-Khmer
languages.
Examining these occurrences provides insights
into Kazakh.
In African languages with tongue root
harmony such as Abuan (Smith 1992:232), the opposition is
one of [+h advanced tongue root] rather than [-(-/- retracted
tongue root], as in Kazakh. Both of these types of tongue
root harmony correlate with differences in tongue height as
well as in the size of the pharyngeal resonator.
Tongue
height plays no independent phonological role in Kazakh,
being merely a reflex of the position of the tongue root, but
it is observable nevertheless.
The chart above illustrates
that the tongue root retracted vowels of Kazakh are
articulated with the tongue relatively lower in the mouth
than their tongue root neutral ("soft") counterparts.
The
vowel [u] for example, is lower than [«]; the same is true for
[2] vs. [i], [u^D] vs. [uTS], and [«] vs. [p] or [»]. The same
correlation of tongue root position and vowel height has
been noted in Even, a Tungus language spoken in Siberia
(Ard 1981). In other Tungus languages, the tongue height
has apparently replaced the tongue root position as the
primary basis for vowel harmony.
A natural correlation
seems to exist across languages between tongue height and
the tongue root position. That such a correlation is evident
in Kazakh, as well, lends additional proof that the "hard" vs.
"soft" distinction in Kazakh is based on tongue root position.
Another cross-language correlation exists between
the tongue root position and the enlargement or
constriction of the pharynx. Twi, an African language with
vowel harmony, contains a set of vowels "in which the root
of the tongue is drawn forward and the larynx is lowered,
so that the part of the vocal tract in the pharynx is
considerably enlarged," and another set of vowels "in which
there is no advancement of the tongue root or lowering of
the larynx" (Ladefogedl982:206). Compare the size of the
pharyngeal resonator in Ladefoged's depictions of Twi
vowels with Dzhunisbekov's (1972:67) radiograms of
Kazakh [j'l], the vowel with the greatest tongue root
advancement and Kazakh [a], the vowel with the greatest
tongue root retraction.
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Twi [e]
Twi

[i]

In Twi, the advancement of the tongue root seems to be the
dominant feature; vowels lacking this feature show only
minor tongue root retraction and should be thought of as
[-advanced tongue root]. In Kazakh, the feature of tongue
root retraction is more marked than the feature of tongue
advancement.
Kazakh "soft" vowels, therefore, should be
thought of as [-retracted tongue root], since the tongue root
is not significantly advanced beyond neutral position.

Kazakh [p],
second component

Kazakh [a]

While it is obvious that the position of the tongue
root must be taken into consideration in any discussion of
Kazakh synharmony, the question arises as to what to call
the retracted and non-retracted vowels of Kazakh.
The
terms "wide" and "narrow" suggested by Ladefoged (1982)
to describe similar vowels in African languages cannot be
used since Soviet linguists writing about Kazakh use the
terms "wide" and "narrow" to describe vowel and jaw
height. The Russian term uiMpoKwh, "wide," corresponds to
the more commonly used English terms "broad" or "open"
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and usually refers to the vowels [a], [a], [wu], and [uT&], which
are somewhat longer acoustically than the other Kazakh
vowels. The Russian term yaKuh, "narrow," which
corresponds to the English term "close, refers to the Kazakh
vowels [jT]>
[®]’ ['j]’
which are shorter
acoustically and are subject to devoicing and reduction in
unstressed syllables.
Because the terms "wide" and
"narrow" have a different meaning in the literature on
Kazakh, it is best to retain the traditional terms "soft"
(jKyaH) and "hard" (*iHiuiKe) and simply give them an
accurate definition with respect to Kazakh:
soft vowels
should be understood as [-retracted tongue root], "hard"
vowels as [-i-retracted tongue root]. Although not done in
the present article, the IPA diacritical mark
[_], which
indicates tongue root retraction, should be written beneath
Kazakh "hard" vowels: [a], [a], [u], and [u»u].

4. Synharmonic Variants of Consonants

Incorrect descriptions of the "soft/hard" opposition in
Kazakh vowels also involve misconceptions about the
phonetic nature of the "soft/hard" distinction in Kazakh
consonants.
Soviet linguists have assumed that Kazakh
synharmony involves a distinction between palatalized and
unpalatalized consonants.
In Kazakh, however, the "soft
and "hard" consonantal variants occur because the feature
[-i-/-retracted tongue root] is assimilated from the vowels.
The feature of palatalization is only marginally involved.
True palatalization in consonants is produced by
raising the front central portion of the tongue toward the
palate, approximating the articulatory position of the glide
[j]. Acoustically, the effect of palatalization is an increase,
both in volume and intensity, of the upper formants.
Consonants adjacent to Kazakh "soft" vowels exhibit these
correlates of palatalization only before the vowel [JT].
Palatograms taken by Dzhunisbekov (1980:47-48) of
Kazakh consonants pronounced before various "hard" and
"soft" vowels reveal palatalization only before the vowel
[fi]-
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/

[n]

before [a]

[n]

before [i]

[n]

before [j^]

It is understandable that at least some degree of
palatalization assimilation would occur before Kazakh [j'T]
since palatalization naturally occurs before [j ] in many
languages.
The terms "palatalized" and "unpalatalized,"
indeed, have no place in Kazakh phonology except with
regard to consonants preceding the vowel [j^]. The
association of front vowels with palatalized consonants and
back vowels with non-palatalized consonants plays no other
role in Kazakh and has very little to do with synharmony.
Since only one of the "soft" vowels, [j^], actually
causes palatalization of a preceding consonant, the tongue
root position, which affects all consonants in a given word,
plays a far more important role in Kazakh synharmony. In
proximity to a tongue root advanced vowel, consonants are
pronounced with the mass of the tongue relatively farther
forward in the mouth, but not raised toward the palate as
in the case of true palatalization. Consonants adjacent to a
tongue root retracted vowel are compensatorily articulated
farther back in the oral cavity.
The effect is most
noticeable in the production of back consonants, where the
change in the point of articulation results in the opposition
between the velars [k], [g], and [q], which are relatively
more advanced, and the uvulars [q], [«], and [n], which are
relatively more retracted.
The traditional explanation of
Kazakh synharmony as palatalization by front vowels
leaves unexplained why such different sounds as velars
and uvulars should be synharmonic variants, while variants
of the remaining consonants are much less striking. The
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effect of tongue root retraction easily accounts for the
distribution of velars and uvulars, since the position of the
tongue root affects back consonants to a greater degree
than consonants articulated at the front of the mouth. The
"hard" consonants of Kazakh, including the uvulars [q], [y],
and [n], are actually tongue root retracted, or
pharyngealized consonants. The "soft" consonant variants,
including the velars [k], [g], and [q], are actually tongue root
advanced, or non*pharyngealized consonants.
Dzhunisbekov (1980:7) has shown that the consonant [j ], which by
definition is always palatalized, itself exhibits hard and
"soft" variants--a fact that is illogical if hardness were
understood as [-palatalization] rather than [-(-retracted
tongue root].
In Kazakh, where tongue root retraction
(along with lip rounding) provides the basis for synharmony, the "hard" consonants are phonologically marked
and the "soft" consonants are unmarked.
In Slavic
languages, where palatalization before front vowels
distinguishes "soft" from "hard" consonants, the "soft"
consonants are the marked members of the opposition.
The synharmonic variants of consonants are given
special transcription symbols in the examples below,
although elsewhere in this article only the velars and
uvulars have been specially marked.
Consonants
pronounced with assimilatory lip rounding are marked with
a superscript [ ], and "hard" consonants are underlined.
Remember that these features for consonants are
completely predictable based on their vocalic environment.
Palatalization of consonants before [j'l], another redundant
phonetic feature, is marked with a subscript [J.
1.) "Hard" [-(-tongue root retracted], unrounded (a [a], or u
[^]): KU3UJ1 [qazall. red', xaHbicTbiK [ian.asA^]» acquaintance;
Ka6bipra fgabaryg], rib.
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2. ) "Soft" [-tongue root retracted], unrounded (e [j^],a [a],
or i [ I ] ): Keivinip [ k jT m

r

i r ], old

woman', Tinuiijiep

[ 111 /11 fi r ], linguists', aflCMi [ a d p m i ], beautiful.
3. ) "Hard" [+tongue root retracted], rounded (v [u], o [un)], or
ooo

oooo

a [a]): KynbiH fqul uni, colt', KYPujiran [qurul ban1. established'.
OHflYKTuit Fwunduq Iun]. group of ten.
4. ) "Soft" [-tongue root retracted], rounded (y [«], e [uT«], or a
[a]): KYMic [k«m«s], silver, eiviip [uT«m«r],/are; enep [uT&nuTir], art',
o

oo

oo

KYHflepfle [kynduTardwy], in these days.
As a phonological process, synharmony greatly
restricts the possibilities for phonetic diversity within
Kazakh syllables and words.
Each syllable is uniformly
"hard," "soft," rounded, or unrounded.
Since it is the
syllable-initial vowel that sets the synharmonic tone for
each word, contrasts involving all nine Kazakh vowels are
only possible in initial syllables. Replacing the initial vowel
alters the phonetic shape of every sound in the word: tmc
[t3s]. outside, besides; xic [tis], tooth; tyc Itusl. side, time;
O O dream, noon, color (of a horse). Because of
and TYC [t«s],
synharmony, entire syllables, rather than individual
sounds, function as contrastive phonological units.

5. Synharmony and Stress in Kazakh
In Kazakh, synharmony gives definition to words as
phonological units.
In many European languages, the
placement of stress defines words as units in much the
same way. In a language with dynamic word stress, each
word has its own stress, and a change in the place of stress
usually alters the meaning of the word, such as in the
Russian word flOMa [do^ma], at home, vs. [dAma], houses; or
English record and record. Occasionally, stress alternations
produce synonyms, as with the Russian word xBopor
[tvorak/tvArok], cottage cheese, which can be pronounced
with the stress on either syllable with no change in
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meaning.
Synharmonic alternations in Kazakh also
occasionally produce synonyms rather than words with
new meanings, such as a%i>iM [agam] and a*lM [agim], both of
which mean wrinkle. Synharmony in Kazakh functions in
much the same way as word stress in European languages.
Dzhunisbekov (1980, 1987) has demonstrated that
Kazakh and other Turkic languages have rhythmic, or
phrasal stress rather than word stress, as commonly
believed. Rather than being a property of each individual
word, the rhythmic stress of Kazakh marks off syntactically
relevant segments of the sentence.
Depending upon the
meaning of the sentence as a whole, a Kazakh word might
have no stress at all. The vowels in unstressed syllables do
not differ in quality from stressed vowels.
However,
unstressed vowels are much shorter than stressed vowels:
the low vowels [a] and [a] reduce by more than 50%, and
the mid-high vowels [i], [e], [«], and [u] reduce almost to the
point of elision. Unstressed syllables may elide completely
when words in a phrasal group are merged together in
speech.
If two vowels meet over a word boundary, the
unstressed vowel tends to disappear: xopu ar [twura t], ftay
horse. Such strong reduction of unstressed vowels is wide
spread among all Central Asian languages with synhar
mony (Shcherbak 1970:58).
Dzhunisbekov believes that
because synharmony and word stress both serve
essentially the same purpose, the presence of one excludes
the presence of the other in the same language. In other
words, the presence of synharmony in Kazakh allows stress
to operate on a syntactic rather than a lexical level.
Scholars have traditionally asserted the existence of
syllable-final word stress in Kazakh.
This analysis,
however, cannot explain the existence of many words in
Kazakh with stress on a non-final syllable and words that
lack stress entirely.
If all words were end stressed, the
final vowel in the first word of a phrase like ropu ax
[ twTj ra t], 6ay horse, would not be expected to elide.
Recognizing that stress is the property of the phrase rather
than of the word explains why stress is not on the final
syllable of every word. In a Kazakh sentence, the presence
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or absence of stress does not alter lexical meaning, but
instead alters the grammatical relationship between words,
often changing the meaning of the entire utterance, as in
the following example cited by Dzhunisbekov (1980:65): At
K,opa MaHUHUa wyp
qwura maNanda 5«r]. If the first word,
[at], horse, receives its own stress, the sentence means The
horse is by the stable. If the first word is treated as part of
the phrase by the stable, the sentence has no surface
subject and means Someone is by the (horse) stable. Notice
that the lexical meaning of the word [ai], horse, remains
unchanged regardless of the presence or absence of stress;
what changes is its syntactic role in the sentence. Stress in
Kazakh does not distinguish one lexical item from another
but rather divides words into syntactic units called
rhythmic groups.
Each rhythmic group has one stress,
regardless of how many words it contains. The stress falls
on the final syllable of the rhythmic group.
A word
pronounced in isolation is equivalent to a rhythmic group
and receives its own stress, giving rise to the popular
misconception that Turkic languages have final-syllable
word stress.
The syntactic role of stress in Kazakh can also explain
why certain words pronounced in isolation are not endstressed.
Because certain suffixes denote predication,
words in Kazakh may function as complete sentences, the
subject and predicate as two parts of a single word. In such
word-sentences, it is the last syllable of the predicate, not
the subject, that receives the rhythmic stress. This explains
the placement of stress in the following words and many
more like them: Saaacus [bal asaz], yowr child, and banacwa
[bal asaz]. You are a child', anivia [alma], apple, and anivia
[o^lma]. Don’t take.
Kazakh stress serves to define
syntactically meaningful units within single words just as it
does within phrases and sentences.
The following sentence, cited by Dzhunisbekov
(1987), provides a final example of the syntactic role of
Kazakh stress: KoHaK.TapubiH axTapbiua luen can [quTunaqtardat)
otjarano J'uT«p sal]. Give the guests' horses hay. The stress
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on the word ax-xap-bi-Ha (to) their horses, can fall on any of
the last three syllables. In each case the stress imparts a
specific nuance of meaning. Stress on the syllable xap (the
plural morpheme) means Give hay to olL the horses, not jiiM
to one. Stress on the syllable u (the possessive morpheme
their) means Give hay to the guests’ horses, not to anyone
else's. And stress on the final syllable na (the case ending)
means Give the hay to the horses. Don’t iust put il
anywhere. A change in the position of the stress does not
alter the meaning of the individual words in the sentence;
instead, the meaning of the entire sentence is changed.
Although synharmony does not operate across word
boundaries, it interacts with the prosodic system of Kazakh
by allowing stress to assume a predominantly syntactic role
in the language.
Languages with synharmony have
rhythmic stress; they differ fundamentally from both
stress/intonation languages and tone languages.

IV. Summary and Comments
Synharmony is clearly the dominant feature of
Kazakh phonology, even interacting with morphology and
syntax.
Synharmony rigidly defines the sound shape of
words and syllables, and little about Kazakh can be fully
understood without a complete understanding of every
aspect of synharmony. It dictates the sound shape of
Kazakh suffixes and affects word building in other ways as
well.
An understanding of synharmony also provides a
solution to a difficult problem in Kazakh orthoepy by
rendering a key to pronouncing the diphthong letters m, y,
and K).
Finally, the role played by synharmony in the
lexicon permits stress to assume a predominantly syntactic
function in Kazakh, similar to the function of intonation in
European languages. The interdependence of phrasal stress
and synharmony distinguishes Kazakh and other Central
Asian languages typologically from other languages of
Europe and Asia.
The present article has shown that the phonetic basis
for the main component of synharmony--the "soft/hard"
opposition-is not the horizontal position of the tongue, as
previously believed.
Phonetic measurements of Kazakh
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consonants and vowels support the view that synharmony
in Kazakh depends upon the tongue root position, not upon
the horizontal position of the tongue.
This conclusion
counters the long held assumption that "no matter how
different the vowel harmony is in various Turkic languages,
one feature is present in all of them, namely, the opposition
of back vs. front vowels" (Poppe 1965:182). Historically,
tongue root position in Kazakh is no doubt connected with
horizontal tongue position.
However, the development of
central vowels in modern Kazakh has led to a partial
neutralization of the original Turkic opposition between
front and back, leaving the concomitant opposition of
advanced vs. retracted tongue root as the primary phonetic
basis for synharmony.
The tongue root position is known to be
phonologically relevant in only a few linguistic areas:
certain languages of West Africa, the Mon-Khmer languages
of Southeast Asia, and one Tungusic language of Siberia; we
now know that the tongue root position also plays a major
phonological role in at least one Turkic language: Kazakh.
Although many other Turkic languages contain both velars
and uvulars, and uvulars show at least some degree of
tongue root retraction, the feature [-i-/-retracted tongue
root] is phonologically redundant in the presence of a
clearly defined opposition of front and back vowels.
Careful phonetic study should be undertaken to determine
whether lingual harmony in other modern Central Asian
languages involves only the horizontal tongue position, as
the textbooks say, or has evolved into a system based upon
the tongue root position, as is the case in modern Kazakh.
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inu and atm in the Secret History of the Mongols
Hans-Peter Vietze
inu and anu usually function in the Secret History of the
Mongols (1240?) as non-reflexive possessive pronouns in the third per
son (singular and plural) With few exceptions they are placed after
their complements. They offer some special features which we will try
to describe in the following.
inu appears 226 times in the Secret History of the Mongols.
The subject or object preceding it, which it refers to, is sometimes
singular—for example, gergei inu yo'ai moral aji'ai "hjs wife was a
fallow doe" (§1, 502) and oro'ele yuya inu quyulju "[he] cut off one of
its [of the three-year-old deer's] thighs" (§16, 629/630). ^
There are five cases in which the reference of inu is plural, for
example, Alan yo'a eke inu ugulebi "Their mother Alan yo'a said ..."
(§20, 715); angqayeke inu Okin barqay "The big one of them [of the
seven sons] was Okin barqay" (§48, 1023). See also §§ 90 (2x) and
248. Collective nouns, e.g., irgen "people, group of people" or names
of tribes in the Secret History of the Mongols were sometimes gram
matically treated as plural and in other cases as singular. The former
could not be classified as exceptions here.
anu appears sixty-four times in the Secret History of the Mon
gols. Its reference is normally plural, for example, eke anu Alan yo'a
"Their [the three children's] mother Alan yoa" (§18, 708). Baday
Kis(i)lig qoyar-un tusa-yin anu tula "because of Baday and Kis(i)lig's
services" (§187, 6409).
There is one instance in which the reference of anu is clearly
singular; soltan-i doroy-itda'ulju balayad irge am abu'ay bida "we
overthrew the Soltan and we conquered his cities and peoples" (§260,
10715). But even in this case there could have been an understanding
of a collective in the background (the Soltan and his warriors).

1 References to the lines in the Secret History of the Mongols are
according to Igor de Rachewiltz, Index to the Secret History of the Mongols
(Bloomington: Indiana University, 1972).
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It is quite clear that inu was originally a possessive pronoun
with singular reference and that arm was a possessive pronoun with
plural reference. This disjunction, however, soon disappeared. In the
Altan Tob^i (XVIIth century), for example, inu and anu were already
being used arbitrarily. ^
Because of the analogies in the pronominal system {mi-nu "my,"
ti-nu "your," ma-nu "our," ta-nu "your") and evidences in other Altaic
languages^ there is no doubt that both pronouns are genitive forms of
old personal pronouns of the third person */ "he, she, it" and *a "they,"
as Nicholas Poppe"^ and others have pointed out and nobody has con
tradicted. There is one interesting case in the Secret History of the
Mongols where inu is still used without possessive meaning as genitive
of a personal pronoun; inu metus-i ti'iin-tur iiliba "Those like him we
have measured against the linchpin [of a car and exterminated]" (§156,
4831). If inu and anu are placed after postpositions governing the
genitive, as, e g., qoyinada "after" (4 x), esergu "against" (3 x), a direct
possessive meaning is also not given, but the distinction of the numerus
remains.
As regularly postpositioned forms in the Mongolian language
follow the rules of vocalic harmony, inu and anu were sometimes sus
pected to be just phonetic variants without semantic difference, inu
following words with front vowels and anu following words with back
vowels. Statistics show that the author(s) of the text of the Secret His
tory of the Mongols handed down to us were indeed influenced by the
rules of vocalic harmony when using inu and so it is plausible that they
should have acted analogously with anu.
Total number
of instances
inu
anu

226
64

Number after words
with front vowels
203
32

Number after words
with back vowels
23
32

^ Cf. Hans-Peter Vietze, Gendeng Luwsan, Altan Tobd. Eine mongolische

Chronik desXVlI. Jahrhunderts von Bio bzan bstan 'jin. Text und Index. (Tokyo:
Institute for the Study of Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, 1992).
^ Cf G. J. Ramstedt, Einjuhrung in die altaische Sprachwissenschaft.
Formenlehre (Helsinki, 1952), pp. 69ff.
^ Nicholas Poppe, Grammar of Written Mongolian (Wiesbaden, 1954), pp.
50f
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The ratio of words with front vowels to words with back vowels in the
Secret History of the Mongols is 3,376: 4,972 (words containing e, 6, ii
and words containing a, o, u were counted).
Gerhard Doerfer did not have the impression that the possessive
pronouns in the Secret History of the Mongols could be influenced by
vocalic harmony, but he did not pay special attention to inu and anu.^
inu and anu offer some syntactical differences in comparison
with other possessive pronouns, inu as a possessive pronoun is never
placed in front of its complement, whereas the other possessive pro
nouns are, though not in many cases, minu "mine," for example, ap
pears in nineteen cases in front of its reference (total appearance of
minu: 221).^ anu is placed in front of its complement in three cases:
anu uruy "their family," contextual meaning "one from their family"
(§165, 5105), anu qor "their quivers" (§190, 6631), and ene anu yeke
tige "these their big words" (§190, 6630/6631). inu has the genitive
form in the demonstrative pronouns ene and tere, e'tin-u and te’un-u, as
its equivalent and these are always placed in front of their comple
ments. They are used both in the Secret History of the Mongols and in
the modern language, if the possessive relation is to be especially em
phasized. Gerhard Doerfer described this matter thoroughly.^ By con
trast with the language periods after composition of the Secret History
of the Mongols, there are no genitive forms of the demonstrative
pronouns plural ede and tede used as possessive pronouns in the Secret
History of the Mongols. Thus, anu is placed in front of its comple
ments in the three cases mentioned above, in which the possessive
relation is emphasized. Igor de Rachewiltz gives the impression he be
lieves it was used for emphasis too, since he underlined "their" in his
translation of anu qor^
On the other hand, John Charles Street, in his excellent analysis
of the language of the Secret History of the Mongols also lists inu as an
^ Gerhard Doerfer, Zur Syntax der Geheimen Geschichte der Mongolen,
Inaugural Dissertation zur Erlangung des Doktorgrades, Freie Universitat Berlin,
1954, p. 41.
^ It might be of interest that minu (and also cinu) is placed in front of its
reference more frequently towards the end of the Secret History of the Mongols. Its
first appearance in front of its reference is in §145, 4124.
^ Gerhard Doerfer, pp. 42ff.
^ Igor de Rachewiltz, "The Secret History of the Mongols, Chapter Seven,"

Papers on Far Eastern History, University of Canberra, Vol. 18 (September 1978),
p. 48.
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emphatic particle with the meaning "really; on the one hand."^ He
refers to one passage in the Secret History of the Mongols which could
lead to this understanding: iiku'esu inu ukusugei, a’asu inu asuyai "if
[the horse] dies, I will die. If [it] lives, I will live" (§24, 738/739).^®
But isn't this, as in three similar cases in §§ 242 (2x) and 253, also to
some extent an example of a possessive relation (in case of his death)?
In the language periods after the Secret History of the Mongols,
inu and anu were used as subject particles too, for example naran inu
yarha "The sun rose" (literally "his sun rose"). There is only one com
paratively clear instance in The Secret History of the Mongols where
inu no longer has any direct possessive meaning: Teb inu tende bolyaydaba, "Teb was there identified" (§246, 9816). In other cases, there is
always a possessive meaning in the background, e.g., noqai jil namur
inu "in the year of the dog, in autumn" [the autumn belongs to the year
of the dog] (§153, 4703), etc. Nicholas Poppe explained this double
function of inu and anu as follows:
The primitive Mongol of ancient times was unable to imagine any
thing not being part of a group. Therefore, even in cases where own
ership was out of the question, he tried to place objects into groups,
considering them as belonging to their respective groups . . . ^ ^

In the further process of language development inu and anu
were reduced to only one form, namely h in modern Khalkha Mon
golian, which is written (in the Cyrrillic alphabet) as Hb, where b
designates only that H is not nasal. It is widely used, and it has kept
both functions, possessive pronoun and subject particle. Of course,
there is no trace of a singular or plural meaning any longer, and it
would be totally wrong to place K6 in front of its complement.

^ John Charles Street, The Language of the Secret History of the Mongols
(New Haven, CT, 1957), p. 49.
John Charles Street, p. 41.
H Nicholas Poppe, p. 139f

Gong Zizhen and His Essay
on the "Western Regions"
David C. Wright
Introduction
In 1820, the famous scholar and poet-cw/n-geographer Gong
Zizhen published an essay arguing the merits of establishing the
"Western Regions" {Xiyu, the ancient name for Xinjiang or Chinese
Turkestan) as a regular province and formally integrating it into the
Qing state. His essay was never formally submitted to the emperor as a
memorial and had little official impact during his lifetime, but it did earn
respect for him in geographical and reformist circles and influenced the
Qing court's late nineteenth century decision to transform the territory
of the "Western Regions" into a formal province.
The Rise of Frontier Studies in the Early Nineteenth Century
Qing intellectual history included important contributions to
what traditional Chinese scholars have called "history and geography of
the north and west,"l or what we today might call "frontier studies." A
truly astounding number of well-known Qing scholars, such as Gong
Zizhen, Songyun, Wang Chang, Wen Tingshi, Li E, Qi Junzao, Qi
Yunshi, Gu Guangqi, Li Wentian, Shengyu, Sun Chengze, Ke Shaomin,
He Qiutao, He Shaoji, Cheng Enze, Zhu Yun, Ji Yun, Xu Song, Miao
Quansun, Hong Jun, Zhang Mu, Qian Daxin, Zhao Yi, and many others
wrote important historical and geographical studies of Manchuria,
Mongolia, Xinjiang, and Tibet.
Interest in the frontier reached a high point during the early
nineteenth century. The reasons for this interest defy simple analysis
because there does not seem to be any single major factor in the
intellectual fabric of Qing China that produced it. There seems to have
been a multiplicity of causes that combined with each other to en
courage and foster this new interest in the history and geography of the
north and west. Under the auspices of the Qianlong Emperor, official

^ Xibei shidi.
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compilations on Manchuria,^ Mongolia,^ and Xinjiang were under
taken. In their private writings, scholars also began to include the
frontiers in their studies into historical geography. Under the exile sys
tem, many scholar-officials who fell out of favor with Beijing for one
reason or another were banished to Xinjiang, and some of them
brought back important, first-hand accounts of their observations and
impressions.^ The rise of the "statecraft" or jingshi school as a res
ponse to domestic crises also served to attract the attention of re
formers to the frontier regions. These and other factors combined to
stimulate a widespread interest in the frontier during the early nine
teenth century.
Gong Zizhen and His Essay
The jingshi school helped to take frontier studies out of the
purely scholarly or academic realm and made them part of practical
reformism.^ Gong Zizhen, a native of Zhejiang and a famous scholar.
2 One such work on Manchuria was the Manzhou Yuanliu Kao. An
important study of this work in its larger historical context is Pamela Kyle Crossley,
'Manzhou Yuanliu Kao and the Formalization of the Manchu Heritage," Journal of
Asian Studies 46.4 (November 1987), pp. 761-90.
^ Such works on Mongolia included the Erdeni-yin Tobchi, which in
Chinese was entitled Menggu Yunliu, and the Menggu Huibu Wang Gong Biao-

zhuan.
^ An interesting and informative study of the exile system is Joanna
Waley-Cohen, "Banishment to Xinjiang in Mid-Qing China, 1758-1820," Late
Imperial China 10.2 (December 1989), pp. 44-71. One important scholar who
compiled several important works on Xinjiang while in exile was Xu Song .
^ The early nineteenth century witnessed the revival of interest in the
jingshi, or "statecraft" school, a school which stressed the importance of social
participation and activism. It rejected empty Neo-Confucian speculation but also
regarded kaozheng scholarship as pedantic and useless. Its re-emergence was
evidenced by the revitalization of the jinwen or "modem text" school which stressed
a moral commitment to bringing peace and prosperity to state and society. An
important early proponent of the revitalization of the Jinwen school was Zhuang
Cunyu of Jiangsu (1719-1788). His grandson, Liu Fenglu (1776-1829) helped the
jingshi school gain momentum. Liu influenced a number of bright young scholars
in the early nineteenth century, including Gong Zizhen, Lin Zexu, Huang Zhuezi,
and Wei Yuan. Of these men Wei Yuan and Gong Zizhen had especially close ties
with Liu Fenglu. Yen-p'ing Hao and Erh-min Wang, "Changing Chinese Views of
Western Relations, 1840-95," in John K. Fairbank and Liu Kwang-ching, eds., The
Cambridge History of China, Volume 11: Late Ch'ing, 1800-1911, Part 2 (Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), p. 145. See also Susan Mann Jones and
Philip A. Kuhn, "Dynastic Decline and the Roots of Rebellion," in John K.
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poet, and reformer in the early nineteenth century,^ saw in Xinjiang a
possible solution to the problem of overpopulation that was plaguing
China. The tempo of population growth in China had accelerated in the
eighteenth century. Although it may have slackened because of a series
of regional disturbances after 1796, it quickened again after peace was
restored. Gong Zizhen viewed this ominous population growth and
period of relative peace as the lull before a storm.^ Gong was part of a
tradition of bianfa (lit., "change of method") or radical change that had
cropped up over long intervals in Chinese history, from Wang Anshi of
the Song to Gu Yanwu of the early Qing. In this tradition, radical
change was advocated by a minority of traditional scholars and officials
who wrote on statecraft.** *
In 1820, Gong wrote his famous Xiyu zhi xingsheng yi ("A
Proposal for Establishing a Province in the Western Regions"), in
which he proposed that Xinjiang's frontier administrative structure be
changed from a military colony to that of a regular Chinese-style province.9 Doing this would, he argued, achieve a two-fold purpose; first,
it would facilitate migration away from the heavily populated areas of
China proper and towards the sparsely populated Xinjiang, thus reliev
ing some of the population pressure; second, it would enable Xinjiang
to increase its agricultural output and thus provide more food and
wealth for China's burgeoning population. Gong characterized these
measures as the "principle of loss and gain": "What is the principle of
loss and gain? It is nothing more than two sentences: 'Taking people
from the center [China Proper] to benefit the west,' and 'Taking wealth
from the west to benefit the center.'"

Fairbank. ed., The Cambridge History of China, Volume II: Late Ch'ing, 18001911, Part 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1929), pp. 148-56.
^ A biographical sketch of Gong's life, the first of its kind in English, is in
Hummel pp. 431-34. An annotated translation of Gong’s biography in the Qingshi
Liezhuan is appended to Hummel.
Ho Ping-ti, Studies on the Population of China, 1368-1953 (Cambridge,
MA; Harvard University Press, 1959), pp. 272-73.
* Hao and Wang, "Changing Chinese Views," p. 165.
^ Gong's proposal was never formally submitted to the emperor as a mem
orial and had little official impact during his lifetime. His outline basically followed
information available to him through the 1790 edition of the Da Qing Yitongzhi, the
Qinding Huangyu Xiyu Tuzhi (an illustrated atlas of the Western Regions compiled
1757-1783), and Xu Song's Xinjiang Zhilue.
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The key to dealing with the population crisis lay, then, in
developing and settling Xinjiang. The pie was only so large, and no
matter how creatively it was sliced, it would not yield more:
The population of China is now increasing day by day ... It is not
that the prominent officials do not worry or that the Emperor does
not confer [with officials], but that their discussions do not extend
beyond selling official positions and degrees, raising taxes, and
raising the price of salt. This is like fattening one's brain with
flesh cut from one's own buttocks or eating one's own flesh . . .

In this essay, Gong also argues that ignoring the Western Re
gions would be tantamount to an unfilial renunciation of the efforts of
the Kangxi and Qianlong Emperors to secure peace and stability in the
region. The Western Regions had previously been under the control of
the mighty Han, Tang, and Yuan dynasties. During these dynasties, a
bold if oversimplified historical thesis had emerged to the effect that
China's security and dynastic fortunes were tied to its control of Inner
Asia, a region roughly comprising the areas of Mongolia and Xinjiang.
During periods of strength and unity, China could secure control over
these areas and hold the nomadic tribes of Inner Asia in check.
The Kangxi and Qianlong Emperors had this thesis in mind as
they struggled to secure the northern and western flanks of the Qing
empire. Kangxi fought with the bold Euluth (Oirat) leader Galdan for
decades. In 1679, Galdan conquered most of the Western Regions,
plundered eastern Mongolia in 1688, and then invaded Outer Mongolia
in 1690, penetrating all the way to the lower Kerulun River.
He then
turned south with the intention of taking Beijing, but was stopped by
Qing armies at Ulan Butung, within eighteen leagues of Beijing. In
1696, Kangxi finally succeeded in crushing Galdan, and as a result
Hami came under Qing control. The Qianlong Emperor completed the
conquest by literally exterminating the rebellious Dzungar Mongol
tribes in 1757 and capturing Kashgar in 1759.
1® Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, "The Great Policy Debate in China, 1874:
Maritime Defense vs. Frontier Defense," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 25
(1964-65), pp. 225-26.
It was at this time that the Khalkha Mongols, the dominant Mongol
tribe of Outer Mongolia, offered to submit to the Manchus in exchange for military
assistance against Galdan. This offer was accepted by the Qing court, and in 1692
the Treaty of Dolon-nor, which placed Outer Mongolia within the Qing empire, was
concluded.
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Gong maintained that it was only proper for the current court to
continue and extend the merits of the former Qing emperors in the
Western Regions:
If we continue on with already-established merit and add on to it and extend
it, our foundation will become more substantial, our means will become
greater, and the things we add will become more numerous. How could this
not be the purpose which Heaven and Emperor Gaozong [the Qianlong
Emperor] strove mightily to achieve?

Forsaking or neglecting these border areas was unthinkable because
they had been given by Heaven to the Qing:
Emperor Gaozong was born in accordance with Heavenly purposes and
responded to Heavenly purposes by utilizing military force. He was able,
therefore, to inherit the military might of the [Manchu Qing] ancestors and
jointly employ troops from the north, south, and east to expand the western
borders.

Gong's essay marked the beginning of a movement toward
reassessing the importance of the frontiers and their integration with
China.
It won for Gong considerable fame and recognition in geo
graphical circles. Gong soon became a close friend of Wei Yuan, and
the two became active supporters of reform under the tutelage of Liu
Fenglu. They shared a mutual preoccupation with Manchuria, Mon
golia, and Xinjiang and were both keenly interested in the history of the
two great dynasties of conquest, the Yuan and the Qing. Wei Yuan's
Shengwuji, a history of major Qing military campaigns, was reprinted
and circulated many times along with Gong's essay. Gong's essays also
formed the largest single group in the frontier section of the Jingshi
Wenbian, a compilation of writings on the jingshi school. 1^
12 Ever since the conquest of Xinjiang by the Qianlong Emperor, Xinjiang
had been under the control of garrison forces as a sort of colonial extension of
Gansu. The capital of Xinjiang was in far-away Lanzhou in Gansu, and civilian
government was left mostly to local Muslim begs, whose authority extended over
the non-Chinese population in religious matters and petty civil disputes. Real
authority was in the hands of the court-appointed Governor-general stationed in Hi.
As such, Xinjiang was "Suppressed but not pacified, dominated but not absorbed,"
and remained a "remote frontier in fact and idea." — Marwyn S. Samuels, "Kung
Tzu-chen's New Xinjiang," Annals of the Association of American Geographers
66.3 (September 1976), p. 420.
1^ Jones and Kuhn, "Dynastic Decline," p. 155.
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In the same year, 1820, Gong also wrote another essay entitled
"A Proposal to Bar Foreign Ships from our Southeastern Coasts"
(Dongnan ba fanpoyi). The text of this article is now lost, but from its
title we can surmise that Gong foresaw, some twenty years before the
events, the disastrous effects that increased maritime trade and contact
with Western nations would have. These two articles were no doubt
meant to complement each other and state Gong's apprehensions about
Chinese trade with foreigners; Xinjiang and Guangdong were
interrelated because they were the two main areas where Qing subjects
constantly traded with foreigners.*** Traces of Gong's aversion to mari
time trade are visible in his essay on Xinjiang, where he argues that
historically China had never been a manifestly maritime nation and
should not seek to become one: "Of all that can be discussed in
[Chinese] books and documents, there is no reference to the particulars
of any seas to the north and west . . . The ancients who possessed all
under Heaven claimed to possess all under Heaven and yet could not
possess even a single sea ..."
The Historical Importance and Impact of Gong’s Essay
Gong's essay exerted a strong influence on Zuo Zongtang, an
ardent advocate of the jingshi ideal who restored the Qing court's
authority over Xinjiang after it had been rocked by the Muslim
rebellions of the 1860's and 1870's. These rebellions had broken out in
Shaanxi in 1862 and quickly spread to Gansu and Xinjiang. Most of
Xinjiang fell to a Khokandian adventurer, Yakub Beg, and Russian
forces occupied the rich Hi Valley in 1871.*^ The court appointed Zuo
Zongtang Governor-general of Shaanxi and charged him with quelling
these rebellious areas. After suppressing the Nien rebellion in 1868, he
set his hand to this task. After five hard years of campaigning, he
cleared Shaanxi and Gansu of the Muslim rebels in 1873*^ and was
then poised to enter Xinjiang.
*** Joseph Fletcher, "The Heyday of the Ch'ing Order in Mongolia,
Xinjiang, and Tibet," in John K. Fairbank, ed.. The Cambridge History of China,
Volume 11: Late Ch'ing, 1800-1911, Part 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1979), p. 360.
The classic study of these developments in Hi is Immanuel C. Y. Hsu,
The Hi Crisis: A Study of Sino-Russian Diplomacy (Oxford: Oxford University
Press), 1965.
The most important study of the Muslim rebellions is Wen-djang Chu,
The Moslem Rebellion in Northwest China, 1862-1878 (The Hague: Mouton, 1966).
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It was at this critical juncture, however, that a foreign relations
crisis arose in the Taiwan Straits. In 1874, Japan invaded Taiwan on
the pretext of punishing the island's aborigines for their earlier killing of
shipwrecked Ryukyuan sailors.
The Qing court was gravely con
cerned with these developments, and a great debate on national policy
ensued.'* Could the Qing afford to support a bold naval program in
response to Japanese aggression on the seas while at the same time
supporting Zuo's costly campaign in Xinjiang? Li Hongzhang quickly
became the major spokesman for those who wanted to bolster the
maritime defenses. He wanted the Qing court to divert the funds from
the Xinjiang campaign to an aggressive naval buildup. He and the
other advocates of maritime defense made the following points: first,
maritime defense was a more urgent and pressing matter in view of
Beijing's proximity to the coast and Xinjiang's distance from it; second,
Xinjiang was a vast stretch of barren land and was thus not worth the
high cost of its maintenance; and third, postponing the recovery of Xin
jiang was not unfilial because the temporary withdrawal of troops from
the area did not amount to a renunciation of its conquest by the Qianlong Emperor.'^
The Qing court outlined these arguments for Zuo Zongtang and
solicited his opinions on the matter. Zuo rose to the occasion and
forcefully argued that the Western nations were not driven by territorial
ambitions but by a desire for trade profits, harbors, and ports. The
danger they presented was, therefore, not immediate. The Russians, on
the other hand, had territorial as well as commercial designs.^" He
argued that the domains conquered by the Qianlong Emperor should be
A detailed account of the Japanese attack is Edward H. House, The
Japanese Expedition to Formosa (Tokyo, 1874), which is highly biased in favor of
the Japanese point of view. A shorter and slightly more balanced account is in
James W. Davidson, The Island of Formosa (Yokohama; n.p., 1903). A more
recent study is Leonard Gordon, "Japan's Abortive Colonial Venture in Taiwan,"
Journal of Modern History 37.2 (June 1965), pp. 171-85. Sophia Yen, Taiwan in
China's Foreign Relations (Hamden, Conn.: Shoestring Press, 1965), pp. 123-298
contains a lengthy and detailed account of the entire range of diplomatic activity
concerning the expedition and includes many translations of original documents
and sources.
'* A brief and readable study of this debate is Immanuel C. Y. Hsu, "The
Great Policy Debate in China, 1874: Maritime Defense vs. Frontier Defense,"
Harvard Journal ofAsiatic Studies 25 (1964-65), pp. 212-28.
Hsu, "The Great Debate," p. 218.
20 Ibid., p. 220.
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reclaimed immediately and warned that stopping the Xinjiang campaign
would encourage the rebels to advance. The court ultimately approved
of the Xinjiang campaign, and by 1878 Chinese imperial authority was
restored to all of Xinjiang except for a small pocket in Hi under Russian
occupation, and the Russians had completely withdrawn by 1882.
Zuo Zongtang had been inspired by Gong's essay and made it
the nucleus for his repeated requests (in 1877, 1878, 1880 and 1882)
that Xinjiang be made a province to ensure its lasting peace and
order.21 Zuo was also well aware that Gong's friend, Wei Yuan, had
argued vigorously in his Shengwuji that a regular administrative system
of Prefectures (fu) and Districts {xiari) should be established in
Xinjiang.22 Xinjiang was finally formally incorporated into the Chinese
state as a province in 1884.^3 Li Hung-chang himself was to recognize
the importance of Gong's essay in the decision to make Xinjiang a
province: "The initiation of extraordinary projects often comes from the
anxious and worried thoughts of scholars. Gong Zizhen suggested the
establishment of a Province in the Western Regions . . . and it is finally
being implemented on a large scale today.
It was the first of China's
frontiers to experience administrative integration. The Qing court ap
parently believed that transforming its territories into formal provinces
would help to bolster China's territorial integrity, because in 1887, after
a negotiated settlement with Japan and the withdrawal of Japanese
troops, Taiwan was also made a province.
The historical importance and influence of Gong's essay is, then,
readily apparent. It is probably the most studied of all his writings, but
to date no complete and annotated translation of it has, to my know
ledge, been made available. In offering this annotated translation,^^ I
make no claim to have completely understood every subtle nuance or
implied meaning. Gong writes in a very convoluted style in this essay,
and I would have been completely at a loss with more than one passage
Hsu, The Hi Crisis, pp. 193-94.
Chu, The Moslem Rebellion, p. 192.
23 An important but unpublished study of Xinjiang's transformation is
Nailene Chou, "Frontier Studies and Changing Frontier Administration in Late
Ch'ing China: The Case of Sinkiang, 1759-1911," University of Washington Ph.D.
dissertation, 1976.
2'^ Xiao Yishan, Qingdai Tongshi (Taibei: Shangwu, 1972) p. 1789; cited
in Samuels, p. 427.
2^ The text I use is the edited version in Gong Zizhen Quanji, shangce
(Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1986), pp. 105-112.
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had it not been for the patient and diligent efforts of my friends Wang
Fan-sen and Professor Sechin Jagchid to explain difficult passages to
me. I am also indebted to Saranghoa, a Mongol and native of Xinjiang
in the People's Republic of China, for helping me with several Turkish
and Mongol place names. Needless to say, I alone am responsible for
the errors, excesses, and deficiencies which surely remain.

TRANSLATION
A Proposal for Establishing a Province in the Western Regions
Gong Zizhen
The great things that exist under the Heavens are all-inclusively
called Sea; if they are viewed from the Four Directions, they are called
the Four Seas. There are numberless countries in the Four Seas, [but]
none is greater than our Great Qing. The country of the Great Qing is
what has been called the Central Kingdom since the time of Yao.^6 To
the east and southeast of the land it^^ actually occupies, it meets the
sea, [but] to the north and west it does not meet the sea. Of all that can
be discussed in [Chinese] books and documents, there is no reference
to the particulars of any seas to the north and west. Today the extreme
west of the frontier now extends to Afghanistan^* and stops; the
extreme north of the frontier extends to [the territory under] the
administration of the Uriyankhai^^ Supervisor-in-chief^® and stops. Its
natural geographic phenomena such as land routes, water routes, small
and great mountains, small and great rivers, and plains are not like
Mukden, Shandong, Fujian, and Guangdong, where the territory ends
at the sea.
Yao was a legendary sage-emperor (twenty-fourth century B.C.) in
Chinese mythology, exalted by Conflicians as an exemplary and perennial model of
virtue and righteousness. His name is inseparable from that of Shun, his worthy
successor whom he selected instead of his own less worthy son.
The Central Kingdom.

Aiwuhan.
Location undetermined.
Zongguan\ Hucker 7110.4.
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As for the Western Regions, Buddhist scriptures regard them as
the omphalos^ ^ of the earth, and anciently as well as in recent times
[this area] has been referred to as the Western Regions. After the
founding ancestors of our Great Qing dwelt in the Changbai Moun
tains, Heaven first bestowed the Eastern Sea to the Great Qing. When
Shizu^2 entered the [Shan-hai] guan,33 he only came into possession of
the Southern Sea [which had been possessed by the Chinese] ever since
the reign of Tang Yao.^'* Of provinces, in the east, south, west, and
north, he established eighteen.
The length [of Shizu's realm] was
20,000 li,^^ and it was 200,000 // in area.
The ancients who possessed all under Heaven claimed to pos
sess all under Heaven and yet could not possess [even] a single sea.^^
Widely knowledgeable scholars rejected and disbelieved those who
spoke of the vastness and immensity [of the Western Regions];^^ that
which was to the north was not far off, and they could see it if they
looked, [but] that which was to the northwest or due west was far off,
and they could not see it if they looked. The Holy Dynasty^^ now
possesses the two seas to the east and south and controls the Mongol
Khalkha^^ tribe, and this cannot be called far off to the north. What is
more. Emperor Gaozong^*^ was bom in accordance with Heavenly
purposes and responded to Heavenly purposes by utilizing military
force. He was, therefore, able to inherit the military might of the [Manchu Qing] ancestors and jointly employ troops from the north, south,
and east to expand the western borders. The far [reaches of the
western territories] are 17,000 li from the capital, and the dependent
states of the Western boundaries have not yet been counted. Could it
be, then, that Heaven will guide [our dynasty] to the western seas? We
^ 1 Zhongyang.
The Shunzhi emperor, r. 1644-1662.
The easternmost gate of the Great Wall, at the shore of the Gulf of Zhili
in the Yellow Sea.

Tang Yaodi is the full, formal name of Yao. The comma in the text is a
punctuator's error.
The li is a Chinese linear measure of distance and is approximately
equivalent to one third of an English mile.
Gong here means, 1 think, a sea to the north or west.
l.e., the "widely knowledgeable scholars." Gong uses the term with
some contempt.
The reigning Qing dynasty.
The main tribe of the Outer jasagh, or Outer Mongolia.
The Qianlong Emperor, r. 1736-1795.
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Still cannot tell. But even if a few million [from the treasury in an en
deavor to extend our dominions this far] were used, it could not be
called waste; even if the worries and hard work of two reigns^ ^ about
the west were accumulated and military documents were [piled] one
hundred inches high, it could not be called [troublesome] toil; if the
sons of the Eight Banners'^^ and the commoners of the [Chinese] Green
Standard Armies*^^ sacrificed their lives in gratitude for their [fav
orable] treatment, it could not be called a loss.
If there were no Heavenly Law and sacred proclamation mani
festing the inevitability [of expanding to the west], the stupid scholars
with shallow views and the degenerate students from lowly hamlets
would, it almost seems, doubt the wisdom of the emperor in expending
[the resources of the center] and devoting [them] to the borders. [They
would] doubt the emperor's sense of humanity^^ [because imperial
armies] reduce the countries of [other] peoples, destroy [other] peo
ple's descendants, and leave the land barren and devastated for a
thousand //. No! No! The way of possessing all under Heaven attaches
importance only to continuing along with it."^^ [Even] if it were [true]
as the base scholars say, that "The laborers will never rest [from their
labors]," "The expenses cannot be recovered again," "The [tribes or
peoples] destroyed cannot again continue [in their issue]," [and] "Those
who have been killed cannot be brought back to life," there would still
be no better choice of meritorious action than continuing along with
it.'^^ But this is all academic; it is certainly not as the base scholars say.
If we continue on with [already-established] merit'^'^ and add onto it
The Kangxi (1662-1723) and Qianlong (1736-1796) reigns. Kangxi and
Qianlong devoted a great deal of time and energy to subduing the Western Regions.
See Introduction.
The eight banners of the Manchu troops. Manchu banners were iden
tified by the color of their banners. Each banner corresponded to the equivalent of a
modem division.
Chinese troops identified by green banners, as distinct from Manchu
troops identified by banners of white, yellow, red, and blue.
44 Ren.
45 Heaven. Gong's point here and in other passages that follow is that
Heaven had directed the attention and energies of the Qianlong emperor towards the
west, and that this westward orientation should be maintained and continued by
current and future courts.
46 The Heavenly purpose.
47 The merit Gong speaks of here is, 1 think, the Qianlong Emperor's
conquest of the Western Regions.
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and extend it, our foundation will become more substantial, our means
will become greater, and the things we add will become more
numerous. How could this not be the purpose which Heaven and
Emperor Gaozong strove mightily to achieve? If we wish to continue
on with [already-established] merit and add onto it and extend it, then
nothing would be better than weighing and considering the principle of
loss and gain. And what is the principle of loss and gain? It is nothing
more than two sentences: "Taking people from the center^^ to benefit
the west,"'^^ and "Taking wealth from the west to benefit the center."
The population of China is now increasing day by day, the times
are becoming more difficult day by day, and the Yellow River is
becoming more of a calamity day by day. It is not that the prominent
officials do not worry or that the emperor does not confer [with offi
cials], but that their discussions do not extend beyond selling official
positions and degrees, raising taxes, and raising the price of salt. This
is like fattening one's brain^®
[flesh] cut from one's own buttocks
or eating one's own flesh—nothing can replace what has been taken
away.
Ever since the last years of the Qianlong era, the officials,
functionaries, scholars, and commoners have been discouraged and
faced with difficulties. The people who do not work as scholars,
farmers, artisans, or merchants are fifty or sixty percent [of the total
population];^ 1 what is more, some smoke^^ opium,^^ get involved in
wicked sects, incur capital punishment,^"^ and freeze or starve to death.
Even so, they are unwilling to produce [even] one inch of silk or one
grain of rice in order to benefit the people. They have inherited [these
habits] from the height of peace during the sixtieth year of the Qianlong
reign,^^ when the people's hearts became accustomed to great luxury,
and they have fallen into the habit of loafing [aimlessly] about,
especially in the capital. [This decadence] has spread from the capital
in all directions, and in general rich households have become poor
China proper.
The Western Regions.
Here the word "brain" (nao) is perhaps metaphorical for the central or
hinterland areas of China proper.
^ ^ That is, unemployment is very high.

Surr, literally, "eat."
Apparently regarded as a hateful practice.
Because of rebellion or other high crimes.
55 Ca. 1751.
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households, and poor households have become destitute^^ ones. The
highest of the four classes of people^^ are seeking employment beneath
their dignity, and the general situation in each province is so perilous
that none of them can even support [themselves for the coming]
months and days, much less find time to plan for [coming] years.
Outside the Jiayu guan, the garrison generals are numerous,^^
the soldiers are plentiful, and the beacon towers^^ are very densely dis
persed. The length of the land is several thousand //, and there are sev
eral tens of tribes. Except for the deserts, the total [surface area] of the
tuntian^^ in the north is only 238,632 mou,^^ and in the south it is only
49,476 mou. This makes for a combined total of 288,108 mou. Of
agricultural laborers, there is a total of only 103,905 persons; and in
addition to this there are 204 exiled criminals or persons who exist in
name only. It would be very easy to say that the Western Regions
should be used to govern the Western Regions. In the hinterland
today, every year Guangdong and Sichuan release food and give it to
the province of Guizhou. Guizhou is without heavy military [install
ations, yet] its [agricultural] output does not equal its intake of official
emoluments and military provisions. Every year the nation makes com
pensation from 50,000 or 60,000 taels^^ to 80,000 or 90,000 taels [for
Guizhou, and yet the nation] has still not enjoyed any benefit from
Guizhou. If the hinterland is like this, what is there still to be said
about Xinjiang? A request should be made that the idle^^ non-native
people who live in the capital be recruited in a big way and that the
commoners of Zhili, Shandong, Henan, Shaanxi, and Gansu be ordered
Literally, "hungry."
The shi, or scholar-officials.
Literally, "they face each other to this extent."
Suibao\ these were fortifications or towers which employed fire signals
to communicate military information.
The tuntian (literally "encampment fields") were agricultural fields
maintained by regular military forces stationed in the countryside. The tuntian con
cept was adopted from an ancient method of military settlements and enabled a
large army to support itself without burdening the civilian agricultural population.
In an ideal tuntian, each soldier would tend forty to fifty mou (see note below) of
land.
The mou (or mu) is a land measure, equal to approximately 733 square
yards.
Liang. The tael was an avoirdupois measure for silver. The term "tael"
came into widespread commercial use through Portuguese and is ultimately trace
able to the Malay tahil, a weight.
Literally, "wandering and eating."
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to migrate to the west. The people south of the Yangzi River are weak
in bodily strength,their roads are dangerous and distant, and they are
easily angered and given to complaining—there need be no deliberation
[about their westward migration], Yunnan, Guizhou, Hunan and Hu
bei, and Guangdong and Guangxi are also distant, and Sichuan has vast
territory and few people; [the people of these places] should not be
moved again. Shanxi claims to be the richest within the country.^^ Its
residents would be unwilling to migrate, and there need be no deli
beration [about their westward migration]. Although there need be no
deliberation, those willing to go [should] all [be allowed] to go. Others
such as the people from Feng,^^ Ying,^^ Huai,^* and Xu^^ of the
Jiangnan^® provinces and the people from Datong^* and Shuoping^^ jn
Shanxi are also all powerful and martial in their natural dispositions,
and they dare to travel; they have not become accustomed to arrogantly
eating rice and wearing silk. The land [in the Western Regions] is not
very far [from them]; if they were recruited to go, they would surely be
willing to go. The wicked people who grow tobacco are most numer
ous in the two provinces of Jiangxi and Fujian. They greatly harm
China, and they should be completely moved [west] without a trace [of
them] left behind. How could their being unproductive people in the
hinterland be as good as their being productive people in the western
borders, where they could be productive people engaged in agriculture
or pastoralism and thereby extend their posterity?
Those who do travel could be given a few [units of currency]
per household by the officials for travelling expenses, and every adult

Literally, "strength of sinew."
Literally, "within the seas."
Fengyang Prefecture {Fu) in northern Anhwei Province, north of the
Yangzi River.
Yingzhou Prefecture {Fu) in northern Anhwei Province, north of the
Yangzi River.
Huaian Prefecture {Fu) in northern Jiangsu Province, north of the
Yangzi River.
Xuzhou Prefecture {Fu) in northern Jiangsu Province, north of the
Yangzi River.
Jiangnan (Kiangnan) is used as a conventional term for the entire south
of the Yangzi River (particularly referring to southern Jiangsu).
^ 1 A prefecture {fu) in northeastern Shanxi.
A prefecture {fu) in northern Shanxi.
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male‘^3 [could be given] a few [units of currency] for travel expenses.
Deliberate on this and then report.
What is more, the population of the bannermen garrisoned in
each province is growing every day, and the grain transported by water
from the south is insufficient [for them]. They buy great quantities of
rice to eat and silk to wear. If they were ordered to return to their ban
ners, the inner city of the capital could not accommodate them. If they
continue to increase in population for a few more years, there will be
no limit of expenses to the provinces [in which they are stationed].
Those who are garrisoned'^'^ are the means of protecting the Heavenly
Court. The sons of the Eight Banners have been longtime recipients of
[imperial] kindness, and loyalty and uprightness is ingrained in their
dispositions. If there is anything beneficial to the Heavenly Court, they
would not be of different minds [in supporting it] and will have no
objections [to implementing it]. Each general could deliberate and
consider how many [banner]men the large provinces would send [to the
west] and how many [banner]men the medium and small-sized
provinces would send [to the west]. To make manifest our abundant
consideration, their traveling expenses should be assessed according to
the means of the people [along their route]. Discuss this and then
memorialize. Grand Ministers'^^ could temporarily be appointed to
manage their migrant [transferral] affairs, and [these posts] would be
disbanded after seven years. Deliberate on this and then report.
It is to be hoped that first of all the dangerous’^^ cliffs would be
cut down, steep peaks be crossed over, gurgling springs be diverted
[for useftil irrigation purposes], and swamps be drained. After arriving
in the west and dividing [Xinjiang] into two circuits,”^"^ north and
south,'^^ the officials could give [each migrant family] one Mongolian
[-style] tent. [After] their oxen and plows are made ready and their
seeds are completely [adequate], large households could first of all be

Ding.
The bannermen.

Dachen\ Hucker 5888.
76 Precipitous.
77 Lu\ Hucker 3839.1. Here lu is used as a generic term for large terri
torial jurisdictions which include smaller Jurisdictions such as/w (prefectures) and

Xian (districts).
78 With the Tianshan Mountains as the boundary between the north and
the south.
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given a few zhang^^ [of land], medium-sized households a few zhang,
and small households a few zhang. [These households] would not be
allowed to occupy [land] of their own accord. The bannermen would
be dealt with in accordance with the same principle. Except for the
desert lands, which would not need to be reported on, every year there
would be [submitted] one memorial on the amount [of land] brought
under cultivation; every ten years the total would be reported, and
every twenty years a grand total would be compiled and audited.
Every year there would be a ten percent assessment of millet,
flour, oats,^0 and vegetables [as an in-kind tax], and it would be stored
in local granaries and distributed as foodstuff emoluments. The remit
tance of cash poll taxes in these places should temporarily be exempted;
after twenty years, in addition to paying in-kind grain taxes as in the
inland, there would also be a poll tax. After [instituting] the poll tax, a
quota [to be submitted] to the Ministry of Revenue^! could be
established. For now, [in these areas] the remission of millet and flour
[as in-kind taxes] would not be converted into silver cash equivalents;
after twenty years [these remissions] could also be converted into silver
cash equivalents as in the inland.
There could be appointed one local Governor-general^^ [with
concurrent status as] Ministry of War^^ Minister^4 and Right Censorin-Chief^5 for Dzungar and Muslim areas, one local Governor^^ [with
concurrent status as] Ministry of War Vice Minister^^ and Right Vice
Censor-in-chief^* for Dzungar and Muslim areas, (perhaps [following]
the precedent of Zhili and Sichuan, wherein the Governor-general is
A unit of land measurement, equivalent to approximately ten square
feet. The zhang is usually a unit of lineal measurement, but here it probably has a
more general meaning roughly equivalent to "lot" or "plot."
Reading ke as qingke\ Giles 6092.
Here reading bu as hubw, Hucker 2789.2.
Zongdw, Hucker 7158.2.
Bingbw, Hucker 4691.3.
^4 Shangshw, Hucker 5042.3.

(You) Duyushi] Hucker 7335. During the Qing, a Governor-general was
automatically a nominal concurrent Censor-in-chief and sometimes also concurrent
Minister of War. See Hucker 7158.2.
Xunfif, Hucker 2731.
Shilang', Hucker 5278.3.
(You) Fuduyushv, Hucker 2108. During the Qing, a Governor had nom
inal concurrent status as Vice Minister of War and Vice Censor-in-chief See
Hucker 2731.
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concurrently the Governor and no Governor is appointed, would also
be acceptable), one Provincial Administration Commissioner,one
Surveillance Commissioner,^^
Circuit Intendants,^! one Pro
vincial Military Commander,92 three Regional Commanders,^^ eleven
Prefects,^'^ three Department Magistrates^^ of Directly Attached^^ Departments,97 two Department Magistrates, and forty District Magis
trates.^^
Of Prefectures^^ and Departments*®'’ there would be fourteen:
Yidong Prefecture and Yixi Prefecture (current Yidong and Yixi Cir
cuits), Kuzhou Prefecture (current Kurkara-usu*®*), Dihua Prefecture
(current Urumchi*®^)^ Zhenxi Prefecture (current Barkhul*®^), Guazhou
Prefecture (current Hami*®4), Tazhou Directly Attached Department
(current Tarbagatai*®5)-the above [Prefectures and Directly Attached
Department] would be the Northern Circuit.'®® Pizhou Prefecture
(current Phucamni'®"^), Shazhou Prefecture (current Kharashira*®* and
Kurcha'®® and Shahyar"®), Suzhou Prefecture (current Aksu^ and
Sairam-bazarll^), Qiangzhou Prefecture (current Yarkandll^), Hezhou
Buzhengshi', Hucker 4770.
Anchashi\ Hucker 12.3.
Fenxundao', Hucker 1941.
^2 Tidu\ Hucker 6482.
Zongbing\ Hucker 7146.

96
92
98
99

Z/j/yw; Hucker 983.
Zhizhou] Hucker 965.3.
zhili; Hucker 1024.1.
Z/jo«; Hucker 1332.6.
Z/jix/aw; Hucker 993.
Fm; Hucker 2034.6.

Zhou] Hucker 1332.6.
Kuerkelawusi.
102 Wulumuqi.
1*^^ Baerkule.
1®^ Hami.
Taerbaketai.
106 As Gong has outlined it, the Northern Circuit would include the
territory in Xinjiang north of the Tianshan Mountains.
102 Pi2han. Also known as Pichan.
108 Halashala] location undetermined.
109 Kuju.
110 Shayaer.
111 Akesu.
112 Sailamu.
112 Ye'erqiang.
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Prefecture (current Khotanll^)^ Tufan Directly Attached Department
(current OchU^), and Zhuanfang Directly Attached Department
(current Kashgar^l^)—the above [Prefectures and Directly Attached
Departments] would be the Southern Circuit. *
In Yidong Prefecture
four Districts would be set up, with the Prefectural City as Yidong
District, Ukharlighll^ as Suiding District, Boro-tala^^^ as Bo District,
and Ghanchikhan^^O as Zhu District. The boundaries [of these
Districts] could be considered and discussed. In Yixi Prefecture four
Districts would be set up, with the Prefectural City as Yixi District,
Kurtijl^i as Tu District, Guerbansalil22 as Jie District, and Khongghurolongl23 as E District. The boundaries [of these Districts] could be
considered and discussed. Three Districts would be set up in Kuzhou
Prefecture, with the Prefectural [city] as Ku District, Wuliyasutul24 as
Jiuying District, and Donga-baligh^25 as Fengjun District.
The
boundaries [of these Districts] could be considered and discussed. In
Guazhou Prefecture four Districts would be set up, with the Prefectural
city as Gua District, Sumkaghol26 as Jiubao District, Sai-bashe^^?
Daryal28 as Hul29 District, and Taranchi^^O as Tucheng District. The
Hetian.
115

Keshege’er.

1^ ^'
17 The Southern Circuit would thus cover the area in Xinjiang south of
the Tianshan Mountains. Much of this area is taken up by the virtually uninhab
itable Tarim Basin.
Wuhaerlike', location undetermined.
Bolotala\ location undetermined.
Ganzhuhan', location undetermined.
Kuertu; location undetermined—is a river.
Location undetermined. 1 have been unable to find a Turkish or Mon
gol pronunciation of this place name.
Hongguoerelong-, location undetermined.
Wuliyasutw, location undetermined. This is obviously not the Uliasutai of Mongolia, the residence of the Manchu amban, or supervising governor, in
Outer MonMlia.
Jinghe.
Sumuhalagai.
Location undetermined. 1 suspect that this is a Persian place name
rather than a Turkish or Mongolian one, but 1 have been unable to confirm this
suspicion.
Daliya. This is, of course, the Persian word darya, which can mean
lake, river, or body of water.
Hu in Chinese means "lake."

Dalenaqin.
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boundaries [of these Districts] could be considered and discussed. In
Tazhou [Directly Attached Department] two districts would be set up,
with the Department [city] as Ta District and Yarkhoto^^^ as Zhaofeng
District. The two Prefectures of Zhenxi and Dihua have [govern
mental] institutions already established, and there is no need to discuss
changing them. In the Southern Circuit, six districts would be set up in
Pizhou Prefecture, with the Prefectural City as Pi District, Nakha^32 as
Dongpi District, Hongchengl33 as Hong District, Likchunl34 as
Liuzhong District, Kara-khoja^^^ as Gaochang District, and Turfan as
Anle District. The boundaries [of these Districts] could be considered
and discussed. In Shazhou Prefecture one Department and four
Districts would be set up, with the Prefectural [City] as Sha District,
Kuchal36 as Guici District, Shorchugh^^T as Jiucheng District,
Tokhonail38 as Nai District, and Shahyarl39 as Shacheng District.
In Suzhou Prefecture one Department and five Districts would be set
up, with the Prefectural [Capital] as Su District, Sairaml4l as Pilo
Department, Porman^^2 as Pa District, Toghsun^^^ as Sicun District,
Baicheng as Bai District, and Kurustami44 as Xiaocheng District. The
boundaries [of these Districts] could be considered and discussed. In
Qiangzhou Prefecture five Districts would be set up, with the Prefec
tural [city] as Qiang District, Barchuk^^S as Xinqian District, Kholmal46 as Maping District, Kharagujil47 as Zhe District, and Yularikl48 as Xiye District. The boundaries [of these Districts] could be
Ya'er.
Nahu\ location undetermined.
Location undetermined.

Lukejiake.
Halahezhuo\ also known as Qoco.
Kuju.
D7 Shuoerchuke.
Tohenai.
Shaya'er.
The text here is obviously defective; five Districts are mentioned, but
no Department is discussed.
So/ZawM; location undetermined. Not a Mongol place name.
142 pa'erman; location undetermined. Not a Mongol Place name.
Tokesan\ location undetermined. Not a Mongol place name.
Kushetamw, location undetermined.

Baerchuke.
Hulama\ location undetermined.
^“^7 Halaguzheshe-, location undetermined.
t48 Yeleliyake.
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considered and discussed. In Hezhou Prefecture four Districts would
be set up, with the Prefectural [City] as Qiu District, Pisha^^^ as Lin
District, Yurungkash^^O as Lang District, and Borchil^l as Gan Dis
trict. The boundaries [of these Districts] could be considered and dis
cussed. In Tufan [Directly Attached] Department two Districts would
be set up, with the Department [seat or city] as Mingding District and
Sengiml52 as Sen District. In Zhuanfang [Directly Attached] Depart
ment three Districts would be set up, with the Department [seat or city]
as Zhuanfang District, Sairam^^^ as Saimen District, and Yangi-hissarl^** as Yinai District. The boundaries [of these Districts] could be
considered and discussed.
How many military officials there should be below [the rank of]
Regional Vice Commander^^S and civil officials below [the rank of]
Vice Prefectcould be discussed separately. The Governor-general
would be stationed at Yidong Prefecture, the Governor would be sta
tioned at Dihua Prefecture, and the Provincial Military Commander
would be stationed at Dihua Prefecture. One Surveillance Commis
sioner for the northern General Surveillance and Military Defense Circuit^^^ of Anxil^^ and one Regional Commander
for the northern
Defense Command^^*^ of Anxi would be stationed together at Zhenxi
Prefecture; one Surveillance Commissioner for the General Surveillance
and Military Defense Circuit north of the Tianshan [Mountains] would
be stationed at Yidong Prefecture; one Regional Commander for the
northern Defense Command north of the Tianshan [Mountains] would
be stationed at Tazhou [Directly Attached] Prefecture; one Surveillance
Commissioner for the southern General Surveillance and Military
Pisheya.
Yulonghashe. Name of a river.
Boloqv, location undetermined.
Sennimu.
153 Saiermetr, location undetermined.
Yinggesaer.
155 fujiang\ Hucker 2041.3.
^56 Tongzhi\ Hucker 7471.2.

1 S7 Fenxun Bingbeidao', in addition to its basic meaning as a jurisdictional
circuit, this is also a quasi-official reference to a Surveillance Vice Commissioner.
See Hucker 1940.
158 jjj western Gansu, approximately one hundred miles northeast of Dunhuang.
^59 Zongbingguair, Hucker 7146.

Zhen\ Hucker 7146.
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Defense Circuit of the Tianshan [Mountains] would be stationed at
Qiangzhou Prefecture; and one Regional Commander for the southern
Defense Command of the Tianshan [Mountains] would be stationed in
Tufan [Directly Attached] Department (not Anle District of Pizhou
[Prefecture]). The Governor-general and Governor must both be sta
tioned in the Northern Circuit; the north can control the south, [but]
the south cannot control the north. Of old, before the Muslim tribes
were under the authority of the Celestial Court,
there was not one of
them who did not willingly serve as frontier guards for the Dzungar
barbarians. A Supervisorl62 of Copper Selection and Purchase Affairs
could be appointed (Imperial Household Department^^S personnel
could be employed [for this purpose]); [these supervisors] would be
transferred every three years and would be stationed in Tufan [Directly
Attached] Department.
At Jiayuguan of Gansu Province a Supervisor could be ap
pointed who would have exclusive charge of the taxation of trade from
the inland to the Dzungars and Muslims. With the exception of rice,
salt, tea, rhubarbs, and textiles, 1^4 none of the remarkable and decadent
products of China would be permitted to leave the [Jiayu]guan, so that
their [i.e., the Dzungars' and the Muslims'] customs might be improved
[and sustained]; and except for leather goods and watermelons,
[Dzungar or Muslim products] would not be permitted to enter into the
[Jiayu]guan, so that their collective [wealth] might be enriched [and
protected]. Copper mining and customs affairs are both means by
which official emoluments are maintained and military rations are given.
The two princes of Hami and Pizhan could both be granted
titles as Assistant Officials for Prefectural Affairs,
and at the sac
rificial rites 166 on the first and fifteenth days [of the Chinese lunar cal
endar], when the time comes for falling into line [according to rank] at
the solemn ceremonies, 167 [their positions] would be below the
Circuiti68 and Prefectural [officials but] above the Vice Magistrates. 169
161 The Chinese imperial court.
162 Jiandu\ Hucker 873.
163 lyeiwufu] Hucker 4291.
164 Buchou] literally "[non-silk] cloth."
165 Xieban Fushiguan.
166 Animal sacrifices were probably not actually performed at these rites.
167 Dali.
168 Dao\ Hucker 6306.8.
169 Tongzhv, Hucker 7471.3.
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Each of the Muslim cities could select a person from among their
and grant them the title of Assistant for District Affairs,
and
at the sacrificial rites on the first and fifteenth days [of the Chinese
lunar calendar], when the time comes for falling into line [according to
rank] at the solemn ceremonies, [their positions] would be below the
District Magistrates [but] above the Assistant District [Magistrates], ^^2
The Anxi Southern Circuit is the furthermost extent of the
territory of Gansu Province, and the Anxi Northern Circuit is the be
ginning of the territory of the Dzungar and Muslim provinces.
[At
the borders of these areas] boundary stones could be erected. The
people who have recently moved [into the Western regions] as well as
the bannermen and the Muslims are illiterate; it should be requested
that after thirty years schools be established. Government Students^^^
be provided for, and Provincial Examinations!^^ be administered;
[these matters] need not be discussed at present. Zhenxi [Prefecture]
and Dihua [Prefecture] are already established; for the time being, [stu
dents] can, as usual, be turned over to the Governor for their exam
inations.
Local officials could make field investigations in the regions of
the Gobi [Desert] where there is no water or foliage, and if there are
areas where gold nuggets can be extracted, they could formulate rules
and regulations [for gold extraction] and submit them [to the Court for
consideration].
Official posts!^^ in the Northern Circuit and near the Gobi
could be designated as frontier posts, somewhat analogous to the

Boke\ Arabic and Persian bey. Beg was a title among Turkish peoples
traditionally given to rulers of small tribal groups, to members of ruling families,
and to important officials. Under the Ottoman Empire a bey was the governor of a
province. The term is a cognate with the Manchu beile or ruling prince.
Xieban Xianshi.
Chengxiarr, Hucker 457.
Sheng; not (Han) Chinese-style provinces. Here sheng is used in its
more general, generic sense of a large unit of territorial jurisdiction under the cen
tral government.
Shengyuan, Hucker 5193.
Xiangshv, Hucker 2352.
The point here is that no Education Official (Xueguarr, Hucker 2696.1)
was available, so the Governor would be in charge of the examinations.
^'' Fengsha bianque\ lit., "positions at the border, where there is wind
and sand."
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"miasmic posts" 1^8 of the inland, and [officials appointed to these
posts] would be quickly and regularly promoted and transferred [to
other areas].
In the wastelands near gravel and sand,^^^ shrines to the god of
the wind and the god of the springs could be erected in many places.
During the festivals sacrifices could be offered in veneration of God,!^®
so that the earth will give forth her springs, the winds will stop in the
heavens, and [the region] will be suitable for [growing] vegetables and
grains. Written prayers could be distributed and posted in these areas.
How many places for shrines for great riversl^^ there should be could
be considered and discussed; how many places for shrines for great
mountains^^^ could [also] be considered and discussed.
All persons passing through the Gobi on official business could
carry spring water [with them]; the wondrous Western[-style]l®^ con
tainers, which are small [yet] have large capacities and are convenient
for travel,
should be manufactured and distributed [for this pur
pose]. It would also be useful to distribute and erect tall and wide ob
jects to block the wind; it should be ordered that those [of such objects]
which can be used in fields be [taken as] models for [further] manu
facture.
Now after this is done, the tuntian can be completely with
drawn. In reality the tuntian [function more as] encampments than as
agricultural colonies. The Three Dynastiesl^S are remote in the past; it
is now impossible to long for the uniting of soldier and peasant or long
for private labor to maintain public fields. The current 280,000 or so
mou of tuntian land should be given to the present 100,000 or so

In the Chinese officialdom, areas with extremely hot and humid cli
mates were widely regarded as unhealthy.
179 In dry (and possibly windy) places. This is perhaps a reference to the
dry, unfertile areas which exist alongside fertile, moist areas.
1^11 Shangdi. In this context shangdi is probably an ineffable Heaven rath
er than a personal God.
1^ 1 Mongolian ghol.
182 Mongolian daba'a.
1^^ Xiyang.
1^^ Gong here is apparently describing some sort of bladder or canteen for
carrying water. I have been unable to determine with any precision what type of
container this is.
1^^ The three ancient Chinese dynasties Xia (2205-1782 B.C.), Shang (ca.
1800-1400 B.C.), and Zhou (ca. 1122-256 B.C.).
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tuntian soldiers as permanent assets.
Public lands would become
private lands, the sojournerswould become registered house
holds,
and the frontier guards would become native residents.
It would not be necessary to release and repatriate the criminals
exiled to this region;
they could also be given a measured amount of
inferior land to plow, sow, and pay taxes on along with everyone else.
Once the encampments of the Green Standard banners have been
withdrawn, the frontier guardsmen of the Eight Banners should also be
withdrawn. Previously, the Chinese bannermenl^O stationed [in the
Western regions] set up separate registries [for themselves] so that they
might be distinguished from [Chinese] commoner households and Mus
lim households. Since [these Chinese] are designated as bannermen
households and are [thus] the same as commoners who have land
registers, [these Chinese banner units] can be withdrawn without worry
about their having no place to which to return. It should be requested
that the Generals,Vice Commanders-in-chief,^92 Grand Minister
Superintendent, 193 Companyl94 leaders, clerksl95 of the Seals Of
fice, 196 and other [such positions] all be abolished.
Those stationed soldiers who are Manchus, Solon, 197 Shibe,198
and Mongols who are guardsmen in the northern Anxi Circuit could be
1^^ Shiye\ could perhaps be rendered as "hereditary enterprises."
1^7 Keding, literally "guest stalwarts," a reference to the tuntian soldiers
whose native places were elsewhere in China.
1^^ Bianhu, a term for families entered in the household registers of the
local government.
1^9 It was common during the Qing for criminals to be exiled to Xinjiang.
For an interesting study of this practice, see Joanna Waley-Cohen, "Banishment to
Xinjiang [Sinkiang] in Mid-Qing [Ch'ing] China, 1758-1820," Late Imperial China

V. 10 no. 2 (Dec. 1989), pp. 44 - 71.

1911 In the fully developed banner system there were eight Manchu banners

and also eight Chinese banners and eight Mongolian banners.
191 Jiangjun\ Hucker 694.
192 Fudutong-, Hucker 2107.

10^ Banshi Dachen\ Hucker 4414.
194 Dui; Hucker 7390.
195 Zhangjing\ Hucker 107 and 7982.
196 Yinfang\ Hucker 7982.
197 Solun, a Tungusic mountain-dwelling people whose ancestral home
was originally in Heilongjiang. Many Solon troops assisted the Manchus in their
conquest of China. They share some ethnic affinities with the Hulun-buir Mongols
of western Manchuria. Their language is similar to that of the Dakhur Mongols.
They were excellent hunters and fishers. The Qing stationed Solon troops in Xin-
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designated as banner households of the northern An-hsi Circuit; those
in the northern Tianshan Northern Circuit could be designated as nor
thern Tianshan Circuit banner households, and those in the southern
Circuit could be designated as southern Circuit banner households.
The soldiers led by the Hi General are the most numerous, and the
territories of Yidong and Yixi are also the largest; dispatching them
into battle formation [in times of war] and dispersing them on the plains
[in times of peace] should proceed smoothly, and there would be no
worry about lack of provisions. They, along with the bannermen [ori
ginally] stationed in the hinterland who have recently been transferred
[to Xinjiang], should all be turned over to the jurisdiction of the local
[Xinjiang] officials. When they commit offenses,
however, they
must not be caned in punishment by [the orders of] any official below
[the rank of] District Magistrate,200 and when taxes are remitted, they
should be given a considered reduction of twenty percent below the
[tax] rates paid by the commoner^Ol households and the Muslim house
holds, in order to reward them for the services they and their preceding
generations have performed. Having undertaken these [measures],
there will [still] be some concern about their isolation.202 jt should be
requested that a Grand Minister Superintendent be appointed and
stationed in the proximity of the Yarkand and Khotan Departments of
the extreme [southern] marches of the Southern Circuit. [This Sup
erintendent would] take command of nine hundred Manchu soldiers.
jiang during the mid eighteenth century. The Solon often consider themselves a
people ethnically separate from both the Mongols and the Manchus.
^^^Xibo. The Shibe are a Tungusic-speaking nationality said to have des
cended from the ancient Xianbei. Prior to the Manchu conquest they lived in the
Jilin and Hulun-buir areas of Manchuria. They were hunters and fishers. Today
there are pockets of Shibe population in Liaoning, Jilin, and Heilongjiang and
important pockets in Xinjiang. They were conquered by the Manchus in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries and were incorporated into the Manchu
and Mongolian Eight Banner system. They were sent to garrisons in Xinjiang,
Yuiman, and other remote areas of the Qing empire. In 1764 over one thousand
Shibe soldiers and their families were sent to Xinjiang, and they have remained
there to this day. Today the Shibe of Xinjiang represent the only sizeable Manchuspeaking ethnic community left in the modern world. They are ethnically some
what different from most Mongols and Manchus.
Literally, "when there is trouble."
200 This because corporal punishment meted out by lowly officials would
be beneath the dignity of the bannermen.
201 That is, Chinese commoner households.
202 jjjg isolation of these newly relocated bannermen.
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seven hundred Mongol and Solon [soldiers], forty Shibe soldiers, and
six hundred Green Standard soldiers, for a total of two thousand two
hundred forty [soldiers],203 in order to secure control over the coun
tries of the Buriit,204 Kazak,205 Namukhan,206 and Aiwuhan207 under
[the jurisdiction of] the Court of Colonial Affairs.208 por the super
vision of the affairs of the tribute from each of the countries [mentioned
above], a seal for a Superintending Grand Minister of the Western Borderlands209 could be cast, and [the official empowered by this seal]
would have one honorific title2l0 and [be assigned] the rank of 2A.211
He would be controlled by the Governor General for Dzungar and
Muslim areas, and he, the Regional Commanders, and the Governor
would control each other.212
In order to make manifest the awesomeness and dignity [of their
offices, the civil personnel the rank of] Provincial Administration Commissioner213 and below would prepare [official] written announce
ments, and [military personnel the rank of] Regional Commander2l4
and below would be seen wearing swords.2l5 Of the garrison troops
currently being considered for withdrawal, the best-trained could be
293 xhis number is not the total of the figures in the text.
294 Bulute\ a Turkic tribe.
295 Hasake.
296 Namuqian, probably a Turkic tribe.
297 Unidentified.
298 Fanbu\ presumably the Li-fan-yuan.
299 Zongtong Xibian banshi dachen.
219 Chiwen. Perhaps this is an imperial decree rather than a title, but this
would make less sense in the context.
211 Zheng erpin. The jiupin or "Nine Ranks" system utilized nine cate
gories into which all official posts were graded for prestige, compensation, etc.,
with 1 as the highest and 9 as the lowest. Ranks were further subdivided into two
classes, first class (zheng) and second class (cong), and in English translations of
official ranks, "A" represents zheng and "B" represents cong. Thus, the rank that
Gong suggests for the superintending Grand Minister of the Western Borderlands is
a very high one.
212 The idea here is that there would be a sort of system of checks and
balances among these offices.
213 Buzhengshi', Hucker 4770.
214 Zongbingguan; Hucker 7146.
215 The idea here is that both wen [civil methods] and wu [martial or mil
itary methods] would be used to inspire obedience and respect in the people. The
written announcements were emblems of the civil administration, and the swords
worn openly by military personnel were to be seen as the emblems and means of the
military establishment for keeping the peace.
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specially selected out and retained. Their military provisions, weaponry,
and monthly pay should be [allocated] in accordance with the pre
cedents of Jiangning and Xingzhou in the interior. There would be a
review once a year, a review by a Governor-general every three years,
and every ten years there would be a request that a high-ranking and
prestigious Grand Minister^l^ be assigned to come west for a grand
review. The natives of Burut and Kazak would all serve as attendants
because theirs is the region of the great borders between the China of
our Celestial Court and the foreign [countries].
The expenditures for [implementing] the above proposals will,
for the present time, be extremely large, the construction [projects] will
be extremely intricate and numerous, and the changes and alterations
will be extremely great. The effects [of implementing these proposals]
will [be seen only after] twenty years, [but after that] the benefits will
be ten thousand-fold. Now twenty years is not something for which the
Court would certainly be unwilling to wait, nor is it something for
which the officials and subjects within the Four Seas who long for
peaceful and orderly government cannot wait. This being so, it is then
[clear] that an increasingly prosperous national destiny, an increasingly
secure national foundation, increasingly substantial customs for the
livelihood of the people, and increasingly [conscientious] attention to
official affairs can only be achieved through the principle of [present]
losses for [future] gains and a policy [that sanctions present]
expenditures for [future] receipts. There is no second way [to achieve
these ends]. [Proposals] which would not go along with the mind of
Heaven, not carry out our ancestral heritage, and not boost the strength
for great undertakings in generally benefiting the people of the Four
Seas (east, west, north, and south) are not included in this proposal.
(I have planned this proposal over the course of two years,
[but] I fear that it still has minor oversights and minor imperfections. I
have had it printed^l^ in order to elicit comments from the superiors
and seniors of our day. I should be grateful if the good and bad points
[of this proposal] were pointed out sentence by sentence.)

Dachen\ Hucker 5888.
Literally, "carved [on wooden printing blocks]."
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Glossary
Translations of official titles from Charles Hucker's A Dictionary of Of
ficial Titles in Imperial China are readily available in that work and are
not included in this glossary.
Aiwuhan g
Akesu
Aksu
^

^

Dongnan ba fanpo yi

Halahezhuo Da I^J f□

¥
Halashala Dg^ l$J ^
Dongpi ^ ^

Anhui

S
Hami D^ ^
Hasake Dg- ^ ^
He Qiutao fnj ^ ^
He Shaoji f5J ^ ^

Anle^l^
Anxi $ H

Fanbu ^ SU

Bai^

FengE

Baicheng ^ ^
Baerchuke E W
Baerkule E M )* IJj
Barchuk E M
Barkhul EJIM Mi
Beijing :jb
Bianfa ^
bianhu M P
Bot#
Boke

mmw

Boloqi
BolotalaW^t^fi
Borchi 1f ^ ^
Boro-tala
bu^
buchou ^ ^
Bulute ^
Buriit ^
#
Changbai M S
Cheng Enze ^ ® #
chiwen ^ ^

cong^5£
daba M E
Dali -f M

Da Qing yitongzhi f
Datong f:
Dihua
DingT
Donga-baligh ^

Fengrun M M
Fengyang H, ^
fengsha bianque

Heilongjiang M H

?X

Fenxun bingbeidao

Henan
Hetian f□ (H
Hezhou fP jfl

fill??

Hong^

Fujian f§ ^
Gan ^
Gansu
H
Ganzhuhan ^
^
Gaochang
^
Gaozong ^ ^
Ghanchikhan ^ gk
¥
Gobi :it M
Gong Zizhen H g

Hongcheng ^ ^
Hongguoerelong

Gong Zizhen quanji

Hong Jun ^ ^
Hu Si
Huai ^
Huaian
^
Huang Juezi ^
Hubei
dk
hubu f>
Hulama
Hunan jjg

Hi
Gu Guangqi H Jg tjf
Gu Yanwu
Gua JU
Guangdong
Guangxi
®
Guazhou XU. Xlj
Guerbansali
^ ®I

m

Ji Yun 15
Jiangnan jX ^
Jiangning ?X ^
Jiangsu ?X M
Jiangxi ?X ®
Jiayu guan ^ <l& M

Jie^
Jilin ^
Jinghe ^
jingshi M. M

MM
Guici £ ^
Guizhou J| fl'l
Guole $15 m
Halaguzheshe

^

Jingshi wenbian ^
I^J
jinwen f
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Jiubao ^
Jiucheng ^
Jiuying ^ ^
Kangxi ^
kaozheng # ^
Kara-khoja
^

Lin Zexu ^ iU ^
Liu Fenglu
3^
Liuzhong
c|a
Lukechake #
^

Manzhou yuanliu kao
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Qinghai
Mqingke # M
Qingzhou W;H'|
Qiu^
ren fH
Saibashe Darya ^ E

ifm^m
Kashgar
M
Kazak Op M
ke»
keding ^ T
Keshege'er
fi* 0®

Maping ^ ^

Menggu Huibu
wanggong biaozhuan ^
H]

Saierman ^ ^
Sailamu # 1® 7^
Saimen ^ P^
Sairam ^ I^J t(^
Sairam-bazar $ ($J

Menggu yuanliu ^
Khalkha P§ M
Kharaguji 0^ I^J

mi-f
Kharashira 0^ S ^
Kholma
^
Khongghur-olong
Khotan f ^
Kokonor
KuJ#
Kucha
Kuerkelawusu 0. ^
Kuertu # ^ 0
Kujult*
Kurcha 0
Kurkara-usu
^ D§

mMB
Kurtu
^H
Kurustam
f-jKushetamu

-f-f-

Kuzhou
;)'H
Lang^
Lanzhou ]|0 j‘|'|
US
Li Hongzhang ^ ^
$
Li Wentian ^
hang ^
Liaoning ^ ^
Likchun # ^ ^
Lin

Mingding 0^ %
mou
Mukden ^
Muslim [U
Nah^ft B^
Nail
Nakha
B^^
Namugan j§P ;fc ^
Namukhan g|5 t|^ ^
Nian
Och ^ if
Pa ifQ
Paerman iffl If ri
Phucamni
Jg
PifiS?
pilo tt m
Pisha l^if^
Pisheya j$.if^
Pizhan ^ Jg
Pizhou ^ j'H
Porman ifS M
Qi Junzao
Qi Yunshi f|5 ^ ±
Qian Daxin
Qianlong ^ ^
Qiang ^
Qiangzhou ^ j'|>|

Qinding huangyu
Xiyu tuzhi ^ ^
i±r
Qingjf

Qingdai tongshi ^

Sen ^
Sengim ^ /b ^
Sennimu ^ /b ^
Sha ff
Shaanxi ^ ®
Shacheng ^
Shahyar ^
^
Shandong iJj ^
Shang ^
Shangdi _h ^
Shanhai guan iJj ^

m
Shanxi ill
Shayaer ^
M
Shazhou ^ ;)'H
sheng ^
Shengwuji ^ ^ |2
Shengyu ® ^
shi±
shiye th; II
Shizu W
Shorchugtvt'S^ ^
Shun ^
Shunzhi Ip tp
ShuoerchukeXff^ ^
Shuoping
^
Sichuan P3 J11
Sicun pg ^
Solun ^ fi
Songyun
^
Su|i^
suibao
^
Suiding
^
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Sumkagho ^

Oq

Wuliyasutu

M fi

Yinai ^ j®-

Ying-^

mm

Sumukalagai ^ Tfc

Wulumuqi ^

Yinggesaer

sun ^
Sun Chengze ^ ^

Wushe ^

Yingzhou-^
Yixi
0
Yuan 7C

m
Suzhou
Tal#
Talenaqin

XiaS
xian
Xianbei S$ ^
Xiao Yishan
— ll)
Xiaocheng /Jn
Xibei shidi ® :1b ^

I

%
Tang Yao /H %
Tang Yaodi /jf ^
Taranchi ^
?iL'
Tarbagatai
^E

Xieban fushi guan ^
Xieban xianshi

^

IJ® "a
Xibo M fS
Xingzhou
Xinjiang gf S
Xinjiang zhilue ^

Tazhou
;H'|
Tianshan ^ ill
Tibet ffii?
Toghsun

TohenaifE^P#
Tokesan ft
=
Tokhonai H ^QM
Tu@
Tucheng ±
Tufan nil H
tuntian
BB
Turfan Di M #
Ukharligh
M

M5£
Urumchi
^
Wang Anshi i $ 5
Wang Chang 3E
Wei Yuan M M
wen ~jC
Wen Tingshi

Xinqian ^ ^
Xiyang ^ #
Xiye 0 ^
Xiyu ®
Xiyu zhi xingshengyi

m

M

Pp ^

Wulianghai ^ ^ iS

Yul-arik?§|ljafl
Yuleliyake

M

Yulonghashe 5. |H
P^<+
Yunnan ® 0
Yurungkash 5. HI Pp
zhang ti
Zhang Mu
^
Zhao Yi M P
Zhaofeng H §[
Zhe §
Zhejiang ^ '3l
zheng IE
zhengerpin IE — pp
Zhenxi i| 0

Zhiliii:^
zhongyang i=t3 ^
Zhou jj'l

Xu^

Zhug^

Xuzhou ^ ^j'l
Xu Song ^
Yaer f| M
yan|5
Yangi-hissar ^ P®

Zhu Yun ^ ^
Zhuanfang
^
Zhuang Cunyu ^ #

MM

1^
Zongtong Xibian
banshi dachen

Yangzi ^ ^

Yao^
wu
Wuhaerlike

P® M

Yarkand ^ M ^
Yarkhoto f§ M
Yeerqiang ^ M
Yidong ip ^

:K &

Zuo Zongtang

^
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